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FIFTH AND FINAL REPORT . 

• 
TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

:MAY' IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY, • '. 
, WE, the undersigned Commissioners appointed to inquire into the questions 

affecting the relations between employer and employed, the combinations of employers 
and employed, and the conditions of labour, which have been raised during the recent 
trade disputes in the United Kingdom, have the honour to submit to Your Majesty our 
Final Report. 

PROCEDURE OF THE COMMISSION. 

We think it well to recapitulate shortly for the purposes of this Report the chief steps 
we have taken in carrying out the inquiry entrusted to us. 

'The First Meeting of the Oommission was held in the Commission Room at West
minster Hall on May 1st, 1891. We then considered the different methods which it 
was open to us to adopt, namely, (1) The taking of oral evidence; (2) The collection 
of written evidence in the shape of answers to schedules of questions; (3) ·The use 
of existing materials;' (4) The appointment of Assistant Commissioners to collect 
information not obtainable by other means. 

We appointed a Committee to draw up a scheme of .procedure. The Committee 
reported in favour of dividing the Commission into three Committees ~r the purpose 
of instituting an inquirr lUtO certain grouI?s .of tra~es. The Co~mittee8 il.ppointed 

't"(l'as follows, the ChaIrman of the Commlsslonbemg an ex-offiCIO member of eaeh 
mittee:-' 
IMMITTEB A.-Mr. David Dale (Chairman), Sir E.' Harland, Mr. T. Burt, Mr. ·W. 
\ham, Mr. E. Trow, Mr. A. 'Hewlett, Sir W. T. Lewis, Mr. Gerald Balfour, The 
,t Hon. H. H. Fowler. ' 
~ I 

JOMMITTEE B.-., The Right Hon. the Earl of Derby, K.G. (Chairman), Mr. J. C. Bolton, 
.r. T. H. Ismay, Mr. Tom Mann. Mr. H. Tait, Mr. S. Plimsoll, The Right Hon. 
usse Collings, Professor Marshall, The Right Hon. Sir Michael Hicks-Beach. 
,COMMITTEE C.-The Right Hon. A. J. Mundella (Chairmau), Mr. W. Tunstill. Mr. J. 
"awdsley. Mr. G.Livesey, Mr. M. Austin. The Right Hon. Sir John E. Gorst, 
t F. Pollock, The Right Hon. Leonard H. Courtney. 

. It Wo,s, however, understood ~t any member of an)' Committee might attend and 
join in the inquiries of other Committe~s, and this power was freely exercised. 

The division of trades adopted was as follows :-
COMMrrrEB A.-The Mining, Iron, Engineering, Hardware, Shipbuilding,' and 

Cognate Trades. 
I COMMITTEE B.-Transport and Agriculture: the term .. Transport" including 

Shipping, CanalB,-Docks, Railways, and Tramways. 
COMMITTEE C.~Textile, Clothing, Chemical, Building, and Miscellaneous Trades. 
The Committee on Procedure further drew up a syllabus (containfld with other 

details in the Report of the Secretary printed in Part ll. of . this Report) which was 
adopted as a convenient summary of the subjects into which the Committees were to 
inquire, leaving questions of principle to be treated by the Commission as a Whole. 
: At later meetiugs we considered and adopted Schedules of Questions which we 
subsequently addressed to Trade Unions, Employers, and Employers' Associations. 

The Committees thenjroceeded to take evidence with regard to special industries, 
'and on the completion 0 their inquiries in December 1892 evidence on more general 
questious was taken befqre ~he Whole Commission . 
. , With regard to the Witnesses heard before the Committees, the method 'adopted 
''\vas to summon representl),tives of Trade Unions in the first place to state .their 
grievances, and then repres6}ltatives of the Employers' Associations to state their vielV8. 
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. _,1f no such Unions or Associations existed, we summoned such individual workmen 
'. • or' e~ployf!rs as seemed to be representative of the interests concerned .. Evidence 

was also volunteered from many quarters, and was reoeived where it appeared rele~' t 
and useful. In aU we examined 583 witnesses at 151 sittings, and the evidence 
wa.~ from time to time printed and laid before Your Majesty. 

In Deccmber 1891 the evidence having already become voluminous, we directed the 
Secretary to prepare Digests of the Minutes for our use. These Digests comprise (1) a 
Precis of the Evidence which embodies in a convenient form the substance of tho evidence 
of each witness, preserving as far as pOB.'1ible the actual words used by him; (2) Abetracts 
of all the evidence on certain points .which appeared to us to be of the most practical 
importance, namely:-(a.) Strikes, their causes, deveiopment. ol'ganisation and conduot, 
their cost, and the meaus adopted for their prevention and settlement; (b.) The Eight 
Hours' Day; (0.) Arbitration and Conciliation; (d.) The Acts of Parliament referred 
to in the evidence. 

In the volumes of the Digest there were also printed an Analysis, which was prepared 
wllt'kly, of the evidence given by each witneBB to facilitate reference to the evidence 
already taken, and a Glossary of Technical Term~ which were in many cases 
unintelli.gible to persons not possessed of the necessary technical knowledge. 

We further directed the Secretary from time to time to prepare for our use certain 
Memoranda on current and previous parlit<mentary inquiries and literature, among 
which we ma.y mention a Precis of the Evidence given before the Select Committee of 
the House of Commons on Railway Servants (Hours of Labour), and a Memorandum 
on the Evidence taken beforo the Committee of the House of Lords on Sweating. • 

In addition to the above Digests we directed that Indexes should be prepared in three 
parts :-(1) An Index of Witnesses; (2) An Index of Subjecte, which was intended to 
indicate the matter coutained in the evidence with a view to enabling any p .. rson not 
~atisfied with the Digest to obtain information at first·hand on the most important 
points into which we were appointed to inquire; (3) An Index of Trades on a larger scale. 
to give a ·complete review of the Labour Question with regard to any of tho mors 
impol'tant trades the conditions of which we investigated. 

We also directed the Secretary to prepare a complete Glossary, with Indexss, of the 
Technical Terms used in the evidence, to be published as a separate volume. 

Nearly 3,150 Schedules of the Questions above mentioned were sent to Trades Unions, 
Employers, Employers' Associations, Trades Councils, Chambers of Commerce, and 
Women's Trades Unions, to which 1.190 answers have been received, tabulated, and 
summarised by the Secretary. , 

Circulars have also been sent to about 2,200 State and Municipal Emplolers of 
Labour. from whom have been received nearly 900 ~nswers, the results of which the 
Secretary was directed to tabulate and summarise. 

We further considered it desirable to collect the Rule~ of Trade Unions, Employers' 
Associations. aud Joint Boards, which were tabulated by the Secretary with Intro
ductory Memoranda under the following heads :-

(1) Date of establishment. and registration; . (2) Objects; (3) ]~0I"?D o~ government; 
(4) Entrance fee and conditIons of membershIp; (5) Rate of contrIbutIOns and mode 
of payment; (6) Benefit funds; (7) Regulations for disputes with employer8; 
(8) Attitude of members towards employers; (9) Attitude of members towards non
unionist.!; (10) Minimum wage, &c.; (ll) Provision of work for the unemployed i 
(12) Investment of funds. 

Lastly, when these had been completed, it appeared to us desi~able that Summaries 
of all the above information should be drawn up under the followmg heads:-

Gaoup A, POII't 1.-Mines and Quarries. 
.. POII't 1I.-Iron, Engineering, Hardware. Shipbuildi~g, and Cognate 

Trades. 
GROUP B, POITt I.-Transport by Water. 

" Part Il.-Transport by Land. 
GROUP C, POII't I.-Textile and Clothing. I 

.. Part II.-Chemioal, Building, and Miscellaneous Trades. 
Whole Commission.-Movements, Organisations, and Institutions. 

'rhe Documents on which the Summaries are based include:-
1. The Minutes of Evidence with Appendices. 
2. The .Answers to the Schedules of Questions. 
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3. The Rnles of AEIIIOciatioDS of Employers and ~mployed, and of Joint Boards. 
4. The Rules of Accident. fEU. Insurance. .Iperannnation Fnnds, handed in to, 

the Commission. 
6. Certain other DocumeniB handed in or forwarded to the Commission, but Dot 

printed with the above. 
6. Furwer Correspondence on points requiring additional explanation. 
7. Current official publicatioJlll, such as Parliamentary Returns, Reports of the 

Factory Inspectors. and of the BoaN of Trade. 
There are appended to the Summaries the following Appendices, drawn up by ~he 

Secretary :-
1. Acts of Parliament referred to i4 the Evidence. 1'I'itll tile amendments proposed 

by the Wimesses, in parallel columns.. .. 
2. Summary of the Returns received on State and MUDlClpai Employment of Labour. 
3. Snmmary on the Employment of Women. 
4. Memorandnm on the Economic Operati01l of the Royalty Syst.em. 
5. Memorandum on the Evidence relating to Employers'Liability. (In connection 

with this we refer to our remarks in paragraphs 52 to 54.) 
6. Memorandum on the Evidence relating to the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1887. 
7. Memorandum on the Evidence relating to the Merchant Shipping Acts, 1854-90. 
8.. Memorandum on the Evidence relating to the Factory and W urhlopsActs,1878-91. 
9. The administration of certain important indllStrial enactments. 
The Summaries., therefore,'preeentwith their Appendioos a complete resume of all the 

information available from official sources up to the time of the preparation of this 
Report. To the Summaries themselves an Index has been added which directs an 
enquirer to ascertain the information we have collected on any point and its sources. 

Meanwhile Committee B., in July 1891, recommended the appointment of Mr. W. C. 
Little a8 an Assistant Agricultural Commissioner to analyse and condense the infonr.a
tion already collected witllin the last few years on the subject of A"crriculturaJ Labonr. 
The same Committee also reCommended the appointment of 12 further Assistant 
Cummist,;oners in JannBl"J' 1892. The following gentlemen were subsequently appointeci 
Assistant Commissioners :-Mr. A. J. SpenceT. Mr. R. C. Richards. Mr. W. E. Bear, 
.Mr. C. M. Chapman, Mr. D. Ueufer Thomas, Mr. E. Wilkinson, Mr. W. P. O'Brien, C.B., 
Mr. A. Wilson Fox, Mr. R. McCrea. Mr. H.. Rutherfurd. Mr. R. Hunter Pringle, and 
Mr. G. R. Gillespie, and they have collected informaliion, as instructed by the Committee, 
UD,ler the superintendence of Mr. Little, on the eoodition of the agriculturallabomer. 

Committee C. also reoommended the appointment ilf four Lady Assistant Commi~ 
sioners on Februarv 2nd, 1892, vi1.:-Miss IL Orme, Miss M. Abraham, Miss M. iL 
Irwin, and Miss C. E. Collet. tocolleet informarion a8 to the Employmem of Women 
which the Commission WII8 prevented bom prootl.ring by the nature of its composition 
and the place of ita meetings.. Four Lad,. Assistant Commi..osioners were duly 
appointed and prepared 19 Re;-ts in the coune ([)/f 1892 and 1893. From these and 
other sources we directed the Secretary to draw up a complete Summary with 
regard '0 the Employment of W ~'" iw oar 1IISe. which ill printed as Appendix TIl. 
ta the Summaries contained in P.r1l H. of t.h.ia Report. 

Wi\h regard to the informaJrioa. whic.!!, we found it desira.ble to obtain from the 
Colonies, India, and ForeigD Countries. we: decided to apply in the first case to the 
Colonial Office, the India O!lica. a.ruJ: the I'~r\,lign Office. W \,l subsequently decided 
with regard to the Colonies 1m.! i\X'eign Countries to direct the Secretary to prepare 
Reports for our _ bom ~ imorma.tlOD reeeived from these Offices, and ftom other 
information previowly colIee1led by llimt in those conntritlS.. We also direeted the 
&cretary at dilft'rent Iiim.u 110, proceed ta Holland, Germany, Fr,mce, Belgium, the 
United Statd _1 S~ 110 abtain spee:iu.l information which we requiNd and 
lI'hiea he 1I1IlII IIilIabie 10 oliMWn. by wriMg or other means. A List of the Reports so 
pubtishoo i$ pic.1Ied m. an Appendix to the Report of the Secrewy on IDe W I}rk of the 
Office. 

It will he- ,~.h.t1'eti from the aeCutml uf the pru~-ednre of lhis Cvmmi:;sion, that the 
range of au In'lWry _ beea very wide. The work nndertaken and carried on during 
the ~ ili;"' Ie=- Jaaa beom. at... magnitude and exit'nt unprecedented in the history 
of &ryal Lumm ,_on", lind _e d.l8ll'e to record our 0p1D,on wi Its re~ulm are of the 
hi~ nIlle. a.I1I* mannt be meaeured solely by the content .. of our Report itself. 

TIw onI UIq"'tma _h:u:h. have been conducted by the Commission a.nd by itsCommittees 
form -t, a poW's ,)1/ ttha.t wo~1L They have a1Ionletl to repre:oentatives, whetht>r employers 
or empwyed. ()t ~lit 1t'f't'1']' ~h of indU.itry in the United Kingdom, th .. oppor

AS 
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tunity of statiD.gtheir 'grievances or of expressing their 'views on II great variety 
of subjects of vital importance to bot.h, and the public expression and disoussion of such 
views may, we hope, have led in many cases to a better mutua.l understanding between 
,these classes. 

We have also received the suggestions and opinions of some of the highest 
authorities on labour questions; But in addition to the information thus obtained, the 
returns which we have received, and the inquiries of our Al!sistant Commissioners, have 
provided a large amount of information never previously collected on a similar scale. 

These materials, will, we believe,' prove to be of great value to those who may 
hereafter, either in 0. public or a private capacIty, have to deal with industrial questions, 
II value which will, we think, be very greatly enhanced by the way in which information 
derived from many sources, of great bulk and contained in numerous volumes, haa been 
summarised and condensed in the Summaries of Evidence contained in the seoond part 
of this Report, and thus made readily accessible and available. 

Further, the information which has been for the first time colleoted and arranged in 
refere:O.oe to similar matters and questions in foreign countries and in the Colonies will, 
we believe, be found to 'be of equal- value. ' ' 

These "results will, in our opinion, amply justify the time and expense whioh have 
been irivolved in this Inquiry. 

It will be seen from the above observations that the work of our seoretarial staff hns 
been very oonsiderable. A more detailed account of it is given in .. the Secretary's 
Report upon the Work of the Office," printed at the beginning of the volume containing 
the .. Summaries of Evidence," which accompanies the .. present, Report. We believe 
that,we are justified in saying that the official work has exceeded that compre@sed into 
a similar spaoe ,of time in the, case of any ,former Royal Commission, and we desire 
to expres~ our completesa~isfaction with the zeal andeuergy of all those employed 
in~ , , ' ' 

The work accomplished ,by, one of our Secretaries, Mr. Geoffrey Drage, has been of a 
special ILnd exceptional character. The Abstracts, Summaries, and ,Reports, already 
mentioned, have b,eeJ;l prepared either directly by him or under his instructions. l.'his 
wor1!:, ha,a requif!ld not only much care and labour, but a. very complete aoquaintance 
wi~ll the principal fl,uthorities and writers on labour questions in aJJ. parts of the world, 
togethllr with considerable literary ability. " , 

In thl/ ~ttempt to condense' within reasonable limits so vast an amount of information 
and opinion upon labour questions, it has been necessary for us to place a considerable 
amo,unt of responsibility Oil Mr. Drage himself j but without necessRrily associating 
oy,):"stllves with ;lUthe conclusions or statements of fact which these documents contain, 
we, desire. to ,Ilx;pr~ss our, sense of the oonscientious manner in which Mr. Drage has 
dis«;lhfl,rged the difficult and laborious duties which have been imr,osed on him, and of 
th" great :va~ue, of his services. ' . 

W e,.desir~a.Jso to express our appreoiation of the valuable services rendered, by Mr. 
Johp Burnett, Labour Correspondent of the Board of Trade, who acted as Joint 
SeorEltary. ]~uring.J!is cqnnection with the Commission the work of his Department, 
which he has oarried on simultaneously, has necessarily taken up the greater part of his 
time; but his advice has, on all oocasIons, been of. great assistance to us, and his 
intimate !\lld,practical acquaintanoe with. labour ,questions for many years has rendered 
his help, especially iu the selection of witnesses, of the greatest value to us. 

Wiflalso wish to ~press our sense of the exoellent work done by Mr. F. V. Hornby, 
thll Assistant Secretary, who has, contributed materially to the efficiency of the Office, 
wherll,.I~is legal training and official experience have been, we llnderstand, of the greatest 
assistance to the Seoretllry. 

The emplOlYmentof Women to ,do much of the more skilled, lIB well as routine work 
of the o,!lice is a new experiment in the Public Service, which has, we think, been fully 
jllB'tified bysuccess.Tbe Seoretary.has reported to us most favourably of the energy 
and intelligenoe with which they have discharged their duties. 

We also desire to express our indebtedness to the Assistant Commissioners who have 
beerl'empldyed'hy 'Il8, and, in particular;' our thanks are due to Mr. Little, the· senior 
Assistant Agricultura.l Commissioner, whose·great knowledge of his subject has been 
invaluable for the purposes of that branch ·of the inquiry, and to Miss Orme, the senior 
Lady Assistant Commissioner. 

We have received oonsiderable assistance in the collection of infonnation from several 
p~blic officers, and, in" particular, the Home Office, the Foreign Office, the India Office, 
the Volonial Office; the'Board of ' Trade, and the Board of Agriculture. 
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In t~ preparation of the Foreign Reports, published by the Com.missiOD,~llf Secretary 
has received much assistance from the info.r:mation collected and reports supplied by 
many of Your Majesty's diplomlltic and ,consular, officers. We 'desire to express our 
than'ks to those officers. and alHo to the following foreign and colonial diplomatill14 
statesmen, and officials who, among others, have been good enough to furnish our Secretary 
with useful information, namely, Mr. Carroll D. Wright, United States Commissioner of 
Labour; Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., Agent.-General for, Cape Colony;, Sir Charles 
Tupper, Bart., G.C.M.G., High Commissioner for th~ Dominion of Canada; Dr. 
Garran, chairman of the New South Wales Royal CommIssion on IJabour; Sir William 
Windeyer, senior Puisne Judge"of New South Wales;' CoUllt Metternich, of the 
German Embassy; .Count Palffy, of the Austro-Hungarian Embassy; Commendatore 
Luigi Bodio, Director-General of Statistics; . Rome ; Dr. Baernreither, Member of the 
Austrian Parliament; and M. Sainotelette. President of the Belgian Royal CommIssion 
on Labour: ' 

Before we'reache'd' the final 8tageol~oiir labours wEi'were depri~ed; by tbe~ death of 
the Earl of Derby, of a colleague who, as Chairman of the .. B" Committeii, had 
rendered most efficient service to the Commission, and whose .judgment and advice in 
the consideration of our Report wO,uld have been of the highest value. 

INTRODUCTOR'r, OBSERVATIONS. 

We think it to be desirable, in the first place, to state briefly the procedure w hioh 
has been adopted in framing this Report. It was decided, by the Commission that, 
before considering the definite Recommendations ,whioh w,e mighVthillk it desirabie 
to submit to Your Majesty, it would be advisable to review in a general manner the 
faots, opinions, and Rrguments brought to our notice in various waya.~he several 
parts of the Review in whioh: this attempt has beWl made were prepared, in "the 
first instance, by the Chairman, were submitted at various intervals'to_the Commission, 
were fully, though not verbally or miuutely, discussed, and have, undergone extensive 
alterations introduced with a view to make them, as far as possible, impartial statements 
of the facts, opinions, and arguments with which they were intended todaal. .At a 
Ia.ter stage of the prooeedings Memoranda were submitted by the Chairman af\ a basis 
for the discussion of oertain points o~ which definite Recommendl'tions mIght be 
ma.de, and, after full disoussion, the Reoommendations whioh will be, foun,d at the close 
of this Report were agreed to by the majority of the Members of the Commission. 

Appended to the Report will be found supplementary observations by Members 
who, while concurring generally in the Report, have desired to qualify their aBsent 
to Bome of the statements or Recommendations oontained in it, or to add some 
further suggestions. 

We desire to make a speoial referenoe to the Report signed by Messrs. William 
Abraham, Michael Austin, James Mawdsley, and Tom Mann. That Report "had 
already been prepared and was ciroulated substantially in its present form at a time 
when the Commission was still engaged in oonsidering the Recommendations drafted 
by the Chairman. At no period of the proceedings were any of the suggestions whioh 
it contains submitted in the form of amendments to be 'proposed to the Chairman's 
draft Report.'" 

We regret that in the disoussions .which took place during the preparation of our 
Report we had not been plaoed itj. the ~osseBsion of the views which were thus brought 
before us for the first time in thll draft Report of our colleagues. 

The Review of the Evidence referred to has been divided lor convenien.ce intp the 
following general heads, namely :- . 

I.-Conditions of Labour. 
H.-Associations and Organisations of Employers and Employed. 

I1I.-Relations between Employers and Employed. 
IV.-Conoiliation and Arbitration .. 
V.-Limitation of Hours of Work by Legislation. 

VI.-Irregularity of Employment, 
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VII.-A Labour Department and Labour Statistics. 
VIII.-The Employment of Women. 

The subject of Agricultural Labour is dealt with in 8 Review prepared by 
Mr. Little, and printed on pages 195 to 253 of this volume . 

. This method of procedure has involved the occasional repetition of facts in different 
connections, as it has not been possible to keep the various subjects absolutely distinct 
from one another consistently with the object of presenting a fairly oomplete view 
of each. It must be added that a great deal of the evidence which we have received 
has not been brought within the scope of this Review. It was unavoidable that a 
Commission conducting so large an inquiry should receive a great amount of informa
tion upon subjects lying only on the fringe of the main issues specifically indioated 
by the Reference made to us by Your Majesty. viz., the investigation of "questions 
"affecting the relations between employer and employed, the combinatioDs of 
" employers and of employed, and thE! cODditions of labour, whic.h have been raised 
" during the recent trade disputes in the United Kingdom." The discussion of suoh 
subjeots before the Commission and the information which has been accumulated and 
arranged is n9t, we believe, without value, but it has been thought desirable that, 
in the following final Review of Evidence, matters not falling immediately within 
the Reference should, as a rule, be treated very shortlv, if at all, and that attention 
should be concentrated upon those results of the evidence which bear directly upon 
these issues. The questions which appear to be more specially referrel} to this Commis
sion are the following :-

(1.) What are the leading oauses of modern disputes between employers and 
employed; out of what conditions of industry do they arise; and what is the 
effect upon them of organisations on either side! 

(2.) By what means or institutions can they be prevented from arising. or if they 
. do arise, can they be most pacifically settled without actual conflict in the 

shape of strikes or lock-outs ! 
(3.) 'Can any of these causes of dispute be wholly or partially removed by prac

ticable legislation, due regard being had to the general interests of the 
country! 

We have not d~sired to restrict our inquiry within too rigid lines. .At the snme 
time it should be !lnderstood that we do not intend in this Review to survey the whole 
of what has been termed the" social question," or to undertake an examination of 
the fundamental causes of wealth and poverty, or to discllss the remedies by which 
evils and misfortunes, not directly connected with or bearing upon industrial 
disputes, can be met. Thus we have felt it to be our duty to examine proposals 
put forward for obviating the clash of industrial interests by the supersession, 
wherever practicable, of private employers by public authorities; but it has not appeared 
to be within our province to examine in detail those schemes for the employment by 
publio authorities of the temporarily unemployed, which are really connected not so 
much with the ordinary course of industry as with the extension or modification of 
the existing 1'001' Law. So again. we have not thought it necessary to do more than 
touch upon the general Bocial benefits which may result from the existence of the great 
co.operative associations of consumers. whilst we have attempted to consider more 
carefully the special relations of such 88Rociations to the work-people whom they employ 
where they engage in productive operations. Our attention has chiefly beell directed 
towards the amelioration of the relations of employers and employed, but in 
paragraphs 87 to 89, will be found some observations beari~g upon the l'!ay in 
which harmony between these olasses, so far as they. are orgaD1sed, may p08s1blJ be 
secured at the expense of the interests of other members of the community. Subse
quently to the close of the evidence there have been various developments of labour 
questions, and, in particular, a very serious and widespread contest in the coal-mining 
industry, which (with all the accessory matters which it has involved) would, had it 
taken place at an earlier date, have deserved very special study at our hands. It must. 
however, be observed that the Miners' Federation refused at the time when ",vidence 
was being inviood to be represented before the ComDJ.ission by witnesses. 
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CONDITIONS OF LABOUR. 
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4. SANITARY CONDITIONS, AND QUESTIONS CONNECTBD WITH CEETAIN INDUSTRIES AND 
HOME WORKERS; RECENT ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION. 

5. ACCIDENTS, AND QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH EMPLOYERS' ~IABILITV, &c. 

6. GENERAL CONDITION or THE WORKING CLASSES. 

I.-WAGES, AND QUESTioNS CONNECTED WITH PIECE-WORK. 

WAGES. 

1. The three Committees of the Commission which inquired into the oircumstances 
of the different groups of trades, received much infol'ma~ioll as to rates of wages. hours 
of work, and the .sanitary conditions of labonr prevailing in the various industries and 
districts. Much information upon these points is also contained in answers to the 
questions addressed in, writing to officials of trade unions and employers' associations 
and to other persons. Valuable information bearing upon the subject of wages and 
hours has also been colleoted by the Commercial Department of the Board of· Trade, in 
pursuance of the Resolution of the House of Commons of March 1886 for collecting 
L!lbour Statistics. . 

2. This Department published,among several returns of a similar character, 
Returns of Wages (C. 5172, session 1887), published between 1830 and 1886, and"a 
Return (375. session 1890) showing the average hours of labour worked in several 
irnportant trades in each tenth year from 1850 to 1890. The Department has also 
published several volumes oontaining the result of a careful inquiry made into the 
wages of many important trades as they stood in the year 1886. The Annual. 
Reports published by the Department on trade unions and strikes also contain muoh 
information as to wages. 

Sources of 
information. 

Publications 
by Board of 
Trade" 

3. We have not considered it to be our speoial duty to oonduct a statistioal inquiry Scope of 
into rates of wages and hours, a task which oan be more effeotually discharged by the inquiry by 
officials of the Board of Trade. but to ascertain the degree in which these matters the Commi .. 
have given rise to trade oonfliots and the modes in which such' rates might be settled oion. 
from time to time without such conflicts arising. The information incidentally 
received with regard to existing wages and hours has, however. b!l6n so far as pos'!ible 
worked out in the Offioe of the Commission and arranged in a form 'oonvenien, for 
referenoe in the Summaries of Evidenoe. 

4. The general impression left by the information before us is that the level of 'General 
wage-rates has risen considerably during the last 50 ;years both in respeot of their impression. 
nominal value and (with the exception of house rent In large towns) their power of 
purchasing commodities. At the same time it appears that the daily hours of labour 
have during the same period been in most cases shortened, and the sanitary conditions 
of work improved. 

5. The following view was put forward in evidenoe by Mr. R. Giffen. Taking Mr G'lI' ' 
1842 as an bpproximate starting p\lint, there 'took place between then and about the eyjden:"~D I 
year 187~. broadly speaking. a considerable general rise in t~e price of commodities. 
inoluding both those made and those consumed by the workmg classes. This rise of 
prioe was aocompanied by a oonsiderable rise in wages. Subsequently to that date 
thera has been no considerable or marked rise in wages generally, although there has 
been in many cases a oertain steady rise, and certainly in no case or only in very 
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p.xceptional cases have these wage-rates fallen to a point lower than their average 
level of about 20 years ago. On the other hand, there has been since about 1872 a 
great fall in the price of most commodities. especially in the prices of IIrticles of food 
and clothing. 

6. It does not ~ome within our province to discuss the question to what extent 
these phenomena, if and in so far as they are correctly dascribed, are due to changes in 
the relation of money to other commodities, to improvementA in the arts of prodllction, 
to the income. which is derived by this country from foreign investments (now 
estimated to amount to nearly 100 millions annually), to increased savings invested 
in this country, or to the opening up of new sources of food supply IIbread. But if 
the general rise of wages up to about the year 1872, their subsequent maintenance 
or increase, and the fall in the prices of articles consumed by the working clas8es since 
about 1872 may be taken as general facts, they seem to bear out the testimony of good 
observers that on the whole there has been an immense improvement during the last 
50 years in the condition of these classes. It must further be remembered that 
many individuals among them not only derive income from wages but also from a 
certain stock of invested savings. A considerable amount of property also belongs 
to them in the form of freehold hOUSEls and furniture. . 

7. The elaborate inquiries made by Mr. Giffen have led him to the following 
conclusions which Wf're submitted by him to the Commission in evidence. He 
considers. on the basis of actual returns for the year 1885 as to great masses of working 
men, th8.t, taking the whole of Great Britain and Ireland, the actnal earnings of adult 
males engaged in manual labour are appreximately IlS follows :-

Under lOs. a week - 0'2 per cent. 
108. to 158. " - 2'5 .. 
15s. ,,20s. " - 20'9 " 
20s. ,,25s. " • 85'4 " 
25s. ,,80s. " - 28'6 " 
808. ,,85s. " - 11'2 " 
35s. ,,408. " - 4'4 " 
Above 40s. " 1'8 " 

Thus, according to this calculation 59 per cent. of the total number earn 
between 208. and 80s. a week. or about the average rate, and, of the remainder rather 
less than 24 per cent. earn under 208., and 17 per cent. above 80s. Mr. Giffen estimates 
the average annual earnings of adult males engaged in labour to be about 601., and 
those of boys and lads to be about 28l. 88. The average annual earnings of women 
he estimates to be, inclusive of those in domestic service, about 4Ol., exclusive of 
those in domestic service, about 82l.; of girls, inclusive of those in domestic service, 
about 28l., exclusive of those in domestic service, about . 18l. 48. Domestic service, 
appears, according to the census, to engage between one-third and one·half of all females 
employed, and the remuneration for it is high compared with that obtained in other 
employments for women. The average remuneration of women in domestic employ
ment would come out more nearly at 50l. a year, and of girls at :.t8l. The average 
earnings of each wage·earner, taking men, women, and children together, Mr. Giffen 
puts at 48l. a year. Means were taken by the Board of Trade in making these 
investigations to ascertain the actual earnings, including allowances, to which these 
figUres apply, as distinguished both from rates of wages and from mere money 
payments. 

8. The estimate that nearly 24 per cent. of men in employment receive wages 
not exceeding 208. a week is to be considered in connection with the following 
circumstances :-

(1.) This fraction of the adult male working population embraces a large proportion 
of the agricultural labourers in Great Britain and Ireland. 

(2,) A certain Dortion of the 24 per cent. are men belouging to skilled textile trades 
which einploy many women and children. In connection with these t.rades 
it must be remembered that, although a cotton operative, for example, may 
be earning' no more than 20s: a week, he, with his wife and two or three 
children may be earning, as a family, an income as large or larger 
than that, which is earned by a hewer of coal who maintains his whole 
family. To some extent this is also true of agricultural labourers, especially 
in some northern counties where the women work IlS hard as the men. 
Mr. Giffen calculates that; dividing the aggregate annual income of the 
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working classes by the number of adult males, the result would be a sum 
rather above 801. a head, thus exceeding by upwards of 2Gl. the average 
income of adult male workers alone, and the average family income, whElre 
workpeople are grouped in families, wou).d no doubt exceed the income 
earned by male workers supporting families by their own exertions. 

(3.) A certain, though no~ a very appreciable part of the men earning no 
more than 208. a week are old men past the vigour of life, who are still 
employed, but fOl' less than the average wages, in their trades, of men in 
fuil vigour. After deducting from. the 25 per cent. the mass of 'agricultural 
labourers, a certain proportion of, the textile male operatives, and old !Den 
I)n half. pay, thegr~ater part· of the residue appears to ~onsist of workers in 
the less skilled and more or less casual employments lII, .great cities. This 
part of the popUlation is .to be found in great numbers in the East of 
London, whE'l'e, according to the estimate made by Mr. Charles Booth, in the 
result of his careful inquiries, about 22}- per cent. of the total popUlation 
(all ages and sexes) of the district with which he deals, or about 204,000 
persons, belong to families in receipt of incomes of no more, .on the average, 
than from 18s. to 21s. a week, while Hi pAr cent., or about 100,000 of 
the same population, fa1\ below this level, not including about 11,000 who 
belong to the lowest class of all. (Labowr and Life of tke People, Vol. I., 
Part 1., Ohapter 2.) 

Between the points indicated by the receipt of a family regular income of 228. a 
week, and that mdicated by the receipt of a family regular . income of 30s. a week 
come, in Mr. Booth's opinion, the great central mass of East London working class 
families. 

9. It scems to be certain that 60 years ago the proportion of persons receiving Genem! im
very low wages to the total working population was very much larger than it is at pl'ovement 
present, although, in view of the great growth of population, the aatual number of ID Wagt'II. 

this class may not be less. At that time agricultural labour engaged a much larger 
proportion of the'working population at even lower wages than those now. received in 
that occupation. The very poor rural population. of Ireland was also larger then 
than it now is .. The total improvement, then, so far as relates to wages, seems to 
consist in ~his, that, while in specific employments during the last 50 years there has 
been a great rise of wages, and a rise also in the general remuneration of unskilled 
labour, there has also been a gradual substitution of better paid employments for the 
worse paid employments that existed at a. former period, causing the percentage of 
persons earning the lowest rates to be greatly reduced. Thus the improvement has 
made itstll£ felt throughout the scale. This being tJhe fact with regard to money wageij 
there also appoars to be rea~on for thinking that, taking together the rise of priCtlS up to 
about the year 1872 and their subsequent fall, the purchasing power of money is at 
lellst as great now as it was 50 years ago, especially with regard to the articles most 
consumed: by the poorer classes, and much greater than it was 20 years ago . 

• QUESTIONS CONNECTED WrrHPIECE-WORK.· 

10. Wages are paid either by time (so much per week, d~y: or hour, a.s the case may Wages, how 
be), or hy the piece. There is also a. method intermediate between these two, known paid. ' 
as the task-wage system, under which payment is by time, coupled with a stipulation 
that a Dlinimum of work shan be done within the time. Payment by the piece is 
the prevailing rule in large departments of the mining, iron and steElI, and textile 
industries. It also prevails to a large extent in various other important trades, and 
is the rule in some of the worst paid industries of tbe country, such as the mua-
up of cheap clothing and furniture. 

11. The advantage~ u~g~d in favour of piece-wo~k. are (1) that it ~~ulates t~e industry Arguments 
of the workers and dlmlDlshes the cost of supervIsIon; (2), that It IS the easIest way of in favour of 
securing to the best men the fruits of their superior capacity, of which it is not piece.work. 
desirahle either in justice to them, Qr in the interests of tht community, to deprive 
them; and (3), that it enables employers in some cases tv find work for weakly or 
elderly men whom they could 'not prolitably employ at the standard daily wage. 

12 .. Many trade unions seem to. be opposed to the practice. It is argued, on this Argumeots 
side :- a.,"llinst 

(1.) That the eventual result of ~iece-wo~k is to lower the general level of wages. piece-wori. 
Employers measure the prlOes for It by what the best or quickest workman 
can do, so that although ~he best men may, in the first instance, gain by it, 
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the· avera~ men lose. Accordingly, where work is paid by the piece tho 
constant object of the workpeople is to obtain stable and permanent price lists. 

(2.) That piece-work tends to injure the physical well-being of the workman by 
leading to excessive intensity of exertion. . 

(a.) .. pi~ce-work leads to ". scampi~g." of work: and ~s, therefore, against the 
Interests of the publIc. ThIS IS a reason, lD particular, why it should not 
be permitted in works of a public character. 

(4.) .. piece~work leads to jealousy and ill-feeling among men, and to separation 
of lDterests. 

(1).) .. it tempts individual workmen to do more than their fair share of work and 
gain mQre than their fair share of wages, while others find it difficult to 
obtain employment. . 

Some of these arguments are generally regarded 8S worthy of consideration with 
reference to the special circumstances of particular cases, but there are some who deny 
to the last any v~lidity at all. They hold that it involves the fallacy that the amount 
of employment IS fixed; and they urge on t.he contrary that every increase in the 
energy of anyone trade makes a corresponding addition to the employment of other 
trades and to the wages received in them. 

Collective 13. Where the " pie~ " to be paid foz: is a job assigned to a group of workmen, the 
pi"",,-work. method .may be descnbed as collective piece-work. The favour or disfavour with 

which collective piece-work is viewed by workmen depends in great measure upon the 
manner in which the constitution of the group is determined, and the collective wage 
is divided among its members. Where the collective wage is divided among the 
members of the group in. proportions determined among themselves, the system 
approaches to a form of co-operative production. At the other end of the scale 
it passes into a system of contract work, under which the subordinate members of the 
group receive only time-w·ages, and the whole gain, if any, arising from special 
efficiency goes to the foreman in charge. 

(Jeneral 
rednction or 
JIOurS. 

In the case 
of nnskilled 
labour. 

2.-HoURS or LABOUR, AND QUBBTIONS CONNECTED WITS OVERTIME. 

HOURS 01' Ll.lIoua. 

14. 1.'he Return which was published by the Board of 'rrade in the year 1890 
shows the average number of hours worked weekly in the chief trade centres in certain 
important industries in every tenth year from 1850 to 1890. Taking this in
formation together with that, contained in other reports of the Board of Trade. 
and with that supplied to the Commission in oral and written evidence, it seems 
clear that, in the great majority of skilled trades, the hours of labour have been con
siderably reduced withlD the last 50 yearB. In some cases this effect has been due 
to, or at least accelerated by, legislation. This has been the case with regard to the 
labour of women, young persons, and children, whose hours are limited by the Acts 
passed for the regulation of factories, workshops, and mines. Indirectly, this legis
lation has also affected the. hours of labour of men employed in connection with 
these establishments. In the case of skilled trades carried on by adult men, the normal 
hours of labour, though untouched by the Factory Acts, have shown a teudency of 
recent years to approximate to nine a day or 54 a week. This limitation has been general, 
and not confined to trades in which there are unions. In some cases it has been 
achieved by the Irotion of trade unions, whether by friellPly negotiation with employers or 
by strikes, and the custom in those trades where it is established has become in turn a 
potent instrument for reducing the number of the remaining exceptions. In some 
cases the reduction of hours of labour has not been accompanied by a diminution of 
output. Modern improvements in the arts of prouuction have cor,tributed to this 
result, and the reduction of hours may have proved a stimulus to the invention of 
such improvements. It was pointed out in evidence in connection with the cotton 
industry, that a diminution of hours of work does not always mean diminution of 
labour. Machinery worked at a higher rate of speed during nine hours in the absence 
of correijponding improvements dimini&hing the strain upon the workers may involve 
as much exertion as would machinery worked at a lower speed for ten hours. 

15. Curtailment of the hours of skilled workmen has had a like effect upon those of 
such general or unskilled labourers as work in connection with them. The labour 
of another large portion of the latter class 1luctuates so much from week to week, 
and even from day to day, that it would hardly be possible to ascertain its average 
duration. The hours of work of agricultural labourers would not seem to have 
varied gr&atly from what they were in former times. They are dictated to a great 
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extent by the' seasons, the varying length of daylight, the condition of the 
ground, and the nature of the operations to be performed. To Bome extent thid is also. 
true of other industries carried on in the open air, such 88 building or brickmaking 
and dock labour. 

16. In some cases very long hours are worked in occupations wherein high Cases where 
earnings' can be gained by piece-work. An instance of this is the occupation of long hours 
workmen engaged at blast-furnaces in the pig-iron trade. In the Cleveland district, IU'8 ~orked 
according to the evidence of Mr. Snow, the furnaces are worked continually by alternate for hIgh pay. 
shift·s of men on duty for 12 hours each, and also on alternate Sundays. This industry, 
together with the manufactured iron trade, where puddlers and millmen work alternate 
shifts, is. acoording to the statements made in evidence by Mr. Trow, eminently 
adapted by its nature to a tlystem of three eight-hour shifts. the result of which 
would also be to somewhat inorease the output. Various attempts. however, made 
by employers to introduce a three-shift system into puddling have failed on account of 
the resistance of the puddlers themselves (who earn from 68. to 88. per shift), the men 
having a strong objection to what they consider the unreasonable hours of commencin'" 
work under the three-shift system. ,In the mill department there is also a strong 
objectioll on the part of the men who prefer to work the long hours, by which they 
can earn 208. a day or more. In a like manner the physically stronger and more 
energetic class of dock-labourers in London often work very long hours and earn 
considerable pay, and it appears from the evidence that employers, even though thcy 
might think it more to their advantage to have a shift system, would 'find it difficult 
to introduce it against the will of these men. 

17. Very long hours are also worked in the baking industry, in some classes Cases where 
of shops, and on many lines of tramways and omnibuses. Excessive hours of labour long hours 
form also one 'portion of the miscries of the unorganised and over-crowded fro rorked 

industries connected with the mdke-up of cheap clothing, cabinet-making, and or ow pay. 
some other manufBctures, especially in London. It may, indeed, be said that very 
long hours, where they are still worked, are often due to causes of an oppdsite character. 
In some occupations the workmen are influenced by the hope of gain beyond the 
average, in others by dread of starvation. In the one case hours are long because 
the mAn in possession of the work successfully resist sharing it, and their wages, with 
others. In the other case the hours are long because the competition for work is so 
great and the remuneration for it so low that a great deal of labour has to be done 
to earn a very slender livelihood. 

18. In comparing the hours of work in various occupations, it should be borne in mind H~"," of 
that the nUlllber of hours is a very incomplete test of the hardness of work, and that in work Ilnd 
many cases hours of duty are not necessarily honrs of actual work. It is obvious that hours of 
14 hours of duty as a porter at a station on a country branch lme, or 12 hours duty as a duty. 
seaman at intervals of four hours on a good steamship in calm weather, differ so much in 
kind from 10 hours' work attending looms in Lancashire, or eight hours of hewing coal in 
a mine, that it would be impracticable to draw any common conclusion with regard to the 
four cases. Generally speaking, however, the evidence may be said to show that 
although some highly paid piece-workers on the one side, and considerable classes 
of ill-paid and unorganised operatives on the other, work for very long hours, 
the general mass of skilled workmen, together with the unskilled labourers who work 
with them. do not now have a working-day mnch in excess of nine hours. It may 
be addtld that well-organised workmen very rarely, if ever, have lost the gai~s 
acquired by them in the way of reduction of hours of work, and that the tendency 
to the reduction of the normal working-day by voluntary effort and negotiation with 
employers does not appear to have exhausted itself. 

QUBSTIONS CONNECTED WITH OVBRTIMB. 

19. The lluestions which most frequently occur with regard to hom'S of work are Questions 
(1) What shall be the normal standard of hours in a trade! (2) Shall any overtime with re~ 
be worked! (3) If so, shall the amount of overtime worked be limited and defim'd, to overtime. 
and how! (4) What shall be the extra pay for overtime work! Obviously, the last 
three of these questions can only arise when and where some fixed standard of hours 
has been attained. The strikes which have taken place within the last few years 
having for their object the reduction of the normal standard of hours, have, it would 
appear, beeu more frequent among the less skilled trades. and in some of the occupations 
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connected with transport. It is alleged that in 60me instances tha object of the 
demand for reduced hours is not so much actually to shorten work as to increase the 
time during which e)[tra pay can be claimed. In railway labour also, questicns as 
to the reduction of normal hours have arisen, and the serious strike on Scotch 
railways in 1891 turned largely upon this point. The Londonoarpenters and joiners 
struck in the same year for shorter normal hours as well as higher wagt1ij. The 
strike was ended by an arbitration award which conceded to the men part of their 
claim in respect of hours. 

20. In most of the skilled and organised trades which have long enjoyed It 
definite and not unreasonable standard of normal hours. the question chiefly at issue 
in recent years has been that of the definition and regulation of overtime. The 
general modern policy of trade unions has been to restrict overtime as much as 
possible, and to define strictly (1) the amount of honrs of overtime which it shall, by 
the !lustom of the trade, be legitimate for It workman to do in the week; (2) the 
amount of extra pay for overtime. Rigid rules in regard to these matters seem to 
obtain chiefly in trades connected with shipbuilding and engineering. Casual overtime 
in emergencies, e.g., for carrying out repairs, is not usually objected to by men in 
these trades~ 

21. The general arguments for and against the practice of overtime at extra rates 
of pay are, to It certain extent, upon the same lines as those (referred to in paragraphs 
174 to 176 of this Report) which relate to proposals for the legal limitation of hours of 
work. The arguments against overtime may be shortly stated as follows :-

(1.) Overtime, even if in consideration of extra pay, is bad for men physically and 
morally. It leaves them no leisure for social·and family lDtercourse or 
self-improvement. Even if the bad physical result of overtime be not at 
present visible, it impairs the general "physique" of the race of workmen, 
and will be bad for future generations. It also leads to bad work, whioh 
in Rome cases, as that of railway men, may be an actual source of danger 
to the public. 

(2.) Some employers will ,increase hours of work if they can, and would be 
snccessful in doing so when bad trade gives them an advantage over the men, 
nnless they are prevented by rigid rules about overtime, to be observed 
whether trade is good or bad. . 

(3.) Overtime, if allowed, is an encouragement to alternate rushes of work and 
slack employment. If nc employer could work overtime, "jobs" would be 
spread ont.over ionger periods and fluctuations of industry and irregularit.y 
of employment would be diminished. It is the competition between employers 
in the same trade which causes them to press work forward in good times with 
feverish speed. If, through strict trade union rules, systematic overtime can be 
preven,ted throughout a trade, . o~e employer can no longer compete in this 
way WIth another a;t the cost of hIS workmen. . 

(4.) Admitting that many individual workmen like to work unlimited overtime for 
the sake of extra pay, yet they ought to.be re8tricted, inasmuch as by so 
doing they do harm to the interests of the general body of men. The result 
of systematic overtime is that work and wages are unfairly shared, that 
Bome men have more work to do than is good for them, while others go 
lacking employment. 

22. Argnments t.o the following e~ect were adduced on the ot.her side, in favour of 
liberty or greater liberty, as to overtIme at extra pay:-

(1.) The evil effects, ~or8.l and physical, w~ch are ascribed to o.vertimA, obvi.ouHly 
involve a questIOn of .degree. No umversal rule can be laId down applIcable 
to every kind of work and every individual workman. 

(2.) It is not usually to the interest of the employers them~elves to have systematic 
overtime, least of all when trade is bad; but the rules of some nnions go too 
far in the direction of preventing all overtime. 

(3.) Working overtime can have little, if any, effect on the fluctuations of industry. 
The chief causes of snch flnctnations are beyond control; and, when trade is 
beginning to improve,- very rigid :u~es as to overtime .are injurio~~ to the 
interests of all concerned, as depnvmg work of a deSIrable elastIcIty and 
power of rapid adaptation to circumstances. A whole indu~try might 
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permaDently suffer from the transfer of orders, which, in consequence of such 
rules, could not to be executed in time, to our competitors abroad. 

In those industries where fluctuations are frequent, especially where they 
depend on seasons, the abolition of all overtime would be most prejudicial to 
the workmen themselves, because without it they could not make up by 
ex'.ra work and wages at oue season for less work and wages at another. 
Further than this, a right nse of occasional overtime not only does not 
increase fluctuations of industry, but positively diminishes irregularity of 
employment. Where there is exceptional demand for the work of a trade, it 
is better that those in it should work a moderate amount of overtime than 
that. their work should beco\fte temporarily so scarce and so highly paid as te· 
attract into the trade men who cannot find steady and permanent employment 
in it. Even as things are, much of the existing irregularity of work in a trade 
is due to short periods of abnormally high wages, which tend to cause labour 
to be misdirected, and are, in the long run, as injurious to the trade itself as 
to other trades which have to buy from it. 

To this it was answered (see e.g., Evidence, Group A. 25,123) (a) that in 
skilled trades men can usually only enter young by way of apprenticeship, and 
that, therefore, there can be no taking in of outsiders in good,times (s8e, 
however, paragraph 28, § 2); (b) that even in good times there is not enough, 
or barely enough employment, for all the existing men in such tracies. 

Individual men, if not constrained by trade-union action, like extra work at 
extra pay, and ought not to be prevented from disposing of their labour as 
they think be~t in their own interest. 

To treat the amount of employment as a fixed quantity is an economic fallacy 
to which reference has already been made in connection with piece-work. 
The more work people can do in one trade the more employment, in ·the long 
run, there will be for those in others. It is quite consistent with this to hold that 
where many men are out of work in a trade, while others in it are working 
overtime, it would be a gain that the work should be more evenly distributed. 

23. No doubt, in some cases, especially where much machinery is employed, long 
hours of work may be to the pecuniary advantage of employers, but this advantage 
partly or wholly vanishes when workmen have enforced their claim to high extra pay 
for work beyond certain normal hours. Many employers gave evidence to the effect 
that it is not to 'their own interest to employ tired men at higher pay. When possible, 
especially in the case of work paid by t,he piece or the hour, it is much more 
to their interest to have eight. hour shifts of labour. The shift system, however, 
is not practicable in all cases. Sometimes there are not sufficient men to enable it 
to be introduced suddenly throughout the whole of a distriot. Sometimes, in many 
kinds of skilled work, a second man cannot take the place of a first man at a given 
moment without injury to the work in hand. Often the men themselves so much prefer 
to·work overtime at extra pay, that they cannot be induced to surrender their places 
to men of a fresh shift. 

a.-PERMANENCB OF ENGAGBMIlNTS, AND QU;ESTIONS CONNECTED WITH ApPRENTICESHIP." 

Inl<'rest of 
employers 
and work
mello, 

24. Although practical permanence of engagement is common in many industries, Permanence 
yet in very few instances does the legal and customary notice to terminate engagements ofeng&ge
upon either side exceed a month. More oiten it appears to be limited to one or menls. 
two weeks, ll11d in many cases, and especially in the case of unskilled labour, a 
workman may be discharged or may leave his employment without any notice at all. 

25. In earlier times engagaments were generally for a year at least, and this custom Decay of old 
was enforced by legislation. When the old system was finally superseded in some of system of 
the leading trades by the faotory system, the practice of taking on and dischar~g oervioo. 
wOl'kpeople at short notice to suit the fluctuations of trade, appears to have arisen in 
the interest of employers. At the present day the trade unions would seem themselves 
to be opposed to any system of long notice to terminate engagements because it would 
interfere with their power to strike all hands simultaneously in a trade at short notice, 
at the time most con veniep.t for that purpose. 

26. In close conneotion with this branch of the subjeot are the questions connected Former law 
with apprenticing. The system of apprenticeship in the skilled trades WaR very relating. to 
-_.-.... ---.-.---... _-.. -.-.-_.-.... --- .-..... _.- ---.---.-.-----.. --.. . ...._ apprentIce-

• The suhjl"'t of ftucla.tion. of employ mont i, treall'll of in a later part of this Report (If? Review VI., poge 73). ship. 

JJ1 
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!:arefully regulated by the Aet of 5 Eliz. e. 4. whioh appeaTS to have defined and 
made statutory the essential part of the general cnstom of Europe in previous times. 
This Act, after strictly deliniflg the social classes from which apprentices might 
be taken into the various skilled trades, enacted that no person should practise au'y 
occupation, either 8S master or journeyman, unless he had been apprenticed 1;0 it 
seven years at leal!t. '.l'he Act further limi ted, in t.he case of certain textile and 
other trades, the proporticn of apprentices to journeymen. In this way the Aot 
~pecifically separated off unskilled from skilled labour and drew strict lines of 
demaroation between the several skilled trades. . 

27. The result of the invention of machinery, the division of labour, and the 
development of manufacture on the great scale at the end of the last and beginning 
of the present century, was to separate in many important trades the 0las8 of 
employers from that of employed, and to break down the old system of apprentice, 
journeyman,' and master. When provisions relating to apprentioeship in the Act 
5 Eliz. c. 4 were finally repealed in the year 1814 by the Ac~ 54 Geo. III., 
c. 96., there ceased to be any legal guarantee for the restriction of the number 
of workmen in any trade. The oustom, however, of regular apprentioeship oon· 
tinued in many trades, especially in those which were still practised upon the 
small scaM and not transferred to large works or factories, and where the intro· 
duction of machinery and sub· division of labour had not seriously diminished .the 
'general skill and training required in the workmen. Apprenticeship for Beven, 
or, more often, for five years, still exists as a custom in many trades of this 
kind, but it may be gathered from the oral and written evidence that the oustom 
has a natural tendency to die out where it is not made aotually neoesRary by 
the special diffioulty of learning a highly skilled trade, or is not enforced by the 
action of strong trade unions. There seems to be a deoided opinion among workmen 
in some trades, who are not themselves strong enough to enforoe rules of apprent.ioe. 
ship, that Parliament should return to the Elizabethan principles, by making 
apprentioeship necessary Rnd limiting the proportion of apprentices to journeymen. 
Some strongly organised trades have practicallyeffeoted this for themselves, but the 
apprenticeship question remains. in many csses, one of the leading points at issue 
between employers and employed. A frequent object of trade unions is to seoure 
that no one shall enter the trade without I!erving a five years' apprenticeship bt'tween 
the ages of 16 to 21, and that there shall not be more than one apprentice to every 
three or four journeymen. It is' on this last question of proportion that disputes on 
this subject commonly turn. 

28. The arguments usually adduced on the side of the workmen may be summarised 
thus, viz. :-

(1.) A long education in a trade is desirable to ensurA good work. There is no 
guarantee under the present system that a lad shall serve either for a 
sufficiently long period, or that during that period he shall be properly 
taught. The result of this is a lowering of the standard of efficiency. 

(2.) Unless the proportion of apprentices to journflymen be systematically restricted, 
employers will, when trade is brisk, flood a trade with apprentices to the 
detriment of older hands, Imd, in subsequent bad times, these apprentice!! 
will either be discharged before attaining to the higher wages of journeymen, 
or relIlain to compete with journeymen, displacing them and lowering wages. 

(3.) If some trades succeed in restricting the number of apprentices, kindred trades 
must do the same, otherwise they will be swamped by youths who cannot 
enter the protected trades. 

29. On the 'other side the following arguments are urged :-
n.) The length of apprenticeship insisted upon is usually far more than enough, 
. under modern ·conditions, to learn any trade. In some trades the man can 

learn the business well enough even if he does not begin till after 21, and it 
is unjust to prevent such men from entering into a trade if they wish to 
do so. 

t2.) The trade unions aim at a monopoly of work by the existing number of their 
members, through establishing such a limitation of apprentices that this 
Dumber can never increase. This policy, if successful, would fatally arrest 
the development of trade in this country, besides being unfair to the 
children of workmen outside the trade. 

(3.) Thll number of apprentices in a trade at any given time does not show: how 
many of them will become journeymen therein. Many of them emIgrate 
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or ~rift off to other ocoupations. Therefore, if the proportion of apprentices 
to journeymen be too strictly limited, there is· a danger lest the number of 
workmen in a trade may actually be diminished, or, at least, not increased 
pari passu with the demand. . 

(4.) The argument that if some trades succeed in restricting the number of appren
tices other trades must do the same. tends to show that artificial hindrances 
to entering a trade are contrary to the public interest, not that they should 
be made universal .. 

30. It is to be observed that the shipbuilding and engineering industries, in which Apprentice
these questions of apprenticeship are the most prominent, are also the industries, which. sh!p in. cer
more perhaps than any others, are oexposed to great fluctuations of employment !"d' ~lled 
l'eIIulting from fluctuations in international commerce. In these industries the In OB ea. 

alternating rushes and slackness of work are most notable. It is, therefore, natural 
that it should be to the interest of employers in these trades to have means of rapidly 
increasing or diminishing their industrial forces, and it is equally natural that the 
workmen should take means to protect themselves against the injury which they may 
thereby sustain. 

31. Somewhat akin to the question of apprenticeship is the demand for the assistance Proposala 
of the public authorities in effeoting a limitation of the numLer of persons allowed !or Iice~_ 
to praotise .cer~in. occupatio~. ~ur attention was, ~n particular, call~d to pro- ::de=::. 
posals of this kmd lU connection; WIth the men engagedlU street transport lU London. 
Tbe drivers of cabs and omnibuses in London are required to hold a police licence 
which they can obtain after inquiry into character, and, in the case of cabdrivers, 
an examination in efficiency. It was suggested by witnesses on their behalf that 
the number of licences granted should be limited with a view to making the 
number of them granted to drivers correspond more nearly to the number of 
existing cabs and omnibuses: On the part of cabmen it was argued that, inasmuch 
as the fares which they can charge are limited by law, they ought also to have some 
lc:>gal protection against excessive competition. Carmen and waggoners in London 
are not reqUIred to hold licences. A witness on tbeir behalf suggested that they also 
should be required to hold licenoes, on the ground tbat such a regulation would add to 
the safety of the public, and would tend to raise the standard of the class of men. 
This occupation is one in which .. the existing class of drivers is exposed to great 
fompetition from men drawn from rural districts. 

4.-SANITARY CONDITIONS, AND QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH CERTAIN INDUSTRIES AND 
HOME WORKEIl8; RECENT ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION. 

SANITARY CONDITIONS. 

32. Many complaint.s were laid before us with regard to the injurious effects of Complaint or 
oertain industries upon the health of those engaged in them, more especially in the insufficient 
case of ohemical manufactures, and the work of potters, grinders. and bakers. In inspection. 
Bome cases these effects are due to ~he nature of the materials used, in others to the 
oharacter of the places where the work is carried on. In other cases again the danger 
of accidents arising from machinery was a subject of complaint. The complaints 
received in this connection were, !LS a rule, directed not against any alleged inadequacy 
of the existing laws, but against the difficulty of enforcing them, a difficulty. usually 
attributed to insufficiency of inspection. It is a very general opinion among the 
working classes that tbe number of inspectors is not nearly sufficient, and that· 
their stafl.' should be greatly increased, especially by the appointment of inspectors 
or assistant inspectors taken from ap!ong people who have a practical acquaintance 
with work of various kinds. 

33. The evidence received must be considered in the light of the fact that, at the }'&ctory and 
date when it was given, sufficient time had not elapsed to test the effect of the ohanges Workshol'. 
introduced by the Factory and Workshops Act, 1891. Under this Act an important Act of 1891. 
division of tluti~ hl\8 been established in connection with the inspection of workshops 
(as distinriehed from factories). The supervision, so far as relates to all sanitary 
matters. 0 1111 workshops, including those in which adult males only are employed, 
has now been pla.oed in the hands of the local. sanitary authorities. It was asserted by 
80me witnesses that taese authorities werft 16.0S zealous in enforcing sanitary regula-
tions, being not infrequently in close relations with t.he employers neglecting them. In 
those workshops which fall under the inspection of factory inspectors for the purpose of 

I enforcing :limitations of hours, those inspectors are still bound to give notice to the local 
U_ 0 
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authority of any insanitary conditions which they may find to exist, but now, if 
within a reasonable time that authority does not take proceedings to remedy the evil, 
the factory inspector;' are emp?~ered themselv?l to take proceedings (s. 2.). The AcL 
of 1891 also oontalDs a proVISIon (s. 1) that If the Secretary of State is satisfied that 
the reqnirements of the ~aw as. to sanits:ry m~tters are not obserVed in any workshops 
or class of workshops (mcludmg thoee lD whIch adult male labour only is employed) 
he may direct the factory inspectors to take such steps BB may be necessary for 
enforcing those requirements. . 

34. There seems to be considerable doubt whether the provision in the Factory and 
Workshop Act, 1891, which places the duty of sanitary inspection of workshups (as 
distinguished from factories) in the hands of the local sanitary authorities, is likely to 
work successfully. Although in some large towns the local authorities have taken up 
the work of inspection with vigour, this appears to be by no means the case everywhere. 
It has been suggested* that the division of duties and responsibilities between the 
central and local officers is not conducive to the effective carrying out of the law, and 
that it might be better to make either H.M. Inspectors or the local authorities solely 
responsible for the sanitary inspection of all factories and workshops,. and for the 
enforcement of necessary improvements. 

35. Another important provision of the Act of 1891 (s. 8) is as follows:
.. Where the Secretary of State certifies that in his opinion any machinery or process or 
" particular description of manual labour used in a factory or workshop (other than a 
" dome5tic workshop) ill dangerous or injurious to health or dangerous to life or limb, 
" either generally or in the case of women, children, or any other class of persons,. or 
" that the provision for the admission of fresh air is not sufficient, or that the quantity 
" of dust generated or inhaled in any factory or workshop is dangerouy or injurious 
.. to health," the Chief Inspector may take certain steps for the establishment of 
special rules or the adoption of special measures to meet the evil. Such rules have 
subsequently been laid down in the caso of the manufacture of white lead, paints, 
colours, lucifer matches, the extraction of arsenic, and the enamelling of iron plates. 
The rules, when established, may be amended from time to time. 

36. It was observed by Mr. Whymper. the late Chief Inspp.ctor of Factories, in a 
circular which he prepared to explain the effect of the Act of 1891, that" the conditions 
" which the special rules may embrace Beem almost to exhaust the p08sibilitiE's of 
" danger and insanitation." t The powers possessed by the factory inspectors under 
the Act of 1878 for securing the proper fencing and protection of dllligel'ouy machinery 
in factories have also been extended by the Act of 1891 (s. 6.). 

37. The general effect of the factory and workshop legislation should be to afford 
considerable security to workpeople in factories and in those workshops which 
fall within the inspection of the factory inspectors, if and in so far as that inspection 
can by system or sufficiency of staff be rendered effective. The last-mentioned work
shops have a double security, inasmuch as th~y may be vi.si.ted either by the faotory 
inspectors or by the officials of the local samtary authorIties. In the case of work
sbops which employ adult male labour only, proper inspection will chiefly depend upon 
the willingness and efficiency with which it is undertaken by tho local authority. In 
aI,y case the effectiveness of the law with regard to the prevention of accirlents, and 
the maintenance of healthy conditions would appear to depend, to a considerable extent, 
upon the williI;lgness of workpeople to co-operate with the proper anthorities, and to 
draw their attention to such evils as exist. It may be gathered from the evidence that 
very often, from apathy. dread of loss of employment, or ignorance of thE' law, 
workpeople, while complaining of the rareness of visits by inspectors, take no steps to 
invite the attention of inspectors to evils. They are probably, in many cases, not 
aware that they coula do this without any fear of incurring the resentment of 
employers, inasmuch as factory inspectors are instructed to act upon anonymous com
munications. In this, as in other matters, those artisans who possess more skill, 
strength, or resource can organise and take care of themselves, while those who &re 
weak and unskilled neither aid themselves nor take such steps as would ensure 
protection under the provisions of ths law. 

CONDITION or CERTAIN lNDUSrRrES. 

38. Attent.ion has been strongly called from time to time to the state· of working 
people in certain occupations, who have to work. very long hours for very . low pay, 

• See Report of Chiof Inspector for 1892, pp. 13, 74. 
t See also p. 3 of the 1I8IIIl' ReJ>Ol1. 
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and frequently under. the most insanitary conditions, The most marked among 
these industries are thuse connected with the make-up 'Of cheap clothing and furniture, 
i.e" tailoring, bout-making, Rompstres8 work, and cabinet-makiug, but thflY include a 
multitude of small iudustries practised in large urban centres, and especially in London. 
Amoug these trades may also be inciuded the manufacture by hanll of nails and other 
small metal industries practised in the Midland districts. Industries fa.lling under these 
heads are to a ~I'eat extent carried 'On without the use of steam 'Or water power, 
and either by "mall gruups 'Of wurkers 'Or by individuals wurking at home. Very 
'Often, as in the case of nail and file making, they present instauces of cheap labour by 
hand competing with difficulty against the pruduction of the same article by machinery. 
It is also sometimes the case with ind~stries 'Of these descriptiuns that, either by reason 
'Of their inherent simplicity. 'Or because they have becume sub-divided into a number of 
small and easy processes, they can be learnt with very little training by anyone. 

39. Empluyments of this kind haveheen term6d the" sweated industries." A wide
spread impresRion with regard tu them has been that the bad conditions of labour, 
low pay, long hours, and insanitary arrangements are due to the practice of excessive 
distribution of work by way of contracts and sub-contracts with the result that profit 
which shoulU reach the workpeuple is absorbed by a series 'Of middlemen. Recent 
investigations, including those undertaken by a Committee of the House 'Of Lords, go to 
shDw that this imlressiun is not generally correct, though it may in some cases be 
justified by factg. The evils in question seem tu be dependent upon two conditions, 
first, that·in these occupations an excessive number of small masters are competing 
against each other to an extent which makes it necessary for each of. them, in 
order to live himself, tu reduce the cust of production to the utmost; !lnd next, 
that an overcrowded and unorganisEld mass of 'Workpeuple(whether working' in their 
shops or taking work tu do at home) are competing with one another for ,employ-
ment. The over~supply of labour renders it difficult to establish effective organi-
sations among the workpeople (110 difficnlty which is enhanced in the case of occupations 
scattered through innumerable small workshops or lodgings. especially in the case of an 
immen~e and shifting populatiun like that 'Of London), and the absence of organisation, 
in its turn. deprives them of that protection which is possessed by workmen in trades 
requiring greater. skill or energy. Thus a vicious circle of intera.cting ca.uses is formed. 
It is impurtant to remember that the increased effectivenesR of 'Organisation among the 
stronger workers tends to add tu the number of less competent or leRS furtunate 
persons driven down intD those unorganised industries in which little skill or E1nergy is 
required, and thereby incre~se the over-supply 'Of labour in thElm. It must a1su be borne 
in mind that one result 'Of ihoreased stringency in the legislative and administrative 
regulation (If workshops may be to raise the cost 'Of prDduction in such workshops, and 
theroby cause contractors to put out mure work tu be done by workpeople in their 
home~,. ~r in such workshops as are so small and hidden as tu escape practically all 
tlUperVIBlon. 

Couses or 
evils of· the 
" sweated 
iDdristries." 

40. On the other hand, the evil~ in questiun, in th3 case of some of the present Possible 
,. sweat.ed" industries,.may be eventually bruught to an end by' natural causes.' natu: 
In certain of these trades, especially in bDut-making, there seems to be a tendency reme ... 

towards the more extensive use 'Of machinery, and consequently towards the removal 

• Mr. Charles Booth made the following Bt.tement in the evidence which be gave to the Commissioll 
(Evidence, Whole Conunusion, 6416). He is referring to the result of the elnbol':\te iuvestigation 
'which he has undf!rtaken with regard to labour in London. "The popular notion as. to sub~ 
., contract Rnd the cODcevtion of its methods which gave them a bad unme was thnt someone who had 
" contracted to do a quantity of work made a 'profit by l!Iub~letting it to small master men, who, in theil' 
" turn, parhapa bub-let again, and that, finally, the profits uf contract('l'S nnd sub-contrnctors alike were 
U 'sweated 'out of tJu~ workpeople. 1'bis idea WAS shown to be baseless j such sub~letting seldom occurs: 
" except, indeed, with regard to !Ipeeial proceMes which are frequently the better paid portions of tho 
U work; and in cases of pure distribution it was shown that the sub*contractor played 11 useful part in bring
If: iug the workers and the work together. Those who obtained work direct irom the wholesale house 
U were u!\ufllly Itot paid any better than those whose work came to them through a. middleman. The 
U middh."'mau's pl'ofit W08 thus shown to be a charge on the work and not a. chlll'ge OD the worker,;!. Tho 
U word ·sub-contract' was further used to meaD the giving out of work to be done by small m", .. ter men. 
U Tills waNt in fact, 8 'contract,' but by a confusion of ideas and for the convenience of condemnation it 
"W8o.'l still calJeJ.' 8ub-oontract. t It was shown that \his system was very gelleral and by no means always 
.. a. ... sociRted with any evils i but it was found to be conducive to industrial oppression when the workers 
" were helpleAs. It'inally, it was round impossible to draw any distillction between small master3 workii1~ 
.... for a wholeNlle house, and thude working for their own account who perhaps sold their prodnctioD@ to 
., lhe wholesale house, and it thUI became evident that. it was truly neither contmc' n01" Nub-contract. hu,t 
u the working for small mQ.!l;ters thllt wos to be Mfiil)("iated with the evils of sweating." . 

. .. ..U 
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of the trade into establishments in country towns, and the oonsolidation of small 
workshops into large factories. The immediate result of this transference, as of other 
remedies, might, no doubt, be to increase the competition and distress of the existing 
work people In the old centres, "'ho would not, as a rule, be abl~ to follow the trade 
to its new centres, or possess aptitudes for new methods of work. 

Effect of 4l. Again, it must be noticed that in some cases the great co-operative assooiations 
production of consumel'S have begun to manufacture for themselves in their own factories part of !7 1lO-OP"t'. the articles of clothing produced by the sweated industries. In such factories favour. 

ve BOCle les. able conditions of work are ensured, or at least rendered probable, by the nature 
of the case. The Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society carries on at l'redent 14 
or 15 manufacturing industries, including boot-making, tailoring, and shlrt.makin~. 
This Society has taken steps, by giving a small premium to work dOM in their 
factories, to induce shirt finishers to work in them instead of taking work home. The 
English Wholesale Society professes to enSUl'e very good conditions to those who 
work in its factories. Inasmuch, also, as the manufactures ·in question are of a 
comparatively simple kind and require little capital, it is possibl,) that independent 
co-operative associations of workmen may have sucooss in them, especially if supported 
by the sympathy and custom of public bodies or associations of consumers. Manufac
turing societies of this kind have been successfully started among the bootmakers 
of Leicester and Kettering. It has J:>een suggested that the evils now existing in 
London could be cured by the establishment there of great co-operative 88Sociations 
of consumers carrying on their own manufactures. But the difficulty of establishing 
these asgociations in London, the centre of the small industries, has never yet been 
overcome'. It has been observed that, as a rule, trade unions and associations of oon. 
sUDlers flourish best in the same districts, and amid the same populations, that is, so 
far as present experience goes, amid settled populations practising large staple industries. 

Suggestions 
for extension 
of FACtory 
and Work· 
shop Acls. 

42. Under these circumstances various plans have been suggested for more 
effectively extendil1g the principles of the Factory and Workshop Acts to industries 
of this class. .. Workshops." under the Factory and Workshops Act, are distinguished 
on the one side from" factories" by the circumstance that no mechanical power is used 
in them, and, on the other side, from domestic workshops by the circumstance that 
an employer has a right of access to or control· over the premises used. Domestio 
workshops are private rooms in which work is carried on with regularity, but in 
which the only persons employed are members of the same family dwelling there. 
(Factory and Workshop Act, 1878, s. 16.) Private rooms in which labour is 
exercised at irregular intervals only, and does not furnish the whole or the prinoipal 
means of living to a family, do not fall within the scope of the Acts. Domestic work
shops, like other workshops, are under the supervision of the local authorities with 
regard to sanitary matters. The provisions of the Acts which prescribe the fixing of the 
actual times for work and meals, and the affixing of notices in the workrooms (where 
protected persons are employed), do not apply to domestic workshops, but the 

. restrictions upon the length of the hours of children and young persons, though not 
of adult women, do apply to domestic workRhops (Act, 1878, s. 16). The fixed 
amount of overtime allowed by the Acts in the case of protected persons in certain 
trades does not ex.tend to workshops of this kind. 

General 43. The general result of these Acts, so far as relates to workshops is, therefore, 
. result of that all workshops, including rooms regularly used for that purpose by single 
Acts, and families, are, in sa.nitary matters, under the 8upervision of the local authorities, whose 
view of k b h inspectors duties, if t.hey fail to discharge them, may be ta en over y t e factory inspectors, 
... d others a. and that aU such workshops in which theTe is any labour of prQtected persoDs fall, as 
to further to hours of work, under the supervision of the factory inspectors. The question 
legislation. remains as to the manner in which such supervision can be made effective in practice. 

It was provided by the Act of 18?8 that notice ?f the ~c.cupation for work of any 
factory should be sent to an !Dspector. This prOVISIOn was extended by the 
Act of 1891 (s. 26) to workshops, not including domestic workshops. The inspect.or 
on receiving any such notice is to oommunicate it to the local sanitary authority, 
It has been suggested by several of the inspectors that it should further be made a 
penal offence to occupy any factory or workshop without obtaining a licence issued by 
a competent authority. It is proposed by one inspector that the hcence should Dot be 
granted before the authority was able to certify that the premises in question were fit 
for occupation, had sufficient sanitary accommodation, had been limewashed and 
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properly ventilated, and oontained cubio space for so many persons. These suggestions 
are endorsed by Mr. Sprague Oram, the present Ohief Inspeotor of Factories, who 
previously, as Travelling Secretary to the House of Lords Oommittee on .. Sweating." 
had oonferences relating to this subject with the local authorities. trade unions. em
ployers and employed, in various parts of England and Scotland. He makes the 
following definite suggestions in his Report for 1892, p. 76 :-

(1.) That the occupiers of workshops should be required to obtain a oertificate, or a 
licence, from a registrar to be appointed by the local authority. . . 

(2.) That within three months from the granting of the certificate the workshops 
should be visited by the sanitary officer of the local authority, and the licence signed 
by him to show the date of his visit .•• 

(3.) That if the workshop should be found not to be in such a sanitary oondition as 
is required by the Publio Health Act, a medical officer of health should be empowered 
to tako proceedings at once against the owner of the property. 

(4.) That not only occupiers of factories and workshops, but all contractors and 
IIhopkeepers who employ out-workers, should keep lists of such out-workers, and be 
only permitted to employ those who occupitld licensed faotories or workshops, and that 
if the name of any out·worker be omitted fr.)m the list, or if any person is employed 
as an out· worker whose work· place is unlioensed, the employer of such out·worker 
should be liable to a substantial penalty. 

(5.) That the sanitary officer of the looal authority should report to the medical 
officer of health Buch places as employ females, young persons, or ohildren, and lists of 
such plaoes only should be forwarded to t.he Ohief Inspector of Factories. 

Mr. Sprague Oram adds that, if it should be deemed desirable to limit the proposed 
regulations at first. instead of making them applioable to all branohes of business, the 
first steps might be confined to manufaoturers of we"ring apparel. .. amongst whom 
the greatest evils· oonnected with these matters exist." It must be observed that the 
Chief Inspector excludes from these proposals of compulsorily licensed work·rooDls. 
rooms where only one woman, or a man and his wife are employed, and feels soml' 

. doubt whether it wouid be practicable to extend them to OJ domestic workshop3," where 
only a man's family is employed. 

44. It is possible that, if proposals more or less of this ohartiocter were adopted, it 
might be found that the intention of the Factory and Workshop and 'Public Health 
Acts could be carl'ied out more effectively than at present HO far as relates to sanitary 
matters, even without any great incI'ease of central or local inspectors, inasmuch as the 
condition of workshops would be brought more systematically, and, as it were, auto· 
matically, before the attention of the authorities. It seems, however, that, under the 
present system at any rate, the staff of H.M. Inspectol'iI has proved insufficient to 
control the sanitary condition of factories and workshops. Now that the inspection of 
workshops, with rtlspect to this matter, has been transferred to thA local authorities, it 
partly depends upon the energy with which they take up the matter whllther their 
inspecting staff is suffioient. The amount of energy displayed varies much, of oourse, 
with the characteristics of different authorities. 

Question (>f 
sufficiency 
of number 
of inspectors. 

45. The present obligation, under the Act of 1891, to register workshops, does ~ponsi. 
not extend to .. domestic workshops," in which many parte of the tailoring, boot'making, bllit

d
>:!or ~ 

b· ki d tre t--' . d fte d h .. oon ltlon 01 os met·ma ng, an semps ss noueB are carne on, 0 n un er t e most msamtary domestic 
conditions, the workers frequently using the same rooms in which they sleep. It is workshops. 
represented 'that the inoreased administrative pressure upon regular workshops may (1.) Mr. 
have the effect of causing more work to be doue by these outworkers. To meet these Boo~ 
evils, Mr. Charles Booth proposed that responsibility for the sanitary condition of all pro 
workshops, and even, in the oase of protected persons, the responsibility for the due 
observ80tion of the legal hours of work, should be thrown upon the landlord, or 
person to whom the rent is paid, as well as on· the tenant who occupies the workshop. 
Both landlord and tenant should be made responsible, as well for structural defects as 
for misuse of the premises.(e.g., overcrowding, or insanitation ca.used by the tenant,or 
working illegal houl's). .. The occupier, If fined for structural defects, would be 
.. entitled to stop the amount out of his rent; the landlord, if fined for misusll, would 
.. 'be entitied to collect the amount with his rent from the occupier, or recover by a 
.. summary process:' (Evidence, Whole Commission, 5451.) The landlord, ought, 
further, to be made responsible for registration (5428). These provisions Mr"Booth 
would propose to extend to every case in. which persons work together, with the sole 
exception of husband and wife (5419). 
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, 46. An<;>ther !!uggcstion is t~t which, was lI\ade by Mr. Sidney Webb (Evidence. 
Whole Commission, 3740). viz .• that, in addition ro the owner of premises containing 
rooms used as workshops being responsible for the sanitary conditions, the person 
giving out work to be done by workpeople or persons belonging to him should be 
made responsible tor seeing that all the regulations of the Factory and WOl'k8hop Acts 
were there complied with.*, It was represented t~t the balance of advalltuge between 
out-work and factory work is at present so slight in many cases that this additional 
pressure of responsibility-would often be suflj.cient to inrluce a giver-out of wOl'k to 
discontinue the practice' and establish or enlarge a regular factory or workshop, to the 
ultimate advantage 'of the working class. 

47 .. .A.-'step in the direction of the'more effectual superviBion of out-won. was taken 
by the Act ·of 1891, s. 27, which enacted that .. the occupier of every fact:>ry and 
.. workshop . . . and' every' contractor employed by any snch occupier in the 
.. business of the factory or workshop, shall, if so rtlquired by the Secretary of State 
" by an Order . . . keep in the prescribed form and with the prescribed 
" particulars lists showing the names of all persons directly employed by him, either 
.. as workman or, as eontractor, in the business of the factory or workshop, outside 
" the factory or workshop, and the places where they are employed, and Avery such 
.' list shall be open to inspection by any inspector under the principal Act or by 
" any officer of a sanitary authority." 

RECENT ADMINISTRATIVE A.CTION. 

48. The following information. has, subsequently to the close of the evidence, been 
communicated to the Commission on the part of the Home Office ;-

In the autumn of 1892, two important steps were taken by the Home Secretary ;
(1) he issued 3n Order requiring i1110ccupiers of factories lind workshops engaged in 
the following industries to keep lists of out-wol'kera, viz., the manufacture of all 
kinds of wearing apparel, cabinet and furniture making, upholstery work, file-cut
ting, and electro-plating; (2) he undertook the formation of committecs of -inspectors 
assisted by medical, chemical, and other experts, to investigato the evils incidental to 
labour in lead works, chemical and alkali works, lucifer match factories, potteries and 
quarries, and to suggest remedies and preventives. 

49. The first of these steps was followed in 1893 by a substantial addition to the 
staff of factory inspectors. For the first time, two female inspectors were appointed, 
and a new class of inspectors' assisbnts was created. These 8ssisbnts (15 in number) 
are intended by the Home Secretary to be aetive men of practical knowledgo and 
experience, their special function being to follow up the out·workers' lists, and thUd 
deal a blow at some of the worst evils admittedly inherent in the" sweating system." 
The bulk of them are now at work in London, where they have been placed under the 
charge of Mr. Lakeman,' one of the most experienced of H.M. Inspectors, who has 
been specially detached for this purpose. The Home Secretary has announced his 
intentionaf strengthening still further in the immediate future the inspectorate, not 
only of factories, but also of ' mines. As regards the former, there are to bfl appointed 
two more female inspectors, one additional superintending inspector, and 10 assistant 
inspectors; as regards the latter, there are to be appointed four additional assistant in
spectors. Akin to this departure has been the provision during 1893 of offices for inspec
tors in Central J;.ondon (for Mr. Lakeman), Glasgow, Birmingham, and Leeds. These 
offices are designed to be the recognised centres of factory inspection in their respective 
districts, places where all ooncerned, whether employers or worknten, can oall to give 
or ask for information. The system is to be extended by the Home Secretary in 1894 
by the provision of offices in Manchester, Liverpool, Blackburn, Sheffield, Newcastle, 
Nottingham, Norwich, Bristol, Southampton, Plymouth, Swansea, Edinburgh, Dundee, 
Dublin, and Belfast. 

50. The second of the steps indicated above has led to a two-fold result. 1'he 
reports of all the' Committees have been presented to Parliament, and special rules for 
the regulation of the various industries have been drafted in accordance with the 
Committee's suggestions. But besides special rules, further legislation has been found 

• In other words, as this witness expresse~ it, "it is proposed to make tbe giver-out of work the person 
" responsible for the observation of the Factory Acts, at aoy rate as regardJl sanitation aud the ages of the 
" persons employed in the places where he allows his work to be done; tha~ in fact, if he CbPUt4C8 to carry 
" Oll 'his work not in one factory but in a series of 50 slum tenementB in Spitalfie.Jde, that they should 
",ccllectively be regarded in the eye of tbe Jaw .. bis factory, and that he should not be allowed to evade hlB 
" responsibilities in that way." (Evidence, Wbole Commission, 3740.) " 
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to be necessary, in order to give full effect to the recommenda.tions contained in the 
Reports, especially to give the Home Secreta.ry power to deal with unreasonably long 
hours of labour in dangerous industries, and to place quarries under the. control of· the 
Inspector of Mines. . 

The most recent steps taken by the Home Secretary on the above lines have been 
(a) the institutil;n of exhaustive inquiries in respect of laundries, the linen induBtrie~ of 
Belfast, the Merionethshire slate mines, and the Sheffield grinders; (b) the scheduling 
as occupations dangerous to health of the manufacture of red, orange, or yellow lead, 
lead smelting, the tinning and enamelling of iron hollow' ware, electric accumulator 
works, flax mills, and linen factories; and (c) the appointment of committees to 
consider the subjects of statistics relating to factories and workshops, and mines and 
minerals. 

5.-AcCIDENTS, AND QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH ElIlPLOYERs' LIABILITY, &c. 

51. The Aubject of accidents to workmen maybe looked at from two points of view, Accident&. 
(1) the various legislative provisions intended to guard against accidents ; (2) the 
means of obtaining compensation, or relief given to those who have suffered from 
accidents. Notice has already been taken (see paragraphs 35 and 36) of the g~neral 
powers of factory inspectors to insist upon proper precautions being taken with regard 
to dangerous machinery in factorills, and of the special provision for the establishment 
of rules in the case of industries attended by special dangen. It should be noticed 
that by 8. 31 of the Factory and Workshop Act, 1878, as amended by s. 22 of the 
Act of 1891, it is provided that in case of any accident in a factory or workshop 
causing death or bodily injury, notice of the accident must be sent to the factory 
inspector and the certifying surgeon of the district. The certifying surgoon, upon 
receiving such netice, is to proceed to the factol'Y or workshop, investigate the 
circumstances, and report to tbe inspector, who, in case of any death from such 
accident, is at liberty to attend the inquest and examine witnesses. The same liberty 
is also accorded to the occupier of the factory or workshop in which the accident has 
ocourred, and to aliy person appointed by the order in writing of the majority of the 
wOl'kpeople employed there. The procedure in the case of -accidents in mines is 
regulated by the Mines Regulation Acts. 

52. The Commission received much evidence with regard to the subject of the ~m!,loyer.· 
legal liabilities of employers to make compensation to workmen in the case of liability. 
accidents due to various causes. This subject was investigated by a Select Committee 
of the House of Commons in the year 1886, and has subsequently been very fully 
debated in Parliament in connection with the Bill for the Amendment of the Employen' 
Liability Act, which was brougbt into Parliament in the ses~i()n' of 1893. It would 
appear from the result of thOS6 debates that there is at present a fairly . general 
agreement with regard to the modification of the existing legal doctrine of" common 
employment." which formed the chief feature of the measure under discussion. There 
was, however, much dilference upon the question whether workmen should be allowed 
by agreement to forego the right to bring actions under the Act in cases where accident 
funds exist, to which employers contribute in a certain ·proportion. 

53. We received a good deal of evidence, especially in the case of the coal-mining 
industry. as to the character, administration, and advantages of joint accident funds, 
formed upon the basis of "contracting out" of the Act. We also heard a considerable 
num ber of representatives of trade unions express the opinion that workmen should 
not be allowed to" contract out." The information which we have obtained upon the 
subject is summed up in Appendix V. to the Summaries of Evidence. This matter has 
reoently been very fully discussed in both Houses of· Parliament and turns upon con
tested questions of general policy. We do not feel that we can usefully attempt to 
express an opinion with regard to it. 

54. Much information is oontained in the Report which our Secretary has prepared 
upon labour qUf'stioos in Germany, with regard to the svstem of compulsory insurance 
against acoidents now established by the law of that cou"ntry. The Report upon France 
gives an account of the scheme' which is at present before the French Legislature. It 
appears to liS that it mav eventually become desirable to institute a special inquiry. 
with the view of ascertaining whether any similar legislation in this country may be 
advisable or practicable. The su~iect, however, ill one which is too large for us to 
disouss upon the evidem:e in our poasEll'sion. 
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6.-G1IN1IRAL CoNDITION OF TBB W OUING CuSSES. 

55. It has not appeared to be within the intention of the Reference made to us that 
we should inquire minutely into the whole condition of the clasB!lS of society supported 
by manual labour. In the course, however, of the evidElnce which we have received as 
bearing upon .the particular quest.ions which affect the relations of employers and 
employed, much information was incidentally given with regard to general conditions 
of life. It was also thought desirable to take somcspecial evidence from representatives 
of the great associations of consumers, and from officials connected with tbe registration 
of friendly s(lcieties, as well as the valuable evidence given by Mr. Giffen with regard 
to the relative aggregate income of the working classes. Some notice of the operation 
of the friendly henefit side of trade unions will be taken in the following part of 
this Report.'" 

56. The impression left by the evidence as a whole is that among the more Bottled 
and stable population of skilled workpeople there has during the last half century 
been considerable and continuous progress in the general improvement of oonditions 
of life, side by side with the establishment of strong trade custom adapted to the 
modern system and seale of industry. Experienoe may fairly be said to have shown 
that this part of the population possesses in a highly remarkable degree the power of 
organisation, self-government, and self-help. W orkpeople of this class earn better 
wages, work fewer hours, have secured improved conditions of industrial and 
domestic lifo in other respects, and have furnished themselves through trade 
unions and friendly sooieties with means of providing against the various con
tingencies of sickness, accidents, and temporary want of employment. By means 
of associatiolls of· cOllsumers they have themselves become organisers and managers 
c.£ prosperous trading undertakings on a large scale j their attempts at joint 
productive enterprise, though less fortunate, have not been entirely without some 
measure of success; while by the means of building societies, or otherwise, workmen 
have, in many cases, acquired the ownership of the houses in whioh they live. 

57. The classes who compose the lower grades of industry, regarded as a whole, 
have probably benefited no less t.han the skilled workers from the illcreased efficienoy 
of production, from the advantages conferred by legislation. from the cheapening of 
food and clothing, and from the opening out of new fields for capital and labour. In 
their case also the improyement manifests itself in better pay and morf! favourable 
conditions of work; but chiefly in this, that of the maBB of wholly unskilled labour, 
part has been absorbed into higher grades, while the percentage of the total working 
population earning bare subsistence wages has been greatly reduced. The movement 
in the direction of organising unskilleL1 labour wp1 be spoken of later on in this Report. 

58. There is still a deplorably large residuum of the population, chiefly to be found in 
our large cities, who lead wretchedly poor lives, and are seldom far removed from the 
level of starvation; but it would seem that, not only the relative, but perhaps even 
the actual numbers of this olass also are diminishing.+ 

• See paragraph 70 poBt. 
t Mr. J. M. Lndlow, formerly Chief Registr.r of Friendly So~ieti ... wbo hIlS personally and officiAlly 

paid attention to industr.ial ques~one. for a longer continuo~ •. penod than, perhape, any person, made Ihe 
following general observations 10 hill evIdence before t he CommIssIon :-

" I think the colldilion of the working ~ln .. e. bn. changed immensely, but nol 80 much, I am happy to 
" eay B8 Ihe change in public opinion on Ihe sohject. relating to that class. I find now that boy. and girla " .....:0.1 fresh from !!Chool are at a poinl of advancement in relation to Ihi. qoeetion at which in 1848 wt' 

" could Dol bring grown up people to, and were considered beretics and I .. volutionists for trying to bring tbelD 
"to. I think the cbange in public opin~on on tJvt.t subjecl b ... been eom.tbi~g J"'rfectly marv,.l.lolls. I 
" cannot expreSA it sufficiently. The workmg class hos also developed enormously In mtellectual BClpJlrement8 
" and habits of bu.iness and ~gen ..... of outl~ok, U~o~gh, .perhaps, Ibey ~ve 108t B. little of Ihat ,""~hu.i88m 
" and spirit of generous aspiratIon whtch, I thl~k, dlstlDgUlShed my worklIlg~men frIends of the earher. daYB. 
" Now the black "pots in the country may, I thlDk, ulmoet be counted on tho fingel's. In Cormer daytt It WI" 

" very nearly black with bul rew wbite spot,," (EvidcllOO, Whole Commi .. ion, 1~S2.' 
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II. 
ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANISA.TIONS OF EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED. 

1. RoYAL COMMISSION OF 1867 ON TRADE UNIONS, AND SUBSEQUENT LEGISLATION; 
SCOPE OF INQUIRY BY THE PRESENT COMMISSION, SO FAR AS RELATES TO THESE 

ASSOCIA'llONS. 

2. THE OBJB(;TS,· CONSTITUTION, AND POLICY 01' ORDINARY TRADE UNIONS. 

3. IN WHAT INDUSTRIES TRADE UNIONS HA VB BBEN MOST SUCCESSl'UL, AND THB RWORSE. 

4. ORGANISATIONS or EMPLOYERS. 

5. AMALGAMATIONS AND FEDERATiONS. 

6. MIXED ASSOCIATIONS. 

7. RRPRESENTATIONS MADE AS TO THE INJURIOUS OR BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF TRADE UNION~. 

I.-RoYAL COMMISSION OF 1867 ON TRADE UNIONS, AND SUBSEQUENT LEGISLATION; SCOPE 
OF INQUIRY BY THE PRESENT CoMMISSION, SO FAR AS RELATES TO THESE ASSOCIATIONS. 

59, It does not 8eem to be necessary for the purposes of this Report to trace 
the history, which has been set forth by various writers and is now well known, of the 
long procass by which trade unions gradually acquired their present status, and 
obtair.ed from the Legislature the recognition of their right of free combination for 
trade objects, and the legal protection to their funds and property which they now 
possess. It will be sufficient to refer, very shortly, to the Report of the Royal 
Commission of 1867, and to subsequent legislation with rel\'srd to these associations. 

60. The object of the Royal Commission of 1867 was partly to investigate certain Royal. . 
char~es. w:hic~ had been made with respect .to some then re~en~ acts of· v~olence C!,mAr:;7~on 
and mtlmldatlOn· alleged to have been commItted by trade UDlOIDSts, but chIefly to or. I 
inquire in to the organisation and rules of trade unions and other associations, whether 
of workmen or employers, and the effect produced by such bodies, both on the relations 
between workmen and employers and on the trade and industry of the country. That 
Commission, therefore, to some extent covered ground allotted to the present 
Commission. . 

61. In the result of their inquiry the Commission of 1867 recommended certain Recommen
modifications of the then existing law with a view (1) to secure that no combination dations of 

d the Commi.-of persons for the purpose of etermining between themselves, or of stipulating for, 
the terms on which they will consent to employ or he employed, should be unlawful sion. 
by reason only that its operation would be in restraint of trade; (2) to give to all 
such unions as complied with certain conditions facilities for becoming registered, 
and thereby acquiring legal capacities, rights, and liabilities arising from a status 
recognised by law, so far as regards legal protection for their property. At the 
same time the Report of this Commission laid great sLress on the importance of main
taining the purely volunta.ry character of industrial organisations, and of fully protecting 
the freedom of the indiyidual in the disposal of his labour or of his capital. 

62. These recommendations of the Royal Commission of 1867 were, in substance, Subsequent 
carried out hy the legislation of the year 1871, and (after a further inquiry into the legislation 
labour laws by another Commission), the legislation of the year 1875. By the effect ~~~:71 and 
of the present governing statute called the .. Conspiraoy and Protection of Property •• 
Act, 1875," oombined action for trade purposes is relieved from all penal consequences 
so long as it does not amount to any breach of ordinary law, or extend to certain 
special modes of action, and some special cases, carefully defined in that statute.. (Sep. 
paragraph 102, post.) . 

63. The Trade Union Act, passed in 1871, contained these important declarations, Trade VniOI 
viz., that- Act, 1871 . 

.. (1.) The purposes of any trade union shall not, by reason merely that they are in 
" restraint of trade, bl' deemed to be unlawful so as to render any member of 
" such trade union liable to criminal prosecution for conspiracy or otherwise; 

.• (2.) The purposes of any trade uniou ~hall not, by reason merely that they are in 
" restraint of trade, be unlawful so as to render void or voidable any agree-
.. ment or trust. 

The A.ct then provides (section 4) that .. Nothing in this Act shall enable any court 
.. to entertain any legal proceeding instituted with the object of direotly enforoing or 
.. recovering damages for the breaoh of any of the following agreements, namely :--

U 79160. D 
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.. (1.) illJ.yagreement between mAmbers of a trade union as such, concerning the 
.. conditions on which any members for the time being of snch trade union 
o. shall6r shall not sell their goods, transact .business, employ, or he employed; 

.. (2,) Any agreement for the payment by any person of any Rub~cription or pl.nalt.y 
.. to a trade union; . 

.. (3.) Any agreement for ihe application of the funds of a trade union (II) to 
" provide benefits to members; or (b) to furnish contributious to any employer 
c. or workman, not a member of such trade union, ill consideration of such 
.. employer or workman acting in conformity with the rules or resolutions 
.. of suph trade union; or (c) to discharge any fine imposed upon IIny person 
.. by sentence of a court of justice; or, 

" (4.) Any agreement made between one trade union and anothAr ; or, 
o. (5.) Any bond to secure the performance of any of the above-mentioned a,!!reements . 

.. Bvt nothing in this section shall be deE'med to constitute any of the above. 
" mentioned agreements unlawful." 

A trade union registered under this Act may hold land, not exceeding an acre, 
and personal estate, in the name of trustet's, who may sue or be sued in respect of 
that property. Any trade union may be registered on showing that its rules 
conta~n certain provisions, and that it has otherwise complied with the regulations 
respect.ing registry in force under the Act. A trade union when registered is bound to 
furnish the Office of the Registrar of Friendly Societies with an onnual statement of 
accounts. A considerable number of trade unions have registered themselves under 
this Act. The Report of the Royal Commission of 1867 contained a recommendation 
that no trade union should be registered the rules of which prevented the employment 
or limited the number of apprentices in any trade; preveuted the introduction or limited 
the use of machinery in any trade; prevented any workman from taking a ~ub-contract 
or working by the piece or working with non-unionists; or authorised the application 
of funds in support of any other unconnected union engaged in a conflict with its 
own employers. The recommendation was opposed by a tninority of the Commission, 
and did not become part of the law. 

64. By the Trade Union Act of 1871 as amended by the Trade Union Act of 1876 a 
~trade union is defined as follows :-" The term' trade union' means any combination, 
" whether temporary or permanent, for regulating the relations between workmen and 
.. masters, or between workmen and workmen, or between masters and masters, or 
" for imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of any traue or business whether 
" such combination would or would not, if the principal Act had not been passed, have 
.. been deemed to have been an unlawful combination by reason of some one or more 
" of its purposes being in restraint of trade." The term, therefore, embraces employers' 
associations, a certain number of which have, in fact, registerl'c1 themseives umler the Act 
ofl87 1.* It is to be observed that one effect of the Trades Union Act ofl871 (section 4, 
sub-section 4) is expressly to make an agreement. hetween two nnionR, although registered, 
non-enforceable as against either of them in a court of law. This would, therefore, 
prevent any agreement between an association of workmeu and an association of em
ployers from having, as between such bodies, any biuuing force at law. It is, howe\"er. 
provided that the Act shall not affect .. any agreement between an employer and those 
employed by him as to such employment." In this Report the term .. trade union .. 
is employed in its ,usual sense as meaning an association of workmen. 

65, Much valUlj,ble information has boen collected by the Secretary with regard to 
the constitution and rules of a great number of industrial associations, both of 
employed aud' employers. These have been tabulated and, published in a separate 
volume. and will probably be found to be of great service not only to those who 
wish to study the nature of these societies, but also to those whose practical object 
it is to prepare the best kind of constitution for future societies of this kind, or to 
amend existing ones. The Commission has also received much evidence, both oral 
and in the 'form of answers to written questions, with regard to these associations. 
Such evidence mORtly relates to their numerical strength, relatively to that of the 
trades to which they belong, their policy and objects, and has been received both from 
those'who are within a,nI~those who are outside their organisations. 

66. We have considered it' to be our main object, so far as relates to these 
associations, whether of employers or employed, and their larger'development in the 
shape of federations of associations; ,to inquire 'to what extent their existence or . -_.----
'. See Evidellce';f !lir. E. W. Br.brook, Chief Registrar of Friendlr Societies (Evidence, Whole Commission, 

J42;1 et.eq).' ' , 
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absence, strength er weakness, in various trades and· ocoupations, have affected for geod 
or evil the relations between empleyers and employed, and are a cause of, or obstaolc 

, to, conflicts between these classes, If, and in so far as in the result of this Inquiry 
it sheuld appear that the increase of strength and organisation in these industrial 
bodies tends. on the whole (in spite ef oncasional conflicts of great magnitude), towards 
the establishment of a kind of industljal peace higher than tha.t whioh has previously 
prevailod, this would be a reason, subject to the consideratien ef the effects of suoh 
increase ef strength upon the general interests ef the community, for favouring 
any legislatien which should offer to those erganisations a better legal basis than' they 
already POSStlBB. The point wall well put in a statement made by a minerity of the 
Royal Commission which inquired il\t.,o the subject of trade unions in ~he year 1867 :-

.. The practical problem before us is this: seeing that the bulk of the artizan 
.. popula.tion consider it their interest to form themselves into these associations, 
.. in what way can they be rendered most conducive to .public policy 1 " 

2.-THE OBJECTS, CONSTITUTION, AND POLICY OF ORDINARY TRADE· UNIONS. 

67. Without entering, in this Repert, into. much detail with regard to the constitution 
and character of these industrial a~seciations, ample infermation as to which will be 
found in the Digests and Summaries, it may be de~irable to sketch shortly the tlbjects, 
pelicy, and censtitution of the ordinary trade union, /iIond then w' refer to those 
developments, chiefly in the direcition of the organisation ef ullskilled labeur and the 
amalgamation and. federation ef unions which. have characterised the period subsequent 
to the Repert ef the Royal Cemmissien of 1867. . . 

68. In additien to the infermation collected by the Cemmission, COpiOllS particulars as to Number of 
the numbers, funds, expenditure, and objects ef trade unions are supplied,py the returns Oll members of 
this subject which have been made by the Labour Correspondent of the Boa,:d .of Trade. trade union .. 
Mr. Giffen stated in evide~ce before the Commissien (Evidence, Whole 'Cemmission, 
6987-8) that the acceunt ef trade uniens obtained in the Returns of the Boar!! ef Trade 
is new tqlerably cemplete, and that the total membership ameunts, accerding to the last 
Return, to 871,000 persons, with an annual income of nearly 1,200,OOOl.Mr. Fenwick, 
the secretary of the Parliamentary Cemmittee of the Trade U nien Cengress, said in evi-
dence that a million and a quarter ef trade unionists were :represented at that Congress 
in 1892, that there were certainly a million and a half of trade unionists i.n the couJ?try, 
and that. in his opinien, their number appreached two. millions. The total n~mbel' of 
trade unionists who actually subscribe to their societies is very deubtful and varying, 
especially in the case of the newer secieties ef less skilled.or generallaboul'ers. ' The 
figures obtained frem the Census of 1891 are of seme service in indicating the properpiens 
berne by tmdeunionists to the total number of persens in England and Wales engaged 
in manual labour. The industrial class, in the classification used in the Census, excludes 
thl' agricultural and fishing population who, in England and Wales, ameunted to 
1,336,945 persons ever 10 years ef age, and Lhe persons emple:red in transport by 
land and sea, amounting to. 983,370, and these empleyed in domestic ahd kindred 
services to -the number ef 1,900,328, but it includes all tho&e who. werk in ether 
productive or distributi"e industrial occupatiens. Thus limited, the industrial class, 
at the Census ef 1891. numbered 7,336,344 persons evilr 10 years ef age, of whon'!. 
5,495,446 were males. These figures include employers, clerks,' and officials as 
well 8S werkmen. Having regard to the small progress which trade unionism has 
made among the agricultural pepulation, and the persons engaged in domestic service, 
it is evident that it chiefly exists am eng the" industrial class" of the' Census, and 
especially ameng that pertien of the five and a half million males who are adult 
werkmen, and engaged in preductive as contrasted with distributive enterprise. 
The clast! engaged in transport adds an appreciable but very vague and fluctuating 
contingent, and the industrial popUlation of ~cotland and Ireland has also to .be taken 
into aocount. 

69. The funds ef trade uniens are supported by entrance fees and by subscriptions Funds. 
varying from about Id. a week to lB. or more, and these, in the case ef large seCIeties, 
bring in a censidllrable annual income. Mest trade uniens also reserve the right 
of raising money from their members by speciallt;vy for strikes or other extraerdinary 
pm'peses. ~on:;e of the seoieties have accumulatod hu"ge reserve fllUds, and derive 
SOUIC' incomo from illvostmoots or frem interest on depesit at banks. 

70. 'l'he two. main divi>!ionM of the ebjects to which trade ullions of the nermal type Application 
apply their fuuds are (1) trade purpeses, viz., in cennection with disputes and trade offundL 
conflicts I (2) friendly alld benevolent purposes. III I!ome CaHeB the fundg fer "'trade" 
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and "friendly and benevolent" purposes are kept distinot, but in most oase~ !!.II 
purposes are met out of a single fund. It is alleged that the system of a single fund 
tends to make societies more peacefully disposed, and more oautious how they embark 
on trade conflicts, inasmuch as strikes seriously impair the funds available for friendly 
and benevolent purposes. This has sometimes been urged by the leaders of what has 
been called "new unionism" aB a reason for objecting to a ~ociety having any 
benevolent purposes at all, lest its fighting effioienoy should be diminished. On the 
other hand, it is alleged that, apart from the intrinsio merit of tht! friendly and 
benevolent purposes, they are very effeotive in giving solidity and permanenoy to a 
trade union, and that without them men are not inolined to hold to a society when 
there is DO immediate prospect of obtaining better trade conditions through its agency. 
An objection taken to the singie fund system is that for the purpOStl of securing 
friendly benefits it is finanoially unsound, and that in the oase of some trade unions 
the solvenoy of the friendly and benevolent fund virtually depends upon the power of 
the union to raise speoial "levies." 

Some trade unions apply their funds to not more than one or two objects, others 
to many. Generalising from the evidence, 'it may be said that a trade sooietyof the 
strongest, best establishod. and wealthiest kind might probably, nfter meeting its 
workin.g expenses, apply its income to all or most of the following purposes, viz. :-

(1.) Trade disputes, inoluding grants to any men who have been disoharged or 
refuRed employment by employers, or who have left their employment for 
trade reasons. 

(2.) Subsoriptions to any larger federation to which the trade union may belong, and 
grants in aid of men of other trades in thei~ disputes. 

(3.) Maintenance of members out of work through depression of trade or other 
legitimate causes, and payments for travelling in search of work, or 
emigration. . 

(4.) Payments for defraying cost of funerals of members and their wives, and for 
maintenance to those incapacitated 'for work by accident, sickness, or in 1I0me 
cases, by old age. , 

(5.) Payments to replace burnt, lost, or broken tools (in some trades), and distress 
bene.fits generally. 

(6.) Educational expenditure, and grantlii for special benevolent purposes. 
(7.) Acquisition and circulation of information with regard to trade matters. 
(8.) Expenditure on parliamentary representation. 
(9.) Payment of legal expeuses of members in connection with trade litigation, in-

cluding actions brought under the Employers' Liability Act. 
, 71. Thus a tradll society, '..lrganised on the most complete scale, not only increases 
the power of its members in negotiating with regard to the standard rate of wages 
and other general questions, but acts a8 an assurance to them against all kind!! of 
risks. It has been suggested by several witnesses that powerful and wealthy trade 
unions might extend the sphere of their operations by themselves (in alliance. 
perhaps, with co-operative distributive societies) carrying on to some extent and in 
some trades operations of manufacturing production; and some attempts of this 
kind 'have b,een made. There are, however, few signs of any great development of 
this movement at present. 

72. The constitution of these societies varies a good deal. chiefly with regard to the 
amount of real power which is vested in the hands of the central executive of each. 
In some cases. as in that of the Durham coal-miners, so many references have to be 
made in the case of general questions to the local" lodges "or brunches, to be decided 
by ballot, that the central body are little more than delegates acting under immediate 
instructions, and having to refer points to their constituents even in the midst of 
negotiations with employers. In other cases, espeCially where a trade is scattered in 
various brunches all over the country and through districts differing widely in local 
CIrcumstances from each other, much power and discretion is frequently left with the 
district or executive committees of local branches. In most unions of this kind, 
however, the control of the funds possessed by the central exeoutive gives a deciding 
power in the last resort. Since it alone can finance a branch in case of a strike, 
the central executive can require that a strike shall be justified to it before being 
undertaken by the distriot or local branch. I n the case of Borne societies the 
permanent officinls have much ,more power than in thltt of others. In some cases 
a very complete control is lodged with the central executive of a society, caretul 
provision being made for the rapid circulation of life from all parts of the society 
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through that executive. The Society of the Boiler·makers and Iron Shipbuilders 
presents an instance of VAry successful working of a society strongly centralised in this 
manner. 

73, Generalising from features presented by this and other strong trade unions among Leading, 
the skilled artisans, we are brought to the conclusion· that the following are the c.haracter' ''' 
leading characteristics of the most permanent aud successful societies. .A. typical lics. 
society of this kind will inclucA, if uot all,at least such a proportion of men in 
a wade as will give it a controlling power in the trade and enable it to treat with 
employers as representative of the whole, and to make its agreements and decisions 
binding on the whole trade. It will have a strong central executive council, thoroughly 
representative of the members and implicitly truRted by them. This machinery will 
enable the society to negotiate with employers with the least possible friction, either 
from time to time, as occasion may require, or by way of a permanent joiut board for 
the purpose of settling hour and wage-rate questions, and other points of dispute, 
lin d to give undertakings and enter into agreements upon which employers (lan 
rely. It was shown in evidence that at least one powerful trade uniOll goes so 
far as to make itself responsiblE'! for the propAr fulfilment of contracts made with 
employers by its members, and to compensate employers from its funds for lOBS 
through bad work, recouping itself by fining the members in default.-

74. The chief objects of policy aimed at by trade unions (apart from benefit purposes) Chief.objects 
may be said to be; . of policy. 

(1.) To obtain such conditions liS will enable them to deal in a body with their 
employers, and ultimately perhaps to acquire, so far as possible, a monopoly 
of employment in their respective trades. The means to this end are the 
inclusion in the trade union of as many as possible of the men. wOJ;king in 
each trade; the prohibition of encroachment on their special department of 
work by men of other trades; and the. control by the union of admission to 
the trade. To achieve the last mentioned object many unions endeavour to 
insist upon all workmen in the trade passing through a fixed period of 
apprenticeship before It certain age, and to limit the proportion of apprentices 
to journeymen. It is the general policy of some unions to try to prevent their 
members from working with non-unionists. 'J.'he extent to which this is 
enforced varies much with the relative· strength of unions, and it is most 
successfully applied where !)len work in sets or gangs as, for instance, in iron 
shipbuilding. It may be added that most unions would probably be willing, 
and some unions actually olfer, to supply employers with suitable workmen, 
the union acting as an agency for this purpose. 

(2.) To maintain a minimum wage-rate, and to advance it, or prevent its being 
reduced, so far as possible. 

(3.) 'fo maintain a fixed maximum of hours of work, and to reduce it when 
practicable. 

(4.) To distribute the available work among members so that as few as possible shall 
be out of employment. In connection with this, as well as for other reasons, 
the general policy of many trade unions is oppolled to piece-work and to 
systematic overtime. . 

(5.) In general, to improv!, the conditions of labour, protect members or groups of 
members from hard usage on the part of employers and managers, and to 
maintain trade customs and privileges. 

3.-IN WHAT INDUSTRIES TRADE UNIONS HAVE BEEN Mos'r SUCCESSFUL, AND THE REVERSE. 

·75. 'J.'he evidence shows that the power and constitution of a trade union have a Effect 01 
most important influence upon the character of the relations between employers and powe~ ",!d 
employed in tho industry. It is, therefore, important to consider in what kind of cfn.~:lOn 
industries tl'UUl' unions are found to have been most, successful or unsuccessful. To :n~D. e 
Bome extent, no doubt, trade unions depend for their permanence and' power upon 
having a succession of able officials and leaders to manage them, and probably 
personal ability has much to do with their successful launching and establishment. 
But Bome industries are, by.their nature, more adapted fO)l organisation than others 
are. 

• Evidt'DCP, Group A., Vol. III., 20,719; 21\769 
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76. A bl"<;>ad anJ fund~men.tal dis~inction may be drawn in the following respect 
between skilled and unskilled mduBtrles.* The fact that a traoe is skilled, i.e. r"'lllirl18 
training from an early age, or, nt any rate, for sOUle considerable time, constitut(·~ it, 
ipso faato, ~ kin.d .of natural cr~tll guild, defended f;om tiudden invasion by m'en of other 
t,rades by Its difficulty of acquirement, and sometimes, also. by the fact that expensive 
.. kits" of tools ruust be provided by the workmen. Youths who enwr such & trade 
have to be taught their work by men &Irea,ly in it, and thus a stron" society, once 
established, is able to control the conditions of entrance and practically °to oompel now 
oomers to join it. The natural facilities which skilled industries possess for organibation 
may be more or less neutralised in the case of trades in which the workers, 

(1.) are widely scattered, and frequently on the move. as e.g., sailors; 
(2.) carryon the work in their own . homes, or independently. or in very smull 

grouvs; 
(3.) are for the most part women; 
(4.) have, through the operation of any special cause, to contend againl:lt an over

stocked or irregular labour market. 
On the. other hand, when a skilled industry is carried on in more or less large 

factories, workshops, or mines, and (at any rate in some central districts) brings a large 
number of workmen into close contact; when, in other words, a trade combines' the 
elements of skill, co-operation in the same work of a number of people, and local 
contiguity, it seems under all these circumstances to be easy to oonvert the natural 
craft thus existing into a formal and permanent trade union. The monopoly possessed 
by an industry and its consequent facilities for organisation may be further developed 
by extraneous causes, as for instance by legislation. Coal mining affords a good illustra
tion of this. It is not among the class of highly skilled industries and yet it is 
one in which, except in the West of Scotland, trade unionism has had remarkable 
success. The natural monopoly for which in some trades workmen are mostly indcbtl:!d 
to their special skill is obtained by the coal miners not only from the fact t.hat their 
industry is concentrated in certain districts, and that they have practical possession of 
the villages adjacent to the pits in which they work, but also through the operation of 
the prOVision in the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1887, Rule 39, whioh reads as 
follows :-" No person not now employed as a coal or ironstone getter shall belallowou 
" to work alone ao; a coal or ironstone getter in the face of the workings unti he has 
" had two years' experience of such work under the I!upervision of skilled workmen, or 
" unless he shall have beenpreviou~ly employed for two years in or about the face of 
'! the workings of a mine," It provision intended to secure greater safety in mines, 
but which also renders it impossible for employers to bring in nElW men, in case of a 
strike, to take the place of the strikers. 

77. Unskilled or general labour, that is, labour in occupations which require little 
or no training; stands on a very different footing from skilled labour in respect to 
the facilities which it affords for strong and enduring organisation. The evidence 
shows that trade societies among the class of unskilled labourers have been apt to rise 
suddenly and rapidly, enrol a great number of members, and then as quickly decline. 
Those who try to organise labour of this class meet with many difficulties. Among 
these are the comparative poverty, less regular habits, and frequently tho rov-ing 
dispositlOn of this class.()f workmen. The chief difficulty, however, appears to be thaL 
workmen in these departments of labour do not possess the natural monopoly which 
belongs to men in skilled trades. If they strike, their employers usually find it easy 
at very short nbtice to obtain men of the same class to take their places. Inasmuch 
as the power to fight by way of strike is the primary basis of trade unions, weakness 
in this respect often deters men from joining or holding to unions of nnskilled 
labour. Various cases were brought to our notice ,in which an unsuccessful strike 
by an association of this kind resulted in the loss of a groat part of its members. 
Upon the whole it is not as yet shown oy experience that it is ea8Y, if, ic.ueed, it is 
practic~ble, to mould into a permanent ?~ganisati.on m~n. working at an occ?pa~ion 
which IS not of the nature of a craft requmng speCIal trammg. Such an orgalllBation, 
not being built npon the foundation of a natural monopoly of skill, is apt to fall away 
and perish in times of trade depression or other adverse circumstances . 

.. In the catcP'ory of skilled trades fun, among others, all dIOse councctt~d with the higlwl' grH4lct4 of ship
building and {';gineeriDg, thosp of the val'ion~ nrtificers in ~tal and cluy, printing ami bu.oklJiudillg, t'IC 
stipe-rior work in building and lbe trudeH connec·ted with the decoration of buildmgli, ellrlX""terlD~ and c..:0&l.·h., 
blliilling, the great textile industries, the _make-up of the- bett~r tieJol.Cription of clothing. tbtl )'~el'aJ'fltJl)n of 
mnny nrticle~ of hlxury, the more "killed work in rnilwny~. and :home 8~ri..:mltural w,.,rk. ~hnH!g-. anI! the 
mRDufactuw of iron nlill steel, may 8h~o be inl'luded in this Jist, lIfill many smaller jJltluHtl1e~, IIIv(.IJvmg a 
certain 'lineoet(s of wOI'k. 
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7H. It. has already been observed ( .• ee paragrapb 70) that benefit funds for friendly Bonefit 
purposes are of service in giving solidity and permanency to trade unions, and funds. 
mducing members of these societies to remain in them even when there is no 
immediate prospE>ct of gaining by means of them better trade conditions. The 
comparative poverty of workers in unskilled occupations, ·and the smallness of the 
SUbscriptions which they are able to afford, makes it difficult for their organisations 
to support funds of this kind, even if, as a matter of policy, they were disposed to 
establish them. The result of this is that an association of this kind is usually limited' 
to merely fighting purposes, and its prosperity and numerical strength is apt to depend 
upon its success in trade conflicts. 

79. An effect of the absence, in tttIJ case of unskilled or genera.l labourers, of Me.thods of 
the natural mOIJ()poly, secured by specific skill to workmen in trades which require ""tion. 
much training, is a tendency towards the use in industria.l conflict,s of more or less 
violent methods of a.ction to prevent the introduction of non~unionist or "free" 
la.bourers to take the plaoe of· unionists who have struck or been locked out. Another 
consequence of the weakness, due to the absence of this natural monopoly, of any 
particular section of general la.bour appears to be the attempt to bring various 
sections not, strietly speaking, enga.ged in the same occupation, to the assistance of 
each other in industrial conflicts. The most striking illustrations of this tendency were 
afforded by the contest between the Shipping Federation (of shipowners) and the Seamen's 
Union in and about the year 1891 (see Summaries of Evidence, Group B., Part 1., para-
graph 227 (c.), (d.), (e.), (f.) ), when the attempt was made, by inducing dock-labourers 
in various parts to refuse to work on ships not exclusively manned with union crews, to 
compel shipowners t,o employ such crews only. * It may be added that a further 
cunsequence of the difficulty of organising general or unskilled labour is an incli-
nation on the part of leaders of this POrtiOI) of the industrial populatipn to 
look rather to the action of the Sta.te than to that of trade unions as a means of 
achieving their ends: A marked difference in this respect runs, on the whole, through 
the evidence given by the representatives of skilled trades' and that given by 
representatives of industries which either from wa.nt of the monopoly given by specific 
skill or (as in the caSE) of the miners in the West of Scotland) from other special causes, 
are weak in organisation. 

80. Some of the leading characteristics of unskilled and. feebly organised labour, New 
which have been here referred to, will be considered more in detail in other parts of unionism. 
this Report. It is in this class of industries that there is chiefly to be found the 
spirit 01' policy frequently called" new unionism," in contrast to the older unionism 
of the skilled trades which occupied the attention of the Royal Commission of 1867. The 
chie~ feature of the annual trade union con~esses held in recent years, appears to be 
the rise in numerical reprtlsentation and lmportance of this "new unionism." The 
spirit cha.racteristic of the movement seems to be due to the particular circumstances 
of unskilled or general labour, and especially to the natural difficulties which attend 
its organisation, but this spirit has, no doubt to some and probably to a considerable 
extent, influenced or modified the viewB held by representatives of the skilled trades, 
espeoially with regard to the substitution in certain lmportant matters, nota.bly that of 
hours of work, of State aotion for independent ~ attempts by trade unions to obtain.. 
concessions from employers. 

• 
4.-0RGANISATIONS OF EMPLOYERS. 

HI. Formal organisations of employers UBUally make their appearance a.t a later date Employers' 
than those of the workmen. and arise for purposes of joint resistance when individual AS'lOciationl. 
employers find themselves too weak to cope with the growing strength of trade unions. 
Some associations of employers are, however, of old standing, were· originally formed 
for watching legislation affecting the trade, or for tempering competition by 
agreement among themselves, and have subsequently developed into instruments 
of mutual protection against the action of trade unions. Employers' associations 
are of various degrees of solidity and compactness in different trades, varying, 
perhaps. 'with the degree in which these qualities are found in the associations of 
workmen in those trades. Employers frequently seem to combine rather unwillingly, 

• A furthe .. and equally striking illustration is afforded by the grpat Australian strikes amongst wharf 
labouret,.. seamen and marine offir.ers, miners, and shearers, in lti90 aDd 1891, which originated in 8 refusal 
on th('l pnrt of th('l employers to employ nODe but union shearers, and was taken up by the olh@r trades with 
tho obj, .. t of enforcing the """I .. si"" employment of union labol1r .. (See Foreign Reports, Vol. II. pp. 29,29.) 
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and the trade competition betwe(ln them often makes it difficult for them to hold 
t~gether. Just as in some tr~es ma,ny w(>rkwen remain outside t,he organi8ation~, 
so also many employers rernam olltsl(ie the ellJployers' associations, and it oft.en 
seems to happen that non·associated employers employ non-aHsociated men, 

5.-AMALGAMATIONS AND FEDERATIONS. 

82. In recent years there has been a decided tendency towards (a) the amalgamation 
of trade unions with one another; (b) the federation of trade unions in the same 
trades; (c) the federation of trade unions' associations in different trades with a view 
to obtaining greater force in industrial warfare. 'I.'he 83me tendency has been visible 
in ~he case of employers' associations.' A distinction must be drawn between cases 
(b) and (c). A federation of unions in the same trade is really often an incomplete 
~malgamation. Of this kind of combination the Miners' Federation is a conspicuoU8 
mstance. 

A combination of unions or associations in different trades i8 rather a mere alliance. 
Of this kind, perhaps, may be said to be the federation recently formed among various 
trades engaged in shipbuilding and engineering. This federation was established in 
reply to the formation of an employers' "National Federation of Shipbuilders and 
Engineers," which was formed for the purpose of mutual protection and resistance 
to what the employers in quest-ion considered to be encroachments on the part of trade 
unions with regard to .. free labour," apprenticeship rules, and so forth. It is alleged 
on both sides that the whole force of either federation would only be tlxercised by way 
of general strike or lock-out in enreme cases. In Durham and Northumberland the 
various classes of workmen employed in the mines are organised in the first place 
in their sectional associations, which, again, are federated for the purpose of dealing 
with employers, 

Among the unskilled trades large schemes of amalgamation or federation have 
also of late appeared, and attempts \lave been made to carry them into practical tltrect 
by means of "sympathy strikes," such as those of dock and riverside labourers 
on behalf of the policy of the Seamen's Union. On the other Ride, the .. Shipping 
Federation" of ship-owning firms and local associations, organised to resist these 
movements, is remarkable both for its extent and power and for the fact t.hat, being 
incorporated as a limited joint stock company, it has a legal personality. 

It has not, as yet, been shown by experience that trades of a totally diHtinct 
character from each other can be permanently amalgamated OP federated together. For 
this purpose a certain natural affinity of occupation would seem to be necessary, Bul; 
the annual trade union congresses bring the various associations which take part in 
them into a certain connection, the chief object of which is to secure common action 
in matters requiring legislative treatment. ' • 

In many industrial centres .. 'I'raue Councils" also exist, composed of the repre
sentatives of different and independent trades, and these have a great and apparently 
increasing influence in consolidating for common action, in some circumstances, the 
forces of 10caJ. trades. It is usually one of their professed objects to assist in 
organising labour as yet unorganisAd .. 

6.-MIXED ASlj,OCIATIONB, 

Mixed As- 83. One outcome of the recent conflicts with regard to employment of " free labour" 
.oeiation.. has been the development of certain institutions by which employers and those 

immediately in their employ have, in some cases, hecome formed into a kind of 
mixed association. The institution by the Shipping Federation of its registry system 
would' seem to be an attempt to move in this direction, and the re-organisation of 
dock labour at Southampton after the strike of 1890 is an instance of the same 

tendency. . h' ., h R d f C 'Ii t' dAb" In a certam sense suc an mstltutlOn as t e oar 0 onC! a Ion all r ItratlOn 
for the Manufactured Iron and Steel Trade of the North of England may be regarded 
as having formed the employers and men who belong to it into a kind of mixed 
organisation, although each side in this case has its separate association. For this 
Board, which ~ets regularly twice a year, and has i~s standing joint committee, 
is composed 'of one employer and one elected workman from each of the works in 
association, so that it may be said to form a complete industrial parliament. 

There are some cases aJ.so'in the same trade where single large works, for instance, 
the" Barrow Steel Works" have a kind of mixed assembly or tribunal of their own 
for set,tling trade disputes. Any system under which representatives of employ€'rs 
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and workmen in a trade meet periodically in conf~rence or joint committee, as in 
the South W nles coal mining trade, may be considered. DS tending in the same direction. 
'rhe same thing may also be said of some systems of organised profit-sharing, 
t'specially where, as in the case of the South Metropolitan Gas Company, the system 
is workAd ullder the supervision of a joint committee .. (See Memorandum by Mr. 
Livesey, on PrQfit-sharing, printed as Appendix 1. to this Report.) 

7.-REPRESENTATIONS MAilE AS TO TilE INJURIOUS OR BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF TRADE UNlONS. 

84. The employers who have given evidence have usually recognised a legitimate • 
province for trade unions in bargaining as to wages and hours and watching over the 
general interests of their members, &l'ld a(lmitwd that strong organisatious, acting 
within thoRfI limits, tend on the whole to improve industrial relations, and to make 
their members act in a better informed way and a more reasonable spirit. This is 
a subject which will be considered more in detail in the following part of this Report.* 
But the view has also been put forward, even by those who hold these opinions, that 
the. action and rules of trade unions have been in some respects prejudicial to the 
efficiency of production and to the industrial prosperity of the country. 

85. The allf}gations upon ihis point are as follows :- Allegation. 
(1.) That trade unions have a growing tendency to illterfertl with details of business, "" to 

and so to take away that concentrat·ion of command which is neces8ary for in.iuriou". 
successful management, and hamper employers in carrying on their b'Jsiness "d"~ts 01. 

d· h h d h· h h b 1· b b t .... ue uumos. accor mg to t e met 0 s w lC t ey e lIlVO to e est. , 
(2.) 'l'hat trade unions often misjudge the true position of affaire, and by ill-timed 

. aud excessive demands, as well as by placing employers under apprehtmsion 
of these, discoura/Se enterprise and further investment of cnpital in this 
country, to the detrinnnt of ull concernati, illcluding ultimatoly,..if :lOt 
immediatc,lly, their iwn mombers. A~ a proof that trade unions have don" 
1""R thun is frequently helieved in the way of raising wages, it is contended 
that wages have in many cases risen as much and as fast in unorganised as 
iu organised employments. It is urged that the extension of machinery in 
manufactures, and the development of railways and stoam navigation, are 
the main. caused of the increased demand for lllbour and consequent advance 
of wages during thA last hal£ century. 

l3.) That though organisations may tend to diminish the frequency of indlldtrial 
conflicts, they exteml their range; and that such conflicts on a large scale, 
especiall,V in industries which supply raw material, are far more injurious to 
associated and dependent trades than arc morc frequent conflicts on a small scale. 

(4.) That workmen with a powerful union behind them are apt to become too 
confident as to their position, and to think that they cannot he dischargfld or 
punished, and so are likely to become indolent, careless or insubordinate, 
especially in cases where the foremen are unionists with divided allegiance. 

(5.) That the action of trade unions has a tendency to bring about a uniformity 
of wages and hours, bilth as between individual workmen an,1 as between 
different localities; and that by insisting on a minimum wage which, in elfect, 
determines the standard, and by seeking to abolish overtime and piece work, 
they are reducing workmen to a dead level of enterprise, discouraging work of 
more than average merit, and taking away from individual workmen the 
lDoti7e power of ambition and relf·inlerest. A few independent workmen. in 
evidence, concurred with this view, which was put forward by·many emplo)'flrs 
in trades where the unions are most powerful. It is further alle/red thf,t t.he 
uniformity of wages and hours which trade u:lions sometimes enforce as 
between dill"erent localities, tends to injure localities posaessing less natural 
advantages in favour of those possessing greater ones, because the former 
places can only compete with the latter by means of lower wages (usually 
comptlDsated for by lower cost of living) or longer hours. 

(6.) That trade unions injure trades by the rigidity of their rules. It was said, for 
instance, that if, at the commencement of the iron ship.bnilding industry, 
the workmen had enforced their present. rigid limitations on apprenticeship, 
the industry, for want of sufficient hands, could never have developed to its 
present dimensions. It is also pointed out that the rigid organisation of the 
different trades in some cases gives rise to a too complete division of work, 
which prevElntll men from doing work fur which they are qualified and which 

• See }'a'·agraphs 90 to iJ2 poIt. 
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would a~ times cl?nveniently fall t'? their lot, thus occnsioning bad nconnmy ill 
productIOn. ThIs was the cause of tho recent .. demarcation" disputes 
between various trades in the North of England. In the case of Borne tradeM 
'lOnnected with shipbuilding, it was alleged by represent,atives of .. IlIIskilled 
labourers" employed in them, ana admitted by those of tho skilled workmen 
that the organiso.tion of the latter, as a rule, makes it difficult for thoHe me~ 
who start in t?e lower ?lass t6 ri~e to the higher kind of work, even if 
they ~ave acqUIred. suffiCIent. experIence and skill. :rhe rule or practice of 
refusmg to work wIth non-UnIOlllsta may also be mentIOned under this head. 

86. The representatives of trade unions claim that, eveu suppoeing it to be possible 
to prove some drawbacks, the existence of these societies is essAntial to preserve 
the, independence, of workmen and to protect their intere,ets. In proof of the 
benefits o~ trade unionism they point to the position of workmen in various trades 
before and after these associations were formed, and maintain tbat. the action of trade 
"'Dion~ has secured impro!ed. wages, hours and conditio~s of labour not only directly for 
orgaDlBed workmen, but mdlrectly for those not orgalllsed. The refusal of unionists 
to work with non-unionists is often justified on the ground that the latter without cost 
to themselves have reaped the benefits secured by the sacrifices and exertious of the 
organised workmen. 

These witnesses deny that their organisations tend to enforce a dead level of 
wages, except with regard to .. minimum rates," and represent that in almost every 
trade there are found many men in receipt of wages above what is known. as the 
":minimum of the trade," in consequence of their being better workmeu. 'rhey deny, 
then, that these organisations take away the motive of self-interest amI therefo~e 
diminish the energy of the individual workman, but t,hey allege that. in the intereRts of 
large bodies of workmen, it is necessary to some extent to reRtrain by rilles t,ce naturbl 
dt-sire of the individual workman to work overtime, for the sake of higher wa!:\,es. Ilnd 
other modes by which he might seek to benefit hiL'lself at the cost of Ilis fellow workmen 
as well as of his own health and strength, or that of his offspring. This action is not, 
they lllaintain, injurious in the long run to tho general lIltereats of indmtry, inasmuch 
as association raises the" 'TM'I'ale" of the employed, disciplines and educates them, and 
by rendering their work more intelligent, increases its value. It is necessary, they 
say, that their rules shall place a check upon the natural temptation of the employe~ 
to eircessive competition with one another at the e%pense of the employed, by way of 
cheapness of goods and speed of production attained by overwork and under-pay, but 
on the whole, and in tho iong run, these rules, by their stearlying effect, are good for 
the trade of the oountry. They allege that the action of strong trade unions ill 
beneficial even to employers by preventing them from destroying each other through 
unlimited competition. It is usu!Llly admitted on both sides that strong organisations 
have been 'proved by experience to be almost a condition preced<mt to the success of 
voluntary methods or institutions of conciliation and arbitration, so far as these insti. 
tutions extend beyond the limits of a single establishment to a whole trade or district, 
and will be no less essential for the purpose of any further development of snch 
institutions, whether voluntary or created by the action of the State. 

87. We have not lost sight of the fact that the concern of the community, as a 
whole, with regard to the strength of organiRation of employers and employed. and the 
agreement between them which it may be possible to obtain, is not limited to the effect 
of such strength or agreement upon the interests of these classes. Our attention has 
Ilhiefly been devoted to the interests of employers and employed in particular trades, 
not because these interests are the only ones whillh need to be considered, but becauss 
such a course appeared to be most in accordance with the special reference made to us, 
and because it seemed to us to be more important t.hat our enquiry should be thorough. 
so far as it went, than that it should cover a very wide area. Even when thus limited 
our task remained a very heavy nne. It should ulso be observed that specific evidence 
can more easily be obtained with regard to the interests of particular induHtrial groups 
than as to the general interests of the public. In order to take a complete view of the 
whole question it would be necessary to consider not merely the effect of the action of 
trade unions and employers' associations upon the> workmen and employers engagea in 
particular industries, but in adllition, the effect of a highly dAveloped sy~~m of such 
organisations upon the interests of the community at large and upon the wage-earning 
classes generally, whether unionists or non-unionists. 
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88. We have thought it desirable to call attention in 1\ concise manner to the faot Possible ' 
that agreement between a strong combination of employers on the one side, and daogers ef 
workmen on the other, may possibly be attained, in some oases, by measures whioh :~;~68tiOO. 
tend to repress individual energy and freedom of industrial experiment. One result of 
such agreement may be to plaoe difficulties in the way of new men endeavouring to 
work their way into a trade by means .of methods of production not sanctioned by the 
existing trade cURtom. Such changes, though not immediately convenient to the 
employers and employed already 'lngaged in a trade, haVE' often, in the end. by 
enhancing the efficiency of production, conferred important benefits upon the public, 
and have contributed to the ultimate prosperity of the trade itself. The danger is not 
great in those trades which produce thiefly for foreign markets, nor, again, in those 
which are subject to intense foreign oompetition in the home market, bnt even in 
these trades, the growth of international combinations may make h possible to 
subordinate public to private interest. In the numerous trades in which foreign 
competition does not exist, or is not very keen, the pressure and the support of a 
strong union of workmen may give cohesion to associations of employers. Hitherto 
such assooiations have sE'ldom heen able to impose their collertive will upon all the 
employers engaged in 11 trade. There appears, however, to be some danger that, 
under the pressure of, and in alliance with, strong combinations of workmen, such 
associations might obtain virtually the same power with regard to fixiDgprices and 
determining the methods of production that similar associations have derived in earlier 
times from legal monopolies. 

89. It must further be pointed out that unskilled labour, which it is more difficult Further 
to organise, may eveptually sulfer if skilled trades become close corporations, and, in ~osid.ra. 
any case, it is clear that a complete combination of employers and employed in any t1008. 

one great trade for the purpose of raising prices to an artificial level would, .. if suc-
cessful, not only impose a tax upon the public but upon thoRe engaged in relatl'ld and. 
dependent industries. It is obvious also that, where unionists are very strong, their 
refusal to work with non-unionists may altogether deprive the latter of. employment; 
especially if they lire for one reason or another unable to earn the minimum wages 
fixed by the trade union. 

We desire to point ont the existence of these various disadvantages which a vf!<ry 
complete organisation of industry migllt ;.nvolve, without expressing any opinion as to 
the proximity of dangers of this kind. Having called attent,ion to the existence of 
such. dangers we are free to pass to an examination of the influence which associations 
of employers anu employed exert upon the relations of these olasses, and of the methods· 
by which questions arising between them are settled. 

III. 
RELATIONS BETWEEN EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED. 

1. IN THII CASE OF (a) STRONGLY ORGANISED INDUSTRIES, AND (b) OTHER INDUSTRIES. 

2. CHIEF CAUSES OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES, AND QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH PROCEEDINGS 
DURING THEM. 

3. MODIlS OF SHARING THE PROCEI!DS OF INDUSTRY. 

4. SUMMARY OF PRESENT STATE OF RELATIONS. 

l,-RELA'I'IONB BETWEEN EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED IN THE CASE OF (a) STRONGLY 
ORGANISED INDUSTRIBS AND (b) OTHBR INDUSTRIES. 

90. This part of the inquiry may be oonsidered under two heads: (1) those cases in General 
which the relations are between employers, or bodies of employers, and strongly view. 
orgat~il!ed bodies of workmen, 'and (2) cases where the workmen's organisations are 
wonk or non-existeut. With regard to those industries which are carried on on a 
large ~cale and require the co-operation of great bodies of more or less skilled and 
trained workmen, the I;'vidence reoeived by the Commission pointa to t"!te oonclusion 
that, on the whole, and notwithstanding occasional confliots on a very large scale, the 
increased strength of organisations may tend towards the maintenance of harmonious 
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relations between employers and employed in a manner suitable to the modem colltlitiollll 
of industry. The belief was expressed both by employers and workmen that where a 
skilled trade is well organised, good relations tend to prevail, and countle811 minor, 
quarrels are obviated or nipped in the bud. 

91. The following were among the reasons given :-
(1:) Strikes i\re not embarkefl upon, where a trade society is strong, wit\lout the 

securing of plcl!ty of time for L:onoideration by the rules and procedure of sllch 
societies, and quarrels "'fe avoided which, in badly organised trades, often arise 
from Ignorance. false rumours. panic, and misunderstanding. and personal 
pride and prejudice. It. is the practice with some of the best organised tralle 
unions never to support a str,ko cnteron upon without a previous offer to submit 
the dispute to arbitration. Organisations of employers have a corrllsponding 
effect in preventing haRty lock·outs on the part of individual employers. The 
leaders of associations on either side are likely to have broader views than 
individuals and local men. ' 

(:.l.) fhe stren~th of a trade union breeds respect in the minds of employers; this 
leads them to treat its representatives with courtesy, and courtesy in turn 
leads to an increase of good feeEng. 

(:1.) Strong organisation in any trade is almost a condition precedent to the estab. 
lishment of permanent and effective joint boards of concililltion or arbitration 
for tbe trade generally, because Ilnles~ most men in a trade belong to the 
society it is (a) difficult to obtain a siltisfactory representation of workmen 011 

such a board, and (b) difficult for the executive or leaders of the men to stop 
local strikes, or to ensure that disputes shall he carried to the joint board, 
and that the decisions arrived at by that board shall be respected by the 
workmen. 

92. It must be admitted, as in some degree a set off to the first of thes'e considcr,\· 
tions, that strikeR are occllsionally initiated at the head-quarters of an organisation. in 
furtherance of II general poiicy adopt~d by the leaders, which would, pOl'haps, not 
have been ente>red upon hlld no organisation existed, or an organisation more loosely 
knit and less wi,dely extonded. It is nlso true that when both side& in a trade are 
strongly organised and in posRession of considerable financial resources, a tra.le conflict, 
when it does occur, may be on a very large scaie, vory protracted, lind very costly. But 
just as a modern war between two great European States, costly though it is. seems to 
represe>nt a higher stage of civilisation than the incessant local fights lind border 
raids which occur in times or places where Governments are less strong and 
centralised, so. on the whole, an occasional great trade conflict, breaking in upon yellrs 
of peace, seems to be preferable to continued local bickerings, stoppages of work. 
lind petty conflicts. A large conflict of this kind is usually begun with cool deli· 
beration, turns upon some real and substantial question, is carried on with less 
bitterness and violence, is probably settled by a regular and well thought out treaty of 
peace, and does not leave behind it much personall'ancour or ill-feeling between indivi. 
dual employers and their" orkmen. The fact that such a conflict is betwelln great 
associations and not btJtween individuals has the effect, no doubt, of diminishing 
l'H~onal animosities. Mnch testim(lny'wsB given both by employers and workmen 
to the good effects produced by the meeting in conference UPOIl equal terms of 
the representatives of associations on either side, aDd the increasing reasonablenes!I 
and fairness which such conferences tend to in,;,tiJ. When organisatiolls on either side 
are so strong as fairly to balance each other, the result of the situation is a disposition, 
already realised in certain cases. to form a mixed board, meeting regularly to discuss 
and settle questions affecting their relations. 

93. If peaceable relations are, upon the whole, the result of strong snd firmly 
established trade unionism, it seems no less clear from the evidence that trade 
unionism in 3 weak and struggling condition rather tends to increase tl,e number 
and bitterness of industrial conflicts. The ~xperience of those indnstries ,which havl' 
reached a high degree of organisation usually seems to be that the most quarrel. 
some period of a tl'i'de's existence is when it is just emerging from the patrillrchal 
condition in which each employer governs his establishment and deals with his 
own men with no outside interference, but has not yet fully entered into that other 
condition in which transactions take place between strong associations fully recognising 
each other. 
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$14. This seems to be in some measure due to the fact that when organisation has Ditlicnltie.in 
partially Astablished itself and brought men together, grievances, which during the .uch """.s. 
unorganisf'd period have long been latent, come suddenly to light, and also in 
some mea~ure to the fact that in early stages of organisation the workmen 
have not yet learned by experience what their uni()n cau aud what it can not 
achieve. In weak organisations of no long standing, the leaders or executive often 
have no great hold over the men, who are, in such CBAes, apt to abandon an 
union if its policy does not coincide with their own views. The result is that 
unwise trade conflicts are frequently precipitated by the hasty action of sections 
of workmen. Hut the effort to force recognition for trade unions at the hands of 
emploYllrs seems to be the chief cau8tl of the frequent and violent conflicts which 
uoually attend the earlier stages of organisatiun. Many recent cunflicts in the ranks 
of le83 skilled labour which were brought to our notice seem to have been, in 
reality, wholly dUfl to the determination of members of new trade societies to compel 
employers to recognise and deal with them. It is not unnatural that at first employers 
should usually be unwilling to negotiate with. their leaders as not being really repre-
sentative of the workmen, and that they should take up the position that, 
while they are ready and willing to uegotiate with representatives or deputations of 
the workmen in their immediate employ, they will not treat with officiats of 
organisations t,o which perhaps only a fraction of their workmen belong. 

95. It must be added that where trade unions are weak and do not command and Employment 
control the majority of men capable of working at an industry, the struggle between of .no~
employers and employed during actual strikes and lock-outs does not resolve itself into URlon,sts. 
the merc question of who can hold out the longest. If the employers think that 
the.re are others able aud willing to do the work, they have an alternative to stopping 
their works, as they must do. where the men are highly organised. For reasons 
alrf!ady given this is especially th<.' case when the labour required is unskilled, or 
nearly so, and can, therefore, readily be supplied from the ranks of the unemployed 
or imported from country districts. The result nsually is great acrimony, and 
sometimes even deplorable violence while a contest lasts, and a legacy of bitterness 
after it. The case iH different where the occupation in question requires skill and 
kng training, and where the workmen are well and strongly organised. Where 
workmen are bound together into a natural craft by a common skill and training, 
they are defended by the nature of things against an importation of outside labour, 
and, even if not at all organised, they have too much professional sympathy with 
each other, as a rule, to take each other's places. Where this is not the case, in 
unskilled occupations, attempts have often been made to raise a kind of artificial 
barrier, sometimes by violent proceedings, against the importation of outside labour. 
In this, as in many points, the evidence makes it clear that the cases· of skilled and 
unskilled labour fall into very different categories. , 

96. A great deal of the evidence which was brought before us with regard to unskilled 
ocoupations, such as dock and riverside labour, and occupations in which organisation 
is particularly difficult, such as that of' seamen, was accordingly devoted to accounts 
of strikes to prevent the employment of .. free labour." This is a question which 
raises in a very detinite form the issue of the government and control of industrial 
. undertakings. Employers have felt it to be essential to l'e~ist to the utmost of their 
power the claim made by workmen in the unskilled traues to prevent them from 
emplo~'ing non-unionist labour. Especially have they felt it necessary to resist this 
claim 1lI the matter of seamen, in view of the great importance of strict discipline on 
board ships. The claim wso of non-unionists to dispose freely of their labour is one 
that cannot be left out of account in this connection. 

97. Apart from the action of trade unions, the relations hetween employers 
and employed naturally vary infinitely, aocording to industries, localities, the class 
of persons on either side, and other circumstances. It is obviouR that no general 
statement oan be made on this subject embracing trades which vary, in the matter of 
permanence of employment, from a condition of almost life-long relations between 
the same employer and employed, to one in which labourers are frequently engaged 
by the day, or even the hour, to do casual work. In csses where the relation is tolerably 

. permanent, it does not appear from the oral and written evidenoe that there is in 
general muoh ill-feeling between the parties, although there may be often a good 
deal of grumbling on either side. l.'he case of work on railways may be referred to as 
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a good . instance of employment which is usually of a permanent character. The 
most conspicuous instance of extremely casual and temporary relations hetWl!en 
employers and employed, is that of the London riverside labourers, especiaUy 
previous to the strikes of 1889, to which reference will be m.ade in another part 
of this Report. * 

98. The growth of organisations of workmen, with a membership extendin~ through. 
out au entire industry, has nndoubtedly contributed to accentuate the line whioh 
divides workmen from employers in single establi~hments. It is, however, felt by Bome, 
that, if the object to be attained is not only peace, but peace with goodwill. t,his cannot 
be secured in perfection where an industrial establishment is divided against itself. In 
pursuance of this idea, attempts have been made to link the interesl.s of employerB and 
employed within ~ingle ~stablishments more closely together by systoms of profit
sharing, and by means of mutual benefit and accident funds presently to be noticed, 
and thus reproduce the old-fashioned sentiment of unity, only on a basis of more equal 
relatioDs suited to the altered spirit of the times. The attitude of trade unions has not 
always been very favourable to these attempts, but their jealousy, so far as this exists, 
arises from difference rather of means than of ends. It appearB to be thought that, 
with the. development of such Bchemes, the opportunities of activity of trade unions 
woulll diminish and the reasons for their existence be weakened. It mlly be admitted 
that this apprehension is not without a certain justification, but it is urged by some 
that it is founded on too narrow a view of the range of action of trade unions. Much 
will remain for them to achieve, and to preserve when obtained, however strongly may 
be developed the sentiment of goodwill between E'mployers and employed in particular 
establishments or particular industries. There seems to be no sufficient renson why 
the conversion of separate establishments into independent industrial politics con. 
stituted on the footing of pm-tnership, shollid not exist side by side with trade 
unionism as a means to solving the 'Problems which the relations of capitalaud labour 
present. 

2.-CHIEF CAusEs OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES, AND QUESTIONS COl'iNECTED WITH PROCEEDINGS 
DUlliNG THEM. 

99. Much evidence ha.s been received with regard to the causes and origin, the 
course and termination of strikes and lock-outs in a great many trades. In the case 
of one important conflict which has taken place since we began to sit, viz., that 
in the Durham mining industry in the year 1892, we have been furnished with a 
statement agreed to by both parties. This statement is printed in the Minutes of 
Evidence, Group A,. Volume III., pages 388 to 394, and supplies an instructive 
account of a typical conflict between strong organisations. A full and useful account 
of the various negotiations which marked the prop-ess of the great contest in 1893 
between the'Miners' Federation and the Federated Coalowners has been given to the 
public by the LalJoUR" Gazettet now published on .behalf of the Board of Trade. 

100. The essence of most of the disputes between employers and employed is, of 
course, the shares in which the ,receipts of their common undertaking shall be divided. 
By far the largest proportion of disputes, strikes, and lock.outs. have direct reference 
to ·the increase or diminution of the standard of wages, or the introduction of fixed 
price-lists. .Many other disputes relate to the standard of hours, a question which 
in many cases forms part of a conflict with regard to wages. Other conflicts are 
undertaken by trade societies with a view to compel employers to recognise them, 
to strengthen alid enlarge their organisation, to limit the number of youths entering 
t;he trade, to prevent the employment of nOll-unionists, or sometimes that of women 
and children, to defend unionist colleagues, '01'· ussert unionist rules ano customs, and, 
generally speaking, to protect the monopoly of workmen already in the organisation . 
. As has already been indicated, the ultimate object of all this policy is by increasing 
their strength and securing as far as possible a monopoly of employment to obtain as 
large a share as possible of the' receipts of the industry, aud to exercise a voice as 
to the general conditions under which it is carried ou. Many disputes are. connected 
with special oustoms or circumstances in particular works, with attempts to alt.er or 
prevent the alteration of various working arrangement~, with que~tions of piece. 
work, overtime. holidays, meal time8, lind the introduction or abolition ~f system", of 
fines, deductioDs, ahU so forth. Some are of a merely porl;onal ""LUI'O, utlmg connected 
for instance, with the unpopUlarity of particular officials. .. Sympathy" or .. on 
principle" strikes, of which much has lately been heard in connection with the leSIL 
,.--~------------- .. -.--- -- -- ---_ .... - .. -._._- -------¥-.,--- . ----
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skilleu indllstries, are those in which tilen engaged in one occupation strike, without 
alleging any special grievance of their own, expressly in order to support men engaged 
in some oth('r occupation who are involved in a conflict with their employers. A 
comlPon instance of this kind of strike, in recent times, has been the refusal of dock 
labourers to diRcharge or to coal ships manned by non-unionist crews. There are also 
iniltances of II number of employers closing their works for a time in order to Rupport 
a particular employer against whom a strike is being directed. Finally, there are the 
.. demarcation disputes" in which organised bodies of workmen employed in some 
complex trade like shipbuilding, as, for instance, shipwrights and joiners, are at 
issue with regard to the province of work belonging to each section. In thi~ 13St 
case employers, although not directly' ~oncerned in the disputes, yet have to bear the 
inconvenienoe and expense of t.he strikes or stoppages of work to which they lead. 

101. Industrial disputes vary infinitely in the matter of magnitude and duration, from Magllitude 
stoppages of work in a particular mine or factory, only lasting for a day or two, up to f~to.·t 
disputes involving great districts a,nd masses of workpeople, lasting sometimes for 0 sputes. 
several weeks, or even months, and costing in wages, and in loss to the &<'·cumulated 
funds of trade unions and to capital, large sums of money, besides causing widespread 
disorganisation among the allied and dependent trades. 

It is, however, possible to exaggerate the cost of trade disputes. Mr. Burnett, &s 
Labour Con'espondent of the Board of Trade. in his Report on the Strikes and Lock
outs of the year 1891 (one of a series containing much information as to the causes, 
results, scale, and cost of these conflicts) estimates the" aggregate assumed loss. of 
wages that might" have been earned ill that year" to be 1,500,0001., a sum which does 
not, as Mr. Giffeu observed in his evidence, amount to more than a fraction of] per cent. 
of the total annual wages paid in this country. Mr. Burnett further points out (pages 
30 and 31) that. where work is contracted for, and not produced for a speculative or open 
market, it Rtill remains to be done after the stoppage caused by the dispute is ended. 
If the stoppage has not been of long duration, the work in arrear can often be made . 
up by overtime, extra shifts, or otherwise, and it doE'S not follow of necessity that at 
the end of the year there will be any actual loss either of annual wages or profits. 
On the other hand, the loss to workers in dependent employments by cessation of 
work in ontl industry is often very heavy. A strike or lock-out of cotton spinners will 
throw weavers out of work; a strike or lock-out of coal miners will act in a like w8;y 
on ironworkers and many other industries. Indirectly, a trade conflict may inflict 
permanent loss upon an industry or district, if the effect of it is to divert business to 
foreigners or to a rival district in thi" conntry. 

It should be notioed in this connection that a long stoppage of work may enable 
employers to clear 01I surplus stock and tQ tide over a period of depression. Sometimes 
a180, when the article produced is, like coal, one of primary importance, cessation 
of work on a large scalc itself creates a rapid rise of price. Such a rise, though not 
desirable from the consumer's point of view, may facilitate the settlement of the 
dispute, and recoup both to employers and workmen the loss, or Bome of it, which 
they have Buffered through the cessation of work. There is evidence indicating that 
Borne employers have even favoured a strike by workmen as a mode of raising prices 
and wages which the oompetition of employers generally and of surplus labour had 
brought down to a very low figure.· 

102. Our ntten~ion was frequently called ill the course of the evidence to tho prE-sent Intimidation 
law with regard to intimidation during strikes. The Conspiracy and Protection of ~nd picket
Property Act, 1875, after declaring in section 3 that .. an agreement or combination 109 . 
.. by two or, more persons to do or procure to be done any act in contemplation or 
.. futherance of a trade dispnte between employers and workmen shall not be indictable 
., as a conspiracy if such act committed by one person would not be punitihable as a 
" crime," provides by the seventh section that 50 every person who, with a .view to 
'. compel any other person to abstain from doing or to do any act which such other 
.. persoh has a legal right t,o do or abstain from doing. wrongfully and without legal 
., authority (1) uses violence to 01' intimidates snch other person, or his wife or children, 
.. or injures his property, or, (2) persistently follows such other pel'l;on about from 
.. plaoe to place. or, (3) hides any tools, clothes, or other property owned or used by such 
.. other person, or deprives him of or hinders him in the use thereof, or, (4) watches or 
.. beRet.s the house or other place where Buch other person resides, or works, or carries 

~.-.. -.- - --~ 
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" on business or happens. to be, or the approach to such house or pl~e, or, (5) 
.. follows sucb otber person witb two or more ot.ber persons in a nisorderly manner 
.. ~n ~r ~,hrough auy s~re~t or roan, shall, ~m conviction ~hereof by.1Io ('ourt of summllory 
.. JunsdlCtlOn, or on. 1!lrhctment IIoS .here~n·aftcr mentIOned, be .!table eith('r to p,ay a 
.. penalty not exceeding 20/., or to be ImprIsoned for a term not exceeding three months, 
" with or without hard labour." The seventh .section also contains a proviso t.hat. 
" attending at or near the bouse or place where a pp-rson resides, or works, or carrf\:ls 
.. on busines~, or happens to be, or tbe appruacb to such hOllse or uiace, in ol'der 
" merely to obtain or communioate informat.ion, shall not be deemed a watching or 
" besetting within the meaning of thi9 seotion." 

103. It was contended hy many witnesses on bohalf of employers that, iuaHnluch liS 

~ho number of persons wbo may attend to comlllunicat.c information (a procedul'll 
u6ually known as .. picketing ") is not limited by the Act, it is practlcslly vel'y difficult 
to fix the point at which communication of information becomes intim;dation, and that 
for this reason it is not casy to obtain any conviction for intimidation. In this way, 
they contend, the effect of the seventh section is virtually nullified. Much evidonce 
was given, especially III the case of strikes connected with dock and maritime labour. 
of picketing, which caused, or at any rate was accompallied by, much violence and 
intimidation. On the ground of this difficnlty in distinguishing, under the terms of the 
existing law, between giving information and intimirlation. many employers expressed 
a desire either that the clause allowing- attendancc to communicate information ahould 
be repealed altogether, or that the number of persons allowed to attend for that purpose 
should be strictly defined, and should be limi ted to two or three. Ou the other hand 
several representatives of trade uniens alleged that the whole of the seventh clause bears 
hardly upon trade unionists, and especially upon their officials; that. under the Act, 
conduct which is not really intimidation has been interpreted by magistrates to be Huch ; 
and that, as t.he law stands, it is possible to obtain convictions against innocent personH. 
'L'be opinion was expressed by more than one witness on this side that the Rovcllth 

• section should be repealed altogether. An important detinition 01' limitation of the word 
" intimidation," as used in this section, was given by the Court of Quoeu's Bench in th", 
year 1891, in the cases of GibsO'n v. Lawson and Curran v. TrcleavC1I,.* Tho effect of these 
decisions is that threats by members of a trade union to strike or to withdraw thernscl veR 
from the service of a particular employer, if men not belonging to their society were 
employed, do not amount to iutimidation within the meaning of the statute, whether 
the threat is made, as in one of these cases, to t,he non-unionist employed, or, a.s iIi the 
other, to the employer. A memorandum prepared for the Commission by Sir Frederick 
Pollock, with regard to the law of combinations and the effect of recent legal decisions, 
is printed as Appendix II. to this Report. 

104. It can hardly be denied that conduct of the kind referred to in the cases of 
Gibson v. Lawson and Curran v. Treleaven, although held not to be intimidation liable 
to penal consequences within the meaning of the Act of 1875, may inflict great hard· 
ship upon employers, and,. still more, upon non-unionist workmen. who may very 
possibly, in some cases, practically be deprived of employment unless they consent to 
join associations of which they disapprove. The question arises whether any civil 
remedy remains to the employer or non-unionist workman. It must be observed that 
although the Act of 1875 exempts conduct which does not amount to intimidation, in 
the StOnse whicli the Courts give to intimidation, from penal consequences, it leave's 
untouched the right, if any, of persons injured by such conduct to bring civil 
actions to recover damages. It may be true that even where tbe employer or non
unionist workman may have the civil remedy referred to, that remedy may yet in many 
(Jases be practically valueless. Althongh the discharge of the workman from employ
ment may be due to decisions taken by a trade-uniQn and consequent action by some 
official on its behalf, the trade-union cannot be sued, nor can damages be recovered 
from its collective funds. In the recent case of Temperton v. Russell and others, 
the plaintiff, who carried on business as a builder, sued the officers of three trade 
unions, and of the joint committee of these trade unions, "as well on their own 
.. behalf as on behalf of and representing all the members of each of the said 
" Bocieties' and joint committee to which they severally belong," for damages, 

. and also for an injunction to restrain the trade unions and joint committee 
ft'om molesting him in the conduct of his business. It was held by the Lord 
Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Hawkins that the plaintiff was Dot entitled to 81\e the 

• See Law Reports 1891,2 Q.B. 515. 
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trade union officers who were defendants in their representative character, but only as 
individuals. and this decision was confirmed by the Court of Appeal. Damages were 
subsequently recovered in this action against the officials of the three trade unions, and 
an injunction obtained restraining the defendants. * This case shows t.hat persons injured 
by the action of trade unions and their agents can only proceed against the agents 
personally, and, whilst they may obtain verdicts against them, they may, in many 
easily conceivablE' cases, be unable to recover adequate damages. This difficulty is one 
which illustrates the inconvenience which may be caused by the existence of associations 
having, as a matter of fact, very real corporate existence and modes of action, but no 
lega.l personality corresponding thereto. . . 

• • 
3.-MoDES 011 SHARING THE PROCEEDS 011 INDUSTRY. 

105. The essential point of discord between employars and workmen being the mode 
and proportions in whlCh the net receipts from the sale of produce shall be divided, the 

. machinery by which this is settled has great influence upon' the character of the 
relations between them. Other causes of disputes are, usually, only secondary, alld in 
more or less near connection with the main· issue. If workmen consider that they are 
being treated with openness and justice, and if they find the employers disposed to 
look upon them rather in the light of industrial partners than liS servants, it seem3 from 
the evidence that cont.mtment and friendliness on the whole exist. 

Division of 
proceeds of 
labour • 

106. Our attention was strongly called to two methods of settling this division of Definition 
receipts without resort to strikes or lock-outs, by means of machinery intended to have of sliding 
as far as possible a permanent character, namely," sliding scales" and" wages boards." 8col ... and 
Instances of the success of these institutions in avertiug trade conflicts for fairly b'.:!':s. 
long periods are to be found in a few important trades, or trade-districts, and 
emphatic tflstimony was, in some cases, borne both by employers and workmen to 
their efficieucy in preventing lind removing causes of conflict, and in improving the 
good understanding and cordiality between the parties. 'fhe trades in wbich they 
have 8ucceeded best are those in which both .employers and workmen are highly 
organised, and in which there is a fairly equal balance of· power between them. A 
"sliding scale" may be shortly defined as an arrangement by which wages are made to 
rise and fall upon.a fixed principle in accordRnce with the rise and fall of .the price of 
the product of tbe industry in questioll.t A" wages board" may be defined as an 
institution for the periodical settlement and revision according to prices and other 
circumstances of general rates of wages by regular meetings of representatives of 
employers and workmen engaged in the same branch of industry. In some cases 
a sliding scale has operated under the supervision of a wages-board meeting 
periodically. 

107, A sliding scale is usually based on an ascertainment from the books of an Sliding 
adequate number of employers of the net average selling price of the commodity scal ••• 
which is to regulate the wages, such ascertainment being obtained for a series or 
recent years, the various rates of wages whioh have prevailed during the like period 
being also similarly ascertained. The relation in the past of piece-work rates and 
prices (which relation had probably been brought about by free bargaining or, it 
might be, as the result of a strike or arbitration),being thus established, a scale is 
constructed of a character which, had it been in operation during the years taken 
1108 a guide, would. over that whole period, have yielded not less but probably rather 
higher earnings, but would have yielded them in an uniform relation to the price of 
the commodity, and would have procured them without friction or loss of time, or 
perhaps, occasionally, suspension of work. The then prevailing rates of wages, and 
the price or the commodity which it i~ agreed shall yield those rates of wages are 
thenoeforth termed "the ijtandard rates of wages," and "the standard price." It 
is agreed that, for a prescribed period, probably two or three years, prices shall be 
ascertained every two or three months by public accountants from employers' books, 
and the rates "r wages for the ensuing two or three months shall be those attaching 
under the agreed scale to the last ascertainment. . 

108. In England and Wales the iron and steel trade seems of late years to hav" Instance.. 
been genflrally governed by sliding Bca.les. The three most important scales have .. fsliding 
-. ------.. ---. .cales. 

• &e Temperlo" ", Ru .. ell (:-0. 2), 1893, 1 Q.ll. 715; 62 L. J. Q.B. 412, 4 R. 376. The Court beld 
tLlBt the eyidl'uce tlhoweu the ..lcfent.lunts to ha\'"c procured. some persons to break their existing contracts with 
the plHintit!~ and to hu\'e CQwuincll to induce others Dot to enter into contracts with him, and that the acLioe. / 
WIUi Inaintu.inahle on hoth gnltlUtls. / (" 

t 1n Um cuse ot till' Cleveland iron,tollc rui"Os, wngl'5 follow under the aliding scale the price, not of tf""." 
h'Onltone itt!~Ut but of the pig-iron whioh i:I manD:fllcturecl from iL 
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been those regulating (1) the North of England district and some other districtR which 
follow it in the matter of general wages· rates, (2) the Midland district and its follow6l'1l, 
(3) the South Wales district. Sliding scales, with occasional interval" and modifications, 
have existed in the Northern district since 1871, and in the Midland district from 
1874 to 1890, and in the Welsh district since 1890. The.general rule has been 
toO take average net realised prices through accountants at the end of each quarter or 
two months as a guide for the automatic increase or reduction of wages for the foHowing 
like period. In each district the operation of the scale has been subjeot to the 
supervision of a central joint committee or wages board. In the Clevehmd ,iron. 
stone mines wages were regulated by sliding scales from 1879 to 1889. Sliding 
scales for coal mines have been in operation from time to time in NorthumberlaOll and 
Durham, but no scale has existed in the former cpunty since 1887, or in the latter 
since 1889. Wages in South Wales have been governed by a sliding scale, with 
various modifications and some interrnptions, from 1876 to the present time, and in 
South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire (with an interval between 1884 and 
1888) since 1874, and in the Cannock Chase district from 1874 tl) 1883. In the other 
English and Scotch mining districts it seems that sliding scales have either never 
been established or have been speedily abandoned. 

Advantages' 109. The advantages claimed for this system are (1) that it obviates disputes about 
of sliding wages, at any rate, during fixed periods; (2) that it promotes a feeling of co-partnership 
.cale.. and common interest between employers and employed; (~) that it enables employers 

to calculate what will be the cost of production, in wages, for some time ahead, and 
therefore to enter into long contracts with some feeling of security; (4) that it causes 
alterations in the rates of wages to take place gradually and by a series of small steps, 
instead of suddenly and at a bound. ' 

Diflioultie. 
of slidiDg 
Bcale. 

Further 
observatIons 
1\8 to sliding 
scales. 

110. The frequent failure of attempts to establish a permanent sliding scale seems to 
be chiefly due to the difficulties of agreeing on a basis price, many of which, however, 
are such as may gradually be removed as the real nature of the problem beoomes 
better understood. A common difficulty in settling and revising the basis of sliding 
scales arises from one party or the other contending that other circumstances besides 
the average wages and selling prices for a preceding term of yeal'll should be taken 
into· consideration, such as changes· in the cost of material, or the state of the labour 
market, or the relative wages of men in other districts and like industries, or 
competition with other districts and countries. An experienced witness giving 
evidence on behalf of employers in the iron and steel trade thought that, in view of 
all ohis, it would never be possible to have a permanent sliding·scale, based upon the 
price of the product apart from other circumstances, and that any sliding scale 
would require revision every few years. It also appears that workmen are apt to 
think that the sliding scale does not operate quickly enough to give them the fnll 
advantage of an upward movement of prices. It was explained that this feeling on 
their part is often due to the fact that the actual average prices which employers are 
getting frequently by no means correspond with .the .. quoted" market prices of the 
day, because in the coal trade, employers have to make large contracts, as a rule, for 
three or four months ahead? and in foreign trade often much longer. It was explained 
by a witness of great experience that the dissatisfaction so often felt by miners with 
the operation of the sliding scale was due to the fact that the prices, inflated by 
speculation in a rising market, which they see quoted in newspapers, are usually 
much in excess of the real average price which is bding obtained by coal owners, 
and represent merely the temporary value of a small part of the coal in the market. 
so that workmen are apt to think that, under a sliding scale, they do not get the full 
advantage of rising prices. The only remedy seems to be that there should be a 
joint standing committee of employers and employed charged with the supervision 
of a sliding scale, and working upon frequent periodical reports made by accountants 
having full power to examine the books of employers, and that the workmen at 
large should implicitly trust their representatives, and delegate the fullest powel'll to 
them. All this implies a trade very highly organised in some respects. 

111. The sy stem of sliding scales, so far as existing experience shows, is not 
applicable to all industries, but only to those in which, all in iron smelting, there 18 

a certain simplicity in the product and steadiness in the cost of the raw material, or 
which, like coal mining, consist in the extraction of the raw material itself. It was 
represented that h would be very difficult to apply such a system to any complex 
manufacture in which the varying prices of the ingredient raw materials were a 
disturbing force in the cost of production. This is no doubt the reason why it has 

Jen...introduced into so few industries. Even in coal mining, to which it seems 
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specially applicable, it has had only 11 limited success. But representatives both of 
employers and workmen, in industries in which this system has been tried, agree 
that, if a satisfootory bMis tu a scale could be arrived at, the system would be one 
conducive to friendly relations and the good of the trade. It seems, however, to be 
desirable to notice at this point a fundamental objection taken by many workmen to 
the principle of a sliding soale, namely, that wages should determine prices, and not 
prices wages. Objection is also made by some to any system of sliding scale which 
does not provide a minimum below which the wage-rate is not to fall, on the ground 
that the cost of a, certain minimum standard of life for the workers should be the first 
charge upon the produce 'of industry, and should be maintained even in times of 
dep,ession of trade. This appears to bli the principle underlying the great struggle in 
the coal tra-de, which arose after we closed the evidence, and was described in that struggle 
as the maintenance of the "living wage." The establishment of a sliding scale is also 
objected to by ~ome workmen on the gronnd that, whilst the sca-le lasts, it renders 
the chief work of .the union superlluous, and so weakens the organisation by 
causing its members to withdraw from it. . 

U2. Wages boards are to be distingl.\ished both from mere occasional meetings or Wages 
conferences between representatives or committees of employers and employed in boardo. 
a trade for the purpose of discussing wage rates or other points at issue, and from 

, the joint committees which are frequently constituted in trades for the pUrpose of 
hearing and determining in a judicial manner questions arising between individual 
employers and those whom they employ. The object of a true wages board is to 
prevent contiicts by means of periodical and orgQ.nised meetings of representatives of 
employers and employed for the purpose of discussing and revising general wage rates 
in accordance with the changing circumstances of the time. ~'hus a wages board 
fulfils the same purpose as a sliding sCQ.le. but does not pretend to Q.dopt any Q.utomatic 
principle of regulating wages in eXQ.ct accordQ.oce with prices. A wQ.ges bOQ.rd in 
this way avoids some of the difficulties which have frequently led to the failure of 
sliding scales. In some cQ.ses the two systems have been advantageously combined, 
and the principal business of a wages board has been the Bupervision Q.Dd occasional 
revision of a sliding sCQ.le. Although the primary purpose of Q.. wages board is tha 
regulQ.tion of wages, it may also be mQ.de use of. for the discussion of other general 
trade questions, and be, Q.! it were, a parliament of the trade. 

113. l'he most complete instQ.nce8 of wQ.ges bOQ.rds possessing a continuous history Instances 
of some length, during which serious conflicts hQ.ve been successfully avoided, are of \\"ages 
those presented by branches of the iron Q.nd steel trade. Full evidence was given board •• 
with regard to the working Q.nd success of the BOQ.fd of Conciliation and Arbitration 
for the MQ.nufaotured Iron Q.nd Steel Trade of the North of England which was 
founded in 1869, Q.nd of the Midland Iron Q.nd Steel Wages Board, which was founded 
in 1876. The constitutions of these Boards have been summarised and Q.re printed in 
the Volume of Rules of Assooiations of Employers and of Employed (sell pQ.ges 368-70). 
In the case of the Northern BOQ.rd it is a rule thM each of the works affiliated 
to the Board must be represented upon it by one employer and one workman. In 
the case of the Midland BOQ.fd, the 42 firms which, at the dQ.te of the evidence, 
belonged to it, are represented on the Board by 12 persons chosen by the 
employers' and 12 workmen elected by their fellows. The BecretQ.fY of the work-
men's Q.ssociQ.tion said, in evidence, that the workmen desired to Q.dopt the 
Northern plQ.D, BO thQ.t each of the 42 firms would be represented on the Board by one 
employer Q.Ddoneworkman. This· would make an industriQ.l assembly of 84 
members, meeting twice a year. Both the Northern and the Midland Boards have 
• standing joint committee to deal with minor disputes, subject to an appeQ.I to the 
full bOQ.rd. The mode in which reference of questions in the last resort to arbitration 
is secured in these Boards is referred to hereafter.* The president of the Northern 
"l,,~,.,1 stated in evidence (which WQ.S strongly corroborated by the representative of the 

III 1) that "the effect of the Board of Arbitration has been most satisfactory. 
llations of workmen and their employers seem to be entirely changed. There 

.uch more feeling of· sympathy and respect than ever existed before, and that 
.dJing hilS extended from the works of the members of the Board to the other 

. works. There is very muoh more reason than there ever used to be formerly." 
Similar evidence was given with regard to the good effect of. the Midland Board in 
im proving relations. . 

114. Institutions of the same kind have, of recent years, been formed in the iron and Otber 
llteel industry in South Wales and West ScotlQ.nd. Evidence was received as to other inltances 

• See paragmpb 138 PlUt. 
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boal'rls of this kind in various trades not always showing permanent suoces.~. 
The board in the hosiery trade, for instance, which was one of the earlies~ and 
long one of the most snocessful of these organisations; seems to have cea~ed to have 
any formal existence. A wages board which existed for a long time in 1 h .. Stafford
shire Potteries seems to have also fail.,d, in conilequence of the uissatisfac[.iun pf the 
workmen with the results. 

115. Special attention has been called in this part of the Report to the wages boardll, 
which have a permanent character and a written constitution, but, in practice they do 
not, perhaps, differ essentially, except in 80 far as they may embody a' rule for 
reference to arbitration, from the frequent meetings between representatives of 
employers and employed for the same purpose, which are held in Bome trades not 
in pursuance of formal rule, but, as a matter of fact, and in al'.eordance with established 
custom. Of this kind are the frequent conferences between the central committees of 
the coal-owners' and miners' organisations in Durham and Northumberland to settle 
general or "county" questions. There is, however, an advantage in a permanent 
organisation about which authority grows, and which is always ready to deal with 
difficulties as they crop up, instead of being called into activity after feelings 
of dissension have arisen. On the whole, it appears that sliding scales and 
wages boards, considered as modes of dividing the receipts of industry between 
employers and employed, have met with some snccess, chequered by failures, in a few 
important trades, in which both sides are strongly organised, and the conditions of 
the industry itself are favourable. It is obvious that this success has not WI yet. 
extended to any considerable portion of the whole fiAld of industry, and it is not yet 
proved by experience that these modes of action can exist without st.rong organisation 
on the side of the employed, or that sucl} strong organisation clln permanently exis., 
except in a class of trades possessing certain natural advantages. 

116. The evidence of many of the witnesses who appeared before the Commission 
as representatives of, or in sympathy with, the workmg classes, indicates a wide
spread feeling of dissatisfaction, at a.ny rate in theory, with the relation between 
employers and employed in the shape which at present it utlUaIly wears. In practice, 
however, it seems to be difficult, under the present conditions of trade for any other 
system of conducting industry to take the place, on any very large scale, of that now 
existing. The proposals made for the ~ubstitution to a large extent of public aut.horities 
for private employers, in the carrying on of industrial operaiions, have received special 
consideration in another part of this Report.* But we may here examine various forms 
of industrial organisation whicll aim at harmonising, as far as may be, the interests of 
employers and employed in private undertakings. 

117. Perhaps the simplest form is that usually Clllled t, profit-sharing." In this 
case the employer while retaining t·he general conduct and government of the 
bll~ineEB in his own hands, institutes a system by which, after payment of wages 
at current rates, and paylJlent of a fixed amount of interest upon the capital invested 
in the concern, together with rtlmuneratioll fllr management by the employer, the 
residue of the net receipts is divided in fixed shares between .capit~l and labour. 
A possible development (of·which one. or. two cases were brought to our notice) is 
the investment and accumulation of the profits coming to each workman under this 

-arrangement, for the purpose of making him eventually a shareholder in the business 
under the Companies Acts. Where this is open to them the workmen may not only 
reap the advanta,ges of profit. sharing, but, eventually, as shareholders, obtain a certain 
participation in the government of the business for which they work. 'l'he ultimate 
government would in this case be one of a. mixed kind, which would, probably, be 
better able to el;ist in the present commercial world than would the pure democracies 
of producti ve co-operation. At present, however, it is more usual in profit-sharing 
concerns either to payout to the workmen their shares as they fall due, or, at their 
choice, to retain the amount in the business as loan capital at interest. 

118. In somA industries it may be possible to adopt some form of collective piece
work, on the lines of an interesting experiment, which was described to the Commission 
by Mr. A. F. Hills, the managing director of the Thames Ironwork" Shipbuilding 
Company, under the name- of the" Good Fellowship Scheme" in 1890. Its essential 
feature consists in this, that all the members of the associated group receive a regular 
time-wage, however long the job may take to finish; if, however, the total wage thus 
paid falls short of the estimated labour-value of the job, the difference is divided among 

.. Se. paragraphs 244 to 251 po.t. 
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the members of the group.... Such a plan, if successful, might combine some of the 
advantages of piece-work in stimulating energy,.with the growth of common interests 
among the employees in one another's work, and a greater harmony of interest between 
them and their employers. Such, at least, seems to have been the result 9r far at the 
Thames Ironworks, where a system of direct profit-sharing is now proposed to be 
combined with it; and indeed in all cases where profit-sharing has worked well the 
evidence shows that the system has been highly conducive to the maintenance and 
increase of friendly feelings between employers and workmen. It must, however, be 
admitted that workmen themselves do not ill all caseli approve of the introduction of 
such systems. They sometimes view them with suspioion as having a tendency to 
detach by particular benefits the interests of sections of workmen from those of the 
general body of men'in a trade or district, and consequently to draw men away from 
their trade unions. 

119. The Commission received a full description of the profit-sharing scheme Sonth 
established ill London by the South Metrol'C)litan Gas Company. Although the Mettopolitan 
eRtablishment of this scheme involved a strike on account of object,ions taken by the GRs Com. 
GaH-workers' Union to some of the proposals, it appears to have worked excellently. PUDY· 
It is stated to have improved greatly the relations between the Company and its 
workmen, to have caused the latter to .take greater interest in th" success and 
economic efficiency of t~e business, and to have given them opportunities, of which 
they have largely availed themselves, of accumulating savings by investment with 
the Company of the bonus which they receive under the scheme. A description of 
this scheme and its results'is contained ill a memorandum upon profit-sharing prepared 
by Mr. George Livesey, the chairman of the SQuth Metropolitan Gas Company; 
and a member of this Commission. This Memorandum is printed as Appendix 1. 
to this Report. t 

120. Many attempts have been made, especially during the last 50 years, to launch Attempts to 
industrial enterprises on the principle of associations of proilucers in which the dispensewiih 
individual capitalist employer shall be dispensed with, the business being conducted by employers. 
the workmen thflmselves or their representatives, with the aid, in some cases, of outside 
shareholders, mostly in their own ranks of life. This was the main idea of the earlier 
promoters of the English co-operative movement. Its influence may be seen in the 
original programme of the Rochdale Pioneer Society, which included the cultivation of 
land by members out of employment, ana the establishment of a self-supporting home 
colony of united interests. Again, the" Co-operative Union," formed for the purpose 
of promulgating co-operative principles and interests, Ilond to which a large proportion 
of the existing societies a.re affiliated, professes to have for one of its leading objeuts 
the conciliation of the .. conflicting interests of the capitalist, the worker, and the 
.. purchaser, through an equitable division among them of the fund commonly known 
.. as profit." But in practice it has not been found easy to act fully up to this principle, 
espeCIally as regards the trading profit made by thE' Distributive Societies. There are 
now in the l' nited Kingdom nearly 1,500 working-clasH Distributive Societies, doing a 
business of more thaI! 30,000,000l. annually, and 150 Productive Societies doing a 
business of two and a half millions. Our attention was especially called to the English 

• For instance, when a ship is to be consttoeted a number of different trades, Buch as boiler-ma.kers, 
engineers, joiner. and carpenters, shipwrights and others, have to be combined in the undertaking. The Com
pany, before sending in their tender, consult with the men of each trade as to the price at which they will be 
prepared to do their part of the work. In each case the men, through their committeee, make the necesssry 
calculations and fi.:z: their price. This is accepted or modified, after consultation, by the Company, according to 
the po .. ibilities of the """e. If the tender thus pnt together i. accepted, snd the work taken in hand, the men 
in etW!h trade, after being paid weekly the current or trade-union rate of wages :receive, to- be divided among 
them upon the complel.ion of monthly portions of the work, the difference between the wages they have been 
paid aud the estimated labour-value of rhe work done. If there should be no such excess there would be no 
guin for them; if the.. should be a 10.., it would faU on the Company. It. is claimed on behalf of tbis aystem 
tLat whill" avoiding on the olle hond the" indh'itlunl ~lth.hDess,n l-b..- jealousy, and other e\'ils allrged to be 
inherent in piece-work of th. ordinary kind, it avoids, on the otlter hlloDd, 'he stagnstion and upathy which is 
the consequence of a c. dead level of fixed daily rates, without '" bonus and without overtime." It is further 
atated that, inasmuch as this benefit is secured b'l the collective energy snd capacity of industrial groupo, the 
m(>n in each JlTOup take care (thUR saving cost 0 supervision) that each man in the group does his work well, 
and have •• en gone so far 88 to get incapable workers eliminated. The adoption of thi. system, while it 
;nvol.ed at the outset a gr""" d..J of ttouble, ond an entire Fe-cast of the method of book-keeping, and was 
besides viewed with suspicion by the trade unions, W88 atated by Mr. Hills to ha.e changed entirely tbe 
relationa betwOOll the Company and the workmen, between whom there had previouBly been some s.v.re 
CCJlltlict •. 

t See GUo /'or a full account of ihe acbeme of the Sonih Mettopolit&n Gas Company, Summari .. of Enden.., 
Group C., paragraph 428.1 
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and Scottish Wholesale Societies. The English Wholesale Society WIIS founded in 
1863 at a conference of representatives of local societies, and only registered co.operstive 
societies are capable of becoming members or shareholders of it. The Scottish 
Wholesale Society was founded in 1868. 

121. Evidence was given on behalf of these two great societies, especially with regard 
to the remuneration of labour in the manufactures which they carryon. The English 
Co-operative Wholesale Society began business in its present form in 1864 and has 
already attained very large proportions. None but registered co-operative' societies 
may become shareholders of it; and of these there are nearly 1,000. Its business as a 
wholesa~e dealer suppl.ying th.e Distr~butive Societies is more ~han 8,000,0001. annually: 
and haVing added to Its tradmg bUSlllellS l!everal manufactunng and other productive 
departments, its ?utp~t in those is .a good deal over half a million. It employs about 
3,000 workme~ m dl;ect pro.ductlO~, but does n?t UBe any method of profit-sharing. 
Its representatIves claim that Its serVlce olfers speCial advantages to workmen, inasmuch 
as wages are,at the highest current standard rate, the sanitary conditions of labour 
excellent, and the employment steady and pontinuous. It manufactures for a certain 
and secure market with which it is in intimate contact, and, as an employer, may be 
expected to have special sympathy with working people. . . 

122. A Distributive Co-operative Society which makes good$ in an auxiliary depart
ment of its own, or which produces them from the wholesale of which it is 
a part owner, adds~ it is argued, manufacturing profits ,to store-keeping profita; 
and, under the English system, the whole advantage of both sets of profits ultimately 
accrues to the persons who make purchases at the stores, in proportion to the 
amount of their purchases. These persons usually belong to the working classes, but 
there is nothing to prevent rich people dealing at the stores. As regards the 
workmen employed in their manufacturing works, these societies do not, as a rule, 
pretend to be more than' model and sympathetic emJ?loyers, paying the best rate!! of 
wages, and ensuring the best conditions of work; while everyone who chooses to be 
a member of any Distributive Society has a share·in the control of great enterprises, 
based on principles of perfect equality, and t'xercising an educating influence on all 
who have any part in them, however small. . 

123. A. different policy in this respect is pursued by Scottish Co-operative Societies. 
Many of the Distributive Societies which carry on production in Scotlan<i have adopted 
the sy'!tem of sharing. profits with their wor~men! and. this is also done by the 
Scottish Wholesale SOO1ety, the success of which lS qUite as remarkable as that 
of its elder English sister. The present plan- of this Society is, after payment of 
interest upon capital, to share thE' net profits made in' the distributive and productive 
dopartments taken together between the p~rchasers and the employees in both 
departmep.ts, the payment to the employees beIng made at the same rste per pound oti 
wages, as the payment to the purchasers on the purchases. The Society carries on 
14 or 15 productive industries, and for the purp08E1 of the payments out of profits to 
the workmen, no distinction is made on account of the different profits received in 
each business. The Scottish' societies, like the English, appear to ensure go()d 
conditions of work. The Scottish Wholesale Society 11,180 makes it a rule to invest all 
their accumulations of capital exclusively in extending co-operative enterprise, unlike the 
English Wholesale, which has large investments in railway stock and other securities. 

124. Evidence was given also on behalf of " co-partnership" societies for co-operative 
production, w~ieh are at~m.pting to carry out .the plan of di8p~nsing with eDlployers 
and" introdUCIng the prInCIple of representatIve government Into the workshops."· 
Such enterprises have shown in their early stages an even larger per centage of failures 
than other forms of co-opera,tion in the same s~ges, and perhaps might appear to have 
little chaDce of succeeding in existing conditions except in industries of a very simple 
kind, or when they possess some especial clientele, such as that which is sometiDies 
afforded by the sympathy of distributive co.operative stores or of public bodies. They 
have had, however, it is alleged, but small advantages of this kind. They complain 
tha.t public bodies seldom exert themselves in England as they do in some other countries, 
so to frame their contracts as to adapt them to .Co-operative Societie3; lind that they 
have, in a- great meaSllre, lost the advantage of an easy market in Distributive Societies, 
in consequence of the policy of entering into competition with them, which has been 
----~~~--~--.-
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adopted by the Wholesale Society. They allege that that Society. could have afforded 
them good knowledge df the wante of a large class of customers, and a good 
access to them, had it not become a rival to them. Under such disoovantages it might 
have been expected that these little industrial republics would have but small chanco 
of surviving in the competition in the open market with individual firms and companies 
possessing the advantages of more special commercial training, grsater command of 
capital, firmer internal discipline, and the 'benefit of the alliances and natural sympathies, 
existing connections and good-will, which prevail in thO' general world of commerce. 
Nevertheless the movement appeals strongly to those working men who do not regard 
employment as consisting, simply of receiving so much wage in return for so much 
work i and who do not value highly the infinitesimal share in the management of their 
own work which employees in a facrory of the Wholesale may derive. from membership 
of a Distributive Society. Ite advocates claim that theirs is the only method of 
employment which develops every faculty of the workman" to the advantage. of himself, 
his fellow-workers, and the community."· However this may be, the recent history of 
the movement is not altogether discouraging. Besides many smaller societies, there 
are about a dozen, each of . which produces from twenty to eighty thousand pounds 
worth of goods annually, has much expensive machinery, and employs a great deal of 
skilled labour. . 

125. Although there seems to be good reason to hope that the principles of profit-sharing General 
and co-operation will become more wide)y extended at all evente in certain classes of busi- new of 
ness, yet at present the establishments in which they have been adopted bear a very small ~e.th~dS ~ 
proportion to the bulk of manufacturing industry. In the vast majority of cases, workmen ofJ;a;':~ 
are paid by way of fixed wage-rates, varied from time to time in well organised trades, in 
the result of negotiations between the bodies of employers and workmen. In unorganised 
trades, variations are due more immediately and directly to the condition of the labour 
market and the supply of and demand for labour. The strong trade organisations, com-
posed chiefly of males, skilled workers, accl1stomed to act together in masses, have made 
the old method of settling individual wages by the" higgling of the market" impossible, 
and have, for the most part already caused the substitution for it of wages boards or other 
more or less formal institutions, by which they secure a consultative voice in th!l division 
of receipts between capital and labour. A standard wage is thus established, which may 
be varied by agreement from time to time with the variations in the prosperity of an 
industry. The system of a sliding scale is· a more delicate,. flexible, and precise mode 
of adjusting these variations. but is only applicable to industries of a special. character_ 
In cases where there is neither profit-sharing nor a sliding-scale, nor a permanent 
joint wages board, nor frequent conferences as to wage-rates between the committees 
of organised. bodies of employers and workmen, the wage-rate .. is settled, . .partly by 
. custom, partly by the comparative amount of the demand for and /lqppiy of labour, 
partly by occasional. telDporary. combinations on the part of workmen to :Qlake a 
particular demand. 

126. Evidence was given as to the good effect in improving the relations between Effect of 
employers and employed of various benevolent funds against accident, sickness and joint ben&
old age, jointly subscribed to by both. - In the case of some dangerous occupations volent funds 
the employers have subscribed largely to such funds against accidents in a fixed pro- ~~ t:~e:~:'" 
portion to the subscriptions of the men upon con-:lition of the latter oontracting out e'm~loyer • 

. of thE.' Employers' Liability Act. Such is the case with the South Wales and Lancashire and em
Coal-Owners, the London and North Western Railway Company, the London and ployed_ 
Bri~hton Company, Messrs. Armstrong's Works at Elswick, and other establishments. 
N otlce has baen lately called to a similar fund existing at Messrs_ Tangye's, where 
the whole fund is contributed by "the employers. Various instances were brought 
to the notice of the Commission of benevolent funds iIi particular works having 
a more or less extensive range of objeots. Suoh funds seem to be especially useful 
in the case of the classes of labourers, chiefly of an unskilled kind, who either do not 
belong at all to trade unions, or to such trade unions only as, either from policy or want. 
of sufficient means, do not combine benevolent with trade objects. When, as frequently 
is the case, the management of the benevolent fund is in the hands of a joint committee, 
composed partly of representatives of the workmen and partly of those of the em
ployers, the evidence shows that the practice of friendly co-operation in such an object 
does much to improve the relations between them. 

127. It also appears t~Q~ 1n t'.aBeS where such a benevolent fund exists it does much Advan\age8 
to give men an interest in permanently working in the same establishmente. This of8UChfunds. , 

• Evidence, Whole COmmieai ..... 7682. 
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is particularly desirable in the case of unskilled labour, seeing that the unsettled 
and roving habits of this class of workmen appear to be lib evil, both to themijelvt'8 
and to society. It is clear from the history of industries that permanency and 
regularity of work: is fa condition precedent t.o anything like gooll orgnnisation and 
the rise in prosperity and the standard of life of any labouriIlg class. It is possible 
th~t, in the case of unskilled labour: the best road to thia lies through the extension, 
within single industrial establishments, or ~roups of establishments, of the prRotice 
of profit-sharing and of benevolent funds. 

4.-SUMHARY o. PRESEIIT STATE O. RllLATIONS. 

Snmmary 128. The present relations of capital and labour may be summed up very broadly, 
88 to present as follows: So far as experience goes, it has not been shown that, in the existing 
relations commercia'! world, industrial establishments can survive in the competition of the 
:.~~;~... open market without the business skill. energy, aud concentration of power 
and characterizing management by individual employers, or trained and highly paid 
employed. managers in the service of companies. If there are exceptions it is in the cass of 

industries of a very simple kind with some assured and special clientille. There 
seems to be no reason, however, why the great associations of consumers. the dis
tributive co-operative stores. having at their command business ability, and a secure and 
steady market. Hhould not greaJ;ly extend manufacturing operations. and afford to work
men not only such benefits atl may be derived from having sympathetio and 
pI:'rsonally disinterested employers, but also those beuefits which are ah·eady conferred 
upon them in the productive establishments of the Scottish Wholesale Society. If, 

, further. the consumers who support co-operative stores should be willing to forego the 
manufacturing profits, and to content themselves with the distributive profits. the 
whole of the nett manufacturing profits after payment of rent, interest on capital, 
cost of management, &c. might be divided among the producing workmen. With 
regard to industry at large, it seems clear that for a long time to come the bulk 
of it must be conducted on the present system of employers remunerated by profitB 
and workmen receiving wages. 'But all the evidence shows that for the last fifty 
years the line of general progress has been in the direction of the acquisition of a 
kind of limited industrial partnership on the part of the workmen. The recognition 
of this may aBBume the shape of profit-sharing or sliding-scales. or joint wage-boards 
or conferences, according .0 the circumstances of various trades. For the most 
part at present this industrial partnership only extends to the acquisition by 
organisations of workmen of a consultative 'Voice in the division of the proceeds of 
industry. Whether the movement will procEled further. and end in their acquiring 
a like voice in the general management of trades, the control of production, and the 
fixing of prices, and whether such a development would be in the interests of the 
community at large, are questions to which probably only experience can supply the 
final answer. 

IV. 
CONCILIATION AND ARBITRA.TION. 

I.-EXISTING METHODS O' SETTLING INDUSTRIAL. DISPUTIIS. 

(a.) ARBITRATION. ' 
(b.) JOINT BOARDS (iF CONCILIAT!O)l AND ARBITRATION. 

(c.) BOARDS OF MEDIATION. 

2.-EXISTING METHOnS o. ENFORCING AmLlNGEMENTS, MADE BETWEEN EMPLOYERS AND 

EMPLOYED, BY WAY OF AGREEMEliT OR ARBITRATION. 

3.-POSSIBLE IMPROVED METHODS OF PREVENTING OB SETTLING INDUSTRIAL CONFLICTS AND 

DISPUTES. 

I.-EXISTING METHODS O. SETTLING INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES. 

Definitions. 129. Trade disputes take place either (1) between a particular employer and hia 
workmen, supported or not supported by outside workmen, or (2) between astlOCiated 
employers and associated workmen. or t3) between different bodies of astlOCiated 
workmen. Questions are settled before or after strikes and lock-outs take place, eithe,· 
by way of conciliation or by way of arbitration. 
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Arbitratio'l> is the settlement by one or more presumably impart;al persons of an 
issue on which the parties have failed to agree, 

C01UJiliation is the coming together of the parties for the discussion of questions with. 
a view to amicable settlement. This word is often used where we should properly 
speak of Mediation. . 

Mediation means the exercise of good offices by some outside agency, with a view to 
avert an impending rupture between the parties, or, if the rupture has taken place, to 
bring them together again as soon as possible, without itself acting as arbitrator, or 
making an award, though it might sometimes make and even publish recomm(lDdations 
as to the course which should be followed. In the latter case its action facilitates what 
may be called arbitration by public opipjon. 

130. Broadly speaking, there are two classes of industrial disputes :- Distinction 

(1.) Those which arise out of the existing terms of engagement or contract ot service bl~::!f 
between employers and employed, and are for the most part limited to particular industrial 
establishments, of little general importance, and often purely personsl; 'Iisputes. 

(2.) Those which arise out of proposals for the terms of engagement or contract 
of service to subsist for a future period. These disputes are frequently of wide 
interest, affect large bodies of men, and are the most general cause of strikes and 
lock-outs on a large scale. 

The first class, of minor and local questions, being for the most part connected with 
the application of rules already recognised, can usually be dealt with and settled, upon 
the asoertainment of faots, without much difficulty by simple methods or in!ltitutions 
of a judicial kind. 

The second class may be compared to those questions whicb, as between States or 
individuals, have to be settled by treaties or agreement arrived at after negotiations 
between the contending parties. The method of judicial arbitration has, as eX{lerience 
shows, not yet been successfully applietl to this class of questions, except under special 
circumstances and in II few industries, for roosons which are hereafter indicated.* 
It is important to bear these distinctions in mind, both in considering the various 
methods in practice of settling industrial issues by voluntary means lind institutions, 
and in discussing any possible improved methods. 

131. The various methods in practice of set.tling trade questions by means and 
institut,ions internal to trades, may be classified as follows, beginning from the bottom 
of the scale and working upwardl! to the most highly organised institutions :-

(1.) N egotiatiQDS between individual employers and deputations, or representatives of 
their own workmen. 

(2.) Negotiations between individual employers and trade union offioials from outside 
on behalf of their workmen. . 

(3.) Negotiations between officials of trade uDions and officials of employers' associa
tions. 

(4.) Occasional meetings with reference to wage-rates and other general questions 
between committees of trade unions and committees of employers' associations, 
with, possibly, at the same time a standing joint committee to settle minor 
questions of the judicial order. 

(5.) More or less regular and periodioal meetings between such committees for the 
despatch of ourrent business. . 

(6.) Formation of joint committees or wages boards, composed equally of employers 
and 'workmen, and meeting at more or less regular intervals for the settlement 
of general questions, with a regular constitution and rules of procedure, and 
usually with a standing sub-committee to deal with minor and local dispute~ 
in a judicial manner. The wages board or joint cOIIl'lllittee may either be for a 
whole trade, or for a oiBtrict section of a trade, or for a single establishment. 

(7.) Reference of special cases to an arbitrator, approved by both parties. 
(S.) Embodiment in the constitution of joint committees, wages boards, or other 

courts of conciliation of the principle of referriug to arbitration questions ou 
which such bodies fail to agree. Such rule of reference ma) be either with 
regard to all questions or witb regard to a certain class of questions only; and 
the arbitratoJ.: or arbitrators may either be standing referees or be selected upon 
each occasion ad hoc. 
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132. It is difficult to ascertain any general principle upon which one or another of these AdoptiOD 
methods is adopted b~ v_ari_~u~ clas~s_~f in~_ustrieB. It ~ay be said, broadly speaking, or method& 

U j9160. 
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that industries which, for one reason or. another, are little organised 011 either side 
hav.e rarely adva,:,-ced beyo~d the s~~ge at whic~ employers .treat with deputations of 
then' own men without the IllterposlUon of outside trade umon official~. One reaAon 
of this is that an employer is, not unnaturally, unwilling to discu~s a qnc8t,ion concerning 
his establishment with the officials or committee of an association which he believes 
to be bnt very partially representative of .the men i~ the industry. It is also usually 
the case that, where workmen are but httle orgamsed, employers are not organised 
at all, so that there i.s nl? m.aterial on .eith~r side from which to build up the more 
elaborate and formal lUStltutl.:JOS by which, III some trades, general questions between 
bodies of employers and employed are settled. It has been pointed out in a previous 
part of this Report (8ee paragraph 77 ante), that the most frequent cause of want of 
organisation among workmen is the fact that an occupation requires little or no 
training; and is open to general competition. It is in these unskilled trades that 
the absence of any formal institutions for settling questions and disputes is most 
marked. 

133. It does not, however, follow that industries, merely because they are highly 
organised, adopt the most elaborate of the methods in question. Upon the whole 
it is still at present an exceptional thing that a trade, or district section of a trade, 
should have an organised joint board of employers and employed of a standing 
character, with a definite constitution, meeting regularly for the settlement of wage
rates and other general questions, and providing a resort to arbitration. The plan 
more usually adopted is that of special conferences between representative. committees 
on either side t-o settle general questions, while minor and local questions are settled 
either directly between each employer and those immediately employed by him, or 
between the officials of the different associations, or between the trade union officials 
and the employers in works where the difficulties arise. Many of the most strongly 
organized and successful unions appear to prefer these simpler methods to any 
attempt to form permanent joint boards with employers for the discussion and 
settlement of questions. 

It may, however, be added that although institutions of conciliation aod arbitration 
have not been brought to a very high pitch of development in a large proportion of 
trades, the evidence shows that in matters of standards of wages and hours, one 
organised body of employers and workmen taking counsel togetl:.er affect a larger 
area than that of their own district 01' even their own trade. Instances were given of 
districts and works which, while not belonging to any organised inst\tution for con
ciliation themselves, make it their rule to follow the decisions of such an institution in 
their trade with regard to general wage·rates and similar matters. This indirect 
influence seems to be especially strong in the case of trades which regulate th~ir 
wage-rate by means of a sliding scale supervised by a representative joint board. 

134. Joint committees of employers and employed for settling questions of the minor 
or local kind sometimes exist in the form of standing committees of the organised 
boards for settling the larger or general questions, and sometimes also exist inde. 
pendently where there are no such boards. In the .Durham and Northumberland 
coal mining distlicts, for instance, where general questions are treated not by a joint 
board, but by occasional conferences of the executive committees on both sides, the 
machinery for settling the minor questions by means of joint committees is of the 
most elaborate oharacter. TheEe committees meet with regularity, have a complete 
system of proced\lre, and settle a great number of cases with considerable success. The 
meetings of each of these joint committees are presided over by an independent and 
salaried chairman who has a casting vote. Thus the practice of arbitration, which 
appears in these districts '0 have been t!ied .but no,,!" di~car.ded in t~e case of ~eneral 
questions, has been successfully embodied III the lllstitutions whICh deal With the 
minor and local class of questions. There are many other instances of joint oommittees 
of a more or less highly organised character for settling minor disputes. Descriptions 
of such committees will be found in the Summaries of Evidence in connection with 
particular industries. A general reference may also here be made to the "Memo
" randum on the rules of Boards of Arbitration and Conciliation," which is prefixed 
to the volume published by the Commission upon the "Rules of Associations of 
" Employers and of Employed," which furnishes a condensed description of the history, 
objects, constitution, and procedure of these boards. 

135. In a previous part of this Report (8ee paragraphs 112 to 115 ante), occasion was 
taken to eXl\mine the S'ystem. of w~es boards, considered as a means of improving relations 
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between employers and employed and preventing, by amicable methods of settling wage
rates, industrial conflicts from arising. The question of modes by which such conflicts may 
be terminated when they have broken out, or may be obviated when they are on th( 
verge of arising, is of a different character. It is in connection with this last-mentioned 
question that importance attaches to 'the results of actual experience of arbitration, 
whether conducted by special arbitrators for particular trade disputes or whether 
systematically provided for in trade institutions. 

136. Questions in many trades and concerning various issues have been from time to Arbitration. 
time referred to arbitration. In large questions, such as general wage-rates, demar-
cation disputes between trades, hours of labour, or the restriction of apprentices, 
resort has frequently been made to the 'decision of eminent persons in the legal, political, 
or industrial spheres. Where trades are large and strongly organised, the plan of 
referring such general questions to single individuals has proved, in some cases, to 
be attended by considerable difficulties. In the first place there,is a difficulty in finding 
suitable arbitrators. Either the arhitrator is quite unconnected with industrial work. 
and then the process of informing his mind upon the matter is too long and costly, 
or, he is in some way connected with the industrial worM, and then one party or the 
other is apt to suspect him of bias and partiality. A stillmore fundamental difficulty 
is this: in general questions, such as those which affect wages or hours, in which 
interests of considerable magnitude and far-reaching consequences are involved, 
either the employers or the employed, or both, are frequently indisposed to entrust 
the decision to any single person. Instances have been brought to our notice 'in 
which such awards, when given, have caused the grsatest dissatisfaction, although 
they have fOl· a period been accepted and largely observed. In a few instances the 
awards of single arbitrators have even l)een repudiated. 

137. It may, perhaps, 'be fairly collected from the evidence that, in cases whAre Feeling 
very strong organisation enables the workmen fully to hold their own; and even gives witb r~ard 
them advantages in bargaining, they are the more apt to be averse to arbitration by ~? arb,tra
individuals regarding these general questions, while employers are more disposed 10D. 

to resort to it. Certainly the desire for arbitrati<m on general questions, and especially, 
for some form of State arbitration, seems usually to be stronger among workmen of 
poorly organised trades. But, on the whole, it seems to be a comII!on feeling tuat 
these general questions are too important to be referred to what is sometimes 
known as '. one-man arbitration." It ..seems at present that the objection felt 
by strong trades to submitting large questions concerning wage-rates or hours 
to arbitration resembles that which would prevent Parliament from referring to 
the decision ot" an eminent judge some question upon which 1;he two Houses failed 
to agree. Such questions are in fact not suited for judicial decision. 1'hey are questions 
of practical politics, in which the relative strength of the opposite parties is an 
element that can hardly be left out of account. The result of these difficulties has been 
that, in some of the great -strongly-orgauised trad~s at any rate, resort to .. one-man 
arbitration" is not so frequent now as it ouce was. If in the case of various industries 
a desire for arbitration ie expressed, it would more often seem to be in the direction 
of some kind of State tribunal, than in that of reference of questions to individual 
arbitrators. 

138. Instances wer. brought to th", notice of the Commission in which, in large aud Ru~ .. f~r 
important trades, provision is made for the regular reference to arbitration of issues ~rbltra= 
upon which the representatives of employers and employed fail to agree. In one of ~i~hj~iDt on 
these cases, that of the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration of the North of England boards. 
Iron and Steel Trade, the arbitrator is appointed especially for each occasion when the 
parties f"il to agree, but he may be the standing "referee" who is the permanent 
arbitrator to the joint committee that deals with minor questions. In another case, 
that of the Midland Iron and Steel Wages Board, the" President" of the Board acts 
as permanent arbitrator where the Board fails to agree_ Provision for reference to 
arbltration in the last resort is also made in the constitution of the recently founded 
Boards in the Boot and Shoe Trade. In none of these cases does actual reference to 
the arbitrator appear to be very frequent, but it is stated that the provision of an 
ultimate resort to arl>itration much faoilitates the settlement of questions by agreement. 

139. The plan of .. one-man arbitration" did not prove very successful in the recent Demarcation 
.. demarcatiop" disputes between the various trades engaged in shipbuilding. It has dillpute .. 
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been made ono of tho rules of the new federation of these trades, establish"d in 189(l, 
that disputes between any of the federated societies whioh canuot be amicably settled 
shall be reCelTed to a court of arbitration. Each party is to appoint two arbitrators, 
who, again, are to appoint an umpire, whose deoision shall be final and binding. Both 
arbitrators and umpire are themselves to be trade unionists. 

140. Disputes are often Bettled, either before a strike actually commences, or more 
often, perhaps, when it has proceeded for some time and both combatants being 
exhausted desire an honourable oompromise, by the aotion of mediators, who briug 
the parties together and suggest terms upon which they can agree. Conspicuous 
instances of successful interventions of this kind were those by which a committee of 
distinguished persons terminated the London dock strike of 1889, and that br whioh 
the Bishop of Durham brought to an end the miner!!' strike in that county 1D 1892. 
It has not been unusual for mayors of towns or other local authori~es to offer this 
kind of intervention. In the reoent coal confliot the prinoipal mayors in the districts 
chiefly affected offered their intervent,ion without success, but a little later Your 
Majesty's Government, through the Foreign Secretary, was successful in bringin~ 
about an agreement. Occasional mediation has suggestfld and led to the formation of 
regular boards for this purpose, one advantage of which is that they are in a better 
position than the oocasional mediator to intervene before a conflict has actually 
began. 

141. These Boards, which have recently been considerably developed in the larger 
industrial centres, are formed of representatives of employers and workmen in a 
variety of local industries. Their formation is usually brought about by the co-operation 
of the local chamber of commerce with the local trades council. For the purpose of 
forming thA London Conciliation Board, which is a leading e;xample of this type of 
institution, it was arranged that the Landon trades should be classified in 12 groups, 
each of which should have a workmen's committee electing a representative on the 
Board. Twelve representatives were also elected by the London Chamber of Commerc(l, 
one by the County Council, and one other by the labour represent.atives on the Board. 
In case of a dispute arising in any ;London trade, it is the practice of this Board, in 
the first, place, to invite both parties to the dispute to a frienuly confereue". at which 
one 01' .two members of the board usually sit as assessors to smooth away difficulties. 
In the Elvent of no adjustment being arrived at by this means, the Board invites 
both parties to agree to submit the case to its arbitration, or t.o arbitratort; selected 
from its own body, or otberwise. The Londoll Board, which was founded in the 
course of 1890, has hitherto met with succe~s in its operations, and boards of a similar 
character have been established in several large labour centres. The system appears 
to be especiaily well adapted- to places where a number of various induHtries are 
carried on. As trade boards of conciliation sepm most suited to those staple industries 
which are carried on in special districts by large masses of men, sd these district 
boards seem more useful in the case of trades which are less organised or more 
scattered. 

2.-ExISTING METHODS OF ENFORCING ARRANGEMENTS, MADE Bl!TWEEN EMPLOYERS ANI) 

EMPLOYED, BY WAY OF AGREEMENT OR ARBITRATION. 

142. It is shown by the evidence that SODle trades have arrived at a fairly complete 
machinery for dIscussing and settling general and special questions, while other trades 
seem to be advancing more or less in the same direction. It remains to consider the 
existing means of enforcing agreements or awards made between bodies of employers 
and workmen. 

143. Special contracts between an employer and a workman can, of course, be enforced 
by civil process, like other contracts. But the .sanction to the alTangements, which in 
many great" trades are really the governing contracts made between bouies of employer" 
and workmen, powerful though it very frequently is, is one of a merely moral kmd. 
You cannot, as witnesses frequently explained, sue at once (say) 10,000 workmen ~or 
breach of contract. Ahd, inasmnch as these agreements are made between bodies 
which have no legal personality for the purpose, they are unable to sue each other f~r 
damages. In some trades, however, in which the organisation of the workmen IS 

very ~trong, and embraces most men in the trade or district, and in which a great 
deal of administrative power and the complete control of funds is lodged with the 
central executive, the force which the society oan exert over its members to make 
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them carry out the agreements arrived at with the employers is so strong as almost 
to amount to the force of law. In the case of a trade society which has almost the 
complete monopoly of its trade, individual membera who will not conform to the 
arrnngements approved by the representatives of the men and agreed to by employers 
can practically be driven out of the trade, by being expell\ld from the society; for, in 
that case, their tellow workmen will not work with them, nor will employers employ 
them. Recalcitra.nt sections of workmen ca.n be told, that unless they submit their 
grievances to the proper qual·tel· before striking, or accept an agreement or award 
jointly arrived at by the central executive and (,hc employers, (l) they will be dis
char~ed by thoir pwn employers, (2) no other employers in the trade will employ them, 
(3) their own society. will not only refuse to support them when out of work and 
perhaps exclude them from membership:"but will supply their emplOyers with men 
t.) take their places.' The officials of several sooieties said in evidence that they 
would be prepared to go as far as this, a.nd some instances we!'e given of steps of this 
kind having actually been taken. This reasoning proceeds on the assumption that the 
settlement is accepted by a majority of the workmen affActed, incuding the officials, 
who may be expected to guide them, and would be inapplioable to a case where the 
settlement was repugnant to such a majority. Subject to this qualification, it may be 
said that where the great bulk of workmen and employers in a trade' are 
enrolled in their respective associations, and act loyally, no individual workman, or 
section of workmen, can withNtand such a combination to enforce the expressed will 
of the trade. A method of this kind for the united enforcement of decisions joiutly 
arrived at is very clearly formulated in the rules of. a joint board of conciliation 
which has lately heen formed in the Colony of Viotoria, by the action of the Melbourne 
Employers' Union and Trades Hall Council.~ . 

144. The effectiveness of this moral sanction to agreements and awards diminishes Difficnitiesof 
as the organisation on each side becomes less perfect. If discontented workmen know enforcoment 
that excommunication by the associated workmen and employers will not destroy their where 

organisa
chance of employment, but that they can easily find work outside, they may be disposed tions are 
to follow their own will rather than that of their society. The same remark is true of imperfect. 
an employer who knows tha.t he can obtain workmen whether or not he conforms to the 
agreements between the associations. The evidence shows that leaders of weak trade 
unions, knowing how slight their hold over the members is, dare not attempt boldly 
to prevent strikes by sections, and cannot enforce compliance with agreements or awards 
which do not satisfy the men. Most instances of this kind are to be found among the 
less skilled and worse organised industries. But the history of the Durham miners 
for some time previously to the great strike of 1892 dhows that the same thing may 
occur wher~ a trade union is highly organised, if the constitution does not secure 
suffioient administrative power to the central executive. 

145. The general conclusion seems to be that the moral sanction or force, which at General 
present is alone available to secure respect to the ,arrangements between bodies of conclusion. 
employers and workmen throughout the industry and to the awards of arbitration, can 
only, as far as present experience goes, be relied on with anything like certainty in 
those trades which are very well organised, HO as to comprise practically all the workers 
in a trade, or important distriot of it, and which have a strong and efficient form of 
internal government. In trades of this class, at any rate, in spite of occasional serious 
diMturbances, there seems to be every prospeot of fewer outbreaks of industrial 
conflicts blltween employers and employed, due to t,he growing practice of consultations. 
upon equal terms of representatives of either party in conferences or standing joint. 
committet's. By influence~ of this kind there are gradually established steady and 
permanent trade oustoms with regard to price lists, the regulation of wages 
acoording to the fluctuations of trade, and other conditions of labour. Under these 
circumstanoes custom may beoomo so strong, even without assistance from law, as 
to afford in such trades an almost certain and practioally sufficient guarantee for the 
carrying out of industrial agreements and awards. 

a.-POSSISI.E IMPROVED METHODS OF PREVENTINQ OR SETTLING INDUSTRIAL CONFLICTS AND 
DISPUTES • 

. 146. Both th~ ora! evidence ~nd t~le ans~ers to questiolls show that t~ere is a very 
Wide-spread deSire ahke on the Side of employers and of employed fol' Improved aIHI 
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more pacific modes of settling disputes. but very vague and conflicting ideas as to what 
such modE'S should be . 

Summary of 
existing 
aituation. 

. 1~7. Attention. has been ~led to .th.e important distinction between trade diRputes 
ansmg upon the InterpretatIOn of eXisting agreements and customs. and upon all minor 
and pe;sonal m~tt.ers. and those relating to the makiIlg of new agreements. and the 
alteration of eXisting agreements and customs. It has been shown that in the industrial 
world, district or trade tribunals have. in many instances. though by no means in all 
cases, been formed for the interpretation of existing agreements and customs and the 
settlement of personal ~nd minor disputes. These tribunals ?O effectively settle a great 
number of such questions, though they do not possess, like the Conseils de Prod. 
hommes in France, legal powers of procedure, enabling them to summon witnesse~ 
an~ exaIl:li~e them on oath, to. co~pel the product~on of documents, &c .• and thouE{h 
th61r deCISIOns are not legally bmdmg. Their effectiveness depends upon the discipline 
and s~lf.con~ol of the employers.and e~ployed a:ffected. a~d. the interest which they 
have In keepmg on good terms With their respective aSSOCIatIOns. Geneml questions, 
it has fu:t~er been shown, are settled either by more or less periodical meetings of 
representatlve~ of employers and employed, or by what comes to much the same thing, 
for1!lal' collectIve agreements made between the representatives of great associations, 
binding morally up~n the ~embers of tho~e ~ssoci,:tions, enforceable by.publio opinion 
and by.such ooerclve actIOn as the associations may be able to exerCIse over their 
members, 'and usually very effectively observed and IQyally carried out. In some cases, 
however, such agreements have been repudiated by large sections, or minorities, of the 
persons ooncerned. . 

The difficulty of arriving at collective agreements, or of, establishing industrial 
trade tribunals. increases in proportion as industries are unorganisecl, and industries are, 
as.a rule. less organised in proportion as they are less skilled and specialised. 'l'he 
industries in whieh such agreements have been most successfylly made and effectively 
enforced. arE' those in which workmen, either on account of the skill and training 
require'd, or because, as in mining, they have a oertain local monopoly of the business, 
hold a strong position, and oonsequently compel the employers also to cohere firmly 
together for purposes of resistance. 

Agreement., 148. In ordinary law, agreement.a, if such as the law holds valid, are enforceable by 

Defective 
agreements. 

Suggested 
remedy. 

way of compensar,ion in damages. Speoifio performance is, with rare exceptions, 
applied in this· country only to contraot.a for the iale and letting of land. It is not 
granted 'whiore damages are considered an adequate remedy, nor where the perform
ance cannot effeotually be controlled by the Court; and accordingly it is recognised at 
law that it is not applicable to general employment. A man cannot be compelled to 
work fOl; an employer, or an employer to employ a man. It is true that in special 
ciroumstances a man can be restrained from working otherwise than as he has con
tracted to work. but this con~traint is purely negative, and never extends to the 

. enforoement of a contract. Also, if any section of men disagree with the collective 
agreement arrived. at by tb"eir trade, nothing can legally prevent them from leaving 
their work. Or if an employer, or set of employers, refuse to accept such agreement 
they oannot.legally be prevented from closing their works, or discharging and replacing 
their hands. It may be that an employer may be unable to carry through the agreement 
from want of capital or through certain resulting losslls, aUlI the suspension of his work, 
though inevitable, would undoubtEJdlY.inflict loss upon the workmen. EVl'n where a 
stoppage of work or discharge fro~ employment is in breach of .con~ract or otherwise 

. legally unjustifIable,Bo that an actIOn for damages could be maIntaIned. the remedy 
would be unequal, for although workmen might reoover damages from individual 
employers, it would practically be impossible for employers to recover damages from a 
number of individual workmen. 

149. Collective agreements are, as a matter of fact, frequently made between great 
bodies of organised workmen a.nd employers, which bodies have no legal personality 
and cannot sue or be sued for damages oocasioned by the breach of suoh agreements by 
s8ctioos of their members. There is coUectivc1iclion without legal collective respon
sibilit.y. While this state of things lasts it does not appear that ."such collective agree. 
ments caube, as between such bodies, otherwise than morally binding upon them. 

150. In these circumstances, it has oC(Ourred to some people that the most effective 
remedy might be to giv~ by legislation facilities to bodies. of e,mploye!s and employed 
to acquire legal personahty s~ as to enablc ~hem to enter mto mdu8trl~1 agreements of 
whioh the law could take CO!!"Illzance and WhICh could be enforced by actIOns for damages 

~ - - . 
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directed against the collective funels of such societies. Bills empodying this suggestion 
have bilen brought before the legislative assemblies of the colonies of New Zealand'and 
South Australia. The proposals are that any sllch body shall be able by registration to 
acquire legal :personality and to enter into industrial 3fl'reements for specific terms, 
enforceable by money penalties of a limitFld amount upon the organisations parties 
to it, and upon other persons at any time during the term of the agreement 
ml'mbers of such organisations. - The language of the Bills does not make it 
clear whether or not the organisation as such would continue to hA liable for 
any breach of agreement by those who had ceased t.o be memhers. This is an 
important point; for though it would certainly seem a strong measure to make an 
association legally responsible for the conduct of persons who were flO longer its 
members, on the other hand if this were "dot done the scheme hardly appears to dispose 
of the old difficulty of enforcing legal penalties against a mass of working men. 
Supposing that a collective agreement had been el1tered into by a union consisting of 
50,000 miners, and that 20,000 of them, being dissatisfied with it, resolved first to 
withdraw from the Union, and subsequently to repudiate the agreement, then, 
although, according to these proposals, each of the 20,000 might be liable to fine 
or even imprisonment, it would be practically impossible to enforce such penaltles, 
and the aggrieved party would have tlO other means of redress. 

151. If the association were not legally responsible so long as an agreement lasted 
for its observance by persons who in the meantime ceased to be members, the practical 
value of a legal guarantee of this kind would in great measure depend upon the 
strength of the tie which bound members to their Union. It would probably not be 
very effective in the case of org8liisations like those of unskilled labour, which have 

. but a weak hold over their members, or add in such cases very much strength to 
tho moral forces which are at present the only sanction to industrial agreements 
and awards. But in the case of the strongly organised skilled trades, the benefits 
derived by members from the assooiations are often so considerable, that it would 
be improbable that they would abandon their associations for the sake of any 
temporary advantage which they might think themsel,es able to gail\ through breach 
of the oollective agreements. It is, of course, precisely in these trades that agreements 
are, as matters stand now, best observed, even without any right to sue for compensation, 
while on the other hand a weak and. poor union, even if endowed with legal personality, 
and made legally responsible for any breach of agreement by the persons who hall, 
ceased to be members of it, wonld constitute but a feehle guarantee to employers that 
the terms of the agreement would be loyally observed. 

152. It has been argued by witnl'sses in favour of facilitating collective legally binding 
agreements that thereby it might be possible to obtain some guarantee :as to . the per
manence for determinate periods of arrangements made between employers and employed. 
Several witnesses, in giving evidence with regard to the system of the sliding scale laid 
great strl'SS on the fact that, where this system is in force, employers are able to make 
oalculations as to the future cost of production for some time beforehand, and .CM.n. 
therefore enter in to long oontracts with purcha~er8. 

An advantage of the same kind might, it was thought, be gained if it were enacted 
that any collective industrial agreement, to be legally enforceable, 'mnst be made fol' IL 

speoific term. On the one hand employers would be able better to foreoast the cost 
of production, while on the other, it would be made more difficult during the fixed 
period for any employer who was bound by the agreement to reduce wages in order to 
take oontr~cts at lower prioes. There would also be the advantage that, the date of 
termination of a contract being fixed, there would be some guarantee of sufficient time 
being given by both parties for consideration and disoussion of the terms upon. whioh 
it ~hould be renewed. 

Further 
oi::sorvations. 

Advanlage 
of ugt'oo
mente for 
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terms. 

153. One or two suggestions made by important and experienced witnesses f.or the Mr. Trow'. 
settlement of trade disputes seem worthy of particular notice. One such suggestiol,l was sog:W.8tion. 
that arbitration in all trade disputes should be made compulsory by law; that is, that ~vld.n~e, 
strikes or lock-outs should be illegal and punishable in cases where arbitration had not l;,~~~ ... 

_______ . ....1-. -------_ .. _----- ----- --

• U submission either of present or rutn~ differences to arbitration wen! made under a collective agreement 
of thil kind, the .. ward would bave t.be guarantee given by the ordinary law to submission to arbitration 
contained in agroom.nls made betwoon any parties baving the capacity to enter iqto contl'1lcts. 
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been re!'orted to. Tbe witness who made this proposal (and who is himself a menlber of 
the Commiseion) starM from this principle, viz., that no botly of men or of employers 
.. have a right teo take advantage of an opportunity and cease work, discouragin~ 
" the whole trade of the district, and interfering with the dependent. trades: 
In fact what this witness would desire would be to give legal effect to what is already 
a rule of that trade union with whlCh he is connected, not to resort to strikes 
before trying to get the dispute settled hy arbitration, and to make this binding not 
only upon associations which had the rule, but upon all employers and employed. 
Mr. Trow did not, however, propose to create anything like Government tribunals but 
seemed to think that if his proposal became Jaw, the employers and ~he employ~d in 
every trade would form organisations, if none already existed, and create industrial 
tribunals to metlt the necessities of the case. He did not phow how, in [ractice, a 
law prohibiting strikes or lock-outs could be enforced again~t large bodies 0 1V0rkmen 
or employers. The principle Auggested by this witness was, however, embodied in a 
Bill brought before the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of South Australia in 1890, 
which proposed to make liable to fine any organisation of employers 01' employed, 
or any member thereof, who should take part in or assist any look-out or strike on 
account of any dispute for the settlement of which any board of conciliation io be 
created under the Act should have jurisdiction. It was suggested by some other 
witnesses that without making resort to arbitration legally necessary, or making 
strikes and lock-outs before arbitration illegal, legal force should be given to awards 
made, upon the agreement of the parties, by industrial tribunals or individual 
arbitrators. 

154. A Memorandum, prepared for the Commission by Sir Frederick Pollock, shows 
the existing position of the statutory law with reference to arbitration in trade 
disputes. This Memorandum is printed as Appendix III. to this Report. He points 
out that in the result of the various Acts which he mentions .. employers and workmen 
.. can practically, whenever they think fit, create or adopt by agreement a special 
.. tribunal, whose decisions will be binding in all trade disputes, and enforceable by 
" the special powers of the Act of Geo. IV." All this machinery, however, in spite 
of the frequent desire expressed in favour of enforceable arbitration, seems seldom, 
if ever, to have been p~t in motion. In fact, it may be gathered that very fow 
people are aware of the existence of these laws, perhaps for the reason that it has not 
come within the province _ of any public authority to call attention to them, or 
because thev did not prove suitable to actual requirements, or because, hitherto, 
employers and employed have preferred to settle their disputes in their own way 
without calling in extraneous authority. 

155. The chief points to be observed with regard to this legislation ar&-(I) thaI; 
the Act of 5 Geo. IV. c. 96, passed in the year 1824, and amended in details in the 
year 1837, mcludes provi.sions for the pur~ose of en~orci~g the awards of the industrial 
tribunals contemplated III that Act, by dlstresij or Imprtsonment; (~) that these same 
powers are extended by the Act of 1867 to the awards of the "equitable councils 
of conciliation or arbitration" contemplated in that Act; (3) that the Acts of 1824 
and 1867 expressly excluded the proposed tribunals from establishing .. a rate of 
.. wages or price of iabour or workmanship at which the wl)rkmen shall in future be 
.. paid, unless with the mutual consent of both master and workmen;" (4) that the 
Acts of 1824 and 1867, together with the" Arbitration (Masters and Workmen) Act, 
1872," appear tl? have been complete failures. 

156. The typical joint trade council of employers and workmen contemplated by the 
Act of 1867, was evidently intended to correspond in form t.o the voluntary councils 
of conciliation, some of which were at that date beginning to come into existence. 
But it does not appear that a single application has been made under that Act to the 
Home Secretary for the licence which would confer upon such councils, if properly 
constituted, tllt' power of enforcing their awards. Mr. Boulton, the president 
of the Londen Conciliation Board, expressed the opinion that the Act of 1&67 
had failed because it attempted to lay down restrictive regulations as to the constitu
tion of the proposed industrial tribunals, and that the Act of 1872 had failed because it 
was too vague and did 'not contemplate existing concrete bodies. He suggested that 
future legislation might be more successful if it facilitated the acquisition or certain 
legal powers by boards of conciliation or arbitration already existing, or to .be formed 
and fulfilling certain simple conditions. 
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157. Some witnesses desired to see the edtablishment of boards of arbitration Propoaala for 
appointed wholly or partly by the Stat.e. The form of State Board usually suggested State Boards. 
is that of assessors taken equally from the employers and workmen of a trade or 
district, together with an official with a. deciding vote appointed by Government. 
Other witnesses desired to limit the function of the State to the appointment, upon' 
the application of either party or upon its own initiative, of an official to hold local 
inquiries and make special investigation upon the occasion of any trade dispute, with 
a view to a report which should guide public opinion into the right direction, and 
bring it to bear against the side in fault. ' 

158. A Bill .. to make provision for conciliation and arbitration in labour disputes" M.r. Mun
was brought into the House of ComlRons in the Session of 1~93 ~y the ~resident della', BilL 
of the Board of Trade on behalf of the Government.· ThIS BIll proVIdes that 
I' Where a difference exists, or is apprecended between an employer, or any class of 
employers, and workmen, or between dltl'erent classes of workmen," the Board of 
Trade may, .• on the application of any of the employers or workmen appoint a 
person or persons to act as conciliator or as a board of conciliation." The Bill 
further proposes to give the Board of Trade power, in cases where it may Beem desirable, 
to take the initiative in aiding by advioe and local inquiries the establishment of boards 
of conciliation in any district or trade. It also provides that any board of this 
kind established, either before or after the passing of the Act, may apply to the Board 
of Trade for registration. It is not proposed in this Bill that any board should, 
through such registration, acquire any powers of summoning witnesses, examining 
documents or enforcing awards, but, upon registration, it would become the duty of 
every such board to furnish such retUT1ls and reports of its proceedings as the Board 
of Tmde should require. 

159. Another Bill of a more elaborate kind was introduced in the same session by Sir John 
Sir John Lubbock, Mr. Charles Fenwick, Mr. Howell, Mr. Mather, Mr. Montagu, L?bbook'a 
Sir Francis Powell, and Sir Albert Rollit, and is supported by the London Conciliation Bill. 
Board, which represents the views of a considerable number of employers and workmen 
in the Metropolis. This BilJ provides that any board of conciliation alld arbitration 
established either before or aft.er the passing of the Aot, and consisting of an equal 
number of representatives of employers and employed, may apply to the Board of 
Trade fOI' registration, The effect of registration would be to oonfer upon any 
conciliation board, and arbitrator or umpire appointed under the Act, the power, in 
proceedings under the Aot, ,to examine witnesses on oath. The BilJ also containe 
means by which witnesses and documents may be legally brought before the 
proposed boards of oonciliation; but no person is to be compelled to produce any 
document whioh he could not be compelled toproduoe on the trial of an action, nor to 
produce the books or accounts of any trade union, nor to answer any question as to 
profit or loss which he objects to answer. The following clauses of the Bill are 
Important, and may be quoted textually, viz. :-

"Where the parties to any labour or trade dispute arising out of an existing 
.. agreement, enforceable at law, have agreed in writing to submit the matters to 
" arbitration under this Act, the award on such Bubmis~ion shall be tinal, and may, by 
"leave of the High Court or a Judge be enforced in the same manner as a jud~ment 
co or order of the High Court to the same effect: provided always, that nothing in this 
" -Aot shall be taken to authorise a conoiliation board, or any arbitrators or umpire, to 
.. fix compulsorily a rate of future wages, or price of labour or workmanship, at which 
.. the workmen shall in future be paid, save as herein-after provided." (Clause 12.) 

.. If both or all the parties to any .labour or trade dispute have .agreed, in writing, 
.. to submit to arbitration under this Act Rny question dealing with the rate of future 
I' wages, or price of labour or workmanship, and have each voluntarily deposited with 
" the oonciliation board a sum of lUoney or satisfactory security for a sum of money. to 
co be forfeited as a penalty by such part! if he breaks the awlfrd when made, the board or 
.. arbitrators or umpire may insert in the award a clause providing that such penalty shall, 
I' in the event of breach of the award by either party, he paid over to the other party, 
I' and such penalty, if incurred, may be recovered in a summary manner." (Clause 13.) 

This proposal appears to be open to the criticism, among others, that if a small 
section of the workmen or employers, who througn their representatives had submitted 

• Copi •• of thi. Bill and of II1r.Mund.Iu.'. Conciliation Bill of 189-1 are prio\c(las Appendi" IV, 10 Ihi. 
Report. 
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to an arbitration, subeequently l'efused to submit tl) the award, it would be difficult; to 
say whether this amounted to a breach of the award by the whole body party to the 
arrangement, entitling. the .other PlI;rty ~ re~over the sum deposi~d, or part of it. 

The schedule to thIS Bill contams directions for procedure In cases where parties 
to a labour dispute have invoked or agreed to accept the intervention of a conciliation 
board. End~~vo~r is, in t~e ~t in~tance,.to be made to bring.L~e par~i?B ,to agree by 
way of concihatlOn, and, If tuat falls, to mduce them to agree m WrItmg to sub,mit 
the matters in dispute to arbitration. The scheduie contains directions as to the 
mode in which arbitrators, equally representing employers and workmen, shall be 
appointed, and for the appointment of an umpire, if the arbitrators fail to agree. 

160. Information has been collected on behalf' of the Commission with regard to 
the subject (among many others) of conciliation and arbitration in the c"lonies and 
foreign countries. This information, together with the text of various legislative 
measures and proposals, will be found fully set fOl'th in the Colonial and Foreign 
Reports wbich have been published, but it has been thought convenient to print, at 
AppendixV. to this parl of the Report, a special paper, drawn up by the Secretary, dealing 
concisely with methods of conciliation and arbitration as practised in other countries. 
The general result of this information would appear to be that purely voluntary institu
tions for these purposes, quite independent of State action. are in most countries, and 
perhaps in all, more rare than they are in this country. The reason of this appears 
to be in some countries the weakness, from one cause or another, of industrial organisations 
on either side; in other countries the depth of the social or political divisions by which 
classes are I!eparated. On the whole it may probably be said with justice tbat, partial 
as the succees of such methods has been in the United Kingdom. thev have had there 
greater success than in any other country of industrial importance. • 

161. It will be seen that in France, where the "Conseils de Prud'hommes" 
have had a long and successful history, and in othe~ countries which have 
followed this example, boards composed of employers and workmen, and invested 
by the State with compulsory judicial powers in the case of small claims arising 
out of the interpretation of existing agreements, have acted usefully in sct~ling 
questions of this kind. Recent legislation has been directed in France, Belgium, 
and Germany towards the establishment of methods and institutions for dealing 
with the collective disputes relating to the re·settling or alteration of wage
rates, or other matters of general importance, which are the most usual and 
senous causes of strikes. In several of the American StatM laws have been passed 
authorising the formation of boardll of conciliation and arbitration, two of which at 
least, those of New. York and MaBBachusetts, seem to have done work of a useful kind. 
It does not, however, appear that either on the European Continent or in the United 
States means have yet been devised for the compulsory substitution of resort to 
arbitratioll for strikes and lock-outs, or for the enforcement of awards ill collective 
disputes against those who are unwilling to accept them, or for legal recognition of 
collective industrial agreements made between organised bodies of employers and 
workmen.- Various proposals of a wider range h,ave been made in the Australasian 
colonies, in which trade organisations are strong, with a view to the prevention or 
settlement of trade disputes. The New South Wales Act of 189l. which was made 
after an inquiry held in 1890 by a Royal Commission on strikes, appears, however. to 
be the only instance of a large measure of actual legislation on t,h~ matter . 

• Tbe Secretary .tatea in his Report on tbe Labour QuestioD in France (0 •• page 33) tI.at it WIB decided 
by the Tribunal or Commerce for tbe Seine, OD February 4tb, 1892, tbat .. all agreements eDt.",d into 
" between employers and their syndicated workers for determinatioD of tbe conditione of labour comnitut.e a 
.. veritable cODtract, for the ob"" ... 8"ce of wbich employ ..... may be I.gally beld ".poo8ible, and tbe ."'.UIiOD 
" of which may, if necessary, be ordered. under compulsion." 

In France trade n!!8OCialiooa ('1IruJi£at,) formed in accordaDce witb the law 01 1884 I""""'s. I.gal penonality, 
and CAll aue and be .ued. 
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V. 

LIMITATION OF HOURS OF WORK BY LEGISLATION. 

L GBIIBJW. V IBWB. 

2. A UNlVBRSAL EIGHT HoURII DAr. 
3. AROUll.B!1'r8 01' A GBIIBRAL CHARACTBR I'OB. AND AGAIliST 'rBB PB.lNClPLII 01' LIIOAL 

RBsnuCTION. •• 

4. TILADB OPTION, DIS'rB.ICT OPTION, AND TRADB EUIIP'rIOli. 

5. AROUJlBN'l'8 I'OB AND AGAI!IST SPBClAL LBoISLATION DBALING lfITIl TOB HOURS 01' W OU: 

IN SPROUL IIIJIU!Jl'BIB8 • 

• 
• 

I.-GB!IBJW. Vmrs. 

162. The title of the" eight hours day" is that which is usually given to the movement DeflDitiOll. 
for legislative reduction of hours of mbolJr. . Ita advocates do not, however, necessarily 
mean that an eight hours day is a final ideal as to the length of the working day. 
Reduction of the normal standard of hours of labour has always been one of the leading 
objects of trade unions; the aim of the modern movement is the attainment of this 
end by legislation. The working classes are as yet by no means unanimous as to 
the Buperiority of legislative over voluntary action in this matter; but to judge by the 
history of trade union congresses and other indications. the party of legislative 
intervention has been steadily gaining ground during recent years. It is, however, true 
that, whilst the ratio of those voting against has decreased at trade nnion congresses, 
the experience of the last three congresses has shown a remarkable increase in the fro-
portion of those not voting at all to those voting for and against this intervention. . , . 

163. A broad distinction is to be drawn, within the sphere of legislative action, between Distinclioa 
a limitl\ti~n of ~ours of labc;>ur impose~ on al~ trades alike, a~d 01!8 of wbich the ::. 
operation IS partl!U alld sele~tive, B:nd ~~Ita. of dIfferent t~es bemg dIfferently treat!ld. and pmjal 
In the case of voluntary action thiS dlstmction does not ansa, bE-cause voluntary actIon restriction. 
by ita very nature operates partially, and cannot affect all trades simultaneously and 
uniformly. 

164. The typical form of the proposal for universal legislative restriction is the absolute Forma of 
prohibition. extending to every trade. and admitting of no exception for overtime even propaoa18. 
at extra pay. of all labour beyond eight hours a day. or a total of 48 hours a 
wOOL . 

165. Proposals for partial legislative restriction are either (I) gtmeral in scope though 
permissive in B:pplication. eIllpowe~in~ each trade to deci~e the question of hours ~or 
itself, such decls10n to be legally bmdmg on all engaged lU the trade; or, (2) special. 
dealing with individual industries by special enactment. 

166. Under the former head IDay properly be included not only .. trade option," which 
would leave the initiative in reducing hours to be taken bv each trade (or. as some 
suggest. trade-district) for itself. but also what is known" as .. trade exemption," 
where a general standard of hours is established by law. with permission to any trade 
to claim exemption from it. In beth cases the essential point is that the number uf 
hours which it is lawful to work in any trade is ultimately left to be decided according 
to the wishes of a majority in the trade itself. 

.. CoD4"U. where held. Tear . For Legislati ... e 
Io.tenenticm. 

Agam.t Lopl ...... 
IntenentioD. Neutral. 

Liverpool. 1890 193 1M 109 
Newcastle 1891 285 183 84 
Glugow " 11192 l!OS 1M 130 
:BeUaot • 1893 97 111 265 
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2.-A UNIVERSAL EIGHT HoURS DAY. 

167. It may, perhaps, be collected from thA evidence that legislation enaoting an 
universal legal day of labour for all occupations is not cousidered by many persons to 
be within the range of practical politics. Most of the witnesses who expressed them. 
selves, in a. general way, as in favour of legal limitation of hours, admitted that it was 
not p"ssible, at present. to go further than the method of trade option. or, at furthest, 
of trade exemption. 

168. ,This is what might naturally be expeoted, in view of the fact that the working 
classes themselves are far from unanimous in demanding an eight hours day, and that 
in many employments it would be obviously impracticable. or at lellst excessively 
inconvenient, e.g., agriculture. seafaring, and domestic employment. Assuming that 
an eight hours day could be enforced universally, and with advantage to the community, 
the proposal to enforce it by direct enactment would no doubt have the merits of 
simplicity and of thorou~h)less. On the other hand a uniform limitation of hours, 
extending over the whole range of industry, is open to formidable objections, from 
which the methods of partial restriction are by comparison free. There must always 
exist a presumption against imposing artificial unifromity of conditions on industries in 
their nature utterly dissimilar. 

169. Trades differ endlessly in their circumstances. Some are healthy; others more 
or leI'S unhealthy. In some, the labour is severe i in others. light. In some, work is 
continuous; in others, intermittent. In some, the chief strain is on the attention; in 
others, on the physical powers. In some, the houre must be practically the salDe for all 
the men employed; in others, there is room for variety, Some trades depend on seasons 
or on fashions, or on the weather; others are more regular. In some, it may be prac· 
ticable to work on the shift system; in others, not. In some, reduction of hours may lead 
to more men being employed; in others, to fewer. In some, it may involve diminution of 
output, and therewith increased cost of production; in others,counteracting influences may 
prevent such results from folloWing. In some industries tl::e increased cost may be in 
large part shifted on to the consumer; in others, it wjll be a tall', at all events at first, on 
profits, or on wages, or on both; in others, it will check demand and injure consumer, 
employer, and workman alike. In some, wages may be the chief item in the cost of 
production; in others, expenditure on plant or on raw material. Some have foreign 
competition to reckon with; o1;hers not so. Some trades necessitate processes which 
cannot be brought to an end at the stroke of the clock; in others there is no Ruch 
difficulty. 

170. These considerations (which might be easiiy multiplied) arc sufficient to show 
how serious are the objections which any legaJ enactment establishing a uniform limit 
of ,hours for all employments would necessarily have to encounter. 

171. Many of the arguments put forward by witnesses in support of legal limitation 
of hours (even by thos" who' did not hesitate to favour uniformity enforced by direct 
enactment) apply in the first instance to limitation of hours in particular trades or 
classes of trades. There is, howAver, one economical argument of a general character, 
of which mention may be made here, not only because of the influence which it 
appeared to hav!! with more than one important leader of working.class opinion, but 
also because, it' it be valid in its most general form, it would really go far to justify 
l,egal restriction of hours in all trades to a mmmum of eight or even less. 

172. The interests of the working classes, it was argued, will not suffer from a 
reduction of the hours of labour. The reRult of such a reduction will be, either to 
diminish or not to diminish output (or service rendered) per man. In the latter case 
no one will lose, while the workman will gain in additional leisure. In the former 
case the cost of production will be increased, but the loss will not fall on the workman. 
It will fall either on the consumer, who will have to pay a higher price for the 
commodity, or on the employer, who will be obliged to employ more hands, and who 
will be unable to recoup himself by reducing wages, because the absorption of the 
unemployed will relieve the competition of the labour market. 

17a. The soundness of this reasoning was contested by other witnesses. who urged 
that the working classes are, consumers as well a8 producers. that work alone can 
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create a demand for work, that any serious encroachment on profits and interest would 
tend to drive capital away from the country, and that, even if it be granted, for the sake 
of argument, that an eigbt hours day would at the outset have the effect of absorbing 
t1:e unemployed;the eVil of want of ell1ployment would before long recur whereas 
the remedy of successive reductions of hours is one that would rapidly be exhausted. 

This and some additional arguments are set out more at length in the statement 
which follows. 

a.-ARGUMENTS or A GENBBAL CHARACTER rOR AIID AGAINST THE PRINCIPLE or LEGAL 
RllsTBICTION. 

174. If the proposal to establish a universal eight hours day may be dismissed as 
impracticable, the general considerations that remain in favour of or against the 
principle of legal restriction can be most conveniently set forth in immediate connection 
with the proposal that the Legislature should sanction the hours of work fixed in each 
trade by a binding decision of the trade itself. These genE'ral considerations can, of 
course, also be given a special application, and in that form may be used as arguments 
for or against the limitation of hours in this or that particular industry by special 
enaotment. 

175. In favour of intervention by the Legislature the chief arguments put forward were General . 
as follows:- arguments IU 

_ .upport> of 
(1.) The proposal to enforce a legal limit on the hours of adult male labour is not 'he principlo 

without precedent in our legislation. Such limitation was not indeed directly, of I~. 
but prlWtically the result of the Factory Acts in the caso of men employed in' re8trict.on. 
faotories. There are also many precedents in the case of much older Precedenls. 
legislation. Generally, it is urged that it is noL necessary to look for precedents, 
inasmuch as the oollective activity of the nation has advanced, is advancing, 
and ought to advance. • 

{2.) In many industries the hours are still so long as to be injurious to health. Even Homs now 
if this does not affect the health of the present generation 'of workers, it may work~ 
injure that of the next. In some industries long hours are a source of danger o"' ..... ve. 
to the men employed and to the publio. In any case the working olasses 
should have additional opportunities for recreation, for self.improvement, and 
for the fuller realisation of family life. 

(:1.) The economic dangers which some apprehend would result from fixing a legal Economic 
limit to the hours of labour over the heads of the flmployers have been greatly c.on.id~ra. 
exaggerated by the supporters of the existing I!ystem. t.OnB. 

(a.) To diminish the hours of work in any trade is not necessarilv to dimInish 
produotion. Experience shows that in many industries reduction of hours 
is consistent with maintenance, and even increase of output, and consequently 
that in those trades the same number of men working shorter hours can 
earn at least as much as when they worked longer hours. This result may 
be due either to the men working harder during the shorter hours and 
wasting less time, or to the employer under stress of competition introducing 
improvements in machinery, o.r in the organisation of work. 

(b.) In the .case of o~her industr!es~ such ~ railways .and tramways, :md perhaps 
certalD preduolDg trades, It IS admitted that, if wa·ges are to remain the. 
same, ~imini8hed hours 'Yould increase the cost. But here. the general 
economlo argument, to whICh referenoe has already been made lD oonnection 
with the preposal for a universal eight hours day, may be applied to the 
oase of each particular industry. IIi sOll1e trades the increased cost can. be 
shifted on to the publio, espeoially where the commodity is one necessarily 
in demand, and where anything in the nature of a monopoly exists. When 
the public cannot be mado to pay more, it does not follow that the industry 
will suffer. The loss will prohably fall upon profits, which in most trades 
are able to bear th~s additional burden without any risk of diminishing 
empl?y.ment, checking enterprise, <?r driving capital away. Demand 
remalDlDg the same, more hands w1l1 have to be employed. This will 
IIbsorb the unemployed, ease the competition of the labour market, and have 
the effect of maintaining, if not of raising, wages all reund. Men who are 
now .. me~ burden on the rates or on the funds of their trade union will 

Ha 
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thus be enabled to .. create value," and being in receipt of regular wagee 
wilJ add to the l'egular and steady demand for goods in the oountry. 

(c.) Experience shows that inoreased wagelil and diminished hours do not injure 
our foreign trade in the international competition, for that trade haa 
increased pOll'i jJQ,8SU with improvement in the oondition of the working 
classes in both these respeots. . 

(4.) 'rhe acknowledged drawback to a legal eight hours day for all trades is its want 
of adaptability t.o different and varying oircumstances. The method of trade 
vote meets this difficulty by leaving to each trade liberty of decision for itself •• 
There may be differences, of opinion as to the p,recise pegree of liberty to be 
accorded; but it might be made to extend so far as to allow a trade to fix its 
own hours at any daily nnmber or average daily number it thought fit, and if 
the experiment proved a failure, to repair its mistake by the simple process 
of rescinding the vote. 

No doubt within the trade (or within the partioular trade-distriot, if looal 
. voting were ad~p~d) the operation of ~ t~de-voter~stric~ing t~e ho~rs ~f 
work must be l'lgld and uniform. But m thIS oase uIUformlty bl'lngs With It 
more advantages than disadvantages. . 

(a.) Long hours proceed from the competition of employer with employer in the 
same trade. Employers ought to be prevented from competing in this way 
at the expense of their workmen. If this were done, work would become 
more steady, continuous, and regular: The total demand' for the produce 
would remain the same, while production <vould necessarily be spread out 
over longer periods. Alternations of rapid production and slack produotion 
would be avoided, and oonsequently those periods of overwork and under
work that are so pernicious to the working classes. 

(b.) Again, it is desirable to divide work and wages more equally among workmen. 
At present the physioally stronger and morA energetic man gets an unfairly 
large share at the expense of his weaker.brethren, by working unduly long 
hours. A uniform limit in each trade would.prevent this. 

(c.) Some witnesses were of opinion that it is desirable, ill the interests of .. fair 
competition," to insist on uniformity even as between one trade-district and 
another, and were, therefore, hostile to any propoeal fo.r giving each diHtrict 
the power of independent decision. 

(5.) The question of hours should be settled by legislative intervention rather than 
by negotiations between employers and employed: 

(a_) Because it would be qnicker done. 
(b.) Because negotiations with employers commonly imply a struggle. Strikes 

are a bad and costly method. A strike is .. equivalent to private war, a 
" merA relic of barbarism, costly and even dangerous to the nation in its 

t · " "opera Ion. 
(c.) Because experience shows that in the matter of hours trade unions are too 

weak to cope with employers, and that t.he men lose in hard times the 
advantages they gain in good times. 

(d.) Because only a small proportion of the working classes belong to trade unions, 
ana because it is precisely those workers who are most injured by long 
hours who have the greatest naturaldifficultieB in combining to obtain a 
reductipn. 

Arguments • 176. In opposition to these arguments, and in favour of adhering to the present system 
in opp08i~ion of fixing the hours' of labour by voluntary arrangement between employers and 
to the prm- h f 11" 'd t" d ciple of legal employed, teo owmg consl era Ions were urge :-
restriction. (1.) The Legislature ought not to intE;rfere with the liberty of adult workmen, no~, 

without special cause shown, to mtervene between adult workmen and their 

Precedents. 

Health in 
COL.Dootion 
with hon ... 
of labour. 

employers. Previous factory legislation with regard to the hours of women 
and children, or boys working underground, is no precedent, and the example 
of more ancient precedents is one rather to be avoided than to be followed. 

(2.) The present hours in the great majority of trades are not so long aa to injure 
health. Health might be more injured by the strain of working at increased 
speed and pressure in reduc,;,d hours, and by the possiblerednction of meal 

• The word" trade" is examined (POd pll1'8graph 181), but it may be conmered goueraUy, far the purpooe 
of .... gument, to mean the workmen m the trade. 
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times where theh01ll'B ,reckoned are not those of actual work, but the total 
number of hours from the time at which work begins to the time. at which it 
ends. . 

Increased leisure would be a boon to the working classes, the value of which 
will not be disputed; but in the majority of trades this boon might be too 
dearly purchased. No doubt if it can be'shown that, owing to the peculiar 
conditions of any industry, the long hours worked in it are a source of dan gAr 
to the .public, or prejudicial to the health or the safety of the employed, a 
case may: be made out for special enactment dealing with such industry. But 
that is a very different matter from giving legal sanctiou to the vote of any 

. trade, a majority in which may desire to work shorter hours. Any such cases 
ought to be considered on then.. dpecial merits, and dealt with, if at all, on 

, grounds of public and general expediency. after full discussion in Parliament. 
(3.) Limitation of hours imposed by trade-vote would threaten serious injury to the Eco,:,onUc 

industries of the country, and through them to every clsss in the community. ~DSldera
To adopt such a. system would he to take a matter of vital moment to the \ions. 
Buccessful conduct of a business out of the hands of those who alone are in 
8 position to unders~and the conditions on which its successful conduct 
depends. The economic arguments used on the other side are in some cases 
fallacious, in others incomplete. 

(a.) In some trades, chiefly those in which little machinery is used, it might be 
that reduction of hours would not dill?inish the output, and in those 
trades in which much machinery and other plant is used the output might 
be actually increased and its proportionate cost diminished by a shortening 
of hours, without a lowering of wages, where two shifts could be worked 
instead of one. In most trades during the last 50 years hours have, as a 
matter of fact, been reduced gradually, while at the same time the 9utput 
per man has been maintained; and, in some cases, even greatly increased. 
During the same period wages have advanced. But it is a mistake; speaking 
generally, to infer any camal relation between diminished hours' aad in~reased 
ouiput, or between diminished hours and increased wages. All these things 
are in the· main effeots of the. same causes, viz., the improvements of 
machinery' and other perfecting' of modes of· production, the dimi
nution in the rate of profits which has been the' natural result of the 
great increase iu capital and business ability competing for the assistance 
of labour in produotion, and the expansion of markets for produce. 
In consequence of this, workmen have been able to produce and 
consequently earn more with less work than formerly. Employers have 
gradually, now in one trade and now in another, been able to concede 
higher wages and diminished hpurs, as the improving circumstances of 
each trade allowed them to do so. It does not follow that because such 
increase of wages and diminution of hours have been found possible in a 
period of improving machinery, growing population, and expanding 
commerce, it would be .equally possible. during a period in which 
mechanical invention may for the time be exhausted, population at home 
cease to grow, the competition of foreigners increase, and our own foreign 
trade, so far from expanding, contract. The present system of negotiations, 
and even contests, between employers and workpeople in each trade tests 
the possibility of concessions. Where an eight hours day is economically 
harmless it will cpme of itself; where.it is economically injurious (and in 
judging this the employers must have some welght) it is probably un
desirable. 

(b.) When reduced hours mean diminished output, it is vain to suppose that the 
loss can be thrown on the public or on the employer8 without prejudicially 
affecting the working classes, both directly and indirQctly. The working 
cla.~ses are consumers as well as producers; and if they have to pay a 
higher price. for what they consume, this is tantamount to a reduction m 
the rate of real wages. In some favoured trades the worker might, at all 
"vents for a time, gain more as worker thlldl he would lose as consumer. 
But if Parlillment we're to help the workers in any particular trade to tills· 
resu~t,by giving the . force of la~ ~o ,~ .vpte. ~ the majority in the trade, 
Parliament would be In effeotasBlsting a sectIon of the community to vote 
i~self .the proceeds of a tax laid 011 the CO;JIlmunity I\t larse or on the allieq 
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industries. When the publio cannot be made to pay more the industry 
itself must eventually suffer. Increased cost of production may be thrown 
on the employers when there is a margin of profit that will bear it, and the 
existence of B large fixed capital will often induce employers to carryon 
operations for a time even at a. 108s. But an attempt to encroach on ~rofits 
and interest throughout a trade muet end in slackening the supply, If not 
in causing the withdrawal of the capital whioh it barely pays to utilise for 
the purpose of employing labour Bt the present rates of interest, in checking 
enterprise, and in augmenting the number of the unemployed. It is work 
which creates demand· for work, and diminished produotion cannot oause 
any general absorption of the unemployed without either trenching on 
the wages of those employed already or (!iminishing the rate of profits auo 
interest to an extent that will recoil on the working classes themselves. 

Foreign competition is likely to grow more formidable rather than less so, 
because it is not in the nature of things that we should be able to maintain 
that lead· among the nations of the world which various circumstances 
united to give us at the beginning of the great manufacturing era. No 
safe inference can be drawn 8S to the future from the fact that in the past 
our foreign trade has continued to increase along with increased wages and 
diminished hours. Such an argument takes no account of all the manifo1<1 
causes which have. combined to determine our prosperity, both absolutely 
and relatively to that of our competitors abroad; nor does it take account 
.of the fact that a great part of the increase of our foreign trade indicates a 
growing dependence on other countries for food and raw material, 
including such things as wool, wood, and iron ore, of which we once had 
abundant supplies of our own. 

(4.) The extreme inelasticity of u. universal eight hours day is avoided by the trade. 
vote system, so far as regards the differences between different industries. 
Nevertheless, within the confines of 8 trade (or trade·district, as the case may 
be), it would still have the effect of establishing a rigid uniformity that 
would in !Dany CBses work both injury to the trade aud injustice to 
individuals. ' 

As regards· different trade·districts, the danger has been realised, and a 
division of opinion created, even among ardent advocates of legislative 
intervention. Hence the proposal of district uption in place of trade option. 
The conditions under which certain industries are carried on, whethtlr in 
respect of natural advantages or of methods of ""orking, differ so widely in 
different parts of· the country, that enforced uniformity of hours might in 
one district prove the destruction of the industry to the advantage of those 
very competing districts by· whose votes the reduction of hours had been 
carried. 

Similar inequalities may also exist between different establishments, even 
in the same district. It may easily happen for instance, that one coal mine 
can be profitably worked with an eight hours day from bank to bank, whereas 
another in the same- neighbourhood would, under like oonditions, have to be 
closed. A hard·and·fast limit of hours might be fatal to young and rising 
businesses trying to make their way against the competition of old. 
established and powerful businesses. 

(a.) As l"egarqs the supposed effect on the fiuctu stions of trade, it is, in the first 
. place, rash to assume that a trade COUld. be ~ucce88fully carried on in w~lOh 

supply was prevented from accommodatmg Itself to the nat,ural fluctuatIOns 
of demand. But apart from. this, in a manufacturing country like Great 
Britain, the dominant causes of fluctuation of industry, and cousequantiy of 
ewployment, are the alternations of credit and want of oonfidence in the world 
of commerce. In a time of commeroial confidence. when trade is lively, there 
are not· many workmen out of employment. In times of commercial de. 
pression it is impo88ible to find employment for the same ~umbel" of workmen. 
Even, therefore, if hours were reduced, the result WOUld not be to find 
continuous employment in all times for all men . . / . 

(h.) A ore equal division of work and wages among their own members is a well
own object of trade unions. - Whether it would be a gail! to the commullity 
promote this object by empowering a m.ajority in the trade to fix a 

ri linIit {)f hours beyond which no man may work without subjecting 
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(b.) 

(0.) 

(d.) 
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himself and his employer to legal penalties, is, to say the least of it, doubtful. 
Such a system would severely handicap the slower workman, who would be 
prevented from making up in time for what be loses in speed; it would 
deprivA the strong and energetic workman of the advantages with which 
lJaturll has gifted him; it would operate with great harshness in the many 
cases where a temporary increase of earnings may be of urgent importance 
to a working man, and overtime his only means of obtaining it. 

(a.) Reduction of hours by a legally-binding vote of the trade, or by legislative Ezamination 
intervention in any other form, may be speedier, and yet less satisfactory of th~ 
in the end, than if brought about by negotiation between employers and ":;renor 
employed.. A reduction forced-gn employers at a time when it is economically :Ia;:~ for 
Inexpedient by men who are probably not in possession of the essential facts legialative 
of the case, can hardly be otherwise than injurious to the workmen them- intervention. 
selves. But the harm may have been done before they find this out. 

Conflicts turning virtually on· the question of hours would not necessarily be 
obviated by removing it from among the matters at present left to mutual 
arrangement between the parties. It is possible that, if hours were reduced 
by a trade-vote, the employers would reply by giving notice of a reduction 
of wages; and a conflict might ensue, fought, avowedly, on the question of 
wages, but practically involving the question of hours. 

No good reason has been adduced for legislative interference with the hours of 
work in the generality of trades which would not equally apply to the case 
of wages. It is true that the workers are liable to lose in bad times what 
thAy have gained in good timee. But this is not more true of reduction of 
hours than of increase of wages. As regards the skilled trades, it is less 
true. Reduction of hours is, in fact, a form of increased pay. The working
day is decidedly shorter in most industries than it was 50 years ago·; an~ 
if the working classeR are beginning to attach a greater relative importance 
to short hours than to high wages, there is every reason to suppose that the 
redllction of hours will proceed more quickly in the future th&n it has in the 
past, unless our commercial prosperity Buffers a check. 

The argument fOl' lllgislative intel'vtlDtion drawn from the large proportion and 
comparative helplessness of the un organised workers cannot be urged in 
Bupport of a decision by trade-vote without raising the question of the 
machinery by which such decision is to be ascertained. It would probably be 
founn that the difficulty of arriving at the decision of a real majority of 
those engaged in a trade, as well liS the difficulty of enforcing it when 
arrived at, would render the system· almost unworkable in the case of an 
industry where there existed little or no or~anisation among the workers. 
Indeed, the practical difficulties which, as will presently appear, beset every 
variety of the trade-vote system, were considered by some witnesses to be 
80 serious as of themselves to present an insuperable obstacle to its adoption. 

4.-TRAllR OPTION, DISTRICT OPTION, AN1l TRAllE EXEMPTION. 

177, 'fhe difference between trade option and trade exemption has already been Comparison 
indicated. Under a system of trade option the presumption would be in favour of of t.rncle . 
leaving the working-day to be determined, as at present, by agreement; under a lIystem of 0:::iJ0n WIth 
trade exemption it would be in favour of a standard of hours laid down by law (generally ton~ exeml'
a8sumed to be an eight hours day), and any trade objecting to that standard would be 
required to protest by a formal vote, in order to be exempted from the operation of the Act. 

178. The principle of exemption has been.adopted by decisive majorities at successive 
meetings of the Trade Union Congress in preference to that of option. The former ill 
more drastic than the latter, not only beoause of the presumption in favour of the 
legal standard which it carries with it, but also because. where little or no organisatiort 
existed, a trade would probably find a difficulty in making its voice heard, and sileuoe 
would be interpreted as consent to shorter hours, contrary, perhaps, to the real desire 
of a majority of ~hose engaged in the trade: Indeed, the form of exem.ption approved 
by the Trade Umon Congress confines the fIght of protest to the orgarused workers in 
euch case, Where, therefore, there was no organisation there could be no protest 
and uo exempt.ion from the standard established by law. ' 

U 7GUO. I 
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179. Trade exemption is also more rigid than trade option. Its supporters take 
it for granted that the legal standard. ~ould be fixed at a maximum of eight hours 
a day, or 48 hours a week; and theIr Idea seems to be that a trade should either 
acquiesce in this standard or else elect for exemption, and thereby lose all claim to 
have its hours of work fixed otherwise than by voluntary arrangement hetweeu 
employers and employed. This is not a logical necessity of the system, but it is 
probably the most natural form for it to take--" either an eight hours 'day, or else no 
help from the law." Trade option, on the other hand, would naturally tend to a 
greater degree of latitude; though, again, not of logical necessity. For instance, 
Mr. Mann's scheme, presently to be mentioned, is one of trade option, and eveu 
district oI?tion, yet it is as rigid as tra?~ ex:emptio~ in a~lowing no .legally-hinding ~ay 
beyond eIght hoUl's, and even more rIgId In that It delIberately WIthholds permiSSIon 
from any trade which bas voted itself all eight hours day, to go back upon its decision. 
S~ill these restrict.ions seem alien to the spirit. of .t.rade option, which, as compared 
WIth trade exemptlOn. may be regarded as lendIng Itself to somewhat greater variety, 
elasticity, aud freedom .. It is .probably on this IIcoount that th" modification of T,rade 
option referred to in this Report as district option, which gives yet greater latitude by 
allowing particular districts of a trace to dissociate themselves from the action of the 
trade generally, has found a considerable number of supporters, while its possible 
counterpart, district exemption, has had few, if any, advocates. . 

180. In regard to all these proposals, trade option, district option, and trade exemp
tion, two questions immediately. arise: First, how is a trade to be defined; and 
secondly, how, when defined, is its collective decision to be ascertained 1 

181. The practical difficulty in the way of defining a trade was very strongly put by 
Mr. Giffen, who spoke froin experience .gained in the preparation of official wages 
statistics. Is a "trade" to consist for legal purposes of a group of trades allied 
together in one large industry, or is each of these trades to be treated as an independent 
unit? Take, for instance, the cottOIl manufacture; that is really" not one trade but 
" 50, and as to the woollen manufacture, it is not one trade, but perhaps a hundred 
" or more." Similar divisions exist within the shipbuilding industry, the engineering 
indus~ry, the mining industry, the printing and publishing industry, and many others. 
In some cases these great indusLrial groups overlap each other. so that the same 
workman may belong to more than one. The same group will generally include 
bodies of unskilled workmen as well as bodies of skilled workmen. An Act of 
Parliament giving legal effect to a trade-vote would, of coune, have to lay down al! 
accurate definition of the limits of each trade. If the unit is to be a group of trades, 
perhaps with 'Widely divergent conditions, interests, desires, and necessities, a trade 
vote that imposed uniformity in the hours of work on all alike would be open to 
much the same objections as those which are urged against a universal eight hours 
day. Another. consequence would be ·that the vote of the skilled branches of the 
industry might be entirely swamped by the numerical superiority of the unskilled. 

182. If, on the other hand, each branch was constituted an independent unit, great 
• complication would result, and perhaps when various branches were working together 

within the same establishment, most serious embarrassment. Moreover, the various 
trades that go to make up a single great industrial group are mutually interdependent 
as regards division of the pl'OCeedd; and if one branch contrives to secure more than its 
share, thA others must be content. with less. Under the present system ihe different 
claims are adjusted by the play of free forces. not always with a result ideally 
satisfactory, but 'still in accordance with a kind of rough natural justice. A new 
element is brought in if the power of the State can be invoked to give the force of 
law to a trade-vote fixing the hours of work for one member of a group. Such a vote 
would in most cases have some economic effect upon the other members of the group, 
and if this. were fully understood it might easily come to be resented as unfair. 

183. If the system of district option were adopted, the 'law would not only have to 
define the extent of a trade, bu~ also to provide for the delimitation of boundaries, 
either directly, or indirectly by vote of the workers concerned. In some cases this 
would not be difficult; in other cases the divisions would inevitably be mor~ or les9 
arbitrary. 

Hal< is the 
decision of a 
trade to be 
8.!ce."tnioed ? 

184. With regard to the manner in which the ,decision of a trade ip to be ascertained, 
most of the witnesses on the side of the employed seemed to assumE' that any vote taken 
on the question of hours should be the vote of the workmen only, exclusive of the 
employers; or at least that the employer, should only be included on the footing 

X:, · 3' r'~,\.t 
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of .. one man one vote," which comes to much the same thing, An alternative suggestion 
was made that the consent of a majority of employers in the trade or district should be 
necessary as well as that of a majority of the employed; that is to say, that 
if a majority of employers and a majority of employed in a trade or district come 
to an agreement, about the limitation of hours, such agreement should be made 
legally binding upon any minority (If either. This proposal may certainly be described 
as a form of trade option, and it would meet some of the objections urged against trade 
optiou ad commonly understood. But it does not appear to be viewed with any favour 
by the advocates of the movement, or to be, indeed, fOT a moment contemplated by 
most of them. There would seem to prevail among them a general opinion that 
employers will not, as a rule, consen\.to reduce the hours of work unless they 
are consLrained to do so, and that consequently; to give them any voice in deciding 
upon a reduction of "hours in any trade would render the legislation ineffectual and 
futile. 

185. Much greater difference of opinion was shown on the question whether the liT thp vote 
decision of a trade should be given by a vote of a majority of the organised workers of whom 1 
engaged in it, or by a vote of th", majority of all the adult workers of both sexes, 
whether belonging to a trade union or not. 

• 
186. It would be no simple matter to set up. the machinery required for carrying Nece .... ry 

out the latter of Lhese proposals. In the first place an accurate register would machinery. 
have to be made of every worker engaged in a trade. This register would need 
to be kept up to dat.e with. the same care that is bestowed on a parliamentary or 
municipal register. How difficult this would be in the case of un8k:ille~ labour, 
etlpecially where there was much fluctuation of employment, will.pe readily 
acknowledged. ,Regulations would be required for the proper conduct of the voting, 
anq provision might have to be made against bribery, undue influenci!, and 
intimidation. '. " 

J.87. If· the voting,was confined to ,thec,mganised workers of, each trade, these 
difficulties, would be les8 serious, though still considerable. Such a proviso would, 
no doubt, also act as a stimuluf< to organisation, and an inducement to non-unionists 
to join the union. Aocordingly the resolutions submitted at meetings of the Trade 
Union Congress, in favour of option and exemption respectively, alike embodied the 
principle of confining the right of .. voting to the organised members of each trade. 
But upon this the question arises, Is such ali arrangement fair? A trade organisation 
often represents only a minority, and sometimes even a small minority, of the adult 
workers in the trade. 

188. Again, if only the members of a trade organisation are to vote upon the question 
of reducing the hours of work, and their deciSion is to be valid for the whole trade, 
it will be necessary to have a Jegal definition o{ "'organisation," such as to prevent any 
llogus or mushroom society that chose to register itself as a trade union from setting 
up 8S arbiter of the hours of labour in an otherwise unorganised industry. ' 

189. 'rhe various points raised in the preceding paragraphs did not, as a rule, appear 
to have beeu fully considered by the witnllsaes who gave evidence in favour of 
restriction of hours by the method of trade-vote. They were willing to admit that 
difficulties existed, but foil back on the general principle, contending that. the 
difficulties were not of a kind' which the wisdom of Parliament was unequal to 
solving; and that, in any case, no imperfections in the solution could for a moment 
weigh against the pressing evils of the exfsting system. 

190. Perhaps the most definite and detailed suggestions for legislation were those Suggestions 
oltered in the evidence given by Mr. Tom Mann, a member of the Commission by Mr. TOIll 

(Evidenoe, Whole Commission, 2738) :- . "Mann • 
.. (a.) That an Act. be passed fixing the maximum working hours at eight hours a 

.. day, or eight and a half for five days. and five and a half for the sixth 

.. (or made up in such otlier method as may be agreed upon), but not to 

.. excefld 48 bours a week, overtime to be a punishable offence, both for 

.. employer aud worker, except in cases of special emergency, such as ' break

.. downs. &c.,' or in th~ case, of agricultural labourers, when special provision 

.. would be made for harvest time." 
" (b.) That th~ administration of this Act shall be left with the county council, 

.. town council, local board, or such ,other local authority as shall bEl clearly 
" specified by the Act." 

12 
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.. (C.) That it shall be left with tbe adult workers of either sex, engaged in auy 
.. ?,ade or calling, to obtain tbe clearly exp~s8ed opinion of those engaged 
.. m the trade as to whether. or not they WIsh for the Act to bo applied to 
.. them, and that in the event of three-fifths being in favour of thtl 88me, 
.. their request be sent to the local authority responsible for the administration 
.. of the Act, which, being satisfied that the request is genuine, l111al1 imrue
.. diately notify the employers in the district that the provisions of the A('t 
.. will be put in force at a date of three months from the time tha application 
.. was made to them by the workers." . 

Mr. Mann further stated in the course of his evidence that he was prepared to 
extend his scheme so as to combine district option with trade option, and also that 
he would not object to giving legal sanction to a variation in the seasonal distribution 
of working hours (say, for instance, 49 per week in Bummer and 47 in winter), provided 
the average throughout the year did not exceed 48 per week. 

Observations 191. It will be observed with regard to this plan-(l.) That the employers have no 
on this plan. voice in the matter; (2.) That an eight hours day or forty-eight hours week is the 

maximum which could be made legal under the proposed Act, although there would 
be nothing to prevent the voting of a smaller number of hours; (3.) That Mr. Mann's 
proposal, as he subsequently explained to the Commission, does l!ot contemplate 
provision for increasing hours, or returning to the old hours of work, in case the 
experiment of reducing hours shouJ.d prove a failure; (4.) That though the local 
authority is entrusted with the administration of the Act, this apparently does not 
include the prl'lparation of a register or the conduct of the voting, these matters being 
left to the adult workers, male and female, in each trade; (5.) That the decision 
arrived at ey trade-vote requires confirmation by the local authoritrbefore it becomes 
legaUy binding, but so long as the genuine character of the vote is not in doubt the 
confirmation i8 merely formal. In connection with this last point, it is evident that 
if confirmation by some public authority, local or central, is required, and the 

'confirmation is not to be merely formal, but may be given or withheld upon con
sideration of all the circumstances of the case, such an arrangement is nothinD" less 
than a power of veto on the decision of a trade. Some witnesses were prepa;:;'d to 
see this power given into the hands of a suitable public authority; and a proposal 
put forward by Mr. Sidney Webb, to dispense altogether with the necessity for an 
elaborate trade-vote, and substitute for it an administrative order pure aDd simple, 
does but carry the same idea one step further. 

Fixing of 192. Mr. Webb proposed that, with regard to strictly local services, such as tramways 
b~u,,!, ?1 aDd shops, the local authorities should be enabled to fix such maximum of hours as they 
~ra~~,::s~rdpJ" plea~e. With regard to the more general irades, his plan was that the department 

. charged with the administration of the Factory Acts should have power to fix the 
maximum hours of labour in any trade by order made· after the result of full inquiry had 
convinced such department that such a limitation was in substantial accordance with 
the wishes Of the trade, and was feasible in all the circumstances of the trade. 

H is urged in favour of this scheme that a delegation of powers under the Factory 
Acts to municipal authorities·in some cases, and a central Government department in 
others, would be as efficacious as decision by trade vote or trade exemption in savin€;" 
the time of Parliament by relieving it from the applications now made to it for 
special Acts dealing with the hours of particular trades, while it would be in comparison 
less open to economic objections and less encumbElred with practical difficulties. 

It may perhaps' be gathered from the evidence that, although this proposal might 
be welcomed by some workmen belonging to the less willI· organised trades, it would 
probab1y meet with opposition from men belonging to some of the strong and well
organised industries, upon the ground that it gave too much power to an outside 
authority, and was therefore contrary to the principles upon which trade unions are 
founded and might in practice even injuriously affect their membership. 

5.-ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAIl!"ST SPECIAL LEGISLATION DEALING WITH THE HoURS 0' 
WORK III SPECIAL INDUSTRIES. 

1II;ncs, rail- 193. It remains to consider the proposals that have been put forward for dealing 
ways, sbops. by special enactment with the hours of labour in particular industries. The most 

important of these proposals have relation to the hours worked in mines, on railways, 
and in shops. 
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The very different methods of treatment recommended by the advocates of legisiative 
intervention in the case of these three industries respectively afford a remarkabl(l 
illustration of the extreme difficulty of applying a uniform and inflexible system to all 
trades alike. 

In the case of mines the proposal is for direct statutory limitation of honrs to 
a maximum of eight a. day from bank to bank. In that of railways, the obstacles 
opposed by the very conditions of the work to any absolute prohibition of overtime 
are seen to be so serious t'hat it has been felt unwise to go beyond regulative control by 
a public department, to be lIXercised when it can be shown that the hours of work are 
unreasonably extended. In the .case of shops, it seems to be acknowledg .. d that 
mere limitation of hours, whether statutory or permissive, would be an imperfect 
method of dealing with the problem, antI- the proposal that finds most favour with the 
advocates of legal restriction is for the compulsory closing of all shops at a fixed hour, 
subject to local option exercised by a certain majority in each class of shops. 

194. It is not intended in this Report to do more than refer cursorily to the question Hour. in 
of limiting by law the hours worked in shops an~ on railways. With regard to the shop., 
former, the evidenoe submitted to us was hardly sufficient to justify any definite 
conclusion.· The subject is in some. respects a peculiar one, raising issues not confined 
to the relations between employers and employed. Such information as was collected, 
by the Commission will be found in the Summa.ry, Group e., Part II., paragraphs 453 
to 457, a.nd in the Report, drawn up by the Seoretary, 011 the Conditions of Labour in 
the Colonies, pages 42-4. The experiment of early closing has been tried in Victoria, 
but with some difference of opinion &.S to results. 

195. With respect to the hours of railway servants, in view of the fact that a special Hours of 
inquiry was being held by a Select Committee of the House of Commons on this railway 
subject; it did not appear to us to be necessary or desirable that we spend mucl.t time servBnts. 

upon it. In pursuance of the recommendations of the Select Committee, the Rail-
way Servants (Hours of Labour) Bill was passed through Parliament, and received 
the Royal Ass~nt at the end of July 1893. This Aot enables the Board of Trade 
to receive and inquire into comp1aints made by or on behalf of any servant, or any 
class of servants of a rail way company, except those employed in clerical work or in 
rail way workshops, to the effect that their hours of labour are excessive or do not 
provide sufficieut intervals of uninterrupted rest between the periods of duty, or 
suffioient relief in respect to Sunday duty. The Board, if satisfied that there is reason 
in the complaint, is to order the railway company to submit, within a specified period. a 
schedule of time for the duty of the servants in question, so framed as to bring the 
hours within such reasonable limits !lS the Board shall approve, regard being had to all the 
circumstances of the traffic and the nature of the work performed. Should any railway 
company fail to submit the schedule when required, or to enforce the schedule when it is 
approved, the Board of Trade may r~fer the matter to the Ra.ilway and Canal 
Commissioners. These Commissioners will then hear the case and order the company 
to submit to them a sohednle for their approval. If the company continue to make 
default, it may be fined at the rate of lOOl. a day while the default continues. 

196. The question of restricting by la,w the hours of labour in mines calls for more 
detailed consideration here, not oniy on account of its intrinsic importance and the fact 
that a Bill dealing with it was read a. second time in the House of Commons during 
the late session of Parliament (1893). but also because of the great mass of evidence 
bearing on the· subject that was obtained by the Commission. 'l.'his evidence would 
have been yet more complete had not the MinerR' Federation (which embraces the 
great body of miners in Yorkshire, Lancashire. and the Midla.nds), alone among the 
great labour orgauisations of the country, declined to send representatives as witnesses 
before the Commission. That the Miners' Federation strongly supports a legal eight 
hours day for WOl'kel'S undergl'oun,d is well ·known, and we cannot but regret that 
we should havo received no assistance from this important body in arriving at a con-
clusion on the questions submitted to us. 

197. The Miners (Hours of Work) Bill, 1893, which passed a second reading in. the 
Houso of Commons on the 3rd of May, proposes to enact that" a person shall not, in 
" any ODe day of twenty-four hours, be employed underground in any mine for a period 
.. exceeding eight hours from the time of his leaving the surface of the ground to the 
.. time of his &.Scent thereto, exoept in case of accident," and makes the employer or his 
agent, a.nd not the workman, liable to penalty for contravention of this enactment. 
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In setting forth the arguments that have been urged for and against the principle 
of this Bill, it will not be necessary to repeat such as are generally apphcahle to 
legislative restriction of houn! in the case of any other industry, except in so far as 
they assume some special aspect when applied to the case of mining. 

The proposal to single out a particular trade for exceptional legislative treatment 
implies as its justification the existence of peculiar characteristics differentiating 
it from other employments. Thus the advocates of compulsory early closing rest their 
case upon the ground that the hours worked in shops are exceptionally long and 
injurious to health, and that the nature of the occupation makes it exceptionally difficult 
to secure shorter hou!'s by voluntary effort. So again the movement in favour of State 
regulation of the hQurs worked by railway servants has always been defended on the 
ground that long hours in this service are a source of danger, both to the railway 
servants themselves and to the travelling public. Similarly the advocates of a legal 
eight hours day for miners rest their main argument on considerations of the 
health and safety of the men employed. 

198. Mining is confessedly an occupation exceptionally dangerouFl, disagreeable, and 
laborious; it is also alleged that the hours now worked make it exceptionally 
unhealthy. It was not contended by witnesses before the Commission that the hours 
of labour in mines are long as compared with those of other industries,· but only that 
they are unduly long. having regard to the character of the work; and that eight hours 
a day of labour underground, in an impure atmosphere, with the risk to which miners 
are exposed of catching chills in changing from the hot air of the mines .to the cold and 
damp above, is as much as it is right to ask Bny man to work. Longer hours are 
(it is maintained) most injurious to health; they also increase the danger of a calling 
already dangerous enough. More accidents occur towards the end of a shift than at 
the beginning, simply in consequence of the hewers becoming over-tired. 

In further justification of the demand for special treatment for workers underground, 
it is asserted that the miners have, by an unmistakeable majority, declared themselves 
in favour of an eight hours day by legal enactment, Bnd in this respect stand or (if 
an exception is to be made with regard to the cotton operatives of Lancashire) stood, 
till lately, alone among the great industrial bodies of the Kingdom. 

199. These are the main reasons of a positive kind advanced in favour of statutory 
restriction of the hours of labour in mines to a maximum of eight from bank to 
bank. '1'he economical arguments put forward by most advocates of the measure 
are only ancillary to these, and are not so much reasons in favour of restrictive 
legislation as answers to economic objections urged on the other side. 

Argument 200. It is, however, worthy of note that the representatives of the Lanarkshire and 
8B to benefits Ayrshire miners openly advocated an eight hours day on the express ground that it 
!f~: :redu,," would have the effect of reducing output, and thereby give .. better wages, a hetter 
outpu~. price, and bigger profits," as well as provide work for the unemployed. This appeared 

to be with them a principal consideration, at least as important as any direct benefit 
to be derived from a shorter spell of work. There is some ground for suspecting that 
the views thus frankly expressed by the West of Scotland miners have, in reality, not 
been without influence on the. minet's' leaders in other districts also. For instance, 
it is often argued on behalf of the miners that only legislation can secure a uniform 
limit of honrs throughout the country, and that uniformity is necessary in order to 
prevent the unfair competition of long-hour districts with short-hour districts. This 
argument assumes that districts continuing to work long hours would have an 
economic advantage over the districts which had adopted an eight hours' day; but it 
is hardly consistent with the official view put forward by the Miners' Federation at . 
the Westminster Palace Hotel Conference (1891), that a reduction of hours would not 
diminish output, and therefore not increase the cost of production. Be that as it may, 
the evidence given before the Commission by witnesses representing the miners in 
districts other than the West of Scotland, and favourable to a legal eight hours day, 
certainly indicated that in their belief the output per man would be maintainerl in 
spite of reduced hours. The witness who appeared on behalf of the Merthyr and 
Aberdare district formed perhaps a solitary exception. In his opinion an eight hours 

• Mr. Pickard, however, stated &1 the Conference at the W.shninster Palace HOlel (1891) between coalownero 
and miners that the" hours which miners have to put in from the time they lp.ave their homes to engage upon 
" their work in Bny shift are, on the average, iooger than ju noy other trade or occupation in tbe country." (See 
lfinutcs of Evidence, Group A., Vol. I., Appendix XV!., page 485. For tho ""Iuol &Terage houre worked hy 
the hewers in the different districts from bank to bank (in no case more than 9l), or at 'ho face, exclusiv .. of 
meal times (in no CBse more than 8t), eee the tahle given in the Summari .. of Evidence, Gronp A., Part I., 
paragraph 19 (n). It must be rePlembered that the howero do not, as a rule, work the oix daye of the week. 
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day, from bank to bank, would ruin the industry in those valleys; he was therefore 
in favour of an eight hours 'Working day instead. 

201. In support of the view that the output per man would be maintained, it was Argume?tR 
represented- 88 to mBlJl-
• h d d' h' . t 1 h . al h tellllDce of (1.) That so muc epen SIn t IS occupation upon ac ua p yS1C energy, t at a output. 

man' could probably hew as much, by more concentrated work in a Illss 
time, as he now does in the longer hours. ' 

(2.) That under a system of shorter hours a miner would work more regularly 
through the week, instead of, as is now usual, taking one day or two 
days off. . 

(3.) That legal reduction of hours, eV4j1;l if for the moment it resulted in diminished 
output, wouid probably lead to better organisation,' to the introduction of 
improved machinery for extracting the coal, and to greater speed in winding 
it, so that the deficiency would speedily be made good. 

202. The case for limiting the hours of labour in mines by special enactment may be Summary of 
summed up thus :-Mining is an occupation exceptionally injurious to health, as arguu:.ents 
well as dangerous to life and limb from aocidents. Shorter hours would conduce to for l~~ 
healthiness and diminish accidents. A legal eight hours day, from bank to bank, is reatrlCJtion. 
asked for by an undoubted majority of those employed in the trade, and might be 
established without economic loss to anybody. 

203. If it be true that a decided majority of the miners are in favour of statutory Arguments 
restriction of hours for underground labour, the employers, on the other hand. seem agai,?-st.legal 
almost unanimously. opposed to it. To·the arguments used by. the advocate\ of ris:lCtlOnr 
special legislation they reply, that the case in favour of exceptional treatment for ~n:l?'':'' 0 
miners breaks down on examination; that shorter hours are not required for health, 
and would not diminish, but rather tend to increase, the dangers of the occupation; 
that the majority of miners (if indeef they are a majority) who favour an eight hOllrs 
day from bank to bank lire mistaken as to its economic consequences; and that if they 
realised the true fllcts of the case, and the manner in which the proposed measure 
would affect them individually if strictly enforced, they would cease to demand 
legislation and prefer the Slifer, if slower, method of claiming through their union a 
reduction in the haul'S of work whenever the conditions of trade in any district was 
such as to allow of it. A similar line was also taken by one or two" ineJependcnt " 
miners from the Midlands, and (speaking especially for their own district) by the 
representatives of the men of Northumberland and Durlj,am. 

204. As regards the laborious and disagreeable character of a miner's work it was Examination 
urged that this was commou to other industries as well, for which no exceptional of arguments 
treatment was demanded. C~nsiderations of health and safety might no doubt justify a to health. 
legislative intervention; but mining was not an unhealthy occupation, and shorter 
hours would not inorease safety. 

The weight of evidence certainly seems to be against the idea that coal-mining 
is an unhealthy oocupation, even when allowance is made for. the probability that 
weakly men either avoid entering or soon abandon it. Dr. Ogle, who has' given 
special attention to this subject, stated in his evidence that coal miners were among 
the healt,hiest set of men in all the trades he had examined, and that the same thing 
was found to hold good on the Continent also. In England and Wales, according to 
the witness, .. the death rates of coal miners are surprisingly low.· In spiie of their 
" terrible liability to accident, and their constant exposure to an atmosphere vitiated 
.. by coal dust, by foul air,and by an excessively high temperature, the comparative 
.. mortality of these labourers is considerably below that of all trades; nor is this 
.. only true of coal miners in the aggregate, but it is true, with one single exception, 
.. of the miners in each great coal area, taken separately . . . the one exception 
.. to the rule is furnished by South Wales and Monmouthshire ... but eVE'ln here, 
.. if deaths from accidents be left out of acoount, the rule holds good; the 
" mortality of miners from all other causes together is below that of the general 
.. male population." (Evidence, Whole Commission, 1683.) 

205. The contention that the larger proportion of accidents in mines occur during At. to acei
the later hours of the shift, and that therefore the increase must be due to the physical dents. 
and mentaJ. exhaustion of the miner, also seems to fail when brought to the test of 
figures. The statistios of aocidents, whether arising from explosions or from falls of 
roof and sides, cannot fairly be interpreted to indicate a 'preponderance of accidents 

14 
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during tne later portion of the snift. A good many witnesses indeed wllnt so far r.s 
tn say that the dangers of blining would be augmented rather than diminished b,' an 
cight hours day, because the hewers would be in such a hurry to get the full tal~ of 
coal in order to make up their usual wages, that they would be tempted to neglect 
the necessary repairs, and because the speed of winding was. already at the limit of 
safety, and any increase might itijelf lead to accidents. 

206. As for the economic effects of an eight hours day from bank to bank, a very 
general opinion was expressed on the part of the employers that the total output would, 
in most districts, be greatly reduced, chiefly 88 a result of the diminished hours for 
drawing and winding coal. The cost of production would be doubly increased, 
because, along with a reduced output there would have to be an increase in the 
permanent repairing staff. The result would probably be that Rome of the collieries 
which now work under least advantageous circumstances would have to be closed. 
Even if prices rose in the first instance, they would eventua]ly fall again, partly in 
consequence of the natural re-action of high prices on the demand for fuel for our 
home industries, partly because high prices caused by an artificial increase in the cost 
of production confined to this country would ~ve an advantage to foreign coalowners, 
who compete with us in foreign markets. A large measure of the los9 must ultimately 
fall on the men's earnings, but it was difficult to make them believe this. 

207. A point especially insisted on by some witnesses from Derbyshire who 
were working miners, and two of them members of the union, though they appeared 
before the Commission in an independent capacity, was the ignorance of the miners 
as to the bearing of the proposed measure on their individual comfort and 
convenience. These witnesses declared that when the ballot was taken in that 
district on the question of a legal eight hourR day, the men were confl\sed as to 
the real issue, and did not understand that if the Bill.became law they would be 
prevented from working a minute beyond the fixed hour or from working longer for 
their own sakes in busy times in order to make up for slack times. Men work in 
different ways and at different rates of speed· according to their respective capacities 
and temperaments, and it would be unfair on the slower workman to prevent 
him by law from working longer hour.s in order to make up for lack of speed. 
Moreover, the conditions of coal-mining do not allow of stopping work at a given 
moment, e.g., a bewer at the end of his day may see some necessary repair which he 
could do in 20 minutes, but which, if left to the next day, will take much longer. 

208. Another point remains to be considered. In support of a statutory eight 
hours day for miners, the following argument is often used :-Evlln the opponents 
of the movement (it is said) admit that eight hours of labour underground is as 
much as is desirable in every 24, and that an eight hour day s'lcured by trade 
union effort would be a good thing. If it is a good thing when obtained by trade 
union effort how can it be a bad thing when secured by legislation? 

This argument raises the important question, Is the proposed measure to be uniform 
in its operation and binding on all districts alike throughout the country, or is room 
to be allowed for local exemption 1 A.n eight hours day (it is urged) may be an 
excellent thing in the abstract, and yet but a doubtful boon if, in practice, it takes 
the shape of loss of employment for some and reduced earnings for others. It is a 
good thing when secured by combination, partly because it could not be so secured 
and maintained uulr)ss the state of the trade in the particular district admitted of it. 
A legal eight hours day is objectionable just because it allows no latitude and no 
exceptions. Coal,mining presents a range and variety of conditions such as can be found 
in few other industries. One stall differs in facility of working from another stall, 
one seam from another seam, one colliery from another colliery. To apply onc same 
bard-and-fast rule to the very different conditions which obtain, even within the same 
district, would give rise to anomalies and hardships; but if it is proposed to force a 
fixed limit of working hours on all districts alike, the difficulties become still more 
serious. At present there is a natural adjustment of hours to different circumstances 
in differeut districts. If the Legislature interferes with the natural adjustment, it will 
benefit some districts at the expense of others. 

209. It is in Durham and N orthumberlalld that this objection finds its strongest expres
sion. These districts carryon the work of coal-mining on a system peculiar to 
themselves. The hours of the hewers from bank to bank are decidedly less than 
eight, and shorter than in most otber districts, but the hours of the boys and lads 
amount to ten on a full working-day, though their work is, as a rule, comparatively 
light. The hewers work on a double shift system, which adjusts it.a!elf to a single 
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long' shift of winders and drawers; and the representatives of the miners' unions 
empbaticallv assert that, if the hours of the latter are reduced to eight, it will upset the 
system with which they are contented, and that no other system is practicable COli-

81st<:>ntlv with maintaining tbe prosperity of tbe industry. This was denied by one 
indepel;dent wilness from Northumberland, wbo placed a scheme of his own before the 
Commission.· The coalowners, however, confirm tbe view held by the great majority 
of tbe men, with tbe result that in these two counties employers and employed alike 
are opposed to a legislative reduction of bours. The men say they would gladly see 
tbe boul'S of tbe boys further diminisbed; but tbey maintain that, inasmuch as a 
lad working long hours at drawing, subsequently becomes a hewer and works on 
short shifts, the general effect of the syl!tem, looking at his whole career, is more 
advantageous to him than would be shtJrter hours for a few years with the risk of 
longer hours for the rest of bis life, and that, as regards the workmen generally, an 
eight hours day by law would produce greater evils tban it would remove. 

210. TilliS, st the present time, the great body of wners in the country is divided 
into two camps on the question of a legal eight hours day; nor does there seem any 
immediate prospect of a reconciliation, even on the basis of distriot option, eooing 
that the spokesman of the Miners' Federation has declared, on behalf of those whom 
he reprel!ents, that their object is "a uniform eight hours day for the underground 
toilers in the United Kingdom;' and that anything leBS would be entirely unacceptable.t 

VI. 

IRREGUJ.ARITY OF EMPI,OYMENT. 

1. CAusa OJ!' IRREGULARITY OJ!' EMPLOYMEN'I'. 

2. SPBCUL CASH OJ!' RIVBRSIDH LABoUR I1i PORl' OJ!' LoNDON. 

3. PROPOSALS AND OPINIONS WITH RESPECT TO PllEVlIN'rlVE ·RDlEDIBS OJ!' A GENEBAL 
CHARACTER, IKCLUDIliG THB EXTENSION OJ!' EMPLOYME!>'T BY PuBLIC 

AU'l'HOBITIBS. 

1. CAUSBS OJ!' IBREGULAEITY OJ!' ElIPLOYMBNl'. 

211. The subject witb which this branch of our inquiry is concerned is irregularity of 
employment and the means suggested for preventing it so far as it is due (1) to 
industrial fluctuations affecting a trade, 01' trade district as a whole; (2) to chronic 
excess (,f the supply of labour over the demand for it in particular industries; (3) to 
the ordinary vicissitudes of work in a normal state of trade. It must not be forgotten 
in considering this question, that although the distress due to want of employment is 
often very visible and very deplorable, the great mass of the working classes have 
fairly I"'gular employment. There are many who think that irregularity of employ
ment is on the whole less in proportion to population now than in earlier times, 
although manifested on a more striking scale in particular localities, and rightly 
attracting a larger share of public notice. . 

:l12. Our attention was specially called to the evils resulting from the great oscillations OsciUation. 
between bctivity and stagnation to which many of the trades of this country are ofcommerce. 
subject. Tbe demand for products of many kinds is sometimes so considerable as to 
put in motion all the productive forces and cause new capital to enter into production, 
and at otber times so slack as to throw a large part of such productive forces into 
partial idleness, although the proportion cf the increase or decrease to the normal 
demand may be found on examination to be comparatively small. Tbe alternating 
periods of brisk and dull trade are felt alike by skilled and organised workmen 
and by the comparatively unskilled and leBS strongly organised classes who are 

• D.t.il .... accouota of this, as .,.ell as other schem .. coosidered, hot rejected by the majority of the 
Iden, _ill he found in the Summaries of E,,;dence, Group A., Part I., ~"I'8ph 31. 

t .su MiDules of Evideoce, Group A.., Vol L, A.ppendix XVI., page 485. 
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employed under skilled artisans in manufacturing processes, and also in the transport 
of goods by land and water. In the case of skilled and well organised workmen 
slackness of trade makes itself felt in the form of increased pressure on the out
of-work benefit funds of their trade Aocieties, of sho.rt work, and ultimately, it may 
be, of reduced wage rates. In the caBe of the unskIlled and. less orO"anised men it 
takes the form of increased competition for employment and low w~lgeB. In both 
cases the total earnings of the men in the trade are smaller, and, excopt in so far as 
the situation is met by working short time, more of them are out of employment. 

213. Fluctuations of trade in this country are due to a variety of causes, the chief 
among which may be briefly indicated here. The majority of these periodical changes 
are connected in some wa. y with the state of commercial credit, and the willingness 
or unwillingness of business men to embark on new ventures. The state of credit in 
every country depends each year more and more on the general conditions of bueiuess 
throughout the world. Great Britain is specially sensitive to these international 
influences, because 80 much of her capital is invested abroad, and in ships trading to 
foreign countries, aud because so many of her most important industries depend 
largely on foreign demand. When credit is good and loans are easily obtained, much 
of the capital invested abroad goes to pay for orders to manufacturers in this country. 
The result is that production is greatly stimulated, especially of those things which 
are needed for the extension of railway, shipping, building, and manufacturing 
businesses. On the other hand, contraction of credit causes an immediate falling ofr 
of foreign demand; and any considerable falling off of foreign demand, especially if it 
takes producers by surprise, tends in turn to wea.ken credit. A shrinkage in the 
demand for our manufactures from particular quarters may of course have its origin in 
events not connected with the state of" international credit, such for instance as wars, 
revolutions, failure of crops, the setting up of . hostile tariffs, and so forth; and these 
events may of themselves bring about :fluctuations of trade in this country. But the 
most formidable industrial fluctuations are those which are caused by the action and 
re-action of the state of credit on foreign demand, and of foreign demand on the state 
of credit. The industries which are most immediately alld markedly affected by those 
alternating movements of confidence and distrust are (1) those concerned with ship
building and the manufacture of machinery of all kinds; (2) iron and steel smelting 
and working; and (3) the coal-mining industry, which is intimately connected with 
those above mentioned. Less directly, but seriously, a diminution of profits and 
wages in these great branches of industry must, of course, affect 'most of the trades 
which produce for home consumption. 

214. Seasons and weather are in some industries a cause' of continual fluctuation of 
employment. Wet or frosty weather, the amount of which is so variable in this 
climate, affects work which is carried on in the open, such as dock-work, building, 
brickmaking, shipbuilding, house and ship painting, !tnd agricultural operations. 
Some kinds of work in England are also affected by the closing of the Baltic and 
Canadian',ports in winter.· Gas-making is an instance of work which gives much 
more employment in winter than in summer_ Many industries connected with cloth
ing and small luxuries are much more fully occupied at Bome seasons than others, 
by reason of change of temperature, or national customs, such as holidays and 
festivals. 

215. lD some inqustries, chiefly those connectAd with clothing, tht' sudden changes 
due to the caprices of fashion are responsible for seriolls fluctuations of work. 
More than one experienced witness stated before the Commission that the desire for 
novelties both at home and in all parts of the world was an increasing difficulty, and that 
manufacturers are no longer able to .. make to stock" as they used to do. Changes in 
fashion are so rapid that orders are withheld to the last possible moment and then 
come with a rush. This is a fruitful cause of alternate slackness of work and ovel·· 
work, and one from which some of the weakest and most unprotected. classes of 
workers Buffer severely. 

216. Anotber source of :fluctuations of work, which seems at present to be growing 
rather than diminishing in importance, is the extent and dllration of modern trade 
conflicts. When these conflicts occur in industries that supply raw material, such 
as coal, the dependent indust,ries are reduced to a partial idleness for which they are 
in no way responsible. Strikes or lock-outs in a particular branch of industry may 
have a, Aimilar effect upon the remaining branches of the same industry. 
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217. Some industries are affected by the competition of foreign products in the home Foreign 
market; others by the competition of other countries in foreign markets, or by that of competitioll, 
other districts in this country possessing greater natural advantages; or again by the &c. 
introduction of new and more efficient processes. Changes due to these causes, 
although resulting in the displacement of labour, are often of too permanent a character 
to come under the heau of fluct·uations proper. Agriculture is in this country the 
most conspicuous instance of an industry in a condition of long-continued depression. 

218. The distinction between irregularity of employment due to trade fluctuations, and Distinction 
that which arises from chronic excess of the supplv of labour over the demand for it betwfin 
in par,icular industries, llorresponds to a distinction between temporary and permanent t~ • .::.~u
excess, and to this extent is a question.of degree. Depressions of trade produce a :";:".nt 
relative superfluity of labnur for alonger (lr shorter time, which. however is re·absorbed depression •• 
again when trade becomes good; and in the meantime a powerful trade organisation can 
do IUuch in the way of tiding its members over the slaCk: period by: means of funds 
accumulated during the previous busy period. Where an industry ill declining without 
any apparent hope of recovery, the temporary condition passes into the permanent. In 
such an industry the supply of labour may be permanently in excess of the demand, 
unless it drifts away in equal measure elsewhere. The latter qualification is an impor-
tant one and is closely connected with a distinction which may be drawn, as respects 
superfluity of labour, between unskilled, and more or less . skilled, occupations. 

219. Certain of the so-called" sweated" industries cannot be classed as unskilled, and Cose of 
yet suffer from a permanent over-supply of labour, not so much by reason of." ~w":.'t.ed " 
competitors for work pressing in from outside, as because in the case of these industries 10 us n ... 
old methods have to a great extent been superseded by others, and the workers are 
competing by an obsolete system of work against new and improved processes. Work 
at reasonable rates of remunerat,ion is no longer to be had in them, and the workers as 
a body are too shiftless and too feeble to abandon the occupation to which they are 
accustomed and seek employment elsewhere. Such ollcupations are generally local, 
carried on at home or in domestic workshops sometimes under insanitary conditions, 
and are often more or less hereditary in a family. In some cases the state of workers 
in these trades is ag~ravated by the competition of a very poor class of alien immigraI).ts, 
content with a still lower standard of living; but apart from this, thE). inflow of 
competitors from other occupations does not appear to be the main source of the over-
supply of labour in .them. " 

220. On the other hand an industry may be in a state of permanent depression, and c ... w~ere 
yet not Buffer from any superfluity of labour, simply because the workers in it drift dep~;iOn of 
away to other occupations as rapidly as the area of employment contracts. In such a ~~e~nn~:tr:r 
case the pressure will be felt Dot in the declining industry itself, but in other occupations lead to 
into which" the workers dislodged by this or other causes overflow, competing with super:6uity 
those already engaged in them and perha.ps compelling them to compete in their turn ?I' !abour 
with workers on a yet lower level. Agriculture affords a~triking illustration of this. m .t. 
Tho demand for agricultural labourers continues to diminish, yet there has been a con-
current diminution of the supply in most rural districts. Instead of staying' in the 
country they come to the towns, where, by their superior physical or moral capacities, 
they often displace the town-born labourers, and drive them down to lower and more 
precat'ious modes of existence. . 

221. While unskilled workmen have not the resource afforded to many classes· of Comparative 
skilled workmen by the accumulated funds of powerful trade organisations, it is on the efl'~t on 
other hand in some respects easier for the ordinl\ry unskilled labourer than for the ski~~~ ~nd 
skilled artisan as such. to find other employment when work fails him in" one district or ~:~k'm:n. 
branch of industry. In fact for some purposes unskilled labourers may be classed 
together as belonging to a single industry. This circumstance. however, cuts both 
ways. for while it makes it easy for a vigorous and efficien~ labourer to find a job, it 
also makes it easy for the less vigorous and less efficient labourer to be displaced and 
forced to compete for employment on a lower level. The result is that all unskilled 
laboul'tlrs being as it were in possible competition with each other, the most incapable 
in body 01' feeble in oharacter (and these include many who have once belonged to a 
skilled trade but from helplossness or incompetence or misfortune have been unable to 
maint,ain themselves in it) get sifted down, ane! crowd into certain ill-paid occupations 
at the hottom of the sMle, in which their mere superfluity of numbers renders 
employmont irregular and precarious. Lower still beneath this class of the casually 
employed and largely recruited from it, comes that of the unemployable, 
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222. The third cause of irregularity of employment, namely, the ordinary vicissitudes 
of work in the normal state of a trade, has this characteristic. mark,.that it implies no 
superfluity of labour at all, whether temporary or 1?ermanent,1D relatIOn to the demand 
of the ~rade as a whole, but only a failure to bnng together the employer seeking 
workmen and the workmen seeking employment. Even in skilledaD.d highly organised 
industries, and in good times, there will always be a margin of unemployed workmen 
looking out for a job, and at the same time work waiting to be done if they only knew' 
where to find it. Many trade unions aot as effeotive agenoies, so far as their own 
members are concerned, in helping them to obtain employment, not only by 
supporting them while temporarily out of work, but by assisting them in their.scarch 
for work. 

2. SPECIAL CASB OF RIVERSIDE LABOUR IN PORT OF LONDON. 

223. We received much evidence, to which it is desirable to make speoial reference, 
with regard to one most striking case of employment made irregular by a combination 
of all the three causes already enumerated. This employment, at once fluctuating 
insufficient, and industrially ill-organised, is that of the labourers employed in riversid~ 
work in London, more especiallr those employed by the Board of Directors, usually 
known as the " Joint Committee,' which controls some of the principal docks. including 
those in which there is the largest proportion of entirely unskilled labour. It is 
fluctuating partly on account of the weather, and also to a considerable extent owing 
to the fact that the import of some raw products. such as wool, food stuffs, or timber, is 
much larger at one season than another. It was, and in a les8 degree is stili. uncertain 
and insufficient, by reason of the great excess of applicants for work in relation to the 
work to be done. And lastly, its irregularity is yet further increased by the difficulty 
of directing labour to the places where it may be required, consequent upon the great 
space covered by the docks and wharves, and the number of different managements. 

224. Recent reforms at the London docks have done something to mitigate the evils 
complained of so far as these result from the excessive competition for employment. 
Under the old. system prior to the strike of 1889 there were in the various 
docks a certain number of men permanently employed, or with 8 preference as to 
employment, but the greater part of the daily labourers were engaged at the dock gates 
to meet the daily fluctuations of trade. This was done by the contractors or the 
forl:'men of the companies, and still is done by the foremen to the diminished extent to 
which such casual labour is required. These casual labourers were employed and paid 
by the day, or rather by the hour; for, before the strike of 1889, there was no 
guarantee that a man would be taken on for even so short a space as four consecutive 
hours. No attempt was made to organise the work by drafting labourers systemati
cally after' finishing work in one dock, to begin new work elsewhere. The plan was 
to allow them to look for "jobs" on their own account. It was to the convenience of 
contractors, foremen, and superintendents to have, as a rule, at the gates of the docks 
a much larger number of men than could certainly be employed on any day, so as to 
leave a safe margin for contingencies. Even after some improvements for the better 
had been made, one witness of experience (Colonel Birt) estimated that on the morning 
of the day on which he gave evidence (3rd November 1891) there might have been 
some 5,000 or 6,000 persons who had tried and failed to get employment at the gates 
of the various docks. We believe, however, that since that date there has been 
considerable further improvement in the regularisation of labour at the docks. 
The evils of this casual system, which have been compared to those of gambling 
or indiscriminate poor relief, were vividly depicted by many witnesses. It 
was contended by some that much of this class of work was done by men 
incapable of steady and consecutive labour; that at the same time the irregularity of 
the work itself bred irregularity of habits, and that a vicious circle was thus formed. 
It was represented on behalf of the employers that the evils of the system were 
partly due to customs or prejudices among those employed; to the rule, for instance, that 
steveilores should work at loading but not at discharging ships, and to ot,her divisions of 
labour enforced by the trade organisations or the custom of the port of London. 
It is, however, alleged, on the other hand, that the task of loading certain classes of 
cargo requires much more skill and judgment than that of unloading, and that thl:' 
division is not altogether an arbitrary one. It was also stated that the difficulty of 
moving men from dock to dock to meet the exigencies of employment was due, in part, 
to the reluctance of the men themselves to fall in with such arrangemeJ;lts. In a like 
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wanner an experienced witness attributed much of t.he evil of the London riverside 
system to the custom of paying wages by the day instead of by the week, and thus 
attracting to the work persons of casual temperament; but ~ilded at the same time that 
the custom· was eo strong that it could not be departed frolli, even if employers 
desired it, without the greatf's~ difficulty, although in Liverpool payment to dock 
labourers of exactly the same class is wade by the week. 

225. The great strike in 1889, and the public attention excited by it, had the effect of Reforms 
Dalling the attention of the Joint Committee to the evils of the existing system. 8in~e the 
Subsequently the directors have taken steps to extend considerably an organisation of ~~e of d 
workers into (1) permanent labourers, (2) labourers having a preferential claim to prop';'~~ 
employment. There is some conflict of opinion as to the extent to which it may be further 
possible to carry this system, but there seMns to be no doubt that the reform, so far as remedi ••• 
it has gone, has tended to diminish t,he former evils and to convert London dock work into 
!omething more of a regular occupation. In some London docks, and in some other 
ports, dock labourers are hired anu paid, not by dock companies, but by the shipowners. 
In such cases, looking at the matter in connection with regularity of employment 
and apart from the questions which have arisen between unionists and non-unionists, 
a useful part may be played by such institutions as the .. free labour office" created 
hy the Shipping Federation ill the Albert and Victoria Docks for the registration of 
the names of labourers who desire employment. A witness, who superintended the 
labour at these docks, suggested (1) that wages should no longer be paid by the 
day; (2) that shipowners should in each place ascertain the number of dock labourers 
required, and keep a bureau or registry whereby men could be obtained by any ship-
owner desiring them for a day's work, and that the shipowners collectively should 
guarantee the men weekly pay when in work and half-pay when out of work. The 
witness said that a system of permanent engagement of this kind would" pay the 
ehipowner better, and be more satisfactory for the men," and, if thoroughly carried 
out, would" free the. docks from. casual labour, and that is where all the difficulty 
and trouble is." 

226. Mr. Charles Booth, whose elaborate inquiries have made him the chief authority Mr. Booth'. 
upon this and other subjects connected with labour in East London, expressed in opinion. 
evidence the opinion that no legislative intervention was required in the matter, but 
that it would be possible for a committee of practical men to devise 11 scheme by which 
a system of transference of labour from one department of the docks to another 
according to the vicissitudes of work might be established, with the result of more 
complcttlly, if not entirely, substituting' permanent for casual labour. A scheme of a 
larger kind proposed by Mr. Mann for the creation of centralised docks for the port of 
London under public management is printed as Appendix VI. to this Report. 

3. PROPOSALS AND OPINIONS WITH RESPECT TO PREVENTIVE REMEDIES OP A GENERAL 

CHARACTER, INCLUDING THE EXTENSION OJ!' EMPLOYMENT BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES. 

227. We have now to consider the various remedies of a general character which 
were advocated in the course of the evidence submitted to us as likely to remove or 
modify the causes of irregularity of employment. Some of these remedies are of 
comparatively limited BC0J;le, and in dealing with these it will be convenient to follow 
as far as may be the l'lasslfication of causes already adopted. There will still remain 
to be noticed the more ambitious and comprehensive views of those who hold that the 
true remedy, not only for irregullM' employment, but for other evils supposed to be 
inherent in the present system, is the extension of State and Municipal Employment in 
the sphere of productive industry; and the substitution, more or less gradual, of public 
authorities in the place of private employers competing with OD(~ another for profit. 

228. Granting that it is out of our power to control the foreign demand for our Spread of 
manufactures, or to regulate seasonal variations, and the caprices of taste and fashion, information. 
it is not denied that failure to forecast changes of demand may and does aggravate the 
industrial fluctuations which they produce. Accordi»gly there is one remedy which, 
80 far as practicable, is strongly advocated by men of all shades of opinion, viz., that 
Government Departments or other public authorities should do more than is at present 
achieved in collecting and spreading information, enabling both manufacturl'rs and 
workmen to foreoast, better than is now possible, the course of trade and coming 
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demands in this and other ?Ouutries. P~op?saI8 for t~e ,impro.vement of, the present 
machinery for the collectlDg and pubhshIDg of statistIcs Will be considered in a 
subsequent part of this Report. It has also been suggested that public authorities, 
imperial and local, might, without prejudice to the public interest, so regulate their 
purchases as to give employment to clothing and other trades ,during the dull ~eaSOU8. 

229. Again, so far as industrial fluctuations are the results of strikes aud lock-outs, 
it is clear that anything that will tend to obviate trade conflicts, especially tradu 
conflicts on a large scale in industries that supply raw material, will PTo tanto help to 
remove a cause of irregularity of employment. 

230. Another class of remedies gives rise to wide differences of opinion. SOIllO 
contend that much of the evil of industrial fluctuations is due to excessive competition 
between private employers, who in their haste to make money are inclined to be over
speculative w hen trade is brisk, to work overtime. take 011 new hands, enlarge their 
works, or open new ·ones, and, generally speaking, to produce with feverish rapidity 
beyond the extent of the actual demand. Thus, the work which might have .beeu 
spread over a long period is condensed into a short one; the markets are flooded. 
with goods, and this, of itself, tends. to . bring on a collapse of credit and stagnation 
of trade; works have to be. closed, and men discharged, and the chief effeot of the 
period of lively t,rade, so far as workmen are concerned, may have been to call into 
the industry more hands than it will, on .the average, support. It is on this view 
that the action of trade unions in. restricting overtime, piece-work, and the admission 
of apprentices to trades, is often defended_ . Such action, it is maintained, tends 
to make work more constant and regular, to cause the demand to some extent to 
~dju~t itsel~ t~ production, a!ld to prevent too m~n! add!tional hands bein~ drawn 
mto mdustnes m prosperous tunes. Rea.sons of a SImilar kmd are also urged ID favour 
of the limitation of hours of labour bylaw. 

, 
231. Others, however, contend, in opposition to these views, that the activity of the 

legitimate speculator, whose interest it is to make excess in one place compensate 
scarcity iu another, tends on the whole to diminish trade fluctuations; that to prevent 
production by artificial hindrances from adjusting itself with as much elasticity aB 
possible to the variations of demand would injure British industry, and in the long run 
be contrary to the interests of the workmen themselves; a.nd that the stringency of 
Trade Uuion rules in connection with piece-work and overtime tends to increase irre
gularity of employment for reasons already indicated. (See ante, para~aph 2l.) 

232. Abolition or restriction of overtime and piece-work, rules as to apprenticeship, 
and legal limitation of hours of lal:mur are, it has already been pointed out, advocated 
not only as tending to diminish the violence of trade fluctuations, but also as distributing 
the work to be done at any given time more equally among the workmen engaged in 
any particular trade, and so diminishing the number of tilen out of work in that trade. 
This view, which is very commonly held by trade-unionists, is, no doubt, open to con
siderable criticism upon the lines indicated in the previous parts of this Report already 
referred to. Those who oppose the view, contend that it is by no means clear that 
such a policy will ultimately benefit even the workmen in the industries where it ill 
adopted; and that though it may bring an immediate advantage to exi~tillg workmen 
in particular trades, it may also, by limiting output, diminish the demand for the work 
of other industries, and so lessen both real wages and the amount of employment ill 
the country taken as a whole. 

233,. We are brought in connection with this matter to the consideration of the case of 
those occupations in which there is, independently of trade fluctuations, a large habitual 
excess of supply of labour over the demand for it .. This has already been indicated as 
being the second chief cause of irregularity of employment. the first chief cause being 
that of trade fluctuations. It has already been pointed out that the occupations which 
suffer from chronic superfluity of labour fall into two classes; the first consisting of 
certain" sweated" trades, not indeed requiring a high degree of skill, hut yet not wholly 
unskilled; the second comprisin~ unskilled occupations, requiring no special strength, 
ability, or steadiness, of which ordinary dock labour may be taken lIB the typical case. Of 
the sweated trades there are some which perhaps could not afford to pay the workerH 
sufficient wages for. areasonabJe maintenance, even if they were less crowded, becallse 
to increase the C«;lst of production would be to destroy a demand which lives only on 

• 
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excessive cheapness. Even where over-supply of labour is itself a chief element of 
mischief, it is in these trades due in Ii compa~tively small degree to influx of workers 
from outside, except iu particular employments which suffer from the competition of 
alien immigrants. 

234. It. has often peen suggested of late ye8J's that the immigration of deRtitute aliens Treatment of 
should be prohibited altogether. Mr. Charles Booth, however, expressed the opinion destitute 
that slIch a measure wOllld not do very much tow8J'ds relieving the prflssure of .Iiens. 
competition in the" sweated" trades generally, and that the best hope of deahng, by 
any definite action, with the problem that these trades present lay in applying increased 
pressure of administrative sanitary requirements to the owners and occupiers of the 
places where they are carried on, in such t way as either gradually to transform their 
character, or else slowly to squeeze them ,out, of existence with as little hardship as 
possible to thoije who are engaged in them. 

235. The problem of over-supply of labour in the lowest grades of quite unskilled 
employment is of a different character. These occupations are constantly recruited 
from those who have failed to maintain a position higher up in the scale. The workers 
in them are to a great extent the siftings down of the whole industrial popUlation. 
Misforbme is sometimes the cause of their failure; and especiaUy h8J'd is the case of 
the honest and industrious workman whom want of employment deprives of proper 
nourishment, and want of proper nourishment renders incapable ,of efficient work, and 
who is thus dragged down lower and lower within the vicious circle of an ever-
increasing physical and moral degradation., But large numbers of the casually 
employed 8J'e where they are, because they do not, possess the qualities or the training 
required to keep them ina better position. 

c ..... al 
workers 
ill purely 
unskilled 
industries~ 

236. The spread of education has already done something, and may be expected to do still PO",:ible 
more, to reduce the numbers of this class and oithe " unemployable" class below them; p.rt~l. 
and of course everything which increases the demand for workers in the higher grades of rem les. 
industry will also benefit those in the lower. Emigration may be a remedy in certain 
Cases. but one serious objection to it from the present point of view, is that the shift-
less and incapable are not fit to emigrate, and if the emigrants are to be drawn from a 
better class, this is in effect to remove the more capable in order to lighten the pressure 
of competition on the less capable. Another suggestion is to attack the evil by legis-
lation tsnding to keep rural labourers on the land. The position of the agricultural 
labourer will be considered in a Rubsequent part of this Report.* 

237. The last-mentioned proposal aims at removing the pressure of competition which Elimination 
comes from above. Another plan is to try to remove it from below. in other WQI'ds. to of Ihe Ita.1 
limit the number employed in any over-crowded occupation by eliminating the least c.pable. 
capable among the over-numerous competitors for employment. This is the essence 
of the reform already mentioned as having been adopted at the London Docks. The 
effect of such a reform is to give more regular work to a limited numher of men, but 
at the expense of throwing others upon the general labour market. For this reason 
not all the wHnesses on behalf of the dock labourers were fully agreed as to the value 
of these changes to the class taken as a whole; and some of them were led by this line 
of thought to advocate compulsory limitation of hours of labour, so that work, and 
consequently wages, may be shared more equally, and to demand such institutions as, 
muniClpal workshops, in order to give work to those thrown out of employment. In the 
speoial case of th e London Docks the balance of gain certainly seems to lie on the side 
of a smaller number of men being employed in a regular manner, instead of a largel 
number in a casual manner. But the general· issue (which, in its broader, aspects, 
concerns skilled trades as well as unskilled) is one of no small difficulty, and raises 
(among others) the important questions (1) how is the limitation to be effected; (2) how 
far can it be II.ppJied without doing more harm than good; (3) what is t<> be done with 
those who are eliminated and deprived of their former means, precarious though they 
might be, of earning a livelihood! 

238. As to the first of these paints it must be observed that in the particular instance of How is the 
the London Dooks, the limItation of numbers was effected by the action of the limitation to 
employers. The history of the ~truggle at the London Docks, and of the events be effected. 
whioh followed it, is instructive in many ways. Among others it affords an interesting 
illustration of the difficulties whioh have been indicated in a previou~ part of this 
Report, as besetting all organisations of workers in occupations where the supply of 
labour is habitually in excess of the demand, and is, moreover, being constantly 

• s.. paragraphs 854 to 362 and pages 195 to 253 pod. 
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network of such offices could be establisbed all over the country in organic connection with 
each other. and perhap~ with a cen.tra~ institution in L?nd?n. and placed undt,r puhlic 
control. One reason given for thmking thst such registries should bl'l under public 
control, and that their cost should be defl'aycd out of the ,·ates. was that wOl'km"n will 
not put confidence in institutions governed by capitalists or employers, and employers 
will not put confidence in institutions governed by trade unions: This rlifficuity might 
be met, in some cases. by registries formed and controlled by joint committees 
from chambers of commerce and trade councils. but most witnesses seemed to think 
that the better plan would be that of municipal registrie&. Some of the most sorious 
and violent of recent industrial conflicts have been those arising between seamell and 
dock labourers and shipowners from the alleged attempt of trade unions to mono
polise the supply of labour. and the counter movement on the part of the shipowners 
associated in the Shipping Federation, to establish registry offices of their own 
through which to obtain a supply of men independently of the unions. The l'ecent 
strike at Hull turned upon this point. It is open to consideration whether local 
offices under the control of public authorities, not conuected with any special industry 
but forming part of.a general syatem, and carefully guarded fro(n any undue influence 
On either side, migh.\; not be of some avail to obviate' <J.uarrels arising from this cause, 
while securing the advantllges of registration for employment. In this oonnl'lction 
it should be observed that the Labour Exchange (Bourfle du Travail) in Paris, 
which was· established in the year 1887, with a view to bringing together em
ployers in search of workmen, and workmen in search of employment, appearH to 
have fallen into the exclusive possession of a labou1- party of advanced views, by 
whom it was used for political purposes, with the result that the Government of 
France felt it necessary in the summer ot 189::1 to suppress it, at any rattl for the time 
being . 

. 244. We have lastly to notice the proposals put forward by those for whom the only 
thorough-going remedy. both for irregularity of employment and for di~8el\sionB 
between employers and employed. lies in making an end of the present competitive 
organi~ation of industry, and substituting for it a "collective" organisation based on 
public ownership of the means and instruments of production, and the control and 
management of industrial operations by pubiic authorities. It is necessary to draw a 
distinction between the ultimate aim of those. who hold these opinions and the actual 
measures advocated by the more cautious among them for present aooption. The 
realisation of the entire collectivist programme would involve a reconstruction of the whole 
fabric of political, social, and private life in this conntry. and we do not feel that any 
practical purpose would be served by an attempt to consider it here. But so far as 
the immediate programme is confined to It tentative extension of State and municipal 
activity in fields of industry now wholly or partially occupied by private enterprise, it 
may be desirable to indicate in a general manner the arguments that have been urged 
for or against such an extension, especially in respect of their bearing on the subject 
now before us. 

245. Socialiste will naturally be inclined to regard with favour any step which appears 
to constitute an ail vance in the direction of their ideal; but it is possible that oLhers. 
who bv no means believe in· the Socialist ideal, may nevertheless hold that State and 
municipal employment of labour and control of industry may be useflilly carried further 
than as at present. They may hold this not merely on the ground that certain kinds of 
work would be better done under public than under private management (which is univer
sally recognised as a valid argument so far as the contention is admitted), but also for 
the reasons urged by Socialists, that greater regularity of employment. and improved 
conditicns of labour will thereby be secured for the workers. It may be added that 
many, even of those who do not look with approval on the further extension of 
municipal undertakings in the sphere of productive enterprise, would yet think it 'right 
that as much responsibility as possible shonld be thrown on local bodies, and that they 
should not be needlessly prohibited from making such experiments as they desire .• 

246. The policy of extending the field of public employment, not in order that the 
public may be better served, but for the sake of the >y"orkmen ~mpl?yed, .and of the 
working classes generally, though by no means new 10 unoffiCial dISCUSSIOns of the 
subject, is for the first time becoming an important factor in practical politics. Such 
industrial undertakings as are now carried on by central departments or local 
authorities have hitherto been entered upon because it appeared on general grounds 
to be more desirable tha.t they should be carried on directly by such public. autho. 
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nties. tha.n indirectly through contractors, or by private enterprise. The matter has 
usualIy been considered from the point of view of the national interest. in the case of 
dockyards and arsenals, or the interest of the local community as in the case of, 
gasworks and waterworks. The central govl'rnment at present carries 'on no manufac
turing industries except thol!0 in connection with government dockyards and arsenal!!. 
The manufacture of gas and the supply of water are now undertaken by a good many 
municipalities, but apart from this they have not hitherto employed much lllbour of 
the ordinary industrial kind as distinguished from t,he labour involved in the main
tenance of markets, parks, and public institutions, or that employed on roads, pavA
ments, and sewers. Huddersfield is an instance of a municipal authority working a 
tramway. It is understood that the municipal authorities of Plymouth and Blackpool 
also now work the tramways. Bristol idOthe only instance of such an authority own
ing nndmanaging dock,.. The administration of docks by publie trusts is dealt with 
post, ptt.mgraph 250. Both the Huddersfield Tramways lind the Bristol Docks have 
for some years shown an annual los8 on working. .But in the case of the Bristol Docks it 
was alle~ed that their acquisition by the Corporation was necessary, in order to save 
the commerce of the city from decay; while in the case of the Huddersfie',.q Tramways 
no company could be formed to lease and work the lines which the Town Council had 
conijtructed. On this aocount the Town Oouncil obtained a private Act in 1RR2, 
empowering them to work their own tramways, subject to the condition that they 
should lease them to a company, if one could be found to >take them over upon such 
terms as the Board of Trade should approve. 

247. The evidence submitted to us cllnnot be said to show that the workmen employed ConditioD~ 
in the Government dockyards and arsenals. or by municipalities, in the manufacture of of ~bour 1D 

gas, the supply of water, tram work and dock work, are markedly, if at all, better oft' 8U ....... 

than those employed in similar work in well-managed private establishments. Per- ' 
manence and continuity of work are, indeed, admitted to be greater in the Govern,ment 
dockyards and arsenals, especially in the c'aee of skilled artisans, (though some contend 
there are special reasons to account for this); hut complajnt was also made that the 
workmen in these departments received lower rates of wages than they might have 
obtained for the same work from outside employers. As regards the employment of 
labour in the manufacture of gas, the supply of water, and on roads, pavements, sewers, . 
and building operations,there seems little to chooso between municipalities and private 
firms. In 1888 the Huddersfield Town Council reduced the hours and increased the 
number of men working on their tramways, making some, but not a proportionate, 
reduction in thnir pay. It was pointed out, however; that the wages were distinctly 
low, 268. a week fOl' engine-drivers who had to do their own stoking. ',Che Corporation 
of Glasgow insisted" as a condition of renewing the lease of their tramway lines, upon 
certain stipulations as to hours of labour and other matters connected with the 
treatment of the men employed being inserted in the lease. It appeared, at the date 
when the evidence was giVAD, that the Company had refused io take the new lease 
'upon these, terms, and that the Corporation proposed to obtain powers (which it is 
undt>rstood they have subsequently received) to work the tramways themselves, when 
the old lease came to an end. ]'or the present the matter rests there. On the whole 
it may be confidently affirmed that exten~ion of public employment for the benefit of 
the working clllsses seems to be advocated, not so much from experience of the way in 
which public authorities have acted as employers of labour in the past, as' from antici-
pation of what they may be inclined, or compelled by the eleotors, to do in the future. 
1n this connection t,he action of the London County Council, in paying their park-
keepers and gardeners oonsiderably more than the market rate of wages, is a new 
departure, commended by some, and equally condemr.ed by others. 

248. On behalf of the general policy of extending the sphere of public employment, Argument. 
arguments to the following effect were laid before the Commission :- in f .. vo~r of 

(1.:. Public authorities depending for their position on a popular vote will be largely :;~=:f 
responsible to the working classes. In this way these classes will indirectly employment 
have It share of desirable oontrol over the conditions of employment. More- by pu~li.c 
over, suoh authorities being more open than private employers to the influence &:lthontleA. 
of public opinion, are likely to treat those whom they employ with greater 
consideration; and, not being biassed by desire for high profits, are able to 
take a more just anu impartial view of the claims of labour. The result will 
be better treatment of the workmen employed by them, in respect of wageij, 
reduction of hours, and increase of t,heir number, with the effect of absorbing 
80mt'l unemployed labour. 
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Thera is reason to think that, if undertakin~ were brought unlier th.., control of 
public authorities it would be more pussible to avoid trade oouflicts. For 
~any causes of dissension would be removed, especially the ill-f"elin~ which 
arises 88 to the way iu which the receipts are dividod between ditrlJrent 
classes of citizens, viz .. profit-receiyers and werkmen, and the latter would,like 
the civil service, have other means than strikes of representing their grievanoes 
and obtaining remedies. 

The consolidation of rival establishments in the ham1s of a single authority will 
extinguiHh the mischievous oompetition which, by .tempting to speoulative 
over-production, aggravates t.he violence of indnstrial fluotuations; and will 
also put an end to the ruinous under-selling of each other by cumpeting 
emplo'yers, which is often oarried on at the expense of the employed. 

Snch consolidation would also make It more possible to organise and control 
tbe supply of labour, and tl) convert it in sorne cases from labom' of a casual 
cbaracter into one of permanent and continuous Ilature. It would be pOHsible 
to know more exactly than at present wbat tbe amount of work is, aud where 
labour is required, and to draft labour from one point to' anotlwr. This 
was one of the chief arguments urged by Mr. Mann ill support of the 
scheme which be laid before the Commission (and which is mmoxed as 
Appendix VI.) for the creation of more compact and consolidated dooks in 
the Port of London, to be under the control of public authority. 

The eIJterprises (most of them in the nature of local monopolies) which would 
first be brought more generally than at present under public control, such ItS 

gas lind water works, tramways and docks, employ a class of labour which 
is composeq tl) a great extent of the less skilled. and trained labourers. 
It is precisely this class which is weakest and least able to organiHo and 
protect itself, and wbich SL!rl'el'S most distress from if'uctuations of emploYllamt., 
and sends most recruits into the ranks. of pauperism. It would, therefore, 
be in many ways a public benefit" and even a public economy in the long 
run, if men of this class were, to a much greater extent tban at present, 
directly employed by public authorities. 'l'he great necessity of the day seems 
to be to find continuous and permanent employment for this class, so far as 
practicable, and thereby to raise its social standard and self-respect. 

'l'he extension of employment by public authorities would be economically 
advantageous. The State or municipalities engaging in industrial enterprise, 
and borrowing on the security oi' taxes and rates, could raise capital more 
cheaply than would be possible for private employers; they would also need 
less to start with so far as private enterprise is hampered by expenses in 
connection 'l'llith company promoting, and the obtaining of concessions and 
Parliamentary powers where these are required. A smaller portion of the 
profits of the undel'taking having to go in interest, a larger part would remain 
to be applied to otber purposes, including better treatment of the employes. 
Lastly, the transference of industrial enterprise from private to public 
management would save the loss of an immense amount of capital now annually 
wasted in hopeless undertakings, in struggles between rival establishments, 
and in litigation. . 

249. It must be obscrvce], in connection with the statement of arguments 011 tho othcr 
side, that the case of those who desire to extend the sphere of employment by }Jublic 
authorities was placed before us much more fully than the a.nswer to it. We did not 
think it necessary to hear much evidence in support of those principles of public policy 
which have hitherto been usually accepted and are well known. It may be sufficient to 
call briefly to mind the considerations commonly urged in reply to the arguments just 
summarised :-

(1.) A large extenswn of direct employment by the State or by municipalities would 
tend to introduce into national and loca.l politics a dangerous element of 
corruption. It is difficult for public authorities, whose pOHition elepencls on 
the rp8ult of a popular vote, to combine with success tho parts of direct 
employers of labour and custodians of the public purse. They are alwa-ys 
exposed to the temptation, if they are t.he employers of a large, and, perhapH, 
the most politically active part of their constituents, to bid for their YOteR 
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hy undertaking to over-pay them at the expense of the rest. It is not 
desirahlA that such matters as the wage-rates or hours of work of public 
employe8 sbould become decisive questions of politics. 

The more just and impartial view of the claims of labour,expected to be taken 
. by employers who are under no necessity of making a profit, might too often 
comA to mean, in practice, the taxing of the community for the benefit of the 
particular classes of workmen who happened to be in the pubiic service. What 
was given to them would be taken from others; and the result would be 
discontent on the part of the less fortunate men in private employment, an 
inoreased tendency on the part of labourers to flock to the great centres of 
population in the hope of sharing the good things that were going, and a 
demand for ever fresh additions ttfpublic works in order to satisfy ever-growing 
claims. 

It may be conceded that strikes would not be likely to be very frequent in public 
estahlishments in which the conditions of employment were distinctly better 
t.han those prevailing in private establishments. No doubt, too, any disputes 
that elid arise between employers and employed would take a. different form 
under Government management. But this gain also would only be seC/ured at 
the expense of incurring the dangers mentioned in the last section. l'he record 
of Dockyard constituencies is not of favourable augury for· the proposal that 
coal mines and rail ways should be "nationalised" and worked under State 
management. 

Monopoly, either public or private, ('xtinguishes the evils of competitiou; 
but with them its benefits also. Single control too has some undoubted 
advantages in the facilities it gives for the organisation of labour, though 
e,en where desirable, it does not follow that the single control should be that 
of a public authority. But it may be doubted whllther a further extension of 
the work now undertaken by public authorities would provide any real remedy 
for ilTl'gularity of employment. The greater continuity of employment at 
present enjoyed in Goverwnent works is caused partly by their giving only the 
overflow to private works, thus increasing the irregularity of employment in 
private trade. Public employment is not generally more regular than that of 
private firms which have similar work to do ; for instance, it is about equally 
regular in the case of gasworks, waterworks, tramways, and railways. An y 
additional constancy of public employment obtained by securir.g a man againpt 
dismissal when he becomes idle or· negligent is not in the public interest. 

The argum.mt that local authorities in taking over the management of gasworks, 
waterworks, tramways, and docks, would be enabled to provide more employ
ment for just the class that stands most in need of hely, seems to overlook the 
fact that the more capable among unskilled labourers have as a rule little 
difficulty in finding employmeut. The class of men who could be advan
tageously employed as gas stokers, and in connection with waterworks and 
tramways, are probably able to look after themselves fairly well. A large 
proportion of dpck labourers stand no doubt in a different category. But a 
municipality would not be able, any more than private employers, to overcome 
the hard truths that where the supply of labour is greatly in excess of the 
demand, regular work is only to be secured for some at the cost of refusing 
even casllal work to others, that a rise in the real cost of labour tends to 
narrow the field of profitable employment, and that to improve the conditions 
and increase the remuneration of labour in a poorly lJaid occupation beyond a 
certain point, is to expose the very class whom it is desired to help to the 
competition of hetter !pen whom the improved conditions attrroct froro other 
occupatioJls. It would appear that the extension of pubIi" employment for 
the sake of the employed has as its natural complement. the right of every 
citizen to demnnd employment from the public at wage@ sufficient for a 
maintenance. But to concede this right would be to place the national 
welfare in jeopardy. 

l .. astly, the allegation, that employment by public authorities in fields now occupied 
by private enterprise would be economically advantageous, is strenuously denied, 
and the contrary maintained. Altho¥gh capital may be bo.rrcwed upon public 
securitie~ at a 10we1' rate of interest, a definite charge must be provided for 
the redomption of capital, or such chauges as the substituticon r,f electricity for 
gas or a transfer in the current of trade might leave a community saddled with a 
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debt \vithout a corresponding income-producing asset_ Moreover it is cont('nded 
that the credit of the State and of local communities is good only "0 long as 
their debts are small relatively to their resources, and that, it would probably 
Buffer material damage if such a policy were carried out; while eVtln now the 
interest gained by investmElnts in good English railwp,ys is very little higher 
than that obtaintld from Con sols. And though it is doubtless true that, 
private undertakings are much handicapped by the except,jonally heavy legal 
and parliamentary costs which are levied in England. yet this fact, it is 
argued, points not to the intrusion by the State into fields of work for which 
its fitnflss is doubtful, but rather to the concentration of iLs efforts on that 
work of simplifying law and aqministration. which it alontl can perform, 
and now performs inadequately. 

It is further contended that, whatever may be the 108s through wasteful forme 
.of competi~ion. the wastefulness of competition is not to be compared to the 
wastefulness of the inertia of Government Departmtlnts, when grown a little 
old and escaped from the prying eye of public criticism. 

If it be propf)sed that public authorities shQuld undertake ·works involving the 
use of a large plant and expensive machinery, it is urged that, in this CRS .. , 

the system would have great disadvantages as compared with one of privllte 
enteJ'prise. The mo~iye of self-interest compels the ordino.ry manufacturer or 
contractor to use hl~ machinery to the greate~t eHect, and to searoh 
continually for improvements by which' it may be made to work more 
economically. A public body having rates and taxes to fall back upon, is 
under no such pressure, especially if in possession of a monopoly. Wherever 
competition is removed there is great danger of stagnation taking its place. 

It is not denied that public authorities can utilise the progress made by others. 
New plant put up at the public expense is always up to date; but thence
forward neither official~ nor electors are eager to replace it by better plant. 
Thus it is almost always easy to prove the efficiency of Government experi
ments that have been tried only a few years. But they soon fall behind, an:! 
by diminishing the area from which inventioons Can come, they retard progresR 
in privata industry. . 

250. Some of these considerations apply with less force to the management by 
public authorities of a.class of undertakings like gas and water works, tram ways, 
and, perhaps, docks, in which industrial procedure is simplfl and not much machinery 
is required, and which naturally lend themselves to local monopoly, than to the 
management by such authorities of skilled work involving the use of elaborate 
machinery, and exposed to the competition and vicissitudes of the open market at 
home and abroad. Others again only apply in any strong degree to I?ublic authorities 
direc~ly elected by popular franchise, and would bfl less applicable to mixed bodies in the 
nature of public trustees, 90me ()f whom might be nominated by State officials, and others 
by town councils or county councils or other bodies. Thus it might seem that public 
trustees of thi~ kind, being independent of votes, would not be consciously or unconsciously 
influenced by the desire of obtaining them, while at the same time they would be under 
a sense of pu blic responsibility. and not influenced by motives of private interest. On 
these grounds it has been represented that docks, for instance, are best managed neither 
by private enterprise, nor by municipal bodies, but upon the principle of dock trusts. 
At Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast, and Swansea, the docks are controlled by the 
Dock Trusts, representing various official, commercial, and lacal interests. The Liverpool 
Mersey Docks and Harbour Trust, which is a good example of these bodies, consists 
of 28 members, of 'whom 24 are elected by parties who pay annual dock dues to a 
certain amount, and the other four members are appointed by the official conservators 
of the Mersey. On the other hand there are some who contend that public trustees 
are in some respects even less fitted than public officials for managing a great business 
for long period!! togethor with probity and energy. They consider that such bodies 
as the Liverpool Dock Board are under exceptional conditions. 'I'hat Board is really 
in a position of trustees, not for the public, but for the shipping community, and there 
are special causes which make their work efficient. But the instance chiefly relied on 
by advocates of the principle was that of the Commissioners for the Victorian rail. 
ways. The greatest expectations were formed of this Board at the, time of its 
appointment; but in a very few years it l:Vl!.S found necessary to abolish it. • 

251. We lLust not omit to notice, before concluding our remarks on this part 
of the subject, the increasing practice on the part of public authorities of inserting 
in contracts for the execution of works, stipulations as to the wages and hours of 
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the workmen employed, or other provisions for their protection. This practice 
was to Borne extent sanctioned by the re"olutioll which was passed by the House of 
Commons in February 1891, "that, in the opinion of this House, it is the duty 
.. of the Government, in all government contracts, to make provision against the 
.. evils recently disclosed before the Sweating Committee, to insert such conditions 
.. as may prevent the abuse arising from snb-letting, and to make every etl'orG to 
.. secure the payment of such'wages as are generally accepted as current in each trade for 
.. competent workmen." It was stated in evidence by a witness from the building trade 
(Evidence, Group C., 17,4(5), that this resolution had" brought abont quite a revolution 
in the system of tondering for contracts for the Government," and had exercised a con, 
siderable indirect effect upon other contracts and work. In the contracts of the London 
County Council the principle, it is stated, has' been carried still further, inasmuch as 
the contractor is required not only to pny'the recognised rate of wages, but to observe 
the recoguised cu~tom as to hours of work. The Commission were urp-ed by the 
witness in question to recl)mmeud that this last observance should also be required 
in Government contracts. Cases have occurred in which public authorities, insisting 
upon provisions of this kind, have been unable. to obtain satisfactory tenders, but a 
judicious .use of this method of control may pO,ssibly be a desirable via 'm?dia, 
111 many mstances, between the plan of mere busmess contract, and that of dIrect 
execution o~ works by the public authority. There wonld appear to bea growing 
feeling. with which we sympathise, that central or lIlunicipal authorities, whether they 
employ labour directly or indirectly should recognise that low wages are not necessarily 
economic wages, !tnd, without departing altogether from the test of the value of labour 
in the open market, should act in the spirit of the most generous employer under existing 
circumstances. It must not be forgotten, however, that the principle of insisting on 
liberal wages for all workers, irrespective of efficiency, is liable to abuse, and that, if 
carried too far, it will not only have the effect of taxing the community for the benefit 
of the more efficient members of the working classes, but will also in(lrease irregularit,y 
of employment for the less efficient, and deprive them of work which might otherwise 
have been open to them. 

VII. 
A LABOUR DEPARTMENT AND LABOUR STA'l'ISTICS. 

252. 'l'be functions already discharged by Government with regard to labour 
matters are already numerous, and may be classed under two heads, administrative 
and statistical. 

253. Under the first head come the inspecti<tn of factories, chemical works. and mines, 
by the Home Offioe; the care for emigrants, seamen, and railway servauts, by the 
Board of Trade; the protection of the accumulated capital of the working 9lasses by the 
Friendly Societies Registry ;* and tbe superintendence of the action of local authorities 
as regards education, sanitation and poor relief, by the Education Office and the 
Local Government Board. The Post Office, the War Office, the Admiralty, and' 
several .other departments, as well as many l(1cal authorities, are large employers of 
labour. ' 

254. The statistical functions of Government with regard to labour are discharged to 
Borne extent incidentally in the course of their ordinary reports, by several departments 
of Government, espeoially in relation to the in~pection of factories and mines, and the 
registration of friendly societies, &0., and the occupations of the people are recorded 
in the decennial census, taken by the, General RegisGer Office. But the chief public 
collection of statistios with regard to labour have been made by the Board of Trade. 
This .Departmeut lias published periodioal returns relating to trade unions, strikes 

• The work done by Ihili Rl'git'tl'y is mOl'e ex1ensh·e than its title implies and includes: 1. Frielldly societies 
flnd tllt'ir bmuches. 2. BUllc\'ulcnt societiefol. 3. Cattlc insurauce societies. 4. \\'~ol'k.ing men's clubs. 
5 Spnrially Imthul'isl·d sucietie~ unller the It'ricmUy Soci€'ties Acts, 6. Industrial nnd pl'ovident societie-s, 
l'-ommonly cnllt'll co~op'Prnti\'t~ tlOCil~ti~. ';'. TI'nt1t's unl0u8, M. n~ncfit huilding societit!'i mulol' the Act- 0,,' IH3(i~ 
~. Blliltiing societies inc.ll'poratl"ll ,,"dpr thA Act of lW71_ lO, Loan societies. 11. Trustee sll\'i~ b8J.lk.~. 
12. HaUwRY So,wings h"~lks. 13. POl't OJlice SUoViDgs banks 14. Scit!ntHic antlliteral'Y societies. 
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and. lock.ou~, and R:eports on alie~ immigration, and it ha~ made many reports on 
vanou~ topICS affectmg the well-.bemg of ~a~our, among w~lch the ~hief place may 
be assIgned to lin elaborate serIes of StatIstICS of wages 10 the prIDcipal trades of 
the icountry in 1886, which is now approaching completion. The weakness of stn!f 
for this purpose did not allow it to undertake more than a rathol' limited range of 
subjects, and in the case of these subjects, the delay in arranging and publi~hing tho 
information collected has deprived it of much of its value. l'he branch of th" 
Board of Trade ~hich undertook this work was re.organise·1 early in lS9a under the 
name of the Labour Department of the Board of 'frade, and considerably strengtbened, 
and steps have bel'n taken for brinl,>i.ng out its information in 11 form mure availablo 
for use by way of a monthly Labollr Gazette, and there i~ no quoHtion that tbu (iuality 
of the work done by it i~ excellent,. 

255. In a country in which trade organisation has been carried further, and in which 
~h~ divis~on bp;tween different skilled trades is more clearly marke~ ~han in any other, 
It IS speCIally Important that the total nU!Dbers of workers engagea lD each important 
trade should be accurately known, but 1D fact they are not known lit all, except ina 
few cases. Dr. Ogle. the Superintendent of Statistics ill the General Register Office, 
explained that the tnachinery for takillg the ordinary decenuial census lYas necess61'ily 
inadequate for an exact enumeration of special traJes. FQr, siuce the hou~chold('rs' 
schedules from which it is modo up, have all to be filler! in on one night, an army uf 
ao,ooo untrained collectors mllst b" specially ~ummoned for the uccasion. '1'hoy 
have neither the time nor the ability required for correcting the schedules, Bnd 
it has therefore been found necessary to group .together tmues as distinct amI a~ 
important as those of cotton spinners and cotton weavers, and again as those of 
compositors and pressmen, and again as iron·founders and pnddlers, and HO on, [md the 
attempts mado in earlier years to a>;cHrtain th(, proportions of large and small emplo,YCI's 
ef labour in agriculture and other industries have bet'n abandoneu." Anntlter witnes~, 
Dr. Elgin G0uld, an official of the Federal Labour Departmeut of th,) U nite,j f:\tat.o., 
who haH collected labour statisti(J~ fer his Government in many countric~, and has k"j 
exceptional opportunities of comparison, gave it as bis opmion that GrHat Brit.ain uo 
longer occupied the leading positiou which she ouce held in this respect and could regain 
it only by following the example of other countries and establishing a strong bureau of 
skilled investigators·t 

256. But thou~h it is clear that more statistical investigation need~ to be done, an(\ 
that the LaboUl' Department should have a chief part in the work, 1,he question appeal's 
to remain open how much of the new work should be undertaken by the lJabour 
Department, and how much should be merely initiated bV it; ancl again, how fBr it 
is expedient that udministrative and stat.istical work should he combined in the same 
department and how fllr they should be kept separate. 

257. Various suggestions have been n;.ade to the Commi~gion with regard to the 
extension consolidation. aud reorganisation of the Departments connected wita lalJOu1' 
matters . ., One proposal made was that tne existing Board of l'rade shonld be enlarged, 
its title being perhaps changed to that of Board of Industry, and that it should en one 
side include the existing functions of the Board of Trade other than those in direct 
relation to labour, and on the' other side should consist of a Board of Labonr having 
various departm~llts, one for statistical purposes and other.R f~r adIDini8trativ~ purpose~, 
among which mIght be mcluded a Departmp-nt for MedIatIOn or even ArbItratIOn m 
trade disputes. 

258. Witnesses 'who were, generally speaking, in favour of large extensions of State 
action desired the creation of a strong Labour Department, distinct from the Board of 
'i'rade: One witnesst proposed, as a first step, that the' existing Statistical Labonr 
Department of the Board of Trade should be amalgamated with the Factory and 
Mining section of tbe Home. Office, and that a separRte D~partme~t shculd thus be 
created, which might, if deSIrable, be represented .by a Ca.bmet MmIster. He fn~t~er 
proposed that this Department ,should be armed WIth con~lderubl.p. pow<1rs of obtammg 
information from employers ,.n<l others, and ~bat among Its .dutles should be thos~ of 
holding an inquiry into the causes of any senous trade conflIct, and of endeavourlllg 
to forecast and predict coming changes in trade. Mr. Mann, one of the Members of 

• ~;"id.nce hefol'e the Whole Comruis.ioD, 171~, 1728-31, 1735. 
t jo;"idcnce before the Whole COlhmissioD, 6MIl. 51. 
t Mr. Sidney Wehb. 
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the Commission, also in his evidence made proposals with regard to this subject. He 
likewise was in favour of the establishment of a separate Labour Department with a strong 
statistical side, enabling it to forecast B.uctuations in trade. * He thought that there 
should be, in connection with this Department, a Board of Mediation consisting of an 
equal number of representative workmen and employers, whose duty it should be in 
case of a trade dispute, upon invitation by either party, to bring the matter if possible 
to a just conclusion, and, in any case, to hold an en9uiry and to make a report. 

259. Proposals, to which attention has already been called. were laid before the La~D~ 
Commission for assigning to a central labour department the function of acting as registries. 
&. central labour exchange. It is suggested that it might. be made the duty of local 
authorities, such as town and county councils, to open and support registries, at which 
all persons needing employment migh,t register their names. If, in the result of this, 
employment were not found for such persons within the area. of any such local bureau, 
the authority might place itself in communication with other bureaux, either directly 
or through the medium of the central department, which, being in touch with all the 
local bureaux, might act as a general labour clearing-house. • 

260. There appears to be in America, the Colonies, and European countries a tendency 
towards the development of institutions for the collection and examination by skilled 
officials of facts relating to industry and bearing on labour questions, and the 
presentation of them to the public. The result of Dr. Elgin Gould's evidence, 
tilgether with the information collected from other sources with regard to 
institutions of this kind in America, Europe, and the Australasian Colonies; 
is contained in Appendix VII. to this Report. Dr. Gould was of opinion that 
a very great indirect effect was exercised by the work of hil' Department, 
although it is one of a purely statistical character, through the diffusion of trustworthy 
information as to the conditions of industry, in promoting the peaceful ~olution 
of difficulties, and averting conB.icts whIch might have been caused by ignorance 
or misunderstanding. He thought that it was most important that a Department of 
Labour Statistics should be kept free from all political lDB.uence, and as separate as 
possible from any administrative functions, and that even to impose upon it duties 
oonneoted with oonciliation or arbitration might oause it to be suspected of bias. He 
oonsidered that, inasmuch as' facts, if correctly ascertained, indicate the right con· 
clusions, the indirect effect upon legislation of the inquiries and reports of the Federal 
Labour Department had been considerable and beneficial. It would further appeal' 
that in the United States the existence of a regular, strong, lind expert organisation 
for collecting information has dispensed with the necessity of many inquiries by 
special commissions or legislative committees, and the work, so far as relates to the 
collection of information, has often been done in a more satisfactory manner. It was 
suggested that in this country, a similar department might, in some cases, undertake 
special inquiries on behalf of commissions or select committees. 

261. It .is desirable that attention should .be specially called to. the higher councils of Higher 
labour whIch have recently been founded In France and BelgIUm, a full account of councils of 
which is given in Appendix VII. These oouncils, although attached in each case to lab.:lur ill 
a Ministry of State, are not so much Government departments as permanent Labour ~r:,;~'" IDlt 

Commissions. They are of a representative character, containing in each case a e lum. 
oonsiderable number of members, some of whom are employers, others workmen, 
others officials or persons of speoial authority in economic and social questions. The 
objeot of tlIese councils is to collect information, consider industrial questions, and 
advise as tQ legislation . 

• With rognrd to the suggestion Ihat the Labour Department should endeavour to forecast fluctuation. of trade 
Mr. Gilfen urged thai this work i. not one in which a Public Department can with advantage take partdirectl/ 
}'or people who could make luch predictions 10 as 10 b. Itenerally right" would not be in the service of tho 
.. Government but wouldfrohBbly be on the Stock Exchange or on lOme other market, makmg fortDOes for 
.. themselves, and many 0 the f&<:t8 on which one ooul~ go in making a forecast of that kind are very often not 
.. fact.. which you woul~ be permitted 10 state publicly at all, nor such that if you were to state them you would 
.. ever h .... of them." (Evidence, Whole Commission, 7058, 7064.) 
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VllI. 

THE EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN. 

1. WAGES Oli' WOMEN. 
2. HOURS Oli' WORK. • 
3. EMPLOYMENT OJ!' MARRIED W OMBN IN }'ACTORIBS AND WORKSHOPS. 
4. SANITARY ACCOMMODATION AND VENTILATION IN F,o\(7fORIHS AND WORKSHOPS. 
5. ESPECIALLY DANGEROUS AND UNHEALTHY PROCESSES IN CERTAIN EMPLOYMENTS. 
6. ORGANISATIONS OJ!' WOMEN. 

262. The information in the possession of the Commission with regard to the 
employment of women has been derived in part from the oral evidenoe reoeived 
by the thl'ee Committees. This information relates· chiefly to the larger textile 
industries. It was, howevel', thought to be desirable, instead of having any female 
witnesses, to appoint four Lady ABBistant Commissioners to conduot looal inquiries 
into the oonditions of the employment of women· in various ocoupations. Seventeen 
Reports were prepared by the Lady ASRistant Commissioners, and from these, 
together with the evidenoe reoeived by the Committeei. the answers in writing to the 
Schedules of Questions, and various offioial and documentary sources of information, 
the Secretary of the Commission has prepared a summary dealing with all the material 
relating to this matter. We propose in . this part of the Report to indioate the most 
general results of this branch of our inquiry. 

1. WAGES or WOMEN. 

263. The returns of wages at different periods between 1830 and 1886, published 
by the Board of Trade with their investigations as to rates of wages in 1886, and the 
information more recently collected and summarised on behalf of the Commission, show 
that wages of women, like those of men, have, on the whole, steadily inoreased with the 
growing wealth of the country, though not equally in all oocupations. 

204. It will be seen upon reference to the seventh paragraph of this Report that, 
according to the estimates arrived at by Mr. Giffen, the average wages of women 
employed in manual labour, and excluding those in domestio service, are very little 
more than half those of adult men, while tbe average wages of boys and lads also 
exceed, though not very greatly, those of girls. These conclusions are strongly 
corroborated by the evidence collected and summarised on behalf of the Vommission. 
To a great extent the difference in the average wages of men and women is explained 
.by the fact that the average of men's wages is taken from Bo much larger number of 
industries, including the most difficult and highly skilled manual occupations, in which 
men are exclusively, or almost exclusively, employed; whereas of the sllJaller Dumber 
of occupations from which the average wage of women is determined, a large 
proportion are unskilled and overcrowded, even in those industries in which men Bond 
wom,en are both employed the harder and more difficult and, therefore, better paid 
work is generally done by men, while women are only engaged in the easier and less 
skilled departments. ' 

265. These explanations, however, do not account for the fact that in the exceptional 
cases where mall and women are employed in work of precisely ,the same kind, 8S for 
instance, in some branches of weaving and tailoring, it usually appears to be possible 
for employers to obtain the labour of women at eo lower rate than that of meD. 
Probably in such cases the economic value of men's labour is likely to be somewhat 
greater than that of women in respect 'of steadiness, continuity, quantity of output in 
a given time, and the ability to perform certain incidental processes in connection with 
the work, such as keeping machinery in order, for which women are nnfitted. But 
thers seems no doubt that women are both ready to accept lower wages than men, and 
that they could not successfully work their way into an industry in competition with 
men unless their laboul' was really cheaper than men's labour. When they do success
fully compete with men, and have establillhed a firm footing in a trade, the remuneration 
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of.the two sexes appears to tend towards equality, either by the women's wages rising 
.w the level of the men's, or by .the men's falling to the level of the women's, or in both 
these ways. Thus, in the weaving industry of Lancashire, and of the Bradford district 
of Yorkshire, where the women weavers are in a great majority, the wage rates of the 
women for thA same work are about equal to those of the men. On the other hand, at 
Huddersfieid, where the proportion of women weavers to men is smaller, and where 
the women are paid on a lower scale than the men for the same work, the men are 
being gradually pushed out of employment, and men's wages are being forced doWJl 
so. as to approximate more and more to the rates accepted by the women. 

266. In these circumstances' it is not surprising that· the men object to female 
competition, and that various Trade Unions should have rules directed towards 
preventing or restricting the eIIi-pl01!nent of women. And' it is equally natural that 
when this policy has proved ineffect,ual, and the competition of women has become too 
strong to resist, the men should change their attitude, and seek rather to ally them
selves with the female workers, to help them to organise, ana to claim for them and 
encourage them to claim for themselves an equal rate of wages for the same amount of 
work, in the hope that the women's rate of wages will thu/!. be raised to the level of 
the men's instead of the men's being depressed to the level of. the women's. On the 
other hanel, an apprehension appears to prevail in some cases-among the women that 
an agitation on the part of the men for the payment of. equal rates to women workers 
would result in the exclusion of the latter from the trade, or at least in seriously 
diminishing their chance of employment. -

267. Instances of extremely small pay in proportion to the amount of work done are .. Swpated" 
. found in connection with the make-up of cheap clothing, the work being of a kind trade~. 
which women can do at home or in the shops of small employers. Industries of this 
character belong to the class of " sweated" trades, to which some reference has been 
made in earlier portions of this Report." The excessive competition _which so 
injuriously, affects all the conditions of work in these overcrowded industries is 
increased in the case of women by special circumstances. A great number of women 
who do home'work are not entirely dependent upon .their earnings, and consider them 
a.s being merely supplementary to those of their husbands or fathers. Others, aga.in, 
o.recompelled by the necessity of supportirlg children, or, perhaps, a dis!lbled husband, 
to accept whatever wages they are able to get. Competition of both kinds lowers the 
rate of wages throughout, !lnd renders the struggle for life very difficult for those 
women who do entirely depend on their labour for their own subsistence and, perhaps, 
th!lt of children. In some cases the excessive cheapness of such labour probably 
enables isolated hand-work to continue to exist in competition with the better 
org!lnised methods of factories and large workshops. Workers in factories complain 
th!lt their wages are kept do:wn by this competition of out-workers. The natural 
difficulty, in not highly skilled occupations, of organising persons who work at home, 
or are dispersed through numerous sm!lll workshops, even if it can be overcome in 
the case of men, would almost seem to be insuperable in that of women. In the 
absence of organisation, and in face of the unlimited competition for the cheaper and 
less skilled kind of sempstress and similar work, there seems to be little to prevent 
wages froll! Sinking to the point at which, in the words of one witness, .. it is easier 
to starve without the work." So long as there is abundance of cheap labour, without 
any mlDlmum wage fixed by the action of trade organisations 01' otherwise, it seems 
to be beyond the pO'\1"er of small employers and contractors, wholly un organised 
thems(llves !lnd keenly competing -with each other for the custom of wholesale 
houses and for small profits, to give women more for their work tlian the lowest 
pay at-which it can be obtained. 

2. HOURS OF WORK. 

268, Hours of work al'e regulated for large classes of women by the Factory and 
Workshop Acts. There appears to be no dissatisfaction with the hours thus fixed, 
and in many cases the hours actually worked are less than the legal hours. By 
an exception made to the general law by section 53 of the Factory and Workshop Act, 
1878, overtime for not more than 48 d!lYs in the year is permitted in non-textile 
factories and workshops in certain occupations, being those chiefly in which the pressure 

• s~ p8l'agt'aphs 39, 283, 235, ante. 
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of work is much heavier at one season than at another. In these caBeB work may 
be begun at 8 a.m. and carried on till 10 p.m., inclusive of two hours for meals. In 
the case of dressmakers and milliners, this exception seems to be fully taken !Advantage 
of, and representatione have been marle that illegal overtimt> is frequently added to 
that which 1;he law allo":8. The opinion has b~n strongly.expressed by several of 
H.M. Inspectors of Factories that thIs legal concessIOn of overtnne should be Bbolished, 
or should at least be reduced to the lowest pOBBible limits and, perhaps. restricted to 
the case .of t~e man~acture. o~ p~ris~ble articles of food. It is ul'ged that this working 
of overtime IS particularly lDJUl'lOUB 10 the case of dressmakers and milliners whose 
work is sedentary and tiring, and frequently carried on in ill-ventilated and unhealthy 
rooms. One of H.M. Inspectol'S l'emarks: •• If eight hours can be properly considered 
.. the time for adult males to work, how .can it be ,right to allow females and young 
.. pel'Sons •••.. to be employed for .. 4 hours!'· It has been suggested by an 
Inspector that, at least, no exceptional overtime should be allowed in the case of girls 
under eighteen. 

269. Apart from the question of overtime allowed by the Act of 1878, numeroUl 
complaints have been received of illegal overtime worked by women in factories and 
workshops. It was r.Jeged in the evidence with regard to the cotton industry that 
the syBtI.lm of .. cribbing" time, i.B., beginning a few nUnutl.ls before and ending a few 
minutes after the legal hours was extensively practised. In the CBse of some 
industries it was alleged that work was carried on through the meal hours; 
in others, that the intention of the Acts was evaded by giving women work to finish at 
home. The last-mentioned case seems to be especially common in dressmaking and 
other industries much ·affected by weather or fashion: and where, therefore, there is 
much pressure in some months and slackness in othel'S. In these cases the women 
themselves often wish to take work home in order to make gopd wages while they 
can. 

270. Certain classes of women are not protected as to hours of work by the Factory 
and Workshop Acts. Among these are shop aHsistants and barmaids and other 
waitresses (l'xcept " young persons," who are now limited to 7 4 hours a week, including 
undefined hours for meals), laundresses, and all women who work at home. Evidence 
was received showing the existence of numerous instances of extremely long hours of 
work in all these occupations. 

271. There is much medical and other evidence to show that the houl'S frequently 
worked by shop assistants and barmaids. often under very exhausting conditions, are 
in maoy instances extremely injurious to the health of those employed. 10 consequence, 
however, of the infinite differences which exists between locality and locality, and shop 
and shop, both as to the hours of work and the nature and continuity of the work 
done, it is difficult to arrive at any general conclusion IIpon this subject. Suggestions 
have been made that the Shop Hours Regulation Act, 1886, which at present applies 
only to children and young pel'Sons, should be extended to all women employed in 
shops and public housEs; also, that the hours specified in that Act should be 
iliminished; or that the hours during which shops might remain open should be 
regulated by central or local legislation. Some advocates of further protective 
legislation for women employed in shops consider that if th" hours of womeu were 
limited by law, it would be necessary to exrend that limitation to male shop 
allsistants, in competition with whom women would otherwise be placed at a 
disadvantage .. 

272. It is a contested point whether laundries should be brought within the range 
of the Factory and W orksbop Acts with regard to the limitation of bours of women 
and yo:mg persons.t In favour of that proposal it is urged that the hours of 
laundresses aTe frequently excessively long, that the work is fatiguing and often 
performed under very unhealthy conditions. On the other hand it is represented that, 
in some instances, the work is of a kind which must be carried out at very shon 
notice, that the women themselves often prefer to work irregular houl'S, and that, 
for economic reasons, to bring all laundries under the Factory and Workshop .Acts 
would have the effect of crushing out the small laundries, concentrating the work in 

• Chief F.ctory 1oop..,lor'o Annual Report for 1892, p. 93. 
t With regard to sanitary matters, laundries were Cor the finn time brought IInder BOlDe regulation by the 

Factory and Workshop Act, 1891, ...... 1 aDd 2. I 
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big buildings, aDd transferring much of the employment from women to meD and 
boys. or to machinery. . . 

273. It must be observed that in industries. such as laundries. which are not Hours of 
covered either by the Factory and Workshop Acts or by the Shop Hours Regulation young 
Act, 1886. the hours not only of women but also of girls under 18 years, and over penon •. 
the school age. are entirely unregulated by law. A suggestion made by one of 
H.M. Inspectors that girls under 18, at any rate, should not be allowed to work 
overtime under the exception in the Factory a.nd Workshop Act, 1878, has already 
been noticed. The wider suggestion has also been made that no young per.;on should 
be allowed to work under any circumstances more than a fixed number of hours in 
any industry whatsoever,· making tho. same general limit apply to all cases, whether 
the industries arE' otherwise within or without the Factory and Workshop Acts. . It 
has further been suggested that the age up to which such young persons should be 
protectsd should. in the case of girls at any rate, be raised from 18 to 21, the age 
adopted in France. Supposing that the hours of.young persons fi¥ed by the Factory 
Acts were made thus generally applicable, the effect so far as relates to females would 
be (1) to protect girls under ]R (orperhapil 21) from the exception made under 
section 53 of the Act of 1878, (2) to reduce the hours of girls in shops and public 
houses from a maximum of 74. inCluding indefinite meal-hours, to 56l hours, excluding 
fixed meal-hours. (3) to protect girls in laundries who are now altogether unprotected. 
The question would arise to what extent it was necessal'y or desirable thai; such 
protection should be extended to youths as well as to girls, inasmuch as to extend it 
to girls alone migh~ put them at a disadvantage in competing for employment. 

274. By the 16th section of the Factory and Workshop Act, 1878, provision is Out-work ...... 
made for the linlitation of the hours of young persons and children, though not 
of womeu, employed in "domestic workshops." that is to say, in private houses or 
rooms where the only persons employed are members of the same family dwelling 
there. Attention has been called (see paragraphs 45 to 49, OI1Ite)tO some proposals 
which have been made with a view to bringing out-workers under more effective 
supervision, and to 80me steps which have recently been taken by the Home Secretary 
to utilise the power given by section' 27 of the Factory and Workshop Act, 1891. 

275. It has been urged that where women are employed in specially unhealthy Honra of 
occupations it may be desirable to restrict the legal hours of employment within still wor~ in 
narrower limits thau those fixed by the Factories and Workshop Acts. This object j,:y un
might be accomplished by an extension to the matter of hours of the power given pationi occu
tu the HODle Secretary by section 8 of the Act of 1891, to certify any particular 
description of manual labour to be injurious to health, and to adopt special measures 
to meet the evil. As thA law now stands it would not appear that such special measures 
can include limitation of hours. 

3. EMPLOYMENT OF MARRIED WOMEN IN F AOTOBIES AND W OBKSHOPS. 

276. The objections raised to the employment of married women in factories andObjectioUB 
workshops fall under the following heads :- . raised to 

(1.) Tholare alleged to compete unfairly with unmarried women_ This seems to emplo>,,!,ent 
give rise 10 some cases to a strong feeling on the plIrt of unmarried women in of m ....... ed . women m 
faotorles. factories and 

(2.) They are unable if they work away from home to disoharge domestic duties. workshops. 
Homes are made comfortless. and children and husbands neglected. This view was 
represented strongly in evidence by various workmen, and the truth of it in some 
instances. is confirmed by the personal inspection made hy the Lady Assistant 
Commissioners. 

(3.) Heavy labour in periods near to childbirth is stated to be injurious both to 
mothers and to their ohildren. This was strongly alleged in the case of the chain and 
nail manufacture by a witness who gave evidence before the Commission (Evidence 
Group A., 17,606), though this statement was not altogether confirmed by the Lady 
Assistant Commissioner who took evidence with regard to this industry. In the case 

• It may be noted that the shortest hours that are logalised in the case of yonng persona are Ihose in textile 
factori ... i .•. , 66i a week, and thoee at eual-pilB, i .•.• IH hou .... "above ground." or in the ease of boy" 
" below ground" aloo, and about th .... no complninta are made. 
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.0£ white lead ,")Vork~ and potteries it has been alleged that. the c/fect(lf the poison or 
dust absorbea'oywolnen before childbirth had Certaininjuriou~ effebts upon the 
children born. but the present evidence in support of this does not seem to be strong. 

(4.) The .e~ployme~t of mothers in fa~tori~ ~ stated to, b~ in every way very 
?ad for Ghelr. infant children, and to lead I~ dls,tr~cts where It IS much practised to 
·lnfl\Ilt.moJ:!;ahty far above the averago. This oplDlOn was very strongly maintained 
in evidence by Dr_ John Tatham, Medical Officer of IIealth for Manchester. and was 
corroborated by Dr. Ogle, and seems to be bornl' out by comparative statistics. It was 
llrged by.pr, r:J:atham(Evidt>nce, Group C., S152-5b) that the period of four weeks from 
?hildbirth during which ,it is, under section 17 of the Factory and Workshop Act, 1891, 
IllegaL to. employ mafped women, should be extended to not less than six months. 
Such ,a prohibition would, he said, have a very important influence upon the rate of 
mortality and the nurture of the children. Other medical men thought that the 
period should be extended to at least three months from childbirth. 

277,., A~ ob:vious o~jection to such further legisla~ion, however desirable it may 
other'Wlse be; IS that In very numerous eases the eXIstence of very young children 
makes the'earning of wagen of vital importance to a mother, evon altholl!!"h she often 
has to pay' a considerable part of them to caretakers, who look after' babies in a very 
inadequate manner. hasmuch as, in districts like Lancashire, the conditions of modern 
industry have transferred the best paid women's work to faotories, it would bo impossible 
for a woman to earn decent wages at home. It is, perhaps, possible that the injurious 
effects of this state of things might to some extent be tliminishi'd by the better 
organisation of a system of creches, or other institutioDs where very small children 
could be looked' after. It appears that in some cases married women whose husbands 
are well able to support them prefer to work in factories not only for the sake of 
additional money but, because they miss othtirwise the sociahle factory life to which they 
were accustomed before marriage, and find home dull and purposeless. 

4. SANITARY ACCOMMODATION AND VENTILATION IN FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS. 

278. The Lady Assistant Commissioners who personally inspected many textile 
factories and workshops. and retail shops where women are employed. found that in 
very many cases both sanitary accommodation and ventilation were far from 
satisfactory. and, in too many instances, were disgracefully bad. Some parts of 
Scotland, certain districts near Birmingham, other districts in the Midlands. and Borne 
of the Yorkshire and Lancashire* mills are distinguished for the want of sufficient. 
cleanly, and separate sanitary accommodation for women. Ventilation is stated to be 
bad, 'with certain exceptiOns. in textile factories in England, Scotland, and Ireland, 
and is still worse in a great many workshops. Small workshops in great towns such 
ail Birmingb'am, 'Liverpool, Manchester, 'and Glasgow, as well as in London, were 
found to be often at once ill-ventilated, ill-warmed, over-orowded, and dirty. especially 
in the case of dressmaking and tailoring shops. Frequently they are either basements 
devoid of light, where gas is kept burning all day, or sloping-roofed attics, cold in 
winter and hot in summer. Usually these shops are quite without such appliances 
as ventilators or air-propellers. In laundries, in particular. where a high temperature 
is unavoidable, it is stated that air-propellers would, if used. do much to diminish 
the injurious effects of it. In some cases; where electric light had been suhstituted 
for gas, the improvement in the air thus produced was found to have a very beneficial 
efrect on the health of the workers.t . 

279. ·The general result of the .evidence seems to be that in many places where 
women. are employed. the requirement in the Factory and Workshop Act, 1878, that 
faotories and workshops shall be kept in a .. cleanly state," not" over-crowded," and 
"well ventilated,'~ has by no means been effectually carried out. The evils of defective 
sanitary accommodation, ventilation, and over-crowding are due in some cases to the 
bad construction of many buildings and rooms, frequently not originally intended for 
working purposes. which renders them almost incapable of appreCIable improvemellt. 
In great measure these evils are due to inadequacy of inspection and difficulties III the 
way of enforcing improvements. 

• As to these matters in Lancashire .ee also Chief Inspector's Report for 1892, pp. 98 aod 99. 
t "I ha.ve seen ma~y a girl toiling 8;'8Y in a. workroom, where the gas bad b~n buro!og for ~ve .hours, upon 

whose face it did not wnnt the eye of a doctor to discover the traces nf the Irremediable mlschJCf that W88 
/lOing on," Repo;t of H.M,. Inspector for Southampton district, Chief Inspector'. Report for 1~92, p. 91, 
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280. It has been pointed out' 'in 'paragraph '37' of this Report that in the case of 
workshops in which women or young persoDs are employed, a double proteotiop' is 
given by law in sanitary matters. It is the duty of the local authorities to irispeot 
such workshops, and it also continues to be the duty of H.M. Inspectors to visit them 
with regard to the hours of labour, and, if the premises 8:re in an insanitary condition, 
to call the attention of the local authority 'to the matter, and to take steps themselves 
if that authority does not act. In the case of women;'therefore;'l;he'adequacy ofJ;he 
staff of central inspectors continu, es t\> be, Ilo'twithstanding the ,divisio~ of duties 
established by the Factory and Workshops Act, 1891, a matter of gl'eat.importance iii 
sanitary matters as well as with' regard to hours of work. In theopiiiiOD' of the 
Lady Assistant Commissioners, based on what they heard from women whom they 
examined, it is highly desirable that some female inspectors should be appointed, upon 
the ground, for one thing, that ," girls cannot talk to men as, they can, to women." * ' 

281. Attention has been called in an earlier part of this Report (see paragraphs 42 
and 43) to various suggElstions which have been, m,ade with a view to securiJlg m!lrl' 
effectively than at present that, places in which work ill carried on shall be kept i1j\ a 
sufficiently sanitary conditi()n. It, is enough to say her~ that the evidence whic,h.l(.jI 
been collected with regard to the employment of women is of special weight and value. 
as showing how important it is that SOme effectual steps, should be taken in, ~hlll 
direction. ' 

5. ESPECIALLY DANGEROUS AND' UNIiEALTHY PROCESSES .IN CERTAIN EMPLOYMENTS. , ' 

282. The evidenoe heard by the Commission Il,Dd that collected by the Lady Sub· 
Commissioners, shows that certain industries, or particular processes. have proved 
very injurious to the health of women and young persons employed in them. The 
heat, moisture, and dust in cotton mills may, it is to be hoped, .be reduced "by .~he 
enforcement of proper ventilation and temperature unde.r the Cotton Clo~h Factor~& 
Act, Hl89. The like special regulations seem to be requited in the ~ase of' the l.jnen 
and flax mill~ in the North of. Ireland. It would appear from ,the statistics drawn 
up for the Belfast Town Council by the medical officer of ,health that. there is great 
loss of life among the female factory hands from causes which are probably ?o~oidable. t 
In wool-combing also the want of proper appliances for ventilation often seems tc 
be a cause of illness. Oth!lr Bources of disease exist in rag picking and I!lqrting, and 
fustian and velvet cutting. The Lady Assistant Commissioners gave particular 
attention to several industries very distinguished for their evil effect upon the health 
of women,! namely, the white lead industry, work in the potteries, majolica painting 
and iron enamelling, and lucifer match-making. Departmental Committees have 
recently held enquiries, and special rules (under the Act of 1891) have been made. or 
are in course of being established, by the Home Secretary. With regard to all these 
industries. § A full account both of the evils in question and of the steps which have 
been taken is given in the Summary upon" The Employment of Women," pages 515 
to 524. ' 

Specially un
healthy 
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283. In ordinary employments the Lady Assistant Co~missioners called at~ention to Unhealthy 
various common causes of unhealthiness, such as the absence of placi's for drying circum .. 
outer clothes when wet, absence of dining-rooms and provision of hot water, or su:IiceB in 

means o~ cooking or ?btaining proper" food. in. or neilI" works, and, in ,the, eaSe of :"u';Zons. 
shop asslstants, barmaIds, and others who" hve In,'' the frequently close and crowded 
character of bedrooms. In the case of shop assistants and barmaids the want of 
sitting down or withdrawing rooms to rest in is stated to be a common cause of 
ill·health and exhaustion. There are, of course, many cases where the arrangements are 
excellent and none of these evils prevail, but the general impression left by the 
information collected by the Lady Assistant Commissioners is that much remains to be 
done by employers of women in the way of obviating the causes of ill-health. 

--------- ~-.-- --_. __ . -~--,-~~-,.--
• St. Part II. ohhis Report: Appen,lix TIl., Summary upon" The Employment of Women," pam" ..... ph 756 (b). 
t Summary upon "The Employnll~nt of Women'" paragraph 734 (b). 
t It is worthy of renuuk that in the ('ASt' of indu~triE's involving C'Outact with poisonous ~mhstances such a.~ 

white lend, not only c!(,8ulinf;'ss but I~lso go(ai food, with which some employt:'rs now snpply t.ht, h~tDds, Be('m 
to be R rzm\t pl'e~(,1'\'8-tlVQ to h~alth, ~utnmllry upon h The Employment of 'Vomen," paragraph 736 -(d) • L!lllef 
1,,"poo,or'o Hepor!, It!9~. PI'. l~. 2:1. 30. ' 

§ Set: pUTagl'u.phs -18 allll ·W mIte. 
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6. ORGANISATIONS or WOIlU, 

284. In the large textile trades, and especially among the cotton-spinnera of 
Lancashire, a good prop?rtion o~ f~male workerR belong to the men's assooiations, 
but even when they are m a maJonty they rarely atand on terms of equality with 
the men. Generally speaking, they pay a lower rate of contributions, receive corres
pondingly low benefits, and take only a subordinate part, if any, in the government 
of the sooiety. A large mixed association of this kind is that of the jute-workera in 
and near Dundee, numbering near 6,000 members, of whom only l~ per cent. are men. 
Its success seems to have been largely due to a clergyman who manages its affairs. 
Many attempts have been made in other trades, especially in recent yeara, to found 
exolusively female organisations. A few of the sooieties of this kind which have been 
started still exist, though not many of them seem to have suoceeded in enrolling 
and keeping any considerable number of subscribing members. Upon the whole, the 
history of these attempts is at present a history of failureA. 

Canse&"hich 285. Various causea are alleged whioh make it very difficult for women to combine 
~ it successfully. One cause, no doubt, is that which also affects a large class of men, 
~t to viz., that many of the occupations in which they are employed are not protected from 
comb't:e':" competition by the necessity for much skill or strength and are over-crowded. - But 

even in the case of those occupations which require a degree of skill and training, 
corresponding to that which would probably enable men to organise successfully, women 
appear to have the same difficulty in combining by themselves. This has been 
attributed to the fact that unmarried women frequentiy consider their employment aa 
one which will be terminated by mft.rriage and not as a life affair; to social divisions 
and distinctions exillting among them; to hereditary incapacity for transacting 
business in common; to .difficulties in the way of meeting; and to special dislike 
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felt by employers to their organisation. 

286. To whatever cause may be due the difficulty which women have in combining 
effectively, it appears to be a real injury to them in those trades in which they lire 
underpaid. In cases in which they receive less than men for work, which taking 
everything into account is of equal value to the employer, it is clear that they would 
gain much even from a little organisation. It has, however, been already indicated 
that these cases are probably not so frequent as is sometimes supposed. And it must 
not be forgotten that those domestic and personal service industries in which the 
wages of women sometimes equal or exceed the wages of an artisan, owe nothing to 
trade organisations. 

287. To the difficulties which women have in combining, may also to some extent be 
attributed the fact that trade disputes have been of comparatively rare occurrence 
"Vhere women alone, or almost aloI!e, are employed. They have taken part, indeed, in 
many strikes in the great textile and other industries where men also are employed, 
but these strikes appear to have been almost inval'iably due, even where women formed 
the majority in associations, to the action of the male operatives.t 
------~---------------------.-

• In the words of Lady J eune, .. U nski\led labour will always be the great diJliculty to be met by. Dy 
" combination to raise the wag .. of women workers, and the sick children, the nnemployed husband, the cold 
" a.nd fireless hom .... will always be the greatest bar to Bny effort to peroundc women to Btand together for 
.. better remuneration." (See Summary upon "The Employment of Women," paragraph 762 (0).) 

t Se. Summary npon "The Employment of Women," paragraphs '170-3, for .n account of various diopute. 
in which women were concerned . • 
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RECOMMENDATIONS. 

PART I. 

1. PRBFATORY OBSERVATIONS. 
2. WHETHER IT IS DBSIRABLB TO BSUBLISH STATUTORY INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNALS TO DEAL WITH 

QUE~TIONS ARISING OUT 01' EXISTING AGREEMENTS. 
3. W BETHER IT IS DESIRABLE TO -ESTABLISH STATUTORY BOARDS OP CONCILIATION AND 

ARBITIU.TlON. -
4. PROMOTION 01' VOLUNTARY BOARDS 01' CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION, AND C».'HER 

INTERVENTION BY THE BUARD 01' TRADE. 
S; APPOINTMENT 01' 01'FICIAL ABBITBATOBS. 
6. LABOUR DBPARTMENT. 

1. PREFATORY OBSERVATIONS. 

288. In the preoeding part of tliis Report our object has been to review ooncisely the 
facts, opiniuns, and arguments whioh have in various ways been brought to our notice. 
In doing this we have, to somo extent, indicated the general impression left 'upon 
our minds by the information which has been colleoted. 

'289. In the present part of the R'lport we propose to state what reoommendations it is, 
in our opinion; desirable to make with a view to legislation. In the first place we 
desire to state our views relative to the question whether anything can be done by way 
of legislation to promote the better settlement of disputes between employers and 
workmen. 

290. The following main conclusions derived from: the evidence have to be borne in 
mind :-

(a..) In some of tho principal industries a steady extension has for many years past 
taken place in the scale and importance of trade unions and employers' associa
tions. In industries of the kind referred to the settlement of terms between 
employers and workmen is mainly, and the conduct of the industry is to a 
large extent, oontrolled by the action of these organisations on either side. 

(b.) In a large proportion of industries organisatiolls exist for the protection of trade 
interests and friendly benefit purposes, but only comprise a part, and often 
only a small part~ of the workmen and employers engaged in those industries. 
These organisations do not, for this rE'ason, exercise so great a controlling 
power over trade relations as do those of the kind first mentioned. 

(c.) In other classes of industry organisations are insignificant or do not exist at all. 
(d.) Institutions for the purpose of adjusting relations and settling disputes between 

employers and workmen (whether ~ucb_ disputes arise out of the terms of 
existing agreements or turn ipon- the terms of future agreements) have grown 
up within the limits of some speCIal trades. The most successful of these 
institutions are those which have been formed in the trades where organisations 
on either side are Atrongest and most complete. 

(e.) Of reoent years other institutions have been formed for the purpose of con
ciliation or, more strictly speaking, of mediation, not confined to any partioular 
?,ade, but ~nt~nded ~o bring: a~out " pacific adjustment. ~f :elations in any 
mdustry withm certam local hmits. These boards of concilllLtlOn, whioh now 
exist in London snd in many other important industrial centres, have usually 
been formed by co-operation between local chambers of oommerce and trade 
councils. They seem to have worked with oonsiderable success, and to -be 
espeoially serviceable, where there are numerous small industries rather than 
one large staple t~ade, and in settl~g ~isputes where neither employers nor 
workmen are orgatllsed. BORl-ds of this kind are hereafter referred to as district 
boards of conoiliation in oi'der to distinguish them from the trade boards. 
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(t.) Both trade and ~strict boards have in all cases been spontaneouslr formed 
~y the co.~peratlOn of employers a~d workmen more or le88 directly IUterested 
m the paCIfic settlemElnt oftm<:lp Qiapu~ . No, resort h88 hitherto b6lm made 
to certain Acts of. P;ll'liament (Bee IIn16. :paragraph 155). which were intended 
to enable institutions of this kind to acquire a statutory basie and certain 
legal pOTers. . 

291. We find from the evidence that the effect of the existing trade and district 
boar~ is highly beneficial .in averting'! oonflicts, but they are far. as yet from 
coverlDg the whole field of mdustry. We..have thus been led to consider whether it 
would be possible by any legislation either to increase the efficiency of those in.titutions, 
or their number, or to supplement them by the creation under Act of Parliament of 
boards of a similar character. 

2. W HETHBR IT IS DBSffiABLE TO ESTABLISH STATt''OORY lNDUSTltIAL TRIBUNALS TO DEAL 
WITH QUESTIONS ARISING OUT OP EXISTING AGREEMENTS. 

292. In the first place we have discussed the question whether it would be expedient 
to establish, or to give to Town and County Councils .power to establish, industrial 
tribunals throughout the country with legal powers to hear cases arising out of existing 
and implied agreements, or depending upon the interpretation of trade customR, and 
to make enforceable decisions. 

293. In favour of this course it has beeu urged that working men are deterred by 
cost, the chl~racter of the tribunal, or other reasons; from bringing ouestions of this 
kind (or such of those questions 809 might so be brought) before county courts, or 
before the stipendiary magistrates and Justices of the Peace who may have jurisdiction 
under the "Employers and Workmen Act, 1875." Yet at present, no special tribunals 
having been established uuder the Conciliation Act, 1867, or othel' Acts, these courts 
and magistrates are tho only authorities having legal powel's before whom such 
questions can be brought. It is represented thlit, although in some well organised 
trades disputes of this kind can usually be settled fairly by joint oommittees or the 
action of trade union officials or other means, yet that in unorganised industries 
workmen often have, or think they have, to endure grievances because there are DO 

institutiou~ to which they can resort to obtain a cheap and easy hearing of their oase. 

294. Much of the evidence which was brought before us by witnesses from the 
less organised trades consisted of oomplaints. of grievances of a highly technical 
character. Many witnesses appeared to have come before the Commission, not so 
much in order to give evidence bearing upon the larger and more gencl'al questions, 
as to complain of grievauces relating to their own special ind1lstries, such as short 
payments for inferior work. fines and deductions, the quality of the raw material 
supplied, aud a great variety of other matters of a still more technical and local 
nature. These witnesse!\ often seemed to be under the impression that either the 
Commission itself ot' some court, the establishment of which it might recommend, 
would Frovide them with a practical and summary remedy. It -Was difficult to ascertain 
in ail case~ how Iar these witnesses were really ropresentative, but the prevalence of 
allegations of this kind leads us to believe that there does exist among those employed 
in many industries much discontent and dissatisfaction with the means which . they 
possess of obtaining redress for real or supposed injustice. 

295. Even apart from objections upon other grounds which employers and workmen 
may feel to bringing- tbeir disputes before county courts or before stipendiary or other 
magistrates under the" Employers and Workmen .Act, 1875," it would hardly seem 
that such courts or magistrates could take cognisance of, or, at any rate, sati~factori1y 
determine such questions. as, e.g., the quarity of raw material supplied to workml.'n. 
Upou this ground, therefore, there might be a pIca for the. establishment of special 
industrial tribunals, qualified by the greater technical knOWledge of those who. should 
compose them to deal with questions arising out of particular conditions aud trade 
customs. 

296. On the other hand we have had to weigh the arguments (I) that iu'large and 
well organised trades the workmen have already quite sufficient means of obtaining a 
remedy for grievances connected with existing or implied agreements or trade customs; 
(2) that in u~.rga,nised~ .occl:lpati~l1s, especially in the c~ of unskilled . labour, a 
dispute on,ques nS.ofthls,kmd'ls more IJkely'·to'be termlnated by cessatIOn .of the 
engagement bet .en an employer and worlqnen' than by a resort to aAY tribunal, 
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however constituted; (3)·that-in .the most;important,unorgan\sed occupation, that of 
agrioulture, such \lOurts wou.ki not be useful unless they were very numerous; (4) that. 
several previous .Acts passed with a view· to establishing industrial tribunals, with 
legal powers of trying caselt arising out of existing contracts, have proved complete 
failures (see OInte, paragraph 155); (5) that, in this country, the only disputes which 
lead .. to serious actual conflict are those relating to the terms, not of existing, but of 
future agreements. 

297. Upon the whole we do not find ourselves able to recommend the systematio and 
general establishment of, special industrial tribunals (in addition to the existing legal 
methods) for deciding questions arising upon existing agreements.' 

We think, however, that though it would be unwise to institute any general system 
of industrial tribunals, there migb,~ be some advantage in an experiment of a tentative 
and permissive character in this direction. Local representative bodies have now been 
constituted in every part of the country, and it would be possible to give to Town and 
County Councils a power of taking the initiative in the creation of special tribunals for 
defined districts or trade!!, more or less after the pattern of the French Oonseils de 
Prod'hammes. We ilo not contemplate the direct appointment of members of such 
courts by local authorities, 8lld certain general statutory conditions would have to be 
laid down directed towards securing an equal'representation in such courts of the 
various interests concerned, and providing for a cheap and summary method of 
prSJcedure. When any scheme of this kind, submitted by a Town or County Council, 
had been approvedby some public department and established by Order in Councilor 
Provisional Order. the court or courts thereby created might be invested with powers 
of hearing and (when uI)able to Pring about an amicable settlement in Court between 
the parties) deciding cases which might be brought before them, arising out of express 
01,' implied contract as between employers and employed within the area of their 
jl!risdictiQn. These powers would be the same as those exercised in these cases by 
county courts or magistrates. The power to initiate the institution of new industrial 
tribunals might not at first be largely used by the local authorities, bl\t it seems to 
us that in some parts of the country there does exist a want which. might be met in 
this way. 

It would be desirable that if there should be any legislation in this directioI! the 
ground should be cleared by the repeal of Bome existing statutes which,as it has been 
pointed out; have remained a deadletteJ;. " 

298. A proposal has been made to confer upon the voluntary trade or district 
boards of conciliation powers similar to those possessed by ordinary courts of law in 
relation to disputes arising out of existing agroements. This course appears to us to 
be undesirable. Such suocess as these boards have achieved (and their success has 
been considerable) has, in our opinion, been mainly due to their purely voluntary 
character, and to the fact that they have possessed no legal coercive powers. Either, 
we think, such voluntary boards would not avail themselves of an Act of Parliament 
enabling them to acquire .powers, and the Act would then remain a dead letter like the 
Conciliation Act, 1867 ; or, if the boards were to acquire such powers, resort to them 
for their various purposes would be made less freely than at present. 

3. W BETBER IT IS DESIRABLE TO ESTABLISH STATUTORY BOARDS OF CONCILIATION AND 

ARBITRATION. 

,299. The proposals hitherto considered relate to the establishment of special tribunals 
of a judioial kind for dealing with questions arising out of existing agreements or 
trade oustoms. In the case of the larger and more serious disputes arising with regard 
to the terms of future agreements, frequently between large bodies of workmen on one 
side and employers on the other, we have had to oonsider, in the first place, suggestions 

. for the compulsory reference of such disputes to State, or other boards of arbitration, 
whose awards should be legally enforceable. No such proposal, however, appeared to 
us to be definite or practical enough to belll' serious examination. 

We have, in the next place, discussed a proposal to establish under Act of Parlia
'roent distriot boards of conciliation and arbitration, the chief object of which would be 
to bring about the settlement of questions relating to future agreements. These boards 
might~ it was suggested, be established either by a Government Department or, as some 

,.think would be a bettel' plan, by town ~nd county councils, subject, perhaps, in that 
case, to confirmation by some central authority. They would have lltatutory powers 
(,f intervening in trade disputes, in the interest of the public, as well as that of the 
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parti~s, of holding inlJ,ui~es, and ,using neoeB~ry means of proo~ring information, 
and, m cases where theIr mtervention should fail to avert a oonliict, would publish 
reports which should serve to guide publio opinion as to thfl merita of the contest. 
It was represented that such boards need Dot displace existing or future voluntary 
boards of conciliation, but would fill up the void space Dot covered by those 
voluntary boards, and would be especially useful in the case of small tl'lldes' or 
unorganised workmen. 

300. On the other hand we have had to consider that such boards, by whatever public 
authority they were established, would have an official character, and might, for that 
reason, be less popular and less resorted to than the present voluntary institutions, yet, 
at the same time. their presence mi~ht have the bad effect of a.rresting the growth of 
these institutions. Even if they did not injuriously interfere with the further develop
ment of boards of conciliation in large and well orgauised trades, they would probably 
displace, or, at leaSt, check the extension of the district boards which are not limited to 
particular industries. 

301. Weare of opinion that no central department has the local knowledge whioh 
'would enable it to attempt with luccess the creation of such institutions and that the 
intervention of local public authorities cannot be usefully extended at present beyond 
the experimental Mtion suggested above (paragraph 297) with regard to industrial 
tribunals to decide cases arising out of existmg agreements. 

302, We hope and believe that the present rapid extension of voluntary boards will 
continue, until they cover a much larger part of the whole field of industry than they 
do at present. This development seems to us to be at present the chief matter of 
importance, and it has the advantage over any systematic establishment of local boards, 
of greater freedom of experiment and adaptation to special and varying ciroumstances. 
If, at sllme future time, the success of these voluntary boards throughout the country 
shall have become well assured, and if any success should attend the experiment 
previoUllly suggested of giving to local authorities the power of initiating the formation 
of industrial tribunals, it may be found expedient to confer larger powers either upon 
voluntary boards or upon such industrial tribunals. But, at the present stage of pro
gress, we are of opinion that it would do more harm than good either to invest voluntary 
board8 with legal powers, or to establish riva.ls to them in the shape of other boards 
founded on a statutory basis, a,nd having II more or less public lind official character. 

4. PROMOTION oJ! VOLUNTARY BOARlJS oJ! CONCILIATION AND .!.RBITRA'fION, AND OTHBR 
lNTERVENTION BY THE BOARD o~ TRADE. 

303. Although we are unable to agree in supporting any proposal for establishing, at 
the present time, any system of State or public boards for intervening in trade disputes. 
we think that a central department, possessed of an adequate staff, and having means 
to procure, record; and circulat.e information, may do much by advice and assistance to 
promote the more rapid and universal establishment of trade and district boards adapted 
to circumstances of various kinds. It was proposed by a Bill brought into the House 
of Commons in the session of 1893 by Mr. Mundella on behalf of the Government (and 
printed as Appendix IV. Ca.) to this Report) to authorise the Board of Trade to take the 
initiative in aiding by advice and local negotiations the establishment of voluntary 
boards of conciliation and arbitration in any district or trade, and, further, to nominate 
upon the application of employers and ,workmen interests? a conciliator or board of 
conciliation to act when any trade confhct may actually eXist or be apprehended. 

304. The following clause was added to the Conciliation Bi)l as re-introduced in the 
sessio'll of 1894, viz. :-

"Where a difference exists or is apprehended between an employer, or any class of' 
employers, and workmen. or between different classes of workmen, the Board of Trade 
may, if they think fit, exercise all or any of the following powers, namely.-

, (a) inquire into the causes and circumstances of the difference, and make such 
report, if any, thereon as appeal'S to the Board expediilnt; and , 

(b) invite the parties to the difference" to meet together, by themselves or their 
representatives, under the presidency of a chairman mutually agreed upon 
or nominated by the Board of 'rrade or by some other person or body, 
'with a view to the amicable settlement of the difference." 
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We think that discretionary powers of this kind may with advan~e be exercised 
by the Board of Trade. There seems to be no legal reason why the Board should 
not, even with'Jut legislation, take steps of the kind indicated in the Bills of 1893 
BIld 1894, but a statutory provision of this character will probably be of use as giving 
to the Board. a better loc/UI Btandi for friendly and experienced intervention in the oase 
of disturbed trade relations, and would make it easier for it to employ a staff suitable 
and adequate for the purposes in question. The Board of Trade at present posB68ses 
advantages for this task, inasmuoh as the duty of oolleoting labour statistios whioh 
is being discharged by its Labour Department brings it in many ways in touoh 
with employers and workmen throughout the country, and the offioials oharged 
with this duty justly enjoy the confidence of both olasses to a large extent. The 
statistioal duties of the Labour Department will, however, in future probably tend to 
inoreaso, and, in the' oollection ~fld preparation of information, the importanoe of 
absolute and universally reoognised impartiality and freedom from any end or purpose 
exoept that of exaot asoertainment of faots is so great, that oare will have to 1e 
taken that intervention, even of the most friendly oharacter, in trade disputes, shall in 
no degree impair statistical aco1lraoy or oredit. If there should be found to be an 
extensive opening for suoh intervention as is oontemplated by Mr. Mundella's Bill, 
it may probably become neoes8&ry to keep these two funotions of the Board of Trade, 
or of its Labour Department, oarefully distinot and separate from each other. 

5. ApPOINTMENT OF OFFICIAL ARBITRATORS. 

305. Some of the trade boards of oonoiliation provide for reoourse to arbitration 
as the last resort when the representatives of employers and workmen fail to agree as 
to the settlement of future wage rates or other general issues. The distriot board. 
of conoiliation also, as a rule, make it one of their objeots to induoe employers and 
workmen who are at issue to refer to arbitration questions upon whioh they are unable 
to agree. Among tr!ldes whioh do not possess formal joint institutions it .. is not rarely 
a rule to Qffor referenoe to arbitration before prooeeding to a strike or lock-onto • 

306. It has been pointed out (ante, paragraph. 136) that, even where there is a 
disposition on both sides to refer to arbitration, there is often a diffioulty in finding 
suitable arbitrators or umpires. .. Either the arbitrator is quite uDoonneoted with 
.. industrial work, and then the process of informing his mind upon the matter is 
.. too long and oostly, or he is in some way oonnected with the industrial world, and 
.. then one party or the other is apt to.suspeot him of bias and partiality." 

307. We think that this difficulty might in many cases be met if power were given to a 
publio department to appoint, upon the receipt of a sufficient applioation from the 
parties interested or from looal boards of conoiliation, a suitable person to aot as 
arbitrator, either alone or in oonjunotion with looal boards, or with assessors appointed 
by the employers and workmen concerned, according to the ciroumstances of each 
oase. We think that arbitrators thus appointed would be fairly free from suspicion 
of bias, and that, if the same persons were habitnally appointed to aot, and their 
services were frequently required, they would aoquire a certain special skill and weight 
in dealing with industrial questions. Their decisions •. however, would not possess 
legally binding effeot any more than those of unoffioial arbitrators in industrial questions. 
Possibly. if the plan proved successful and the work sufficient, such arbitrators might 
hereafter be made permanent, instead of temporary and ocoasional judicial officers. 

6. LABOllR DEPARTMENT. 

308. We have considered whether we shonld be jnstified in recommending that the 
val'i.ous statistical and administrative functions conneoted with industrial matoors which 
are now divided among several departments (_ee ante, paragraphs 253 and 254) should 
be ooncentrated lind brought together under a single department. We have oome. to 
the conclu!lion that the present arranO'ement, so far as It relates to the division of 
statisticlII functions, though not system~ic. has advantages and works sufficiently well, 
alld we do not think that any benefits to be gained by a re-arrangement would 
oompensate for the disturbance of business which it would cause. 

309. The Department of the Board of Trade which deals with labour stat.isti<Js has 
reoently been re-organised and strengthened. Several of the suggestions whioh we 
should hav~ desired to make with regard to the work of this Department have been 
anticipated by the publication of the .. Labour Gazette," whioh i~ doing very ui!6ful 
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work. It would, however, be desirable to keep in view the poesible advisability of 
publishing at least a part of the information at Inore freque'1t intervals. We have not 
seen our way to recommend that the State should undertake the formation of labour 
regiRtries for the purpose of bringing together employers in searoh of workmen and 
workm<o!n in search of employment (ace ante, paragraph 243). We think, however, that 
the Labour Department should be prepared to give advice to private :lSIIociations or 
local authorities who may be thinking of forming them; and that the "Labour 
Gazette .. could render them some service by extending the work it has already begun. 
of acting as a means of communication between them. 

310. Without criticising the work done by the Local Correspondents of the 
Labour Department, we think that their services would hardly bll available for those 
systematic inquiries into the conditions of industry for which there is an urgent 
and a growing need in this country. Attention has already been called to the 
fact that we do not possess any information as to the number of persons employed 
even in our chief skilled trades; and that we have received evidence that there is no 
existing machinery by which it could be obtained.'" This fact illustrates a deficiency 
which we think should not be allowen to remain without a serious attempt to remedy
it. Weare aware that the process must be gradual; because a staff of skilled investI
gators cannot be obtained quickly, and it is even more important to sustain the 
high quality of official statistics than to extend their scope. But we t.hink that a 
beginning should be made at once; and that it should be given in charge to the Labour 
Department to form such a stall' gradually, and to train them for the work of 
investigation on the spot.. . 

. We do not attempt tQ forecast in detail the inquiries which this staff should 
make; for as time goes on the Department willieam from its own experience what 
inquiries are most urgently needed, and will select from these euch as the resources at 
its disposal will enable it to conduct to the best advantage. It will also be guided 
by instructions and requests proceeding from the Legislature, various Departments of 
Gove~ment, and Royal CommIssions. A great part of the work which is now done 
by temporary Assistant Commissioners, could be done more efficiently and much 
more economically by persons with some special knowledge of the particular subject 
and of the methods most appropriate for dealing with. it. But we may assume that 
among the first tasks to be undertaken will be the formation of a proper census of 
occupations (which would, of course, not be taken all over the country on the same 
day); with some inquiries as to -the number of dependents on each class of workers; 
the number of large and small establishments in each trade, the rates of wages and 
other particulars. As full an inquiry as pOl!sible migl),t also be made as to the 
unemployed, and as to the conditions of life in crowded tenements, and among the 
poorest classes geq.erally.t Information on some or other of the3e subjects is needed in 
almost every endeavour, whethel' public or trivate. for the general good. Much of 
it is indispensable for arriving at a soun conclusion in any process of mediation 
or arbitration in trade disputes. It is to be hoped further, that, 8S time goes on, the 
Department may be able to turn this information to acoount in such a way as 
to diminish in some small degree the unsteadiness of employment . 

• 
311. W fl have been compelled to express doubts. as to the efficacy of many of the 

remedies which have been commonly advocated for irregularity of employment, and 
even to suggest that some of them might act in the opposite direction to that which 
is desired. At the same time the evils of this irregularity are so serious that no real 
remedy should be neglected merely because its operation would be limited. One 
source of fluctuations' of work, not perhaps very considerable, but still appreciable, 
is the accumulation into certain parts of the year of a demand wh~ch could, 
with a little knowledge and thought, have been more evenly I!pread Wlthout any 
great inconvenience to the consumers. But at present it is not the task of 
anyone to collect and publish the factswhicb are· necessary for the guidance in 
these matters of those private persons and those public authorities who al'e willing 

• See ante, paragrapb 255. Since that evidence W8B gi;en, tb. Gener.l Report 00 tbe Ceosus for 1891 ~or 
Eng1anrl and Wales bas been issued [0-7222]; and on p. 35 we read :-" While t~eo we. sympa,hls<; With 
" those economists who cry out for fuller and more detailed information as to the lDJUstrial org~1f.tJon uf 
" the country, we are distinctly of opinion tbat sucb information cannot he obtained by the machlDery of an 
" ordinary census." , .. 

t Information on some of these subjects has been attempted by public autborities; but in almoo. every ..... 
tb~ warning has been added that the means for a proper investigation were not available, .ue1 that the r.sult. 
have very little 8tatistical value. Most of the best work of the kind in England has been dooe at the expen ... 
and by the care of private persons. 
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to go out of their way a little in orde~ to confer a benefit, both material and moral, 
on the working olasses. We think it should be the duty of the Labour Department 
to attempt this tallk. The Evidenqe and the Answers to Questions given to us show 
that, in most of the trades connected with clothing and furniture and some others, 
the fluctuations of employment from month to month can be in a great measure 
predicted beforehand; the periods of chief activity as regards goods made to order 
being generally coincident with the periogs. of . chief domand, but in the ready
made trades occurring generally .. some weeks earlier, We think that good might be 
done by collecting and publishing information on these points. 

312. In 'periods of commercial depression there is alwa,Ys a demand that public 
a.uthorities should undertake new works, whether remunerative or not. And though it 
18 dou htless . true that thecommttnity may well afford to suffer some material loss, 
'l'a.thel'·t.hllll" allow large' numbers of 'the working classes to suffer the Mrdship and the 
deterioration cBused,by long periodsaf enforced idleness, yet the plan of starting new 
works in a burry for the purpose must be regarded with some anxiety, on account ,of 
i~s wasteful~ss and other: evils. But we t/link that, with a 'little forethoug~t, p,ublic 
authorIties might dwingmore prosperou!, ti~es prepare plans~or works that.are 
needed, but are not urgent; and' hold them lD readmess for time~ of dopressHlD. 
The information obtained by the Labour Department might prove of some value 
in assisting public authori!riell inJhiJi, matter . 

. ,:Ua.Lastly. we tkink that the Labour Department might do some good Py obtaining 
a.nd publishing .from time to time accurate information as to the action of public 
authorities in thia and in other cou:ntries in inviting in suitable cases separate contracts 
for' the material needed, and .for the work to be done on it, or for parts of that work, 
and especially in inviting associated bodies of working men to tender for the latter .. 

314. Although we do not recommend the conoentration under a single 9-overnment 
Qffice of all functions connected with industrial matters, we desire to call attention to 
a .Tabular Statement which has been. drawn up by our Secretary with regard to 
certain, Acts of Parliament, showing in each case by what public department 
administrative powers under the Acts are 'exercised. l'his St.atement is printed as 
Appendix IX. to the Summaries of Evidence. It will be seen that there is now a 
considerable mass of legislation relating to the sanitary condition of factories and 
workshops. the restriction of hours of labour of women, young persons and children, 
the method of payment of wages and other matters, but that administrative powers 
under these Acts are divided between different public departments in a manner, which 
must, we think, tend to increased cost and diminished efficiency of administration. 

The intermingling of various administrative authorities is, it will be seen, most 
olearly marked in the matter of enforcing statutory proviHions with regard r.o sanitary 
matters in factories, workshops, and other workplaces. and it seems to us that, in 
thie case, at least, a greater conoentration of authority is clearly desirable. We 
recommend that a special inquiry should be instituted by the Government with a view 
to legislation direoted towards remedying the confusion which we have indicated. 

:.' 315. We have. also discussed the advisability of recommending the creation of a 
.. Higher Council of Labour," resembling those which have recentl:r "been established 
in France and Belgium (868 'JIfIts, paragraph 261 and Appendix V.). Regard being 
had to the number, magnitude, and oomplexity. of industries in this country, we 
think that ~t would be difficult by any system of nomination or election to compose a 
body of employers, workmen, and others which would give general satisfaction as 
a central counoil thoroughly representative of aU the interests concerned. We tltink 
also, that in view o! the general system in this country. and of the. part taken by 
Parliamentary Committees, . Royal Commissions, and Public Offices in collecting 
information and examining and advising upon proposals for legislation, it is doubtful 
whether II .. Higher Council of Labour," on tho French or Belgian model, would have 
II sufficiently definite 1!phere. of, a.ction. ot. sufficient practical duties to perform. 
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PART II. 

1. WAGES AND HoU1l8 O. LABOUB. 
2. APPIlBNTIOESHIP QUlISTIONS. 
3. QUESTIONS llELATING TO NON-UNIONIST LABOUR. 
4. DEMAllCATION DISPUTES. 
5. SANITAllY COlfDmoNs. 
6. INSPECTION O. FACTORIES AND W OIlKSHOPB. 

816. In Part I. of the present seotion of our Report we have dealt with the 
question whether any improvements oan be effeoted by way. of legislation in the 
maohinery and institutions by whioh relations between, employers and workmen are 
at present adjusted, and disputes stlttled, and whether resort to strikes and look-outs 
oan thus be rendered less freq'uent. 

317. We now prooeed to- consider whether to any extent any of the main and 
usual oauses of such oonfliots oan be removed by means of legislation relating to 
,the subjeots of oontention. 

1. WAGES AND HOURS O. LABOUB. 

318. By far the greatest number of suoh disputes arise from claims on the part of 
workmen to obtain an increase of wages, or attempts on the part of employers to reduce 
them, strikes on the former ground usually predominating in times of trade prosperity, 
and look-outs with the latter objeot usually taking plaoe in times of trade depression. 
W Ii do not think' that it has been seriously maintained on either side that the 
remuneration of work or rate of profit. or maximum and minimum wage rates in the 
general field of labour. should be fixed by law. Many of the witnesses on the side of 
the workmen, who most strongly advooated legal limitation of hours of labour, were 
asked whether they would also approve of State intervention between employers and 
employed in the matter of wages, and, with very few exceptions, they returned a 
negative answer to this question. It is not, we think, one which it is necessary for 
us to discuss. 

319. The oonfliots whioh have taken place with regard to hours of work are, 
however, cf neoessity very olosely oonnected with wage-rates, espeoially when work 
is paid by time and not by the piece. A great number of witnesses on the side of 
the workmen advocated various proposals for the legal limitation of hours of labollr 
of adult workmen, while employers were, as a rule, opposed to it in anf form. The 
arguments adduced for and against the legal limitation of hours, whether by a general 
restriotion of the working day to eight hours, or by trade option, or by administrative 
order to be made after inquiry with re~ard to speoial trades, have been very fully 
Bet forth in the fifth part of this Report. The oonolusions to which we have been 
brought after weighing the arguments on this subject are as follows :-

320. To establish by law a maximum working day of a fixed number of hours 
applioable to all trades and occupations alike does not appear to us to be a proposal 
which bears serious examina.tion. 

321. The proposal that any trade should be enabled to decide by vote its own 
maximum hours of labour, and to obtain legal sanction to that decision, appears 
to us to be more worthy of consideration. No schemes, however, have been produced 
which solve the practical difficulties (referred to am.te, paragraph 181, et Beq.) of defining 
in all cases a trade, and of ascertaining its collective decision, especially in the case of the 
less well-organised industries. Even if these difficulties could be overcome, we do not 
see how the proposal could be adopted without 4anger of injustice to employers and 
to minorities of workmen, or without risk of economio injury in some oases to the 
country at large, in others to districts which have less natural advantages in competing 
with rival districte. 

322. A further proposal is that special A,cte of Parliament shall be passed with 
regard to special trades, either directly fixing the maximum hours of labour in luch 
trades, or giving power to special Boards or to Public Departments to regulate the 
hours in them. We have had to consider the firet of these alternatives ohiefly with 
reference to the coal-mining industry. 
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323. The Miners' _ Federation, which covers the larger part of the English coal
mining districts, having refused to send any representatives to give evidence, we have 
only heard one side of the question so far as relates to the districts RO controlled. 
We have, however, received evidence from both coal owners and miners in N onhumb .. r- . 
land. Durham. Scotland, and Wales. Upon the evidence before us. we are not prepared 
to advise that a general rule fixing a maximum of eight hours" from bank to bank" 
of all persons employed underground in mines should be laid down by the Legislature 
for a number of districts varying so much in circumstances. 

324 .. We are decidedly of opinion that no sufficient gTound exists for legislative 
interference with the present arrangements as to hours of work in the districts of 
Durham and Northumberland where, as the evidence shows, these arrangements are 
approved of by the gTBSt majority ·of those employed. 

325. With regard to mines in other distriots we do not think that a special case has, 
so far as the evidence in our possession goes, been made out for exceptional legislation 
upon the ground that the length of the hours now worked leads to an increase of 
accidents or to injury to health. The miners are, moreover, in almost every district a 
very powerful and highly organised body of workmen, and we do not think that it has 
yet been proved that they are unable to obtain by voluntary agreement with employers 
the hours which are best suited to the. circumstances and interest of the industry in 
each district. 

326. Passing to the proposal that, in certain instances, power should be given to 
special boards or public departments to regulate hours by administrative orders adapted 
to the circumstances of each oase, we may observe that there is now a precedent. for 
this course, in the case of adult workmen, in the Railway Servants Act, 1893 (see 
ante, paragraph 195). The ground upon which this Aot was passed appears to have been 
that long hours in the oase of railway servants increase the risk of aocidents both to 
themselves and- to the travelling publio, and that the special privileges which the State 
has given to rail ways affords a special reason for regulation of hours of railway servants. 

. 327. It has been pointed out (ante, paragraph 35) th&t, under section 8 of the 
Factory and Workshops Act, 1891, tbe Secretary of State has power to establish special 
rules for the conduct of manufacturing processes which he may ceTtily to be, in his 
opinion, dangerous or injurious to health. It seems to be the fact that physical 
exhaustion inoreases the risk of accident or thfl susceptibility to disease in some occupa
tions, and we think that the powers of the Secretary of State under this section should 
be expressly extended so as to include the regulation of hours in the cenified industries. 
When the administrative orders made in these cases deal with the employment of 
women and young persons they might be final, but when they directly relate to tht> 
hours of adult workmen, they should, we think, be laid for a certain period before both 
Houses of Pa,rliament before becoming law. 

328. The evidence which we have received brings us to the conclusion that some, 
modification should be made in those provisions of section 53 of the Factory and Work. 
shop Act, 1878, which permit women and young persons to work overtime for 48 days 
in the year in various specified occupations, including dressmaking. The number of 
days in which suoh overtime is allowed might, in our opinion, be reduce!! with advan
tage, and we think that, in the case of young per&ons, no overtime at all should be 
permitted under this section. 

329. Weare of opinion that so far as relates to the hours of young persons, and to 
all sanitary matters, the provisions of the Factory and Workshop Acts should be made to 
extund to laundries. 

2. ApPlIBNTICBSBIP QUESTIONS, 

330. A further subject with regard to which disputes sometimes arise, espeCIally 
in 80me of the more skilled trades, is that of the restriction of the number of appren
tices in industrial: establishments, and regulation of the age at which youths may enter a 
trade and the period of apprenticeship which they may serve. All this was made in 
the reign or Queen Elizabeth tlle subject of elaborate legislative directions, but the 
attempt to regulate these matwrs by law has long beon abandoned and we see no reason 
for recommending its renewal. 

U 78150. ,0 
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3. QUESTIONS IUlLATIIiG TO NOli-UNIONIST LABOUR. 

331. Many of the most seriouB conflicts which have taken place, eRpecially of recent 
years, in the le8s skilled and organised trades, have turned upon thto employment of 
non-unionist workmen. l'he causes of such difficulties appear to be b"yond the reach 
of legislation. It would, in our opinion, be inadmissible, and, ind\3ed, it has nl'ver been 
seriously suggested, that employers should be deprived of the right of emploving whom 
they like, or w?rk~en of the ri~ht of aocepting ~m~loyment whether ~r not thllybelong 
to trade orgllnIsatlOns. We thmk, that non-UnIOnIst workmen shOUld in all cases be 
protected so far as possible by the public authorities from anything approaching to 
violence or forcible obstruction. 

332. Witnesses representing masters and workmen in various trades expressed 
themselves in favour of amendment or better definition of the law relating to intimida
tion by picketing. The statute law on this matter is contained in section 7 of the 
Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act, 1875, which is set out in Appendix II. 
and also in paragraph 102 of this Report. The statute does not supersede or exclud~ 
the prosecution and punishment of any acts which may amount to offences at common 
law, such as assault and unlawful asse\llbly, neither does it interfere with the power and 
discretion of magistrates to require security for keeping the peace. 

333. On the part of the workmen, the Act of 1875, as interpreted by the decision of. 
the Queen's Bench Division in Gillson v. Law.~on and Owrran v. Treleaven,* seemed to be 
accepted, but it was suggested that the language .of the Act should be amended 80 as to 
be free from ambiguity. The words as they stand make anyone liable to the pellalties 
of the Act who" uses violent'e to or intimidates " [any other person with a view to put 
compulsion on him]. Intimidation is not defined, but it would Beem that Parliament 
did not intend to alter the effect of the earlier Act of 1871, the words of which were 
" threaten or intimidate any person in such manner as would justify" binding over the 
party complained of to keep the peace. In the cases above mentioned it was decided 
that the more general words of the Act of 1875 ,had not any wider meaning. Having 
regard to t.he importance of making penal provisions of this kind clear on the face of 
them, both for the instruction of the public and for. the guidance of the pflrsonll, not 
always learned in the law, who have t.o administer those provisions, we f.hink the 
suggestion made on the workmen's part a reasonable one. We do not think, however, 
that it would now be satisfactory merely to restore the langllag,; of .the repealed Act. 
Intimidation which will justify binding a man over to keep the peace is understood, in 
the modern practice, to be such intimidation as implies a threat of perilonlll violence. t 
We can see no reason why this should not be plainly express.ed in the terms of the Act 
rather than by words of reference which become clear even to a lawyer only after 
consulting other books. Accordingly we recommend that the first sub· section of 
section 7 of the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Aot, 1875, should be amended 
so as to read thus: 

" Uses or threatens to use violence to such other person or his wife or children or 
" injures his property," omitting the ambiguous word" intimidate." 

334. On the other hand it was suggested on the part of the employers that picketing 
is apt to become collective intimidation, and such intimidation is not the less effective. 
though not dirE',ctly addressed to any person in particular, and a deRire was expressed 
that the law might in some way be strengthened in order to meet this evil. Weare of 
opinion, however, that the existing law is sufficient if impartially and firmly adminis
tered, but there is reason to doubt whether it is i.n all cases completely understood. 
Where the practice of" picketing" exceeds the bounds of information and peaceable 
conversation, and takes the shape of besetti!lg the entrance or approaches of a factory 
or works in a threatening manner, we are advised that, apart from any ~hreats uddressed 
to individuals, the offence of unlawful assembly is committed.:!: 

• 1891 2 Q.B. 545. See Memorandum on the Law of Trade Combin.tions printed .. A "pendix II. 
t .Judgment in Wham v. Law.~n, &e., 1891, 2 Q.B., at p. M9. Tbe old authonti •• add thn,uU! of burning 

a. man's house or (possibly) other goods. Threats of any other kind of'damage to rrop(·rty do nut Sf'pm ever to 
have been held a sufficient grollnd for requiring securit.y of the~. 

tArt. 10. Thas offence is de1ined as follows, and in accordance with tbc authorities, in the late Sir Jame~ 
Stephen's "Di~~est of'the Criminal Law." 

An unlawful u.sscmbly 15 an a~sembly of three or more per@ons:- . 
\a.) With intent to commit a crime by open force; or 
(bo) With intent to carry out any common purpose, lawful or unlawful, in such a manuel' 8& to ghoe firm ftfu! 

courageous persous in the neighbourhood of such 8S8ewbly reasonable grounds to apprehend B hrett<:h 
of the peace in consequenc."e of it. 
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Assaulting or forcibly obstructing workmen desirous of entering the " picketed" 
works fs, of course, a breach of the peace; and if a picketing party shows a manifest 
intention to do such things. thed every member of it will. we are advised, be guilty of 
the offence of unlawful .assembly, even if no assault is actually committed. This 
appears to cover all cases which any law can well provide for, and we see no reason to 
believe that any practicable change in the law would make it more effective. In any' 
case there must remain a gTeat deal of moral compulsion or p:r;essure which may in some 
ca~eB be justifiable and in-others not, but which positive law cannot usefully attempt to 
control. The law can lind should protect the persons and property of those who dissent 
from the majority of their neighbours or fellow-workers; it cannot compel the majority 
to have a good opinion of them. 

t. 

4. DEMARCATION DISPUTES. 

335. Some conflicts have recently taken place in the North of England between 
organised bodies of workmen belonging to different trades and employed together in 
some complex industries like shipbuilding with regard to the demarcation of their 
respective provinces of work. This does not concern employers very directly, but has 
led in practice to strikes. It seems obvious that no legislation can be recommended 
which would succeed in removing a cause of conflict of this kind. 

5. SANITARY CONDITIONS. 

336. In addition to the subjects already mentioned as the most frequent causes of 
,industrial confliots, there are others whioh, although not often directly giving rise to 
actual strikes or lock-outs, have a considerable indirect influence upon the relations 
between employers and employed. 

337. The sanitary conditions under which industries are carried. on are frequently the 
cause of great and just dissatisfaction. The chief points to be noticed in this oonnection 
are bad construction of workshops, overcrowding of machinery in factories. insufficient 
cubic space for the number of persons .employed, want of ventilation, unhealthy tem
perature. insufficient or. defective sanitary accommodation. We find that Elvils of this 
kind exist in 'some degree or other in most trades and districts, but to the greatest 
degree in overcrowded and dispersed industrielt which are carried on in a multitude 
of small workshops in great; cities, more especially in those connected with the' 
manufacture of cheap clothing and furniture. 

338. We think that many of these evils would be obviated if it were possible to carry 
out thoroughly the provisions of the Factory and Workshop Acts, and of the Public 
Health Acts. The exi~ting defects seem to be due not so much to want of legal powers 
to remedy them as to the difficulty of discovering all the places in which th.e eonditions 
are unsatisfactory, and of enforcing the provisions of the law. 

339. Besides the direct evils resulting to the persons concerned from defective 
sanitary oondit,ions under which their labour is carried on, there is, we think, another 
strong, though less' direct reason for attempting to enforce more strictly the provisions 
of the ~aw in this re~pec~.. It is chiefly: i.n smap' workshops or in dwellings which escape 
inspectiou that. the illeglti';llate competlti?~ With p~op~rly conducted establi.shments is 
or can be carned on. It; IS With competition of thiS kind that the word "sweating'" is 
usually connected-

340. 'Factories or large workshops. in which the conditions as to sanitation and'hOurS 
of work required by the law are observed, are at a disadvantage in competition with 
small workplaces in which it is practically impossible, with the means at present 
available, to enforce these requirements. The better workshops in which the law is 
complied with are therefore exposed to the illegitimate competition of workPlaces 
which by their number and small size escape supervision, and where work can for that 
reason be carried on more cheaply. In order' to seoure to the workman all the 
advantages intended to be confelTed upon him by the Factory and Workshops Acts it is 
necessary to ellsure that the provisions of the law shall not be evaded by a lower 'class 
o~ olUployers and by a more ~elplesB class <?f workm.en. Otherwise he is placed at a 
dJ~adyantage by the very laws mtended for hiS protectIOn and benefit. To insist upon 
conditions which are costly and oner<?~s in !actories and large. workshops, and to 
tolerate the absence of all such condItions 10 workplaces which evade inspection 
is to drive employment from the former into the latter class of estab~ishments~ and ~ 
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increase the difficulty which the larger employer has in giving fair terms to his work
people. While, therefore, the wprkman cannot, in our opinion, be protected ogaillgt 
the competition of foreign immigrants or other workmen who ore willing to accept 
lower rates of wages, he has, we think, a right to demand that the law shall not 
intensify that competition by tolerating insanitary or other conditions in the worse 

. work-places which are prevented in the better ones. . 

341. Upon these grounds, as well as upon 'that of the direct evil to the persons 
compelled by theircircumst&ncestolabour in bad workplaces, we think that some strong 
measures should be taken with a view either to the improvement, or where that should 
prove impossible, the gradnal extinction of the lowest olass of workplaoes in which 
the" sweated" industries are carried on. . 

342. We have carefully considered the proposals which have been made by the 
present Chief Inspector of Factories, and whioh are set forth in paragraph 43 
together with the snggestions ,made by lIr. Charles Booth, referred to in paragraph 
45 of this Report, and we are of opinion that legislation to the following effect is 
desirable, viz :-

(1.) That within the industries or districts affeoted by the proposed legislation or 
by administrative orders under it, all occupiers of workshops (excluding 
domestic workshops which we do not think can be dealt with at present) and 
perhaps also of faotories, shall be required under penalties to obtain a cer
tificate from a competent public authority to the effect that the premises used 
by them a.re in all respects in a sufficient sanitary condition, and contain 
sufficient cubio space for the number of persons employed therein, such 
certificate to be withdrawn at any time if it wera found that the oonditions 
were no longer complied with. 

(2.) That occupiers should be primarily liable, but that immediate owners, who 
receive the rent of workshops, should also be liable, if penalties could not 
be recovered from occupiers, in case of such· workshops being carried on 
without the certificate having been obtained or after it had been withdrawn. 

(3.) Tha.t all contractors and shopkeepers in the industries or districts in question 
who should employ out-workers should keep lists of such out-workers, and. 
should be bound to take all reasonable precautions that work so given 
out was, if done in workshqps, only done in those whioh had a propel' 
certificate. 

343. If a general Act were passed to this effect it might, we think, be left to the 
discretion of the Home Secretary to apply its provisions from time to time to 
particular industries or scheduled areas, but regulations of tb.is kind appl·ar to be 
urgently required in the case of the manufacture of articles of clothing (including 
boots and shoes) and oheap furniture. We think that the proposed regulations should 
also extend to bake-houses and laundries. . 

344. We are aware that any reform of this kind would probably, even though 
·brought gradually into effective operation, throw altogether out of employment a 
number of persons who are now. making a .bare livelihood under bad conditions, and 
would thus, until things had re-adjusted themselves, increase rather than diminish 
distress. It would be necessary, as the cost of the improvement, . to contemplate 
the probability of increased pressure for a period upon poor law relief, but we 
think that, in the long run, the permanent gain to the' community would much 
more than repay the temporary loss. We believe that to secure better sanitary 
conditions to all those engaged in the olass of industries under consideration would 
prove to be the first step towards the eventual elevation of their whole standard of 
life, and the improvement of their conditions of labour in all othllr respects. 

6. INSPECTION 01' F AClORIES AND WORKSHOPS. 

345. We think that some legislation of the kind just indicated will be necessary in 
order to deal effectively with the small workplaces, which even a ~ost of inspectors 
could hardly keep under supervision as the law now stands. The eVl?en~ shows .t~at 
it is difficult for the present staff of inspectors to keep under BuffiClem; supervISIOn 
even all the factories and larger workshops. One obje~t of the Factory, and W ork
shop Act, 1&91, was to make inspection more effective . by tr~~errll~g to the 
i nepection and control of local sanitary authorities workshops, as distmgUlshed from 
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factories, 80 far a~ sanitary matters are concerned. The success of this recent experi
ment seemB as yet to be doubtful, and it remains to be seen how far th~ powers reserved 
in the Act to the Secretary of State can be effectually employed. We believe, however, 
that .the satisfaction of I.he demands for increased; inspection caube met only by 
developing the duties in t.his regard of the local authorities, though it may become 
necessary to strengthen the powers of the Oentml Department so as to secure the 
proper performance of those duties in all casea. 

346. We see with satisfaction the steps which have recently been taken to 
increase the number of assistant inspectors, to provide inspectors in chief industrial 
centres with offices and clerical staff, and to appoint female inspectors, and that 
further developments in this direct\op. are in progress. 

347. We received in the course of evidenoe a great numbe\' of suggestions with 
regard to speoifio amendments of Acts of Parliament relating to special trades. 
It has been impossible for us consistently with carrying out within a reasonable 
time the main objeots of our inquiry to enter upon .an examination of all these sugges
tions. They have, however, been tabulated by our Secretary in a convenient form in 
a paper which is printed as Appendix I. to the Summaries of Evidence. In 
addition to specific amendments many suggestions made by.witnesses with a view 
to the alteration of the Ooal Mines Regulation Act, the Factory Acts, the Law of 
Employers' Liability, and the Merchant Shipping Acts have also been tabulated in 
other Appendices to these Summaries. 

SEAMEN. 

348. Without implying that many of these suggestions made with regard to other 
industries are not highly deserving of consideration, we desire to make a more special 
reference to the conditions of labour of seamen. We received much evidence with 
regard to the mode in which seamen enter upon engagements to serve on ships. In 
connection with this matter our attention was called to the practice known as 
,. crimping," which still appears to flourish, in spite of the law. Crimping was 
defined by Sir Henry Calcraft in evidence (Group B. Vol. II., 14,826) as .. a system by 
.. which certain boardiDg-house keepers, if unchecked, take advantage of the weakness of 
" seamen, and the peculiar ciroumstances of their lives, to obtain complete control 
.. of their liberty of action, and practically control the supply." The object of the 
Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, was to abolish this evil by making it necessary for 
shipowners to engage men directly through their own officers or servants. This it is 
difficult, or sometimes impossible, to do without the intervention, either of crimps or 
general agents, espeoially when ships have to make up their crews, or replace deserters 
at intermediate ports of call, where a ship stays only for a few hours. The law, as it 
stands, does not allow shipowners to have agents at ports to supply. seamen, unless the 
Board of Trade will grant lioences to such agents under section 148 of the Act of 1854. 
The Board have not considered it to be proper to grant such licences either to the 
Seamen's Union, or to the Shipowners' Federation. We think it desirabie that the 
provisions of the Act should be "amended so as to make it expressly legal for any bond 

'.fide organisation, whether of employers or employed, certified as such by the Board of 
Trade, to aot as general agents in supplying seamen to ships. Such organisations 
so acting would prove, we think, the most effective means of making resort to 
.. crimps" less frequent than it DOW, in spite of the penal law, appears to be. 

349. Acoommodation on board ship is at present regulated by section 9 of the Act 
of 1867, which provides that .. every . place in any ship occupied by seamen or appren
.. tices and appropriated to their use shall have for every such seaman or apprentice a 
.. space of not less than 72 cubic feet, measured on the deck or floor of such place." 
Weare of opinion that the evidence shows this accommodation to be too small for 
sanitary purposes, and that, in view of the inoreased size of modern ships and the fewer 
hands they require in proportion to their tonnage, it might be increased in the case of 
new ships to 120 cubic feet. 

350. Allotment of wages is dealt with in sections 149-169 of the Act of 1854 and in 
section a of the 'Merchant Seamen (Payment of Wages and Rating) Act, 1880. A 
seaman has power under these Acts to allot half his wages before he sails to his wife or 
oertain other relatives, but the allotillent" notes are payable only once a month. We 
think that ,this often involves hardship, and that, whilst having regard to the frequent 
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desertions abroad, it would not seem desirable to increase the amount which can be 
allotted beyond one·half of the full wages, this proportion might be made payablo 
fortnightly. 

351. We think that medicines put on board Rhip should be c~rtified by the chemist 
who supplies them. We also think that Bome qualification should be required froID 
ships' cooks. 

352. The insufficient manning of a certain class of ships has been a subject of (JOID· 

plaint. We understand that the President of the Board of Traue has unuertaken to 
appoint a departmental committee of inquiry, including some J'(>presontativeH of 
shipowners and seamen, to investigate the whole of this subject, and to considor the 
best steps to take. 

353. With regard to the constitution of local marine boards it was urged by some 
witnesses that the interests of the seamen are insllfficiently r('presented. There are 
importont practical difficulties in the way of any choice of soamen's repreaentativ6s by 
a process of election, but we are glad to understand that it is the practice of the Board 
of Trade, where suitable persons of the class of an A.B. or suitable representatives of 
seamon can be found, to appoint such persons to be members of local marilHl boards," 
and we consider that as the shipowners are already represented by elected members, 
the nominees of the Board of Trade Hhould be, aij far 0.8 possible, persons not similarly 
interested in shipping property. 

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR. 

354. The inquiry through Assistant Commissioners into the oonditions of agrioultural 
labour throughout the United Kingdom was undertaken in consequence of the opinion 
which was held by several of the Commissioners (and was also expreRsed by Rome 
witnesses), that the condition of agrioultnre, the diminution of employment on the 
land, .the migration of labourers from rural districts into large towns and indus· 
trial districts, and their competition with other classes of labour. had exercised all 
important influence on the labour question generally; and that measures, with a view to 
the improvement of the condition of the agricultural labourer, might indirectly. by 
inducing him to remain on the land. prove to be of considerable benefit to the whole 
industrial population. The Reports of the Assistant Commissioners. which have beeu 
summarised by Mr. Little, in the document appended to the Report, (see pages HJ5 
to 253) are of considerable interest, II,nd contain, in our belief. a. fairly complete and 
aoourate acoount of the present condition of the agricultural labourer 

355. We do not, however, find any ground fOl' believing that the depreHsed oon
dition of the agrioultural industry has led to an abnormal over-supply of labour in the 
general 'labour market. There appears to be no doubt that of all the 01l1.88eS 
engaged 'in agriculture the labourers have, regarded aR a whole. suffered the least from 
the recent depression of prices. It is, indeed, worthy of' not.e that notwithstanding the 
almost oomplete absence of organisation amongst them, it seems ~hat the gl3neral 
condition of agrioulturallabourers in most districts has improved, and that they have 
obtained some share, and frequently not an inoonsiderable share of thoEe adva.n tages 
which have been largely attributed in the oase of other industries to the aotion of 
trade 1,1nions. 

356. The diminished amount of rural employment consequent upon the increased 
importation of foreign produoe mU8t, no doubt, have oaused a considerable transfer 
both of capital and labour from agricultural to urban industry. When, however, 
we compare the conditions of one rural district with those of another, we do not find 
that the migration to towns is, as a rule, more marked in those districts where wagu 
rates are relatively lower, or other oonditions of labour inferior. than in thoso where 
the labourers have greater advantages in these respeots. We have no doubr, that many 
other causes besides actual defioiency of employment or lowness of wages have con· 

. tributed to the migration of a part of the agrioultural population into Ul' ban districts, 
a movement which is by no means oonfined to this country. Among these causes 
are, no doubt, the improved facilities of locomotion and the spread of education and 
information. While, therefore, any measures which may be devised for the improve· 

• Se. evidence of Sir Heory Calcraft, Group B. Vol. II., 14,807, 
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ment of the condition of the agricultural labourer are eminently desirable in them
selves, we do not think that they can be regarded as likely to influence largely the 
state of the general labour market. 

357. The .chief evil to which it appears possible that legislative or administrative 
remedies may be applied is the defective structure and sanitary condition of the houses 
of agriculturililabourers in many districts in all parts of the country. At present the 
character of the dwellings in which the agricultnrallabourer has to live varies largely 
with the charact~r or means ,of the owners of the houses. A.s a rule, .the houses 
uRually seem to be fairly good upon the estates of wealthy proprietors, but are 
frequently very bad when belonging to persons who have not sufficient means to repair 
or rebuild them, or who treat them simply as an investment. 

358. Under the Public Health Acts and the Housing of the Working Classes Act, 
1890, rural sanitary authorities can exercise'very considerable powers with regard to 
the construction, accommodation, and arrangements of new buildings, can absolutely 
close insanitary dwellings, and can acquire powers to deal with drainage and the 
sanitary conveniences of existing houses. With the sanction of the county council, 
a rural sanitary authority can itself acquire sites and build cottages. It does not 
appear to us that greater powers are necessary, but we concur with a suggestion 
made by Mr. Wilson Fox, one 'of the Assistant Commissioners, and endorsed by Mr. 
Little, that the owners of all houses let at a rental of less than 10l. a year should be 
obliged to make an annual return to the sanitary authority, stating the number of 
persons in each cottage, their sex, and age; whether the house is provided with a 
proper water.supply and a closet, and whether the premises are in good repair. We 
think that the oblig~tion to make this return would have the two-fold good effect of 
periodically calling the attention of the sanitary authorities, and of owners themselves, 
to the condition of !!ottages. 

359. We also approve of the suggestion made by several of the Assistant CommissionellS 
that the medical officer of health in each district should not be allowed to be in 
private practice; that he should give up his whole time to the duties of his office, 
and that he should not be removable without the consent of tbe Local Government 
Board. In order to secure a properly qualified man under these conditions, it would 
be necessary to offer 8uch a salary as would be a heavy tax upon many small sanitary 
districts, while such districts would not afford sufficient work to occupy the whole 
time of the officer. In order to meet this difficulty we think that two or more 
sanitarr districts should be combined. We are of opinion that, in order to increase 
the independence of the medical officer, he should be appointed by the county council, 
subject to the approval of the Local Government Board. 

360. We further agree with the recommendation made by Mr. Little that under 
legislation applying both to England and Wales and to Scotland, loans should be 
advanced to landowners through the agency of a Governmep.t Department, for the 
purpose of building oottages at the 10wesD Tltte of interest which would secure the 
Stllto from loss, such loans to be made repayable by fixed instalments of principal and 
interest within a certain number of years. The loans might be made subject to 
express conditions as ~o the character of the cottages, and the provision of gardens, and 
the maximum rent, to be charged. Opportunity might be taken of re-considering the 
terms on which loaus are made for these purposes to local authorities. 

361. In Ireland a considerable number of cottages have been built by the rural 
sanitary authorities, under the provisions of the Labourers (Ireland) Acts. Up to 
July 1892 the Irish Local Government Board had sanctioned schemes for building 
11,774 cottages, and repairing 97. In the Report of one of the Assistant Commis
sionors, Mr. O'Brien, some complaints are mentioned as to. delays and difficulties of 
procedure under these Acts, and to the remissness of boards of guardians in some 
districts in exercising their powers under the Acts. Mr. O'Brien's Report contains 
various su~gestions which he received from experienced witnesses with a view to the 
improvt'ment of procedure unner the Acts. One of these proposals is th~1; power to 
iilitiate schemes for the building of cottages under the Acts should be transferred from 
the boards of guardians to the Local Government Board. We find from the evidence 
collected by the Assistant Commissioners that in spite of the progress accomplished 
under the Labourers Acts, a considerable number of agricultural labourers in Ireland 
still inhabit very wretched dwellings, and we think that many of the suggestions to 
which we have rt'ferred, for the more effective carrying out of the intention of these 
Acts, are highly desorving of consideration. 
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362. We desire, however, to repeat that, while reforms of this character 
appear to be oalled for on their own merits, and while it is possible that they, in 
oonjunotion with other measures, as, for iustanoe, the increased provision of allotment.s 
or small holdings, may render agricultural employment in some degroo more attractive, 
and may thus tend to diminiph to some extent the migration from Lhe rllral distriots. 
it does not appear to liS that there is any direot evidence to prove .that the existing 
defects in the condit.ions of rural life have exercised or are exercising any material 
effoot upon the industrial change which. under the influence of far wider and greater 
causes, has for some time been in progress in this oount.ry. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS. 

363. We desire to say in conclusion that, in our opinion, many of the flvils to which 
our attention has boon called are such as cannot be remedied by any legislation. but we 
may look with confidence to their gradual amendment by natural forces now in 
operation which tend to substitute a state of industrial peace for one of industrial 
dIvision and oonflict. The growth and development of large industrial establishments 
during the present -century has necessarily resulted in the oreation of considerable 
bodies of workmen more or less separated in their lives and pursuits from those under 
whom they work. In those manufactures, which in modern times have been carried on 
upon a great- scale with costly machinery, there cannot exist the intimate relation 
between the employer and workman and between the workman snd his work which is 
to be found in some smail industries where the workman owns. or may hope some day 
to ow-n, after serving as, apprentice and journeyman, his tools. workshop; and material. 
The mutual ignorance arising from this separation is, we believe. a main reason why so 
many conflicts take place. turning upon the division of the receipts of the common 
undertaking between the owners of the m'achinery and material, and the workmen who 
supply the labour. 

364. It is, however, precisely in these ir,dustries where the separation of classes and. 
therefore, the causes of conflicts are most marked, that we observe the fullest develop
ments of that organisation of the respective parties which appears to us to be the most 
remarkable and important feature of the present industrial situation. Powerful trades 
unions on the one side and powerful associations of employers on the other have been 
the means of bringing together in conference the representatives of both classes 
enabling each to appreciate the position of the other, and to understand the conditions 
subject to which their joint undertaking must be conducted. 'l'he mutual education 
hence arising has been carried so far that. as we have soon, it has been found possible 
to devise articles of agreement regulating wages which have been loyally and peaccfully 
maintained for long periods. We see reason-to believe that in this way the course of 
events is tending towards a more settled and pacific period in which, in such industries, 
there will be, if not a greater identificat.ion of interest, ali ieast a clearer perception of 
the principles which must regulate the division of the proceeds o~ each industry, con
sistently with its permanence and prosperity. between thoHe, who supply labour and 
those who supply managing ability and capital. We cannot deny the possibility of 
organisations of employers and of workmen combining together to control an industry 
injuriously to the public interest; but it may be hoped that such combinations would 
in the end either fail from within or be defeated by competition arising from unexpected 
quarters, or be destroyed by changes in methods of production. 

~65. As the terms of what is virtually a partnership come to be better understood. 
and the arrangements for adjusting them to the variations of trade are made more 
perfect in one branch of industry after another, a natural end will be found to the 
conflicts which have been the result, for the most part, of uncertain rights, -and mutual 
misunderstandings and pursuance of separate interests, without sufficient regard to their 
common interest, by employers and workmen. 

366. This end would not, we think, be attained through what are usually known as 
Socialist or Collectivibt methods. The Socialist idea is that the ownership of all the 
means and larger instruments of production should by a more or less gradual procesll 
pass into the hands of State or Local Public Authorities. Apart from the practical and 
equitable difficulties of the transfer, upon which we do not dwell, and from the deadP.1ling 
effect on industrial enterprise of the removal of the stimulus of private gain. it i8 not 
evident how the ideal of social peace would be realised. The workman would still 
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have to 'struggle for what' he 'would consider the due remuneration of his labour, 
although the straggle would be with a different opponent, and oonduoted by different 
methods. So fa.r from social peace being attained by this road, it might probably only 
lead to new confliots turning upon the mastership of the oentral or local administrative 
power, and arising between workmen and other member!! of the community, or between 
different olasses of workmen. 

367 . We have seen that industria.l peal',6 id promoted by the knowledge acqnired by 
workmen and oapitalist~ meeting in oonferenoe together, and we look for strong 
influences tending toWards harmony from f.he investment by workmen of their savings 
in different enterprises, and the experieooe,whiohthey thus gain as oapitalists on a small 
scale. Such teaching i!!, however, most efficiently and powerfully seoured in the working 
of strictly oo-operative, associations,· where the relative remuneration of labour and 
oapital, and the conditions of employment, have to be settled by workmen themselves, 
who are both employers and employed. The influence of such societies spreads far 
beyond those who are members of thElmby producing among the industrial olasses a 
oommon knowledge of the principles governing the remuneration of work. Similar 
effects to those to wbich we have last referred are oaused by the extension of the 
principle of profit-sharing among many establi!!hments, of whioh we bad gratifying 
and enoouragiug testimony. ' ... 

368. The various agenoies on wbioh we have been dwelling are, in their various 
degrees, especially noteworthy in dispelling the jealousies and antipathies which 
formerly oharacterised industrial disputes, and in produoing a frank and open treat
ment of tbe oircumstances provoking a struggle. A more cordial understanding, and 
one based on a better knowledge of the relations between employers and employed, is 
growing up. This better knowledge is passing outBide the ranks of the oombatants 
themselves, and is tending to spread throughout the nation; and the public opinion 
thus developed re-aots upon speoial industrial disputes and operates to bring about a 
paoifio solution of them. . 

We may, indeed, say that all the oauses tending to industrial' peace whioh we have 
reviewed. unite in produoing this oommon spirit running through all olasses of the 
kingdom, whioh is the best promise and assuranoe of the realisation of peaoe in the 
future. 

All whioh we humbly submit for Your Majesty's most graoious oonsideration. 

May 24th, 1894. 

U 71180. 

(Signed) DEVONSHIRE. 
DAVID DALE. 
M. E. HICKS-BEACH. 
A. J. MUNDELLA. 
LEONARD H. COURTNEY. 
JESSE COLLINGS. 
FREDERICK POLLOCK. 
E. J. HARLAND. 

• W. THOMAS LEWIS. 
ALFREU MARSHALL. 

G. W. BALFOUR. 
THOS. BURT. 

.J. C. BOLTON. 
ALFRED HEWLETT. 
THOS. H. ISMAY. 
GEORGE LIVESEY. 
SAMUEL PLIMSOLL. 
EDWARD TROW. 
WlLLIAM TUNSTILL. 

JOHN BURNETT, }J' S . 
GEOFFREY DRAGE, OlOt ecretarles. 

F. V. HORN BY, Assistant Secl'etary. 

• Subject to Observation. appended on page 114 of this Report. 
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With the object of avoiding a separate Roport we have attached our respective 
t!ignatures to the above Repo~. althou~h we a.re not in complete accord with Borne of 
the obeervations and suggestIOns therem contained. 

(Signed) W. THOMAS LEWIS. 
J. (J. BOLTON. 

I agree generally with the Report and have therefore signed it, although thero are 
some observations and Buggestions with which I am not in complete accord. I do not 
consider that the courHe pursufld by the great majority of trades associations is 
calculated to produce industrial peace. 

(Signed) GEORGE LIVESEY 
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Observations appended to the Report by the Chairman, Mr. David 
Dale, S;r Michael E. Hicks-Beach, Mr. Leonard H. Courtney. 
Sir Frederick Pollock, Mr. Thos. H. Ismay, Mr. George 
Livesey, and Mr. William Tunstill. 

1. While agreeing with the Report, so far as it extends, which we hav9 signed 
together with the majority of our colleagues, we desire to call attention to some 
p.roposals which were discussed bl. the Commission, but with regard to which there 
proved to be no such general agreement as would j,ustify their inclusion in the body 
of the Report. 

2. Itefereuce has beeu made in the Report to the powerful associations of employers 
and workmen which are so remarkable a feature of the present industrial situation. 
The magnitude of the conflicts which have recently been fought between them may 
make it appear that strength and completeness of organisation is not the best means 
of bringing about increased harmony between the classes engaged in industry; but the 
existence of these disputes ought not to be permitted to obscure the fact that there is 
another side to t.he action of these bodies, and that in many important industries the 
relations of the two parties are regulated by them for long periods with little disturbance 
or conflict. It seems to be worthy of consideration whether something more may not 
still be done in the recognition and encouragement of this side of their operations,' 

3. It has been stated in paragraph 149 of the Report, that at present .. Collective 
.. agreements are, as a matter of fact, frequently made between great bodies of organised 
" workmen and employers, which bodies have no legal personality, and cannot sue or 
" be sued for damages occasioned by the breach of such agreements by sections of their 
"members. There is collective aCTion without legal collective responsibility. While 
.. this state of things lasts it does not appear that such collective agreements can be, 
.. as between such bodies, ot.herwise than morally binding upon them." We think 
that the state of things thus described might be beneficially altered by some 
amendments of the existing law. 

4. In the following observations it must be borne in mind that when Trade Unions 
or Trade .Associations are spoken of, associations of employers as well as of workmen 
are included, and that if, in any particular instance, it appears to be suggested that 
special privileges should be conferred, or responsibilities imposed upon one claRs of 
suoh associations, it will probably be found that corresponding privileges or liabilities 
will attach to the other. 

5. The present limitation of the law appears to btl expressed in section 4 of the 
Trade Union Act of 1871, which provides that "Nothing in this .Act shall enable any 
.. court to entertain any legal proceeding instituted with the object of directly 
.. enforcing or recovering damages for the breach of any of the following agreements, 
" namely:-

.. (1.) .Any agreement between members of a Trade Union as such, concerning the 
.. conditions on which any members for the time being of such Trade 
.. Union shall or shall not sell their goods, transact business, employ, or be 
.. employed; 

.. (2.) .Any agreement for the payment hy any person of any subscription or penalty 
.. to a Trade lJ nion ; 

.. (3.) Any agreement for the application of the funds of a trade union (a) to provide 
.. benefits to members; or (b) to furnish contributions to any employer or 
.. workmen, not a member of such Trade Union, in consideration of such 
.. employer or workme'l acting in conformity with the rules or resolutions 
.. of such Trade Union; or (c) to discharge any fine imposed ilpon any 
.. person by sentence of a court of justice; or, 

.. (4.) Any agreement made between one Trade Union and another; or, 

.. (5.) .Any bond to secure the performance of any of the above-mentioned 
.. agreements . 

.. But nothing in this section shall be deemed to constitute any of the above-mentioned 

.. agreements unlawful:" 
P9 
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6. The object of this Act appears to have been. while freeing Trade Unions from 
the last remains of their former character of criminal conspiracies. and giving full 
protection to their property. (1) to prevent them from having any legal rights against 
their members. or their members agaillst them; and next (2) to prevent thtlir enwring 
into any legally enforceable contracts as bodies with each other or with outliide in
dividuals. except with regard to the management of their own funds. and real estats. 

7. In our opinion the experience of the period which has elapsed since the year 1871 
justifies some relaxation of these statutory restrictions. We thmk that the extension of 
liberty to bodies of workmen or employers to acquire fuller legal personality than that 
which they at present possess is desirable in order to dord. when both parties wish 
it. the means of securing the observance. at least for fixed periods. of the collective 
agreements which are now. as a matter of fact. made between them in so many caseS. 
The associations which might aVllil themselves of the liberty might in Bome cases be 
Trade Unions or Employers' .Associations. and in other cases bodies of workmen 
employed· in a few establishments. or even a body employed in a single establishment. 
according to the "ircumstances of each industry. We do not suggest that a 
Bcheme of legally tmforceable agreements would be applicable to the circum
stances of all. or even. at present. of the larger part of the industries of this country. 
We find, however, from the evidence that a considerable and very important part of 
British industry is conducted under collective agreements made in the most formal 
way between highly organised trade associations. and that the substitutiQJl of agreements 
between associations for agreements between individual employers and individual 
workmen is a growing practice. and one which is intimately connected with the mode 
and Bcale upon which modern industry is at present carried on. It Beems to us to be 
clear from the evidence both of employers and employed that the advantages of this 
system greatly, outweigh the disadvantages. This may not have btlen so evident at 
the date when the Trade Union Act of 1871 was passed. but it is attested by the 
growth of the system. Such agreements are. in fact. the recogni~ion of that virtual 
.. partnership" between those who supply labour and those who supply managing 
ability, referred to in paragraph 365 CJf. the Report. and are, therefore, on the 
whole. in accordance with the public interest and with the circumstances of modern 
industry. If this is the case, then it seems to follow that furthl'r legislation is desirable 
in order to bring the law into harmony with the present state of facts and public 
opinion. 

8. We think that such an extension of liberty, if conceded (and in 80 far as it might 
be actBd upon). would not only result in the better observance for definite periods of 
agreements with regard to wage·rates. hours of labour, apprenticeship rules, demar
cation of work. prOfit-sharing and joint-insurance Bchemes. the undertaking of special 
works, and other matters, but would also afford a better basis for arbitration in 
industrial disputes than any which has yet been suggested. 

9. In order to enable Trade Associations to enter into collective legally hinding 
agreements, with the consequence that in case of breach of contract they would be 
liable to be sued for damageS" payable out of their collective funds, it would not be 
sufficient to repeal sub-section 4 of section 4 of the Act of 1871. Even if that legisla
tive incapacity were taken away, the Trade Associations would be prevented by their 
want of legal personality from entering into such agreements, or suing or being sued, 
except with l·egard to.the management of their funds and real estate. 

10. It would be necessary that they should acquire by some process of registration a 
corporate character sufficient for these purposes. Weare anxious to make it clear that 
we propose nothing of a compulsory charactel:.. but that we merely desire that existing 
or future Trade Associations should have t1_ 'perty, if they desire it, of acquiring a 
larger legal personality and corporate characler than that which they can at present 
possess. It must be added that even if Trade Associations were thus clothed with a 
legal personality, it would be open to them by express stipUlation to provide that any 
special agreement between them should not be enforceable at law. ' 

• ! "i 

U. The further powers of incorporation would not be made' a condition of the existing 
registration, but would be, offered as powers to be obtained byregiatration under a Dew 
Act. The motive which would, it might be hoped, influenCe Trade :Associations 80 to 
register would be the desire to acquire power to enter into agreements of a mors solid 
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and binding kind than heretofore. This might be sufficient in the case of an 
increasing number of the Trade Associations. 

12. With I'egard to the collective agreemeDts, there should, perhaps, be some statutory 
conditions attaching to them, for instance :-

(1.) That such agreements should specify a period for which they were intended to 
hold good, and a period for notice of amendment or renewal. 

(2.) That such agreements should be registered in some central local public office, 
and should be open to inspection by the parties concerned. 

13. We think that the contracting association should be responsible for observance 
of the collective agreement by all its membere, so long as they remained its members, 
and that every member of an association should during membership he held to he under 
a contract with the association for observance of the colleotive agreement. The effect 
of this would be (1) to give to those entering into oontracts with an association the 
right to sue it for damages in case of breach of contract by it or any of its members, 
and (2) to give an associatioD the right to recover damages from those of its members 
who infringed the collective agreement. For the more convenient enforcement of 
the latter right, some power of deciding disputes between a society and its members, 
similar to that conferred on Friendly Societies by section 22 of the Friendly Societies 
Act, 1875, might perhaps be extended to Trade Associa.tions. 

14. Assuming the reform which we suggest to have taken place, we are aware that 
some litigation might arise before it was settled what colleotive agreements were or 
were not ultra vires, or" in restraint of trade;" but we think that we are justified 
in anticipating that judicial disoussion of tbesa matters would lead to reasonable solutions 
of the problems which might arise in each case, and to the gradual evolution of the 
best general principles. As it iR not intended to give to the bodies making theMe collec
tive agreements any greater powers than are enjoyed by individuals, the agreements 
in question woUld be subject, like agreements between individuals, to the restrictions 
flowing from the common law doctrine in discountenancing restraint of trade. 

15. The Commission have had carefully to COli sider the question wbether the State 
should attempt to do 'more than, as proposed by Mr. Mundella's Bill, promotll-. the 
formation of voluntary institutions of conciliation and arbitration. It appears ~om 
the evidence that there is in many quarters'a desire, sometimes on the part of work
men, sometimes on that of employers, and in some cases felt by both, that the State 
should do something to replace strikes ancllock-outs by a more peaceable and rational 
way of settling trade disputes. There does not seem to be any very clear idea as to 
the precise manner in which this end should be accolll.plished, but the general notion 
appears to be either that the State should establish tribunals of its OWll, with powers 
like those of ordinary law courts, or that it should invest with similar powers 
voluntarily-formed industrial tribunals. 

16. In order to examine this question, it is desirable, in the first place, to point out 
what the Stats cannot do, according to the ordinary principles accepted in this 
country. It seems ~o be obvious (1) that the State cannot compel eit.her individuals 
or bodies of men to entsr into agreements; and (2) that the State cannot compel 
employers to gi"e employment or workmen to do work upon terms which they do not 
respectively aocept. Inasmuch as lock-outs and strikes are, in practice, the assertion 
of these essential liberties on the part of employers and workmen, it i~ clear that the 
State cannot prohibit acts of this kind and compel the parties to resort to tribunals 
of any sort instead. 

17. It was suggestsd in the evidence that strikes and lock-outs should be illegal and 
punishable in cases where arbitration had 'lot first been resorted to. .But it seems, for 
the reasons just given, that it is impoa·. ) to make strikes or lock-outs illegal and 
punishable in any case, leaving out ( -:4onsideration such exceptional oases as those 
of the army or navy, or certain cases 'efpecially provided for by legislation where a 
sudden strike in breacb of contract ~y involve actual danger to the public. 
Generally speaking, it may be laid down that the State (1) cannot compel parties to 
submit to arbitration matters upon which they have a perfect right to take their own 
course; and (2) that it cannot compel either employers or workmen to carry out, by way 
of specifio performance, an award as to wages or otber terms of service. 

18. For these reasons the Royal Commission on Trades Unions of 1867 appears to 
have decided rightly (while warmly advocating the extension of voluntary institutions) 
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that no .. system of compulsory arbitration" is practicable. The question. howevElr. 
arises whether it is possible to devise any mean8 short of compulsory arbitration by 
which the object so widely desired, that arbitration should replace strikes and lock·outa. 
might be more fully attained than it is at present. 

19. It seems that although the most formidable obstacles to resort to arbitration 
are probably those indicated in paragraphs 136 and 137 of the !Wpon, a further obstacle 
may frequently be found in the uncertainty which exista S8 to the observance of lin 
award when given. If an arbitrator can only pronounce a decision which mav or may 
not be followed according to the goodwill of the parties the procedure is to some extent 
discredited. Although, as a rule. arbitration awards may be loyally accepted and the 
exceptions may be very few. yet the possibility of such an exception occurring may 
make employers or workmen less willing to resort to a troublesome and elaborate proce"s 
like formal arbitration. It has been shown that it is impo~sible to compel the observance 
of any award in these matters. It remains to be considered wbether any bet-tel' guarantee 
or motive for such observance can be obtained to supplement and str'lDgthen the moral 
force which already exists. 

20. In order to have arbitration in the strict sense of the word. there III ust be two or 
more parties capable of entering into a legal contract to submit present or future 
questions to arbitration. and there must be such submission. Then, bv the ordinary 
principles of law, damages can be recovered from any party who refuses to go to 
arbitration, or declines to act on the award when made. 

21. As things stand now, large bodies of workmen or employers cannot. as such 
bodies. enter into legal contracts of submission to arbitration, for want of legal 
personality. and. for the same reason, damages cannot be recovered from them, as such 
bodies, for refusal to go to arbitration after agreement to do so. or for ref URal to accept 
the result of awards. . 

22. If, however, the suggestions which we have made were adopted. and it were put 
within the power of such uodies to acquire legal personality sufficient to enable them 
to enter into collective agreements, with the legal sanction of collective liability in 
damages for breach of such agreements, this difficulty would so far be solv~d. 

23. If, under such circllmstances, a body had agreed to submit fllture disputes 
on one or more subjects to arbitration, and subsequently refused to do so and resorted 
to a I!trike or lock.out, it might be sued for damages, and the prospect of this, 
although it could not indeed prevent. would render less likely resort to such measures. 
If a strike or lock.out did take place, although it is true that any damages which could 
be recovered would probably not, except in the case of a small or partial conflict. be 
sufficient compensation, yet an ·action at law would render more visible the breach of 
contract, and serve to guide public opinion. The same observations will apply to the· 
breach of an award made upon II submission under collective agreement. There 
would,. in both cases, be the gain of a judgment publicly pronounced by a competent 
authority, and attended and emphasised by tangible results. 

24. For instance, an employe:- might insist on a reduction of wages contrary to a 
collective agreement or to an arbitration award found e • .! upon a collective agreement. 
Then, instead of striking, the workmen might continue to work at the reduced wages. 
and. through their Association. sue the employer or his Association for damages to t.he 
amount of their loss. Or, on the other hand, workmen might insist on a rise of wages, 
contrary to the· collective agreement or the award. Then the employer, instead of 
locking out or discltarging the men, might give the increase under protest. and sue 
their Association for damages. The damages being recoverable from the collective 
funds of the Association, it would not be necessary to proceed against any individual 
workmen. 

25. Or again, suppo~ing that a collective ",~eeIneIlt were in existence between an 
association of employers and an association of workmen, providing that no change in 
rates of wages should take plaC'e without the sanction of a Board of Arbitration, 
then either side refusing to submit the question for arbitration or to abiue by the 
result would be liable to be sued for damages. The judgment would be pronounced 
by a competent authority, would be made. publicly, have tangible results, and thus 
greatly help to form public opinion. 

26. It has already been pointed out that t.he absence of any positive guarantee for 
the observanca of awards may detf'r 10 many ca~es both employers and men from 
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re~orting in practice to arbitration, although they may in thE'ory prefer it to strikes 
and lock·outs. It might be anticipated that if by the method of collective agreements 
a more concrete guarantee were given to arbitration. it would be more frequently 
resorted to by those who have a bcmd fide preference for it over more violent modes 
of settling differences. 

27. It must further be observed that if trade associations were able, as bodies 
with legal personality, to refer present or future questions to arbitration, they could by 
Buch agreements, nnder the ordinary law embodied in the Arbitration Act, 1889, either 
constitute or indicate their own tribunals or arbitrators, and clothe them with all 
necessary powers of procedure, and enable tbem to make awards which could, if 
broken, be made grounds of actioD.for damages. Thus, in these cases, the problem 
of how to give powers of procedure to voluntarily-formed boards of arbitration, and a 
legal sanction to their awards, would be solved by the operation of the ordinary law 
as to agreements made between parties capable of contracting. Inasmuch as such 
tribunald would, in each case, be constituted by the agreement of the parties 
interested, tney would, it might be expp.cted, posRess their confidence, while the fact that 
associations, and not individuals, were primarily responsible for the observance of the 
awards might remove some of the difficulties which have hitherto attended attempts 
to give a legal sanction to arbitration awards in indl).strial matters. 

28. These observations apply both to .agreements for referring general questions and 
to those for referring minor questions to arbitration. Supposing, for instance, a case 
in which two associations of employers and workmen, capable under the supposed law 
of entering into. collective contracts, had agreed to have (1) a Wages Board with 
provision for arbitration to settle changes in the rate of wages and other general 
questions, and (2) !t Joint Committee, with an independe,nt chairman, to decide minor 
questions arising with regard to existing agreement.q or customs, and had further 
agreed that all questions should be referred by them and their members to these 
Boards respectively. Then in either case, the elJect of the agreement would be 'to 
render liable to damages the Association which, or the membocs of which, did not 
re~pect the arrangement but resorted to strikes or lock'outs. 

29. '1'he evidence does not show that public opinion is as yet ripe for the changes in 
the legal status of Trade Associations which we have su'ggested; but we have thought 
it to be desirable to indicate what may, as it.appears to UB, ultimately prove to be the 
most natural and reasonable solution of some at least of the difficulties which have 
been brought to our notice. 

(Signed) DEVONSHIRE. 
DAVID DALE. 
M. E. HICKS-BEACH. 
LEO~ARD H. COURTNEY. 
FREDERICK POLLOCK. 
THOS. H. ISMAY. 

:. GEORGE LIVESEY. 
WTTJJAM TUNSTILL. 
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Observations appended to the Report by Mr . .Jesse Collings. 

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER. 

ENGLAND. 

1. I have signed the Report as I agree generally with its views and recommendations, 
but I do not concur with many of the statements and conclusions oontained in it with 
regard to the agricultural labourers. , 

It appt'ars to me that sufficient prominence has not been given in the Report to the 
condition of the labouring class engaged in the largest and most important industry of 
all, and that the recommendations made are not enough to meet the requirements of 
,the labourers as set forth in the evidence contained in the able Reports of the Assistant 
Commissioners. 

2. I regret that I am unable to agree with t,he Summary drawn up by Mr. Littl e 
(and adopted by the Commissioners, par. 354, Report) in several important particulars. 

MIGRA.TlON OF LABOURERS, 

3. The migration of labourers to towns and the causes and effects thel'eof seem to 
me to be one of the most important parts of the Inquiry in which the Commission are 
engaged, 

It is shown that the" agricultural earning class" in England and Wales have 
decreased in number by 20 per cent. during the 20 years ending 1891, tills decrease 
being concurrent with a large mcrease in the population of the country as a whole, 

It is true that 80 far as this Inquiry pas gone it does not seem that this migration 
is governed by the actual wages and earnings in particular localities, but it is not 
difficult,Jrom the evidence before the Commission, to directly 90nnept it with the 
unsatisfactory condition of. the rural labouring population. 

Caus.sofde- 4. Abundant evidence was given before the" Royal Commission on the Housing 
population, ".Jf the Working Classes," 1884, to the effect that labourers did not leave the land from 
Housing of dislike of their occnpation, but from a desire to get more wages I to better their 
~~:!'.::g condition; to escape from their miserable cottages and conditions of life and in the 
Commission, hope of securing some prospects for the future. 
14,822 to These views are confirmed to a large extent in the evidence and Reports submitted 
14,784. by the' Assistant Oommissioners. It is shown that a higher standard of comfort 
fha:~~) and prev!lilsllmonglabourers~ and that they have consequently an inoreased dissatisfaction 
o~r Assist- with' their' lot. Oomp1amts are expressed of ., the low standard of wages," the 

.ant Commie· " miserable condition of many of the cottages:" of long hours, of the monotony and 
.ioners. the almost continuous character of their work, nnrelieved by holidays or recreation, 

Improve
ment in the 
condition of 
labonrers. 

and specially of'the .. absence of definite prospects of improved position" and of 
" making provision fot: old age." 

5. It is true that the statements so commonly made elsewhere are repeated in the 
Reports of the Assistant Commissioners to the effect that, of the three classes affected 
by agricultural depression-:-Ia?-downer, farD?-er, ~nd.labourer-t~e labou~er has suffered 
least. A compariso~ of thIS klDd;how~er,18 qtriteil~U1!Ol'J. WIth the .tirs~ two class~s 
agricultural depreSSIon means reductlOn of expendIture, personal pnvatlons, and 10 

some cases failure but with the labourer, whose income is already at the lowest point 
of the wage-earni~g classes of the ~untry, further r,eduction mean~ actual want and 
semi-starvation. Instances are also given of comparatIvely large earn10gs of a labourer 
and his family as a whole, but it is evident that the aggregate family income is outside 
the question in considering the earnings ,?f the agric~ltu~~l ~abo~er. 

Again, the mor.e ~~v:ourable " budg:ets a~d. "earnmgs gtven 10 the Reports, though 
showing the pOSSIbilIties under certaIn conditions of employment, do not represent the 
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position of the great mass of the agricultural labourers. Ext!'a earnings also, as a rule, 
mean extra work, while the" current wage" is very often subject to deductions for 
loss of time through" wet weather," sickness, and irregularity of employment. No 
doubt there is a real improvement in the labourer's condition secured by the low prices 
of all the necessaries of life, but this is an advantage not resulting from his special occu
pation, but one that is common to all classes of the community. Aomitting, however, 
all the improvements named, the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners show that the 
labourers, as a class,'only earn a bare subsistenoe, and that the great majority of them 
are in a chronic state of poverty and anxiety. 

6. In considering the' position of the agricultural labourers generally, as described Migration of 
in the Reports, it is not difficult to nnderstand why such large numbers are leaving the j'~~ POPt 
land; the difficulty is in knowing why any of the younger and more intelligent of the i~'~:;'': on 
class remain. . the general 

The effeot of the exodus from the rural districts seems to 'me to lie at the root of the ~:ou 
general labour question which the Commissioners are considering. es on. 

7. The Report of the Commissioners (par. 355) states" we do not, however, find any 
.. ground for helieving that the depressed condition of the agricultural industry has led 
" ~o an abnormal over.supply of labour in·the general labour market." 

Again (par. 356) "we do not think that they (measures for the improvflment of the 
I. condition of the labourers) can be regarded as likely to influence largely the state'of 
.. the general labour market." 

Further (par. 362) " it does not appear to us that there is any direct evidence to prove 
.. that the existing defects in the conditions of rural life have exercised, or are exer
" cising any material effect upon the industrial change which, under the influence of far 
" wider and greater causes, has for some time been in progress in this country." 

From these opinions I entirely dissent. . 

8. The Reports of the Assistant Commissioners contain very little direct evidence on 
the point either way, and it is diffioult, if not impossible, to trace in detail the effect of 
this migration on the general labour market. 

Many years ago when our trade and manufactnres were advancing by "leaps and 
bounds," it is possible that the influx of labour from the outside might have been 
absorbed in our industrial centres with advantage to all' concerned. Of late years, 
however, with trade and manufactures in a stationary, if not a declining condition, it 
would seem beyoud dispute that the large and continuous migration of rural labourers 
into towns and o\,her centres of industry must lead to an abnormal over-supply of 
labour in the general labour market. The immigrants themselves-coming from 
districts where wages are low and the conditions of life hard-may better their position 
as individuals, but they compete with and displace others, and the result is that a large 
addition is made to the ranks of the" unemployed" or partially employed in populous 
districts. 

9. On the other haDd the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners show that even 
in the present depressed condition of agriculture and consequent reduction in the 
number of labourers employed, it is only in exceptional districts that a surplus of 
labour is found, and in many districts a deficiency is reported. 

The evidence of the labourers themselves, who are competent judges of the labour 
required for proper cultivation of the soil, is all to the effect that not nearly enough 
men are employed to do justice to the land. 

• The statements of the labourers are very positive on this head, "the demand for labou' 
" is checked by poor cultivation," "land sorely needs labour," " weeds choking growing 
.. crops," "land labour starved;' "land full of couch, growing four quarters instead of 
U six as it ought," &0., &c. 

'I'his mcans that if there were no farms out of cnltivation, and if the whole of the 
land were brought up to the highest state of productiveness, a vast amount of additional 
labour would bo necessary. 

10. I t seems to me therefore that any practical suggestions for a re-adjustment of 
labour between town I\nd country, between agriculture and other industries, bear 
directly on the Inquiry of the Commissioners, and that a revival of prosperity in rural 
distrkts is the most hopl1ful solution of the problem nnder consideration. It is on this 
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assumption that the views in this memorandum are based. By those who think that. 
agriculture is the same as any othElT industry, and that persons engaged in it should 
receive no exceptional consideration, these viewlI will probably be regardad with 
disfavour. But others who admit the direct beari~g which agriculture hilS on the 
prosperity of all other trades; that every extra pound got out of the Isnd is an extra 
pound spent with the trader and manufacturer. will regard the preStlot position 88 one of 
national concern. 

11. The condition of agriculture aod general remedies for agriculturul depres
sion are outside the scope of the present inquiry. This memorandum therAfore 
is confined to the consideration of the condition of the agricultural labourers in 
connp-ction with the wholesale migration above referred to, and of what measures can 
be adopted to retain the labouring classes on the land. 

12. In the Report (par. 356). and in Mr. Little's Summary (pars. 23,83) it is taken 
for granted that the diminished amount of rllral 'employment, low wages, and other 
drawbacks result from the low price of cereals and from the large importation of 
foreign produce. and that a still further decay of the rural popUlation can only be 
prevented by a general increase of prices. I believe. however, that remedies can be found 
for the evils named, by a large increase in the number of small cultivators recruited 
from the ranks of the agricultural labourers. who would be able to produce thOSE! 
smaller articles of food of which. at the pre..ent time, such immense quantities are 
imported from abroad. 

In addition to vast importa of fruit,poultry. margarine, vegetables, rabbits, honey, 
&c., we find that for six articles of food only, namely, butter, cheese. b&co'n, hams, 
eggs, and lard. we pay the enormous sum of above 30 millions sterling annnally to the 
foreign producers. Lowness of price, as in the case of cereuls. cannot here be urged as 
a sufficient reason why this great market lying close to our doors is not sufficiently 
supplied by the agricultural industry. 

PEASANT PROPRIETORBHIP. 

13. I believe that it is. by the creation of a large class of cultivating owners that 
the evils contemplated in the Commissioners' Report, and in Mr. Little's Summary, can 
be prevented; a race of skilled workmen retained on the land; and that the most 
serious calamity that can befall a couutry-that" of a decaying peasantry-can be 
averted. 

14. Perhaps on no other point is evidence more clear and abundant. Before the 
" Royal Commission on the Housing of the Working Classes," 1884, MI'. Beck (agent 
for the Prince of Wales) spoke strongly in favour of small holdings, as affording hopes 
and prospects to the rural labourers. and as " tending to increase thll industry of the 
" country aRd to make it more stable." 

Mr. Squarey was equally strong in his advocacy of increasing the number of small 
freeholders. .. I th!nk it," he says, "the most conservative polioy that can be 
conceived; " while the Rev. Charles Stubbs declared that "the only prospect of the 
" elevation of labourers was in the possession of land." 

:rhe Select Committee on Small Holdings, after an exhaustive inquiry into the 
subject, reported that they were" strongly and unanimously of opinion that the eltte~
" sion of a s'ystem of small holdings is a matter of national im port-ance," that it IS 
" calculated to add to the security of property by increasing the numher of. pers.ons 
" directly interested in the soil." and that it is "the chief means to remedy migratIOn, 
" which intensified the competition for employment in manufacturing towns." 

15. Much evidence in the present inquiry is in the same direction. Districts are 
named where there are" a good many small holdings which pro.mote thrift an? lead to 
" real independence," and where there has been no d~crease 1D the populatIOn .. At 
Oakley, where there are small holdings, the men" are Bald to put more Into the saVlngs 
" banks than all the surrounding districts put together," while speaking more gener.ally 
it is shown that .. the amalgamation of farms and consequent loss of small farms IB a 
.. grievance never absent from the labourers' "minds." A supplemental system of.small 
holdings would also be an advantage to thE! large farmer. who (provided that amicable 
relations were cultivated between the two classes) would have a valuable reserve 
of skilled labour available in times of pressure. Even with regard to allotments 
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Mr. Chapman states that "the best farmers are beginning to realise that the snpply of 
.. labour is maintained and increased by the labourers having a bit of land." In the 
Appendices to the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners will be found valuable details 
touching small holdings which already exist in the several districts, and the success 
attending them often under unfavourable conditions. 

16. The Small Holdings Act of 1892 is a practical measure for the creation o~ Small Hold
small cultivating ownerships. To make it generally effective it is only needed that ingB Act, 
countv councils (in whose hands the administration of the Act is placed) should realise 1892. 
its importance and make a more earnest effort to put it into operation. 

I.would recommend that a communication be sent by the Board of Agriculture to !:'::men
-

county councils oalling, their attentio!l'to the Act, and urging that speciaJ efforts should 
be made to put it in force. 

That the Board should ascertain from those county 'councils which have put the Act 
into operation what defedts, if any, have been found in the working of the measure, and 
such defects should be immediately remedied by legislation. . 

It is shown that a few among the rural indu'strial class in almost every district are 
in a position to take small farms if such cculd be obtained on favourable conditions. 
The barrier in the way of dividing large farms where necessary into small holdings is 
the matter of buildings, for the erection of wh,ich many landowners have not the money 
to spare. " 

To meet this difficulty I would suggest that loans be advanced by the State to la1\d- hmmen
owners at a low rate of interest for the purpose 6f pro'Vidin g the necessary buildings dation. 
for small farms of the kind and aize defined in the Small Holdings Act, 1892. 

COTTAGES. 

17. The Reports of the Assistant Commissiollers show that one of the most pressing 
needs in the labourer's condition is an improvement in cottage accommodation. The 
evidence shows that cottages on estates and in villages owned by one landlord are in 
most cases satisfactory, and in many cases very superior, and the rents of all of them 
low. On the other hand cottages belonging to private owners are too often in a 
disgraceful oondition, and let at the highest possible rent. 

In reviewing the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners Mr. Little remarks" there Mr. Little's 
" is abundant evidence to show that a large proportion of the cottages inhabited' by Summary • 
.. labourers are below a proper standard of what is required for deoency and comfort, Par. 46 • 
.. while a. considerable number of them are vile'and deplorably wretohed dwellings." 

He further adds" it is impossible to read these Report,s without experiencing a painfnl Par. 48 • 
.. feeling that too frequently, and too commonly, the agricultural labourer lives under 
" conditions which are both physically and morally unwholesome and offen~ive." 

18. It is alleged as the greatest difficulty in the way of cottage improvement that 
the labourers call not afford to pay sufficient rent to make the building of good cottages 
remun~rative. . 

Much evidence was given on this matter before the "Royal Commission on the Housing of 
.. Housing of the Working ClasBe~," 1884, showing conclusively that labourers as a Working 
class could afford to pay, and large numbers of them would gladly pay, economic rents gl....,~ . 
provided that land were attached to the cottages. l:,~~I~~OIl. 

16,564. 
19. Mr. Little states that the unsatisfactory condition of ,cottages in rural districts Mr. Little'. 

is a subject that" deserves the gravest consideration with a view to the sugges- Summary • 
.. tion of remedial Mtion." He gives a valnable recital of the powers already 55-6,58,64. 
possessod by local authorities, and is of opinion that fresh legislation is not so much 
required 118 a more active administration of the present laws. 

20. I agree with Mr. Little's recommendations adopted by the Commissioners (Report, Recommcn
pars. 358 and 359). That the medical officer of health in each district (or districts dations. 
combined) should give his whole time to the duties of his office; that he should receive 
a sufficient salary to enable him to do so ; and that to secure his independence he should be 
appointed by tIle count,y council, subject to the approval of the Local Government 
Board, are recommendations of special value. 

21. I agree with the recommendation (Report, par. 360) that State loans should be 
advanoed to landowners at low interest for the purpose of buildiI!g cottages, but sueh 
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loans should also. in my opinion, be advanced to local authorities in oocordance with 
the provisions of the La?~urers (Irel~nJ) ~cts. I do. n?t share .Mr. Little's f .. ars 
(par. 66) that local authorities as constituted m Great Brltam would In nny way mieu,s 
the po~ers conferred on them. ~he ': p~vate ent~rl?l"iBe" (which menn~ the speoula
tive bUllder) referred to br Mr. Little IS. m my OplnlOn, the most hopeless agency for 
thA supply of cottages, sUltable as regards gardens, &0., for the agrioultural labourer. 

'L'ENURE OF - COTTAGES. 

22. It is shown in the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners that great discontent 
exists on the part of the labourers through their being oompelled in so many districts to 
hold their cottages at the will of the farmers for whom they work, instead of renting 
them direct from the landowners. The labourers feel keenly their liability to be 
turned out of their cottagfls oftAn at a week's notice. They decla.re among other 
drawbacks that it .. puts them under the power of the farmers," and that it .. tends 
.. to keep down wages." 

The defence of this system is that farmers will not take land unless permitted to 
su b-let the cottages to the labourers. There is, however, evidence that the syHtem, 
while disliked by the men. is of no real benefit to the farmers. One large farml'r 
speaking of the system said that "it was better t{) let cottages by the year direct from 
" the owner as it gives tenants more independence." 

23. Mr. Chapman approves of the plan of landowners retaining the cottages in 
their own hands, and aJIowing farmers to nominate into them, and adds. " I have heard 
" farmers say that they like it too, because it re~oves one source of constant suspicion 
" from the minds of the labourers. Men say that if the cottage is not independent of 
" the work they take no interest in kepping the garden in good order, or in looking 
" after the house, because the better its condit.ion the worse is the penalty of 
.. forfeiting it." 

24. I recommend that where an agricultural labourer (as defined by the 
" Labourers (Ireland) Acts") occupies a house under an owner or a farmer either as a 
ten aut or ill conflideration of his services, the occupation should not be legally 
terminated without three months' notice being given by either party or by mutual 
consent. 

Such legislation might be novel in principlo, but it would remove a grievance which 
a study of the evidence shows is admitted to be a grave one. not only by labourers 
but also by landowners and farmers. It would tend to create more friendly relations 
between employers and employed. and it woulrl give to the labourers something which 
without mockery might be called a home. 

LABOURERS OWNING THEIR COTTAGBS. 

25; To this branch of the subject belongs the question as to the desirability of 
giving, where possible, facilities and inducements to labourers to purchase their 
cottages. On this question special evidence was given before the" Housing of the 
Working Classes Commission." 1884, by labourers and others. Mr. Squarey was of 
opinion that" la bourers should have as far as possible a settled stability in their houses 
" by freehold if possible, if not, then by lease." It was stated by witnesses of the 
labouring class thl\t many of the labourers would avail themselves of any scheme by 
which they could become owners of their cottages. 

Mr. Wilkinson, Assistant Commissioner, states that" in almost every district I heard 
" of one or two men who were labourers and nothing else, who had saved money 
'~ enough to buy cottages for themselves." 

26. I recommend the adoption of the Bill brough~ into Parliament during 
the present session by Mr. Wrightson (Member for Stockton), the provisions of which 
would enable labourers to buy their cottages by paying a certain sum on the 
completion of the purchase and the remainder of the purchase-money by annual 
instalments. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

27. Competent agricultural labourers are of the" sl..-illed" working class, and with 
the decline of the custom of apprenticeships greater efforts should be made t{) inHtruct 
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young persons in rural districts in the various branches of husbandl'Y' 'l'he 
education given in country public schools is defective in tbis respect. Instead of 
having as its first object to inculcate io the minds of the young a knowledge of the 
rudiments of what should he, under proper conditions, the most interesting, healthful, 
and attractive of all occupations, the education given is calculated ,rather to implant 
in the young an ignorant dislike of the calling, and to encourage them to seek occupations 
in other directions. Money spent in technical education in rural districts is, to a large 
extent, wasted through the want of n preliminary training in the elementary schools. 

Much interesting evidence on this subject is given in the Reports of the .A,ssistant 
Commissioners. Mr. Ohapman says," it is difficult to get labourers' wives to attend Chapmal •• 
" cookery schools, and the conclusion is that girls should be trained in cookery before Par. 58 . 
.. they leave school." 

One importa.nt witness states" it Should be made a part of a girl's education to bake Wi!s0n Fox 
"bread. There are not three girls in my village who can bake .bread properly. Eoys ~h~oe 
co should be taught the elementary principles of agricultural chemistry and rudimentary A;~~'::dix B 
co principles of agriculture." 

No Bubstantial progress will be made in this kind of instruction until the Education 
Department attaches more importance to it, and makes it to the interests of school
masters and managers, from a financial point of view, to give it prominence in the 
curriculum of their schools. 

28. J recommend the adoption of the .. Agricultural Education in Elementary Recommen
Schools" Bill now before Parliament, which provides for practical instruction dation. 
by means of school gardens, in pruning, grafting, fruit and vegetable growing, poultry 
and bee keeping, rotation of garden crops, use of manures, choice of seeds, action of 
birds and insects on crops, and other agricultural and horticultural subjects. 

THRIFT AND OLD AGE. 

29. All the Assistant Commissioners report at considerable length as to the 
existence of provident habits among the rural labourers. The evidence given with 
regard to sick olubs and provident societies of various kinds seems to prove that the 
lahourers a8 a body are more thrifty and provident than any other class with similar 
means. 

It is evident,· however, that with their Bcanty earnings it is impossible for them to 
make any provision fOl' old age. It is shown that for the great majority of them 
parish relief or the workhouse is the only refuge when past work. This is a prospect 
which weighs heavily with them all, and for which some remedy should be found. 

30. Without adopting the extravagant and ill-considered suggestions made in Recommen· 
certaill quarters, I would recommend that the subject sllOuld engage the serious dation •• 
attention of Parliament '\lith a view of finding some practical scheme which would, 
without the taint of pauperism, secure reasonable comforts to agriculturallabol1rers in 
their old age. 

(Signed) JESSE COLLINGS. 

I agree with the foregoing Observations by Mr. Jesse Collings. 

(Signed) EDWARD 'I'ROW. 

Q3 
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Observations appended to the Report by Sir Frederick Follock. 

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY. 

I desire to express my regret that circumstances have prevented the Commission 
from considering the question of Employers' Liability in a more full and definite 
manner; and in saying this I do not forget that since the Commission was appointed 
the matter has been largely discussed in Parliament and elsewhere, nor .do I suppose 
that the Commission could have added much positive information to that which is 
already before the public. As an individual Member of the Commission, however, t 
think it sufficient to state my own opinion in the fewest possible words. 

The law as it stands under the Act of 1880 appears, and has long appeared to me. 
anything but satisfactory. The Act is not adequate in redressing the injustice brought 
into the law by the quite modern doctrine of .. common employment;" and the 
measure of redress which it does give is given in a cumbrous and intricate form, so 
that to the:' 'persons most concerned the law must seem even less just than it 
really is. 

I am of opinion that any'substantial simplification of the law, whether accept~d as 
final or not, should be welcomed as an improvement. I cannot but think that in the 
controversy arising out of the lately abandoned Bill the importance of .. contracting 
out" was exaggerawd on both sides. On the one hand there was very little positive 
evidence to establish the alleged. evils of "contracting out" in general (and in 
particular I do not think the figures given as statistios of railway accidents, which 
were evidently not compiled on any uniform principle, can be safely relied on as tending 
to any distinct conclusion whatever); Oil the other hand it is far from cleat that the 
prohibition of "contracting out" would rea..lly have such 1\ prejudicial effect upon 
schemes of voluntary insurance as was apprehended in some quarters. There might 
be much to be said on principle for allowing contracting out as regards liability arising 
from the negligence of workmen in the same grade of employment, but not as regards 
liability for the negligence of persons in a p(lsition of delegated authority, or for 
defects in those permanent conditions of the work which are, or ought to be, within the 
employer's knowledge and control. But this might lead to distinctions too fine for 
practical application. 

It seems to be thought by several of the workmen's representatives that a good deal 
of habitual and culpable carelessness as to oonditions of safety exists among employers. 
Such charges, if intended to be used for any serious purpose, ought, in my opinion, to 
be specifically made amI proved, with due notioe and opportunity of defence to the 
persons charged. I am not aware that any such proof has been producea, and I express 
no opinion as to the likelihood that it would be forthcoming if required. But I think 
that, if duly produced, it would properly lead, not merely or principally to increased 
facilities for civil redress, but to the applioation, and,. if necessary, the strengthening, 
of criminal jurisdiction, 

(Signed) FREDERICK POLLOCK. 

We agree with t.he first two paragraphs or the foregoing observations by Sir Frederick 
Pollock. 

(Signed) A. J. MUNDELLA. 
THOS. BURT. 
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WE are unable to .ioin in the Report of the majority of the Commissioners. 
The great"r part of that Report is taken up, not with nny sUttement of the 
ascertained facts of the relations between employers and employerl, or of the 
conditions of lahour, but with a summary of the arguments used by witnesses for and 
a~ninst particular proposals. So far as we can judge, this summary --has been 
intelligently and impartially performed. But in the comparatively few cases in which 
any definite conclusion is expressed as to the facts themselves, these conclusions appear 
to us either inaccurate, or, at_best, to present too favourable a view of the condition 
of the mass of the working population. On the great majority of the points brought 
before the Commission, the Majority RepOl't makes no rellommendntions whatever, 
whilst the vague and scanty reforms which it suggests seem to us inadequate. 

Reference is made in the Majority Report to the conrse taken by the signatories of 
the Minority Report. We do not feel ealled upon to defend our methods: the Recom
mendations contained in the Minority Report might have been taken in whole 01' in part 
by the majority of the Commissioners had they desired, and it would have given us the 
greatest satisfaction had this lleen done. The material difference in the character of the 
two Reports will show at a glance that this was impossible to any considerable extent. 

'1'he fundamental cause of disputes between employers and employed is to be 
found, we believe, in the unsatisfactory position occupied by the wage-earning 
class. 

Notwithstanding -a great increase in national wealth, whole sections of the 
population, comprising, as we believe, at least five millions, Ill'e unable to obtain 
a Hubsistence compatible with health 'or efficiency,'" Probably two millions are 
every year driven to accept Poor Law Relief in one form or another.t In 
London, the wealthiest and most productive city of the world, we learn from 
Mr. Charles Booth's researehes, that 32 per cent. of tbe total' population falls below 
the "Poverty Line "-that guinea per week of regular earnings below which no 
family oan live in decency and health. And when we find that in oertain districts 01 
tho metropolis one-half and even three-fifths of the entire population fall below that 
minimum,; and that this state of things arises -from no exceptional distress, but 
represents the outcome of 50 years of steady improvement,§ we cannot but regard the 
situation as calling for the gravest consideration of the Government. Nor is this 
destitution confined to unskilled or specially degraded classes of workers. Even iii 
those grades in whioh labeur is better paid, the statistics of the Labour Depart-

~--- ---- ---------------~------
• See Mr. Giften', evidence that 25 per cent. of the whole adult male workers in the kingdom" fall belo .. 

the line" of 201. a week, and that this might be taken ... a low subsistence I.vel. (6942, 8125, 8134, 
Oommi .. .;ou sitting as • whole.) 

t 3785, &c, 
t .. Labour and Lite of the Peup! .. " Vol. I,; compare the evidence of II:h'. Booth and Mr. Giffen before the 

Commi~8ion. 
§ 6963-72. 
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ment" show that a large number of competent mechanics are at all times out of 
employment whilst in periods of trade depression many thousands of mell are in the 
samE' condition. 

But whilst many competent and industrious artisans find no work to do, thouSIInds 
of others arc kept to labour for unnecessarily long pl'riods. In OI'I1rly every branch of 
manual labour the length of the working day is greater than is "Compatible with the 
proper di~charge of the dutios of parentage and citizenship. Even in the wcll
organised skilled trades, where the normal working day is often only nine hours, or 
less, an eX(lP8sive amount of overtime is systematically worked. The returns presented 
to the Commission by the .Amalgamated Society of Engineers show that 71 per ccnt. 
of its members arc in the habit of working overtime averaging nine houps a week. 
The evidence laid before ns proves that many of the chemi{'.al workers, the rail way and 
tramway servants, tbe shop assistants, the iron and steel smelters, and many gralles of 
women worke.rs habitually labour for at least 12 hours a day, whilst many exceod 15.t 

Manv thousands of workers still toil under circumstances which make disease and 
acciden"t an inevitable accompaniment of their lives. Insanitary conditions still prevail 
in many workshops, and to a yet greater extent in the homes in which the sw{',ated 
indllBtries are carried on. Phthisis still decimates the badly ventilated workplaces 
of the compositors.; Except, perhaps, in coal-mining and one 01' two otht'f trades 
regulated by special legislation, no systematic attempt h88 yet been made to utilise 
the resources of science for the prevention of death or dise881l in industry. We cannot 
believe it to be necessary, in the present state of scientific knowledge, that the 
occupation of a railway worker should be more hazardous than that of a soldier, or 
that potters and file-makers should die at three times the rate of clergymen.§ AmI 
if we turn from the occupation~ of the workers to the homes in which they live, 
the state of things appears to us equally unsatisfactory. We do not bere refer so 
much to the insanitary state of the slums as to the actual amount of hou.e aceommo
aation which each family obtains. Nearly two and a half millions of persons in 
England and Wales alone, live in tenements which the Registrar-li-eneral declares to 
be overcrowded. II The statistics of the cenSUR, and thoso of Mr. Cbarles Booth, 
indicate that probably from 20 to S::I per cent. of the whole popUlation of some of 
our largest towns dwell in one-room homes.' In London alone we infer that a 
quarter of It million persons, including probably 100,0:JO children, must be living 
under the conditions which are implied by the occupation, by a whole family, of a 
single small room for all the purposes of domestic life. 'fhe per-centage of one-room 
homes in Glasgow, Kilmarnock, and other Scotch towns is even greater, whilst of 
English towns, the Registrar-General reports that Gateshead, Newcastle, Sunderlaud, 
Plymouth, Halifax, Bradford, and Hudder~field all showed a higher per-eenta~e of 
overcrowding than London as a whole." In many districts of Ireland the conditions 
':Ire equally bad. Nor are the evils of bad housing confined to the towns. The 
Reports of the .Assistant Commissioners on the agricultural population rcveal in nearly 
all districts a terrible deficiency of house accommodation, even for the at-pre~cnt 
diminishing population of the country side.tt . 

Finallv we have tbe fact that of all who survive to tho age of ~O, one out of every 
three is believed to be in receipt of poor relief. U In London one death in cyery 
six tal,cs place in the workhOUse or workhouse infirmary. In some rural districts it 
has been ~aid nearly every agrd agricultllral labourer is a pauper. We have been 
unable to ascertain the actual number of pauper funerals, but wc believe that it 
would be found that throughout the whole kingdom oue person out of every four or 
five is buried by tha parish.§§· . 

It is impossible to refrain from connecting this deplorable condition of the working 
class with the fact. that two-thirds of the annual product of the community is 
absorbed by one-fourth of its members, und that the annual tribute of rents, royalties, 
--.---- ------.--~~.-------.-- .. -.-,---

• Seo" The Lubour Gazette" for September 1893. 
t See the Answers to Groups A., B., and C.; and the evidence from the occupations ment;'med. 
t Evidence of Dr. Ogle; see that of Mr. Bowerman, Group C., 22,955-7 ; ;\1r. Leahy, V., 27,510-1; 

Mr. Merry, C" 27,445-97: Mr. O'Grady, C., 28,371-459; Mr. Palace, C" 28,665-1. 
§ Sre Dr. Ogle's cvidenee. Table I., p. 19, of Digest of Evidence before tbe Commission"" a whole. 
n Census Rpporl, C. 7222. 
~ See 4710, &c.; and Census Reports . 
•• "Labour Gazette,H January 1894, p. 2J. 
tt See tbe Reports, especially those of Mr. O'Brien, Mr. Chapman, Mr. McCrea, and Mr. \v1I.on Fox. 
tt See "Pauperism and Old Age Ppnsions," by Charles Bootb; al80 Mr. Ritchie's retu:" 01 1892. . . 
§§ It would in our opinion be desirable that the Local Gov .. nment Hoard .bouM oMaon .:uu:t .,.tlSt,cs 00 

811 these poiots. 
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and dividends levied upon the industry of the nation amounts to nearly five hundred 
millions sterling.· 

Wit.h economic conditions such as we have described, the relations between 
employers and employed cannot, in our view, fail to be unsatisfactory. Strikes, and 
other 9igns of resistance on the part of the wage-earners, however inconvenient they 
ma.y he in themselves. are only symptomatic of a discontent with existing social 
conditions, which we regard as h"ruthful and promising. We do not wish to imply 
thst the state of things is worse than it has formerly been. We believe on the 
contrary, that the average condition of the wage-earners has by the legislative and 
other reforms of the past 60 years been steadily improved. .That ameliorution has, 
however, been only partial. Large sections of the community still live under 
conditiOns which are but little rePloved from those to which the earlier Factory and 
Mines Acts were successfully applied.t We believe that an earnest and llersistent 
attempt should now be made, in the light of experience and economic science, so to 
use the collective power and the collective wealth of the community as permanently to 
raise the standard ot' me of the whole wage.ellll.'ning class, and especially of those 
seotions which have remained outside the influence of previous reforms. 

Such a policy will, of oourse require time. We have no faith in anyone panacea. 
of social reform. Much may be hoped, especially among the better paid workmen, 
from the advance of Trade Union organisation, Co-operation, and other forms of 
voluntary association. But for the elevation of the standard of life of the most 
necessitous sections of the wage· earners we are driven to look mainly to a wise 
extension of collective action. 'fhe social and eoonomic progress of the workers 
depends, in our judgmeut, mainly upon the systematic development of democratic 
public activity in its three principal forms-the national or municipal administration 
of such industries as can conveniently be managed Rocially, the regulation of private 
enterprise in iudustries not yet taken over by the community, and the public prq
vision, through the taxation of rent and similarly unearnecl incomes, of ed.uoational 
and other facilities necessary for the mental and moral development of aU classes of 
the community. 

'Lhe specific recommendations which we submit for consideration are confined to 
certain immediately practicable reforms on these lines. 

THE SWEATED TR.ADES. 

The most pressing necessities of the industrial situation appear to us to be: (1) the 
reform of the "Sweated" trades; (2) the prevention of excessive hours of labour; 
and (3) the promotion of greater regularity of employment. In these directions we 
believe that much may be accomplished by a wise extension of those Factory and 
Mines Regulation Acts which have worked so admirable a revolution in the textile 
trades, and in the Northumberland mines. The state of the workers in the so-called 
" Sweated" industries cIema.nds, in our judgment, the promptest attention. The 
hundreds of thousands of families eugaged in the manufacture of' slop clothing, 
inferior shoes and slippers, cheap furniture and saddlery, and common chairs, nails, 
and cutlery, form (~xcept where the industrY is carried on under the factory system) 
one of the most oppressed and demoralised sections of the community. The funda
mental cause of the exceptional degradatiou of thp.se trades. is, we are convinced, the 
prevalence among them of the system of giving out work to be done at the workers' 
own hOill(ls.t Whilst not recommending the actual prohibition of home work, we 
regard it as of the utmost importance that every practicable means should be employed 
against its extension. At present, however, it is specially favoured by the law. The 
employer who gives out work to be done in the workers' homes escapes the obligations 
imposed upon the factory owner. 

• See the evidence of Mr. Giffen, Mr Sidney Webh, and Mr. Hyndman hel'ore the Commission as a. 
Whole. 

t See 8125, R134, and Answers to Group C. W. are unahle to agree with the optimistic opinion expressed 
in the. M'\iority Repol't.that, "not only the relative, hut perb3pt1 even the ac~u.l numbers" of the" deplo"!,,,ly large 
" reSiduum of POPUlatlOD . . . . . . who lead wretchedly poor lIves . . . . . are dimmishiog." 
No evid"'lIce to tillS effect was forthcoming, and in view of Mr. ,'harles Booth's cunclusion that over a million 
and a quart(>r pt'fsons in London alone I\re below tbe II poverty line," and of Mr. Giffen'S eviuenee that some 
two millioDs of' ooult male workmen are ('&ming less than a pound a week, we doubt whether the much smaller 
populatifm of fifty years ago could hal"e furnished EO large an actual number in this .condition. 

t Sl'<l on this point the voluminollB O\·iqence of the House of Lords Select Oommittee on the Sweating 
SysWDl, lij8h-llO; ns Wl'U 88 the .... timony of Mr. Charles Booth and mlWl others before the PreBe.nt 
(;omuussioD. ' 

U 19160. R 
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We are convinced that no important improvement can be made in the condition of 
the sweated workers until the typical regulatioQII of the Factory Acts are rendetod 
really effective for their protection. TillS can only be done by placiug upon, the 
employer in the sweated trades the same obligations as have long betln fullllled hy the 
employer in the factory industries. If a clothing contractor, for instance. chooses to 
avoid the expense, publicity, and liability to inspection involved in: having a factory. 
and prefers to use, tor the execution of his work, the homes oooupied by his operativea, 
he should nevertheless be held legaily responsible in. the same maIll1er as afactmy. 
owner, for the sanitary condition; hours of labour, education, &0.' IOf . the persone 
employed for his profit. .Proposals to this effect were l'mbodied in .. Bill,l! .Pnlpared ia 
181n, by the present Under.Seoretary of State for the Colonies (Mr. Sydney lJuxtan). 
and we strongly recommend that they should now be passed into law., A mort! drastic 
proposal on similar lines was pressed upon the Commission by Mr. Charles Booth.t 
In addition to the giver-out of work, Mr. Booth rt'commends that the landlord of 
tenements used for manufacturing purposes should he registered and made legally 
liable for the compliance of his tenants with all the regulations of the Factory Acts, 
not merely in respect of sanitation, but also as regards hours of labour, age, and 
education of workers, &0. l'his suggestion, emanating as it does from 80 caur.ious and 
experienced an observer appears to us well worthy of consideration, especially in places 
where, as in the poorel' parts of London, in Staffordshire, and in Sheffield, the 
responsibility of the giver-out of work st&nds speoially in need of supplement. 

But the demoralising effects of home work call, in our opinion, for more than an 
alteration of the law. We recommend that every effort should be used by public 
departments and local ,authorities to check its extension. At present much ·of the 
business of the" sweating" contractors is the supply of uniforms. and other clothing 
to various public bodies. Weare glad to lcarn that the Commissioner of Metropolitan 
Police has, for some years, made it & condition of his clothing contracts tha.t all tbe 
work should be performed at the contractor's own factory.t 

The Boart! of Trade insert!! the following' clause in it.~ clothing contracts l- . ,,' , I 

" The contractor undertskes that all garments included in this contract 'shalt 
.. be made tip in his own factory, and that no work shall be done at the homes of 
.. the workpeople. Any infringement of this condition, if proved to the satisfac' 
" tion of the President of the Board of Trade, shall render the contractor liable 
" . to a penalty not exceeding 1001. for each .offence." 

The London County Council adopts th~ folln~ing'torru :-. 
• , The contractors hereby expressly undertake and agrpe with the Council that 

" all work and labour matters and things whatever under this present contract 'shaD 
" be executed done and completed. by the contractors upon tht"ir own premiseij 
"iIi . . . . . , under a ponalty of 501. to be recovered. by the Council 
" for every breach as often as the same shall happen/in case of default by the 
.. contractors under this clause ils a debt due t:> the Council from the contnu..-tors, 
" or the said amount of £01. may in every case 'be retained by the Council and 
" deducted by them from any moneys due or which may become due to the 
" contractors from the Council under this or any other contract with the 
.. contractors." . 

. , The "new contract of Her Majesty's Office of Works 'for works and repa:irs in the 
L<>ndon di~trict" provides that: .. the contracttlr shall not assign or underlet hi, 
',' contract, or any part 01' parts thereof, without the consent of the Commissioner • 
.. being first ubtained, and shallllot, without like ('onsent, make any sub-contract 01; 
.. sub-contracts for the execution of the works, or any part or parts thereof, or emplov 
" OInU' tfUlkmen in, upon, or about tke 'Works or repairB." 

We recommend that such a condition should be inserted in every public contracl 
and that its fulfilment should be vigorol)sly enforced. We suggest that spec:imens 
of the approved forms of contract for each class of work should, by a circular from 
the Treasury, be brought under the special'notice of every public department in the 
United Kingdom. We recommend moreover, that similar circulars. be issuoo by th" 
Local Government Boards for England and Ireland respectively, a.nd by the Board Of 
. Supervision for Scotland, to every local governing body in the United Kingdom. 
drawing attention to the desirability of inserting corresponding conditions in all the 
,contracts made by such bodies. 

"' B. of C. Bill No. 61 of 1891. 
t 5404-M89, before tho> Commission .. & whole. 
t The clanse is given in H. of C .• 189, 17th May 1892. See 3779. Compare H. of C., 436 of 1893. 
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iW" thi.kdJillt, 1.fte " Government. should carry, still further its crusade against 
,sweatingi'lnMost flif the army clothing, is, we understand, made in t.he Army Clothing 
'Faotmy,,,undeJ',liirect publio administration. We are of opinion that it would be of 
great ,advantage ,if al! clothing and otlll'f articles required for the use of public 
deparimentawere equally to be produced wHhout the intervention of a contraotor or 
other middlema1l!. , The uniforms for the volunteer force, though practically paid for out 
, of the capitation grant from Army Votes, are, for instance, at present often given out 
by the oomractors to be made in the worken own homes. This practice should. we 
consider, be peremptorily forbidden by the War Office. If volunteer uniforms cannot 
at present conveniently be made in the A:rriJ.y Clothing}'actory, the contractor should 
in allcaseA be required to have all the work executed in his own iactory. 

We recommend that a smaJJ. departmental ,committee should be appointed to 
consider how the Army Clothing Faotory can be made available for the production, 
not only of every artiole of clothing and saddlery required by tbe Army and Navy, but 
also for those supplied to the ,Scotoh departments, the Customs, Post Office, Metro
politan Polioo, Prisons, and all other public departments. A similar factory should 
be established in Ireland for supplying the uniforms of the Royal Irish Constabulary 
and those required for all Irish Department.s. It should, in addition, he at any rate 
open to local governing bodies to obtain similar stores from the Government :Factory 
at cost price, and every enoouragement and facility should be given by the Local 
Government Board to town aud county councils to establish their own olothing and 
other factories, and the law should he so altered a8 to permit for instance the London 
County Council to execute orders for the Middlesex County Council or the St. Pancf8a 
Vestry if de&ired. 

, 
HouRS OF LABOUR. 

The prevention of excessive hours of labour stands, in our view, seoond in impor
tance only to the reform of the sweated industries. We believe that nofactor in the 
degradation of t.he standard of life ill more potent than the physical exhaustion and 
absence of leisure involved in long hours of manual work . 

.A regular working day not exceeding eight hours, with the suppression of all but 
inevitable overtime, would produoe, in our judgment, not only a marked improve
ment of the health and efficiency of thewage-earning olass, but also an incalculable 
extension of education, trade union organisation, co-operation, and other agenceis for 
raising the condition of the workers. * We think that the influence of every depart
ment of tht> Government should be persistently employed to achieve this import:ant 
result. 

Much may be done, we believe, by the mere example of the National Executive. 
We are- glad to notice that, since the heginning of the Inquiry, the Secretary of 
State for War has established the Eight Hours' Day (without reduction of 
time-wage) in the War Office Factories. Unfortunately only the Admiralty 
has yet followed this excellent example. Neither in theStationery Office nor in 
the Mint, neither in the Factories of the Post Office, nor in the Warehouses 
of the' Indian Store Departmcnt has any corresponding reduction of hours 
been made. We can see no reMon why the workmen in one department of 
public employment should not be treated as well as those in another. We recom
mend that eight hours should be at once prescribed by an Order in Council as the 
normal maximum working day in all Government departments. The practice of 
working overtime should, by the same Order, be strictly limited to cases of special 
emer~ency. to he certified in each instance by the, Minister responsible to Parliament 
for the department, and published in the" London Gazette." We think that it 
would be desirable to embody in an .Act of Parliament corresponding provisions with 
rega.rd to aU persons in the service of local governing bodies in thl! United Kingdom. 
Pending such an Act, we recommend that a circular be seut to all such hodies by the 
Local Government .Hoard, enclosing a copy of the Order in Council, and suggesting the 
adoption of a similar rule. 

With regard to certain industries, the Government has already been entrusted bv 
the legislature with power to regulate the hours of labour. U~der the Railways 
Regulation Act of 1893, for instance, the :Board of Trade is empowered in certain 
cases to call upon a railway company to shorten the hours of labour of its employees. 

,. 

• W. regret that no investigation was made by the Commission into the actual results of the adoption of the 
Eight Hours' D~y in the,large number, of ...... bel~~ng to many different trades, in which the experiment hAS 
actua.lly beeu lrled. With the exception of a brief general statement by Mr. Allan, Bud some testimony 
relu.ting to the Huddendleld tnuoways, absolutely no evidence bss been obtnillt!ll by the Commiuion as to the 
economic, fiuancial, or, oociaJ .... ults of the reducLion of hOIln!. 

R2 
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The evidence leaves no doubt npon our minds that a vast number of railway worker. 
are habitually on duty for over 70 hours per week.· We think that, pending further. 
!egisla.tio~ t~e .Boar~ of ~e ~hould at once intin.late to the railway companies its 
]Dtention, If It IB set 1D mohon 1D the manner prmold,-el by the Act, pC calling for the 
'adoption within two years ~f such a schedule of working hours as would bring the 
normal maximnm week's duty for any employee down to 48 houre. of whioh not 
more than 12 should fan in anyone period of 24 hours. ]t appears desirable that the 
hours worked on railways should be checked by Government inspectors' in the same 

, manner as in factories. 
Under the Factory and Workshops Acts, moreover, rules may be prescribed by 

one of the Principal Secretaries of Stato for the regulation of dan"erou8 or 
unh$lthy trades. The Home Office Committee on Chemical Works, fo; instanee 
were" impressed by the long hours of work which prevailed in some departments of 
.. alkali works. They strongly advise the adoption of eight-hour shifts. which hare 
co already been successfully tried in some departments at some of the works of the 
.. United Alkali Company, whilst at the works of Messrs. BrllDner. Mond, and Compllny 
.. eight-hour shifts prevail throughout. Statistics Buppli"d by the latter firm show a 
" large decrease in sickness since tho adoption of the eight-hour system, while the 
co· cost of wages paid per ton of alkali produced is now no more than it was under the 
" old system, although the men are paid the same wages for ei~ht houn they w,'re 
" formedy paid for twelve."t Wil strongly rooommend that any Rules made by the 
Home Secreary for dangerous trades should in evory case include the limitation of the 
week's work to 48 hours, or suoh shorter period as the character of the oooupation way 
render desirable, 

The evidence leaves no doubt upon our mind that for the mass of the workers an 
eight hours' day, witl} the effootive suppression of habitual overtime, can be secured only 
by further legislative enactment. W Cl have been muoh impressed by the great pre
ponderance of working class witnesses in favour of the legal limitation of hours of 
labour, and still more by their practical unanimity as to the principle involved. 
Nothing appears to us more striking than the almost universal acceptance and rapid 
development of the movement for this explicit extension of the Factory Acts to all 
classes of labour. We think that the time has come when the expert advisers of the 
Factory Department should be directed to consider in what manner legal p.xpression 
can best be given to this popular desire. 

It will probably be convenient to deal with certain industries by special Acts.: 
We sec, for instance. no rea!!On why an Eight Hours' Bill for coal miners shouhl not be 
immediately passed into law. Though no representative of the Miners Federation 
appeared before the Commission, the evidence leaves no doubt in ol1r mind that lin 
overwhelming majority of the coal miners, numbering probably three-fourths of the 
whole, are strongly in favour of le/cislation. Opposition a.mong' the working ooal miners 
is, indeed, confined, if we exclude sub-contractors making a profit out of subordinate 
labo:ur, pra.ctically to the counties of Northumberland and 1Jurham. Here the shift 
of the hewers is less than eight hours, but the boys and some other classes of workers 
in the mine are underground for ten or cleven hours at a stretch. It is aSH(;rted 
that the local method of working renrlers auy reduction of these excessive hOllrs 
impracticable. But we notice that none of the numerous witnesses of the mine owner 
or manager cl&.SN has committed himself to an explicit denial of the possibility of 
surmounting the difficulty by dividing the hewers in ~orthumberland and Durham 
into three shifts, instead of two, and the boys into twoIDlltead of one, a plan which 
is, we are informed, actually in successful operation in a number of pits in DurLam, 
where it wa" adopted from other motives. Any slIeh plan need not, of course, afJilet 
the total output. or tLe number of fIIen employed, hut merely their arrangement 
in shifts, and at tile face. We express no opinion as t,) tho dcsil-aiJiiity or otherwise 
of introducing a three-shift system where it is not already in, force. But we 
entertain no doubt that, in this way, if in no other, the method of working in these 
two counties oonld, without serious difficulty, be adapted to an eight hours' law. The 
majority of the hewers in these two counties have, however, a strong dislike to begiu 
their shift in the afternOOI!. We desire to express no opinion as to the validity of tllis 

• See that of Mr. Levett, B. 24-,077-153; llr. Cliftoo, B. 24,lb'-306; Mr. W. Smith, B. 24,al;6-616. 
Sir George Fiodlay, B. 26,032-40; Mr. A. Ballaotyoe, B. 25,Oal-2~2; Mr ..• T. Paisley, B. 26,4~9-574; and 
others. See also the Board of Trade Retnros .. to h01ll'!!, and the Evideoce and &porl of the HolL''' of 
Commoos Select Committee, 1891, summarised for the Commi88iou at page 89 of Vol. III. of Digest 
(Group B). 

l' "Labour Gazette," January 1894, p. 17. 
t See the important test.imoDY of Mr. Giffen, CODtrollor ofthe Labour DepartmeDt, in favour oC luch Bill. for 

coal miners, railway employees, chemicai workers, &c., 703t!-42, 
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dislike, bnt W(\ cannot think that it shouJcl be allowed to stand in the way of st'CllI'ing 
to the hundreds of thousands of miners in other parts of the Kingdom, and to the 
boys and other workers in Northumberland and l)Ul'i'BID themselves, th~ urgently 
desired boon of an eigoht hour~' dny, * , 

Another industry with which it may be convenient to deal by special legislation is the 
manufacture of textile fabrics. The cotton operatives, in particular, who were lately 
found doubting the pmcticabiJity of II. further sbortening of the hours of laLour, have 
since l'eturned to their traditional position, and are llOW among its most strennous 
snpporters.t We believe that the hours of work of all textile workers could be 
rednced with advantage to the community. We recommend that the flDsting legal 
limit of 56, hours per week ~hould be at once altered to 48, the bours to be fixed for 
beginnin~ and ending work being, l\,ettled in consul tation with the representatives of 
the industry. At the same time, the preseI1t nominal limitation of the law to mills in 
which women or children are employed shoul(l be expanded so as explicitly to cove:: 
all textile factories. 

There are other classes of wage-earners, such as shop assistants and tramway 
workers, for whom special legislation may be expedient. Pending the adoption of 
more thorough proposals, we recommend that the Shop Assistants Bill prepared by 
Sir .Tohn Lubbock ShOllld be passed into law.! We· think, too, that in all fllture 
railway or tramway Bills or Provisional Orders, the Board of Trade should 1'equire the 
insertilln of a clause prescribing a maximum normal day for all persons to be employed. 

We, wOllld, however, deprecate the 1)0nst8.nt application to Parliament of trade after 
tracIe. Such a course 'lVollld not ouly consume much valuable time, bllt wOllld, in 
our judgment, result at best in a lopsided regulation of indllstry which might be 
frnught with inconvenienee and even danger. The precise and separate determination 
of the homs of laboUl' in each of the different industries of the country would deman,l 
more investigation than the HOllse of Commons itself could usefl1Ey undertake, anti 
would involve more detaileu regulation than coulcl conveniently be embodied in 
statutory form. 

W hat is rt'qnired, is some continuolls process of regulation, flexible enough to be 
adapted to the varied details of diiferpnt industries, bllt not dependent upon incessant 
application to Parliament. Such a process is, we believe, to be found in a develop. 
ment of the system of Administrative or Provisional 'Orders, by which ~o larg(~ a part 
of modern legislation is effected. Under the Factory Act, for instance, the Home 
Secretary has already discretionary power to prescribe by order the hours between 
which alone persons engaged in certain occupations shall work; to determille in what 
industrics night work shall be permitted: and to exclude certain industries altogether 
from the Act. We recommend that an Eight HOllrs' Act should be passed, laying 
down the principle of a maximnm working day, and authorising its application to 
partioillar indllstries, after due inquiry, by Orders similiar either to those made Ilnder 
the Factory anel Workshop Aots, or to the Provisional Orders laid before Parliament 
on other subjects. 

Uncler such an Act the Home Secretary, pellding the creation of a minister for 
labollr, might be empowered to direct inquiry tQ be made into the hours of labollr of 
an industry when called upon to do so by a resolution of either HOllse of Parliament 
or of any town or county council, or by the trades council of any lown in which the 
industry was carried on, or by any registered trade union or employers' association in 
the tl'lldc concerned. 'fhe Home Secretary would appoint for the pllrpose of the 
inquiry a Commission of three or four experts, witu fIlll powers of investigation, both 
of tit,) circumstances of the industry, and the wishes of those engaged in it, whether 
employCll'S or employed. . At the concillsion of its illqUiry the Commission wowd 
report, (a) what were the facts as to the hours of labour; (b) what appeared to be 
tho predominant opinion among the members of the trade as to tue regulation by law 
of their working hoUl's; (c) what regulation of the working hours, if any, was 
desirahlo, including the al'rangement of the working clay or week, the provision to be 
mariu I'ul' emprgencies, seasons, &c; ld) precisely to what trade or group of allied 
traues the rcgwation should extend;' ancl (e) whether the case was one in which the 
regulation 01 the hours of labour could be more suitably remitted to the local 
allthoritil's of the di8tl'icts in which the. ~ndustry was. carri~d on .. Upon the receipt of 
the report, the Home Scoret ... ry would, II he deemed 1t adVisable, ISSlle an Order" either 
prescribing such It regulation of the maximllm hours of labollr, with such provisions 

• While quite agr~l1ing witli the dem,aruJ, for the eight hour day, I dissent from tllIJ tlires 
./tip rf'CO'1/wk'fklalwlI, (Sigtu'd) Willia.n Abraham. 

t S .. evidence of Mr. Ha,'dorn before the Corumi .. ion .. a Whote, 1161-4; compare also 4877. 
t :see the evid ..... of man)' witn ..... before Group C,' 30669 to 38418. 
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for emergencies, seasons, &c., as might be required for the trade, or else conferring 
upon town or county councils· in particular districts, or with regard to particula'r 
industries in all districts, the power of regulating the hours of labour, within limits 
specified by the Order. 'rite Order of either kind might he required to be laid before 
Parliament, and after the lapse of forty days would become law unless either 
House, before the expiration of that time, presented an address against the Order, 
.'pr any part thereof. In this way we believe that it would be possible prompt.1y to 
,secure an Eight Hours' Day for all manual workors with a due regard for the 
circumstances of each trade and the interests of the whole community, and 
.without seriously encroaching upon the time of Parliament. 

THE FACTORY DEP ARTHENT. 

Such extensions of the Factory and Workshops Acts as we have suggested, both for 
the reform of the sweated trades and for the regulation of the hours of labour, must 
necessarily involve tbe enlargement, and perhaps the re-organisation, of the existing 
,Factory Department. 
' .. Though hampered by ·the inadequate staff at its disposal, that Department. has 
rendered inestimable service in raising the condition of the wage-earners in the 
,factory industries. Unfortunately, although domestic and other small workshops have 
been, since 1678, included within the scope of the :Factory Acts, no register of these 
workplaces has been prepared,t and though some at.tempt in this direction has, we 
believe, recently been made, the evidence shows that the great majority of them are 
not actually under inspection. We think it of great importallce, on economic grounds, 
that all workplaces, whether small or large, and all industries, whether carried on in 
factories or in slum tenements, should be subject to equal though not necessarily 
identical regulation and control. The evidence is to us conclusive that in the great 
majority of the smaller workplaces the factory law has been alluwed to remain a 
dead letter.! We therefore 'recommend that the Factory Department should prepare 
a complete register of all workplaces subject to the Acts, and that arrangements 
should be made as soon as possible for an equally adequate inspection of all such 
.places, whether they be factories, workshop$ proper, or the so-called Ilomestic work
shops. The occupier of a factory or a miue is already required under penalty to 

. repo~ . to the Factory or Mines Department his intention of co1Ilincncing work. We 
think it of the utmost importance that a simJlar obligation should be imposed upon 
the occupiers of all other workplaces subject to the Acts. We agree with 
Mr. Charles Bootlt's recommendation that the landlord of any premises intended to be 
used for manufacturing purposes, or known to him to be so used, should likewise be 
required to communicate the fact to the Factory Department in order that it may bc 
ascertained by inspection that the premises comply with the requirements' of the law.§ 
Witb. these reports, together with the' register of home workers now required to be 
kept bv employers giving out work, it ougbt soon to become impossible for any 
workplltce subject to the Acts to escape the inspectors' notice. We recommend, that 
the Acts should be extended to all persons employed in laundries, and (at any rate 
as regards notice of, and protection against, accidents) to canlils, docks, ships, and 
other craft in port, warehouses, buildings, and other works in course of construction, 
and any other places of like character not already subject to regulation. 

A serious attempt to bring under inspection the small, as well as the large, 
workshops even if confined to those already subject to the Fuctory Acts, will involve 
II> considerable increase in the staff employed. Even including tbe addition recently 
made the expansion of the Factory Department has, we believe, failed to keep pace 
with the growth of manufacturing industry, the steady extension of the scope of the 
law, or with the demands of public opinion. 

This inadequacy of ~taff has not only prevented tbe Factory Dcpartment from 
making any serious attempt to enforce the law of 1878, as regards workshops. Even 
lin the factories of Lancashire and Yorkshire, where the inspection is stated to be the 
most efficient, and where the actual working places are large and healthy, the lavatory 
acco=odation is sometimes allowed to remain in a state which is a disgra('.e not only 
to the employers concem~, but .also. to the Government d8}>nrtment ~~ponsible for 
·carrying out the law. The lllvestlgatlOns made by tho Lady Sub-COmnllSi!lOners afford, 
in the words of the official summary "ample evidence of the neglected, filthy and 

• In view oi .nch increased power it is highly desirable that the municipal fraDchi ... in Ireland should be 
assimilated to that of England. 

+·4441-52. • ± See Mr. Bignold, C. IO,HJ5-94 ~ An~el'8 to Questious Grou ... C.; and Dlaoy wiIDI'l:!~ bd(.Jre tbHt GI'OUp; 
Evidence of M. ... Booth before the Commi~on 88 a Whole. 

§ ~417-.s~Ol, Commission as a Whole. \ 
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.. insanitary' condition of ,the 'greater number of the lavatories'in textile factories 
R • • ',' The acluidalous state of things detailed, may be briefly ascribed to two causes-
... the inadequacy of the present syst.em of inspection, and the ignorance and 
.. indifference of tlte employers.* If this is the condition of the lavatory accommod~ 
tion in'the registered and well-known large textile factories, it is difficult to· imagine 
what must be the sanitary state of the unregistered and uninspected workshops in 
which millions of the popwation pass half their lives. There must, it, is clear, be a. 
great increase in the scope and efficiency of factory inspection. 

We do not recommend any increase in the number of inspectors of thll presl'.nt type. 
For most of the actual work of inspection we look rather to a large expansion of 
the new class of Assistant Inspectors, chosen mainly from the ranks of practical 
artisans.+ We recommend that eaah of tbe present 57 inepectors should be provided 
with an adequate number of Assistant Inspectors, who, acting under his direction and 
control, should serve him as eyes and ears throughout his necessarily extensive 
district. These Assistant Inspectors should be eli~ible for promotion-if t.heir service 
is satisfactory-to the rank of Inspector; We welcome the recent decision of the 
Home Secretary to appoint two women inspectors. We strongly recommend that 
this number should be increased. We think that a eertain number of women should 
be included in the staff, to be employed not so'mucb in tbe regular round of inspection 
duty, as for investigation of the cOJiiplainta of 'women workers, and for special 
visits of inspection 'to their workplaces .. , "!. 

, The present administration of the Factory Acts suffers, however, not only from the 
inadequacy of the staff of inspectors, but also from the failure to provide this staff with 
office accommodation or clerical assistance. U nti! very recently no public office 
existed outside of London at which a factory inspector could be consulted. No local 
address cO)lld' be given at which he could be communicated with by post, other than 
bis private lodgings or dwelling-bouse for the time being. His whereabouts, and even 
bis vcry existence, remained therefore' practically unknown to the workers in all but 
tbat small proportion of tbe total number of workplaces which obey the law requiring 
the placarding of his address, or which he was' able actually to inspect. This 
isolation was increased by the large dpduction made by other work from tbe time 
which he could devote to going about his distJ.·ict. Though his official correspondence 
'is, or should, be large, and his official reports are frequent and voluminous, 'no 
provision exists for the payment' of'a clerk. Any register of places subjp.!.'t to 
inspection must at present be made 'and maintained by the inspector himself, in 
addition to his' daily burden of local correspondence and official reports. This 
dcscription is still applicable to the greater part of the Kingdom. But since the 
Commission hegan its work, the Home'Secretary has bired public offices for the Factory 
Inspectors in Birmingbam, Leeds, Glasgow, and sorue other towns, and a small beginning 
has been mane ,in tbe organisation of tbe office work. . But a great exteJ,lsion in this 
direction is required.' We recommend the adoption of Mr. Charles Booth's proposal 
that the Factory Department should at once procure local offices in, at any rate, all 
the large industrial centres ~ These offices, which should be provided with an 
adequate clerical staff, should relieve the inspec0rs fr~m the bulk of their corre
spondence, and shol,lld unnertake, abo\'e all, the keeping of the register of workplaces 
subject to the Acts. The office administration should be made the charge of the 
superintending inspectors, and others specially IIssigned to this duty, tbe ordinary 
inspectors and their assistants attending only for' consultation and reports, or by 
appointment." The offices could, of course, be made available for the mines inspectors, 
the number of whom requires, we believe, to be considerably increased. In this case, 
too, we recommend tbat the new appointments sbould be made, in the main, from the 
ranks of practical working miners or miners' agents. 

In al'lOther direction, too, increased activity appears to be called for. The condition 
of the workers employed in unhealthy or dangerous manufacturing processes, or 
unller insanitary conditions. demands the serious attention of the Factory Department. 
We cannot but regard it as unsatisfactory that so little attempt should hitherto have 
been made to diminish the rates of sickness and mortality among such trades as the 
potters, cutlers, white-lead workers; lucifer match-makers. &c. ' 

The Factory Acts confer upon the Home Secretary the power of framing special 
Rules for dangcrous or unhealthy trades. We regret that this power bas hitherto been 
so little exercised. We note with pleasure the recent action' taken by the Home 
Secretary appointing depa.rtmental clOmmittees to consider 'what steps should now be 

• SummW'y.of evidence upon the Employment of Women, p. 511. 
t S ... evidence of M.". Hende.'Son, 0, 9020--24; Mr. J. D. I'rior, C, 67~7-95; Mr. C. Booth (Cowmi.si ... 

as " Who!,,) 6418-.'i803. 
t Evidence before CoDllllission as a whole, 6418-5803. 
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taken with regBrd to one or two trades, but some more permanent organisation appeBrS 
to 'be required. 'rhe Reports of those Committees, espeoially that relating to white
lead,· show how greatly additional protection is rl'quired, and indicate the importnncc 
of extending and systematising snch illvestigatiolls. • 

The Factory Inspectors' Reports contain frequent references to unhealthy or 
dangerous processes, often with sllggestions for the protection of the workers.t In 
the absence, however, of any medical or scientific experts upon the statf of the 
Department, it has naturally been extremely dilIicult for the Home Secretary to fmme 
Rules which should be at once practical and effective. We recommend that at least 
one such expert should be placed on the stall' of the Factory Department with 
particular refcrence to this duty, and that 3.dequate provision should btl made for 
specialist a!'sistancc wheneVf~I' required. It appears to us worthy of consideration 
whether, wi~h this object, mo:e use shonl:d not be made of the certifying surgeons, 
whose duty is at prt:sent restncted to passmg young persons as fit to commence work 
in factories. Both the position and the method of remuneration of tbese officials 
appear to us to be open to improvement. We suggest that, at any rate in dangerous 
or unhealthy trades, the local surgeons might usefully be employed under the direction 
of the expert at head-quarters. to make periodical reports upon the condition of the 
operatives or to observe, over a prolonged period, the effect of particular processes. 

But the whole subject of unhealthy or dangerous trades, and their effect upon the 
health of the community, calls, in ollr judgment, for further investigation. We 
reoommend that a small commission of medical and scientific experts should be 
appointed to deal in succession with each of the industries in which the death-rate is 
above the average, with a view to the discovery of the "auses of t.he exccssive 
mortality and the manner in whioh it may best be prevented. 

A further amendment of the law urgently needed is that relating to workers 
employed by the piece. The" particulars clause" (see. 24 of the Act of 1891), though 
extremely useful as far as it goes, applies at present only to weaving. We strongly 
recommend that it should be extended in the clearest terms to all piece-work in the 
textile industries; and we think that the Home SecretBry should be empowered further 
to extend it, by Urder, to any other piece-work trades in which it is required. 

Another industry in whioh additional registration and inspection appears to be 
required is that of canal traffic. The single Government inspector now charged with 
the enforcement of the Canal Boats Acts must obviously fail to maintain any effective 
supervision over the fifteen to twenty thousand. canal boats and barges in all parts of 
the country. At present, too, there appears to be no educational standard required 
from children under 13 years of age employed on canal hoats.t 

It is obvious that the development of the Factory Department which we 
recommend will involve increased expense. We estimate, however, that the additional 
charge, even if all our suggestions are adopted, would not exceed 50,OOOl. a year, an 
amount which we regard as small in comparison with the great social IIdvantage to be 
expected from its outlay. 

In connection with this development of the Factory Department the question arises 
whether the time has not come for the union under a Minister for Labour of the 
various departments now dealing'with labour matters. We regard with satisfaction 
the recent appointment, under the President of the Board of Trade, of a Chief Com
missioner for Labour, with a stall' of central and local II Labour Correspondents." We 
anticipate great advantage from tbp. prepal'ation of accurate reports and statistics upon 
matters oonnected with the iLdustrial condition of the wage-earning class, and their 

. publication in so excellent a form as the" Labour Gazette." We recommend, indeed, 
that increased provision should be made in this direction. The Chief Commissioner of 
Labour ought always to be able to obtain the servioes of trained industrial investi
gators and special experts, whl'never any particular prohlem requires eluoidation. 

It appears to ns desirable that the :Factory and Mines Departments on the one 
hand, and the Labour Departmellt on the other, should be brought into close relation
ship. The extensive staff and wide experience of the older department could, we 
believe, be used so as greatly to facilitate the work of the younger. On the other 
hand, the intimate knowledge acquired by the Labour Department of the needs and 
feelings of the wage-earners would be invaluable to the departments charged with the 
protection of their standard of life. We recommend, therefore, the formation of a 
single I)epartment of Labour, in which the present Factory and Mines Departments of 
the Home Office, tbe Labour Department of the Board of Trade, and the H.egistryof 
Friendly Societies should be included. 

'" See "U~ur Gazette." 
t See the A.nn~eReports of the Factory Department; J885-92. 
t See the evid \. of Mr. George Smith and Mr. John Brydone, before Group B. 
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The establishment of &. single Department of Labour, and the consequent union. 
under onll responsible MinistE'r of all the branches of ndministration specially charged 
with labour ·questions, would afford a convenient opportunity for the crention of a 
special Minister fol' Labour, with a seat in the Cabinet. The increasing prominence 

. of industrial problems and the growing participation in politics of the wage-earning 
class leads us to look with favonr upon the appointment of such a Minister, to who~e 
charge the proposed Department of Labolli' would naturally be committed. The 
crea.tion-of the Department itself would, however, involve no legislation. and need not 
be delayed until provision can be made for the appointment of a Minister for Labour. 

SEAMEN. 

We have reserved for a separate section the needs of the seamen, in whose case thc 
protective law is administered, not "by the Home Office, but by the Board of Tl"ade. 
Any Ilffectunl elevation of the standard of life of other classes of workers must be 
accompanied by.a similar advance for the sailor, or the percentage of British seamen 
on British ships will continue to fall. The evidence produced before us leaves no 
doubt of the great success of previous legislation regulating the mercantile marine.· 
We believe that the inspection of the Board of Trade o~cers and their not infrequent 
prosecutions of offending owners have been of the greatest value. That inspection 
and enforcement of the law has, however, hitherto been confined, in the main, to the 
prevention of actual wreck and loss of life at sea. 

Since 1854, for instance, the Board has had power .. under section 226 of the 
Merchant Shipping Act, to requiro any Local Marine Board to appoint a medical 
inspector of ships, charged with the inspection of medical stores on ships. Such 
officers appear, however, seldom, if ever, to have been appointed. We recommend 
that the action of the Board should now, in the· public interest, be expressly extended 
to the improvement of the circumstances of the common sailor or fireman on bCJard 
ship, so far, at least as rogards the compUlsory enforcement of the minimum require
ments of hp.alth and efficiency. It must always he specially difficult, if not impossible, 
for a seaman himself to appeal to the courts of justice; and we consider that thll 
Board of Trade should itself take action to ensure, both by inspection Il>nd by prose
cution whenever necessary, that the law is complied Ivith. The legislation immediatelv 
rt!quired appears to us to be (a) the enforcement of a compulsory manning scalet 
so adju~ted as to secure a normal eight hours' day for sailors and firemen; (lI) the 
restriction of the employment of lascars, or other non-European seamcll to a limited 
proportion of the crew; and (0) the insistancc on the provision of proper sleeping 
accommodation for each seaman, with at least 120 feet of cubic space, and free from 
insanitary conditions.; l!'urther provision is required for the enforcement of the 
exi~ting law. We recommend, for instance, that the Board of Trade slJould make it 
part of its duty to see that the Merchant Seamen (Payment of Wages and Rating) Aet, 
1880,§ is carrieJ out. At present, the sailor can only arrange for balf his wages to be 
paid to his wife, and that only once a month. As this amount is oftl'n insufficient for 
the maintenance of his family, in many cases hardship arises. We recommend that the 
shipowner should be required to issue in this way, if desired by the seaman, lit least 
two-thirds of the wages as they accrue, and to make thc payments weekly. 

The Bill providing for a minimum food scale, which passed its second reading in 
t.he House of Commons in 1892, ought, in our opinion, to be passed into law, and to 
be strictly enforced by the Board. We rcgard it, moreover, as important to the sea
man's health that some qualification, however elementary, should be required before a 
man is engaged as cook.1I Finally, we consider that the Local MarinE" Boards, of 
which the elected members are now chosen exclusively from shipowners by sbipowners, ~ 
should be D;lade equally representative of the seamen. We are glad to learn that the 
Boar!i of Trade, which adds to eaeh :Board four nominated members, has lately appointed 
in many cases one seaman or ex-seaman. But we see no reason why the seaman 
registered as residing at each port s.hould not, equally with the shipowners, possess the 
right of voting for and of electing representatives of their own class to a body in whose 
action they have no less vital an interest than their employers. 

• See the at";king evidence of Sir Henry Calcran, Permanent Secretary to the Board of Trade, before 
Group B. 

t See evidence of Mr. Butcher and Mr. Wilson, M.P., Group R, 13,815-1:;,891. . 

t 
Evidonoo of MI'. Plim8011, B., 11,307; Captain Hatfield, B., 18,312-6; MI'. Raeburn, B., 14 089-195. 
S .. the Board of Tmd~ Circular of 1st June 1891 gh'en in Sir H. Calcmft'. evidence (Group B) .• 
Evidence of Mr. RaeblU"ll, B., 13,429-31. 

, See House of Commo~. ~\urn, No. 872 of 1800; evidence of Mr. Pljm80II, Sir H. Calcraft, Mr .• T. B. 
Wilson, M.P., and oth~rs; SootlOn lIO of Merchont Shipping Ac\ of 1~54. 
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WOllEN W' ORKBRS. 

Another important section of workers requiring scpamte considl'rntion is that of 
women and girls. The evidence obtainl'd by the Assismnt Commission{'rs indicates 
that, especially in the" sweated" trades in great citics, many hundreds of thousands 
of women are working at wages far below tho~e of even UnskiJll'l\ men, orkn 
indeed at rates whieh are insufficient for healthy and deeent maintRnance. Women, 
too, are special sufferers from long hours and insanitary conditions, and have hitherto 
enjoyed hut little means of obtaining redress through Trade Union action. 

We regard the economic degradation of the women and girls in many of the 
industries of the great cities as constituting one of the most serious of industrial 
problems. Their condition is best in those industries in which the factory system has 
become universal, and worst in those in which home work most prevails. We consider 
that a strenuous endeavour should be made by the Government to raise the East 
London trouser finisher or fur-puller to the level of the Lancashire mill-worker. 

We do do not propose any special legislation for women. We regard, however, 
almost every page of the Assistant Commissioner's Reports relating to women and girls 
as demonstrating the necessity and urgency of the reforms alrcady described. Thou .. h 
much may be hoped from a spread of Trade Unionism among women workers, it "is 
difficult to see how they can obtain by mere voluntary combination, either an eight 
hours day, or any material rise of the standard of wages, or sanitation. Their only 
hope lies in the extension of' collective action hy the State. 'l'he thorough enforce
ment and amendment of the Factory Acts, the gradual supersession of home work 
by the factory system, and the promotion of shorter hours and greater regularity of 
employment appear to us the most promising means of raising t.he condition of the 
poorer women workers. The extension of the Army Clothing Factory and other 
Government and municipal employment would, together with the stringent enforce
ment of clauses prohibiting home-work and requiring recognition of the 'l'rade Union 
wages, co-operate most usefully in tlris work. 

A few special points may be noted. We think tbat the number of women factory 
inspectors should be increased, and that local authorities might advantageously be 
urged by the Local Government Board to follow the example of the Kensington Vestry 
and the Dublin and Nottingham Town Councils in appointing women sanitary inspectors 
withthe special object ot enforcing the sanitary law in women's workplaces. Laun
dries, whetber great or small, should, as we have already proposed, be hrought under 
the Factory Acts, and these should likewise be extended so as to include those 
workplaces in the hardware trades in which women hire stalls or forges. The hours 
of bar and restaurant attendants should be regulated like those of other workers. 

Special attention should be paid by the Home Secretary in dealing with unhealthy 
trades to those in which women or girls are employed. - The evidence shows that the 
Rules hitherto prescribed have heen quite inadequate, and that the enforcement, even 
of these, has been greatly negl~cted b,- the Factory Department.t We tbink, for 
instance, that every case of "phossy jaw," lead colic, or the" wrist drop," and other 
results of specially dangerous industries, should be made the subject of a detailed and 
separate report by a medical expert, which should be considered by thc Home Secretary 
and laid before Parliament, until some way of preventing such fearful incidents of 
modern industrialism is discovered, and though we are loth to recommend the closing 
of any eareer to women, we are driven, by the medical evidence of their greater 
susceptibility to lead poisoning, to the conclusion that their employment in the more 
dangerous portion$ of the white-lead manufacture should be ahsolutely prohibited.: 
This is strongly recommended by the Home Office Committee.§ 

THE AGRICULi'URAL LABOURERS. 

The exhaustive I-teports made by the Assistant Co=issioners who inquired into the 
relations between the farmers and their labourers reveal, in our opinion, a deplomble 
state of things among the agricultural popul'ltion.1I Especially in Ireland and 80me 
counties in the south of England, the labourers' lot presents a sad picture. Though 
the condition of the labourer may, owing to the low price of food, be no worse than 
at, vrevious pllriods, we cannot but regard it as profoundly unsatisfactory that so large 
and so important a section of the population should continue to exist on incomes 

• The condition of the women employed in the weaving .heds at Belfast calls for immedi~ attent.ion, 
t See Miss Abraham'. Report, throughout. 
t See Mi .. A.braham'. Report. 
~ Labour Gazette, December It!98, p. 197, 
II Nos.~, 3, 14, ~5, and ~8 of C,..,..689~. 
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which do not exceed (even including all perquisites) 128. to 158. per week, whilst 
in Ircland it is oftcn less than 88. So long as wage& in the country remain at the 
present low lcvel the rural workman will remain a constant drag upon any attempts 

. to raise the standard of the town worker. On this ground, if on no other, we consider 
that an earnest attempt sbould be made by the Government so to raise the standard 
of the rural workman that his minimum wage may rise to at least a sufficiency for 
the proper maintenance ofa family. 

Any thorough reform of the relations between employer and employed in agricul. 
ture involves, in our opinion, a fundamental revolution in the conditions of the 
ownership and tenure of land in 'the direction of State and municipal ownership, 
consideration of which may perhaps be deemed to lie beyond the scope of this report. 
'We confine ourselves, therefore, to various minor proposals in the direction of 
increasing the independence and el~vating the po~ition of those who work on the land. 

The first step towards improvement appears to us to lie in the transformation of 
the labourer's home. Almost every volume of the Reports of thl' Assistu.nt Commis·· 
sioners testifies to the need of better housing accommodation.* 'rhe official summary 
records th~t "there is abundant evidence to show that a large proportion of the cottages 
.. inhabited by labourcrs, are below a proper standard of what is required for decency 
.. and comfort, while a considerable number of them are vile and deplorably wrel;ched 
.. dwellings·t 

Though much has been done in some villages, in othel's (as for instance, in parts 
of Dorsetshire) the state of the cottage accommodation remains practically as bad as 
it was in 1867. In Ireland the provision under The Labourers (Ircland) Act of 1881 
of over 11,000 cottages out of public funds, and the letting of these by the boards of 
guardians direct to the labourers has been productive, as the Assilltant Commissioners 
report, of immense advantage.! This Act, although a great boon to the Irish agri
cultural labourer, is sadly deficient in its procedure, and the legal expenses connected 
with its operation stultify to a great extent the ohject in vinw. An amendment of 
this A.ct is of the ut,most importance, giving greater facilities to boards of guardians 
in the acquiring of land, and reducing' to a minimum the legal costs. In fact, to he 
thoroughly effective the Act should be made. compulsory. We recommend that the 
parish councils in Great Britain should receive the same power of providing cottages 
as is enjoyed by boards of guardians in Irelaud, and by town councils throughout 
the whole· country ; and that every encouragement and facility should be afforded by 
the Local Goverment Board for the free exercise of this power. 

In only one case, that of Thingoe, Suffolk, hM a rural sanitary authOl'lty in England 
built cottages, under a schemc sanctioned in 8CQordance with Part III. of the Housing 
of the Working Classes Act. 

We recommend that the duty of providing adequate sanitary housing accommodation 
should be brought forcibly home to the rural authorities by a circular from the Local 
Government Board, and that in every case in which the accommodation is reported to 
be deficient, a special communication should be addressed to the local authority, 
inciting it to take action. W tl believe that the provision of an tlbundant Rupply of 
cottages, owned neither by the landlord nor the farmer, but tenable directly from a 
public authority, would go far to inerease thtl independence and improve the position 
of the English labom·er.§ Scarcl'ly less important than the suppiy of cottages is the 
provision of allotments and small holdings. Weare strongly averse to the statutory 
creation of any new individual landowners, but, in order to effect a rise in the 
wages of farm labourers, we recommend that the utmost possible facilities should 
be afforded to parish and district councils to both purchase and hire land com
pulsorily, for the purpose, not of selling, but of letting it out in IOmall plots. 
With a vil)w to bringing about a gencral rise of agricultural wages and agri., 
cultural independenoe, we should seek to enahle every enterprising labourer to get 
acoess to a piece of land if he desires to do so. To be of service it must be within a 
mile of bis cot.ta~e, as othel'wise he cannot reach it to putin his odd time. It must 
also be obtainahle at a fair rent as compared with that which farmers pay for land, 
of silUilar quality. Finally tbe (lilatory and costly processes prescribed by the Allot
ments Act should be greatly simplified, amI the Act should be extended to Ireland. 

• See Mr. Rutherfurd'. Report, pp. 22-27: Mr. Chapman'., pp, 31-35; Mr. Thomas's, pp. 21-2{· Mr. 
8ponccr's, PI" 14-17, And .''jlccially pp. 119-31. . , 

t I' ..... 46 of Summary. 
t Set' ""pecially Mr, McCrt·,,'s Reporl, p, 10. 
§ l'"mpm't' tho ",i~nificnnt objection to the more; ~xtensive ('arrying out of the Labourers (Ireland) Act.. '8tH 

lUade to Mr. M,,:Cn!8: u Thel'c i~ 110 1I.!IC boo.ting aoout the bush, the farmers do not want to Cl~W a o~w ord~: 
u of lu.ooUl"1'S who would hal"A the CQutl'Ol of tbe ait.uation," p. 10. 
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'fhl' lot of the labourer in old age demands, moreover, immediate attention. Weare 
satisfied neither with the workhouse nor with outdoor relief as the community's 
provision, in declining years, for those who have tilled its soil. The subject of 
pensions for the aged is, perhaps, beyond the scope of this Report. But we cannot 
refrain from observing that the grant of an honorable pension fmm public funds, to 
all ag\!r1 persons alike, as recommended by M:r. Charles Booth,· would, in our opinion, 
do much to raise the status of the poorer cla.Qs(1s of workers, and especially 1.0 increase 
t.h~ independen('o of the agricultun.1 labourer. 

We do not pretend in these few su£;gestions, in any way to exhaust the reforms 
which are needed before the farm labourer can be placed in a satisfactory position. 
His greatest want is freedom and independenee.t We believe that the new parish 
councils, if allowed a fairly free hand by Parliament and the Local Government Board, 
will gradually supply this want better than any action of the central Government 
could do. For the village therefore, we recomml'nd Dl'mocro.tic organisation, with 
full power to deal with village problems. 

EMPLOYERS' LIAlIILITY. 

The reform of the law relating to the employers liahility for accidents to persons 
in his tomployment has been so exhaustively dealt with by the House of CommoUll in 
the Session which has just closed that we think it unnecessary to go into dotails. 
We are strongly impressed with tim need for a change in the law to mod the many 
hard. cases that now arise. 'fhe Bill passed by the House of Commons, but not 
agreed to by the Lords, embodies the reforms which we recommend. We strongly 

. urge that a renewecL attempt should immediately be made to pass it into law. W 0 

are utterly opposed to any, employer or any wa~e-earner being allowed to .. contract 
out" of the law. We regard it as of paramount importsnce to the wholc community 
that the standard conditions of safety, like those of health, education, sanitation, &c., 
should be irrevocably secured to every person; and that the miner should Do more be 
permitted to sign away the benefits of the Employers' Liability Act than those oC tho 
Mines Regulations Acts. 1'ho privilege of .. contracting out" in return for some real 
or fancied individual advantage, is contrary to the whole principle of our factory and 
mines regulation, our Truck Acts, and Education Codc, and with the Jaws dealing 
with the public health. It is no inconsiderable argument in support of this view that 
every Trade Union representative who has come before us has, without exoeption, 
expressed himself strongly against" contracting out." 

!-Ieanwhilc, seeing that the principle of the Bill of 1893-4 has bcen endorsed by the 
Cahinet and the House of Commons,' there is nothing to provp.nt the Government 
froID at onp-e adopting its provisions as far as their own employees are concerned, 
Such a declaration. if widely advertised, would have a considerable effect upon the 
practice of other employers of labour, especially town councile and other local autho
rities, and would secure the advantages of the Bill for many thousands of workmen. 
We recommend, therefore, that an Order in Council or a Treasury Minutc, should 
explicitly adopt as the rule of all departments of the public serviCll the provisions of 
the Bill of 1893-4. 

THE UNEMPLOYED. 

Perhaps the most unsatisfactory of all the features in the present relations between 
employers and employed is the irregularity of the work of large sections of the com
munity. We regard this irregularity as one of the most serious of the factors at 
present tending to degrade the standard of life. 

Instability of work arises mainly from· three distinct and widely different causes. 
Seasonal fluctuations in some trades grp.atly affect the !lumbers employed from month 
to month. The alternat.e expansion and contraction of trade throughout the indus
trial world causes periods of depression which are marked by widespread lack of 
employment. And arising out of these two eauses and co-operating with them in 
produchJg an unemployed class, we have, finally, the existence of an unfortunate 
residuum of labour so demoralised by poverty, ill-health, and irregularity of life as 
to have become untit for regular work. 

These three causes need, it is clear, to be separately dealt with. With regard to 
seasonal fluctuations, we b.elieve that the dro.stic reform of the sweatP.d trades, the 

• "Pauperism and Old Age PensioDs n: see Mr. Giften's evidence, 701li-20: compare the 8uggeetiolil at 
pp. 29, 34, of Mr. Thomas's Report, "t p. 20 of Mr. Spencer's, aod tb"t of an employer at p. XJ[xv. and 6~ uf 
A~;wers (Group C.). 

t " His aim must be to acquire in " rull sense tbe power of bat'gain, and when that i. attained good and 
sufficient wages will lie paid hy the farmer." (Mr. Chapman'. lWport, p. 47.) 
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general establishment of an eight hours' day, and the thorough enforcement of the 
Factory Act, would go far to diminish the minor irregularities of employment. Much 
can be effected too in nearly all industries by the exercise of a reasonablt'l considera.
tion on the part of public authorities. We considel' that it should btl regarded as one 
of the most important functions of puhlic administration so to use its power and 
influence as to mitigate seasonal irregularity of employment as far as possible. We 
think, for instance, that every public authority should take into consideration the 
state of the labour market in arranging at what season of the year it will have its 
work executed. The number of painters out of work in the winter would, for 
instance, be diminisbed if it were madp. a rule that no painting work should be done 
for public authorities in the busy sea.son. The irregUlarity of employment among 
compositors might be grE.'atly mitigated if some consideration were shown in the dates 
at which lar~e public printing orders were given out. 

In one case, however, the evil effects of irregular employment are too serious to be 
dealt with in this manner. 'I'he continued demoralisation of the riverside population. 
of East London, by t.he system of casual labour, constitutes, in our opinion, the 
gravest of all the problems which the Metropolis presents. No real improvement can 
be effectE.'d in the condition of East and South-:East London so long as the s;vstem of 
intermittent employment of casual dock and wharf labourers prevails. Irregularity of 
river traffic cannot, of course, be entirely avoided, But the experience of the Post Office, 
the co-operative societip-s, and the great railway companies shows that it is possible 
to comblDe prompt management of fluctuating business, if Ion a sufficiently large 
scale, with the regular employment of a disciplined and well-organisE.'d staff. If we 
Ilould raise the condition of the nock labourers even to that of ~e railway porters or 
Post Office employees the gain to London would be incalculable. So long as the 
administration of London's docks and wharves is entrusted to a large number of 
competing employers, we .see no' chance of this immense social reform being 
accomplished. 

We recommend, therefore, that the Board of Trade, in consultation with the London 
County Council, should at once prepare a Hill for the establishment of a representa
tive Dock and Harbour Board for the Thames, with power to take over and administer 
the docks and wharves below London Bridge, as well as all the present functions of 
the l'hame~ Conservancy' Board, at any r!tte as regards the lower Thames The 
Thames Docks and Harbour Boarll should, of course, include representatives from the 
London County Council, the Town Council of West Ham, and other local authorities 
interested. We think, moreover, that one representative of ·the shipowners and one of 
the dock labourers might wit.h advantage be added. And it should he charged upon 
the Board, as one of its primary duties, to take such steps as may be possihle for the 
organisation and permammt employment by the Board itself of a regular staff of dock 
and riverside 1a bourers. 

In this connection we have had submitted to us by one of our numher a plan for 
concentrating and improving the dock acco=odation of London by cutting a new 
channel across the Isle of Dogs.* Such a project, if feasible, would present many 
advantages, and would probably greatly promote regularity of employment on the 
river and in the docks and wharves. It involves, however, engineering and financial 
problems of importance, and we recommend that it should be made the subject of 
a special report by snitable experts, which should be laid before the Thames Docks 
and Harbour Board as soon as this is established. 

The extensive failure of employment which results from co=ercial depression 
appears to UB to be, as Lord Farrer declared,t." an inevitable consequence of private 
enterprise," that is, of themllnagement of industry by individual capitalists for the 
purpose of personal gain. Where an industry is carried on, not for private profit, 
but in order to supply a public want, much greater permanence of work can be 
sccurp-d. 'fhe Postmaster-Generlj.l, for instance, who is by far the largest employer 
of labour in the country, and who has to deal whh an ever-fluctuating business, never, 
as we are informed, dismisses from lack of work any employee who has once been 
taken on the establishment. And the evidence given on behalf of the Scottisb 
Co·opt>rative Wholesale Societyt indicates with what success the elimination of the 
profit-maker and the substitution of production with direct reference to a known 
demand, may transform industries hitherto irregular, into sources of constant employ-

• S .. evidence of Mr. Tom Mann before tbe Commission &8 a Whole. 
, 18043t Commission as a '\\~ole. 

Evidence of Mr. W. MIIoXwell before Commi .. ion &8 a Whol .. 449. 
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ment. The only real remedy for tbe instability caused by commercia! fluctuntions is, 
we believe. the gradual substitution of the collective for the competitive administra
tion of industry. Every exteIl!!ion of public administration almost necessarily results 
in an incre;lRe in the area of constant. a~ compared with irregular emplovmCl;t, and a 
consequent rise in thc standard of life which cannot fail to be tile mark~d advantage 
of the whole community. 

This consideration furnishes, in our view, an important argument for the extension, 
wherever practicable, of municipal and national admimstration. In the meantime, 
however, there remains to be dealt with the widespread distress and demoralisation 
caused by the periodical failure of employment in times of commercial contraction. 
We believe that in sllch cases a considerable latitude should be permitted to local 
authorities. 

In any district in which distress has ariscn from a serious contraction of the local 
industries, vestries, local boards and town and county councils should be allowed, and 
even encouraged, to co-operate with boards of guardians, in dealing with the distress, 
not necessarily on poor law lines, buL ill whatever manner may be thought best. 
Public works of a useful, though not l'lecessarily of a remunerative character, may 
often be undertaken with advantage under such circumstances, full wages being paid 
to those employed, and no stigma of pauperism being attached to this relief: 

Sufficient triAl has, we. believe, not yet been made to warrant any conclusive 
judgment as to the extent to which this method of relieving exceptional distress can 
safely be carried, and the manner in which it may bl.' best applied. Any reasonable 
experiments by local authorities should therefore be encouraged and welcomed by the 
Local Government Board. They should, however, be regarded frankly as experiments, 
and we attach' the greatest possible im.portance to their working and resul~ being 
exhaustively investigated and recorded-not by any of the persons concerned, but by 
the impartial p.xperts of the Labour Department. Only in this way can we hope to 
make the experiments useful in the solution of a problem which, in our opinion, ranks 
among the most difficult of those presented to us. 

]lut whatever may be done to promote greater regularity of work, and to deal with 
special distress among efficient workmen, there will still remain a further lind quite 
distinct problem. There exists in our great cities a permanent class of unemploycd, 
or only nasually employed labourers, living always from hand to mouth-comprising, 
we believe, no very large per-centage of the population, but sufficient in number to 
constitute a source of grave social disease. This class must not be confu~ed with the 
regular and efficient workmen, to' whom we have hitherto been referring. Some of 
them, indeed, are regular workers enough, when they can get work to do. 'l'hese 
need only a better organisation of industry to rank as efficient citizens. Others are, 
in their present condition, unfit for any better organisation. The degradation of 
extreme poverty, the weakness arising from long- continued want, and above all, the 
demoralisation due to irregularity of life, have combined to produce an unfortunate 
residuum physically and morally incapable of constant work. The degeneration of 
character with which we have here to deal, must, we consider, be treated as a case of 
disease. We must aim at preventing any spread of the contamination, especially among 
chiIdren. By raising the standard of life of the poorcst workers, in the ways suggested 
throughout this Report, we must stop the causes which are daily recruiting this 
degenerate class. By longer school training, and better technical education, we ought 
to ensure that its ranks are no longer swollen by the untaught, half skilled youths 
whom the first shock of industrial dislocat,ion throws out of work.'" 

For the actual·invalids of labour-those unfortunates who have already become 
unfit for regular work-we should welcome the establishment of experimental labour 
colonies, under strict government, to which any man might be committed fur a fixed 
term, to undergo the course of mental and technical educational discipline mnst 
calculated to restore him to the ranks of the workers. The solution indeed of this 
particular problem lies, in our opinion. in a wise development of the poor law, based 
upon the principle that paupers, no less than hospital patients, fall naturally into 
distinct classes, eacll requiring its own particular skilled and separate treatment, 
directed not to punish, but to cure. 

._--_ ... _---
• The practice of the employers in some trades of di.plncing adult labour by boy. WId .. l""rucr .... who 

receive no adequate training, obviously intensified the evil. The employer of cbildrt·n is already oompellt·d by 
law to allow them time to attend school, and to see that they do 80. The undue multiplication of aH'I'entiwK, 
"learners" and boy labour might equally be dealt with by an amendmelJt of the }'IICtory Actll. which _'",uld 
require .;.ry employer of,persons onder 18 y ...... of age to aHow them time 10 attend leclwicul c"",""". 
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CONDITIONS OF PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT. 

It follows from the general lines of our argument that the Government should, in 
our opinion strive always to show itself a. model employer. Since the Commission 
began its work this principle has, at the instance of Sir .1obn Gorst, been expliciUy 
adopted by the House of Commons. On the 6th of March 1893 the House 
resolved ;-

.. That in the opinion of this House, no person should, in Her Majesty's N Itval 
.. Establishments, be engaged at wages insufficient for a proper maintenance, and that 
.. the oonditions of labour as regards hours, wages, insurance against accidents, 
.. provision for old age, &c. should be such as to afford :?on example to privat!l 
" employprs throughout the country."·, 

This resolution W!l,l<, after instructiw debate, expressly accept.ed by the Government 
a..~ applicable to all the public departments, and was adopted without a dissentient 
voice. We look upon tbis new departure as of the utmost importance. The example 
set by public departments and local lLuthorities who, together employ directly a con" 
siderl1ble proportion of the adult male labour of the country has, we believe, a great 
effcct upon the condition of other wage-earners. 

Its influence in raising the general standard of life cannot fail to be considerable, 
whilst the constancy of its action makes it an invaluable lever of social reform. 

We regard it therefore as of the highest importance that every public authority 
should so an'ange the conditions of its service as to exercise a good effect upon other 
employers. Every oppor.tunity should be taken of making publicly known t.hat the 
old principle of the Treasury that the Government ought to buy its labour in the 
cheapest market, and pay it no more than the competitive prices, ha.. been definitely 
and delibera1:.t11y abandoned. The Gontrary principle now that it has been endorsed 
by two resolutions of the House of COlDplOnst will, we presume, be expressly 
adopt.ed as the rule of "the public service. 

Many complRintR have, !iowever, been made to us that the Government is, in some 
dcpartments, far from being a model employer.; We consider, for instance, that the. 
wages paid by the Admiralty to the labourcrs in the Deptford Victualling Yard, by the 
Post Office to some of its sorters and letter-cal'riArs; by the Wal' Office to labourers 
at Woolwich and elsewhere; and by the lloard of Customs and Inland Revenue to some 
of their employees, violate, eV\ln after the reforms recently effected, the spirit of the 
House of Commons resolutions, and ought at onc~ to be reconsidered in connection 
with the question of the income below which efficiency and decent family life cannot 
be maintained. For the Government to pay less than this amount is actually to 
create the poverty and social demoralisation which it is elsewhere combattiug. In 
view of the testimony of Mr. Giffen, and Mr. Charles Booth, and the experience of 
the London County Council, and other municipal bodie~, we think that the minimum 
wages of any able-bodi~d adult man in public employment in London should at any 
rate not be less than 248. a week. For adult women in London, the County Council 
minimum of 18s. a week might be adopted, tllougb equal wages ought to be paid for 
equal work whether performed by man or woman. In other localities where the cost 
of living is less, the minimum might vary accordingly, but we think that in LlO case 
should a lower rate than 218, a week be paid to allult men. The minimum should be 
periodically reconsidered with iI. view to its being raised whenever practicable, and it 
would be well for the Labollr Department to prepare every tenth year, a general 
report upon the conditions of Government, compared with municipal and private 
employment respectively. 

So far we have referl'ed only to the absolute minimum wage below which it is 
prejudicial to the community that any family should sink. For all but the most 
unskilled labour, however, a more advantageous standard of life has usually peen 
secured, which is expressed in the standard rate of the Trade Union concerned. 

We consider tbat wherever a' Trade Union standard wage or list of piece-work 
oxists, and is in practice observed by the private employers, 01' any considerable section 
of them, it should be adopted by all public authorities employing the i1articulur class 
of workmen concerned, . 

The coopers, for instance, 'who (11'0 employed by ihe Admiralty in tbe Deptford 
Victualling Yard at low wages ought to be paid in accordance with the list or prices~ 

• 6th March 1893. Han"",d, p. l1~O, vol. 9. 

J 
13th l!'ebruary 1$91 and 6th March 18U3. 
See for instance p. xvi. of the Summary of Answers received (Group C. ),~nd p. xi. of t4e Summary of 

4nswers (Group A.). . , 
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a~ te by the London Master CooPC1'I<' Association, nnd tlJe 'l'mde Union (the 
PhiJanthropic Society of Coopers.) 

The War Department should give up its refusal to recognise at Woolwich the 
standard rate of the Amalgamated Society of Enginl'ers. The Rtnmln.rd rates in 
practice obtained by the Associated Society of Shipwrights should be accepted in the 
Admiralty Dockyards. We regret to see, too, that the Rhip riggers complain- that 
lheir members in the dockyards receive far less than the normal rates paid elsewhere. 

With regard to the hours of labour we have already expressed our opinion that the 
Government should set an example to other employers hy establishing the eight 
hours' day as thenormal maximum in all public departments, and by strictly limiting 
overtime to actual emergencies. . 

The practice, moreover, followed by some departments of engaging extra men just 
wIlen required, and ruthlessly disJnissing them as soon as the pressure is past, ought, 
except in cases of absolute necessity. to be abandoned. Such a practice is unheard of 
in the clerical branches of the Civil Service, where fluctuations of work also exist. 
We believe that it wouln be quite possible, by the exercise of a. little foresight and 
considlll'ation, so to reguL'tt.e the demand for manual labour in public departments as 
to reduce irregularity, as far as ordinary periods lire concerned, to a minimum. 

We recommend further, that wherever it is possible for any public department to 
dispense with the contractor, or other middleman, and to directly employ its own 
labour, it is desirable that this course should be &.dopted. We have already referred 
to the desirability of extending the Army Clothing Factory, and of l"Stablishing a 
similar factory in Ireland. The Office of Works and Pu blic Buildings ought to execute 
all repairs and cleaning, and all ordinary building operations for the public service, 
by its own directly employed staff. We see no reason why the example of France, 
the United States, and many of the colonies, in maintaining a Government 
Printing Department should not be followed by the Stationery Office. And we must, 
above all, condemn the practice adopted by that Office, as well as by the Post Office, 
of employing a contractor at! middleman for the performance of its cartage, instead of 
having its own carts, horses, and drivers. 

Where it is necessary to enter into contracts for supplies or works, the House of 
Commons re~olution as to securing payment of fair wages should be strictly observed. 
We cannot regard a.~ sufficient compliance with this resolution the practice followed 
by some departments of merely informing the contractor of its tenor, or of inserting 8 
vaguely worded general clause in the contract.t We think that it would be of great 
advantage if the example of the London County Council, in expressly binding the 
contractor to pay the Trade Union standard rates, as specified in a 8ckedule to 
the contract, and to observe the 'l'r&.de Union hours and other conditions, were 
followed by all public authorities, and we recommend that this form should be adopted 
by the Government. . 

The express adoption by the Government of the labour policy which we have 
indicated-a policy which has, as we have said, in substance already received tIle 
endorsement of the House of Co=ons-would, we believe, be of incalculable influence 
in raising the general standard of working-class life throughout the country. In order 
to ensure the adoption of the new policy by every public department, we recommcnd 
that it should be embodied into a formal Minute of, the Lords Commissionel'!l of the 
Treasury, alid communicated to all public departments. It would, moreover, be, of 
great advantage if the Minute were communicated by II circular from the Local 
Government Board commending the example of the Government, including its 
acceptance of the provisions of the :Employers' Liability Bill, to all local governing 
bodies in England and Wales, by the Chief Secretary to all local authorities in Ireland, 
and by the Secretary for Scotland to all tbo~e in that country. 

CONCILIATION AND ARBITJ1A.TION. 

So long as the mass of the working population remain in their present economic 
condition, we see no prospect of entirely preventing the dislocation and suffering 
caused by strikes and lock-outs. We believe that so long a~ industry is carried on, not 
with a view to public needs, but for the sake of private profit, and 80 long as the land, 
the mines, and the instruments of producton are in unrestrained individual ownership, 
it will be impossible to avoid industrial disputes. 

• See the complaints in the Answers to Group A.., at pp. 137, 150, 169, 173. 
t House of Commone Retnm, No. 169 of 17th May 1~92. 
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We do not, therefore, think that any machinery for conciliation or arbitration will 
put an end to strikes and lock-outs. 

Trade disputes fall into two distinct classes. On the one hand we have questions as 
to the proper interpretation of an existing agreement, or its application to II> particular 
piece of work. This class of que.qtions is, m our view, well adapted for settlement by 
joint boards, whether of conciliation or arbitration, similar to those in the boot and 
shoe making industry. We should welcome the establishment of similar boards in 
every industry, to be fully recognised by the Board of Trade, but in no way controlled 
by it. It is indispensable that they should be composed of equal number. of 
employers and employed, and that the latter should be elected by the 'l.'rade Union 
ooncerned. As the main purpose of these boards would bE" conciliation, we see no 
advantage in giving them any legal functions or compulsory powers. Their decision 
can only be effective in so far as it brings to bear the common public opinion of either 
side. One great advantage to be expected from them is, indeed, the breaking down 
of that repugnanoe, still unhappily felt by some employers, to expressly recognis.<} the 
officers of the Trade Unions, and to frankly confer with them on equal terms. Such 
joint boards might do much to maintain a uniform standard wage in each trade 
throughout tbe district, and thus serve to prevent that nibbling at wages and cutting 
of prices by a few unscrupulous employers, which is at present a fruitful source of 
disputes. They could also render most valuable service in trades in which piece
work prevails by the formulation of detailed piece-work lists, and their application to 
new jobs. 

. For the other class of questions-the terms upon which a new agreement should be 
entercd into-which includes all proposals for general advances or reductions of wages, 
increase br decrease of hoUl's, &0., arbitration appears to us to be of litt.le real use, and 
to be of equivocal advantage t.o the workman. The points at issue arc not such 
as admit of decision upon any principles whieh both sides accept. In the recent 
colo~sal dispute. in the coal trade, for instance, the employers demanded a reduction of 
rates on the ground that prices and profits had fallen. The men refused to submit to 
an I' reduction because, as they alleged, even the former rates did not amount to 
a ., living wage," that minimum necessary for efficient citizenship below which it is 
to the public interest that no person should sink. Before an arbitrator could have 
dealt with thi~case, the prior question must first have been settled of whether wages 
ought to follow prices, or prices wages, a point of social or industrial policy on which 
there is no agreement. 

The result of this absence of settled principle has been that, where' cases of this 
description have been referred to arbitration, the issue has usually turned upon a 
comparison of the period in question with some" normal year," and tlie decision has 
been givE"n upon consideration of whether the employers were making profits higher or 
lower than tbose of that year. But this, it will be obvious, comes in effect to stereo
typing the average position of the workman at t·hat which he enjoyed in the year 
1870, 1880. Ot any other year selected as the normal period. Believing, 88 we do, that 
the whole energy of the community should be turned to increasing the share.which 
has hitherto fallen to the wage-earner, we are opposed to any system which tends to 
accept the past or present standard as a basis for the future. If arbitration is resorted 
to D t all, with l'e~ard to thi~ class of questions, we think that it ~honld only take place 
on a refcrence whioh (oInitting all mention of fiuctuations of prices or profits, or of any 
normal year) is explicitly based upon an inquiry whether the existing conditions are 
or are not consistent with efficient citizenship. . 

'fhe only legi~lation relating to this subject that apPll!l-rs.to be required is the grant 
of ade!luato power to the Labour Department to obtain the fullcst posslblo information 
about. the facts of every dispute, the actual net wages earned, the' cost of living, the 
price of the product, the cost of manufacture, the salaries and interest paid, the 
employers' profits, and any other detail~ that may seem matenal .. We recommend 
that the LI\bour Department should be given power to obtain these facts, voluntarily if 
possible, hut where necessary, by compulsory inspection of accounts,&c. in order that 
thc issues between the contending parties may be impartially and accurately ascertained, 
and put fairly before the eombatants and the publie. Tho great and increasing part 
til ken by the press and publio opinion in large industrial disputes, even to the extent 
of contrihuting large sums in suppot;; of one or other party, not to mention the 
oocasional intervention of the Government, rcnders tile fullest JlossibI.e investigation 
by a Pnblic Dcpartment absolutely necessary in the interests of JuStice. 

~m_ T 
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PROPOSED AmERATION OP THE TRADE UNION ACTII, 1871-76. 

vne proposal, made to the Com~ion by several witnesses, a\lpe&rs to us open to 
the W'8vest objection. Thitt suggestion is that it would be desll'able to make Trade 
Unions liable to be sued by any JIilrson who had a gritlvance agn..inst the action of their 
officers or agents. To expose the large amalgamated societies of the country with 
their accumulated fundR, sometimes reaching a quarter of a million sterling, to be Bued 
for damages by any employer in any part of the country, or by any discontented 
member or non-unionist, for the action of some branch secretary or delegate, would be 
a great injustice. If every Trade Union were liable to be perpetually harassed by 
aetions at law on account of the doings of individual members; if Trade Union funds 
were to be depleted by lawyers' fees and costs, if not even by damages or fines, it would 
go far to make Trade Unionism impossible for any but the most prosperous and 
experienced artisans. 

The present freedom of Trade Unions from any interference by the courts of Illw
anomalous as it may appear to lawyers-was. after prolonged struggle and Parlia
mentary agitation. conceded in 1871, and finally became law in 1876. Any attempt 
to revoke this hardly won charter of Trade Union freedom, or in any way to tamper 
with the purely voluntary character of their associations, would, in our opinion, provoke 
the most embittered resistance from the whole body of Trade Unionists, and would, we 
think, be undesirable from every point of view. 

CONCLUSION. 

To sum up; we regard the unsatisfactory relations between employers and employed 
all but one inel"itabJe incident of the prcsent industrial anarchy. The only complete 
solution of the problem is, in our opinion, to be found in the progress of the industrial 
evolution, which will assign to the" captains .of industry," as well as to the manual 
workers, their proper position as servants of th" community. 

Meanwhile, the relaMons between capitalists and manual workers are enormously 
embittered by the demoralising conditions in which great masses of the population 
are compelled to live. Under any conceivable view of social development, these 
conditions demand the serious attention of the Government, and constitute, in our 
opinion, the most pressing of all the problems of statesmanship. 

The evil influences of the "sweated trades," the demoralising irregoJ!l.rity of 
employment, the insanitary condition, hoth of the workplaces and the homE'S, of large 
sections of the community, the inadequate wages obtained in all the less skilled grades 
of workers, the excessive hours of labour which prevail throughout so large a part of 
the industrialli.eld, all ca.ll for immediate action. . 

We think it high time that the whole strength !lnd influence of the collective 
organisation of the community should be deliberately, patiently. and persistently· 1llIed 
to rai,le the standard of life of its weaker and most oppressed members. We regard 
this as one of the primary functions of democratic Government, whether national or 
local, and whilst leaving on one side as beyond our scope such fundamental matters 
as the nationalisation of the land, and the taxation of unearned incomes, we have 
suggested, in some detail, varioUII immediately practicable reforms in this dire-Jtion. 
These reforms include :-

(a.) The explicit and widely advertised adoption by the Government anr!. all local 
authorities, of direct public employment whenever this is advantageous, the 
Eight Hours' Day, Trade Union conditions, and a moral minimum wage. 

(b.) The extension of the factory and similar Acts to all manual. workers in all 
trades, and their drastic enforcement in such a way as to discourage 
home-work, and absolutely prevent industrial oppression. 

(c.) The securing by appropliate law of an Eight Hours' Day for every manual 
worker. 

(d.) The thorough investigation and bold experimental treatment of the problem of 
the unemployed. -

(e.) The provision of adequate sanitary housing acconimodation for the whole nation ; 
as well as honorable maintenance for all its workers in their old age. 
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In short, the whole force of democratic statesmanship must, in our opinion, 
honceforth be directed to the substitution, as fast 81' possible, of public for capitalist 
enterprisp, and where this Bubstitution is not yet practicahle, to the strict and detailed 

. I'<'gulation of all industrial operations, so as to secure to every worker the conditions (,f 
efficient citizenship. 

(Signed) 
I 

WILLIAM ABRAHAM 
. MICHAEL AUSTIN. 

JAMES MA WDSLEY 
TOM MANN. 

TI 
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MAY IT PLEAEE YOUR MAJESTY, 

I have the misfortune to dissent from the chief recommendations which 
my colleagues on the Royal Commission on Labour have made, and I therefore ask 
leave to make the following Report :-

Public provision should, in my judgment, be made for settling trade dispntes by 
other measures than strikes and lock-outs. 

In the highly-organised trades joint committees exist, ::o~posed of eqnal numbers of 
employers and employed, by which disputes as to existing contracts are amicably 
adjusted and which, in general, succeed in settling questions of wages and hours without 
disturbing the peaceful course of industry. 

The law should, in my opinion, provide means by which similar advantages might 
be enjoyed, as far as possible, by the general body of workers throughout the country. 

The unorganised exceed the organised workers in a proportion of at least six to one; 
and for most of them a strong effective organisation is all impossibility. 

For this purpose an authority should be created which should fulfil two cardinal 
principles :-

(1.) It shonld be permanent, as the joint committees of the organised trades are. 
It should not be created for the express purpose of dealing with a dispute 
alreadv in existence. 

(2.) It should be local, as the joint committees are. Its members should owe their 
position to local authority. They should not be appointed by the central 
government. 

LOCAL BOARDS OF INDUSTRY. 

I recommend that effect should be given to these principles, by empowering every 
county council to create one or more local boards of industry. 

In counties of cities, where the area is limited, one such board would suffice. In 
the Metropolis, in some great towns, and in agricultural counties, where the area is 
extended, the covncil would divide the county into convenient areas, and appoint one 
board for each. The jurisdiction of the board would be limited by the area for which 
it was appointed. 

The number of members constituting the board and the mode of appointment should' 
be left to the discretion of the council. Personally I incline to small boardH, but there 
may be cases in which large boards would be better. The joint committees of 
organised trades are generally large. Thc mode of appointment would natnrally vary 
according to the circumstances of each county. In some, the council might itself 
select; in others, it might accept the. nomination of associations; in others, it might 
devise some kind of election. The only rigid rule that should be prescribed is that the 
number of the representatives of employers and employed l!hould be equal. 

The board, when constituted, should appoint its own chairman. If it cannot agree, 
the chairman shonld be appointed by Bome outside judicial authority, such as (.he Judge 
of .Assize. Whoever appoints the chairman should be instructed to choose a person 
of judicial mind and character, and as far as possible impartial between employers and 
employed. 
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The period for which the board and its chairman should hold office might be left to 
the discretion of the council. . 

The cost of these local boards of industry, which need not be great, would be paid 
out of the county rate. The council would prescribe the remuneration (if any) which 
the members of the board should receivll, the clerk, or other officer they might 
appoint, and the expenses they were authorisod to incur. The general proceedings of 
the boards should be subject to rules made from time to time by the council. ~ 

INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNALS. 

The local board of industry sh01~IQ haw power to hear and decide questions arising 
out of existing contracts of labour, or depending upon the interpretatiQn of trade 
customs. Its decision should be enforceable in the same manner as that of an ordinary 
tribunal. 

For this purpose the board of industry should be authorised by rules to form, when 
desirable, committees by whom this jurisdiction should be exercised. 

CONCILIATION IN TRADE DISPUTES. ' 

The local board of industry should also be charged with the duty of mediating in 
trade disputes. Its functions in this respect might be limited at the outset. They could 
be afterwards increased. 

It might be sufficient at first to impose on the board of industry the duty, where it 
thought· fit, of persuading the parties to the, dispute to come together under the 
presidency of the, board to discuss their differences, and to settle their controversy 
by mutual agreement. 

Personally, I am in favour of giving such a board power to summon parties. and 
witnesses before it, and to compel their attendance; and of imposing upon the board 
the duty, where the disputants will not agree, of making a public report setting forth 
the origin aud grounds of the quarrel. and of the solution by which it ought to be 
terminated. 

But, as t.here is much difference of opinion as to the extent of the power which a 
mediator cap usefully exercise in a trade dispute, it seems to me, that the best course 
would be to leave a discretion in this matter, within certain limits, to the county 
council. Some districts wouhl bear more drastic . treatment than others; and 
experiments made in particular counties would be instructive. 

Where a dispute extended over the districts of several boards provision should be 
made for their meeting, and appointing a joint board to act. Where the dispute arose 
in an ol'gani~ed trade, which had a joint committee, the boards would naturally 
abstain from interference unless that joint committee failed to settle the dispute. . Even 
in that case interference would probably be injudicious, until the boards of industry 
had first acquired prFlstige and public confidence. 

It is true that this method of mediation is applicable only to the smaller disputes, 
local in their character, and could not be put in force in a great conflict affecting the 
whole of one of the staple industries of the country. But it· must be remembered that 
the sum of all the misery and loss, caused by these insignificant disputes unnoticed by 
the public press, is perhaps greater than that caused by the greater conflicts to which 
publio attent,ion is directed. In order to deal with a labour dispute, involving a wide
spread disturbance of industry. there should be established, aa in the State of 
Massachusetts, a central board of industry. appointed by the Government. It should 
consist of three persons-one, a representative of the employers; one of the workers ; 
and the third I'ppointeq by the other two; or, in the event of their not agreeing. by 
the Lord Chancellor. . 

Noither central. nor local board should be compelled to intervene unless and until it 
was of opinion that its intervention was likely to prevent or terminate a conflict. 

MINISTER OF bIDUSTRY. 

1 recommend that 'fill the funotions of the Executive Goverilment in relation to 
industry should be concentrated in one Government Department. 

Ts 
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HOUBS OP LABOUR. 

To shorten the hours of labour, as far as is consistent with the welfare of the national 
industri8ll, is one of the most wide-spread wishes of the workers of the United Kingdom. 
Active help should be ~iVf'n by the Government and Legislature towards the accom' 
plishment of this laudable. design. The central government and 'the local authorities 
should set an example to private employers by shortening the hours of labour of those 
whom they employ, so far as the maintenance of the efficiency of the publio servioe will 
allow. In the case of railways, tramways, and other public monopolies, as well as in 
the case of all contractors for the publio service, the hours of labour of the employed 
should be moot' subject to publio control. The hours in all dangerous and unhealthy 
trades should be curtailed by law, so as to reduce to a minimum the damage which the 
exercise of such trades unavoidably CORtl' to the workers and to the community. While 
great staple industries, like that of mining, may properly, 80 soon as practical unanimity 
nas been arrived at, be dealt with by Act of Parliament, it is, in my opinion, impossible 
for the Government to undertake the investigation of every industry in the country, or 
cut the Gordian knot by applying the same limit to each. The hours of any partioular 
trade should be regulated with due regard to local desires and local circumstances. 

The local board of industry should be empowered to inquire into the hours of labour 
in any trade carried on in its district, at the request of either employers or employed, 
or on the direction of the county council. It should be authorised, after due mquiry 
and after hearing all parties, to frame a scheme of hours for that industry within its 
district, containing the necessary provisions for overtime in cases of emergency or 
the pressure of seasons. Power should be given to several boards of 'industry to unite 
for the purpose of holding a joint inquiry and framing a joint soheme for all their 
distriots. 

The soheme so framed should be transmitted to the Minister of Industry, who 
might, if he thought it necessary, refer it to the central board of industry for reoon· 
sideration. If finally approved by the Minister, legal effect could be given to the 
scheme by Order in Council, aud a general Act of Parliamel!t might apply the penalties 
of the Factory Acts to all persons who employed labour in violation of the provisions 
of such Orders in Council. ' 

INSPEcrION. 

I concur with other Members of the Commission in recommending that the staff of 
inspeotors should be increased; that assistants should be appointed; that women as well 
as men should be employed in this capacity; and that offices should be opened in all 
the 'great centres of manufacture, The local boards of industry should be in touch 
with the inspectors and sanitary authorities, and could render valuable service in 
seeing to the due enforcement of the law within their districts. 

SWEATED INDUSTRIES. 

I concur with the other· members of the Commission in recommending that the 
ocoupiers of workshops should be required t.o obtain a certificate of the sa~tary 
condition of their premises, that the owner of any room used as a workshop Without 

'such certificate should be liable to penalties, and that persons who employ outworkers 
should be bound to see that work so given out was done in certified workshops only. 
The employer of outworkers should be .as much r~sponsible as a .factory owner for 
taking care that those who work for hIS profit enJoy the protectIOn of the factory 
laws. 

EMPLOYERS' LIAJlILITY. 

I recommend that the law of employers' liability for accidents to their workmen 
should be amended, and that an obligation should be placed upon every employer of 
labour t.o pay compensation for all accident~ whic~ befall the. worker ~ the ordinary 
course .of his employment. except those whICh arJSe from h18 own Imsconduct. If 
liability is restricted to cases in which it can b~ proved ~hat the acc~dent was ca~d by 
negligence, more than th!'ee-fourths of the a.c::cldents whICh ,happ~n 1~ the operations of 
industry remain unprOVided for. Cont~ctlDg .out of thiS ?bhgatlOn should be. p!"o
hibited in the int¢est of the commuruty at large, upon which the cost of prOViding 
for the disabled w6rker ,!"ould ultimately fall. , 
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THE UNEMPLOYED. 

I agree with other Members of the Commission in regarding the question how to 
deal with the unemployed as the most urgent·and vital of the social questions of the 
day. But I refrain from making any observations upon it in this Report, because I 
understand that the subject is not one which yuur Majesty has referred to the Royal 
Commission on Labour. 

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR. 

The depressed condition of the actual tiller of the soil in most parts of the United 
Kingdom appears to me to re-act in a very pernicious way upon the wages and general 
conditions of labour of the whole body of the less skilled workers. The indufficient 
wages of the agricultural labourer, his long and monotonous hours of toil, the 
dilapidated dwelling in which he is too often housed, the absence of leisure and all 
interest in his life, the difficulties (only now in process of removal) of obtaining the use 
of land for his' own cultivation, and the prospect of the workhouse lIS the ultimate 
destiny of his old age, all combine to induce the younger generation to renounce the 
vocation of their fathers, and to migrate into the toWnR, where they 'displace the older and 
less efficient workers in industries already overcrowded. I concurwith.other members 
of the Commission in thillking that energetic steps should be taken to improve the 
conditions of rural labour by providing proper sanitary dwellings with gardens and 
allotment ground close at hand, S,O that everybody willing to. invest his labour or 
employ his leisure in the cultivation of the soil may be able to find land on which to 
operate; by promoting the revival of rural industries ; and by helping the w.orker to 
make lIome provision for old age better than poor law relief or the workhouse. Such 
mellSures would not only directly improve the position of the labourer in the country; 
they would also take away some of the motives for migration to the towns and add 
Bome inducements to the surplus population ot' towns to 'return to the country. '1'hey 
would thus at least tend to check the depopulation of the rural districts imd the 
congestion of casual and intermittent labour in the cities, which is one of the worst 
symptoms of a diseased conditiol!- of modern civilisation. 

All which I humbly submit for Your Majesty's most gracious consideration. 
(Signed) JOHN E. GORST. 
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MEMORANDUM BY MR. GEORGB LIVESEY ON PROFIT-SHARING, 

THB Inquiry which the Commission has made" into the questions affecting the 
" relations between employers and employed ,. would fall short of its object if it did 
not show how those relations may be improved. 

The Reference requires the Commission .. to report whether legislation can with 
.. advantage be directed to the remedy of any evils that may be disclosed," but, 
although legislation may prohibit injustice, it can do very little, if anything, to 
promote good feeling and community of interest between employers and employed, 
and may even tend in the opposite direction. . 

The evidence so freely placed before the Commission has shown that in numerous 
cases the relations between employers and employed are in urgent need of improvement. 
The workers, wiili some exceptions, cantend that they do not get their share of ilie 
product of labour, management, and capital; if so, and certainly in BOrne cases at least 
it is true, it ill essential that means should be found for enabling tbem to obtain it, and 
where and when the workers get their share it is of scarcely less importance that they 
should be assured of the fact or they cannot be expected to be contented. 

The wage hire system is responsible to a large extent for the present unsatisfactory 
conditions; it has the sanction of very high antiquity, but the times have changed 
and are changing fast; supreme power has lately passed into the hands of the majority, 
who are wage earners; in the past they have to a great extent been treated as children, 
but they have now acquired the full rights of manhood, and everything should 
be done to make men of tlIem and to fit iliem to use tbeir power aright; hitherto 
they have had no responsibility and no right or power to have a voice in the 
management or conduct of the work or business by which they live; the wage hiO) 
system gives them ouly the most remote interest in its prosperity. It matters little 
to them whether their employer is prosperous or the reverse, they get the current 
wages, the only difference being, that where there are large profits they may get 
by favour or by fighting an increase of wages, and when profits fall they stand a 
chance of losing employment; but in either case they have very little inducement to 
take any interest in the success of the busines~ or to endeavour to promote its welfare. 
To their honour, however, be it said, that a sense of duty, a desire to give a fair day's 
work for a fair day's wage, 'and pride in doing good work have been in the past as 
fully manifested by the working class as by any other section of the community, 
but it is doubtful whether those principles are as effective now as formerly. 

It has been said by Mr. Thomas Burt that" the workers have passed from slavery to 
" serfdom, and ilien to the wage hire system, and they will get beyond that some day," 
while Mr. Albert Grey put the gradations as .. the slave, the serf, the hireling, and he 
" hoped ultimately the partner," and there is, very little doubt those gentlemen are 
right; at any rate the wages sy-lltem does not now produce content or industrial peace. 

Some of the witnesses recommend as a remedy the principle of industrial co-operation 
in the form of profit-ilharing partnership; it is on this principle that the fishing 
industry is largely worked, viz., absolute profit-sharing without wages, and the only 
fisherman witness (Mr. Reuben Manton, Committee B., November 27th,l8111, Question 
11,156), stated that .. the only way to work the fishing" industry to make it remuners
.. tive is to place every man on board every boat on the profit-sharing system. We 
" consider we lose caste if we work in any other way. I myself have never worked 
.. in any other way than by a share of the profits." Possibly this is the reason why the 
Commission has heard so little about ilie fishermen. 

The partnership principle of sharing profits has been extensively and successfully 
applied to sab,ried officials, but only in rare and generally recent cases has the system 
been extended to the wage earners; but where it has been adopted the results, as shown 
by the evidence of employers and employed, are very satisfactory. 

The wage hire system has so long been the rule that both parties are slow to see 
the need for, and still more slow to attempt to find and apply, a remedy for its 
def.ects, but there is .a~le evidence. of the absolute and pressing neceSsi.ty for friendly 
co-operation between. p~tal, and labour whereby the best energiea of ,both shall be . 
Illrited to llromote theIr. mt m~reats and the general welfare of the natIOn. . 
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To attain this end it is not sufficient to rely simply upon the high motive of 
a sense of duty. Men in all ranks are willing to make any sacrifice for their country, 
or to save life or to alleviate suffering or to stand at .the post of duty, whatever 
may be the consequences; but commercial relations and questions of work and wages 
do not quite reach this high level. Men must have their just proportion of the joint 
product of their labour and skill with their employer's capital and skill, am,d they'1WU8t 
lc'llOW that they htwe it, or they will not be contented, for discontented men are not 
expected to do their best or to be willing workers; their intef'est needs enlistment by a 
fllir participation in profits; but this is only half the work, a general know ledge of the 
busint'sB should be cultivated and so far as is practicable they should take their share 
of responsibility in its management and be eilcouraged to become owners of capital, 
thus enabling them to .realise the aifliculties and to share the anxieties that beset 
employers. The co-operative movement is practically confined to one class of the 
community; it needs both capital and experience in management before it can make 
any appreciable impression on the enormous field of productive industry; Eo union of 
capitalists or employers, managers, and workmen is necessary, towards which the only 
practicable step seems to be profit-sharing somewhat on the lines started in 1842 by 
Leclaire in Paris and successfully adopted by a great variety of businesses in this 
country during the last few years. 

The first and most important step is to give the worker the same direct interest in 
the success of hiB work as that which actuates his employer, the chief element of which 
is profit. If he feels in common with his employer that energy, industry, intelligence 
and good-will put into his work IDay be expected to result to his advantage as they 
do to that of his employer he will be furnished with a new and powerful motive 
to do his best that will form a safe foundation for further progress in the direction of 
partnership; it will, however, be a work of time alid of education in industrial economy 
of which probably the best available teacher is the system of profit-sharing itself. 

Profit-sharing is not equally applicable to all oocupations or businesses; to some the 
method of its applioation has not yet been discovered, while the innumerable variations 
in industrial oonditions and circumstances neoessitate corresponding variations to a 
grea ter or less extent in tbe adaptation o,f the system. The usual plan is to pay 
interest on capital at a fixed minimum rate, generally 5 per oent., as a first charge 
upon profits, and then at the end of the year to divide any surplus in agreed 
proportions between capital and labour, including, of course, clerical work and 
supervision. 

There is a difficulty in ascertaining with some degree of exactness the fair propor
tions for the division of the Burplus; sometimes it is an equal percentage on capital, 
beyond the fixed 5 per cent., and on wages and salaries, which is right enough in 
those cases where the capital is small relatively to the annual wages bill; with a 
larger proportionate capital. Ii or 2 or more per cent. may be paid on wages for 
every 1 per cent. additional to the capital; again the total surplus profit may be 
divided into two equal parts. one going to capital and the other to the employed; 
another method where the capital is very large relatively to the wages is to treat the 
agreed fixed interest as the" wages of capital," and to divide the surplus profit either 
equally or unequally as may be agreed as fair, between the" wages of capital" and 
the wages of labour, and still other methods will be suggested by special circumstances. 

Probably, whatever system of division of profits may be adopted, it will, at any 
rate at first, be only approximately correct, but when a genuine attempt is made to 
act fairly there is little doubt it will be accepted in a cordial manner j employers 
neen not fear to act liberally, the response of the employed has hitherto fully jllstified 
liberal treatment. Where it is necessary that trade competitors should be kept in 
ignorance of the amount of capital and profits, the plan given in evidence by Mr. Bushill, 
a manufacturing stationer (December lst, 1892), may be adopted. The capital is 
credited with 5 per cent., and from the balance .. a certain fixed sum, called the 
.. reserved limit, is credited to the partners as a first charge for salaries of manage
.. ment and payment for risk, and the residue is equally divided between the employees 
.. and the firm." (Evidence, Whole Commission, Question 5\lOO.) "The amount of 
.. the reserved limit is not generally known, but it is communicated to a chartered 
.. accountant, and he certifies year by year what bonus, if any, has accrued to the 
.. employees." (Question 5906.) 

An entirely.differen, application 'of the principle of profit-sharing is necessary in 
such CBfIeB as gas companies, where the profits are always strictly limited by 
Parlia.ment; in many ins~';lces it is in proporti?1!- to the price charged for gas, under 
what 18 known as the slIding-scale. When addItional profit can be earned no portion 
U~ U 
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can be divided until the greatAr part haa been absorbed by reducing the price of gas, 
when the shareholders thereby become entitled to an increase of dividend not exceeding 
one-quarter or 58. per cent. for each penny reduction. Parliament has thus made the 
consumers and the shareholders partners, it being to the interest of both that gaa 
should be sold at as Iowa price as possible, but it has quite overlooked the interest 
of the employed, to whom, apparently, no thought has been given; all, however, t.hllt 
is necessary is.to inclu.de them in the partnersh~p, by providing thllt a certain per
centage .on theIr salarIes" and wages shall be pwd for every reduction of one penny 
(ld.) per 1,000 feet, and taking that percentage off when the price of gas rises j the 
interests of consumers, shareholders, and the officials and workmen can thus be 
rendered identical, which is the aim and essence of profit sharing. It is a question 
whether Parliament should not require the inclusion of the employed in the partnership 
under the sliding-scale of the gas companies, thus doing justice to all parties. 
The co-operative societies also recognise the claims of the consumer, who is in danger 
of being ignored in the struggle between capital and labour. 

An objection may be urged that, as the effect of the utmost effort of the employed 
must be vel"! small when compared with the effect, for instance, of such variations 
in the price of coal as have taken place lately, which largely determine the price of gas, 
they should not suffer loss by increases, or profit by reductions of price, but it is 
surely fair that all three partners should partioipate alike in gains or losses, the 
employed having at least the same right to any unearned increment as the shareholders 

. and consumers; and sharing in prosperity, they ~hould also share in adversity. It haa, 
moreover, been ~ade clear that the total bonus paid to the employed haa not been 
at the expense of the gas company which has adopted the system, for the whole 
amount, equal to 4 or 5 per cent. on salaries and wages, and something more, has been 
saved to the company by their better working. 

Profit-sharing haa been applied with success to agrioulture by Mr. Albert Grey 
(see Reports on the Agricultural Labourer, by Mr. A. Wilson Fox, Assistant Commis
sioner, Vol. I., Part Ill., page 109, Report on Glendale Union, Norhumberllfnd, para
graphs 68 and 69) on some extensive farms; after paying rent and interest on the 
capital employed to work the farm and ordinary wages, &c., he divides the surplus 
between the employed and the capital, giving the former an annual bonus or 
percentage on their wages, generally about 5 per cent., or a little more, and BOme 
additional interest to the latter. 

The other trades and industries that have adopted profit-sharing with success are 
sufficiently varied and numerous to prove its adaptability to a very large proportion 
of all the industries of the kingdom; very few, bowever, have been brought before 
the Commission, for the simple and sufficient reason that where profit-sharing is in 
force,' there industrial peace prevails, there is no antagonism between employers and 
employed, and consequently no grievances to be made public and no remedies 

reqwuihred. fi ha' .. d d' b" . . I f 'bl en pro t s rmg IS mtro uce mto any usmess It 18 essentla as ar as pOS81 e 
to take the employed into confidence, a committee composed of workmen elected by 
their fellow workmen and of employers and managing officials should settle the details 
of the scheme and frame rules, &0., such committee to meet periodically, and at 
other times when neoessary, to confer on all matters affecting the working of the 
undertaking so far as the employed are concerned; the great object being to create 
confidenoe and to promote mutual goodwill. The bonus should be declared annually 
or half-yearly,' but the former by preference, and every opportunitr ehould be given 
to the reoipients to save it, or, if practicable and Bale, to invest it m the business, or 
again part of the bonus may be reserved liS a provident fund for old age or other 
purposes. 

The Joint Committee of the South Metropolitan Gaa Company has worked exceJ- , 
lently, nearly half of the employed in receipt of an annual bonus leave it in the 
company's hands at 4 per cent., which with other savings now amounts to nearly 
30,000l., many men having upwards of 30l. to their credit, and beyond this the 
workmen have, since profit· sharing was introduced, in little more than three years 
invested 4,2001. in the Company's stock. which pays a trifle over 5 per cent., and 
others have purchased houses through the building society established by those in the 

. Company's employ. 
When profit-sharing has been intt:oduced, and the employed :have shown. t~eir 

confidence in the concern by beoommg shareholders, or have given other SImIlar 
pledges of their loyalty and stability, the next step is to give them their proper sh,;,re 
in ~he responsibilitie!l o~ ~anaseII!ent, as is DOW being dope by the Scottish Co-operatIve. 
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Wholeaale Society; it will necessarily, at .first, be small, but by the growth of confidence 
and increased means of saving and investment, the present .want of oppo1't1:'nity, at 
least will be removed, and it will be the fault of the workers if they do not nse to a 
better position. 

The community of interest resulting from profit-sharing, the opportunity it provides 
for saving, the bringing of employers anci employed together in friendly conference 
at stated periods, and whenever necessary by means of the joint committee, its 
educating inftuence and the growth of a sense of responsibility, are immense powers 
for good, which must tend materially to obliterate the dividing line that separates 
class from class, and to place the relations of employers and employed on II sound 
and satisfactory footing, thus preventing disputes by removing their cause, which 
is infinitely better than allowing them to arise, and then settling them more or less 
satisfactorily, or merely patching them up by bOllrds of conciliation or arbitration. 

GEORGE LIVESEY. 

September 2nd, 1893. 

DESCRIPTION of the PROFIT-SHARING SCHEME of the SOUTH METROPOLITAN GAS COMPANY. 
NOTE A.-

The South Metropolitan Gas Company's profit-sharing scheme is simply a voluntary 
extension of the principle of the sliding scale-which governs the price of gas and the 
dividend-to the officers and workmen. ' 

The starting point or initial price of gas for this purpose was fix.ed by the directors 
at 28. 8d. per 1,000 feet. When gas is sold at or above that figure there is no 
bonus, but for every peony at which it is sold in any year below 28. 8d. a bonus 
of 1 per cent. on the amount of the annual salary or wages is paid to, the officials and 
workmen; thus, with gas Rold at 28. 7 d., there would be II bonus of I per cent.;- lit 
28. 6d., 2 per oent.; at 28. 5d., 3 per cent.; at 28. 4d., 4 per cent. ; at 28. 3d., 5 per cent.; 
at 28. 2d., 6 per cent., and so on. 

The scheme was started in 1889 for the purpose of attaching the employed to their 
employers, and to give them a direct interest in the prosperity of the Company. In 
both objects it has been successful, the price of gas and the bonus have' been as 
follows:-
---- ._----------,------------.--------,---

Yeat' ending. Price of Gu. BouUl. 

i Juno 1~90 2 •. 3d. per 1,000 feet Ii per cent. 
i June 1~91 2 •• 3d. per 1,000 feet /; " " 
i June 1892 28. f>d. average " 3 " " 
; June 1898 2,. 5d. average n 4 " " 

_._J ____________________ '----__ 
In the last year, although entitled only to 3 per cent., the directors were so satisfied 

with the good working of their servants that they made the bonus 4 per cent. 
The reduction to 3 per cent. was willingly submitted to, the cause being apparently 

thoroughly understdod, the workmen simply remarked that they would do their best 
to enable the Company to reduce the price of gas that they might have a higher 
bonus. . 
T~e bonus, amounting to ab~ut 10,0001. a year on the average, costs the Company 

nothing, t~e .whole amount belU~ saved by the. cheaxful and .good working of its 
servants; It IS, therefore good bU8lUess and not philanthropy. . 
.. In conju~ction wi~h .the scheme, and to ensure satisfactory working, there is a 
J~lUt committee coIlslst.ing of 18 workmen elected by their fellows by ballot and 18 
dlrectors a.nd officials nominated by the board; so far during four years there has 
n.ever been ~ny disagreement or division of opinion between the two sectiolls; disaffec
tion and dlstrust have been prevented, and mutual confidence and goodwill have 
resulted. The bonus is declared annually in June, and is payable in full, but nearly 
one-half of the recipients voluntarily leave it to accumulate in the Company's hands 
at 4 per cent. interest, the total 80 left, with some other savings of the workmen 
now amounts' to nearly 30,OOOZ., in addition to upwards of 4,0001. invested in th~ 
Oompany's ordinary stock., 

._-----_._------------
• Forwarded to th. Commiosion by Mr. Liveoey on October 17th, 1~93. 

Ull 
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NOTE B.-

In 1894, after nearly five years' trial has shown that the eyitem is beneficial to all 
connected with the Company, the directors have resolved, wit.h the approval of their 
officers and workmen, to extend and alter the system, in order to make all who are 
regularly employed by the Company shareholders. . . 

The rate of bonus is increased from 1 per cent. on salaries and wages for each penny 
reduction in the price of gas, to 1 i per cent., until the total bonus reaches 9 per Ctmt., 
above which figure the 1 per cent per penny is reverted to according to the following 
scale :-

Price of G ... Bonut-New Scale. Bonaa-Old I!<ale. 

•• d . 
2 8 per 1,000 feet None. None. 
1/ 7 " " Ii per cent. 1 per cent. 
1/ 6 " " 3 

" 2 " 2 5 
" " 4i " 3 

" 2 4 " " 
6 ., 4 " 2 3 " " 7i " 5 " 2 2 

" " 9 
" 6 .. 

2 1 " .. 10 
" 7 .. 

1/ 0 " " 11 
" 8 

" and 80 on. " 

But the following important condition is coupled with the increase of the rate. 
One half only of the increased bonus is payable in cash; the remaining half must be 

invested in the Company's ordinary stock at the market price, in the names of three 
trustees, and when any individual profit-sharer has sufficient (about 13l.) standing to 
his credit, with the trustees to purcbase 5l.· of stock, it is to be transferred to his 
name. 

No man, however, is compelled to accep); the new scale with its condition as to invest
ment if he prefers the old one; he has simply to notify his desire prior to tbe annual 
declaration of the bonus, and he can bave it on either scale. Tbere is no doubt that the 
new scale will be generally if not universally accepted, as the alteration was unanimously 
approved. 

The directors of the Crystal Palace District Gas Company bave this year followed the 
example of the South Metropolitan by adopting profit-sbaring on tbe principle of the 
latter-Company's new scale, wbich bas been unanimously accepted by the officials and 
workmen. 

• Forwarded to the Commisaion h)" Mr. Liv ... y on April 26th, 1894. 
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~\ P PEN D I X I I. 

MEMORANDUM BY 8m FREDERICK POLLOCK ON THE LAW OF TRADB COMBINATIONS. 

IT does not seem needful or desirable for the present purpose to enter at large upon 
the history of criminal legislation in the past as affecting trade unions and other trado 
combinations. That history, from the Statute of Labourers (1349) to the Conspiracy 
and Protection of Property Act, 1875, has been set forth by Sir James Stephen with 
complete mastery of the authorities, and in a perfectly impartial spirit.* Rather it 
may now be useful, before considering the present state of the law as a whole, to 
examine what seem, apart from Acts of. Parliament and the judicial interpretation of 
them, to be the principles of English jurisprudence applicable to these matters. And 
it may be worth while to distinguish carefully, in the first instance, between civil and 
criminal rights and liabilities. Many persons are apt to think, or to speak as if they 
thought, that whatever is not a criminal offence must be rightful or even laudable 
(except when it is done by a public officer in apparent execution of his duty; in which 
case, according to some, the yresumption is that it is WTong); or that there can be no 
effectual: remedy for WTongfu acts which are not criminally punishable. Each of these 
propositions, when plainly stated, is easily Been to be contrary to the laws and judicial 
practice of England, and (I believe) of every civilised commonwealth in the world; 
nevertheless it is not <j.iflicult to construct arguments of plausible appearance that 
really involve one or both of them . .. 

I.-The Oommon Law as to Oivil Rights and Liahilitie,. 

It has been a settled principle from early times that everyone is free to carry on 
his trade or business in his own way, save so far as the conduct of any particular 
business muy have been regulated or reslrained by lawful authority, and provided he 
does not so conduct his own business as to interfere with the equal rights of others. 
Henoe everyone is entitled to be free from obstruotion or molestation in the pursuit. 
of his calling, though not from competition or from its natural results. A new school
master may set up a rival school m a town, and do his· best to attract soholars to it; 
but if he tries to inorease the custom of his new school by beating or frightening boys 
on their Wlty to Or from the old. one his act is WTongful. 

One may lawfully endeavour to attract workmen from a rival's employ by better 
tenns (though not to induce them to break existing contracts); but it is a trespass to 
beset a man·s house and prevent his servants from going in and out, or to intimidate 
his workmen, tenants, or customers in order to obstruct his business.t Towards the 
end of the last century an African trader recovered damages from a rival who fired at 
natives to deter them from trading with his ship. 

Modern decisions have gone a step further, and it is now held an actionable wrong 
to persuade B to break his contract; with A, intending thereby to obtain an advantage 
for oneself over A, or to do him a mischief by depriving him of B'a services. This 
rule was not established without judioial dissent, and its precise limits have been much 
discussed; but I think it is accepted, on the whol~, both here and ih America, to some 
such extent lis I have stated. Much more will A have a right to sue X for damages if 
X induces A to break his contract with B, not by merely offering higher pay, or the 
like, but by uniawful violence or by threats of it . 

.All this, be it observed, is established by decisions unconnected with any disputes 
between employers and workmen, and independent of any legislation subsisting or 
repealed.t And the acts described as wrongful, in other words, as entitling the person 
inJured by them to sue for damages, are not punishable by a criminal court for that 

• History of lhe Climillai Law, 11183, iii., 203-227; the late Sir W. ErIe's work on the Law of Trade 
Unions (1~69~; and Mr. (now Justice) R. S. Wright's on Criminal Conspiracies (1~73) ...... likewise of 
imporlance. Sir James Stephen DS .. and cites both. 

T A.uthoriti .. are coUecled ill my book on the Law of Torts, 3rd edition, pp. 216, 217. 
t The rule in Lumley v. o,e is DOW 8upported as a pure oommon.IBw rule, and the discussion of the Stamte 

of LAI-ourer. which took place in Ihal case mus' be considered irrelevant. AmeriCIW acceptance of the rule 
I8flID.8 con\lluaive on this point. 

U3 
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reason only, though they may happen also to be common criminal oft'ences against 
some person (as if X aSB&ults B in order to deter him from working for A) or may 
come within the terms of some special penal enactment. 

Again, the common law never could (as statute law no longer does) compel a man 
to work in his trade. But it does not encourage him to abridge his freedom of 
working or trading, and, therefore, agreements" in restraint of trade," although it be 
not unlawful either to make them or to observe them, ar6 not enforceable contracts 
unless made for value, nor if the restriction imposed on any party is, in the opinion of 
the court, unreasonably disproportioned to the interest of the other party or parties 
which is to be protected. Agreements between men of business to regulate the 
conduct of their business as to wages, hours of work, and so forth, by the aecision of 
a m&.jority·; not to employ travellers or others who have left the service of n member 
of the association within a certain timet; to dividEl their business according to a fixed 
scheme, and to refuse to accept business from third persons except according to that 
schemet-have been held invalid as in .. restraint of trade." There is no doubt, I 
conceive, that the same principle would apply to the ordinary rules of trades unions 
in so far as they purport to bind the members as to hours of work, wages to be 
accepted, and the like, according to the decision of any committee or executive. But 
this only means that the members cannot be compelled by process of law to obey the 
rules. It does not mean that they do any positive wrong if they· think fit to obey 
them. In the words of Lord Justice Bowen-

" Contracts, as they are called, in restraint of trade, are not . . illegal in any 
" sense, except that the law will not enforce them. It does not prohibit the making of 
" such contracts; it merely declines, after they have been made, to recognise their 
"validity . . . No action at common law will lie or ever has lain against any 
" individual or individuals for entering into a contract merely because it was in restraint 
.. of trade."§ 

There remain in this connection two questions of which neither is free from difficulty, 
and whioh it is impossible to separate in practice, namely:-

1. Can acts which wonld be lawful if done by a single competitor be unlawful 
because done by several acting in concert! In other words, are there any 
limits to the right to combine for competitive purpqses distinct from the limits 
set to the right of individuals to compete! 

2. What are the limits of lawful competition in itself and apart from combination t 
First, it is now settled by the unanimoUil decision of the House of Lords in the 

Mogul Steamship 00.'8 case,1I that an act wbich would not even be civilly wrongful if 
done by one person does not become so merely because it is done in concert by several 
persons, though the concerted character of an action may sometimes be material as 
evidence that it was done with a. wrongful intention of causing hann. 

Further, the same decision shows that the Courts will not und6rtake to define the 
limits of . legitimate competition short of the point where it. can be said that some 
definitely wrongful act is committed, such as intimidation, obstruction, molestation, or 
the intentional procurement of a breach of contract or other violation of individual 
rights.,\[ Tbe "House of Lords held, confirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, 
that A, B, and C do no wrong to D, a. rival shipowner, by combining to give special 
advantages to persons who will deal with them to the exclusion of D, although the 
probahle and intended effect of the combination be to Stlcure a monopoly to its 
members for the time being, and drive the independent trader D out of that particular 
ma.rket. Lord .Hannen said: "I know of no restriction imposed by law on compa
.. tition by one trader with another. with the sole object of benefiting himself." He 
considered, however, that "a different case would have arisen if the evidence had 
.. shown that the object of the defendams was a malicious one, namely, to injure the 
" plaintiffs, whether they (the defendants) should be benefited or not." 

I do not think there i~ any autbority (apart from interpretation of statutes, of 
which presently) to show what wonld he held to amount to intimidation. Upon 
principle I should think intimidation would mean any threat, calculated to affect a. man 
of common sense and firmness, of doing or procuring to be done to his prejudice 
anything either punishable as an offence 01' civillv wrongfnl. 

• Hilton v. Ecker&ley (IR55-56), 6 E. & B. 47, 66. 
t Mineral Water Bottle Sonety v. Booth (1~87), 36 Ch. Division, 46,';. 
t Colli ... v . . Locke (1(179), 4 App. Ca. 6i4. 
§ Mogul Steamship Company v. AlcGr6flM", GolD, ~ Co., 23 Q. B. Diy. 5!l~, at p. 619. 
II December 18, 1~91: Times newspaper, December 19. 
"If Lord J u.!.ice Bowen'. judgment, 23 (l. B. Diy., 8t p. 614. 
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Let us apply these principles to some of the ordinary facts of trade disputes. 1 
submit the following propositions as being fairly deducible :-

1. Neither an agreement for a strike, immediate or contingent, among workmen in 
aDY trade, nor an agreement for a lock-out among masters, is an enforceable 
contract; but neither is in itself punishable or wrongful. 

2. A ~trike (or lock-out) begun without breach of any existing contract does not 
necessanly involve any wrongful act. 

3. But if a strike is begun by stopping work in breach of an existing contract, the 
employer probably has a right of action against the promoters of the strike 
for 'procuring that breach of contract. A workman would have the same right 
agamst anyone who procuredJPs employer to dismiss him in breach of existing 
te'rms, either individually or by way of generallock-out.* And generally what
ever can be said of a workman's freedom ro choose his employer may be said of 
an employer'sfreedom to choose his workmen. • 

4. Individual workmen are free to renew or not to renew their contracts, or to enter 
or not to enter into contracts with other employers, as they think fit. And all 
persons are free, if they think fit, to lay before workmen, individually or 
collectively, facts alj.d reasons in favour of tJleir doing or not doing any of 
these things. The like as to customers resorting or not resorting to any 
particular place of business or dealing with any i{ldividual trader. 

5. But no one is free to deprive an employer of his workmen's services, or of the 
custom of those who may deal with him, by violence or unlawful interfel'enoe 
of any kind with person or property, nor by threats thereof. Any such act 
is a trespass against the employer as well as against the workman or oustomer 
intimidated. And the rule seems to extend to threats of doing harm by means 
of a breach of contract or other definite civil wrong. 

6. An agreement not to work with or not to employ any particular class of persons 
(as a rule' of a trades union not to work with non-union men, or of an associatioll 
of masters not to employ members of a particular union), is probably" in 
.. restraint of trade" and not enforceable, but it is not wrongful. 

7. Any of the acts above mentioned which is not wrongful in itself does not 
beoome wrongful-

(a.) merely because done by a number of persons acting in concert; or 
(b.) merely because those persons give notice to an employer or other person 

concerned of their intention to do such acts. 
It seems, therefore, that an employer has not any civil right of action against, 

e.g., the officers of a trade union who threat~n him with a strike of union hands 
(not in:volving .violence or brea~h of oontr~t), if he continu~s to employ 
non-UnIon men lD -general, or particular men obJected to by the UnIon. 

s. It is not clear that interference with a man's business by persons having no 
definite interest of their own to serve thereby (for example, an agreement not to 
deal with a certain trader at all, or to prevent others from doing so)t might not 
be held to be without jus.t cause or excuse, and therefore an actionable wrong, 
even if it did not involve the committing, procuring, or threatening of any 
breach of the peace, or breach of contract, or other specific wrongful act. 

If anyone thinks that the law as laid down by the House of Lords does not 
sufficiently protect individual freedom of action, he may partly console himself by 
reflecting on the obvious fact, that, -whatever the law may be, there will still be a 
thousand ways beyond the reach of legal process in"which II. majority in any trade or 
society can make it unpleasant for the minority to differ with them. Ultimately the 
rights of minorities can be secured ouly by securing general respect for every citizen's 
lawful freedom of action and disoussion; and this must be the work of enlightened 
public opinion, and not of legal'definitions. JUdgments and statutes, which embody, 
or ought to embody. th~ bes~ ~sdom and expflrienoe. of the nation, may do something 
to guide and form public oplDlon; they cannot take Its place. 

I am not aware of any subsisting legislation which, with regard to civil liability. 
could be held to affeot the results of common law principles. 

This statement ooncludes nothing as w the criminal law. Many civil wrongs 
(including some of those above mentioned) are certainly not criminal offences; on the 
other hand, acts which are not a civil wrong to any definite person may be deemed so 

• I do not mean to deny that au ""lion of this kind would b. to 80me extent a novelty, or that- difficDlli.,. 
both of law and of evidence might b. expected to arise. -

t See Lort\ HallDt'u's opinion in the .J.tI~ul Steamship Co:s {'ase. 
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contrary t{) I:he public welfare that they are made punishable off'ences. •• There are 
.. !!ome forms of injury," both civil and criminal, "which can only be effected by the 
" combination of many persons."* 

Things which are harmless or trifling when done by one or by a few may be a 
nuisance, or a danger to the public peace, and therefore cri.minal, when done and 
repeated by the multitude. 

We pass then to the criminal law. 

2.-0riminal Law. 
There is no doubt, I apprehend, that assault and battery, unlawful wounding, riot, 

unlawful assembly, and other open offences against the Queen's peace, are equally 
offences wh~the.r committed in th? c?urse of any trllde dispute, or by members of any 
trade comblDatlOn, or not. And It IS not the fault of the law when such offeD(,'es fail 
in any particular case to be repressed, either because the officers of the law are lacking 
in tirmnel!s' or discretion, or becau,se they are not then and there in possession of 
adequate means t~ cause the peace to be kept. 

Difficulties arise when we have to do with. a state of things not necessarily unlawful 
in itself, and not necessarily tending t.o breach of the peace or specific offences against 
person or property, but often having such a tendency.in fact. It is matter of common 
knowledge that almost every considerable strike has been mor(l or less accompanied by 
incidents of tbis kind. As ill the case of troops in the field in time of war, there is 
always risk of excesses tllking place, even without the consent and against the will of 
the leaders. Public opinion, however not unnaturally makes the power of restraining 
them a rough test of the leaders' good faith and competence. The general law does 
not provide against such consequences, before they have actuaUy happened, otherwise 
than tbrough the power of magistrates to bind persons overt{) keep the peace. On the 
other hand, there has been much special l(lgislation, now reduced to comparative 
simplicity both in principles and in terms. 

In the earlier part of this century tbere were two somewhat widely spread opinions 
intimately connected with the legislation against trade combinations. First, that any 
combination to affect the current rate of wages was not only in restraint of trade, but 
so mllDifesUy against the public good as to be of itself an indictable conspiracy. 
Secondly, that the courts had a general power of declaring agreements and combi
nations to be criminal which were directed to allY purpose that appeared to the judges 
to be .. contrary to public policy." 'l'he history of these opinions may be traced in the 
learned and almost authoritative works already referred to. 'For the matter in hand it 
may suffice to say that the first of them, whether it were more or less plausible at one 
time, has been clearly overruled by our modern legislation relating to trades unions,t 
and the second is now most unlikely to be judicially approved or acted on. 

'l'he offence of cODspiracy is commonly defined as cOllsi8ting in an agreement either 
to do something unlawful, or to do something Dot in itself unlawful by means which 
are unlawful. It is a question of great difficulty to what extent tbe term" unlawful" 
includes, for this purpose, acts which are civilly but not crimina.lly wrongful, sucb a8 
ordinary trespasses or breaches of contract.; But this difficulty does not arise with 
regard to trade combinations since tile Act of 1875,§ which expressly declares that a 
trade combination is not a criminal conspiracy unless it contemplates acts which 
would be criminal if committed by a single person.1I Another section of the Act 
declares certain specific forms of molestation, exercised" with a view to compel any 
" other person to abstain from doing or ·to do any act which 8uch other person has a 
" legal right to 'do or abstain from doing," to be substantive criminal offences. Tbere 
is no doubt that the intention of this section was to draw the line between legitim are 
and illegitimate picketing. Certainly most, and I am disposed to think all, of the 
acts specified, being done with the intent mentioned, would be civilly wrongful apart 
from any legislation, and an agreement to commit them would probably have been au 
indictable" conspiracy without the aid of any of the more extensive theories of 
"restraint of trade." Be that as it may, the enactment is sufficiently clear, with one 
exception; and, subject to that exception, the difficulties that occur in its application 
are such difficulties in obtaining sufficient evidence against ascertained persons as 
cannot be abolished by the wisdom of any legislature or the skill of any draftsman. 

• See Lord HaDnen's opinion in the Mogul Seea_hip Co.'. case. 
t Trade Union Act. 1871, 34 & 36 Vict. c. 31. 
t !-ice R. v Parnell. 14 Cox 60l!. 
§ Conspirnry and Protection of Property Act, 1875, 38 & 39 Vict. c. 86. 
Ii !-i. 3. The Ie rms of this and of •. 7 nre ftunexpcl for .... ference, 
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The exception lies in the word .. intimidates." Must intimidation be a threat of 
something which, if executed, wonld be a criminal offence agaiDst person or tangible 
property? Or doe3 it include the threat of doing that which would be civilly, though 
not criminally, wrongful? Or, lastly, can it include the announcement of an intent to 
do or cause to be done something which, without being in itself wrongful, is capable 
of putting moral compulsion on the person threatened? A specially constituted Court 
of the Quee[!'~· Bench Division, proceeding on the intention of Parliament as shown in 
the Trade Union Act oi 1871 as well as in the Act of 1875, has pronounced the first of 
these interpretations to be the correct one.* . 

In OWl"l'an v. TrelellllJen it appears that the union men who Wolre called out did leave 
their work peaceably indeed, but ill breach of existing contracts. As to this, the 
decision of the Court was put on the ground that the intention of Parliament was to 
make the Act of 1875 merely equivalent to the repealed Trade Union Act of 1871, 
which made intimidation an offence only if it were such as would justify binding over 
the intimidator to keep the peace. There appears to be no doubt that this was S9 in 
fact. (See the notes at pp. 548, 556 I)f the rcport.) It is to be regretted that (not
withstanding express warning uttered by Members of Parliament learned in the la'lt 
when the Bill was in Oommittee) the language of the Act of 1875 was left uncertain. 
Whether the language was more or less strained by the Court iu order to carry out 
the known intention is a question of purely technical interest. 

The further question whether Mr. Treleaven had a remedy by civil action, against 
the officials of the union for procuring the union men to' depart in breach of still 
subsisting contracts was not before the Court, and does not nppear to have b~ell 
mentioned even incidentally. . 

Certain sections nf the Italian Penal Code of 1889,th6 latest and 1Il03t scientific 
work of European criminal legislation, cover much the same ground as our Act of 
1875, with which the framers of the Code were doubtless acquainted. I.,append a 
translation of these sections. They appear to leave open the same question as to what 
amounts to intimidation, unless indeod the Italian term miMccia has been more 
definitely interpreted by authority, as to which I have not any knowledge. 

On th" whole it will be seen that our present law makes no diff .. rence in principle 
between combinations of employers and combinatlOns of workmen, bllt has made 
an exception or resolved a doubt (according to the view taken of what the common 
law was) in favour of trade combinations as distinct from combinations for other 
purposes. 

13, Old Square, Lincoln's Inn, 
January 22, 1892. 

ApPENDIX I. 

38 & 39 Vict. c. 86. 

FREDERICK POLLOCK. 

" An Act for amending the Law relating to Conspiracy, and to the Frotection of 
Property. and for other purposes." [13th August 1875.J 

* * * • * • 

" Oonspiracy and Protection of Property," 

3. "An agreement or combination by two or more persons to do or procure to be 
done any act in contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute between employers 
and workmen shall not be indictable as a cQnspiracy if such act committed bv one 
person would not be punishable as Ito crime. -

.. Nothing in this section shall exempt from punishment any persons guilty of a 
conspiracy for which a punishmont is awarded by anr Act of Parliament. 

" N ot,hing in this section shall affect the law relating to riot, unlawful as8emblv. 
breach o! the peace, or sedition, or ,!,ny off:nce against tbe State or th~ Sovereign. • 

" A crIme for the purposes of thIS sectIon means an offence pllD1shable on indict
ment, or an offence whioh is punishable on summary conviction, and for the commission 

---.--
• Gib,on v. LawluJI, Curran v. Treleawen, 1891, 2 Q.B. 545. cr. the nott! on thrsfl cnses ill tllA ';-Law 

Qua""rly ltoview" for J .... uary 1892, p. 7. 
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of which the offender is liable under the statute making the offence punishable to be 
imprisoned either absolutely or at. the discretion of the Court a8 an alternative for 
some other puni~hment . 

.. Where a person is convicted of anl su~h ag!'OOment or combination as IIfo.l't'said 
to do or procure to be done an act whICh 1S pUDlshahle only on summary convICtion, 
and is sentenced to imprisonrr.ent, the imprisonment shall not exoeed three months, 
or IlUoh longer time, if any, as may have been prescribed by the statute for the 
punishment of the said act when oommitted by one person." 

• •• • • • • • • 
. 7 ... Every person who, with a view to oompel any other person to abstain from 
doing or to do any apt which such other person has a legal right to do or abstain from 
doing, wrongfully and without legal authority,-

",1. Uses violence to pr intimidates suoh other person or his wife and children, or 
injures his property; or, • 

.. 2. Persistently follow~ suoh other person about from place to plaoe; or, 
"3. Hides any tools, clothes. Or other property owned or used by such other perBOU, 

or deprives him of or hinders him in the use thereof; or, 
"4. Watches or besets the house or other plaoo where suoh other person reside$. or 

works, or carries on business, or happens to be, or the approach to such house 
or place; or, 

"5. Follows such other person with. two or more other persons in a disorderly 
manner iu or through auy street or road, 

shall, on conviction thereof by a court of summary jurisdiction, or on indictment as 
herein-after mentioned, be liable either to pay a penalty not exoeeding twenty pounds. 
or to be imprisoned for a term not exceeding three months, with or without hard 
labour." 

.. Attending at or near the house Ot· place where a person resides, or works, or 
carries on business, or happens, to be, or the approach to such house or place, ill order 
merely to obtain' or communicate information, shall not be deemed a watching or 
besetting within the meaning of this section." 

ApPENDIX II. 

ITALIAN PENAL CODE (1889), Book II., Tit. II., C. VI. 

Of Offences against Freedlml of Lalmvr. 
Art. 165. Whoever by force or threats restrains or hinders in anywise the freedom 

of industry or trade is punishable with imprisonment not exceeding 20 months, and 
with a fine of from 100 to 3.000 francs. . 

Art. 166. Whoever by force or threats brings about, or causes to be continued, a 
stoppage or· interruption of work, in order to impose- either on workmen or on 
employers or contractors a lowering or rise of wages, or terms different from those 
already agreed upon, is punishable with imprisonment not exceeding 20 months. 

Art. 167. In the case of ringleaders or promoters of the offences specified in the 
foregoing sections, the punishment is imprisonment for any t1lrm from three months 
to three years, and fine ii-om 500 to 5,000 francs. 

Exercising bompulsion by violence or threats, and threatening with unlawful harm 
of any serious kind, are also made substantive offences in another chapter (88. 154, 
156). 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE '1'0 MEMORANDUM ON THE LAW OF TRADE COMBINATIONS. 

The Court of Appeal has held in Temperton v. Russell (No.2) 1893, 1 Q.B. 7l5, 
that a combination to persuade workmen not to renew their engagements with a 
particular employer (this being within the workmen's rights, and coercion or intimi
dation of the workmen not being alleged) may be an actionable wrong, if " malicious." 
If this be correct, I have 1,lnderstated the remedies open to employers and possibly to 
workmen. But, with great submission, the reasons given in the judgments do not 
convince me that the decisi(IJn is right on this point. 

February, 1894. \ FREDERICK POLLOCK. 
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A P PEN D 1 X J I I. 

MEMORANDUM BY SIR FREDERICK POLLOCK ON 'THE STATUTE LAW AS 'TQ ARljITRATION 
IN TRADE DISPUTES •. 

The Act of 5 George IV. c. 96. passed in 1824, and amended in details in ]837 
(7 Will. IV. & 1 Vict: c. 67.), gives compulsory powers· of settling certain disputes 
between masters and workmen on ·the application of either party. . 

The process is a bearing before.tlOt less than four 6r more than six arbitrators, 
half being or representing masters and half being workmen, but all nominated by a 
magistrate of the district where tbe party complained against resides,· to whom 
application must be made in thc first instance. But also the parties may agree uPQn 
any other mode of arbitration (s. 13). 

A number of. causes of dispute are mentioned. evidently with a principal, if not an 
exclusive, regard to piece-work in textile manufactures, but the following particulars 
appear to be of general application :-" Disagreements respecting the prioe to be paid 
" for work done, or in the course of being done, whether s~ch disputes shall happen 
" or arise between them (masters and workmen) respecting the payment of wages 
.. as agreed upon, or the hours of labour as agreed upon, or any injury or damage 
" done to work or delay in finishing work, or not finishing the work in a good and 
" workmanlike manner, or according to any contract or to bad materials." Further 
details as to causes are special to the textile trades. The general rate of wages is 
exprel\sly excluded from the statutory jurisdiction. "Nothing in this Act contained 
" shall authorise any justice . . . . to establish a rate of wages or price of 
" labour or workmanship at which the work.ll1en shall in future be paid, u)11(1s8 with 
.. the mutual consent of both master and workman." A justice of the peace may, 
however, by consent of both parties, hear, in a summary manner, and finally determine, 
a matter in dispute on this as well as on any othE1r of the enumerated points. But i~ 
Heems clear that even then he could not .. establish a rate of wages or price of labour 
" or workmanship" so as to bind, anyone who was not a party to the proceeding. If· 
the arbitrators cannot agree they must oofer the points of difference to the magistrate 
who appointed them, or, failing. him, to the nearest available magistrate. 

'],here are speoial provisions for enforcing the award by distress, and in default 
thereof by imprisonment, or by imprisonment simply in speeial cases where it may 
appear to the justices that it will be less injurious to the party than distress. Also 
the Act requires a ticket of particulars to be delivered "with every piece of work 
" given ou~ by the manufacturel' to a workman to be done." Two Acts of 1845, 
8 & 9 Vict. c. 77. and 0.128, make furt.her regulations concerning this ticket in the 
textile tradel\. The latter Act applies to the silk ~rade ouly, the former to .. persons 
.. employed in the woollen, worsted, linen, cotton, cotton and silk hosierymanufac
.. tures."t It does not appear why there were two distinct Acts in the sama session; 
bot.h received the Royal .A.ssent within the space of a few days (August 4th and 9th). 

The principal Act disqualifies a justice who is a master manufacturer or agent 
from exercising the powers given by it. 

Voluntary arbitrations having become common, the Councils of Conciliation Ac. 
(30 & 31 Vict. c. 105.) was passed in 1867. The object of this Act was to facilitate 
the settlement of disputes between masters and workmen, and it was declared "to be 
.. expedient without repealing the said several Acts that masters and workmen should 
.. be enabled, when licensed by Her Majesty, to form equitable councils of conciliation 
" or arbitration, and that the powers in the said Acts contained for enforcing awards 
.. made under or by the provisions thereof should be extended to the enforcing of 
" awards to be made by and under the authority of such equitsble councils of· 
.. conciliation." 

Under this statute any number of masters and workmen in any particular trade 
(with certain qualifications as to residence and continuance in the trade) might at 
a specially convened meeting agree to form a council of conciliation and arbitration, 
and might apply to the Home Secretary for a licence authorising them to hold and 
exercise all the powers granted under the above-named Acts to arbitrators and referees, 

• 7 Will. IV. & 1 Viet, e. 67. 
t .. Manufacturers" by an obviou8 elTOr in the text of the Act as printed in the Revised Statule6. 
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and also to" adjudicate upon and determine any other case of dispute or difference 
.. submitted to them by the mutual consent of master and workman or maoters and 
.. workmen." These councils were not to oonsist of less than two masters and two 
workmen, nor of more than ten masters and ten workmen. 

The express exclusion of any authority to establish a rate of wages, &0. is repeated 
from the Act of George IV. 

The council. when formed, must appoint a" committee of conciliation" consisting 
of one master and one workman, to whom disputes shall be referred in the first instance. 
Three are a quorum of the council itself, one being a master, another a workman, and 
the third the chairman. The chairman of the oouncil must be a per~on unconnect",d 
with trade. It seems needless to state the provisions as to the right of voting for 
members of the council, and the manner of conducting fllections. 

The Act does not apply to domestic servants' or agricultura.llabourers. 
The Arbitration (Masters and Workmen) Act, 1872, 35 .II; 36 Vict. c. 46. may be 

deicribed as extending in detail section 13 of the Act of 1824. Masters amI work· 
men may choose either a board or council, or persons designated or to be dcsignated, 
as standing arbitrators, and may give them all the powers, both of ~rbitrators under 
the Act of Geo, IV., and also (in eft'cct) jurisdiction over any dispute whatever arising 
out of the contract of sE"rvice.* The arbitrators lose their jurisdiction over any 
particular case unless they hear and determine it within 21 days of the event from 
which the dispute arose (not, be it observed, the date of the referenco). 

The agreement may give power to determine rates of wages, hours of work, and 
other regulations. This, as has been seen, could not be done under the former Acts. 

The most peculiar part of the machinery of the AOL is the mode of concluding an 
agreement under it. If the master or his agent gives the workman a printed copy of 
~uch an agreement, and the workman accepts it, and does not notify his dissent within 
48 hours,t the agreement becomes binding upon both parties, and remains binding 
during the continuance of the contract of service, and any continuous renowal of it.! 

h would seem that the Act contemplattld the wholesale formation of st.anding 
agreements to refer disputes to tho councils established, or to be establishe,l, under 
itt" Act of 1867. 

Tho l'e~ult is that employel'R and workmen can practically, whenever they think fit, 
create, or adopt by agreement, a special tribunal. whose decisions will be binding in 
1.1.11 trade disputes, and enforceable by the special powers of the Act of Geo. IV. 

The existence of the ordinary means of enforcing a submission to' arbitration must 
at the same time not be overlooked. Employers and workmen are as free as all other . 
persons to refer existing disputes, or agree to refer future ones, to arbitration under ; 
the general law now embodied in the Arbitration Act, 1889. 

In some trades, however, it appears from evidence already given before the Com· 
mission that settlement of disputes as they arise by representative committees of 
masters and workmen is preferred to arbitration in any shape. 

Lincoln's Inn, July 7th, 1891. F, POLLOCK. 

-----------------~-------------------------------------

• This extended power was conferred by reference 10 the provisionR of the Moster and Sen'8Dt Act, 1~67t 
since repealed by the Conspil'Kcy nnoi Protection of Property A<1;, 1875. The reault is, that 00 the face of the 
Revised Statll"'. this clause of the Act'of 1872 i. oot intelligible. 

t It would no rlouht be held that the workmao must b. informed of Ihis provision at tb. time on the faee 
of the document or otherwise. 

t Titp effect of .... 1, sub· •. 3, is oot perfectly clear in .orne detail •. 
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(i.) 

LABOUR DISPUTES (ARBITRATION).* 

A Bill to make provision for Conciliation and Arbitration in Labour Disputes. . . 
(Preporen. and brought ill by Mr. Munrlella, Mr. Burt, and Mr. Ser;retary Asquith.) 

Be it enacted Dj the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Lords Spiritnal and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament 
assembled, aD.d by the authority of the same, as follows: 

A.D. 1893. 

1.-(1.) Where a difference exists or is apprehended between an employer, or any Power of 
class of employers, and workmen, or between different classes of workmen, with l'espect ~oard of 
to the terms or nature of their employment, the Board of Trade may, if they think fit, Trod." tto 

h 1·· f f h 1 k' appolD on t e app !CatIOn 0 any 0 t e emp oyers or wor men, appomt a person or persons conciliator 
to aot as oonoiliator or as a board of oonciliation. or board of 

(2.) The conciliator or board of conciliation shall inquire into the causes of the conciliation. 
difference by communication with the parties and otherwise, and shall endeavour to 
bring about a settlement of the difference. 

2. If it appears to the Board of Trade that in any district or trade where disputes Power to aid 
are of frequent oocurrence adeqnat,e means do not exist for having disputes s,!bmitted in establish· 
to a local board 'of conciliation, they may appoint any person or persons to inquire ;:,en~oflfl 
in to the conditions of the district or trade, and tu confer with employers and employed c~:~il~a~ion. 
with the view of establishing a local board of conciliation or arbitration composed of 
representatives of employers and employed. 

3.-(1.) Any board established either before or after the passing of this Act whioh Registration 
is constituted for the purpose of settling disputes between. masters and workmen, or of b~a.rd~ of 
between different classes of workmen, by conciliation or arbitration, may apply to the conCIlIation 

Board of 'l'rade for registration. 
(2.) The application must be accompanied by copies of the constitution and regu

lations of the board of conciliation or arbitration, with such further information, if 
any, as the Board of Trade may require, and thereupon the Board of Trade may, if 
they think fit, enter in a register to be kept by them for the purpose, the name of the 
board of conciliation or arbitration, and its principal office, and such other particulars 
as the Board of Trade way think expedient. 

(3.) Every board of conoiliation or arbitration registered in pursuance of this Act 
shall furnish such returns and reports of its proceedings as the Board of Trade may 
from time to time require. 

4.-(1.) All persons appointed by the Board of Trade in pursuance of this Act Report. to 
shall report their proceedings to the Board of 'I'rade, and all such reports, and also all ~oa~d of 
reports made to the Board of Trade by any local board of conciliation or arbitration, tor~':;'I:d 
shall be laid before Parliament. ment. 

(2.) The Board of Trade shall present to Parliament annually a report of their 
proceedings under this Act. 

5. This Act may be cited as the Conciliation Act, 1893. Short title. 

• Ordered, bll 'M Horue qf Commmu, '0 b. Printed, 17,10 April, 1893. 
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Short title. 
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(ii.) 

CONCILIATION (TUDE DISPUTES):-

A Bill to make better provision for the Settlement of Labour Disputes. 

(Prepared a'l'ld brought in by Mr. Mundella., Mr. SeC'l'elaJry ARquith, and Mr. Bllrt.) 

He it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal. and Commons, in tbis present Parliament 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows: 

1. Where a difference exists or is apprebended between an employer, or any chms of 
employers, and workmen, or between different classes of workmen, the Board of Trudo 
may, if tbey think fit, exercise all or any of the foIlowi~g powers, namely:-

('I) inquire iuto the causes and cireum~tance8 of the difference, and make such report, 
if any, thereon as appears to the Board expedient; and 

(b) invite the parties to the difference to moet together, by themselves or their 
representatives. under the presidency of a ohairman mutually agreed upon or 
nominated by the Board of Trade or by some other person or body, with a view to 
the amicable settlement of the difference. . 

2.-(1.) III tbe case of any difference to which the foregoing section applies, thf 
Board of Trade may, on the application of any of the employers or workmen intere~teq, 
and if the Board, after taking into consideration the ciroumstances of the case and thai 
means available for conciliation in the district or the trade, are of opiuion that tlw 
circumstances are such as to justify them in proceeding under this section, appoint~' 
person or persons to act as conciliatoI' or as a board of conciliation, and the person w 
persons so appointed shall inquire into the causes and circumstances of the difference bl: 
communication with the parties and otherwise, and shall endeavour to bring abont ,:. 
settlement of the difference. 

(2.) If it is agreed or arranged to refer any question arising out of or incidental t<J 
any such difference to a person appointed by the Board of Trade or to two or mor~ 
persons, of whom one is to be appointed by the Board of Trade, the Board of TraclQ 
may, if they think fit, make an appointment accordingly. 

3. If it appears to the Board of Trade that in any district or trade where disputes IU 
of frequent occurrence adequate means do not exist for baving disputes submitted to; 
board of conciliation for the district or trade, they may appoint any person or persoll 
to inquire into the condition~ of tbe district or trade, and to confer with employers al) 
employed with the view of estabhshing a local board of conciliation or arbitratio 
composed of representatives of employers and employed. 

4. The Board of Trade shall keep a register of boards of conciliation and arbitratio 
and shall enter therein such particulars with respect thereto as to the Board may see 
expedient. 

5. The' Board of Trade shall present to Parliament annually a report of thll 
proceedings under this Act. 

6. This Act may be cited as the Conciliation Act, 1894. 

• Ordered,l>g the H_. of ComHWlU. to be Printed, 29th jJ.[arch, IRIH. 
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APPENDIX V. 
(Drawn up by the Secretary.) 

CONCILIA'rION, ARBITRATION, AND MEDIATION IN THE COLONIES, UNITED STATES, AND 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES." 

1. Volwntary Ooociliation and Arbitration. 

(i.) The necessity of treating the subjects of conciliation and arbitration in the Voiu,:,~r! 
Colonies and Foreign Countries simultaneously arises from the fact thllt these method~, ConcIlIatIon 
as applied to the settlement of trade disputes. are frequently combined in the procedure ';.nr~itr8tion 
of a single tribnnal or board, which has power to pronounce a decision on the failure ' 
of the disputants to effect a settlement. AC"cording to the Report of the New 
South Wales Commission 011 Strikes, "when conciliation has failed, then is the time 
.. for arbitration to beiin." The difference in principle between the two is defined 
in the same document. •• The function of a conciliation agency is to bdng about a 
.. voluntary agreement between the parties to a dispute, while the function of an 
.. arbitrator is to determine the merits of the case, and give a positive decision." 
The exercise of both functions is, however, less frequent with voluutary institutions 
than with those appointed by the State. Methods of voluntary conciliation, such 
as the English permanent joint committees of employers and employed in given 
industries, have few counterparts, whether in the United Rtates, in the Colonies, or 
on the Continent of Europe; while the voluntary reference of disputes to arbitration is 
still more r"rely. found. The experience of thes,} countries would appAar .. to point 
to the conclusion that the success of such methods pre-supposes both a high state of 
organisation, at least on the side of the employed, and a. disposition on the part" of the 
opposed associations to negotiate on friendly terms. Thus, in the United States, the Unite.!. 
comparative weakness of labour organisations appears to have been an obstacle in the Stntes. 
past to the formation of joint committees on the English syatem. The development 
of organisation in that country has, no doubt, been rapid of late years, but up to 1887; 
in the opinion of Mr. Carroll D. Wright, Commissioner of Labour at Washington, 
the trade union proper, while flourishing, had, "not attained any such mllgnitude, or 
" seoured s11ch influenoe as the likt> organisation in the old country." The comparative 
failure of arbitration in America has been attribut.ed by Professor Ely expressly to the 
Bame cause. American trade unions, as another writer points out, are still seeking 
complete legal recognition. In certain trades, however, there is efficient organisation 
of comparatively long standing, and joint committees empowered to draw up 
periodical agreements are not unknown. In 1870 the shoe manufacturers ~f Massachu-
setts formed a committee for the purpose of arranging a scale of wages with the 
representatives of the workmen's association, which was called the Ordel' of Knights 
of St. Orispin. 'I'his was the first board of conciliation in Massachusetts, and the 
experiment was, on the whole, successful, though only temporary, for in 1878 the 
Order finally gave way to an international union. The board of conciliation estab-
lished in 1&79 by Messrs. Straiton and Storm. cigar manufacturers in New York, has 
been quot.ed as the first systematic application of the principle of arbitration in 
America. It was, in fact, a joint committee, which decided all questions by a majority 
vote. It consisted of two sections, and the employed were in a majority in both~ It 
roused a degree of interest perhaps disproportionate to its success, satisfactory though 
this was for a short time, but after about eight years of existence, during which ita 
influence had declined, it was abolished by the firm. A similar oommittee was 
formed in Connecticut in 1885, on the initiative of the National Association of Fur 
Hat Finishers and Makers, and up to 1890, it continued to draw up annual agreement! 
as to prices ann wages. In the New York building trades, wages are fixed in thb 
Bame manner, and in the cloak-making and shoemaking industries of that State, joint 
committees have recently been instituted for the settlement of disputes. With these 
exceptions, the principle of voluntary conciliation and arbitration has gained no footing 

----_. __ .. _------------------'-----
• cr. lo'OR~ION nKI"OKTS:-Vol. I.-tTni.ro Staws: Vol. H.-The Colonies anu h"liu: Yol. Ill.-

Hollanu: Vol. IV.-Belgiurn : Vol. V.-Gel'D1nny: Vol. VI.--FI·ance: Vol. VII.-Swjtzerland: Vol. VIlI.
Italy: Vol. IX.-·Dellmal'k. 8wetlen~ IlIlU Norway, Spain and Portugal: Vol. X -Russ:st : Vol. XI.-. 
An~t"ia-lIuugal'y, am.! the Balkan St~lt"'$. 
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in the United States. In the coal and iron trades it has even oonspiouously failed 
exoept in oertain departments of the iron trade, in which sliding scales fixed by 
oonferenoe between employers and employed bave prevaileil for many years. It WI\I 
stated in 1881 by Mr. CarroIl D. Wright, that in no State of the Union had inilustl'i, .. 
~rbitration receive~ so muoh attention as in Pennsylvania; where it ha.d been attemptl,d 
1D eaoh of the ohlef centres of the coal trade, but that up to that tIme it had failed 
in every instance, through the mismanagement of those who oonduoted it. 

(ii.) In Canada the organisation of labour is les~ advanoed, and the history of conoilia. 
tion .and arbitration still more meall're, than in tho Unitei\ States. The lauollrqupstion, 
however. has not there assumed the SBme form. Canada, according to the Report 
of the Commission on .Labour and Capital ill the Do~inion in 1889, "has not expl'ri. 
" cnced the Bame dIsastrous result<; from trade dIsputes as have bern folt in other 
"lands." The prinoiple of arbitration wa~ nevertheless largely supported by witnesso8 
before the Commission, espcoially by thope representing labour ol'gllnislltion~, some 
of whom referred to in8tanc~s of successful arbitration or ooncili,~tlCJn in the mining 
and building tradcs. The Report for 1889 of the Ontllt io llureau of III()uNtril'. 
stat.ed that, on the whole, there appC'ared to be .. f~ greater wiJliugne;s than formerly 
.. on the part of both employers aud workp.'ople ttJ resort to the more conciliator'! 
.. modAR of settling disputes." 

(iii.) In the Australasian colonies, though boards of conciliation in conneotion Witll 
trade unions have existed in certain industriel!, such as the building tradA~. for man! 
years, the system has by TlO means beoome general. In 1887 attempts were made botq, 
in New South Wales and Victoria ~o ~st.ablish a permanent board of ooncililltio~ 
representing the whole of the organised capital and labour of the colony, but botli 
sohemes fell through for want of support. The reason for the failurc of vOluntar~. 
schemes is, in this case, very different from that which applies to America. I 
Australia the indu~trial depression of recent years has led to an extraordinarily rapi{ 
growth of organisation on the part of workmen, who have hoped thus to maintain til 
old rates of wages in the face of diminibhing profits. Almost every iudllstry i 
highly organised, and almost every colony has a federation of unions. Intercolonia 
federation has aldo made lrreat progress, and the whole system i~ centred in th . 
Australasian Federation of Labour. The struggle between organised labour and th 
oounter organisations of employers. on the one hand to enforce the recognition 0 

the prinoiples of an exclusive unionism, and on the other hand to secure freedom 0 

oontraot, has hitherto been too bitter to admit of a mutual understanding. Th, 
question at issue, that of the employment or otherwise of non-unionists, is, raoreovel' 
one on whioh oompromise is scaroely pONsible, sinoe. one side or the other must yiel 
the point. The decline of the power of the unions sinoe the great strikes of 1890 an· 
1891 seems to indicate the quarter from whioh a withdrawal may be expeoted. III 
the meantime Australian employers appear to join in the general approval of th~ 
prinoiple of conoiliation indioated by the tenor of the evidenoe before the New South 
Wales Commission on Strikes. They insist, howcver, pn their right to employ nou
unionist labl)ur, and on the impossibility of treating on equal terms with bodies which 
olaim a monopoly of the entire industry of the country. The leaders of t~ labour 
movement, on the other hand, regard this monopoly as essential to the very existence 
of organisation. Thus, while in Amllrica the members of unions are not sufficiently 
"disoiplined to unanimity of action," in Austrnlia the enormous power and extensive 
requirements of the organisations have put employers on the defensive. Neither 
oondition of things is favourable to the establishment of a voluntar, system of 
oonoiliation, and therefore, in both oases it is legislative reform whioh ohiefly oooupiet 
the attention of the promoters of industrial peace. In aome few instanoes, in the 
absence of a permanent board of oonciliation, differences have been adjueted b,t 
informal conference between employers and employed, sometimes resulting in II 
written agreement as to future conditions of employment. Suoh agreement.! are no$ 
only rare, but have in no oase proved lasting, and the labour leaders are opposed 
to any conclusion of terms between employers and individual workmen or isolated 
unions. This method of preventing disputes was, nevertheless, distin!)tly reoommende4 
by the New South Wales Commission on Strikes. , 

(iv.) On the oontinent the '\'filder politioal aims of the advanced labour party, com: 
bined with the constant tendenoy of the employers and of the moderate Jabour party to 
appeal to oivil authority, and the weakness of organiaatiou on both sides, make 
voluntary conciliation on the English system almost impossible, at any rate in such 
countries as Germany, France, and Italy. In others again, such as Holland, Denmark,; 
Swedcn, and Norway, the comparatively undevolopcd stato of the labour movement hllli
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till quite recelltly made the question of the settlement of dispulOeB an unimportant 
one. It is in Belgium and Swit.zerland that the organisation of labour is strongest 
and the conditions most like those of England, but in these countries also the 
influence of tho State in suoh matters is oonsiderable. 

(v.) In France the national sentiment in favour of intimate relations and long-continued France. 
connection between employers and employed has retarded the growth of independent 
association among workmen. That growth, however, is steady, and is accompanied 
by an inoreasing adoption of the principle of voluntary arbitration and conoiliation. 
A large number of syndicates both of employers and of employed have clauses in their 
articles providing for arbitration and conciliation. In the case of the employers' 
syndicates this is frequently of a merely commercial character. The Syndical 
Chamber of Butchers in Paris provides for conciliation with workmen,. and the 
Federation of Workers in the Book Trade has a role that no strike be declared 
before all means of conciliation have been exhausted. An instance of a joint 
committee expressly formed on the English model is to be found in the Joint Syndical 
Council for the Paper Trade, instituted by the employers in 1873. It consists of 
eight employers and eight workmen, with a president elected from one side and a 
secretary from the other. The Council depends solely on its moral influence for 
the acceptance of its decisions. It is stated that no strike has occurred in this 
industry since the formation of the Council, and that this result is largely due to the 
democratic spirit which animates the Employers' Syndioate. A similar joint oom-
mittee has existed among the typographers of Rouen sinoe 1877. It revises the tariff 
from time to time, but has never been required to adjust a dispute. Several other 
oommittees of this kind have been formed, either by arrangement between separalOe 
syndicates or by a mixed syndicate of employers and employed. In 1892 the National 
Syndicate of Workers in the Artistic In.dustries established a permanent eounoil of 
arbitration and conoiliation on a somewhat more elaborate plan, in imitatioL of the 
Conseils de Prud·hommes. It. comprises a committee of coneiliation to which disputes 
are referred in the firRt instance, and a general committee, which is appealed to on 
the failure of oonciliation, and can alone pronounce an award. This Committee 
consists of equal nUlllbars of employers and employed, and in case of a tie-vote there 
is a permanent arbitrator, whos& decision is binding and without appeal. Of 1,100 
agricultural syndicates 93 have instituted boards of arbitration and conciliation for the 
solution of disputed questions. In such cases the function of the arbitrators is appar-
ently to "eport on some technioal point. On the basis of their report the syndicat~ 
itself attempts conciliation or pronounces a decision which is without appeal. The 
penalty for repudiation is exclusion from the sooiety. 

(vi.) In Germany the national tendenoy to rely upon the State for the amelforation of Germany. 
existing conditions;together with the division of the industrial community into opposing 
oamps of social and political opinion. ('·auses that community to lack the consolidation 
and independence whioh favour th", institution of voluntary methods of dealing with 
trade disputes. Organised labour boars a far smaller proportion than in England to 
the total labour of the country, and the only trade union in Germany which very 
closelv resembles the English institution is the National Printers' Trade Union, formed 
in 1867, and re-named the German Printers' Benefit Society after the prosecution of 
its leaders as Socialists in 1878. This body. which rapidly extended throughout 
Germany. established in 1873 a board of conciliation for the whole printing trade of 
the Empire. It consisted of an equal number of employers and employed, empowered 
to take action in the event of any proposal to alter the wages' list. Local boards in 
the twelve main centres of the industry were empowered to decide all minor disputes 
arising out of the terms of the labour contract, subject to appeal to the centra.! 
board. The repudiation of awarils, in some instances, by the Master Printers' 
Assooiation 101\ to the abolition of the boards in 1878, and the substitution of a wages' 
oommitteo, in connection with which the old local organisation was revived in 1886. 
The strike of 1t-l91-92 inflicted a Berious blow on the whole systom. Attempts to 
organise voluntary boards of arbitration and conciliation for other industries have 
met with very little success, but there are some instances of sllch boards in particular 
faotories, such as the Schultheiss Brass Foundry. These are rather consultative 
oommittees than boards of conciliation in the ordinary sense. 

(vii.) According to Si~nor Bodio, Director-General of Statistics at Rome, institutions Ital),. 
for the settlement of dIsputes between labour and capital hardly exist in Italy. In 
the event of strikes the ci viI authorities are callen upon to restore order, and tbe 
question at issue is then submitted to the al'bitration of some influential or official 
person selooteu for the oocasion only. There are, however, a few instances of voluntary 
joint boards of conoiliation aud arbitration, of which the most conspicuous is the Giuri .. 
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per l'Industria Serica at Como. In 1877 the association to which most of the silk 
~anufacturers of Co~o belonged, opened an office fo~ the Ilettlemou~ of the frequent. 
disputes connected with wages. In 18RO the operatives 4emauiled It~ reconlltitution 
as a regular board of arbitration, and After nnmorous meetings of 'committee8 of 
employers and employed, the Giuria wall established in 188:l under ita present 

. regulatioll8. It consisted of 30 manufacturers elected by the Chamber of Commerce 
and the Employers' Association, and 48 operatives f'lected by the Consolato Operaio. 
The Giuria nominate~ from ita inembers a presiiling committee of three manufacturers 
elected by the operatives and three operatives elected by the manufacturers. The Board 
of Conciliation consista of four manufacturers and four operatives, drawn by lot from 
the ~?n~ral body of t~~ Giuria, ~nd is empowered. to act only on the failure of 
concihatlOn by the presldmg commIttee. After the strike of 1891 the Syndic (Mayor) 
of Como induced each manufacturer to adopt a fixed separate tariff. The Giuria can c 

thus no longer compound general controversies, but only intervene in individual' 
disputes arising out of these tariffs. The labour chambers now being established are 
beginning to assume the position of arbitrators, and to organise joint committees. 
Such, a committee exists at Piacenza, appointed by the Labour Exchange and tho ,. 
Chamber of Commerce. 

(viii.) In Holland the organisation of labour is 8S yet imperfect. Conflicts between 
labour and capital are not very frequent, though their number tends to increase. Thus' 
systematic methods of settling disputes have hardly come into existence. They aro ' 
to be found, however, in the boards of arbitration established in certain factories,; 
notably that of Mr. van Marken of Delft. ,The Board in this case consists of equal: 
numbers of employers and employed, with an impartial president, chosen by thej 
me~bers. As far as our information goes it has ne~er yet bee~ called into oper~~io?-. ~ 

(IX.) In Sweden and Norway the only tradepossessmg a standmg board of conCIliatIOn· 
is that of house-painters. It consi~ts of an equal nnmber of employers u.nd employed.? 
When a serious question arises an impartial prtlsident is appointed, and the question! 
is decided hy a majority of votes, This system is said to have worked very well.: 
Proposals to establish permanent boards of conciliation and arbitration in other! 
industries have not hitherto led to any result. The Norberg mining strike in 1891, 
against a reduction of wages, was settled by a board of arbitration composed of seven' 
members, three representing each party, together with the Director of the Mine 
Department of the Collegium of Commerce (or Board of Trade) at Stockholm. Both 
parties undertook beforehand to abide by the award, and the men returned to work 
pending the decision. The Board examined the employers' books and decided the 
question in favour of the men. Thc award was accepted and carried onto Arbitration 
on similar lines was successful in a strike at the Gefle saw-mills. 

(x.) In Belgium voluntary boards of conciliation and arbitration have beon establi"hed 
in various trades with satisfactory results. '1'hey were precerled by consultative 
committees (okambTes d'ewpZications) organised at the Mariemont colliery after the strike 
in 1875-76, by M. Weiler, mining engineer. These, which are still in existence, consist 
of workmen and foremen connected with the machinery department, not of actual 
colliers. In 1888 councils of conciliation and arbitration were instituted both at 
Mariemont and Bascoup for all classes of workmen employed there. Each council 
consists pf an equal number of employers and workmen, and in case of equal voting 
the questioQ is referred to th{l management of the company. These councils havE' 
proved useful in deciding important questions and promoting good feeling. In 11:;86 
a joint committee of the same nature was formed at Brussels, representing the different 
organisations of masters and journeymen in the tailoring trade. In Borne other 
industries, as those of printers and jewellers, where no permanent board existe. 
temporary joint committees are appointed on the occasion of a dispute, and generall~' 
effect a compromise. 

(xi.) Itis nt.ated that in Switzerland there ill an increasing tendency towards the peact] 
able &ettlement of trade disputes. The formation of boards of arbitration and conciliatiolJ 
on the English model is a scheme that finds favour both with employers and employeO, 
but it is felt that stronger organisation on both sides is necessary for ita complete 
success. Such boards already exist in connection with 25 trade unions, and are active 
and efficient. The Zurich Federation of Employers' and Workmen's Association:! 
which was·formed in 1889, provides for conciliation and arbitration, and each associatior 
which joins it undertakes to refer all disputes to the Federation Board, and to be boUIl( 

by its deci8ions. Repudiation of an award iB punished by censure or expulsion. ' 
(xii.) In t:lpain there have been a few instances of the action of joint conHnittees II 

fixing wages and thus avoidiJlg disputes, but these institutions have been for the mos 
part short lived. 
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2.-Legislative Meduition and Arbitration. 
(xiii.) Legal provision for arbitration exists in the United States, in Canada, inNElw t~~'lat~ve 

South Wales, and in most European countries. There are, however, few instances' .tra\1on: 
in which a permissive measure of this kind has proved operative. In the United United 
States the first instance of such legislation was the Wallace .Act of 1883 in Pennsylvania, Statee. 
passed after an investigation of the English system of voluntary boards, and authoria,-
ing the establishment of boards of arbitration in that State. This .Act. took immediate 
effect, but the working of the boards constituted under it was apparently not very 
satisfactory. It was always found necessary to call in an umpire, whose award was 
invariably a compromise which satisfied neither party. The awards in this case are 
not binding until accepted by both parties. By a similar .Act passed in Ohio ill 1885, 
both must pledge themselves beforehand to accept the award.* Most of the .American 
boards of arbitration have resulted from compulsory legislation. Of these, the only 
two possessing a record of several years are those of Massachusetts and New York, 
established in 1886 and 1887. The former, is composed of a representative of the 
employers, a representative of the employed, and an impartial person chosen by botlj, 
The latter consists of two representatives _of different political parties, and a member 
of a "UQ1,d, fide trade organisation" of the State. .Appeal to these boards is optional;. 
but t.hey are obliged, whether called upon or not, to proceed to any place where a 
dispute is in progress, and endeavour to bring about an amicable settlement. For 
.this pm'pose the two parties are sometimes invited to discuss the question in the 
presence of the board, which holds in reserve the power, in default of a settlement, 
of iuquiring into the cause of the contrcversy and publishing a report assigning the 
responsibility. Such a system of conciliation has an elemeut of compulsion, but i> 
is mOl'e often adopted than the method of direct arbitra tibn, and the resiut is often 
satisfactory. When the board is called upon by either party to arbitrate, it hoids 
an inquiry, which it may at discretion make public, and issues a written decision. 
The award is binding on the disputants for six months, unless 60 days' notice is 
given by the one to the other of an intention not to be bound by it. In 1887 such notice 
was given in two instances of arbitration by the Massachusetts Board, but in neither 
case was the award departed from at the end of t·he period. There is no provision for 
compelling the acoeptance of the award. .A similar .Arbitration .Act has been passed in 
California. In New Jersey arbitration boards were authorised by law in 1886, but were 
both voluntary and unofficial. .An .Act of 1892 supplemented them by State, boards 
appointed by the Governor, and competont both to hear appeals from local, boards 
and to settle disputes in the first iustances, if desired by both parties. The disputant~, 
must agree beforehand to accept the award, but there is no means of compelling 
them to do so. 'rheir prescribed constitution and procedure is very similar to that 
of the boards already mentioned. In Oolorado, Missouri, and' North Dakota, 
provision is made for mediation by the Board of Public Works or the Commis-
sioner of Labour, who in Missouri may organise a board of arbitration on the 
failuro of the former expedient. By an .Act of 'Maroh 10th, 1893, Commissioners of 
Conciliation may be elected in every town, incorporated village, or city of North 
DakoLI\ at the same time as the Justices of the Peace. When issuing a summons in a 
civil action, the justice may issue a subprena summoning two of these commissioners: 
The jUtitice and commis~ioners, after hearing the evidence of the parties to the dispute 
upon oath or not at their discretion, shall .. endeavour to persuads the parties to agree 
to an amical:Jle settlement," and if an agreement is reached it may be made a judgment 
cf the court. If, on the other hand, the parties cannot agree, the case must be 
adjourned for trial, and at the trial no part of the previous prcceedings may be 
admitted as evidence. In April 189::1, the Pennsylvania Legislature passed an .Act 
empowering either or both parties to a dispute to apply to the Court of Common Pleas 
to con~titute 8 Board of Arbitration. The court may at its discretion, with due regaro. 
to the importance of the case, constitute such a board, which shall sit with closed 
doors" until its organisation is cousummated," each party selecting three m~mberB 
aud t,he court nppomting three more, or six if either party fails to comply. One of 
the members appuinted by the court will preside, and the proceedings are to be 
public. Similar laws have been passed in Kansas, Iowa, and Maryland. It does not 
appear that any of the .Amerioan State BoardlJ, except that of Massachusetts, have 

• An Act has rt'cently been passed in Ohio" to provide for a State board of arbitrRtioll for the settlement 
" of differences between employers and their employes." It fepi!:als the Act of U:185 which authorised the 
formation of voluntary tribunals. Its provhlioDs do not differ materiany from those' 'of the Massachusetts New 
J.rsoy, nnd Oaliforninn Acts. All Aet was """ •• d in Micbigan on July 3rd, 1889, authori.iug the govo":'or to 
appoint a State boord, but so fnr b. h ... failed to exereiso tho authol"ty conferred upon him . 
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been specially succeBBfnJ, and it is difficult to ascertain from their reports for how long' 
a period their awards have been respected. The satisfactory nature of the work 

. accomplished by the Massachusetts Board is point-ed out in the Report for 1~92. 
Attention is drawn to the fact that, during its seven -years' existence. the strikeR 
and lock-outs occurring in Massachusetts, though too numerous, have heen lar~ely 
settled in an amicable manner,_ and have in no case so seriously disturbed ttl(' 
public peace as in several other States of the Union. The RucceSII of the Board in 
promoting the settlement of disputes was, it is stated, more marked in 1892 than in 
any preceding year, owing to the better acquaintance of the public with thf' 
provisions of the law and the working of the Board, together with a gl'lneral and 
growing sense of the .. wasteful inutility" of strikes and lock-outs. During 1892 
the Board dealt with 40 disputes, either spontaneously or on the application of 
the parties concerned, more than half the cases being of the latter kind, and nim' 
of these applications coming jointly from employers and employed. There wen, 
altogether nine I)ases in which the efforts of the Board to effect 8 settlement we\'EI 
unsuccessful, owing to the refusa.l of arbitration, or to the natural termination of the
dispute by the defeat of either side. Eight disputes were successfully settled by 
conciliation in the presence of the Board, and in eight the arbitra1ion of the 
Board was applied for and accepted. .All these latter cases, without exception, we\'EI 
disputes affecting wag-es in the shoemaking trade, and were submitted to arbitration 
at the desire of both parties, and the Board was sometimes required to draw up prioo 
lists in detail for each department of the industry. In 13 cases a private a~reemeri't 
was arrived at, with more or less assistance from the Board, and in two cases which 
occurred towards the end· of the year, a settlement in this manner was expected. 
There was only one dispute, and that unfortunately of a rather serious kind, in whiob 
the action of the Board received other than the most courteous response. Under 
the Massachusetts Act, and t.hose which resemble it in other States, a soecial voluntary 
board may be temporarily substituted for the State board at the desire of the persoll/i 
concerned, and is endowed for the time being with all the powers of the permanenl, 
body. The l:lassachusetts Report for 1887 mentions two instances of the appointmel\l' 
of such a board .. The Act of Congress of 1888 for the creation of voluntary inte* 
State boards for the settlement of disputes in railway labour appears t9 be practicaUj 
inoperative. It makes the whole process optional, from the constitution of the board 
to the acceptance of the decision. The Nebraska Commissioner of Labour regards il, 
as an inadequate measure. It is, however, the opinion of Mr. Carroll D. Wrigh •. 
Commissioner of Labour at Washington, that all arbitration should be voluntary. 
and that to constitute State boards is to return to the system of State regulation of 
wages. F 

Canada. (xiv.) In Canada the Legislatures of Ontario, Nova Scotia, and British Columbia hav(· 
passed Acts for the settlement of trade disputes by arbitration, but no information ha~ 
been received as to any instance of their operation. Under the Nova Scotia Mine$ 
Arbitration Act, arbitration is optional, but, to secure the acceptance of the award, Lhl' 
employer may retain 14 days' wages of his workmen and deposit the amount at the bank. 
together with an equal amount on his own part; the deposit on either side is forfeited 
on failure to carry out the award. This is the only instance in which a State arbitratiolJ 
board has been provided with any means of enforcing awards for the settlement of 
collective disputes. The British Columbian Act of A pril1894appoints a Commissional 
of Councils. of Labour Conciliation and.A.rbitration which are to be composed of personl' 
nominated by the disputants and appointed. by the Lieutenant-Governor, witH a judgj, 
of the Supreme Court as President of the Council of Arbitration. The award in thiF 
case is not binding in law upon the parties unless they have previously entered into 8Il 
agreement to be bound by it. The Dominion Trades and Labour Congress in I8!! 1 passei! 
a resolution in favour of the formation of a Dominion Board of .Arbitration ana 
Mediation, whose decisions should be compulsory in the case of railway companies and 
corporations holding public franchises. In 1892, the Congress further resolved tha.t. 
arbitration should be adopted wherever possible. and that for the purpose of facilitatins' 

. this, the Government should appoint a Board of Conciliation and .Arbitration. . 
Austra1aaia. (xv.) The New South Wales Commission on Strikes, appointed in 1890, took a con>-

siderable amount of evidence on the subject of arbitration and conciliation, and finally 
reported in favour of a State board of conciliation, empowered to constitute itself " 
board of arbitration on the failure of the disputants to agree. The Commission recom
mended that, for purposes of conciliation, which usually requires special knowledge of 
the matter in dispute, there should be temporary members of the board, representing thll 
interests concerned, and that, for puq>os~s of arbitration, for which juuicial abilIty is 
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necessary, there should be a permanent section, with a chairman appointed by the 
Government. The Commission advised that th~ board should have no power to 
compel the rJi8putant~ to appear before it, but that the request of one of them should 
suffice to call it into action. The award should not be enforced, since the function 
of such a board iy rather admonitory than judicial. In England, as tho Commission 
pointed out, compliance has always bee'! optional, and awards have rarely been rejected. 
The Commission, morllover, whil(\ ,.egarding it as essential that powers of arbitration 
should be held in reserve, expressf'd a decided preference for conciliation in point of 
practical efficiency. As the restJlt of this Report an Act was passed in 1891 
establishing a central court of arbitration. for the colony, but leaving it to the 
discretion of the Governor whether a central board of conciliation shall be formed 
or district councils to the number of five. The Act departed from the recommendations 
of the Commission by separating the 'conciliation board from the board of arbitration 
during the exeroise 'of its own function, while allowing its members to sit as assessors 
on the reference of a matter to the board of arbitration. It also made the term of 
office the Rame for boLh oouncils, but authorised the formation of special temporary 
councils whenever required. It provided that, if before the award wer€' given both 
parties agreed to be bound by it, it might be madtl a rule of the Supreme Court on 
the application of eith~r. Two councils for the whole colony, one for conciliation, 
and one for arbitration, were appointed under the Act, and met in October 1892, 
when a doubt was expressed by the president whether the absence of compulsion to 
refer disputes to the board would not make the law inoperative. This, it is believed, 
is t,he only instance of ,actual legislation providing for the settlement of trade disputes 
in any Australasian Colony. 
. The only dispute, so far as can be ascertained, which has been settled by arbitration 
under the Act, was the strike at the Helensburg Colliery early in 1893. The 
arbitrators practically upheld the reductions proposed by the owners, and after some 
resistanoe the award was accepted by the men. Two mining disputes occurred 
in April 189:!, in which, according the .. Sydney Daily Telegraph," conciliation and 
arbitration respectively were offered by the employed but refused by the employers. 
The consent of both parties is not necessary for a reference to the council of 
conciliation. but in this case the, employers replied that they could not make any 
change in the terms which they had at first proposed. The total result of the first 
year's operation of the Act was one case dealt with by arbitration and one by 
conciliation: eight applications made to the board by the employed were refused by 
the employers, and in six C8ses the nogotiations of the board were unsuccessful. 
The poverty of the result achieved is attributed by the Clerk of Awards to the 
collapse of the labour organisations since the strikeR of 1890 and 1891, and the great 
increase which has at the same time taken place in the power of employers.' 
associations. 'the conclusion which he draws from· the experienctl of the year is 
"that 'voluntary conciliation and arbitration, though excellent methods where the 
.. parties to a dispute are upon fairly equal terms of power, break down where cir· 
.. otlmstances generally, a. crowded labour market, accumulated funds, superior 
.. organisation or other causes, place one of the two in an overwhelmingly superior 
.. position than the other. As matters stood the misfortunes of the one (party) were 
.. the oppoi'tunity of the other and that opportunity has been fully seized." Only four 
out of fourteen employers' associations responded to the invitation sent to them on the 
ocoasion of the inaugural meeting of the board. The usefulness of a standing council 
of conciliation has not been proved, liS all applications for conciliation were made under 
section five of the Act which provides for the appointment by the applioants of 
conciliators outside the standing council. During the year it was decided that the 
councils may give their services unofficially in clIses where the number of persons 
employeil, who are concerned in the dispute, falls below ten, the minimum number 
prescribed by the Act" In one case the employers refused the invitation sent to them 
by the council of conciliation after application hlld been made to it by the employed on 
the ground that those persons being already on strike, had ceased to be in their 
employment. As the Act provides only for conciliation between employers lind 
tlmployed. it has been pointed out· that II further definition of these terms would be 
desirable. Five years before the passing of the Act of 1891, a Bill which partly 
nnticipated it had been introduced into the New South Wales Parliament. In 1890 a 
Bill authorising optionnl councils of conciliation was rE'jected by the Victorian Legisla
tive Assembly, and Mr. Kingston's Industrial Unions Bill, which made elaborate 
provision for the formation of public ·and private conciliation ·boards, was rejected 
by the South Australian House of Assembly. On its re·introduction lIS amended 
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in 1892 it was again thrown out. A Bill for industrial conciliation and arbitration 
has been under the consideration of the Labour Bills Commir.ee of the New ZoahtQ'! 
Parliament during the preBE'nt year: it provides for district. boards of arbitration 
elected by employers nnd employed. and for a court- of arbitration to whioh anv 
dispute which cannot be settled by the local board must be referred; tho decision of 
the court is to be enforced by law. The court itself is to be oomposed of th~ 
members appointed by the Associations of Employers and Assooiations of Employed. and 
the Governor. 

(xvi.) On the continent of Europe the only example 01 successful conciliation and 
arbitration as established by law is to be found in the p9culiarly French institution 
of Conseils de Prud'hommes, which has also been established in Belgium, and le8s 
extensively in Switzerland. Originating, according to some authorities, in tho 
thirteenth century, this institution was represented in the eighteenth by the Tribunal 
Commun of the silk trade of Lyons. In 1791 this was swept away, with other 
medireval survivals, but was restored by Napoleon in 1806 in the form of a ConRoil 
de Prud'hommes, which became the model for other councils in the principal 
manufacturing towns. In 1892 the number existing in France was 149. According to 
the official publication" De la Conciliation et de l' Arbitrage," it is to this institution 
thnt .• the comparative tranquillity prevailing in French industry in this century" i~ 
due. It i~ nevertheless the case that the Conseils oe Prud'hommes are 1I0t direotly 
concerned with the settlement of collective disputes, or with the determinatioD of rate1 
of wages. They can only deal with disputes between individual workmen or employere, 
or between a workman and his employer, and only with such disputes as arise out <If 
the interpretatio':l of a contract written or implied; while in the case of a clai1!1 
exceeding 8/. in value, an appeal lies from them to the tribunals of commerce. Then 
grea~ merit consists in the simplicity and inexpensiveneij8 of their procedure anrl 
the readiness with which they dispo~e of small disputes which would otherwise caUi!ll 
ill-feeling 01' require an elaborate. legal remedy. 'l'he councils exercise tbe doulJ!u 
function of co.nciliation and arbitration, and are divided for this purpose into tW(J 
committees, that of conciliatiou (buream, particulier) , and that of arbitra.tion 01' 
judgment (bureau gerwral ou de jugement). The former consists of an employer and 
a workman, if possible. of different industries. The disputants state their cuse befo~ 
this Committee, which endeavours to bring them to It friendly understanding, and, 
if necessary, suggests terms of agreement. About two-thirds of the cases brought 
forward are decided on the spot; those in which conciliation has failed are referred tel 
the Committee of Judgment. It is stated that the proportion of such cases bas lately 
shown a tendency to increase. The Committee of Judgment consists of two employel'li 
and two workmen, with a president (an employer), and a vice-president ta workman}, 
who preside alternatelv. Witnesses may be called and are obliged to appear, but 
counsel are not admitted. In all cases where the value of the claim is below 8i •• 
the judgment of the court is final and is enfolced by law. This legal recognitioll 
enables the councils to command respect, while both employers and employed have 
confidence in judges chosen from among themselves. The electors on each side 
choose their representatives at separate meetingp., and the empioyer Prud'hommes 
are elected by employers. The system by wbich the employers elected the employed, 
and the employed the employers, was abolished as unworkable in 1853. A council 
can be created by a Stat!) decree, on T,he request of a local chamber of commerCe, 
Under thc' decree of- March 1890, only those t,rades in which materials undergo 
transformation can elect such councils; thus, the mining and transport inrjustriei 
among others, are exoluded. The electors must be ma'!ters or workmen over 25 yea~ 
of age, and resident for three years in the neighbourhood. The l'rud'hommes must 
be 30 years of age, and able to read and write. A Bill is now (1893) before the 
Legislature, which provides for the codification of. the various decrees relating to th\l 
conseils, and the introduction of certain reforms, such as the extension of the 
suffrage to women and of the jnrisdiction of the conncil to ~urth.er trades and 14 
cases involving sums up to 500 fro (~Ol.) The new law of ar~ltratlOn pssRed by the 
1!'rench LegIslature in December 1892 attempts a compromIse between a purel! 
permissive measure and one dependent on State initiative. It does not establish 
permanent boards, but provides facilities for a resort to conciliation or I<rbitration 
if desired, and at the leaRt ppssible cost to the disputants. The justice of the peace 
may urge them to form a committee of conciliation, and may be asked to preside over 
such a committee, or, failinO' conciliation, he may invite them to appoint arbitrators. 
H these can neither make a

O 
decision nor agree upon a new arbitrator, such a persOI) 

is named by the president of the civil tribunal. There is no provision by this law 
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against the refusal of arbitration or the repudiation of awards. .Article 15 of the 
law specially mentions that women of French nationality may be delegates with a view 
to conciliation. The .Act has already taken effect in numerous cases, but apparently, 
aeC',ording to the lateHt ret)Jrns, not wIth altogether satisfactory results. 

The establishment of the modern Conseils de Prud'hammes in France and Belgium 
was almost simultaneous, Belgium being then part of the French Empire. Their 
constit.ution was afterwards completely remodelled, still on the lines indicated by the 
successive reforms which were taking place in their French oounterparts. III le91 
there were 27 of these tribunals. and it appears from statistics of their work between 
1862 and 1891 that about 75 per oent. of the cases brought before them were settled 
by oonciliation. They are now supplemented by an institution which is in closer 
relation with modern industrial conditions, namely. tile Councils of Trade and Labour 
(Co7l8eiilt de Z'Ioomflrie et au Traoail) established by law in 1887. The main difference 
bet,ween these and the (]onseils de Prud'hommes, so far as they are concerned 
with the settlement of disputes, is that the Councils of Trade and Labour are 
competent to deal with collective disputes and to pronounce opinions affecting 
future agreements between employers and employed, instead of decisions based solely 
on existing oontracta. Moreover, while the dellisions of the Prud'hommes are binding 
in matters within theil' competence, those of the Councils of 'l'rade and Labour may 
be accepted or not at discretion. Their principal function is not that of boards of 
conciliation, but of intelligence departments chal'ged with the collection of statistical 
data bearing on the state of industry in general and the furnishing of inforI¥ation 
to the Government. The apathy or hostility of employers and workmen, and the want 
of adequate representation of the v:arious branches of industry, are Baid to impede the 
Councils in the exercise of their conciliatory functions. Each Council is e30tablished by 
a Itoyal decree, which specifies the limits of its district, the number of its sections, 
each repr~senting a different industry, and the number of representatives of employers 
and employed. Their constitution is very similar to that of the Conseils de Prud'hommes 
on which they we", lIased. . 

(xvii.) In Switzerland, the establishment of Con seils de Prud'hommes date8 only from Switzerland. 
1883, whlln the Trihunaux d'Arbitra[e IndusLriel, instituted at Geneva in 1874, were 
abolished to make way for them, Ten t,ddes are represented on these Counoils, the 
watch industry being one. Transport and commerce ar9 also included, oontral'Y to the 
practice in Franoe. In NeuchUel, the formation of such councils is authorised by law, 
but is not compulsory. as at Geneva and Bale, and only one town has hitherto availed 
itself of the Aot. The illstitut,ion has shown satisfactory results at Geneva, and the 
proportion of cases settled by conciliation, though not so high as in France or Belgium, 
tends to increase. .A law authorising voluntary boards of arbitration for Canton Vadu 
was passed in 1888, and has belln carried into effect in several cases. 

(xviii.) .An Italian institution, similar to the Conseils de Prud'hommes, is to be found I131y. 
in the CoUegi di Probi Viri, recommended by the Commission on Strikes in 1878, but 

'only established by law, after thll failure of numerous scheml)s, in JunE.' 1893. ~l'he 
law is permissive, and the boards are to be instituted by Royal decree. They are to 
be elective, and equally representative of employers and employed, with a president 
appoint9d by the Government. Like the Conseils de Prnd'hommes, they combinl' 
conciliator.v functions witll special judicial powers within certain limits. They ·can 
denl only with existing contracts, and if a sum exceeding SZ. (200 lire) is in dispute. 
an appeal lies from the .. Giuria" or board of arbitration to the looal tribunal or 
praetor. They differ from the Conseils de Prud'hommes in that women are eligible as 
arbitl'ators. . 

(xix.) In Germany special oourts for the settlement of industrial disputes have in o"rmany. 
various forms been sanctioned by lalv since the beginning of the century; but on the 
whole, legislation of this kind has been found ineffectual. The incorpomtion into France 
of the left bank of tbe Rhine, during the Napoleonic wars, led to the formation of 
Conseilll oe I'rud'hommes in several districts, and when the provinces reverted to 
Prussia, an attempt Will! made to extend the system, but with no great success. The 
Prussian Legislature passed a law in 1849 for the establishment of industrial oourts, 
and eleven of these were formed, but accomplished little, partly on account of a want 
of clearness in the proviHions affecting their oonstitution and procedure. The Industrial 
Code, paRsed by the North German Confederat,ion;n 1869, and subsequently adopted 
by tile Empire, authorised the institution by the communal authonties of courts of 
arbitration for the settlement of disputes respecting the laboul' contract, the members 
of suoh courts to. be ch?sen from among the employers lind the employed in equal 
numbers. The mdustrlal classes, however, wem slow to tlJ,ke advantage of this 
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provision, and of the few courts whicb were formed, some nevllr exercised their functions 
a~d othe~ were prevented ~y their s~tutes from intervening in the collective dispute~ 
WIth whICh the authors of the Code mtended them to deal. Those which had power 
so to intervene do not appear to have used it, sin~e no instance can be found of any 
strike which was settled by the arbitration of a State court. The Stuttgart court 
was the most successful in connection with individual disputes, and the factory 
inspector for the district reported in 1889 that it had succeeded in gaining the 
confiden~e of the workpe?ple, who showed m~ch more activity than the employers in 
the electIOn of repr.esentatlvell. A~ter seve~ll!leffectual attempts a~ further legislation, 
a law waS passed m .1890 ~y whl<:h the eXlstmg courts wer~ abolished, and provision 
made for the formatIOn of mdustrlal court!! of a somewhat dIfferent character. Their 
usual function is retrospective and judicial, like that of the arbitrlltion board of the 
Conseils de Prud'hommes, and in this capacity their decisions are final if the matter 
in dispute is below the value of 51. 'If a larger sum is involved, appeal may be made 
to th~ re~ul~r tribunals of the d!s.tri~t. An industrial court h~s the furthel' power of 
const1tutmg Itself a board of conClhatlOn for the settlement of disputes affecting future 
contracts, when appealed to in this sense by both parties. In suoh a case four 
assessors are named by the president, and the disputants may elect further assessors 
provided that equality of representation is preserved. The decisions of the court when 
acting all a board of conciliation are not 1~gally binding, and cannot be enror,,!"!. 
Its duty is simply to conciliate or arbitrate as may be required, and to publish the 
result of the negotiations. Up to the end of 1892 nine courts had been established 
under ,t,he new law, and during that year had dealt with 1,480 cases, of which about 
half were settJed by compromise. In some districts where industrial courts are 
specially needed, there has bee~ considerable delay in carrying out the la.w. In Berlin 
the election of assessors only-took place in February 1893. The Berlin court consists 
of 420 assessors, of whom two must be summoned to each meeting, and the statu tes 
provide that those summoned on each occasion shall be as far as possible of the same 
trade as the disputants. In thfl mining districts the expense of organising the courts 
is borne by the State instead of by the communal authorities, and tbe conservative 
party in the Chamber of Deputies offered strong but ineffectual opposition to the 
proposal to vote the necessary funds. Courts were established in those districts in 
April 1893. Attention has been called to the very infrequent exercise by industrial 
courte of the 'power of resolving themselves into boards of conciliation. 

(xx.) The Austrian industrial courts, which were instituted in 1869, can, like the French 
prud'hommes, decide disputes which arise out of existing labour, contracts. These 
courts have both conciliatory and judicial functions; any case brought before them is 
first referred to a committee of two, who endeavour to effect a settlement, and in tbe 
event of failure bring the matter before' the judicial board (Spruc/I-Collegiurr.). Thore 
are also committees of arbitration in connection with the guilds, and a Government 
Bill of 1891 strove to bring the two industrial parties still closer together by estab
lishing workmen'A Qommittees and forming compulsory boards of arbitration. The 
Bill has not yet become law, but it affords a good example of the desire of the Aus! rian 
Government to exercise a mediating influence upon labonr disputes and to absociate 
employers and employed in the work of self-government so that they may be brought 
to discuss their respective grievances in a friellilly alHI reasonable spirit. 

(xxi. ) No legalised institution for the settlement of trade disputes at present exists in 
Holllj.nd, Denmark, Sweden, or Norway. In Holland the n"tionallove of freedom is 
manifested in a distrust of State interference which is only now beginning to relax. 
The desirability of establishing distriot labour councils has been considered by the 
Dutch Labour Commission, and the subject has more than once been brought hefore 
the States. General. A Bill now undflr consideration provides for the formation of: 
such councils, with committees of conciliation and arbitration. A law anthorising the 
establisIiment of courts of arbitration and conciliation was passed in Portugal in 1889 .. 
The courts are alset t.o collect information on industrial questions and to see to t,he. 
enforceI!lent of laws regulating the conditions of labour. . 

Throughout Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, institutions exist which are known as 
boards of conciliation; but, far from dealing primarily witlI trade disputes, their object 
is to secure cheap justice to the people in ordinary civil cases, and to prevent litigation 
by bringing about an amicable arrangement, or pronouncing a decision with the 
consent of both parties. E~ther mode of settlement is final, and a~l. ciyil cases must by 
law be brought in the first lnstance before the local board of conCIliatIOn. 

(xxii.) Legal provision formediatioD exists in the United S~ateB in connectio? ~ith the 
State Boards of Arhitration which have been aheady described, and are enJolDed 01 
lalV to intervene in trade disputes with the object of effecting an amicable stottlement. 
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This intervention, when Buccessful, frequently leads to a discussion between the parties 
in the presence of the Board, and thus mediation passes into conoiliation. In Colorado, 
Maryland, Missouri, and North Dakota provision is made for arbitration by the Board 
of Public Works or the Commissioner of Labour. The French .Arbitration .Act of 
1892 authorises the Justice of the Peace to urge the parties to a dispute to form a 
conciliation board or appoint arbitrators; if his overtures are rejected, he is 
empowered to publish a statement to that effect. These are the principal cases in 
wl:ich mediation is provided for by law; instances of private intervention are still If!~~ 
frequent. In such a method ·of gettlt'ment there is more commonly a kind of 
compromise between an official and a private proceeding; that is, it is effected by .. 
person in an official positionact.ing for the time being as far as possible ill a private 
capacity. In certain cases the Governors of States have offered their services a& 
mediators in .American strikes, and in .Australia mediatiun was attempted by thE' 
Mayor of Sydney and others, but with small success, in the great Maritime Strike of 
1890. It is said to have been employed, though. not publicly, in the Broken Hill 
Miners' Strike of 1892. In' AUijtralia, however, especially in South .Australia, a 
frequent method of settling disputes is by the private mediation of the central 
council of federated unions for the Colony; and similarly in France, disputes affecting 
the federation of workers in the book trade are most commonly settled by ~e inter
vention of the Federation delegate. On the Continent there is, generally speaking, a 
strong tendency on the part of both employers and employed to refer disputes to the 
mediation of State offioiais. In France, Norway, and Sweden, and .Austria, the 
magistrates frequently intervene; and in Switzerland the mediation of the cantonal 
and communal a.uthorities, or other persons of recognised standing, has proved 
increasingly successful of late years. In Spain the Governors of the provinces have 
often intervened. In Germany, .Austria, and Russia it is very usual for this office tc 
be undertaken by the Inspectors of Factories, who occupy II prominent position in the 
industrial world. Their special opportunitios of obtaining information no doubt 
constitute a high qualification, and their influence in this direction might be even 
more beneficial in Germany and Russia, but for the dist.rust with which the 
working classes are apt to regard them in .Austria their success in dealing with 
disputes appears to be remarkable, as the Inspectors' Reports for 1888 mention 65 
strikes, those for 1889, 135 strikes, which were settled by their mediation. One' 
remarkable instance of Buccessful mediation is that of the German Emperor on the 
occasion of the Westphalian miners' strike of 1889. It is impossible, however, to 
ignore the authoritative character which necessarily belongs to the recommendations 
of the head of the State, and it is not probable that either mediator or disputa.nts 
could forget the forces which were expressly stated to be held in reserve. 
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APPENDIX VI. 

MEMORANDUM BY Ma. TOM MANN ON STATR AND Ml1NICTPAI, CONTROL, 011' INDUSTRY. 

'.rhe control of industry by the State, or municipalities is advocated because it is 
believed that such collective control would best secure the interests of all sections of 
the community. 

It is held that modern commercialism with its intense competition does not admit 
of proper individual development, and amongst the most ardent advocates of oollective 
control of industry are to be found those strong individualists who desire nothing 80 

much as the opportunity for all to fully develop their manhood and womanhood. 
They point to the fact that under present conditions a considerable proportion of the 
population are in enforoed idleness, and are, therefore, consuming without producing 
and to the fact that many others are engaged producing and distributing articles, som~ 
of which are useless, and others positively mischievous in their efiects, and which 
would never find a sale were it not for the modern development of a system of palming 
oft' goods by acco~plished salesmen who successfully persuade people to purohase 
articles that are not wanted: and the energy of the producers and distributors of such 
articles, it is contended, is entirely wasted, they too being consumers, but not produoers 
of anything of value. 

It is fur~her held that modern-day competition is produotive of many of the worst 
evils that now burden society; to it is mainly chargeable the very grave evils that 
arise from failures in business with the attendant results of mental derangement in 
many cases, and crime in others; and in either case whether men are in lunatic asylums, 
hospitals, or jails, their value to the State is nil. 

It is also held that the progress of science, metallurgical, mechanical, and chemical, 
is impeded by the sectionalised methods of conducting trade that obtain lo-day, and 
that, therefore, the standard of life is very much lower than it would be with more 
perfect industrial organisation, such as might be obtained under collective control. 
The baneful tendency of modern commercialism demands. of the conductors of trade 
and commerce, not that they shall endeavour to excel, but that they shall by some 
means or other obtain the trade of competing firms, and thus honesty is sacrificed 
for rascality in thousands of instances, quality gives place to "shoddy," and the 
collective good is lost sight of in the intensity of the sectional struggle for 
existence. 

It is also held that even of the wealth now produced an unfair share of it gets into 
the possession of those who render very small value to the State, so that upon the 
grounds of inefficient production, and of inequ,itable distribution, it is demanded that 
public control should supersede the private oontrol of industry. ' 

It must not be thought that this is merely the demand of small sections of poverty
stricken men, or the wastrels of various grades of the oommunity ; it mayor may not 
include these, but certainly it, is the fact that an increasing number of recognised 
scholars, competent business men, and thoughtful workmen are endorsing the proposals· 
in favour of State or municipal regulation of industry. 

The belief. obtains that with competent organisers there might bA such a regulation' 
of the production and distribution of. commodities as should admit of all getting the i 

requisites of life at all times of the year, and that the mischief arising from fluctua-' 
tions could be spread over the whole of the people, so that none should be entirely, 
crushed by adversity. Historically considered, it is contended that economic evolution! 
points to the oollective control of industry, as is indicated by the fact that for many 
years'past in numerous trades the old individual relationship between employer and 
workman has ceased, the business manager taking the place of the friendly employer, 
whilst the limited liability companies are becoming in inoreasing instances enormous 
concerns employing thousands of workmen with a strong tendency for these to again 
combine into syndicates of prodigious proportions, so that whilst we still have seotional; 
control, with its advantages and evils, the tendency of the times i8 strongly in favour 
of reducing these sections, and those who take careful note of these events are of 
opinion that the present tendency will gather force until we reach at least municipal, 
probably national, oontrol, and the demand now made is that Government should 
facilitate the ohange that the evolutionary indnstrial foro9s are thrusting upon us. 
This demand for municipal or national control of all industries is opposed as yet by a con
~i(lerable portion of the thoughtful community, and among those w40 are firm .aherllnta 
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to the principles of collectivism there are many who, as yet, only call for a modicum 
of municipal or State regulation. On the other hand. there are many opponents of 
collectivism who a.re dilltinctly and enthusiastically in favour of the State control of 
the land and railways, and of the municipal control of tramways and docks, and the 
water and lighting supply. 

The great question of the land is receiving adequate attention without my referring 
to it at this stage, neither is it necessa.ry to dwell upon the railway management in 
this country, except to say that a growing demand is arising in favour of the 
nationalisation of railways, and that some contend that travelling should be supported 
out of public taxation and not by payment per distance as at present. 

The specific works that I have to deal with is that of the control of the docks, 
wharves, warehouses, &c. in the Port of London. So numerous and serious hllve been 
the disputes that have arisen between the various groups of employers and workmen 
in the Port, that public attention has been directed to the subject of these disputes for 
some time past. Suggested joint committees, boards of a.rbitration or conciliation, or 
friendly understanding between employers and workmen direct, all have been tried, 
but with only poor results. The case is not disposed of by employers attributing to 
the workmen a careless or mischievous disposition, nor yet .by workmen replying that 
the cause of the troubles is due to the ava.rice of the employers. Upon investigation 
it will be seen that the methods by which the business of the port is conducted a.re of 
so va.ried and peculia.r a nature that it is practically impossible to proceed many weeks 
together without serious difficulties arising through dissatisfaction on one side or the 
other, and it will be seen that the present methods of conducting the trade of the Port 
are conducive neither to the well-being of ~he employers, the workers, or the general 
public. . .. 

London having been the capital and chief centre of the English people for so many 
centuries, it has naturally followed that a large proportion of the imports should find 
their way up the Thames, because there a.re situated the chief agencies of consumption 
and distribution. It is not difficult to understand that the. dock accommodation of B 

century ago, which amply met the requirements then, should soon prove unequal to the 
increasing trade, and that from time to time great and important changes. have been 
made to increase the accommodation as trade and commerce grew. Accompanying 
these changes there has ·always been much tenaoity shown to retain ancient methods 
and customs. 

It will be understood that if the work of a large port is to be done efficiently, luch 
accommodation is needed as will admit of the import cargoes being brought direct by 
the ship to the warehouse, from which it can be delivered to the merchants with the 
greatest expedition, in order that no unnecessary time or expense be spent upon the 
cargo, and this means that it is desirable that there. should be no second or third 
handling of goods if one handling will suffice, and the same applies to expon or out
going cargo. And as practically all goods have to be warehoused. it is necessa.ry that 
the requisite warehouse aocommodation should be in immediate proximity to ,the 
discharging berths. otherwise it will necessitate the handling of goods several times 
over to get them from the docks to the warehouse, which, of course, will increase the 
cost cODsiderably. In consequence of cargoes coming from various parts of the world 
at different Sf'.&sons of the year, it is desirable that all imports should be brought as far 
as possible into one compact dock system, as otherwise for a considerable portion of 
the year machinery and men will be idle, and less than the best economy effected; and 
keeping in view the necessity for rapidity of despatch, if good all.round results are to 
be obtaiued, it is also a necessa.ry condition of success that the best machinery available 
shall ba used for loading and discharging. And in the case of a la.rge port like 
London, where a considerable amount of the cargo brought in is for transhipment 
purposes, it is also neceijsary that the discharging and loading berths shall be nea.r 
each other, as otherwise several handlings of goods must take pla~e, and time occupied 
in transmission from dock to dock, which would not be necessary if the export and 
import docks were immediately adjacent. Thus, for a proper system of docks it is 
requisite that tho docks and warehouses shall be concentrated in the smallest space, 
and that the best maohinery be employed. 

STRA(lGLING CONDITION of the DOCKS, WIWlVES; and W ARBHOUSES of LONDON. 
If examination now be made of the dock accommodation in the Port of London it 

will be found that we have a peculiar and straggling array of docks and wharvllll and . , 
Z2 
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warehouses and granaries, scattered along a distance of over 25 mile. by the river 
from Tilbury to BI~kfriars. Indeed, this does not properly represent the milesge 
covered. Many of the Atlantio boats now discharge cattle and cheese at Thames 
Haven, 10 miles below Tilbury, and much cargo is takilll by lighters to numerous 
wharves as high uJ? the river as Hammersmith, eight miles above Blackfriars. On 
either side of the nver, along the whole of this distance, there are 10 groups of docks, 
about 250 wharves and 44 granaries. If we exclude the Tilbury Docks and the 
numerous small wharves above Blackfriars we then ~ve 10 miles where the bulk of 
the work of the Port is carried on, from Blackfriars to North Woolwich, embracing 
the Albert Dooks. 

The first group of docks travelling eastwards is the London and St. Katherine'., 
situat,ed a little below the Tower of London on the Middlesex or North side of the 
river. One mile and a quarter further east on the same side is the Regent's Canal 
Dock. under separate management. Half a mile further east, still on the north side, 
the West and South-West India group of docks is reached. 'I'hree-quarters of a mile 
further east by the river, and still on the north or Middlesex side, the Millwall Docks 
are reached, which docks are oontrolled by a separate management. Following on 
the winding course of the river for another three miles the East India Docks are 
reached, ~lthough they are only about half a mile distant f~m the eastern end of . the 
West IndIa Dock (Import). Another three-quarters of a mile eastward- by the nver 
the entrance to the Viotoria Dook is reached. Beyond this again is tile Royal Albert, 
all on the north side of the river. Then a skip of 15 miles is made by the river before 
the Tilbury Docks are reached, which are also on the north side, in Essex. 

Between London Bridge and the West India Docks some of the prinoipal ooasting 
wbarves are situated, each under separate management. In some instances piers are 
built into the river alongside of wliich the vessels run for discharging, but many 

. Teisels are disoharged while moored in the stream, the cargo being put into lighters· 
or barges, and taken thence to wharves ot' dooks. 

The six ooasting wharves that conduot the Scotch trarle are situated at or near 
Wapping. The green fruit vessels from the Continent run chiefly to several wharves 
adjacent to Billingsgate Fish Market, immediately below London Bridge. 

The only group of docks on the south or Surrey side of the river is the Surrey 
Commercial group, which covers a very large area because of the extensive timber
ponds required, thia group of docks being devoted almost exclusively to timber and 
grain, and under a separate management. . 

Many of the principal wharves are on the south side of the rivflr, some of them 
doing a very large trade, especially in teas, and getting their supplies mainly from 
the dockl1 by lighters; that is, the vessels discharge in the docks, and about 50 per 
cent. of the cargo i!l landed on quay for sortillg and put into craft (that is lighters 
or barges), or put into craft direct from the ship, its destination being one or other of 
the wharves or dock warehouses. Another 25 per cent. of the cargo is landed and 
re-delivered to railways or vans, only a portion of which goes direct to customers, 
much of it going to wharves and warehouses, leaving only 25 per cent. to be warehoused 
by the docks. 

These numerous operations are very expensive, cause very serious delaye and con
sequently handicap the Port against all other ports whose accommodation is adequate 
to present requirements. It is mainly due to the fact that imported and exported 
goode are .in many instances handled several times over by loading into barges, then 
taken a few miles along the river and again discharged, or loaded from the docks into 

.' vans to be taken to BOlDe more convenient dock or warehouse, that the COHt of work 
in the Port of London runs up so high, and that rapidity of despatch is seriously 
hampered. . 

Thus if a ship enters the Royal Albert Dock and discharges there,50 per cent. of 
the cargo will be discharged oveniue,that is, put out of the ship into barges, or it 
will be placed on the quay and sorted, and then put into barges, and conveyed to 

. varioul wharves or docks. When the goods have .been placed on the dock quay it 
costs about 9d. per ton to re-deliver these goods into barges. It costs on the average 
an additional Is. 4d.' per ton for lighterage, i.e., for conveyance by barge from the 
dock to the wharves, and it again costs 9d. per ton for landing, i.e., to discharge the 
goods from the barge on to the wharf. This is rendered necessary at present because 
the docks lire not oapable of receiving, working, and warehousing the cargo brought 

• The only diJIerence between a barge and a lighter is that the barge has a &at bottom IlIId the lighter is 
oval-shaped, ha~ng a keel.. . 
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into the Port; and EO inconveniently situated are the docks and warehouses of the 
London and India Docks Joint Committee. for instance, that an enormous expenditure 
is incurred by cartage and 'lighterage from the docks to the warehouses under the 
same company. 'rhus produce is brought to the Albert Dock, but thero are no ware· 
houses at this dock, only transit sheds; so the produce is then taken by the company's 
vans or sent by rail or barge from the Dock to the Up-town warGhouses at an 
additional cost in some instance of 58. or 6~. per ton, all of which adds to the cost 
of the work of the Port, and tends to increase considerably the labour difficulties that 
arise..· . 

To-illustrate the inadequacy of the present dock accommodation o~ ,the Port througb 
want of compactness and through their peculiar construction, it will be necessary to 
make use of figures dealing with the tonnage entered, and noting what hecomes of it. 
The following figures apply to the trade of 1889, those for 1890 not being obtainable 
at the time of writing. . 

Entered at the Port of London in the year 1889 :-

Number of Vessels. 

Sailing v .... I. (3,010) 
Sailing vessels carry 60 per conI. more than registered tonnage 

Steam.rs (7,720) - . 

Tonnage. 

1,192,6S6 
596,328 

1----
1,788,984 

6,357,465 

8,146,449 

'I'his does not include the coasting trade, which brings the total tonnage inward! to 
about 13,000,000 tons per annum, and the tonnage outwards to 8,000,000 tons. 

-

*Of this 8,146,449 tons, 2,488,102 are continental, 
and go to the wharves as distinct from the 
docks - . - . - • 8,146,449 

• Deducting this amount from the total 2,488,102 

We have left ~s tonnage from Foreign Countries 
and British Possessions, but exclusive of coast-
ing trade - 5,658,347 

Of which the Joint Committee have worked or 
delivered, as per dock account" • 3,273,267 

Leaving for other docks and wharves 

Of the 3,273,000 entering the Joint Committee's 
Docks, about 840,000 tons are warehoused by 
them, but to get this amount to their ware
houses from the docks by lighterage or other 
means, the committee actually paid 
An expense that would not be incurred if the 

warehouse accommodation was all that is reo 
quired. . , 

Of the remaining 2,433,000 about 1,600,000 are 
conveyed by lighters to othor dooks or wharves, 
and the approximate cost of this, which ought 
not to be necessary; will be as follows :-
First unneoessary operation-that of putting from 

dock quay into lighter at 9d. per ton - • 
Second-average cost of lighterage, lB. 4d. 
Third unnecessary operation-discharging from 

lighter to wharf or dock at 9d. per ton 

2,385,080 

£ 

81.341 

60,000 
106,666 

60,000 

• A lew Continental 00..18 run to Tilbury, but their tooo"!l" does not ma"'rially atl'ect the generali~oD h ..... 
gi.en. 

Z3 
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The remaining 833,000 would be delivered to rail
ways and customers' vans, but I am not able to 
fix the amount handled a second time by cart
age to railways through not having direct oon
nection, and therefore lea~e it out, but so far 
we have an estimated total expenditure that 
ought to be wholly unnecessary on the imported 
cargo received by the docks under the Joint 
Committee of 308,OO71. . 

;£ 

On export cargo, which is nearly as large in ton
nage, the same difficulties present themselves, 
though not to the same extent; and the expen-
diture is estimated at - 100,000 

Making a total, on import and export cargo in 
the docks under the Joint Commiteee, of 
408,0071 -
We have now to deal with the Continental trade 

the greater part of which is discharged in mid
stream. The total inward cargo from the Con
tinent is 2,488,102 tons. 
At least one-half of this is taken by lighters to 

wharves and docks, incurring a cost for lighter-
age at an average of Is. 4d. per ton 82,930 

And It landing cost for discharging from lighter 
. to dock or wharf of at least 9d. per ton - 46,650 

Or an unnecessary expenditure on import cargo 
from the continent of 129,580l. - -

The continental outward cargo is equal to the 
inward, i.e., 2,488,102 tons, and as nearly the 
whole of this is taken from docks or wharves 
by lighters to the vessel, an unnecessary ex
penditure on lighterage is inculTed upon, say, 
2,000,000 tons, at lB. 4d. per ton 133,000 

And the same tonnage to be lifted out of lighters 
into ship at a cost of 9d. per ton 75,000 

Thus showing an unnecessary expenditure on con
• tinental outward cargo of 208,0001. 

Or continental inward and outward, 337,580l. 
This added to the estimated excessive expenditure 

under Joint Committee of 408,0071. gives a 
total of 

308,007 

100,000 

408,007 

129,580 

208,000, 

745,587* 

This estimate is certainly considerably under the actual excess of expenditure, but it 
will serve to indicate the causes that contribute to high rates in the Port of London, 
and which in turn contribute to the numerous labour difficulties that take place' 
there . 

.As previously stated, if the work of the Port is to be done efficiently, we require not 
ouly compact and ample dock and .warehouse accommodation conveniently situated to ~ 
the centre of distribution, but the best machinery should also be used if economy with 
efficiency is to be secured. It has been shown that in London we have not compact . 
docks and warehouses; on the contrary, they are distributed over a very large and' 
unworkable area, and instead of having uniform control over the Port, we have at least: 
300 different sets of employers to deal with, each with their sectional interests and' 
peculiar methods . 

• This total afiectB only that cargo that goes to the Dock. under tbe Joint Commit"", ""d to lb. wh""' .... 
leaving that which guP.to ~\jlwuJJ, l:iurrey Commercial, and lli·g,·ut'. Canal Dock." 
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Now, if we look for first;:.cl8BS machinery we find that'whilst much of that in use is 
good, there is much of it qllite obsolete, and in many instances an entire lack of any 
machinery whatever. 

Thus, if one stands on London Bridge and looks eastward when the fruit-boats are 
being discharged, it will be seEm that the packages are taken from the ship into the 
adjacent warehouses, ana the method adopted is positively staggering. Exactly the 
same method is made use of now as must have obtained a century ago; a more 
primitive method could not be u§ed, and it would be impossible to find less evidence of 
mechanical engineering in the interior of Africa or China than obtains in the City of 
London in connection with the discharge of fruit. There will be seen hundreds of men 
running to and from the ship to the warehouse carrying on their shoulders the boxes 
offruit one at a time. Much of tbis is taken up narrow winding stairs to the various 
warehouse floors, a long row of men following each other along alleys, streets, and 
staircllBes as though hydraulic lifts and mechanical appliances were unknown in 
England. With proper warehouse accommodation and mechanical appliances instead 
of scores of men pottering about with packages on their heads, the hydraulic elevator 
should be at work lifting a dozen packages at once, and landing them on the ware
house floor ready for delivery, thus facilitating despatch and economising expenditure. 
Going lower down the river we find corn-porters at work discharging grain in far too 
primitive a style to admit of'rapid and economical despatch. One cannot traverse the 
docks and wharves of the Port without being struck with the fact that an entire change 
of method is requisite if satisfactory results are to be obtained. 

It may seem strange that I of a.n persons should emphasize the necessity for 
improved accommodation and mechanical appliances in connection with the docks and 
warehouses.of the Port, representing as I do the interests of the men .rather than that 
of the employers. If more machinery and better accommodation are applied, it will 
mean a diminution in the number of men employed; that certainly would be the case, 
and such experience as I have had causes me to think that it would be best for all that 
there should be less men finding employment there, and that those men should be 
permanently employed. . 

The evils arising from intermittent employment such as that obtained by a large 
proportion of those engaged in the docks and wharves in London have been laid before 
the Commission by. the men themselves, and verification of those statements is easily 
obtainable by anyone willing to devote a few days to personal investigation. 

From time to time one or other group of employers announce their intention to 
inorease their permanent staff, but I say, as one who claims to know something of the 
nature of the employment in the Port of London, that with the numerous sectional 
interests involved in the work of the Port, and the scattered oondition of the dock and 
warehouse acoommodation, it is impossible to have more than 50 per cent. of the 
labourers employed under a permanency; the remaining 50 per cent, are required 
more or less casually, and every wharfinger and Dook Company stands in need of suoh 
available extra labour in accordance' with the fluctuations of the trade at the particular 
departments under their oontrol: if it was not available they could not carryon the 
business. This is due in part to certain trades being virtually monopolised to a limited 
number of w.ha:tves or docks, so far apart from each other that it is impossible to dove
tail the interests of one section with those of the other sections, and in part to the 
sectional interests of the employers. Consequently unless there is a grea~ change 
made in the direction of ooncentration of the dock and warehouse accommodation for 
the Port, and an approach to uniformity of interests, it is impossible to make the 
labour in the Port steady and effective; but, given uniformity of inl'(lrests, and con. 
oentration of acoommodation, the dock and river work of the Port of London could 
be done by a well-paid permanent staff, and done at much less cost and with better 
despatch than it is done at present. It would, however, mean ma1.ing it impossible for 
several thousand men who now get a very poor existence at the docks and wharves to 
get any existence at all, and therefore a suggestion, coming from me, as to greater 
efficienoy must also be accompanied by proposals to meet the requirements of those who 
would be debarred from employment, and this I hope to do. but the particular informa
tion wanted now is, how to apply practical business principles to the Port of London 
80 as to conduct the trade with the requisite degree of efficiency. This I now propose 
to show, and it is none of my business to deal with vested interests or to discuss com
pensation, &c. My task is to show that we can cater for the trade of the Port in such 
a way as to secure the best interests of the consumers and steady emplo;rm!l~t for the 
workers. 
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TUB PROPOSAL.-

By directing attention to the mnp of the Thames. and looking first at St. Katherine,.", 
Dock, neaf the 1'ower. and running elLBtwards, passing the Loudon Docks on to the 
West and South West India. then to the East India, next to the Victoria. then to the 
Royal Albert, and last to the Tilbury, it will be seen at a glance that we have the veTY 
opposite of coucentration at present. Now, looking at that part of the river marked 
Limehouse Reach at the west end of the West India Dock, it will be seen that there is 
a horse-shoe bend in the river which runs around, coming up again near the elLBtern end 
of West India Dock, forming a loop 3t miles in length, the two nearest points being 
only a mile apart. In consequence of these numerous bends in the river numerous 
mud banks are formed, because the t.idal stream in passing from one reach to another, 
insteadc,i; bonding round the intervening point, sets directly towards the shore imme
niately fronting it, and deposits a great deal of mud, aud then sets off for the next' 
bend, distributing its mud a~ each tum. If the river course we~ diverted by cutting 
~ channel from Cuckol~s POI~t near ~he entrance to th~ W est I~dla Dock i~ a straight 
hne across to the OppOSIte pcmt, a dIstance of one mile, a savlDg of 21 mIles in the 
length of the river would be made, freedom from the mud banks would be secured, and 
the tide having a sLTaight and shorter course would scour the waterway, and keep the 
channel clear: then the 3t mile!! of river known now as Limehouse Reach, Greenwich 
Reach, and Blackwall Reach, could be .. dockised," supplying a quay space of at miles 
on the inside of the bend, and 4 miles on the onter Ride, or on that small space 71 miles i 

of quay space. Then, taking the proposed new channel, and using hoth sides, an ' 
additional two miles of quay space would be obtained, thus affording on that very small) 
area at Poplar no less than 9t miles of quay space. The quays would, of course, have, 
to be made, but this could be done without the purchasing of land, as all requisite 
space could be supplied by building up the foreshore of this portion of the river it is, 
proposed to "dockise," the western end of which is" in Limehouse, and the eastern in \ 
Blackwall, that is, exactly at the spot where the County Council have decided to '." 
construct the BIackwall Tunnel, which wDuld give easy and ample access north and i 
Bouth of the Thames. 

If it was thDught desirable to dispense entirely with the existing docks, that could be ! 
easily provided for by building abutment jetties into the" dockised" portion on either" 
side, and by this means all the shipping of London coald be provided for. But the", 
present scheme, which I now submit, does not provide abutment jetties, as the requisite' 
concentration of dock and warehouse accommodation is secured if the foreshore is' 
reclaimed on either side of the horse-shoe bend 118 proposed, and the ships placed' 
broadside to quay, as at the Albert DDCk, retaining the Milwall Dock. which is 
embraced by the bend, and therefore immediately at hand, also retaining the West 
India Export Dock and South Dock, which are alHo embraced by the bend, and would 
lie inside the propDsed new channel. Surrey Commercial being especially adapted for" 
tim]:ler, and having its entrances running .out of the proposed .. dockised" portion,' 
could alSD be retained with advantage, whilst London and St. Katherine's, being the 
highest Up-town dooks, would serve well for green fruit instead of having it discharged, 
as at present, at Fresh and Nicholson's Wharves.' 

By these means concentration would be secured, and East India, Victoria, Royal 
Albert, and Tilbury Docks could all be dispensed with. The warehouses would require 
to be six :floors high, and hydraulic cranes would be required at every convenient, 
P!lint; the reclaimed fDreshore would provide, not only room for warehouses, but also 
room on either side for a dock railway. " 

This natural bend in the rivel· lends itself splendidly for the purposes required; by 
makin ... use of it as proposed the river is shortened by 2t miles. By thus shortening 
and st~aightening the course of the river it would become its own cleaner, and by con. 
centrating the docks and warehouses as proposed the value of the BlackwaJl Tunnel 
would be fully realised. 

The advantage to workmen of concentrated docks and warehouses would soon be ' 
felt. The wool trade could run to its particular berth near the warehouse for its specia( 
reception, rendering it unnecessary to incur the expense of cartage inland, Ruch as takes 
place at present. The tea ships could go direct to the cranes attached to the tea. ware~ 
houses, and the tea lifted direct from the ship into the warehouse at one .operation, 
grain vessels would go to their respective destinationih a similar way, but they would 

-Thi. proposal WOB also submitted to the Commission in evidence (November 1892) before the Who ... 
Commi .. ion, when 8 more detailed explanation W88 given by the tid of """eral maps and plan .. mowing the 
preoent posltion of Ihe docks aDd warehouses and the chllllg .. it is snggested shonld be made.-G. D. 
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be discharged very differently from the method that now obtains. Thus having grain 
and timber, tea anu wool, anu general cargo all concentrated, the men cOllld be 
employed permanently, and could be conveniently changed from one class of work to 
another when necessary. 

On the souLh side of Blackwnll Point there is practically an unlimited area upon 
which workmen's dwellings could be erected, and with the proposed dock railway any 
portion of the docks could be reacber1 in ten minutes. 

Fortunately this space is conveniently situated already to main lines on nortb. and 
south sides; the London, BrightPln, and South Coast, running, from London Bridge, 
gives the requisite southern accommodation, and the Great Eastern from Fenchurch 
and Liverpool Streets, and thence to all main Northern lines, opens up the main routes 
on the north of the Thames. 

The cost of carrying out tbis proposal is estimated at about fOllr and a half millions, 
including reclaiming tbe necessary foreshore for warehouse, sbed, and quay IIccomn;\O
dation. But the financial part of the question I leave to others, my object having 
bl'en to trace to their origill the main causes of labour difficulties in the Port of 
London, and to make a practical proposal 'for the removal of those difficulties. 
Fortunately the very means by which the men!s interests can be hest secured will 
serve also as the best means by which the interests of the public at large will be 
secured. It is well known that some of the most degrading sights known to civiliza
tion are to be witnessed by the clamour of labourers for work at the docks and 
wharves. If the proposal now made in a very crude form should be elaborated and 
acted upon, I believe it would prove a great advantage to Londoners generally, and to 
the waterside labourers in particular, by steadying work at the docks through the 
opporttmity afforded of dovetailing trade with trade, Ilnd thus completely wiping out 
the casual system of dock and wharf labour which has had such baneful effects upon 
the labourers and their families, and has done no olle any real good. 

November 9th, 1891. TOM MANN. 

APPENDIX VII. 
(DTawn up by the Secretar!f.) 

LABOUR, DEPARTMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES, THE OOLONIES, AND ON THE OONTINENT 

OF EUROPE. 
I.~AaTUAL 
FUNOTIONS. -(i.) The idea of a labour department as an institution for the oollection, arrangement, Theoom-

nnd publication of statistios relating to industrial subjecta was first realised in the pilatio~ or 
United States, and in every instance of such an agency in that country, this function :::"~:ia1 
has remained the primary, and as far as possible the only one undertaken. 'rhe lirst S ... 

of such dC'partments was the Massachnsetts Bureau of Statistics of Labour, established 
in l8G9. There are now similar bureaux in 31 other States, and a Federal Department 
of Labour at Washington, which was formed originally as an offioe under the Depart-
ment of the Interior, and was constituted in 188~ as a separate department, dealing 
direotly ,vith Congress and the President. Its object, in the language of the Act 
which established it. is the acquisition and diffusion of .. useful information on 
" subjocts connected with labour in the most general and comprehensive sense of 
.. the word, and espeoially upon its relation to capital" the hours of labour, the 
•• enrnings of lnbouring men and women, and the means of promotinO" their material 
.. social, intellectual, and moral prosperity." The law obliges th: chief of the 
department, who is called the Commissioner of Labour, to issue an annnal report 
?Il any subject which ill his judgment comes under this definition, and ho may also 
Issue spoclal reports on particular Bub~ects, either at his own discretion or at the 
request of Congress or the President. '[ he aunual reports hitherto issued have dealt 
with industrial. depressions, conviot labour, strikes and lock-outs, women's labour in 
large oities, railroad labour, and the cost of proQuction in the United Sta1:.!ls snq 

II 19160. .. _ 
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abroad of certain dutiable commodities. Special inquiries have been made witlj 
regard to· marriage and divorce statistics, technicsl education, and the !alloH' 
laws of the United States. For this purpose special IIppropriations are ma(I(, 
by Congress. The regular appropriation has risen from 25,000 dollars in lk8~D 
to over 175,000 dollars in 1&\11-92.* Dr. Elgin Gouli! gave evidtlnce wit,1i 
regard to it before -the Commission. He pointed out the advantage of its pl}sitioI1 
as an independent department, yet one which, not being a csbinet office, i. 
unl).ifected by party vicissitudes. The main principles on which its work is conduoteo 
are, he stated, the following ;-to colleot all information at first hand, through its OWO 

agents, indepeod~ntly of the State. Bureaux or any other loc~l stati.stical authority 
to prooure fo~ thIS purpo~e the Se!Vlces o~ experts ~ady acquamted wI~h the subject it 
hand; and thIrdly, to aVOId draWIng speCIfic conclUSIOns, but to confine Itself strictly tt 
the publication of facts.t According to the statement of the Commissioner of Labour 
only original and positive data are accepted, and error is thus eliminated a8 far as pOBsihlo 

,With regard to the method of collecting these data, he states that of the three alternatives 
the issue of circular forms, the taking of evidence, and inquiry through special agentH 
thll last has been found decidedly the most useful method. It has proved impoBsiiJl! 
to obtain sufficiently accurate returns l1y circular, except when statements from om cia' 
sources are required, and the method of publiQ hearinll' results in the colloction of E 

.. mass of incongruous statements not easily verified.' By the system in use, thE 
agents of the department fill up the schedules of inquiry themselves after persona: 
investigation. If the accuracy of their information is called in question tbey arE 
required to verify it.t The State Bureaux of Statistics are similar in constitution an<i 
method to the Department of Labour, except that in many of the States the Labonl 
Commissioner holds office subject to the continuance in power of a political party, 
Though there is no intention to adopt a definite political platform in the reports, ths] 
are in some clIses unmistakably coloured with certain views. In 11. States the Labolll 
Bureaux have other- than purely statistical functions. Their inquiries are conductec 
as far as possible on the same principle as those of the United States Department, b1lt 
in many cases they cannot afford to send out agents. .All their reports complain 01 
lack of funds. The Massachusetts bureau, the first to be established, is one of thE 
most successful in t,hepreparation of reports. The New York Commissioilerof Labolll 
has power to subpCBna witne·sses and to examine them under oath. Refusal to answel 
questions or failure to state the truth is a misdemeanour. The Commissioner reporle 
that this power has been of considerable advantage ill collecting information. 'I'here 
is no organic relation between the State Bureaux or between them and the Unit • .] 
States Department. The strength of the sentiment of State autonomy, accordiug ,tc 
Dr. Elgin Gould, renders it impossible to institute any such relation. An anntlel 
convention of the Labour Commissioners of the various States is nevertheless held fOI 
the discussion of matters of common inter!lst.§ From the statement of Mr. Carroll 
Wright, and from the opinions usually expressed at these conventions, it appears that 
the United States Department, and the State Bureaux generally, have ~ucceeded 011 
the whole in gaining the confidence of employers and employed, and that unwillingno81 
to furnish information is tending to decrease. This is attributed partly to the fact 
that care is taken to publish the statistics received in a form which prevents the 
identification of any individual firm or porson. The State Bureaux were in every caSE 
established at the desire of the principal labour organisations, and though Borne of 
these bodies failed at first to show full confidence in statistical methods, their prejudice! 
are apparently being to a great extent overcome. II 1.'he Royal Commission on Labour ano! 
Capitalm Canada recommend the establishment of a bureau of labour statistics for thE 
Dominion, on the ground of the success uf such institutions in the United States. The.y 
were disposed. however, to regard local independence as an element of weakness. alld 
advised that a federal bureau should work in conjunction with any similar provincial 
agencies, in order to avoid duplication of inquiries and waste of time. Consequently, 
on May 16, 1890, an Act was passed constituting a Bureau of LaiJour Statistics aSB 
branch of the Department of Agriculture. The Minister of ,Agriculture is the Com· 
missioner of Labow' Statistics, an(1 the Governor-in-Council is empowered to appoiDI 

-_._---
• 'Foreign Repurts. Vol. I., p. 3. 
t Whole Commission, iligest, p. 4l. 
t Foreign Reports, Vol. I., p. 3. .. The W~rking of the Department of Labour," Carroll D. Wright 

"The Growth and Purposes of Bu...,aus of Statistics of Labour," Carroll D. Wright. 
§ Foreign Reports, Vol. I., pp. 3, 4. Whole Commi .. ion, Digest, pp. 41, 42. 
n "The Working or the Department of Labour," and U The V slue anti Influence of Labour StatiMlice.': 

Carroll D. Wright. Eigbth NatioDBi Convention of the Officers of Bur~aus of Labour Statistics, I'P' lIO, 8~ 
119-26. • 
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an Assistant-Commiesioner of Labour Statistics to hold office during pleasure. The 
duties of these officers consist in the collection of statistics and the presentation of 
quarWrly and aunual reports to Parliament. For the purpose of collecting the 
required information the Commissioner may examine witnesses upon oath. A 
schedule attached to the Act classified the iuformr.tion desired under the different 
groups of trade~, aud makes special mention of the investment of capital, the conditions 
of labour, the number and conditions of the unemployed, sanitation, the number and 
condition of the Chinese, prjson labour, and labour organisations as proper subjocts 
of investigation. The only provincial bureau existing at the present in the 
dominion are the Ontario Bureau of Industries, es[·ablished in 1882, and one of 
more reoent formation (1893) in Bri~sh Columbia. * "rhe Department of Labour 
in New Zealand resembles the American institution so far .. s ·it.a work includes 
the oompilation of statistics. though its primary function is that of an admini-

. strative department. It was eRtablished in 1891 as a Bureau of Industries, under 
the control of the Minister of Justice and Education, who became Minister of 
Labour on itS' institution as a department. In the collection of induRtrial statistics it 
has hitherto made use ofth'l circular system, and the reports for 1892 and 1893 
complain of the onesided and imperfect re~ults thus obtained, and point out that 
further statutory powers are essential to the usefulness of the departnie~t. The 
officers of the bureau, it is urged, should have power to enforce the proper tilling in 
of returns, and agents should personally visit every part of the colony to make inquiI'ies 
as to rates of wages and other details. The information desired is such as would form 
a basis for comparative statistic!}l tables. The department, in addition to its annual 
report, publishes a monthly journal dealing with the state of trade ari'd labonr in the 
colony and the principal current events in the industrial history of other countries. t 
On the contment of Europe the only instance of a Government labour department 
with purely statistical functions is the French Office dll Travail. 'fhis department was . 
instituted in 1891 under the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, on the recommenda
tion of the higher council of labour. 'l'hat council, established in the same year, was 
intended" to furnish rapidly and correctly such informat,ion respecting labour queRtions 
" as had previously been obtained only after costly inquiries." 'l'he pnrely statistical 
part of their work, being separable from the other functions of the council, was dele
gated to the Office du Travail, which was specially charged with the collection of 
facts relating to wages, hours, organisationH, relations between capital and labour, 
foreign labour legislation and other subjects. The department consists of a central 
and travelling section, under the management of a director. 'l'he total staff does not 
exceed 16 in number, and the annual grant for expenses is 6,0001. The office hall 
already issued several valuable publications on labour qnestions, notwithstanding 
difficulties placed in its way by the socialist party through the medium of the Labour 
Exchange, which has perSistently refnsed to furnish information to an institution 
which it regards as anti-democratic.t . 

The Belgian higher council of labour, established in 1892, is somewhat on the model 
of that in' France, bnt has not followed t.he precedent of instituting an,office for 
statistical purposes. The functions of a statistical department are to Bome extent 
undertal(en in Belgium by the local councils of industry and labour, which are public 
institutions in the sense that they are tlstablished by royal decree and are paid from 
the provincial exchequer.§ In the Swiss Department of Industry and Agriculture, 
which waS formed in 1S8::!, statistical work is altogether secondary, though carried on 
to some extent by an official called the Workmen's ~ecretary, who is connected with 
the W orkmeri's Federation.1I The statistical ·,Iepartments of other countries, as, for 
example,Germany, Italy, Norway, and Sweden, do not limit the ~phere of their 
activity to labour statistics alone. The German Imperial Office of Statistics is the 
countl'rpart for the empire of the statistical offices, which exist in almost all the 
sAp"rate states. Prussia, Rnd the larger states. such as Bavaria, i:laxony, Wiirtemberg, 
AlBace Lorraine, and others have separate offices. but smaller principalitiep-, like the 

,'l'biiringian States, are frequently grouped together. 'rhe Imperial Office was iu
stituted in 1&72, and in 1892 a separate and independent Commission of Labour 
St<ltistics was appointed by ~ Order (Regulativ) of the Imperial Chancellor. There 

• Foreign Repor .. , Vol. II., p. 13. 
t }'oreign Report., Vol. II., p. 49. Repor .. of tbe Bu ..... u or'lndustri .. , 1892. Report of the Depart· 

tRent or Labour, l~U:J. 
t }'ol~'ign il.ports, Yol. VI., pp. N~, ~9. § }'oreign Reports, Vol. IV., pp. 21, 39. 
Ii :Foreign Reports, Vol. Vll., p. lIl. 
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is no essential connection between the Statistical Office and the Commission othor than 
the fact that one of the members of the Commission must be selectetl by the Chancellor 
from the staff of the Office. Both bodies are ~ubJect to t]:le Chancellor's orders as to 
the inquiries which they ijhall undertake. ann may be required to act ill conjunction.' 
Whilst, however, the CommiijSioll is obliged by the very terms of the Oruer appointing 
it to carry out all labour inquiries undertaken by the Office, the assistance of tho Office 
in working up the material obtained needs special authorisation hy the Chancellor. 
The Commission has no permanent clerical staff, but may receive help from the 
Department of the Interior. It consists of a president appointed by the Imperial 

. Chancellor and 14 members, one an nfficial from the Office of Statistics, six elocted 
by the Feqeral Council, and seven by the Reichstag. The terms of its COJlstitu
tion empower it to summon employers and employed, in equal numbers, to aBHist 
at its deliberations; the exercise of this power TI;ay be made compulsory by an Ordor. 
of the Chancellor or of the Federal Council.. l'he estimates of the Ministry of tho· 
Interior include 39,000 marks for the Commission, 9,000 mllrks for the travolling 
expenses and salaries of member, or agents, and 30,000 marks to defray the cost of 
collecting and publishing the statistics. The Office of Statistic~ now relegates the 
collection of all labour statistics to the Commission, and confines itself to statistics of 
trade, population, mining, agriculture, navigation,. prices ('Of retail . products, sick 
insurance, and crime. Its statl· for 1894-5 consists of a director, two hoa(18 of depart
ments, 168 civil servants, and 84 assistants. The estimated expenses for the year aro 
882,380 marks in all, exclusive of the sums already given for labour statistics. l'he 
salaries of the staff amoun t to 750,340 marks, 55,320 aro allowed for expenses of' 
publication~ and 76,720 for other expenses. The working up in the Office of Labour! 
Statistics collected by the Commission cost in 1893-4 an additional 15,000 markij.' 
Some of the material used by the Office of Statistics is obtained by indopendent 
inquiry, but much of it is received through the statistical offices of the several states; 
or through officials of other departments of the Imperial Gnvernment. The PruHsian! 
Office of Statistics. founded in 1805, is controlled by the (PruF.sian) Ministry o~ 
the Interior, and is assisted by a Central Commission of Statistics, appointed iII;. 
1861, and re-organised in 1870. The Commission is a consultative borly, and mU8~ 
give its approval to all proposed statistical inquiries. It consists of a presitlenli 
nominated by the Minister ot t,be Interior, a delegate for each minist(lr. the 
director, and one of the members of the Pruss ian Office of Statistics, threo member. 
from each of the Prussian Cham bel'S, and three statistical experts nominated b1 
the Minister. The expenses of the office for the financial year 1892-3 amounted 
to 438,807 marks, including 134,595 marks in salaries to 1.he regular staff, 72,173 
marks in salaries to temporary assistants, and 232,039 marks for other expenses. 
The Italian Office of Statistics forms part of tho Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, 
and Commerce; it was instituted in 1861, but was re-modelle.1 and enlarged in 
1883, and again in 1887. It is assisted by a higher council and a permanent com. 
mittee. The first consists of 18 members, nominated by royal decree, eight membera 
8z-ojJicio, and a delegate. from each ministry. The 18 members are persons of known 
pre-eminence in economic and statistical science, and the t:l)-u.Iflc:io members include the 
Under Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce, the Director' 
General .of Statistics, the Director-General of Agriculture, the Directors of the sud· 
departments of Industry ann Commerce, of Credit and Provident ~ocieties, and of 
Customs uuties, as well as the Registrar-General and the Inspector-Genoral oj 
Railways. This Council holds an annual session to decide upon the stati~ticaJ 
programme for the year, and to inspect the resuits of the inquiries completed. It call 
hold extraordinary meetings at, other times if specially summoned. l'he RerlDllnent, 
committee is composed of the Director-General of Stat,istics, the Director-General of 
Agriculture, the Director of the sub-department of Industry and Commerce, four othel' 
members of the Higher Council, and the Secretar.l' of the Counoil. l'here are special 
committees besidea for certain kinds of statistics, as, for instance, those relating fill 
judicial matters_ In every province there is a small statistic!!l committee, consisting 
of the prefect and eight members of the Provincial Council, whose duty it is to verif:.' 
return~ sent in by the local authorities, and in some cases to draw up monographH Oil 

the conditiolls of the province. Almost all the statisticH required for every branch of 
the administration are prepared in the General Office of Statistics. '£hey includ(j 

. statistics of population, and especially emigration statistics, to which Signor Bodi(J, 
the Director-General of Statistics, has devoted special attention. Amongst tho v~t 
number of administrative stati~tics collected and publisbed annually are inclUtlL't1 wagt 
statistics, statistics of prices, and strike statistics. A statistical year-book, including 
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. the summarised resuits of all the statistics is issued every year. Details with regard to 
oo-operation and credit societies, provident funds, and many other matters are pub
lished from time to. time, and special inquiries are undertaken when authorised by a 
miuisterial decree. The office is divided into two sections, one for administrative. 
judicial, and reneral statis tics as well as statistics of population, and the other for 
economic and financial matters. " The regular staff number 47, and their united salaries 
in the financial year 1891-2 amounted to 104,000 lire; 210,UOO lire were paid to special 
agents, and the total working"expenses amounted to ;1:14,000 lire.* 

(ii.) Among the administrativefunctions occasionally entrusted toa labour department, The ad. 
the most important is that of supervising the enforcement of laws relating to industrial miDis",!tion 
est~blishments. In the United ~tate8, the control of mine a.nd. factory- insp~ction is f;:.rtain 
assigned to the labour bureau m seven States, namely, llimOls, Marne, Mmnesota," 
Missouri, Rhode Island, Tennessee, and Wisconsin. In Idaho and New Mexico, the 
bureaux have certain duties relating to emigrants. 'rhe secretary of the New Zealand 
Labour Department is also Chief Inspector of Factories, and the annual reports of 
the department give considerahle prominence to this part of its work, which is carried 
out almost entirely by the local police and other officials, and is said to be very 
efficiently performed. It is one of the principal functions of the departmen~ of 
industry and agriculture in Switzerland to conduct the work of inspection under the 
Factory Act, and to report to the Federal Assembly. Under certain circumstances it 
also issues circulars to the cantonal governments. 

(iii.) The primary object, however, of the institution of the Swiss Department as well ·~h. CO.D

as of the higher councils of lahour in France Dnd Belgium was, that they should act ~Id?r~~.~: 0, 
as consultative committees for the origination or criticism of proposed legislation ;;:;oao:ls. 
affecting "labour, a function practically the same as that undertaken in New Zealand 
by the labour bills committee, and unofficially in the United States by trade organisa-
tions. The Swiss Department of Industry and Agriculture considers all propoRed 
labour legislation, and formulates schemes for discussion in th" federal assembly. 
'l'he higher council of labour in France was, specially designed as an instrument for 
examining proposals and preparing- recommendations on which Parliament might be 
required to pronounce, its function as an intelligence department being subsidiary to 
this purpose. h:l accordance with the decree which established it in January Ul91, 
50'memhers were appointed on the nomination of the Minister of Commerce, Indust,ry 
and the Colonies, from among manufacturers, workmen members of the Conseilll de 
Prud'hommes, and persons specially informed on economic and social questions. 
Certain State and municipal officials were to be ex-officio members. The council 
assembles on the invitation of the Minister of Commerce and Industry, who fixes the 
date, duration, and object of each session. He may also appoint a permanent com-
mission from among the members, lind temporary committells for the investigation of 
special subjects. '£h6 first work of the council was to appoint such ·committees for 
the cOllsilleratioll of certain pressing questions. These related to arbitration in labour 
disputes, to labour registl'ies, to wages, and to the institution of a labour office. The 

, resolutioIls of the couDcil on the first and last subjects have been practically carried 
out, and bills on tho subject of wage-contracts have been brought before both Houstls 
of Parliament. With regard to labour registries a ministerial circular was issued in 
May 1893, with the object of partially regulating them pending legislation. It cannot, 
thel'efore, be sllid that the higher council of labou~ has so far failed of its object not
withstanding the opposition offered from the first by the socialistic labour party on 
account of the "anti-democratic" composition of the Council, which had only 16 
workmen-among its 50 membel's. A counter scheme was even drawn up Dt the Labour 
Exchange, for a Council of Labour which should consist of 80 workmen, 15 members 
of the Chamber, and 15 employers.t The Belgian Higher Council of Labour is even 
more definitely than the French a t'onsultative body for the consideration of legislative 
schemes. Its powers extend fUl'ther than those of a commission of inquiry, since they 
include the drafting of Bills for submission to the Legislature. Its conclusions are 
formed with the assistance of the councils of industry and labour which are occasionally 
convoked by Royal decree for the purpose. The Council is not an independent 
department, but is connected with the Ministry of Agriculture, In\lustry and Public 
Works. It contli,ts of 48 members, chosen in equal num bers from workmen, employers, 
and specialists in economic science. The first members were appointeu by the 

-------------
• Budill .. Ddt 'OnlilUum'lllo tJt'gli UtJici Ul!utroli di SIRtibtl~u 1893. 
t F\'r"ign U.porls, Vol. VL, Pi'. Ij8, ~\J. 
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Government and hold office for four years. but after that period the representative'" of 
employers and employed are to be electet! by the councils of industry and labour. The 
Council determines its own procedure. and haR power to form committees for the 
investigation of particular subjects. The Council has already employed its powers for 
the amendment o~ the factor~ law of. 1889.. After co~sulting the councils of industry 
and labour, the Higher CounCil submitted Its conclUSIOns t-o the permanent provincial 
committees, which practically adopted them, and they were fiually embodied in the 
Roy~l decrees of December 1892.* 

'l'he United States Department of Labour, it was explained by Dr. GouIn, doos not 
n~ake recommendations to the Federal Government with re~ard to labour legislation. 
because the enactment of industrial codes. except in relation to labour employed by the 
Federal Government, is the prerogative of the separate States. The State Bureaux 

. therefore, frequently exercise this function in reporting to the State Government.t ' 

(iv.) It is only ill a few instances that a labour department is empowered to take actual 
steps towards the solution of industrial problems, apart from the ~uggestion of 
legislation. Two of the American State bureaux. those of Colorado and North Dakota. 
are obliged however to intervene in trade disputes, through the Commis,ioner of 
Labour, on the request of fifteen of the workmen coneerned. In MisRonri the CommiM
sioner must offtlr to mediate whether requested to do so or not. 'rhe New Zealand 
Labour Department was founded primarily for the purpose of controlling the move
ments of labour in accordance with the demand so a8 to meet the immediate difficulty 
.caused by the congestion of unemployed workmen in the larger towns. 'l'his part of 
its province is simply that of a labour registry, and is therefore treated under another 
Lead. 

(v.) With regard to the general question of the possible functions of a Labour Depart
ment. it appears to be very distinctly helrl by tho best authorities on the subject in 
the United St~tes that such functions should extend no further than the compilation 
of statistit's. At the eighth national convention of the officers of labour bureaux, very 
strong opinions were expressed in favour of It complete separation between statistical 
and administrative functions. It was pointed out that to make tho chiof of the bureau 
also an inspector, with power to use the information supplied to him for thtlo enforce
ment of the factory laws, would deprive it of the confidence of those from whom 
statistics have to be procurer].! With regard to the recommendation of measures, 
it is stated emphatically by Mr. Carroll Wright that the advocacy of reform in any 
special direction is no part of the duty of a Labour Department. .. It should be 
.. remembered" he has urged more than once, "that a bureau of labour caunot ~olve 
" industrial or social problems. Its work must be classed among educational efforts." 
Labour organisations. he pointeu out, at first expected the bureaux to advance schemes 
of legislation. .. Labour now sees that it can be benefited most by a knowledge of exact 
" facts. whethllr such facts appear to favour it or not. It is only by the fearles8 
" publication of facts that the Department of Labour can justify its continued 
eo:istence." In Dr. Gould's opinion moreover, it is inadvisable for the head of Buch a 
department to be under any legal obligation to intervene in a trade dispute. In. 
exceptional ca~es his meuiation may bEl useful, but he Rhould employ it at his own 
discretion, and should in no case have the power of adjudication, lest it should De 
abused for political purpose.s. 

(vi.) Dr. Elgin Gould stated in evidence t.hat the Unitsd States Department had iJeen 
the me-ans of substituting inquiry by a skilled permanent body for inquiry by committees 
of tho Legislature, much to the ~e~eral. advanta.ge .. It had also provide~ the country 
with a body of. trustworthy statistICal mformatlOn, 1D the absence of whICh the people 
would be certaUi to use statistics that were not trustworthy. Similarly Mr. Carroll W ri~ht 
in a pamphlet recently published claimed for the Bureaux of Labour that they have 
corrected many prevalent false impressions, Buch as that the total amount of deposits 
in savingl< banks, are made by the working classe8. or alarmist I,WcountB of the extent 
of the mortgage inuebtedness of real estate, or of the number of persons out of employ
ment. Amongst measures for the improvement of the condition of the working classes 
due in a large measure to the publications of the BureauX, htl enumerates reform 
of the tenement house system in Massachusetts, rednction in the employment of young 
chiidren, improved factory inspection, passage of the 10 hour law in Massachuset.tB, 

• l"ol'ei!!1} Report_, Vol. IV., pp. 22, 3!1. t Whol. Commission. lJig.'!' p. 42. 
~ Eighth National Convention of the Officer. of Bureaux of Labour Stati.ti .... pp. 25, ao. 
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reform in the law concerning employors' liability, restriction of the trnc,k system, ~ore 
frequent payment of wages, and exposure of the, fra~dulent ,pra?lICes of pr~vate 
registry offices for labour. All these mt'asures are III hIS oplDlon' mBtance~ of the 
direct influence and value of bureaux of statistics (.f labour."· 

GEOFFREY DRAGE, 
Secretary . 

• "The Value and Inftuence of Labour Statistics," Carroll Wright, Nov. 1893 . 
• 

APPENDIX VIII. 

MEMORANDUM by MR. GEORGE LIVESEY on the GREAT MWLAND COAL DISPUTE of 
1893, and the projected COAL TRUST of Sir GEORGE ELLIOTT. 

A cheap and abundant supply <1f coal is essential to the national prosperity-fluc
tuations of price and stoppages of production from trade disputes, aud other causes, 
are disastrous to the industrial welfare of the nation-the interests of the coalowners 
and the miners are antagonistic to the consumers, the former desiring high prices, the 
latter requiring cheap coal. 

Is it possible to reconcile and identify these conflicting iuterests--can cnal be 
supplied st a low and steady price. while the coalowners receive fair remuneration for 
their capital and management, and the miners are paid liberally for their labour, and 
concord and· glJodwili be made to displace antagonism and strife? In short can it bo 
made to the interests of coal owners and minerd to work unitedly for the benefit of the 
consumers, reducing the price of coal by all practicable means to the lowest possible 
point, and thus completely reversing the existing conditions. 

Even if it were reasonable or practicable, the suggestion that the coal mines of the 
country should be nationalised would not accomplish the end in view. The political 
power of the miners would secure for them high wages and short hours, with a very 
moderate amount of work, but th" State would lack the stimulus of self-interest that 
animates private employers, and the result would be dear coal. as neither the managers 
of the collieries nor the miners would have any inducement to do their best. In all 
probability the State authorities would say in regard to coal what many English local 
authorities owning gasworks say about gas, that such and such a price is '.' cheap 
enough," so long as it does not notably exceed the price charged by gas companies in 
adjacent towns, their object boing to charge as high a price as they dare, in order 
to get a large oontribution out of the consumers of gas in aid of the rates: thus, as 
gas consumption is by no means coincident with rateable value, compelling gas con
Bumers to bear more than their share of public burdens, In like manner if the coal 
were owned by tho State it would probably be a source of indirect taxation, thus 
handicapping the great coal-consuming and productive industries, and injuring the 
entire community who would have to pay dearer for everything, and handicapping, 
still more the poor consumer who already pays the middleman far too high a price for 
the Bmall quantities which he can afford to buy. 

The projected Coal Trust of' Sir George Elliott undoubtedly has good points. To 
give promise of ending tho antagonism, between coal owners and miners is worth very 
much, but tbe alliance between them which might result in what could bE\tter be 
described as a conspiracy to protect their interests at the cost of the consumers would 
perhaps be one effect of the proposed Trust. The consumers must have Bome better 
protection than the sUg'gested control by the Board of Trade, of thtl price above a 
stated figure after dividends of from 10 to 15 per cent, have been naid, and certain 
profits shar~d ,with the mi~ers, .which will be found illusory and impracticable. A 
somewhat Similar power given lD 1868 to the Board of Trade to control increases in 
~he price of, gas in London fail?d so completely to protect the c0!ls,umers when put 
Into operatIOn ID 1873-4 that It was at once repealed, and the BhdlDg·scale now in 
force was adopted. The proposed 'Trust nnly appears likely to benefit the consumers 
in some cases by the more economica.! working of the mines in groups instead of 
separately. and by a possible saving of waste in getting the coal, but these and any' 
other advantages that may result from the Tru~" cannot be set for a moment against 
the inherent defect of trusts in genera.! that have been formed for the purpose of 
keeping up prices, and are consequently detrimental to the public. 

An 4 
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H, bowever, these npparE>ntly diverse interests could be IIllit.ed-tlH1 ('olllown('I', the 
miner, and the consumer-by means of a tlUst it would be one of the most, I"'llt'fici'll 
developments of industrial life that has ever been devised. In the" Western Mail" of 
Oct?ber 10th. inst., ~ correspondent~ ~p?rting the r~sltlt of a tlieclI~~ion hy some 
colliery propnetors of Sir G~l'ge Elliott ~ sc~em.e, said: .. T~e fil':<t objection rnised 
" was that the proposed syndICate seeks to. uDlte mterests which are directly opposod 
" to one another-the coalowner, the freIghter or consumer, and the collier. It 
" would be tbe death-blow to the principle upon which 1111 commercial transactions 
.. are based were these interests assimilated. 

This is a most extraordinary view of commercial relations, but its best answer is the 
fact that in one great industry a death-blow of this kind haa been deliver('d with 
success and advantage all round. The gas companies and their consumera wero fot' 
many years "directly opposed te one another" allover the country; their interl'sta 
were diverse; they have now been assimilated by the sliding·scale. London mal be 
taken as typical where dissatisfaction was chronic, and caused almost contmual 
agiuatioIi. The panacea for many years was competition, and this failing, a monopoly 
~egulat~d by Pal'li~me~t.took its place, ~th no better results .. Agit~tions culmiuating 
In Parhamentary Inqull'les took place lD 1858-9 and 1860, III 18('6-7-8, 8nrl a"nin 
in 1873-4-5, when the sliding-scale was adopted, and since then there has been 
absolute peace in London. 'rhe suggestion of the sliding.scale was made ill tb, 
following words in the presidential address at the annual meeting of the British 
.Association of Gas Managers in 1874: "It ought to be pORsible to frame a scheme 
" that should make the consumers in a lIense partners in the gas company, whereb1 
" both should participate in any improved or more economical working, giving thll 
" companies a slightly increased dividend for every reduction in price below a certaiG 
" standard," who .. would have to submit to a reduction of dividend if their price 
" exceeded the limit" or standard. ' 

Such is the principle of the sliding-scale, as applied to gas companies: the form it 
has taken in practice is as follows: London is now supplied by three companies wh6 
came under its operation by their Acts of 1875 and 1876. In the case of two of 
them the standard price is fixed at 38. 9d., and for the third at 38. 6d. per 1,000 fecti 
which at that time Parliament considered sufficient to enable the companies to paj 
their statutory dividen<is, and it is enacted that for every penny at which ~aB is Bold 
in any year below the standard price the company may increase the diVIdend ont 
quarter, or 58. per eent., and, on the other hand, for every penny charged for gal! 
above the standard price the dividend must be reduced one quarter, or 58. per eent., 
the shareholders, therefore, have the inducement of higher dividends if they reduce 
the price, but they must suffer the peualty of reduced dividends when the price of gBf 
is increased. The officials and workmen, however, on whom good and economical 
,working so gres,tly depends, have not been included in the partnership by Parliament, 
and to this serious extent the scheme is imperfect and incomplete, but in one case the 
directors of a large gas company have voluntarily included them with the best resulta. 
It is by a triple partnership of this kind alone that interests which at present .. are 
.. directly opposed to one another" can be united; the questions are, wh~ther it can 
be, applied to the coal trade, as a whole, on the lines of Sir George's gigantic Trust or 
to the different districts in sections, or whether the coal trade cannot be thus treated. 

The newspapers throughout the country have freely discnssed Sir George Elliott'f; 
scheme, with the result that in the majority of cases where an opinion is given it it> 
condemned as being inimical to the consumers and users of coal; had it not been fol' 
this objection opinions would have been much more favourable; it is therefore desirabl£, 
that, if possible, this objection should be removed, henee tbis memorandum. Thl' 
writer has not sufficient knowledge of the coal trade to justify an opinion whether such 
a trust is practicable, but seeing that many practical men and large coalowners art' 
reported to have given it their approval, the following suggestions to identify the thr8l' 
interests-the owner, the miner, and the consumer-are put forward with no littlt, 
hesitation for consideration, and whether there be one vast trust or separate trusts fot· 
the different coal.,fields, the plan is equally applicable., 

Assuming that Sir George Elliott's scheme is practicable, either as a whole or in 
sections, it is suggested that the three interests may be identified by adopting the 
principle of the gas companies' sliding'Bcale, of which the eBsenti~ls are good wagAB," 
fair standard rate of dividend, a stsndard priee for coal, and an Illcrease of wage~ and 
dividend when coal is sold below the standard priee, which should be fued sufficiently 
high to cover all probable fluctuations in the cost of getting the coal in order to avoi<l 
tl1e necessity of r~ducing wages or diviqends below the standard rate, 
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Dealing first with wages, it is conceded on all hands that the miner is entitleil 
to good wages; but what are good wages ¥ They must bear somE 'relation to thl! 
general value of labour; they cannot be arbitrarily fixed by either side, but are such 
as are sufficient to attract and retain from the ranks of labour generally as many 
capable men a8 may be required; if the wages offered are unnecessarily high they 
will ~ttract, as is now the c~se,. more men. than can be. perman.entl,y em~loy~d, thuB 
gluttmg the market, necessltatmg !hort time. and possibly endmg III SUCh dISastrous 
trade disputes as that now raging. 

The next point is the standard rate of dividend, which, after providing out of 
profits for sinking and reserve funds, should be sufficient, but not more than sufficient. 
to attract as much capital as may be required to efficiently work the business. As 
this standard rate is to be regarded as the minimum interest to be paid on the 
ordinary capital, it must necessarily be as low as possible, but as safe as it can be 
made, and entitled, like the wages of the men, to an increase when coal is sold below 
the standard price. 

'1'he third point is the standard average price for coal at the pit bank. Sir George 
Elliott PI'OPOSeil an average for the entire country, but should the diverse circumstances, 
conditions, and interests of the various coalfields render this impracticable, an average 
priCI! for each or any district may be taken as the standard price for an independent 
trust for each or any district; the standAl'd prices would then vary, as is the case witlt 
the gas companies, to which there is no objection-the gas standard prices range 
according to locality and circumstances from 28. 6d. to 58. and more per 1,000 feet 
without causing any difficulty or confusion. In fixing the standard price of coal it 
I~ neither necessary }lor advisable to endeavour to make an exact calculation or to 
strike an exact average over a number of years, because the standard price is not to 
be taken as the selling price, but only as a point at which the minimum dividend and 
simple or bare wages may be paid; it should therefore be fixed high enough to 
meet these charges under all probable circumstances, and as the main object of the 
system is to give coalowners, managers, 6fficials, and miners an incentive in the ~hape 
of increased dividends and a share in profits to do their best for the consumers, the 
standard price should be fixed high enough to give them such a fair promise of 
additional profit as would be worth working for. 

If the capital of the proposed Trust were divided as suggested by Sir George 
Elliott, viz., one-third debenture ann two-thirds ordinary stock, the first charge on 
profi ts would of course bt, the intert'st on the debenture stock; next to this, provision 
should be made for a sinking fund to redeem exhausted capita.l; then the standard 
dividend on the ordinary stock would be paid, and the remaining profits would be 
appropriated as follows: In order to ensure the standard dividend on the ordinary 
stock, a small fixed percenta.ge on the capital should be set a~ide to form a reserve fund 
until such fund amounted to, say, 10 per cent. on the capital, to make up possible 
deficiencies in bad years; the remaining profits would then be divided in the agreed 
proportions between capital and labour, provided coal had been sold below the 
standard rate. 

It now only remains to give examples of the working of the system, but the 
figures below must not be taken as those which ought to be adopted-they are merely 
illustrative of the principle. . 

Let lOs. per ton at th~ pit bank be t~e average standard price, then for every 3d. 
per ton below lOs. at which, on the year s average, coal has been sold, the ordinary 
capital shall be entitl~d to 5s. (say five shillings) per ~nt. additional dividend beyond 
the standa.rd rate, whIch may be 5 per cent., and the mmers and others shall be entitled 
to lOs. (say ten sh.il~ngs) rer cent. bonus on. their salaries aud wages until their bonus 
equals t'he total diVIdend. when the further mcrement that may accrue to both may be 
equal, thus:-
-

t 
Dividend, I 

\ 
AftI'IIjIO Fri .. of Bonus on Salariel 

Coal. I 
I aDd Wages. 

S .... d.rd. Extm. ! 
I i 

I 
I Per cent. I •• d. , Per cent. Per cent. I 

10 0 
I 

;'; 
I Nil Nil I 

9 9 ;'; , 
! ! i 9 6 

I 
;'; i t 1 

9 :l ;'; , 11 I 9 0 I 5 1 2 -
8 0 I 5 ! 2 I " I s 0 

J 

5 ;'; 

l 
10 

" 0 ;'; I 6 11 I 
I 

U 79110' Bb 
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The average price at the pit bank in the above table is no doubt put too high; it 
is not likely that under any circumstances such a price would be necessary to pay the 
standard dividend and ordinary wages. neither is it at all likely that the average 
price ~ fall to 4~.; anoth~r table .is ther~fore given as an illustration that may be 
more ill accord '!nth practical working, which shows that as far as the consumer is 
concerned, the relative height of the standard price is of very little consequence. its 
object bemg simply to ensure the standard dividend and normal wages:-

DivicloDd. 
.A. verage Price of Bontuoa8alariel 

Coal. I andW_. 
StaDdard. l!lttnl. 

•• d. Per cent. Percent. Per cent . 
8 0 4 Nil Nil 
7 9 4 I I 
'1 6 4 I 2 
'1 3 4 Ii 3 
7 0 4 2 4 
6 9 4 2, /; 
6 0 4 4 8 
5 0 4 

I 
6 10 , 

or any o~her convenient scale may be adopted. and dift'erent scales may be uBed 
in dift'erent districts for separate trusts. 

Coupled with the scheme, which is essentially a partnership. there must be a: 
partnership in management: t,he employed must have their representatives on tho' 
Board. On this point it seems to be agreed that where workmen are represented on 
any board of management it is necessary that their representatives sball have some 
pecuniary stake in the concern beyond being mere recipients of wages; they should, in 
fact, be men who have shown their confidence in the business by becoming share-" 
holders. This can be easily accomplished by giving them the opportunity of investing' 
their bonus annually in shares until it amounts toO the necessary qualification, whioh;, 
must be fixed at a reasonably moderate figure, and any man or men who hold the' 
qualification will then be eligible for election by the whole body of profit-sharers as,' 
their representatives on the board of management. 

Sick, accident, and pension funds must form part of the scheme. 
As to the tbird partner, the consumers, it is not necessary that they should be' 

represented on the board, but there is no objection to it, and there are considerable' 
advantages, as it would be the means of giving confidence that the business was fairly 
worked. The interests of the consumers, however, are safeguarded by the system itself 
without their active intervention; moreover, such a system must be carried out by Act 
of Parliament, which would have for its main object the protection of the interests of 
the consumers, as is done in the sliding-scale Acts of the gas companies. 

Were such a system adopted it would need the loyal and active co-operation of 
the coalowners, managers, and miners, which, considering that their interests would be 
identicai, might reasonably be expected. The difficulties are great, but it is worth a 
great effort to secure fot' the coalowner' at least fair minimum interest on his capital 
and just remuneration for r.lanagement, for the miner at least a fair minimum wage, 
and for thE> consumer an abundant supply of coal at the lowest practicable price free 
from such disastrous :fluctuations of price as took place in 1872-5 and 1889-92. Then 
in place of the old maxim of .. every man for himself," it would be .. each for all and 
all for each" in the great coal industry. 

GJliOBOB LIVISEY. 

October 25, 1893_ 
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THE .t\.GRICULTURAL LABOURER. 

To GI!IOFFREY DRAGI!I, Esq., • 
Secretary, Royal Commission on Labour. 

Stags Holt, March, 
SIR, April 12, 1894. 

I understand that, lIS I have been unable to complete my Report on the subject Introduction. 
of the Inquiry which has been made, under the directions of the Commission, into the 
condition of the agricultural labourer in different parts of the United Kingdom, the 
Commission desire me to present to them a Summary Review oJ' the work that has been 
done and of the results of the Inquiry. I have accordingly prepared the following 
Review, which I have now the honour to lay before the Commission. , 

In my Report, which is not yet completed, I have adduced evidence from the 
Re:ports of my colleagues in support of the statements of fact and the conclusions at 
whICh I have arrived, and I have acknowledg~d the source~ from which I have derived 
my information. In the following Summary Review it was impossible to refer in detail 
to the several Reports by Assistant Commissioners, which are no less than> 104 in 
number. I trust, however, that it will not be thought improper for me to acknowledge 
my obligations to my colleagues, and to refer to the able, conscientious, and impartial 
manner in which these gentlemen have conducted their inquiries. 

I desire aJsoto take this opportunity of offering to you my hearty thanks for the assistance 
and 'valuable counsel which you have freely given during the whole period of my connec
tion with the Commission. The courtesy and consideration with whioh I have always been 
treated by you have been a great encouragement and aid to mo in carrying out the 
work entrusted to me by the Commission. Un,der your advice and guidan~e the great 
mass of material which has been collected has been arranged and presented in such a 
form as to be readily accessible to an inquirer. The order and systematic method of 
the Reports is mainly due to your suggestinns. 

In the Review which I now present I shall, after giving some general information as Arrangement 
to the character and extent of the Inquiry, proceed to summarise the results of the of Subjects. 
Inquiry in separate seotions, relating respectively to England, Wales, Scot,land, and 
Ireland, dealing with the principal subjects of inquiry in the Rame order as was adopted 
in the Notes for Inquiry whiCh formed the Instructions for the Assistant Commis-
sioners, the following being the main heads of inquiry:-

I.-The Supply of Labour. 
n.-Conditions of Engagement. 

III.-Wages and Earnings. 
IV.-Cottsge Aocommodation. 
V.-Gardens and Allotmenta. 

VI.-Benefit Societies. 
VII.-Trade Unions, Strikes, &c. 

V IlL-General Relations between Employers and Employed. 
IX.-The General Condition of the Agrioultural Labourer. 

CHARACTER AND SCOPB OF THI!I lNQumy. 

. 1.. In ~he early part ,o~ the year 1892" the Commission resolved to carry out an Scheme of 
lDqDlry lIlto the oondltlOn of the agrJcultural labourer and the circumstances inquir7. 
under ,whioh he ii,:es. and works in dijfe~~t parts, of the United Kingdom, by means 
of ;Asslst!lnt ~omIDlsslOners who s~~uld VISIt cert8.ln selected localities for the purpose 
of lDvestlgatlDg on the sp~t, and WItD: greate.l' exactness than ~ould be possible in any 
general survey, the pOSitIOn and environment of the labourer lD each particular district 
of inquiry. 

Bb4 
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2_ A scheme of inquiry. with instructions to Assistant Commissioners as to the 
subjects to be investigated, having been submitted to flommitteo B. of the Com
missiol', and approved by them, Assistant Commissioners were appointed. 'l'he 
work of lllquirywas begun during the month of March 1892, snd practically con
cluded lD the month of JWle in the following year 1893~ though Borne little delay 
occurred in the presentation of the final reports of some of the Assistant Com
missioners. 

The survey in Engiand and Wales waH carried out by seven Assistant Commissioners: 
Messrs. W. E. Bear, C. M. Chapman, A. Wilson Fox, R. O. Richards, Aubrey Spencer, 
E. Wilkinson, and D. Lleufer 'fhomas. In Ireland the greater part of the inquiry 
was conducted by two Assistant Commissioners, Mr. W. P. O'Brien, C.B., and Mr. 
R. M'Cres, but a portion of the country was visited by Mr. A. Wilson Fox and Mr. 
R. C.· Richards, who had been previously engaged in the inquiry in England. In 
the case of Scotland two Assistant Commissioners, Mr. G. R. Gillespie and Mr. H. 
Rutherfurd, were originally appointed; on the death of Mr. Gillespie the vBcancy was 
filled up by the appointment of Mr. R. Hunter Pringle, and eventually Mr. WIlkin
son, one of th~ E,nglish Assistant Commissioners, surveyed and reported upon two 
groups of counties. 

3. The number of districts visited and reported upon was as follows :-In England 
38; in Wales, 8; in Scotland, 14; and in Ireland, 30; thus there were in all 90 districts 
of inquiry. Each of these districts was the subject of a separate report, and at the 
close of their inquiries the several Assistant Commissioners presented final reports 
summing up the results of their inquiries and the general conclusions at which they had 
arrived. 

Reports give 4. The comparatively short space of time over which the inquiry was extended, 
~.!::mpo- may be regarded as giving that inquiry almost the character of a contel)lporaneous 
and complete view of the agricultural labourer's position in every part of the United Kingdom; as 
v.iew ~fthe in the course of 15 or 16 months no considerable change in the condition of the 
sltuatlOn. labourer could have taken place without leaving evidences of its having occurred. 

Arrange
ment of 
Reports of 
Assistant 
Oommis-
sioners. 

Areas of 
Inquiry. 

Selection 
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Taken as a whole the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners, containing as they 
do the results of a minute and patient investigation, carried on by 11 able and im
partial inquirers, acting independently of, each other, and pursuing their inquiries in 
their own way, reporting the results as it were from day to day, cannot fail to give a 
fair presentment of the condition of the agricultural labourer at the time of the 
inquiry. 

5. The Reports collected under the names of the respective authors have been 
presented, and are publiShed in four volumes: Vol. I. (in six parts) relating exclu
sivelyto England, Vol. II. to Wales, Vol. III. (in three parts) to Scotland, and Vol. 
IV. (in five parts) to Ireland. Under your directions an analytical innf'lx of the evidence 
Oil all the more important subjects of inquiry, and a general index of contents 
have been prepared for each of these volumes and appended to them. 

6. In England, Wales, and Ireland, the districts of inquiry are poor law unio11 areas. 
In Scotland, where no similar area of local government exists, it was thought desirable 
to divide the country into 14 different districts, consisting of groups of contiguous 
counties, possessing somewhat similar agricultural characteristics. In this respect the 
survey of Scotland must be regarded as more extended and general in charactsr than 
that of other parts of the kingdom, where the attention of the Assistant Commi33iontlr 
was concentrated upon a comparatively small area of inquiry. 

7. In the selection of districts for investigation, two main principles were kept In 

view; first, the fair distribution of them over tbe whole country, and next the in
clusion of different types representing the varied conditions under which agriculture 
is pursued, and the circumstances which affect the position of the labourer. The 
pecuniary position of the labourer is most materially affected by the competition of 
other indmtries than agriculture; and his work will vary with the system of agricul
ture pursued, that system heing to a great extent determined by soil and c!imate, 
modified, however, by such circumstances as the proximity or accessibility of towns, 
and the C(lnvenience of transport; his ethics will be infiuenced by the administration 
of the poor law; and his general well-being will depend to considerable extent upon 
tbe state of his borne. 
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I think it may be fairly stated that in the series of districts of inquiry, examples of 
the best and worse conditions under which the agricultural labourer has to live and of 
many gradations which exist between the two extremes will be found. 

8. It seems necessary to offer some definition of an agricultural labourer, though it Definition of 
is by no means easy .to -use a term which is not either too comprehensive or too agricultural 
eXlllusive. lahouref. 

The teT as commonly used wouid imply habitual employm~ut in agricultural work 
for wages, and dependence upon that work for a living, but a great deal <;>f the work in 
agriculture is done by those who l"oltld not be inclu~ed in such a ,definition; for 
example, by casual labourers, who have other occupatIOns and resources; by many 
small ocoupiers of land, who work occasionally for other farmers; and by members of 
the families of farmers who, more especially in Ireland, assist their parents in the work 
of the farm, and frequently work on the land of others. 

9. Any estimate of the actual number of agricultural labourers must be _based upon N~ber of 
the Census Returns. but that estimate must be regarded as approximate only. Apart :'1:',cultural 
from the reasons which have been already given for accepting tnese returns with some 8 ourers. 
reserve, it must be noted that there is a large class separately enumerated under Lhe 
head of .. general labourEo'rs." In Ireland almost universally, and in the rural parts of 
England, a,large number of these are, in all probability, at some period of the year 
engaged in agriculture, but it would be unsafe, especially in the case of England, to 
count them as agricultural labourers, since they are generally most numerous where 
agriculture is least prominent. Thus, in Huntingdonshire, a purely agricultural county, 
there is not one general labourer to ten wage earners in agriculture, while in Lancashire 
and Cheshire they are- greatly in excess of such wage earners, or at the rate of 245 to 
10~ . 

But under any circumstances the results of the census must be regarded as under
stating to, perhaps, a considerable extent, the numbers of those who might legimately 
be described as agrioultural labourers. 

Full and detailed statistics as to the absolute and relative numbers of the wage 
earners in agriculture at the present time and at former period&,;:oe contained in 'a 
memorandum on the subject which I have prepared, and which will be appended to my 
Heport. The main results may be briefly summarised thus :-

The Census Returns for 1891 enumerate under the several descriptions of occupation 
which include the" wage earners"· in agricuIt.ui·e, about 1,200,000 persons, of whom 
less than 70,000, or approximately 51 per cent., were females. 

10. Of the whole number about two-thirds were resident in England and Wales, Distribution 
nearly one·fourth in Ireland, and little more than one-tenth in Scotland. of ""arlotll

turai wage 
11. In ratio to the total population, the class thus' designated are little more than earn .... 

3 per cent., taking the whole of the United Kingdom, 2! per cent. in England and Ratio of 
Wales, 3 per oent. in Scotland, and less than 6 per cent. in Irelaud. these wage 

earners to 
A more correct idea of the rellttive importance of the class will, however, be oonveyed population. 

by the statement that out of every 10,000 adult males, .. wage earners" in agriculture 
are, fol' the United Kingdom, 841; for England and Wales, 750; for Scotland, 678; 
and for Ireland, 1,510. 

12. During the last 20 years there has been a universal and continuous decline in Decrease of 
the number of the 0las8 under consideration. In Great Britain this decrease has numbers. 
oocurred in au-increasing population. In Ireland, notwithstanding a decreasing popula-
tion, the ratio of wage earners in agriculture to population has decreased in a greater 
degree than it has in Great Britain, as will be seen by the following figures:-

NUUBBR of W AGB EABNBRS in AGRICULTURE to' every 10,000 of total POPUI.ATION. 

I 1871. I I i - 1881. 1891. 

England and Wale. - 434 843 275 
!Scotland - - 490 400 300 
Ireland . - 942 6:;0 fi95 

Great Bl'itain and IrelRnd 531 394 
---I . 318 I 

-------
• I have included amoug wage parnl"f!'l the fonowiug occupatioDs :--(1) }~arm Uailift'; (2) agricultural 

laboul'lr, furm servant. (3) shepherd; (4) borsckooller, bOl'seman, teulll:!ltm', curtl'r. 
U 791en. () c 
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• 
The rate of decrease in 20 years was about .20 per cent._ in England and Wales, 

nearly 27 per cent. In Scotland, and 45 per cent. In Ireland_ It ought to be stated that 
the Census Returns for 1871 included under the several ocoupatinns Huperannuated 
members of the class who wI're omitted from the returns for 1881 nnd 1891. If the 
figures are adjusted to allow for this difference on the estimate of the Ueosus Com
missioners the comparative results would not he materially altered .... 

13. It is a noticeable fact that in everyone of the three countries the female wage 
earners have decreased to a greater extent than the males. Thus iu England and Wales 
Lhey were, in 1871, 5'83 per cent. of the whole number, in 1891 they were only 3'02 per 
cent. 1n Scotland they were at the earlier period about 26 per cent. and they are now 
less tdan 19 per cent. In Ireland they were more than 12 per cent., and they are now 
less than 8 per cent. of the total number. 

14. In comparison with the whole number of persons engaged in agriculture wafe 
earners are more numerous in England than in either (If the two other countries. n 
England and Wales they are nearly three-fourths (73'1 per cent.) of those engaged in 
agriculture" in fields and pastures." In Scotland they are a little more than three
fifths (62'5 pe!, cent.) and in Ireland they are less than one-third (30'7 per cent.) of 
the same class. It is apparent that in England a much larger part of the agricultursl 
work is done by hired labourElrs t.han is the case in other parts of the kingdom. 

15. With respect to the numbers of male wage earners at different periods of age, 
it appears that in England and Wales more than one-fourth of the whole number are 
under 20 years of age, nearly two-thirds are between the ages of 20 and 65, aud about 
8 per cent. are 65 years of age or more. In Scotland 30 per cent. are under 20 and 
64 per cent. between 20 and 65 years, and only 4! per cent. above that age. In 
Ireland the proportions at each of the three periods named are very similar to those 
of England and Wales. 

16. The Census Returns give little assistance towards a classification of agricultural 
labourers in respect of their particular spheres of work. and the reports of Assistant 
Commissioners contain as a rule little information as to the proportionate number of 
workers whose occu.pations can be distinctly defined, the fact being that, whill' a 
limited number have their special functionH and duties, Ilo large proportion are engaged 
in a variety of work according to the seasons of the year. The only cl3sses of wage 
earners who can be separately considered are the foremen, the shepherds, and the men 
in charge of horses or cattle. 

As the general conditions affecting the agricult-nral labourer differ in some important 
particulars, it will be necessary to deal with England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland in 
separate sections. . 

• If 2 per cent. be deducted for superannuated labourers then the decrease in England and Wales in 2U ,earo 
would be at the rate of 18'2 per cent. instead of 19'86 per cent. 
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SBCTION A.-ENGLAND. 

17. It has been already stated that the districts of inqniry were distributed over the Typical 
whole country, alld that they had been chosen with a view to include various types of districts 
agriculture and of conditions affecting the agricultural labourer. I have in my Report, oelect.d. 
devoted a cousiderable space to a comparison of the characteristics distinguishing the 
several districts, liS it is desirable to show conclusively that they are fairly representa-
tive. It will be &ufficient to give in this place a general idea of the different types of 
districts represented. 

18. The 38 district~ of inquiry in England extend into 38 different counties, only four Distribution 
counties being unrepresented. In res·pect of situation the number in each of the Agri- ef districts. 
oultural 'Divisions which are adopted by the Board of Agriculture for statistical purposes 
is approximately equal, there being 10 in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd divisions or groups of 
oounties, and 8 in the 4th division. The proportionate part of the whole number of 
wage earners in each of these divisions is approximately 30 per cent. in each of the first 
two groups, 21 per cent. in the 3rd, and 18 per cent. in the 4th division. 

19. In selecting districts for inquiry 88 to the agricultural labourer, it seemed ~~aracter
desirable that the greater number should be distinctly agricultural in character, while :;';II~~ ~ 
some representation of localities where other industries compete with agriculture for s rIC • 

unskilled labour should be examined for the purposes of contrast and comparison. 
In -the absence of any recent statistics which would permit of a comparison being 

made between different districts in respect of either the proportionate value which land 
bears to other rateable property or the ratio of agrioulturists to the whGle population, 
recourse was had to Parliamentary ReturnslDade in 1870 and 1871, by the aid of whioh 
the relative importance of agrioulture in each of the Poor Law Unions of England and 
Wales was gauged, and this point was taken into oonsiderat.ion with other information 
which was obtained as to the particular system of agrioulture pursued, and other 
circumstances which seemed material in making choice of districts of inquiry. 

As regard! "land value" in 15 selected districts in 1870, it formed four-fifths of the 
whole rateable property, and in )7 other distriots it was upwards of two-thirds, the 

. extreme range being from 91. per oent. in Glendale (Northumberland) to 52 per cent. in 
Godstone (Sun-ey). 

In respect of the relative number of agriculturists no less than 20 of the selected 
districts had in 1871 more than 50 pe~ cent. of the adult males classed as agriculturists, 
while in five of those distriots less than 30 per cent. were included in that class. In 
those five districts other industries considerably outnumbered the agrioulturists, while 
in the remaining 33 districts agriculture was the predominating occupation. 

20. Another peint which it seemed desirable to have in view in choosing districts of Changes in 
inquiry was the decrease in population. The depopulation of the rural districts whioh population 
has been very general during .the last 20 y"ars has been by many persons attributed to in districts. 
the difficulty which the agricultural labourers have found in obtaining work, the low 
rate of thei .. wages, the unsatisfactory character of their cottage accommodation, and 
to other causes affecting the life of the inhabitants of those districts. 

The extent to which the several districts diminished in popUlation and the oauses 
of the migration from agricultural di8tricts to the towns have' been carefully 
investigated by the Assistant Commissioners. 

In 28 out of 38 of the districts in England. there has been since 1871 a decrease in 
the numbers of the inhabitants, but in two of those 28 that decrease WIIS les8 than 1 per 
cent., and in only 21 was it more than than 5 per cent. In 15 districts, it was, however, 
more than 10 per cent. in 20 years. The highest instance is that of Woburn (Beds) 
where in 1871 only 52 per ceut. of the adult mules were agrioulturists. The next in 
order is Truro, a district where the .. industrial" class, as distinguished from the 
.. agricultural .. in the Censu8 Returns for 1871, were half of the adult male population 
and nearly twioe as numerous as the agriculturists. The distribution of the districts 
showing the greatest signs of depopulation is capricious. It is difficult to connect the 
exodus of the rural people with any particular condition of affairs. It is no doubt 
true that they go with the hope and object of bettering themselves, but this inquiry 
afIords no proof that the migration is distinctly oonnected with the amount of the 
wages or earnings in particular localities. 

21. I have in my Report, divided the distriots of inquiry into four olasses in respect Districts of 
of the current rate of weekly wages in 1892. One district in thehigheRt of these high and 
olasses shows 110 greater deorease than nine out of the 10 districts whioh are included low waglll, 

ooa 
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cumpar.d in the lowest class. In another table districts are arranged in the order of the com
with re.poet puted average earnings of ordinary labourers, and Glendale, which stands first in this 
to)dec~: ... eof list, shows a decrea~e of population at. the rate of 16'68 per cent. in 20 years, while 
popu Ion. Langport, which stands lowest in the scale of weekly earnings, shows a decrease of 17'42 

per cent. in the same period, but Pershore, which is 37th. or last but one, on t·he list 
in respect of earnings, shows a decrease of only 8 per cent. 

Agricultural 
. character .. 

istics of 
districts 

....... ~ . 

Present 
supply of 
lahour about 
sufficient. 

The mixture of urban and rural population in some of the districts of inquiry renders 
a general comparison of them in respect of dec!"B9.8e of population difficult, as the in
crease in even II- small town may balance the decrease in many rural villages. This is 
shown by Mr. Bear and Mr. Spencer to be the case in Basingstoke and Dorchester. It 
may be taken for granted that the migration is, as a rule, greatest from purely I.Igricul
tural districts (though it may be observed that in Truro and Munmouth, two out of 
the six industrial districts, the decrease bas been upwards of 10 per cent. in 20 years) ; 
but that this migration does not appear to be distinctly connected with the rate of 
remuneration received by the labourer. 

22. Of the whole number of districts investigated 14 may be classed as arable, not 
exclusively such, but having about twice as much arable as pasture land; 17 as mixed 
arable and pastoral, and 7 as distinctly pastoral, with pasture twice as great in extent 
as the arable area; 19 districte are pre.eminently corn·growing localities; in seven, roots 
are a marked feature in the cropping. Potatoes, which demand.a considerable amount 
of labour, are largely grown in five districts, and hops are cultivated in five districts. 

Eight districts are conspicuous for the number of their Cattle, five of thElse being 
distinctly dairy districts. Sheep are more than usually numerous in nine districts, 
some of which are largely devoted to breeding, and others to grazing and feeding. 

It will be seen that the districts of inquiry exhibit a great variety in their industrial 
and agricultural characteristics, and it may be said that they include types of almost 
every possible combination of circumstance to be found in this country. . 

I will now proceed to summarise the results of the Inquiry under the several heads 
already particularised . 

I.-SUPPLY OF LABOUR. 

23. It would appear that very generally throughout the country the supply is fully 
equal to the present demand for labour, at any but the busiest times of the year. Tl:e 
demand has been considerably reduced by changes in the system of farming, which are 
to a great extent due to the low prices of cereals which have ruled for some years 
past. Labour has been economised by the use of machinery, and dispensed with in 
consequence of the fact that land has been laid down to grass; and because many 
farmers are un willing or unable to spend· as .much as they form!'rly did upon neat and 
~rim farming. 

Here and there complaints ·are recorded of the shortness of hands, although the· 
&ubject of compiaint is more generally as to the quality and the character of the 
labour than as to actual deficiency of supply. 

Employment The great rise of wages, which occurred between 1871 and 1876, may have had, there 
dimini.hed. seems reason to believe, the effect of diminishing the employment of labourers. 

Alterations 
in system "e 
farmidg. 

Farmers very largely decreased the area of those crops which required the most 
manual labour; they substituted, wherever they could, machinery and horses for men, 
and most of them cut oII all superfluous and unnecessary labour. The serious and 
continuous depression in agriculture, which has lasted since 1878, has compelled many 
farmers to leave much work undone which ought to have been done. The emigration 
of labourerB from rural districts has balanced the reduced demand, and when the reports 
were written, few men were out of work in the districts of inquiry, but at the close of 
the survey, more than one of the Assistant Commissioners gave expression to an opinion 
that the result of the remarkable season of 1893 and the continued fall in prices of 
almost every description of agricultural produce must have the effect of throwing a 
large number of agricultural labourers out of employment. 

24. Though labour is nowhere very scarce, there can be little doubt that if farming 
were now carried on as it was 20 years ago, there would be con~iderable difficulty in at 
once finding the neoossary hands. 

The general tendency among farmers is to employ areguiar staif of the minimum 
Btrenq-th required to k:eep the farm going, and to rely upon casuaIlabourers for help ill. 
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busy seasons. On the part of the labourers there is an increasing disposition to 
choose casual work at, comparatively high wages, rather than regular and constant 
work at a lower rate of pay. 

25. The withdrawal of women from agricultural work is almost everywhere reported, Wfithdrawal 
. db fh' dowomen and IS by the labourers themselves acknowledge to e a consequenc~ 0 t e Improve from field 

circumstances of their class. In a few districts where market gardenlDg or the growth 
of certain root crops cause an utgent demand for labour such as women can accomplish, 
they still work regularly in the fields. In the hop, gardens and fruit orchards they 
also continue to work. • 

In Northumberland the regular employment of vomen on the farm still remains a 
prominent feature of the agriculture. In that county the women are nearly one-fourth 
of the whole number of wage earners in. agriculture. In by far the largllr number of 
districts of inquiry women are very little employed. 

26. The efficiency of the labourers at the present time is, generally, but not Efficiency of 
universally, said to be less than it was in past days, and the result is attributed to the I.bonrers. 
migration of the more active and intelligent labourers. Allowing for the natural 
habit of depreciating the present and exalting the past, ~t seems reasonable to suppose 
that if the class of agricultural labourers is continually drained of its best and most 
promising youths it must deteriorate in character. It is urged by some that by 
the system of payment which is usually adopted, too little discrimination is made 
between the good and bad workmen, and that farmers do not encourage skill and good 
work by extra payment. An exa.mina.tion of the reports of the Assistant Commissioners 
will, however, show that in lIIany districts the earnings of a skilled labourer are so greatly 
in excess of thos/! of the ordinary workman, that they ho.ve to be loft out ()f account in 
estimating the average earnings of the olass. 

II.-CONDITIONS op ENGAGEMENT. 

27. In the Glenda.le district aU, and in the Dorchester district most of the labourers Hiring, 
are hired for the yea.r. The remainirrg districts may be divided into three nearly equal 
classes. In one class, comprising 11 districts, the men in charge of stock a.l'e cottagers 
engaged by the year while the other labourers. are daily or weekly men. In. another 
cla8s, including 12 districts, weekly or dailyenga.gements are the rule. In a third class, 
comprising 13 districts, the yearly servants are indoor men boarded and lodged either in 
the farmer's house or at the farmer'soost in the foreman's house, and the other labourers 
are: cottagers engaged by the week. 

It is observed that the c()mmon result of a yearly engagement is a. frequent change 
of service, while men living in oottages with no condition as to their working on a 
particular farm attached to the occupa.tion of them often continue to work for the same 
employer for a long period. 

At the present time the farmer is more than ever anxious to secure by yearly hiring 
a certain staff necessary for the care of his stock; many of the labourers on the other 
hand ha.ve a. natural desire for independence. The result of the two opposing forces 
will probably be to divide the labouren. in the future. even more than they are 
now separated, into two classes. Those who will accept service will be retained 
by a com{,aratively 'high rate of pay and a good dllal of consideration; those who 
prefer an lDdependent life will not be sufferers if only they are willing and skilful 
labourers; while the class of loafers will, in all probability, increase. 

28. The hours of actual work and the hours of an ordinary labourer's absence from Honrs of 
his home vary considerably. The former range from 8t to 12 hours, the latter from work. 
10 to 13! hours in spring, summer, and autumn, the approximate average working time 
being 10 hours. This working time is, howAver, extended in cases where the labourers 
have a oonsiderable distance to walk to their homes. Men il). charge of stock have gene-
rally longer hours than ordinary labourers. There seems reason to suppose that thA 
average length of the working day as stated above is slightly increased by including among 
the olass of ordi,na,ry labou.rers the ~ilkers in dai~y district;' wher? milk is sent a.way, and 
the work of mllkmg, begms early lD the Illornmg and IS carned OD until late in the 
evening. In the wintel' time, or for about three months, the hours of the ordinary 
labourer are generally only from light to dark, but in hay time and in harvest work ie 
much prolonged, and it would be fair to reckon that the overtime during those 
hllsy periods would make up for the shorter hours of winter. 
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29. It is difficult to undAl"8tand the wide difference which exists b«:>tween the flours of 
work in districts which otherwise have much in common. The long hOUI"8 of dairy 
districts are easily accounted for and where the ordinary labourer is a casual man 
called in to work side by side with an indoor farm servant, it is natural that his hours 
should be the l'ame as those of the boarded servant, but these conditions, which operate 
in only a fflw districts, do not explain the fact that in one district of low wages the 
hours of" work are 8i, in four of the same class 9~, in another 10, in two others lOt, 
aud III one Hi hours. 

The Carters and others in charge of stock, unlike the ordinary labourers, have 
frequently longer hours of work in winter than in summer. 

30, In some districts, and particularly in the dairy counties, the Sunday work 
of ~tock.men i.s often heav:r. On large f~rms the~e is frequently an .. rrangement by 
whICh some of the men are lD turn set entirely at lIberty on that day, and the work is 
by previous preparation diminished III! far as possible, and the number of men employed 
is sufficient to despatch what must be done in the course of a few hours. On the smaller 
farms, the Sunday work often falls chiefly upon the farmer and his family, but on farms 
between these two grades, the Sunday work is often severe. 

The proportionate number of labourers who have Sunday work to do is variously 
estimated; in some districts it is said that three·fourths have regular Sunday work, in 
others that not more than one·fifth are elnployed on that day, Ilnd that many of these 
are only engaged during the winter season. 

31. The Assistant Commissioners do not report any demand or expression of II desire 
on the part of the labourers for a compulsory shortening of the hours of labour in 
agricultu'l"al work, and, indeed, those hOll1"S do not seem to have beell generally the 
subject or serious complaint. but in one district (Nantwich) where the hours of work 
are reported as Ht, and those of attendance as from 13t to 14, the labourers BugO'ested 
"a legal working day, say, from 6 to 6, with 1~ hour for meals. with aOhalf
" holiday on Saturday; any tilDe which they might ,be. required to give beyond these 
" limits should be paid for as overtime." ' 

The granting of a half-holiday either weekly or occasionally is also recommended 
by Mr. Chapman and Mr. Wilson Fox. 

m.-WAGES AND EARNINGS. 

32. The reports of the Assistant Commissioners contain very full information as to 
the rates of payment for different classe3 of labourers in the several districts. It is 
important to distinguish between the term wages which expresses the rate of pay, ~nd 
that of earnings which is used to cover all the receipts of a labourer in money or 
allowances of any description subject to necessary deductions for lost time. 

33. The current rate of weekly wages is the standard of payment for ordinary 
labourers given and taken in tho absence of anyagretlment. /l'his rate varies often by 
as much as 28. a week in the same neighbourhood, and frequently by Is. II week in 
the same parish. 

At the time of the inquiry this rate varied from 108. a week in Bromyard,* Ciren
cester,· Dorchester, Langport,- Pewsey and Wantage,- to ISs. in Garstang and 
Wigton, the average of the 38 estimates of the mean rates for all districts being 
138. 5d. a week. 

I have in my Report divided the districts of inquiry into into four classes according 
to the rate of wages, 

In the first class having the highest rates of wages, viz., 16s. a week and upwards, 
there are six districts, which are situate in Derbyshire, StafforcLJhire, Yorks (W.R.), 
Lancashire, Cumberland, and Northumberland. 

In the second class (with wages between 148. and 16B. a week), there are 12 districts, 
viz., in Yorks (2), Lincolnshire (2), Notts, Leicester, Northampton, Salop, and Cheshire, 
with outlying districts in Kent. Surrey, and Cornwall. 

The third class (with wages 128. to 148. a week), includes 10 districts, somewhat 
irregularly distributed in Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs, Hunts, Beds, Oxon, Wl'rcester, 
Monmouth, Devon, and Sussex. 

The lowes~ class (with wages under 128. II week), includes 10 districtll, in Essex, 
Hel'ts, Berks, Hants, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Gloucester, Warwick, and HerefOl'd. 

• In these districfB 1.,.. WIlS the lower of two rates of wng ... given as prevailing at the time. In llorclle8ter 
and Pewsey it is the sam given as the common rate at the time. 
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34. If the rates reported as current in the several districts at the time of the inquiry Rate. ~f 
are compared with the rates current in the several counties at the time of the inquiry ;;;'¥~~~ 
under the Richmond Commission (1879-1881), there is an apparent decrease on the . 
average. It must be remembered however that the former was an extended survey 
which took into account the high wages as well as the low wages of each county, 
while the present selection of districts for the most part of a purely agricultural 
character, may in some cases give a lower average than would be obtained if the whole 
of each county had been included. Be that as it may the result of a comparison shows 
an average of 13s. 5d. in 1892, as compared with 13s. 9d. in 1879--81. 

The average rate of weekly wages at the period of the inquiry by "the Commission 
on the Employment of Children, &c., 1S67-70," is estimated by me, on grounds which 
are stated in my Report, at 12s. 3d. a week. 

35. The wages of labourers are however very generally augmented to a greater or Additions to 
less extent by opportunities of earning extra money at piece-work, or at certain seasons; wages. 
by variouR allowances such as a cottage and garden rent free; by gratuities as rewards 
or encouragements; by refreshment of meat or drink; by the provision of fud, Rnd in 
many other ways-and all thebe additions must be takE'n into account in estimating 
earnings. 

36. The result of a careful investigation of all the evidence on the subject, lead s me I':a.!nings. 
to estimate the average earnings of the ordinary labourer as 15s. lld. a week, with 
a maximum of 20s. 9d. a week in Glendale (Northumberland) and a minimum of 128. 6d. 
a week in Langport (Somerset). 

The earning. of shepherds are estimated to range from 238. 6d. in Glendale to 148. 
in Langport, and those of carters, cattlemen, and others in charge of stock from 
20s. 9d. in Glendale to 148. in Langport. 

These estimated earnings of ordinary labourers are those of average men who work 
regularly and diligently throughout the year. In many districts where piece. work is 
common there is little doubt that a first· class labourer can earn considerably more than 
the estimated sums. 

37. A classification of the districts in respect of earnings does not differ greatly from C11lS;"ifi;Btion 
that in respect of wages. Three districts have estimated average earnings of 198. a week ?f dIBtr"l: 
and upwards. In six districts the estimated average earnings are from 17s. to 198., in ~f :;:~~Dg; 
19 they are from 158. to 178., and in 10 they are under 15s. a week. . 

The materials for a general comparison of the earnings at the present time with 
those of any former period are not available. In fact there' is some reason to 
suppose that wages and earnings have sometimes been regarded in the past as equiva
lent terms, and that in oonsequence wages have, hitherto, been over·estimated ill some 
cases. I have laid before the C6mmission some estimates compiled from the reports 
of •• the Royal Commission on the Employment of Children, &0." of the estimated average 
weekly earnings in oertain counties in 1S67-1870. A. comparison of those est.imates 
with those of the present time shows a oonsiderable increase in some parts of the 
oountry and an Betu!>l deorease in others. The estimates are not, perhaps, fairly com
parable in detail, but they tend to confirm a view supported by a comparison of 
wages at different periods. that earnings have increased more in the pastoral districts 
than in the corn-growing counties. The most marked increase is obsE'rvable in the 
south'and south·western counties where the rate of wages was the lowest 20 years ago, 
and it is in the arable distriots that the tendency to a decline is most apparent. 

:lS. 'It is manifest from a comparison of the current rate of wages with the estimate Wages a.nd 
of average earnings that wages are augmented by various extra payments and earnings 
allowa.nces to a much greater degree where the rate is low, than where it is comparatively compared. 
high. -

I have in my Report compared the weekly wages and earnings of ordinary labourers 
in each of the four olasses of districts already described (paragraph 33) and on the 
avern2e in the first class (that of highest wages) earnings are 11'4 per cent. above wageij, 
in the seoond class they are 12'4 per cent. in excess, in the third class they exceed 
wages by 21'S per cent., and in the fourth class, comprising the low wage districts, 
earnings are 33'4 per cent. in excess of wages. 

Two extreme instanoes of the ratio of wages to earnings in different districts 
may be quoted in illustration of this point. In Uttoxeter, wages are 168. a week, 
and enrning$ are estimated at 17 B. The ratio of wages to earnings is therefore as 
100 to 106'25. In Pewsey, wages are lOs. a week, and estimated earnings are 148. 9d.; 
here the ratio of wages to earnings is as 100 to 147'6. . 
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The rate of current weekly wages does not therefore represent the actual reoeipts 
within .t?e reach of th~ labourer, nor d~es ~t supply the basis for the comparison of 
the positIOn of the agnculturallabourer In different parts of the oountry or at different 
periods of time. 

39. The wages and earnings of women in districts whE're they st.ill work in the 
field have increased very considerably of late years, and boys earn very muoh more 
than they did 20 'years ago. . 

Family 40. The united earnings of a family ~f workers frequently amount to a considerable 
earnings. sum, instances being given in the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners of as much 

as ~OOl. a,Yllar being rec,eived by one family, living together and olubbing their resources. 
ThIs family, of course, Included more than one adult male. ThAse may be exceptional 

. cases, but numerous instances of family earnings of l00!. to 1301. a year are reported. 

811pplll- 41. In several districts, the disengaged agricultural labourers are not entirely 
mentary dependent upon farm work. Some supplementary industries are open to them. 
employment, Among the most important of these may be mentioned woods and underwoods, which 
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in some districts employ a large number of labourers at a period of the year when farm 
work is slack. 

42, Very generally, industries such as mines, iron-works, &0., whioh compete with 
agriculture for labour, have an injurious effect upon the charaoter of agricultural 
labour of a district. 

The fitful demand of these industries, at oue time absorbing all the strongest 
and most capable men, and 8.t other times throwing upon the labour market a large 
number of t.heir. least competent workmen, thus glutting the market with unskilled 
labour, has the effect of disorgani~ing the labour of the farm. 

IV.-COTTAGH ACCOMMODATION. 

43. The subject of the housing of the agricultural labourers has been investigated 
very thoroughly by the .Assistant Commissioners. 

The evidence collected shows that as a rule cottages aro sufficient in number for 
the present population, but that they are unevenly distributed and consequently too 
numerous in some places and scarce in others. 

Where a deficiency is complained of it is sometimes stated that .cottages on farms 
are requiTed, while, on the other hand, several instances are reported where good 
cottages on farms are uninbabited because residence in a villa~e is preferred. In 
most parts of the country a large proportion of tbe labourers live in villages, and 
where these are numerous and widely scattered little inconvenience is experienced on 
account of the distance from work, but generally, wherever large tracts of land have been 
reclaimed and brought into cultivation, and villages are distant from each other, a con
siderable addition is made to the burden of a day's work by the labourer having to 
walk some miles night I1nd morning. In one district (Glendale) where & large 
proportion of the land has been brought into cultivation in modern times, a full 
supply (in number) of oottages has been provided on the farms for all the labourers 
regularly employed, but in no other part of England than Northumberland is this 
arrangement completely carried out, though in several of the districts of inquiry a 
good deal has been done towards housing p. :portion of the farm staff on the farms. 
On the whole, hOwever, village life is the rule wit.h agricultural labourE>rs, who have 
a great and inoreasing objection to the isolation of " farm cottage. 

44. In villages which are owned, ohiefly or entirely, by one landlord, or where 
cottages have been providedJl.s part of the equipment of a landed estate for the housing 
of those who work on that estate, the cottages are almost invariably superior in 
character to those in open villages, or wherever they are held apart from land, and 
of owners who depend to Bome extent upon cottage rents for theiT living. 

45. '1'he standard of excellence or defect by which the house accommodation is 
measured by different observers and in different localities is a purely relative standard. 
A cottage which by reason of its superiority to the average of a district is classed as good 
would,. if transferred to another district where a higher level has beAn reached, be 
looked upon as a second rate dwelling, and what is considered a bad cottage in 
one country would rank as far superior to the average in another country. 

In Engla.nd, generally a higher style of accommodation in respect of the number of 
rooms and out-houses, the fittings and oonveniences, and the surroundings of the 
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dwellings of the agricultural labourers is required tG qualify them for .com~endation 
than is th'l case in Scotland, while Wales ranks below the latter country In thiS respect. 
In Ireland a still lower average condition prevails, and, with a few eXCl~ptions which 
may be made in favour of those on some demesnes, the best cottages,. 'YhIC~ would .be 
characterised as good by comparison, would be ranked by a~yone familiar With English 
cottages, a8 very inferior; and those of the lowest class, which are very numerous, are 
far below the worst representatives of the class in England. . 

There is evidence that in all the three countries there has been some progress In 

public opinion as to what are the absolutely necessary requirements and the minim~m 
of accommodation which ought to be ~iven. A. comparison of the plans and descrip
tions of houses which were deemed superior and even excellent 40, 30,01' 20 years 
ago will show what a considerable advance has been made in this direction. 

In England and Scotland the improvement and the recognition of a higher ideal are 
in a great measure due to the example which has been set bya number of landowners, 
who have for many years pursued a consistent policy of bettering the condition of the 
labourers on their estates. In many cases these landowners have kept in advance of 
the wishes and demands of the labourers by building better cottages than they can at 
present appreciate. 

In Ireland such improvement 8S there has been may be attributed to the building 
which has been carried out under the Labourers Acts. Though the houses which 
have bcen built under these Acts would not be conspicuous in England, they are very 
superior to the ordin~ry dwellings of the labourers in Ireland. 

46. The Assistant Commissioners frequently report that an impro~ement in the Progressive 
character of the accommodation has taken place, and is still in progress, but that very improvement. 
great improvements are required, and there is abundam evidence to show that a 
large proportion of the cottages inhabited by labourers are below a proper standard of 
what is required-for decency and comfort, while a considerable number of them are 
vile and deplorably wretched dwellings. 

47. The Census Returns for 1891 contain statistics as to the number. in each sanitary CensllS 
district, of tenements which have less than fi'('e rooms. .An examination of these returns as to 
statistics with reference to the several districts of inquiry, showli that in respect of smalltene- / 
small tenement<l and the number of rooms which they contain, and the population menll;. E. ' 
resident in such habitations, the districts of higher wages show no superiority over 
those of low wages, but on the contrary, the district (Glendale) where the labourer is, 
perhaps, taking all things into consideration, the most prosperous, is pre-eminent for 
its one and two-roomed cottages, and for over-crowding. 

48. 'rhe Reports of the Assistant Commissioners contain descriptions, based upon Def.cts of 
their own observation, and strengthened by rllports of officials of the local sauitary cottages. 
authorities, of the prevailing defects of cottages liS regards their original construction, 
their state of repair, the sanitary condition, and drainage, the provision or want 
of sanitary conveniences, the insufficient wat.er supply. It is difficult to condense or 
abridge these statements without exaggerating or diminishing the elfect of the evidence. 
But it is impossible to read these reports without experiencing a painful feeling that 
too frequently, and too commonly, the agricultural labourer lives under conditions 
whioh are, both physically and morally, unwholesome and offensive. 

49. It appears that in many places the sanitary authorities have been active in their Action of 
eiforts to improve the sanitary condition of villages and cottages, but it is alleged that sanitary 
the work of reform is impeded by various obstructions. authorities. 

In the initial stage of discovering and disclosing insanitary dwellings, it is said that 
too often the medical officer of health is not in a position of sufficient independence to 
enable him to disregard the consequences of the very active proseoution of his duties. 
He holds his office at the will of those who, either as cottage owners or ratepayers may 
resent his action, and he is generally paid such a salary for his duties as leave~ him 
dependent upon his private practice for his livelihood, and he may sometimes have to 
consider whether he can afford to offend his clients . 

. Anothor an.d for~idable obstacl~ i~ his pat~ is this. He has too frequently to deal 
WIth cottage mhabitants who are mdifferent, If not actua.lly hostile, to improvement. 

Bnt the action of the sanitary authority desirous to discharge ita duties is rendered 
difficult by the kn~wledge that the owners of cottage property are frequently unable 
to make the alteratIOns which are necessary, and the authorities have to choose between 
closing t.he houst'S and turning the inhabitants into the atreet, or the adoption of 
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"half-hearted and palliative treatment of the evils whioh they recognise. And furtber. 
theae authorities shrink from incurring any expenditure which will add toO the rate>'! in 
districts where the rural ratspayers, who are mostly fanners, art> little aule to bear 
increased burdens. 

50. The owners of cottages may be divided into four classes :_ ... 
1.' Estate owners who provide oottages for some of those who work on their estates. 
2. Private owners who let their oottages at the best rent they can obtain. 
3 Leaseholders or lifeholders. 
4. Occupying owners. 
A few instances occur where the parish or the trustees of a oharity own cottages . 

. Estate cottages are sometimes, and, on the larger estates generally, let by the owner 
directly to the labourer, with or without condition as to his working on the estate of 
the owner; but they are in many cases held by the nominee of a tenant farmer. The 
tenure of these cottages is generally for a definite period, with short notice to quit. 
Where they are situate on farms they are generally let to the farmer, and the labourer 
either holds the cottage as part of his remuneration, or be pays a small rent, but in 
either case they are held subject to continuance in the employment of the farmer. 

The labourer has a very strong preference for the direct tenancy from thc estate 
owner. The farmer on the other hand generally demands, as a condition of his holding 
a farm, that a certain number of cottagt>s shall be placed at his disposal, as in the oase 
of an outlying farm he might be left without the neo)essary assist.anoe for feeding his 
stock, if the cottages on hill farm were occupied by those who no longer worked 
for him. 

Private owner's cottages are generally held directly from the owner, though in some 
districts where farm cottages are not provided for the estate, the farmer hires and 
sublets some of them. Where held from the owner a month's notice is very common, 
but every possible term, from a week to a year, is to be found. 

Leasehold or lifehold cottages are mostly of the worst type and in the worst 
condition. 

Cottages owned by bO'llti fide agricultural labourers are rare .. 

51. The rents of cottages range from 9d. to 78. a week, tho most usual slim charged 
being either 18. 6d. a week or 41. a year. Estate cottages are almo~t always let at a 
cheaper rate than others. Those in the hands of farmers aro either given rent freo as 
part of the labourers' wages, or they are let at a nominal rent. The amount of rent 
has no relation to the character of the pottage, the accommodation supplied, its state of 
repair, its sanitary condition, or even the financial position of the occupant. It is, 
apparently, as high in the low wa~e di~tricts as it is in those of tho largest earnings. 

52. The cost . of building decent cottages is variously estimated in different 
localities at from 1001. to 20m., including the value of the land on which it stands 
and the area of a small garden. The cost of the most economically constructcd cottage 
may be put at .laO!. E.ven a customary re?-t of 41. a year, out of which the l~ndlord 
pays rates, repalr!l, and lDsurance, would give the owner a very low rate of mterest 
on a perishable security, and the building of good cottages is not dircctly remu
nerative. 

I venture to express my conviction that no great and general improvement of cottage 
property can b~ anticip':!ted until.some means are devised for making cottage property 
more directly remunerative as an mvestment. 

53. There would seem to be fonr methods by which it might be possible to effect a 
more. satisfactory adjustment of outlay and return-

(l.) (Ilhe reduction oithe original cost of building, by the adoption of the best plans 
. for economising space, and by the use of materials locally available. 

Gov~rnment loans to landowners at such a rate of interest as would secure the 
State. ~rom, los.~, might dimini~h the difficulty w.J1ich many prop~ie~rs expe~
ence m keeplDg down the mterest on loans for cottage bUlldlDg. It 18 
found possible to lend to local authorities in Ireland, upon terms which 
involve an annual charge of 4'8251. per cent. for repayment of a loan with 
interest, if the period of repayment is 35 years, while, if that term is extended 
to 50 years, the annual instalment of principal and interest is reduced to 
4.0401. per cent. 
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(3.) The payment of an increased rent by the labourer would! however, facilitate Increased 
the proviorion of new and better cottages more than anythmg else. rents. 

Where estate cottages are let at a rent which is much below their commercial 
value the landowner or the farmer, or both conjointly, pay the labourer more 
than he believes that he is receiving; the low rent. is a bonus ou wages, 
but it is riot so regarded by the labourer who unfortunately prefers to pay 
a high rent for a bad cottage in a village rather than a low rent for a good 
cottage on a farm. 

Some of the Assistlmt Commissioners think that the labourer does appreciate 
and would pay a higher rent for additional and better accommodation, but the 
evidence on this point is not very conclusive and will scarcely weigh against 
these facts that the highest paid districts of inquiry are sometimes those 
where the labourers' cottages contain the least accommoilation: that good 
cottages on farms are deserted for bad ones in villages; and that increased 
accommodation is too frequently unused or misused. In ,view of these facti! it 
seems impossible to acquit the labourers of some share in the blame for the 
present condition of the cottages which they inhabit. 

(4.) The provision of a good garden, where land is available, may be made the means Larger 
of obtaining for the cottage and garden combined something like a remune. gardens. 
rative return for outlay. I should recommend that wherever it .. can be 
done a garden of 40 perches should be attached to the cottages of ordinary 
labourers. In many villages it would, however, be impossible to do this. 

54. It appears that as a rule cottages which are let by estate owners tor 'labourers Rates on 
are let free of rates, but that it is not unusual for independent owners to let subject to cottages. 
the payment of rates by the occupier. '..A. few instances are noted in the ':reports where 
landowners 'insist upon their cottage tenants paying rates directly, thus giving t~ose 
tenants a direct interest in the proper administration of local rates. 

55. Summarising the evidence contained in the reports, I beg to submit, the following ~ecapitala-
conolusions with regard to cottage accommodation :- • r' tlou and 

The supply of cottages is not now generally defeotiv~ in I;espect of, numbers, owing :~:c:'~ns. 
partly to the uecrease in the rural population, and partly to the larger number of, 
cottages which have been built by large landowners and ,others who can afford to bJilld 
without an expectation of a profitable return for their outlay. ' , , 

The distribution of cottages is irregular, and their situation often very inconvenient 
for the inhabitants. 

The aooommodation provided in respeot of the number, size, and comfort of the 
rooms, the sauitary condition, and the water supply is lamentably deficient generally 
and requires amendment. 

The aotion of the looal sanitary authority. though vigorous in some districts, is in 
many places ineffeotive, and it is everywhere impeded, and sometimes arrested by the 
knowledge that the owners of insanitary dwellings have not the means to remedy the 
defects, and that the consequences of closing sllch dwellings would be to make the present 
inhabitan ts homeless. 

The rent which is reoeived for cottage property in rural districts is not suffioient to 
make the building of good cottages directly profitable; and this rent has generally 
no relation to the size of the cottage, the cost of its construction, the aoooll!modation 
which it affords, its oondition as regards repair or ,saI).itaryarrangements, o~, to the 
earnings of the occupier, and finally that the subjeot is one which deserv~s tae gravest 
consideration, with a view to the suggestion of rem(ldial action. • 

56. Suggestions as to amendments of the sanitary laws ,have been made by, the Recommen
:Assistant Commissioners, or repo~ted .by them. as Pl1?ceeding from other persons, but dations. 
It does not seem to be fresh leglslatlOn that 18 reqUired, so much as exercise of their 
existing powers by the sanitary authorities. 

57. There is, in addition to a genera.l indifference and indisposition to reform, a General 
very l!r~vn.lent want of knowledge on the subject, and the powers of sa.nitary want of 
authorIties are often latent and unused, because so few people a.re aoquainted with the kno.ledge 
existence of them .. l'h6 ~owerB which rural sanitary authorities possess, either::; =~;rs 
ahsolutely or potentially, 'nth regard to cottages, their structure, acoommodation authorities. 
sanitary condition, and arrangements ma, be briefly described in the following terms. ' 

58. Under the l'u1llio Health Act of 1875 the Local Governmeut Board may. upon Public 
an applic?tion from .11> rllra1 sll~itary authority (or from a cer!-&in number of ratepayers Health Ael, 
roprusentlllg a defimte proportion of the rateable property), lDvest that ~thority with 1875. 
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the powers which urban authorities possess with regard to the building of houses; 
and many rural sanitary authorities have availed themselves of the opportunity of 
acquiring such powers. 

59. :r~e ~ublic Health Acts Amendment Act, 1890, gives to a~ fllrs! sanitary 
authontles. if they choose to adopt 80 much of Part III. of the Act as t8 made ul'l'limbl" 
to rural districts, powers with respect to new buildings, but with this condition: 
.. If the authorities adopt at all, they must adopt all the sectiOn!! thus made ,applicable. 
" They cannot adopt some of these sections without adopting the others, nor can they 
" adopt for a portion of their district only." 

Under this part of the Act, if adopted, a rural sanitary authority is enabled to make 
byelaws-

(a.) with respect to the structure of walls and foundations of new buildiugs for 
purposes of health; 

(b.) with respect to the sufficiency of the space about buildings to secure a free 
circulation of air, and with respect to the ventilation of buildings; 

(c.) with respect to the draina~e of buildings, ~ watt:rc~osets, earth closets, privies, 
ash-pIts, and cesspools, 10 ('onneXlon WIth buIldmgs, and to the closing of 
buildings or parts of buildings unlit for human habitation, and to prohibition 
of their use for such habitstion ; 

(d.) with respect to the structure of floors, and the height of rooms to be used for 
human habitation; and 

(e.) with respect to the keeping waterclosets supplied with sufficient water for 
flushing. 

The byelaws thus indicated apply to new or reconstructed buildings only, but 
byelaws relating to the drainage of buildings, and to waterclosets, earth closets, privies, 
ashpits, and cesspools, &c. may be made so as to affect buildings erected before the 
Act was put into operation. 

60. The Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, enables the Rural sanitary 
authority to close insanitary dwellings, to compensate the occupier, at the expense of 
the owner, for compulsory disturbance, and in the event of the defects not being 
remedied, to demolish the building without any further compensation to the owner 
than the proceeds from the sale of the materials, minus the expenses of demolition and 
removal. 

Powers of 61, If the rural sanitary authority are remiss in their duty after complaint or 
County representation, the County Council may themselves take the necessary proceedings with 
Council in the object of closing and demolishing insanitary dwellings. 
~!~of Under. the same. Act a Rur:al. sanitary authority desiring .to adopt Part III. of the 
authority; Act, whICh authonses the buildmg of houses for the workmg classes, maj apply to 
may sanction the County Council, who after public inquiry, may issue a cortificaj,e, after which 
~c~:%,e for the Rural sanitary authority may put in force the powlilrs conferred by the Act. It 
c~;t.g~~ is under the provisions of this Act that the West Suffolk County Council have 
Fo B i sanctioned the action of the rural sanitary authority of Thingoe in building cottages 
'I6.

x
, •• at Ixworth, reference to which is made by Mr. Wilson Fox in his Report on that 

district. 
Implied 
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62. One provision in Part In. of the Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, 
maybe specially noticed. By section 75 it is provided that" in any contract made 
" after the 14th August 1885 for letting for habitation, by persons of the working 
'" classes a house or part of a house, there shall be implied a condition that the house 
" is, at the commencement of ~he holding, in all respects reasonably fit for human 
" habitation." * 

It would appear, th~n, that even the Rural s~nitary allthoriti~s may exercise very 
considerable powers WIth regard to the construchon,.acco~modation! and arrangements 
of new buildings, that they ~an abs?lutely close msan~tary dwelhn.gs, and tha~ t~ey 
can acquire powers to deal WIth dramage and the samtary convenltmces of eXIstmg 
houses. 

63. I thoroughly concur with a suggestion made by Mr. Wilson Fox that tbe owners 
of all houses let at a rental of less' than 10Z. a year should make a return to 

• ._---

• The expression letting for habitation by persons of the working classes, m("ft.DS the fetting for hn.bitutioll of B 

house or part of 0. ~ouse at a rent not exceeding, in Engll:Lnd, the 81~m na?I(~ (81.) as t.he lunit. fo~ the· com
position of rates by section 3 of the Poor Rate Asses.mont and CollectIon Act,'lB69, and, 10 Scotland or 
Ireland, 41. • 
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the sanitary authority every year, stating the number of persons in each cottage, their 
sex and age, whether the house is provided with a proper water supply and a closet, 
and whether the premises are in good repair. . 

64. I desire also to endorse a recommendation made by several of my colleagues that Medical 
the medical officer of health should not be engaged in private practice, that he should gffi~:~ of • 
~ive up his whole time to the duties of his office, and that he should not be removable po~ntm.:r. 
without the consent of the Local Government Board. In order to secure a properly duties. . 
qu alified man under these oonditions it would be necessary to offer such a salary as 
would be a heavy tax upon many small sanitary districts-while such districts would 
not afford sufficient work to occupy the whole time of the' officer; but this difficulty 
would be overcome by combining two or more sanitary districts, and the independenoe 
of the officer would be increased if h\l were appointed by the county council, subject 
to the apPl'oval of the Local Government Board. • 

65. I think that under the circumstances which have .been described, it is desirable Loans for 
that loans should be advanced to landowners, at the lowest rate of interest which would f"~.~~ 
secure the State from loss, for the purpose of building cottages. Such loans might be an 0 • 

made subject to express conditions as to the character of the cottages and the arrange-
ments, the provision of attached gardens, and' the maximum rent to be charged. 

66. It may be asked why, with the example of the Labourers Acts, Ireland, in view, Reason. for 
I do not propose the adoption of similar means for providing adequate and proper house :::':F:-:~m-
accommodation for agricultural labomers in: England. action similar 

In the first place I would urge that any general application of the principle of pro- r ~~k.n 
vi ding house accommodation by popularly elected local bodies would open the door to n • 
an unlimited amount of jobbery, favouritism, and corruption which might find scope 
in the choice of sites, the allocation of houses, the rents charged and enforced. And 
for these rllasons it is only as an ultimate resort, and after the failure of all other 
possible mea-ns of Aupplying decent accommodation, that recourse should be had to a 
systJem of building largely by local authorities. It must also be observed that the 
adoption of the system would put a stop to all private enterprise in supplying cottages 
unless the rents charged were such as to secure the ratepayer~ from loss. It is clear 
from the evidence with respect to the working of the Labourers Acts in Ireland that 
every house. which is built· under the provisions of these Acts is the cause of a. consider-
able annual loss to the ratepayers, even if the rents are regularly collected, which is not 
the case. The knowledge of this fact, and the objection to ~ncreasing the burdens of 
the ratepayerR, have prevented a large number of local authorities in Ireland from· 
taking any action in the matter, and a demand is now made that these authorities shall 
be compelled to exercise the powers which they possess. 

But, further, it seems very doubtful whether local authorities are capable of 
judging dispassionately whether it is desirable, or even possible, to retain the present 
number of inhabitants in the rural districts. If corn prices remain at the level which 
they have now I'll ached, it is certain that large tracts of land will go out of cultivation, 

. and employment will be much more restricted than it is now. If good houses had been 
sufficiently supplied in all the rural districts 20 years ago, many of them would now be 
unoccupied. 

And, lastly, any action by a local authority in the way of purchasing land and 
building cottages must. in the interest both of the ratepayers who have to bear the "risk, 
and also of those individuals who might be injured h.r the action of that authority, be 
subject to such an amount of control and formality that the cost of the work 
accomplished must be materially increased. 

67. On the other hand if a loan be made to a landowner, the executive of the State C!om~~~i.o 
has only to consider whether the property to be charged is a sufficient security for the :.~p~t[ f 
advance. The applicant aots upon his own judgment as to the nnmber of cottages loans ~ y 0 

whioh al'e required, and what is the best situation for them. If he makes a mistake, he individuals. 
or his successors are the ouly sufferers. The security being suffioient, the comparative 
simplicity of the prooess of dealing with an individual instead of a representative body 
is obvious. 

(i8. I must also express my firm conviction that no great and lasting improvement ~o great . 
will b~ effected in th~ housi~g ?f the a~riculturallabourer until his sense ~f self-respect, ~':lilrov.m.nt 
and hiS rogard for hiS family impel him to demand better cottages, and mspire him to labonrer. 
make some sacrifice in order to obtain them. desire better 
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V.-GARDENS, ALLOTMENTS, AND LAND HELD BY LABOUREBS. 

69. As a rule, estate cottages whether on farma or in villages are provided with 
gardens. In open villages, if g!ll'dens exist, they are generally too small to be of much 
service. In the North and also in some.of the dairy districts there islittlt' demand for 
gardens, but in some of the low wa~e districts the position of the labourer is oonsider. 
ably ameliorated by the p03session of a good garden, and this is particularly the case 
where the soil and climate are suitable for fruit growing, either in the shupe of standard 
orchard treee or bush fruit. Instances of the rent of the cottage and gardon being 
paid by the sale of fruit are not very uncommon. Invariably where gardens are 
attached or contiguous to1lottages, the Tent of the cottage includes that of the garden. 
It is computed from the Reports of two of the Assistant Commissioners, Mr. Fox and 
Mr. Spencer, who have given particular-t as to gardens attached to cottages personally 
inspected by them, that out of '331 cottages,~50 have gardens, 43 have none, for the 
remainder particulars are wanting. . Only 13 per cent. are absolutely stated to be 
without gardens, but 20 per cent. of' the whole number have less than five perches 
"each. 

70. With regard to allotments,the Reports of the Assistant Commissionerd contain 
very little evidence of an unsatisfied demand. As to seven districts out of the whole 
number, it is stated that more are required, and in one other district an insufficiency is 
complained of. Of 15 districts out. of the whole 38, it is said that there is little 
or no demand for them; 'in nine 'of these the reason for this want of demand is 
that good gardens are provided, and in four of the nine, potato grounds are provided 
in addition to gardens. In three, districts, Belper, Bromya.rd, and ;IS" antwioh, the 
expressed desire is for small holdings rather than for allotments. In one district 
(Garstang) the system of boarding the labourers in the farmhouses iii said to diminish 
the desire for allotments. In another (Glendale), the system of hiring with an agree. 
ment to provide the labourers with a definite quantity of potatoes, makes them indiffe
rent as to acquiring any land. With regard to three districts, it is reported that the 
supply is in excess of the demand, or that allotments have been given up. • 

71. ~'he supply of allotments is said by Mr. Spentler to be most ample where the rate 
of earnings is lowest, and certainly where the higher rates of wages prevail there is 
the least demand for them. Attention has been drawn to the tendency of the 
labourers to prefer independence and irtegular employment to a definite engagement 
and regular work. It may be a debatable question whether the increased opportunity 
for obtaining allDtmentM has reconciled the labourer to casual work for wages, or, on 
the other hand, whether the increase in the number of labourers who are not in constant 
work has produced the demand for land. It is certain that an allotment is a great 
advantage to an industrious man who is from any cause unable, or unwilling, to 
undertake constant work under one employer; but a nntural consequence of large 
allotments and disengagement must be that the farmer will only employ the casnal 
labourer when he wants him. 

72. The size of allotments appears to vary from 4\-th part of an acre, or 3~ perches 
up to five acres. The general size would appear to be from 20 perches to half an IIcro, 
but in 13 districts they are said to run up to one acre 01' more. 

73. The rents also vary to an extraurdinary degree, viz., from 28. 6d. to 9/. 128. an acre, 
but the last-named rept is charged upon Smlln plots of 100 square yards close to a 
town. (Melton. Mowbray).. In.l0 .districts the maximum, rent exceeds 4/. an acre, but 
in all of these there are minimum rents given. 

It is a matter of general complaint by labpurers 1<hat allotments are let at a much 
higher rate than the rent paid by farmers. Thoso who complain do not always take 
into consideration that situation, accessibility from 8 good road, proximity to a 
village, enormously enhance the value of· land which is at all suitable for spade 
c.ultivation; that the farmer's rent is genexally for a quantity of land varying in quality 
and much of it not advantageously situated; and that it is exclusive of rates, while the 
allotment rent usuaHy includes all outgoings; and that letting in small plots, like selling 
goods by retail, justifies a somewhat higher charge; but when all that can be urged has 
been said, it remains a fact that in many cases the rents of allotments are apparently 
very high. 

74. In some places syndicates or associations have been .formed and laml has beeu 
let by landowners to these bodies who manage the allotments, subletting the laud io 
t~e tenants and covenanting with them and the landlord. Mr. Richards' report on the 
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Brixworth di~trict contains full particulars of the terms upon which one of these Richard., 
syndicates holds and lets land. B. 11., &5. 

75. Cow gates or pastures in which labourers graze their cows in common, with Cow 
apportioned lots of mowIng grass, are numerous in Driffield and F;asingwold; they pastures. 
are also noticed in the reports upon Brixworth and Nantwich. In the last-named 
district, and also in Atcham, small holdings of gr6Ss are attached to cottages whiC;h 
are occupied by labourers. These arrangements for enabling a labourer to keep a cow 
are said to be a great boon to thrifty men with industrious wives. In North Witchford, 
the grass sides of the highways and byeways are let annually by the surveyors of 
highways, and hired by companies of labourers, who club together to ·pay the rent 
and the wages of a herdsman. 

VI.-· BENEnT SOClll'rIEIi. 

76. In no less than 34 distriots out of the 38, a large proportion of the labourers Large pro
are said to belong to some benefit society. and this is partioularly the oase with the portion of 
younger men. Very frequently the older men, who are not now members of such lab0'brers 
a sooiety, have formerly belonged to some olub which was founded upon an unsound mem 0". 
financial basis and has been broken up. Local or village clubs are still' uumerous, but 
the youuger men have a distinct preference for the larger societies, such as the 
Oddfellows, Foresters, &c., which have branches or affiliated lodges generally distributed 
over the country. County societies are noticed in the reports upon BasingRtoke, . 
Dorchester, Maldon, Pewsey, and Wantage. 

In Glendale, which seems to occupy in every respect an exceptional position, there 
are no benefit sooieties insuring a labourer payment in sickness, for the simple reason 
that the men being hired for a year are paid wages whether at work or sick. 

In Melton ·Mowbray, Monmouth, and Truro the labourers are said to be less 
inclined to become members of a club than elsewhere, but no ex~l!lnation of the fact 
is offered. The usual objects of the clubs or benefit societies are to secure a certain 
weekly payment during sickness, to provide for medical attendance during illness, and 
to insure a certain payment for burial at death. Not infrequently, the funeral expenses 
of the member's wife are covered; but medical attendance o:ij. the wife and family of 
the member is not provided for. Distinct family medical clubE, however,exist in many 
dlstricts. One instance is reported uf a olub for securing a pension or annuity after Old age 
the age of 65, in addition to a weekly allowance in cllse of sickness. This olub has pension. 
b~n in operation in Hertfordshire ever since 1832, but since 1871 the practice of Chapman, 
insuring for annuities has entirely ceased. In a few instances, not,ice is taken of ll. vii., 95. 
labour~rs insuring their own f,nd their children's lives; coal and clothing clubs for Wilkinson, 
banking periodical deposits and adding a subdtantial bonus at the end of the year to A.96. 
the sum saved are very general. 

With respect to the registration of benefit clubs, it may be stated, as a general rule, 
that the public-house clubs, dividing clubs, and the smaller local clubs are unregistered 
while the larger societies and those which have extended operations are registered. ' 

VII.-TRADES UNIONS, STRIKES, &c. 

77. There are only six districts in which the Assistant Commissioners found any Districts 
evidence of a trades union of agricultural labourers. Those districts are Hollingbourn, where trade 
Langport, Maldon, Stratford-on-Avon, Swaffham, and Thingoe. The two last named unionsexi.!. 
are the only ones where the organisation seems to be particularly strong, and the 
power of the union considerable. In Swaffham the National Agricultural Labourers' 
Union, and in the Thingoe district the Eastern Counties Federatio!l claim. to have 
enrolled a large number of labourers. No strike of any importance is reported to have 
occurred in recent yeam. In Norfolk a federation of farmers has been formed for the 
purpose of defence. . 

VlII.-RELATIONS BETWEEN EMPLOYERS ANIl EMPLOYED. 

78. The relations at present existing between the farmers and the labourers are said Less friendlv 
b:! the ABs!stan~ ~ommiBsio~ere to be as a rule less friendly ~han they formerly were; without . 
wlthout bemg dlstinctly hostile the two classes have less cordIal feelings towards each being hostile. 
other. The labourer has become more independent and less satisfied, and he has been 
by oircumstances placed in a position to enforoe his demands. The farmers complain of . 
the labourers' indifferenoe and want of pride in their work. Th.e bond between the two 
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has become a commercial one, or to quote an expression used by Canon Bury .. merely a 
cas~ 7IeZ1Io8." But if th~ Assistant Commissioners have recorded several expl'es~ion. 
of distrust and bad feelIng on the part of the labourers. and some complaints of the 
farmers as to the inefficiency and remissness of the labonrers, their repOI'ts also givci 
evidence of fairly frienuly feeling widely spread. Iu 13 o\lt of the :lH district reports,' 
the relations are said to be " good" or .. satisfactory." In 17 the expression is modi tied; 
and they are described in some, such terms as .. fair," " amicable," .. not unfriendly," but 
in eight districtS the report is less favourable. Mr. !Spencer says that such ill-feeling 
as was shown in the districts which he visited was "rather more marked in districts 
" such as Kent, Surrey, and Essex, where the rate of pay is comparatively high, than 
" in the lower paid districts of Wilts and Dorset." 

IX.:-GENERAL CONDITION or THE AGRICt'LTURAL LABOURER. 

79. Upon one point there is an almost unanimous opinion expressed by the Assistant 
Commissioners and by every class of peraons from whom they received evidence, and 
that is as to the great improvement which has taken place in the labourer's condition 
during the last 20 years. If in some parts of the country wages are now lower than 
they were 10 years ago, they are certainly higher than at any period previous to 
1873-4, and there is reason to belie\'e that the average earnings within the reach of a 
willing and capable worker are in most districts considerable in excess of what they 
were 20 years ago. Any comparison of the present conditions with those prevailing 
30 and 40 years ago would be still more favourable to the present period. Machinery 
has relieved the labourer. of much of the hardest work. The hours of labour have been 
sensibly diminished. Regular employment is not difficult to obtain by those who artJ. 
willing to engage themselves. The acquisition of allotments has been facilitated. 
Before the passing of the Elementary Education Act, 1870, it was very generally 
believed that the labourer could not dispense with the earnings of his young children. 
That difficulty was. however, surmounted, and at the same time the wives· of the 
labourers very generally withdrew from field work and the family became dependent in 
many cases upon the single wage earner for its maintenance. Notwithstanding these 
changes the evidence is conclusive as to the labourers and their families being bettor fed 
and better clothed than formerly. If the state of the cottages is still far from what is 
desirable. it cannot be denied that the average condition of the dwellings of the poor is 
better. and that the standard of comfort is higher than it was. 

80. The most effective agent in' bringing about the improved condition of the Ifgri
cultural labourer has undoubtedly been the cheapness of all the prime necessaries of life. 
His wages will purchase more bread. meaL. butter, cheese, sugar, tea, and clothing than 
could have been bdught for the same money 20 years ago, and it is probably no exag
geration to state that 168. will buy as much of the principal commodities which a 
labourer consumes in the proportions in which he requires them as could have been 
bought for a sovereign in 1871-2. 

81. Several gentlemen, who were placed in a position to enable them to take a 
dispassionate view of the circumstances havA expressed to the Assistant Com missioners 
their opinion that it is not only the material condition of the l.abourer that has improved, 
but that there has been a moral advance, and that he is morA sober, more provident, and 
less dependent upon charity or poor law relief. _ 

82. The w~nta and wishes of the labourers vary with the particular conditions under 
which they Jive. While some desire continuous engagements and the payment of wago~ 
during" wet and dry," others desire complete independence and freedom to work un 
their own allotments when it suits their purpose; houses held without any condition 
a~ to their working for a particular employer. Some wish for more piece-work, other!! 
for a steady wage. Naturally all desire higher wages and shorter hOUr!! of work; 
occasional holidays and opportunities for rational recreation; and the means of rising 
by a gradation of small holdings to a higher socia.l position. 

Those outside the ranks of the labourers desm~ for them better cottages, larger 
gardens, improved sanitary arrangements, more thrifty· habits, and facilities for securing 
old age pensions. 

Notwithstanding the improvement which has unquestionably. taken place in ev('ry 
'Part of the country there are, it is to be feared, too many of the class under consideration 
who partly by their own fault and partly by misfortune are in a chronic state of 
poverty and distress, but in this respect the agricultural labourers will probably compare 
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favourably with those of any other class, ~nd the lot of the least fortunate is in many 
respect8 better thall that of many dwellers m town. 

83. Whether the progresR which has been made can be maintaine~, seems at the lo'uture 
present moment doubtful. It is hopeless to expect that wages can nse above theIr prospects. 
present level in the districts of lower wages while the prices of produce remam what 
thcy now are. Everything seems to point toO less employment of labour, and unless the 
rural popUlation be further reduced in numbers, it is difficult to see how they can be 
p.mployed upon the land. On the other hand, if in the future greater encouragement 
should be given to farmerR by an increase of prices, a great demand for .labour wonld 
arise, and the depopulation of the 1"ural distriots might be arrested, though there i~ little 
probability of the recall of those who·have abandoned agriculture for other pursuits. 

SECTION B.-WALES. 

84. The position of the agricultural labourer in Wales differs in some respects from l'osition of 
that of his fellow labourers in England. The agriculture is much more pllstoral in the Welsh 
character, and crops requiring a considerable amount of labour are much less grown. labon .. r. 
A large proportion of the farmers are working men, who are ,little removed in social 
pOSition from those whom they employ. Members of the small farmers' families not 
uncommonly take service under othel's of the same class. and the daughter of a farmer 
will. without losing caste, marry a labourer who hopes to become a farmer. and who 
occupies the same position as her father, perhaps. once held. 'rho labourer is often 
himself a small hOlder. and thus tho distinction between labourers and farmers is less 
marked I,han is generally the case in Eugland. .' 

85. 'l'aking the whole of Wales, the cgrit:ultural population is rolatively largor than Numb.r fin.) 
in England, bllt tho,o who call be described as wage 6al'ners in agriculture are in ratio pl'Ol'ortion 
to the population very slightly in tlxcess of those in England .. In '"Vult'S they arfl of wn"ne 
less than one-half of the agriculturists; in Englund they artl lUore than three-fourths of eurnero. 
that class. Th" tOlal number of wage earners ill agriculture ill Wales. which was in 
1891 44,448 persous, has decl'eased by (j.;j pel' CO)lt. since 1881, but ill a group of North-
western counties-Anglesey, Merioneth, and Carllarvon- it has increased by 114. ii. aud 
2~ per cent,. respectively. 

In ratio t,o the area of cultivated land wage earners are about half as numerous in 
Wales as they are iu England. 

}'emales are more engaged in agriculture than in England generally, but not to the 
same extent as in Nort.humberland and some other Northern counties. 

86. In consequence of the agricultural conditions, and the prevalence of emall farms, CI_es of 
the labourers have not generally any .specially defined work, and foremen, shepherds, labourers. 
carters. and stockmen are less distinct classes of labourers, though in Borne palts of 
the country, where larger farms are found, there are grade8 and separate cIa sees of 
labourers as in England. 

87. The population of the purely agricultural counties of Wales shows the same ~igns. Docrease of 
though somewhat exaggerated in degree, of the great and continuous decrease observ- pupulatiou. 
able in English couuties of 110 similar character. 'l'he movement of population has 
some peOUlihl' festul·e8. There has baen a considerable emigration to foreign countries, 
but the principal cause of deorease, where it has occurred, has been the migration of 
the rural population to the coal fields and the .. works" of South Wales, alld to 
English towns and industrial distriots. But in the agricultural districts of South 
Wales, on the other hand. there has been a considerable influx of labourel'S from the 
Southei'n and Western counties of England in order to suppl! the place of the native 
population who have gone away. It is said that thesu new comers .are after a while 
drawn into the vortex of other industrie .. , and their places have in turn to be filled by 
fresh drafts of labourers from England. 

,88. The districts of inquiry in Wales have been selected on the same principles as Districts of 
those adopted in the oaso of Bngland. . inquiry. 

There are eight of these districts, seven of which were visited and reported upon by 
Mr. D. Lleufer Thomas. after whose retirement Mr. Cecil Chapman surveyed the illstrict 
of Bnilth. The reports upon the several districts, and the final report by Mr. Thomas, 
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with analytical and general .indexes, form Vol. II. of the series rela.ting to th.] 
agricultural labourer. , , 

Of the eight districLs reported upon, tlu-ee are in South Wales, and live in Nort¥ 
Wales. They extend into 10 counties out of the 12, and they comprise nearly on..
fifth of the cultivated area of Wales, and more than that_proportion of the arable land, 
of the corn crops, and the cattle. . . 

Three of the eight districts of inquiry may be classed as distinctly agricultural in.; 
character, viz., Builth (S.W.), Ruthin, and Llanfyllin (N.W.). In four district&. 
Anglesey, Dolgelly, and Pwllheli (N.W.), and Narberth (S.W.), though agriculture is 
the largest in'terest, the industrial characteristios are mixed. In one district (Bridgend 
and Cowbridge (S.W.», the industrial class (as distinguished in the census returns) was 
20 years ago twice as numerous as the agrioulturists, and no doubt this disproportion 
has greatly inoreased since that period. But within and adjacent to this industrial 
district lies a rather noted agricultural tract of fertile- land known as the Vale of 
Glamorgan, . 

In all these districtil, except Bridgend, the populatioll has decreased during the last 
10 years, and in five of them the decresse has been continuous for a longer period. 
That decrt'ase has been most marked in Ruthin, and Llanfyllin, two purely agriculturlll 
dis~riots. where it has been 16 per cent. and 14'8 per cent. respectively in 20 years. 

I.-SUPPLY OF LABOUR. 

89. In no part of 'Wales does there seem to be a superabundaDce of labour, and ia 
some districts a decided scarcity is reported: This is most noticeable in the district of 
Bridgend already described as industrial, and next to it in this respect is the Unioll 
of Builth, which is purely agricultural in character. In other parts of the countr.! 
the deficiency is only felt at particular sea~ons; but everywhere the difficulty of 
obtaining female farm serva.n,ts for dairy and domestic work is spoken of. 

90. The decrease in the supply of labourers, which is complained of very generallyj 
is attributed by Mr. Thomas partly to changes in the system of agriculture, such all 
~he substitution of stock: grazing for arable cultivation. the use of labour-savin~ 
machinery, the enlargement of farms, the want of confidence between landlords an,* 
tenants, and. the employment of younger farm servants in the place of older and more 
experienced hands. This argument seems to me rather an inverted one which puts the 
elf«lct in the place of the cause. A great increase of the cost of labour was the conse" 
quellce of the migration of the labourers to the mines and works of South Walesl 
the farmer was compelled by the scarcity and dearneslI of labour to adopt additional 
machinery, to reduce the area of cultivation, to accept the service of raw iads in the 
place of seasoned men, and to submit to a reduction of the hours of work. '1'be fall 
in ~he prices of agricultural products has forced him still furthel' to reduce his labour 
bill; he cannot reduce wages where there is not a man unemployed, and he therefore 
reduces his' staff .• 

It is stated in Mr. Thomas's final report that in no part of Wales is there at 
" any time or season of the year any appreciable number of agricultural labourers 
.. out of employment if they are willing to work at all." 

With the exception of the importation of labourers from England into South Wales, 
there.appears to be no immigration of workers. In· some parts of the country there 
are men who move temporarily from one district to another a~ busy seasons, and those 
who have left agriculture for the" works" frequently return to their former homes for 
the harvest. . 

91. A want of efficiency on the part of the present labourers is by some alleged, bllt 
Mr. Thomas is of opinion that the complaint is not well founded, and Mr. Chapman 
speaks in terms of high commendation of the work done by the farm labourers in 
Builth. 

n.-CONDITIONS OP ENGAGEMENT. 

92. The' farm workers in Waies may be divided into two classes: the farm servants 
who are boarded and lodged on the farm, and the married labourers. Farm servants are 
hired and engaged for a half-yearly or yearly period. Married men are generally 
engaged and paid by the week; in many districts they receive their food on week days 
though they have their separate homes. For all who desire it employment is sai~ to 
be continuous; but some labourers prefer catch work. and they, of COW'He, lose time 
in wet weather and in winter. . 
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93. Tbe biring, whicb ueed fo'rmerly to be 'accomplisbed at &: .. hiring iair," is now Hiring. 
frequently It private arrangement, and this is said to give opportunities for underband 
dealings, and to lead to frequent breacbes of agreement, for wbich the employer has 
n!l remedy. It is urged tbat tbe Jaw of contract between farm servants and masters 
requires some amendment or modification. 

-- . Tho ...... Mr. Tbomas says upon tbis point:- A.. 25 • 

.. Tbe agreement is always a verbal one, but a smaIl sum of money, lB. or2s., is given Legal elfec& 
&II • earnest' of the contract. In the Narberth Union the practice of disregarding the of ordinary 
engagement by not entering on service if anything unsatisfactory is heard of ,the C:L 

character of tbe new place has of late become deplorably common. In such cases the (B 1111f,19) 
• earnest' money is generally returned: and there is no legal remedy for the breach of B";""i,ea of • 
the contract, as it does not satisfy the requirements of the Statute of FraudA. contract. 

.. Neither party to the contract haA an optional right to determine the engagement 
by a month's notice, unless it be by mUtual consent. If an agricultural servant or 
labourer, however, leaves his employment before the end of the term and without 
notice he cannot, it appears, recover any of his wages, as the contract of service for a 
period is one and indivisible, and the principle of quantum meruit is not applicable. 
Anglesey labouren suggested that their half.yearly engagement sbould be terminable 
at a month's notice, though they did not wish to make this applicable to harvest· time. 
If a servant left without notice, they suggested that only one month's wages should Thom ... 
be forfeited. On the other hand it appea.rs that employers have no remedy against A. 28. 
servants who leave their service in the middle of the year. At all events it is 80 held, 
by the county magistrates, and it was mentioned to me as a grievance, especi~!ly in t~1! 
Narberth Umon, where such breacbes of contract are of frequent occurrence; . 

94. It appears that the nor1Dal day for ordinary labourers, exclusive of meal hours, Hour. of • 
ranges from 10& to Hi hours, except in winter, when it is .from sunrise tll sunset. work. 
The hours are shorteRt in districts which are near to large centres of active industry, 
and where wages al"fj highest. 

The working hours are said to have been curtailed during the lsst 20 years. 
Indoor servants and those in charge of stock have 12~ to 13t hours of attendance, A.2O. 

inclusive of meals. Maids have the longest hours of all those who are engaged about 
the farm. Sunday work in winter is said to occupy the stockman the whole day. 

III.-W AGES AND EARNINGS. 

95 • .A large number of the farm labourers are paid partly by food, and it would seem Many 
that the character and value of the food provided must vary considerably, as MI'. labourers 
Thomas estimates the weekly value in one district (Narberth) !IS between 38. and 58., in bo,,:d~; 
another (Dolgelly) lit '18. 6d., and in a third (pwllheli) at 68. to 68. 6d. ::..:. 

96. 'rhe rate of wages where food is provided is said to range from 78. 6d. to 108, a Rate of 
week, the lowest rate being paid in Narberth (Pembroke and Carmarthen), and the wag ... 
highest in Dolgelly (Anglesey), and Pwllheli (Carnarvon). Where the labourer finds 
his own food the rate of wages ranges from 12,. in some parts of Narberth to 188. in the 
district of Bridgend, which is in an adjoining county to the former district, the two 
extremes being thus found within a distance of 50 miles. The average of the mean 
rates in the eight districts is 148. lOll. a week. . 

The wages of la.bourers are not generally much augmented by piece-work ·or by 
payments for overtime or extra work. A number of casual labourers let themselves for 
the harvest; and a few stockmen and shepherds have allowances. In Builth there are, Chapmau, B. 
however, considerable allowances, many labourers receiving them in one or more of the VIII. 62, 63. 
following forms, viz., house and garden free, potatoes, skim milk, firewood, butter, 
keep of. an ewe and lamb .. In N~rbe~th the labourers arE' som~ of them retained by the 
posseSSIOn of a small holdlDg, which IS sublet by the farmer With the condition that the 
occupier 'shall work for the farmer. 

97. Upon the data. supplied by the reports the total earnings of labourers may be Estimated 
estimated to range from 148. a week in Llanfyllin to 188. 6d. a week in Builth. both of earDingw. 
which are purely agricultural districts. These estimates apply to ordinary labourers. 

Indocr servants' wa,.,<>es are said to be from 18l. to 36l. a year in addition to their 
board and lodging, the highest rate given being in the district of Anglesey. A peculiar 
system of payment for labourers in this cla..os is found in Narberth where some of the 
unmarried farm servants are partly paid by the pasturage of a sheep. 

Eel! 
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Dairymaids, wages range from 11Z. to 28/. £'r even 301. a year. the latter rate bein~ 
reported from Angillsey, the usual range appears to be from 111. to 161. " 

98_ In 1870 th rate of wages in certain counties. which include sevon of the preseD' 
districts of inquiry, appears to haye been on an aVllrage ~bout 128 6d_; there has thm' 
it would seem. been a rise of about 20 per cent. in 20 years; but as compared witl 
1879 there has been a faU in the weekly wages. 

IV.-CO'lTAGJ ACCOMMODATION. 

99. On the subject of cottage~ Mr. Thomas reports in the followiDg terms :_ 
" There are very few districte, if any, of those visited where the cottages are satisfac" 

tory from the point of view uf condition and construction. Their WOl'><t feature, 
common to all parts of the country, is the want of separate bedroom accommodatioD. 
Structural and sanitary defects are also most common." 

100. It appears that one type to which many of the older cot,tagE's conform contaios 
only one room. in whieh the whole family have to live nnd cook. wash and sleep; 
this room, though undivided by partitions, is in some dE'gree separated into compart. 
ments by box-beds. A better and newer type of cottage has two rooms downstairs ancl 
a loft in the roof above. A third and still more modem type has frum four to !iv,· 
room~. In a very large proportion of the cottages there is no opportunity for males a1lf1 
females to occupy separate rooms. Tn the Reports of Assistant Commi8sioners upon th" 
English districts there are few which du not record somo efforts of landowners tu 
improve the condition of cottages upon their estates. The WelBh Reports contain fow 
notices of similar conduct. It is said that too frequently no attempt is made to keep 
up existing cottages or to supply new in the place of old ones. Mr. ThonlUs stntes thllt 
" some landlords are known to have adopted a consistent policy of never repairing II 

.. cottage, but to allow alIt-hat tend to got out ot repa.ir to ja.1l intq ruins." 

101. 'l'h~ drainage alld sanitary accommodation of cottages are dCFcl'ibed as being 
very generaily defective or unsatisfactory, and overcrowded dwelling-bousf's unprovidOlI 
with privies, refuse heaps in close proximity to dwellingR. surface drainage, and lit I 
im pure water supply seem to be the characteristics of almo~t eyery village de~cribed. . . 

102. With regard to the sanitary authorities Mr. Thomas reports in these terms :
" Several county councils have lately taken an important step forward in appointiJlf 

one medical officer of health for the whule county, as the system of subdividing arellot' 
among ordinary practitioners has not proved very satisfactory. The next necessit,
appears to be a trained staff of sanitary inspectors. I aID not aware that the in"pecto. 
of a single union visited by me had received any special training in sanitary matters. 
Turning' to poor law guardians, I did not. as a rulfl, find them taking any great interest 
in sanitation, and I was assured that in many unions, when the board resolves itself 
into a sanitary aut,hority, it is the general practice of most of the guardians to withdra. 
themselves, and in some cases the {leriodical reports of the medical officers of healt~ 
are read in the presence. of the Chall'lllan and Vice-Chairman only." 

.And he recommends the publication of these Reports with the annual or half-yearlJ 
accounts of t,he union. . , 

103. On tbe subject of overcrowding, Mr. Thomas says in his report on UanfyUid, 
" there is seldom but one bedroom for the use of t.be whole family, having no sub
" division so as to admit of the separation of the sexes; ovel'crowdill~ IS the 1I11f 
" enviable result, and to remedy or prevent it, t/'elocal autbority is utterly helplesS; 
" for a rigid application of sanitary principlfJ8 would at once "en&er more than half 1114 
" cotta,ge8 in fJ&e union tenantles8." . 

. \ 
104. Frequent complaints are made of the insufficient number of cottages, notwitltO 

standing the decrease of tbe rural population. Old houses bave gone to decay, and 
they have not been replaced. Farm cottages appear to be 8S distasteful to the farmers 
as they are to the labourers, and, as in ]~ngland, there is a strong preference on the 
part of tbe labourers for village life. . 

Mr. Tbomas thinks that the chief cause for the labourers congregating in villagCII 
is the owner's inability or unwillingness to repair cottages dispersed on farms; but he 
admits that " there is a growing tendency to congregate together so as to live near the 
" school-house and tbe chapel, while proximity w the village shop is undouhtedly • 
• , consideration for the labourer's wife" Between the farmer who does not want .. 
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have the labourer's family housed on his farm, and the labourer who prefeTS to live in 
the village, the landowner may well find an excuse for not repairing farm cottages. 

105. Mr. Chapman report.s deserted outlying cottages in Builth as "quite habitable, n .. erted 
" but there is nobody to occupy them." In one district, Pwllheli, the deficiency of cottages. 

cottages is so gI'l'at as to be productive of much hardship. Married men wor~ at ~~;l;~i:' 66-
such a distance from their homes that they prefer to sleep on the farm prem1ses, 
returning home only once a week. Possibly the custom of feeding the workmen at 
the farmhouse makes the men more indifferent on the subject of their homes than they 
would otherwise be. It would seem that bad as the ')ottage accommodation is in some 
pW'ts of England, it is far WONe in W.ales. The general standard of accommodation is 
lower, and there is mnch less evidence of progress and imprO'Vement. 

lOS. But if the cottages in Wales are far from satisfactory the accommod3tion Farmhouse 
provided for the farm servants, either in the farmhouses or in the farm buildings, ~~~,:~o. 
is apparently still worse. A large number of farm servants are boarded and lodged 
by the farmer. In some districts the men are quartered over a stable or cow 
house. in a compartment which is often only partially separated from tho rest of 
the loft. Even at the present day, the bed is perhaps only the body of an old cart 
filled with straw; and where beds are provided, tho bed-clothes are sometimes washed ~hlrjo 
only once in six months; no sanitary utensils are supplied; and the men often go to B' vi' 38. 
bed in their wurking clothes, withont taking even their boots off. . " 

Where a different system prevails and the farm servants occupy rooms in the farm-
house, the accommodation is said to be very limited, many complaints having been made ~hI1'~"·41 
as to the want of proper partitions for effectually separating the sexes, the approach . ., . 
to the men's hedrooms being frequently through the sleeping apartments of the women 
servants. Contrasting the two systems of out-door and in-door lodging of men 
servants, Mr. Thomas makes the following obs'lrvation " whether the absolute freedom of 
.. the ont-door 8il8tem, 01' the semi-prorniscuoU8 crowding of the indoor system is the worst 
.. appearB d(fficult to decide." 

107. Cottng~s which are not situated in villages belong generally to owners of estates. Ownership. 
In four of th" districts of inquiry, they are mostly let with the farms and held by the 
labourers, subject to the condition of worl<ing on the farm. In the remaining four 
they are g-enerally let directly to the labourers by the owners. In villages, the cottages 
chiefly belong to independent ownel'S. "rhere are few instances of cottages owned by Thomas, 
labourers. and these are generally cottages of the lowest possible type, some of them B. Ill" 50. 
being without chimney, fireplace, or ceiling. Oottages belonging to the parish, or B, VI., 36. 
to Charity trustees, are mentioned in one or two cases as very bad in character. 

108. Rents of cottages range from Sd. a week to n. or 8t. a year; the latter rate Rents. 
being paid for those in villages or small tOWllS. 

109. Rates on cottages held under a farmer and rented by him with his farm are Rates. 
almost always paid by the farmer, but where the labourer hires directly from the owner 
he not uncommonly pays rates. 

V.-GARDENB, ALLO'I'MENTS, &c. 
110. Gardens are very commonly attached to cottage8, except in large villages. Garden •• &c. 

The size varieR extremely. but tbe estimated aVArage extent is 20 perches. 
In South Wales the gardens are said to be particularly well cultivated; but in 

Anglesey they are described as having a neglected appearance. Where village cottages 
have no attached gardens they have sometimes allotment garuens of small size on the Allotmonls. 
outskirts of the village. The demand for these is not great, and in default of 
labourers ocoupying them they are taken by small tradesmen, and an instance II! 

given of one being held by a Member of Parliament. 'l'he rents of these plots are Thom .... 
IOmetimes very high. being at the rate of 6l, 8s. to 101. an acre, and this fact may partly A. 52. 
account fOJ' the indifference of the labourers with regard to thpm. 

Mr. Thomas reports that .. Allotments are not popular in Wales, 110r can it be said 
.. that there is much demand for them." 

In the Union of Bridgend a number of pieces of land have been set out under 
variou8 in~losure. awards fO,r a!lotment grounds; :where these are conveniently situated 
and thE' ROll admits of <cultlvahon, thpy are occup1ed and well cultivated, but in many 
inst3!IOf'S they are to~ far ~istant, from the village to be of any use as allotments, 
and 1t wO'lld seem deSIrable, If pOSSIble, to exchange them for a smaller area of suitable 
land more conveniently situated. 
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Potato grounds are to be found everywhere, though held under very difl'eJ' 
conditions. In some plllCJe8 the ground is given in return for manure from the labour( 
pig; in others it is understood to be a payment for the work of the labourer's win
harvest; in one district a charge is made for the land simply; in another the fa~: 
finds seed, labour, and manure, and makes a corresponding deduction from .. ' 
labourer's wages. ' 

Cows, pig., Ill. Cows -are kept in many districts by those who have small holdings, and 'WI 
and poultry. for wages, and the system is said to be of great benefit to the labourer and his fam 

but tJ:te successful or unsuc~essf~l result depends almost entirely on the industry I 
cleanline88 of the labourer s wife. The custom seems to be most oommon in 
districts of Dolglllly and Pwllheli. In Builth several farmers find cows for the USf 

their labourers, charging them 38. a week. 
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In a few instances, sheep are kept by labourers, either on a common or with 
employer's flock:. In Builth farm servants and labourers buy sheep, and the farl 
keeps them for one-half share of the wool and lambs produced. Pigs are kept 
a considerable extent, except by those who live in villages, where pigstyes have b. 
condemned 8B nuisances. Poultry are' largely kept by labourers in Ruthin f 

Anglesey, and yery generally by those who are small holders of land. 

VI.-BIINBFIT SOCIETIES, &c. 

112. In Bridgend. Llanfyllin. and Builth, a considerable number of labourers 
enrolled as membp.rs of friendly societies, but in other districts this does not 8eom tc 
the case. This result is attributed by Mr. 'I'homall to the mismanagement ancl failu 
of such societies in the past, to the dishonesty of members in drliwing upon their. 
funds when they could very well follow their employment, and to the fact that 
some parts of the country the parish is regarded as the natural provision for 
labouring class in sickness or old age. Some employers expect their labourers to J' 
a benefit society, and they then add to the sick pay so much as is required to make U' 

sum equal to a week's wages. i 
1'he practice of holding the meetings of such societies at public-houses is goner~ 

condemned. I 

Mr. Thomas reports suggestions that Government should be far more string 
in seeing that none but the soundest actuarial tables should be adopted by any societ; 
that their accounts shonld be subject to periodical audit by a Government audi1 
and that rules should be laid down as to .the cla88es of securities in which the fw 
could be invested. 

VII.-TRADE UNIONS. 

113 ... There is a total absence of any organisation of the nature of a trade un 
among the agricultural labourers of Wales. Some combinations have from time to ti 
been attempted, but the most successful have had only a short-lived career. With c 
exception these combinations have aimed almost solely at the reduction of the ho 
of labour, and a slight concession has, as a rule, been followed by the collapse of ' 
movement." 

In one instance an object aimed at by the promoters of a. labourers' union 1 

to secure the improvement of the sleeping accommodation, but" the labourers stoPI 
short of paying any subscriptions." 

VIII.-RBLATlONS BETWBEN EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED. 

A. 65, 66. 114. Mr. Thomas reports that in some districts" a certain sourness of feelings" s 
Varying from .. an absence of good. will" are .to be f?und, .while in others, a8 in Dolg~lly s 
sunr feeling Narberth, where holdmgs of all Sizes are mtermlXed, and the son of a farmer 18 of1 
toexception. employed as a servant on a neighbouring farm, a much better feeling prevails; J 
&ly good. everywhere men are more independent, and "the indoor servants often cause 

.. immense tl'ouble to their employers. The two great causes of discontent 8 

.. disafl'ection are the food and accommodation, and in both respects . . . there is 

.. most cases much room for improvement." 
Chapman Mr. Chapman says of Builth that the relations there are exceptionally good-" 1 
B. VIII. 98. •• class distinction between the two is very slight, and they meet each other m, 

.. as partners than as masters and servants." 
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115. The accommodation of the indoor eervants has been already noticed. ~etdof 
The diet of farmers and their eervants boarded with them is very infer!0r to th~t lab'::"u:"'!... 

of farm labourers in England generally. In the Narberth Report the followmg table IS 

given of the ordinary diet in a farmhouse :-
1. Breakfast.-Coffee, bread and butter. 
2. Dinner.-Wintll7"-Broth, salt meat, and potatoes. 

Summer-Flummery, milk, bread and cheese. 
3. Supper.-Broth, bread and cheese. . 

The bread is generally made of wheat and barley, though sometimes oats are added. 
The cheese is made from skim milk and is said to be tough and leathery. The meat 
is bacon. In some districts a fourth" meal of tea and bread and bntter is interposed, 
but nowhere is it the cnstom to give meat more than once a day. 

It is curious to note that in Builth, which is more or less of an English-speaking 
district, the labonrers will have nothing: but the finest and whitest of wheat flour. 

IX.-GENERAL CONDITION OF THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER. 

116. The labourer of South Wales is said to be .. in a better position than he has In South 
.. even been before, while in North Wales he was slightly better off, perhaps, about :a1ea- better 
.. 1879, though his condition at present is fairly satisfactory. The total amount of b.f~r:ver 
.. wages is not the only element to be taken into account: allowances or gifts in kind In NOrlh 
.. were more frequent in former years than at present. The tendency to leave farm ":ales . 
" cottagtls for villages has also affected the position of the labourers; in the latter case slightly Im
" they pay a higher rent and probably find that they cannot keep a pig or poultry. proved . 
.. On the other hand all nece&saries of life are cheaper than formerly, though this can Ih~7·' 
" scarcely be said of clothes, as those bought at present, though of less price, are more . . 
" shoddy and do not last 80 long. School fees have also been abolished·, but the 
.. opportunities for members of the family other than the husband to earn money have 
" greatly diminished." 

But with all the qualifications whioh can be suggested, it seems impossible to doubt 
that a great advance has been matle in the .past 20 years. If wages of outdoOi 
labourers have increased by 20 per cent., and those of indoor servante by 30 to 50 per 
cent., and if the purchasing power of money has increased by 20 per cent., as il 
probably has done, there is a conBiderable margin for expenditure on other than the 
bare neoessaries of life. . 

It is admitted that the hourd of labour have been reduced, while the more arduous 
toil has been relieved by the use of machinery. If the expenditure in rent has 
increased the social advantages and the convenience of village life must be regarded as B. 1., 20. 
giving the labourer some return for his money. The withdrawal of women from 
field work is a consequence of the labourer's improved position, . as he can afford 
to dispense witb the earnings of his wife and daughters. The district Reports contain 
evidence of the opportunities which indoor servants at least enjoy of saving money, 
alld strictures upon the improvidence of this class of labourers. The married labourer 
ii, perhaps, in a worse position than the farm servant, because he receives so largo 
a part of his wages in food. He consumes in six days of the week from 30 to 40 per 
cent. of his tlarnings, and the othtlr members of his family suffer from this system of 
payment. Mr. Chapman's report on Builth states that the labourers generally acknow- Chapman, 
ledge that their position has improved, but they make it a subject of complaint that B. VIII. 
land was more easily procurable in the old days, and some say that the extI'a Bloney 102. 
at harvest time was" then more commonly paid than now." 

Employers in the same district are unanimously of opinion that there has bee;' a 
steady improvement iu the oondition of the labourer, who is in many respects better 
off than the small farmer. .. In education, in dress, and in manners, the agricultural Chapman, 
.. labourer of to-day is superior to the average farmer of a few years ago." Ii. VIII., 

117. Mr. Thomas, at the conclusion of his report, makes a number of suggestions ~o~ Ii 
fO.r im~roving the condition of t~e agricul~lJnI:llabourer, and establishing his rel~tions fo~~":: 
WIth hls employer on a tIlore satltlfactory fooLmg. Many of these deserve attentIOn as ing condi
social refOrl/lS, to be effected voluntarily under the pressure of an enlightened public tion. 
opinion. They do not--wit.h the exception of those which refer to hiring agreements 
and the stricter Government supervision of benefit societies, both of which have been 
already noticed-seem to require any legislative sanction. . 

.As in the case of England, the housing of the labourer seems to be the most pressing 
subject for reform. 'l'here Boems to be little evidence of a disposition to build 
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improved cottages. and where the population is continuously decreasing, there is)i 
inducement to build with a view to profit. If, ali the labourers «!lsire, cottage~ al' 
be held independently of employment, and subject to no rf'strictive conditioll' 
to ~ork, l:tndowne:s will have little induccment to build cottnges Oil their est 
for the proper hOUSIng ofthe labourerd who aN require,l for the cultivation of the 1, 

If the sanitar! authorities are in manv cases supine, they are often po weI 
to compel an improvement wit.hout re~ort.iDU' to the extreme measures of do: 
ins~nitary dwelling~ and demolishing them, °anrl the result of l'nergetic action 
their part would be In many places to make a large numbcr of families homel,'sa. 

I am of o~inion that t~e. evideuce from Wales strongly slIpporls the suggns 
made by ASSistant CommiSSIOners for England. that the Medical Officer of He 
shonld be placed in a position of greater indopendence; that he shoul.1 devote 
whole time to the work of his office, and that, in order to carry out this ohject witll 
pressing too heavily upon the ratepayers of the smaller sanitary districts, the,' 
of his duties should be enlarged. ' 

SECTION C.-SCOTLAND. 

118. The wage earners in agriculture in Scotland are a larger proportilln of 
total population in Scotland than they are in England and Wales. Out of ever! 
thousand persons 300 in Scotland are in this class, while in Englaud and Walcs tit 
are 275 only; The agriculturists are al~o relatively mol'C numerous in ~coLlantl tl 
in England, but a larger proportion of them are farmers and farmers relativl's' I 
consequently a smaller pI'oportion of them are wage earners in Scotland than in Ellgl: 
and Wales. '.I;he relative proportions of the wage earners to the agriculturist8; 
about 73 per cent. in the latter and about 62 per cent. in the former country. 

119. As is the case in England, Wales, and Ireland, the number of wa!\'e earners", 
considerably decreased in recent years. In 1871 they were 165,0\)6, in 11:;1:11 they 11 
149,765, and in 11;91 they had been reduced to 120,770. Admitting for reasons sta 
previously, that the figures for 1871 and 18\'H are not st.rictly comparablq, thoRe for 11 
and 1891 are practically made up on the same system and they show a decrease dur 
the last census decade of 19'4 per cent. which is at a far greater rate than t,he deCl't, 
iu England and Wales during the same period, which was 10'25 per cent. ~ 

Wag~ 120. The ratio of wage earners to agriculturists varieR from 92~ per clint. in BI 
earners in Lothian to 33'64 per cent. in Sutherland. In a group of seven counties which extl· 
ratio l? agri- from Fife to the English border, including besides that county, East and Mid Lothi. 
cultunsts. Berwick, Roxburgh, Peebles and Selkirk, they average 85 per cent., while in the se\' 
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northern and western counties, from Caithnass to Bute, the wage earners nre OJ 

one·half of the agriculturists. , 
121. The proportionate numbers of females in the ranks of wage earners is and It 

always been very large in Scotland as compared with the other two countries, thou! 
the number of them has enormously diminished. In 1871, females were 25'9 per cell 
in 1881 29'5 pel' cent., and in 1891 18'3 per cent. of agricultural wage earners. 
England and Wales they were in 1871 only 5'8 per cent., and in 1891 only 3'0 per cer: 
of the cIlLSS. It may be observed that in England a decrease of 40,Per cent. 011 tl 
number of those who represented only 5 per cent. of the wage earnerd 18 small in cor 
parison with a decrease of more than 50 per cent. in Scotland where it afrects mt> 
than one-eighth of the whole class. 

The number of female wage earners shows some curious fluctuations. It increall 
positively as well as relatively from 1871 to 1881, since which time it ha~ fallen fro 
44172 to 22,055, or at the rate of more than 50 per cent. In the same period, nul 
w~(7e earners 'decreased from 105,593 to 98,718, or at the rate of 6'5 per cent. TI 
di~inution of the workers in agricnlture by nearly 30,000 persons must have had 
powerful effect upon the agriculture of the country. 

The alterations ill the boundaries of counties in Scotland have been so considera}, 
sincA the censuS of 181;1. that it would not be safe to draw any conclusions from tl 
figures relating to counties taken singly, but speaking broadly it may be said that tl 
decrease h~reen the greatest in the pastoral counties of the north and west, and Ie. 
in the e8st ai south. 
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122. It is worthy of notice that among male wage earners the numbeTs of those 
under 15 years increased between 1881 and 1891, while the greatest decrease occurred 
in those over 65 years anu after them in those between the ages of 20 and 45. Among 
females in the class the greatest decrease was in those under 20 years of age among 
whom it was at the rate of 57 per cent., and it was least among those of 65 years and 
upwardB. 

Ages of 
wage· 
earners. 

123. The agriculture of Scotland, widely as it varies in character as the result of the Agriculture 
physical features and climate of the country, is more disLinctly divisible into arable and of Scotland. 
pastoral dIstricts than that of England, where it is as a rule of a mixed arable. and 
pastoral characWlf while in Scotland there are immense tracts of country entIrely 
pastoral and other parts of the country where a very large proportion of the cultivated 
area is srable laud. The arable portion of the country is mainly concentrated in a few 
groups of counties in the east and south of the country, while the whole of the northern 
and western counties, stretching from Cape Wrath to the Mull of Cantire, with two-
fitths of the whole area of the country, have on an average less than 3~ per cent. of 
that area under the plough. On the other hand, in six of ilie north-eastern counties to 
the right of a line extending from Fort George to Dundee, and including Nairn, Elgin, 
Banff, Aberdeen, Kincardine, and Forfar, more than nine-tenths of the cultivated area is 
arable. Measured by the proportionate extent of the total area which is occupied in 
growing crops that require the largest amount of labour, namely, corn and greell crops, 
the counties which have been just named are less conspicuous than those of Fife, 
Haddington, and Berwick; while Linlithgow, Edinburgh, Kinross, and Clackmannan 
rank with them in respect of these crops. In the l:J counties above named nearly 
one-half of the whole number of wage earners are employed. 

124. It has been already stated that it was found advisable to pursue in Scotland Scheme of 
a somewhat different course, with regard to the inquiry under the Commission, to that inquiry. 
which had been adopted in England and Ireland. In ilie absence of any well-defined 
local areas of administration the Assistam; Commissioners were directed to pursue 
their inquiries in groups of counties, and the late Mr. G. R. Gillespie, an Assistant 
Commissioner, prepared a scheme of inquiry which, having been submitted to 
Committee B. and approved by them, has been carried out. 

125. Under this scheme Scotland has been divided into U districts, of which 11. Groups of 
are agricultural and largely arable; one includes both arable and pastoral districts and countie •• 
the other two are mainly pastoral in character. 

126. Of theee districts three were surveyed by Mr. Gillespie, five by Mr. H. Assistant 
Rutherfurd, four by Mr. Hunter Pringle, and two by Mr.E. Wilkinson, who had C:ommis
been previously engaged in England. The Reports upon the several districts form &ne~ 
Par I. and II. of Vol. IlL, and the Indexes to the Reports which were prepared po. 
on : .• e same plan as those relating to Vols. I. and II., form the third part of. ilie 
volume. 

127. In some respects the conditions affecting tne agricultural labourer in Scotland Conditio". 
are far more uniform than is the case in England and Wales. It might be said that affecting 
possibly ilie Iljore general and extended character of the survey as compared with the I.bom..,r. 

. f 11 d·· . h f h d more UOl-mlllU te survey 0 sma IstrlCts 111 ot er parts 0 t e country ten ed to obscure form in 
differences in detail, but whether this is so or not it is clear that in one very important Scotland 
particular the Scotch system is the same all over the country and that is in respect to than in 
tJle .de~ni~e engagement of all the regular labourers whether married or single. Englsud. 
Agam, It IS very common and usual to house the labourers on the farm, and villages 
am the exception, whereas in England they are ilie rule. And further, labour is much 
more organised in Scotland than it is generally in Englaud. Each man of the regular 
stuff has his special duty. The ploughmen have each of them two horses and no more 
under their care. they work iliiR team and feed and tend them. These ploughmen may 
he graded as first or second ploughmen, but they have all of them the same duties. 
EY~n the women workers have for the most part definite and particular duties. 

Dealing with the principal subjects in the order of the notes for inquiry the first to 
b~ noticed is the- ' 

I,-SUPPLY OF LABOUR. 

. 12~. The COmplllil~t of an insufficient supply of labourers is very general. Bearing Supply in
m mllul the fnots whICh have beeu already stated with regard to the decrease in the sudicient. 
nnmber of lnboul'ers, and especially in the nnmber of women workers, it is evident 
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that if the system of farming fornierly pursued had been still carried on, labourers must 
now be insufficient in number, or otherwise they must have been in former times much 
in excess of the demand.' But there is no evidence of auy great s.uperfluity of hands at any 
period within recent times. The decreased supply has been met by a change of system 
in farming. Although the arable .land tell1ains about the same in extent as it was, 
a large proportion is ieft in rotation grasses, and crops requiring the greatest amount 
of labour have diminished in area by nearly 10 per cent. i by the use of maohinery 
labour is economised, and a certain amuunt of work is left undone. Mr. Hunter Plingle 
does not "think that analaoning scarcity pf laQourers has yet arisen," and he regards 
it" as a healthy sign that there a~e no unemployed agrioultural labourers, and 1jI0 farms 
" without sufficient servants to perform the necessary work," that "there is no,SUI'
" plus, but that there is nothing like a famina of labourers anywhere." These remarks 
apply only to the distriots which he surveyed; but tbese were some of the most important 
a&,ricultural districts in Scotland, including, as they did. J!:ast and Mid Lothian, and 
Fife. 

Mr. Rutherfnrd found all over the districts which be visited in the north, west, and 
south-west of the country. that "in one c11181j of labour or anotber, the supply of 
" hands required for agricultural operations was insufficient." In the northern 
counties the demand was urgent. and in the south, where the supply was sufficient, it 
was no more than sufficient, while the exodus of the people still continued, Mr, Gillespie 
reports a scarcity in two out. of three districts whioh he reported upon. inducling 
Aberdeen, and a group of counties in the north-east. Mr. Wilkinson says that in 
the pastoral districts of Peebles, Selkirk, and Dumfries, no difficulty was experienced 
in getting shepherds, thoughJloughmen were short. In Berwick and'Roxburgh the 
supply of men was about equ to the demand. Very generally women workers, and 
particularly dairymaids, were difficult to obtain. • 

129. The immigration of Irish labourers, though greatly diminished, is still con
siderable in those counties wh,ere pot!lotoes and corn are largely grown, and some girls 
from. Skye and the Hebrides migrate annually though in decreasing numbers. In 
the neighbourhood of towns and seaboard villages a large amount of casual labour 
is obtained at busy seasons of the year. 

130. Complaints as to inefficiency of the present race of labourers were frequently 
made; but these were chiefly in dist,ricts where competing industries absorbed many 
of the better labourers and exerted an unsettling influence upon others. Generally the 
complaint W!loS that the labourers wl'lre less willing and less industrious than formerly 
but not that skill or r.sl?acity were wanting. 

II.-OoNDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT. 

un. Throul5hout the whole country the regular practice of farmers is to hire 
shepherds, cattlemen, and married labourers by the year. The single men who are 
lodged on the farms, whether they are boarded or not, are hired by the half year., 
'l'his universal custom of engaging all the regular staff of workmen by the year dis
tinguishes the Scotch system from the English-under it the labourer receives.regu~r 
wages throughout the year; he loses· no time on account of weather, and If he IS 

sick and unable to work his wages are paid, at least for a period, which seems to have 
become 'fixe<t by custom at six weeks. A few ext,ra labourers are taken on when required 
by the day or week, and the immigrants, whether Irish or others, who are employed at 
special 1!ork, have no hiring; but these are exceptions to the general rule. In some 
districts women workers are engaged by the half year, in others the' hired cottager 
undertakes to find a woman worker (generally a member of his own family), whei 
her services are required, for a definite sum per day, or per week. ' 

132. 'l'he engagement with the labourers is usually made at hiring markets, the com.. 
mencement of the term being either Wbitsuntide (26th May), or Martinmas (Nov. 28th). 
Very commonly the engagement is a verbal one only. It is supposed to be rendereJ 
biuuing by the acceptance of earnest money or .. arIes," but of late years great 

Desertion 01' and general complaints have been made of a growing practice among the labourer. 
,,·nice. to repudiate engagements, in many cases without notice to the farmer, w~o expects the 

hired servants to come at the term-time, and has no opportunity of filhng the vacanl 
place when disappointed by the failure of the hiI;ed servant to keep his ~ngagement 

Pringle, 
B. I. 206. 

The farmer's remedy, which is to we for damages, is not very effp.ctIve, and a( 

amendment of the law is suggested by Mr. Hunter Pringle, who appends t? his reporl 
on the Fife district a legal opinion which he' obtained upon the subject of tl 
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farmer's means of redress, and the amendment which 'might be eff~ted in the law as to 
breaches of contract. 

133. The difficulty appears to arise in the first instance from' the engagement being Agreements 
generally verbal and not written.' If, however. the farmer sues. and is awarded damages, gen~r:Uy 
he can only recover by seizing or by arrestment of wages, if these exceed 208. a week. ver a. 
The complaint appears to be that up to 1875 there was power to imprison the 
defaulter if he did not pay the damages awarded or find caution for the fulfilment 
of his contract, but the effect of the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act 
of 1875, and of the Employers and Workmens Act, 1875. has been to make the master's 
only remedy a claim for damages which can only be. recovered in the ordinary way. Pringle, 
The remedy suggested is that written contracts only should be recognised, and that !. I. B 3 
upon a breach of such contract the sheriff should have power to order the respondent S~i~e';;d 
to find caution for performance, and in default to order impriso:/lInent for a period amendment 
not exceeding 14 days. '. . of the law. 

Mr. Gillespie reporting on the subject of desertion of service, including failure to 
begin a term of service' according to engagement, whicp. he says had been found 
oommon of late years, contented himself with' suggesting a milder. form of remedy 
by the arrest of wages in execution of a sheriff's decree for any damages''that might 
be inourred by desertion., '. . . 

Such an amendment of the law as Mr. Gillespie suggested could not be regarded Gillespie, 
as unfair to the servant; while imprisonment for ilny but a flagrant offence or for B. VII. 22. 
contempt of court would be regarded by many as too severe a punishment for the 
offence. 

134. One result of the hiri.ng system is, strange to say, the frequent change of situ- Frequent 
ationO by labourers both married and single. It seems as though the fixing of a. c~ges of 
definite term operated to encourage men to move. Very generally the restless dis- oemoos. 
positiOn,' the' fashion of flitting year after year is spoken of and deplored by the 
employers. as not merely inconvenient and wasteful, but as tending to destroy the 
labourer's interast in his home or his work, and to prevent the grow~h of any feelings 
of attachment between him and his employer., ,The habit is . said to be much 9n-' 
ooul'aged by the neglect of many farmers to make inquiries as to the antecedents of 
the men before hiring them. . 

. 135. Various suggestions have been made with a view to the mitigation of this lndefinite 
habit of constant change. In his Moray, Aberdeen, and Forfar reports Mr. Gillespie cont1'8cts 
notioes one suggestion which was pressed upon his attention 'Very frequently, and it .u~g .. ~d. 
was that of indefinite engagements terminable bya short period of warning as a iil~jP'e, 
month or R fortnight. Without expressing any very decided opinion as regards the VII i3

H
, 

single men who aI:e farm servants, Mr. Gillespie expresses " grave doubts whether VIIi. 15 . 
.. the system could be applied to married men, at all events while houses are so scarce 
.. as they are." 

Mr. Rutherfurd found both masters and men divided in opinion upon this point. Rutherford, 
Mr. Hunter Pringle rlirects attention to a system adopted on one farm of paying a A,34. 

bonus in respect of eaoh year's service after two years have been completed. The 
plan is said to have pI'oved successful, and if continuity of service ~n he promoted 
by the payment of a bonus that only amounts to 5,. after two years' service and to 208. 
on entering the eighth year of service the system would be a cheap remedy for 
an aoknowledged and growing evil. 

136. There is less variation in the hours of labour and the hour~ of attendance in Hours of 
Scotland than in 'England, though the time for commencement and leaving ofl', and work. 
the meal hours differ somewhat. Horsemen, and a considerable proportion of all 
male workmen are included under that te~m, have abont 14 hours from start to finish, 
but out of these they take ·half an hour for breakfast and two hours for dinnei'. The 
hours of wor~ in the fields.(except in w~nter) ar.e from 9 to 9,\ hours, the journey to the " 
field from tue stable bemg counted m the tIme, hut not the juurney home. Unlike 
a large number of the English labourers the homes of these horsemen are near the 
stables, and they are able toO take their mid-day meal as well as breakfast at 
home. 

In some dist.ricts, or xather upon. some farms, the horsemen are required to visit 
th~ at.ables at 8 p.m., al~d thIS I~ everywhere considered a grievance, and the 
?hJtlt:tJO!1 has beon met m many mstances by imposing the duty upon the men 
m ~ota~lOn or by the farmer personally or by hii deputy, the .. grieve," under
tn1j:lllg It. 
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The hours of stockmen vary more than those of ploughmon. In some districts 
they are extended to 13 hours of attendance, or where milking at dairy flU"llls 
is carried on they may be further prolonged. 

137. The ordinary labourer as understood in England does' not exist in Scotlan,l, 
In estimating the hou.rs of labour in the former country it was thought the safer plan 
to fix the hours of thlS class and to add to thoRe hours more or less to make up tho 
hours of work of carters and stockmen, but in the case of Scotland it is only by 
reference to the hours of the horsemen that the working hoUl's of the casual men 
and the women workers can be ascertained in many instances. It appears to be tho 

-rule that "orra" or casual men, women workers, and boys work the same hours 1\8 

the teams in the fields, that is, 9 to 9t hours., 

138. Horsemen very generally divide the Sunday work, all of them attending in the 
morning, after which the work is attended to by one man out of four or five, the 
rest being set at liberty. 

Cattlemen during the winter' season have very frequently a full day's work, and 
Sunday brings them no relief. In summer, except in the dairy districts, they have 
little to do on that day. 

Obligation to 139. In former days it was a very usual condition in engaging hinds or married 
find "oman labourers that the man should find a woman worker, at such times as the farmer might 
worker less require her services, at an agreed wage per diem. Although this system is notioed as 
~omJl!on 
than for- still prevailing in some parts of the country, it appears to be much less common than 
merly. it was when the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners and the Royal Commission on 

the Employment of Children, &c., were written (1867-70). At the present time it is 
said to be expected of the man that he will find the worker, and in a few districts oliO is . 
bound to do so. In others the man who has members of his family prepared to 
undertake field work has a decided advantage in the .. feeing" or hiring market inas
muoh as every farmer is anxious to secure the contingent advantages of his residence 
on his farm. 

Ohligation.. 140. Where the obligation to supply a worker exists, it is looked upon 8S a 
grievance. grievance by the labourers. In some counties the' wives of labourers are required to 

undertake the work of milking night and morning, and this is much oomplained of. 
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lII.-WAGES AND EARNINGS. 

141. In dealing with the subject. of the remuneration received by labourerd in Eng
land it was found necessary to insist upon the fact that wages, meaning by that term 
the weekly sum paid to ordinary labourers, very inadequately represented the possible 
receipts or total earnings of capable men willing to work, and that such wages afrorded 
no safe basis for the comparison between different districts or different parishes. In that 
part of the kingdom the weekly wages are simply the minimum rate of payment for 
a time bargain; they are augmented not only by perquisites but frequently by oppor
tunities of earning extra sums or by an increase of the rate at special seasons. In 
the case of Scotland it is equally necessary to disregard mere money wages as a 
standard of payment, though the reason for doing this is not exactly the same. 

142. The wages in Scotland are constant and regular throughout the year; but in 
many districts the .earnings are largely made up of perquisites and allowances and to 
a still greater extent by payments in kind. 

143. The last-named form of payment, though less common now than it was 20 
years ago, is still sufficiently widespread to make it impossible to form any idea of tha 
actual receipts of the labourers in many parts of the country without put.ting a value 

. upon the kind payments. This subject has been examined ~y the Assistant Com-
missioners with great care, and the Reports of Mr. Hunter Pnngle, Mr. Rutherfurd, 
and Mr. Wilkinson contain a great number of examples sbowing in detail all the items 
which have to be brought into account with the value which may fairly be attached to 
them, while Mr. Gillespie's Reports supply the materials for.a comparison between 
the three districts which he surveyed and other parts of the country, though his 
premature death deprived the Commission of the advantages of receiving from him a 
summary estimate of the comparative results. 

144. It is not poesible in the case of Scotland to make the wages and earnings of 
the ordinary labourer the basis of comparison for the simple reason that in many dis
tricts there are not a sufficient number of that class to supply an estimate. The ordinary 
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married ploughman will best represent a type which will be f~und in all the agricultural ordinary 
districts, and it may be considered that his earnings will serve to gauge ,Pretty labourers. 
accurately those of other clas86s, excepting thtl shepherds. 

145. A comparison of the mean rates of a large number of estimated weekly earn- ComPf"'tive 
ings shows rates ranging from 13B. 10d. in Orkney and Caithness to nearly 238. in :~e 
Lanark, with an approximate average of 188. 9d. Commencing with the north, where weekly earn
the minimum rate is found, there is a gradual increase to about 178. 3d. a week in the ing •. 
Moray and Aberdeen groups of counties, with a. further rise to about 198. 3d. in 
FOlfar, Fife, and the Lothians. In the central counties of Stirling, Dnmbarton, 
Renfrew, and Lanark the highest level of 228. to 238. is reached. Ayr, Bute, and 
Sonth Argyle are about on a level with the Lothians. Berwick appears to be slightly 
below these, and in the three connties in the extreme south-west the rate deolines to 
about 17B. 

146. The lowest rate of earnings prevails where the payment is most largely in kind Lowest rates 
and least in oash. Thus, in CaithneBB, it would appear that little more than one·third where pay
of the rflccipts of a. ploughman are in money, while in Lanark, where a much higher k-"':t~ m 
rate prevail~, the payment is ?hi~fly in cash, the only a?ditions b~ing the honse ~ent, l':'''g..~r;o
and the carriage of coals. Agam, In the Report on BerwICk, some Instances are gIven portion of 
where less than 30 per cent. of the earnings are paid ill. cash. At the present value of total. 
meal the earnings of labourers paid largely in that commodity will naturally be depressed 
in comparison with thoo.6 where money is paid, but so long as the payment in kind is 
made only in such commodities as can be fully cousum-ed, and are required for the 
sustenance of the labourer's family, the fluctuations in value make nb sensible difference 
to the receiver . 

• 147. The compulsory abolition of payments in kind has been one of the planks in the· F._ymendn 
platform of agrarian reform. The evidence contained in the reports leads to the con- klOd less th 
clusion that the change is pressed by outsiders rather than by labourers, and that a ~~~~.: a~~~ 
large majority of the labourer/!, at least of those who are married, prefer the present ,., 
system, while some of the farmers are quite willing to substitute money for produce. 
One theoretical objection to the system, namely, that the farmer supplies the labourer 
with produce of an inferior quality, meets with absolutely no support. 

148. With regard to milk, which is a very usual allowance in kind, the substitution Allowance 
of money for that article would praotically result in depriving the labourer's family of milk 
of any opportunity of obtaining it. . common. 

149. The payment of shepherds exhibits considerable variety. In many of the Shepherd •. 
arable districts the class is unimportant if· not unknown, but in the purely pastoral 
districts they are almost the only agricultumllabourers. Mr. Pringle gives a range 
of earnings in his districts of inquiry from 168. 6d. to 298. 3d. a week, These earnings 
in many districts are made up partly by the keeping of one or two cows with their 
followers, partly by otl1er perquisites, the cash payment being only a small part of the 
whole. The system of payment by a shepherd's pack; that is by the keep of a certain 
number of sheep with the master's flock, once very common, has been largely discontinued, 
but it still exists in Peebles and Selkirk. In consequence of the great fall in the value of 
wool and also of the lambs and ewes, the shepherds who are thus Daid have suffered 
considerably. In one instance, given by Mr. Wilkilleon, the proceeds.-of the shepherd's 
pack decreased in the years from 1889 to 1892 by 191. 138. or 78. 6d. a week. 

150. Young unmarried ploughmenwho are boarded and lodged, receive as wages from Young tn ... 
121. to 18t. per half year, the highest rate being reported from North Lanark. As a aDd "half
general rule, these labourers are not now boarded, they reoeive wages and allowances lins." 
ou tho same soale 11. the married men if fully competent, and in some districts, a large 
number of them are lodged in bothies. 

i51. Women receive from Is. to 28. a day at ordinary work, and iii some places 3s. Women. 
or 3s. 6d. a day in harvest. the wage varies according to the demand for them for 
particular descriptions of work. In Berwickshire where they are much employed, they 
.'urn from 25/. to 281. a year. and instances are given by Mr. Wilkinson of as much WilkinsoD, 
RS 3~1. being earned by a woman worker, but this included the rent of a house. B. II. al. 
Dairymaids get from 201. to aOI. wages besides board in the dairying districts. Boys, 
until t,hey can manage a team of borst's. get about the same wages as women. 

152. Comparing the present rate of earuings with those reported to the Duke of P ...... nt 
Rillhmond's Commission on Agriculture, 1879-1882, it would appear from an abstract earning •• 
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of the evidence given before that Commission whioh I have prepared for the use of 
this Commission that in the most important agricultural oounties. the earnings of the 
ploughm~n are very si~ilar iu amount. In Aberdeen, the esti~lltes for the ~wo reriods 
are preCisely the same ID both cases. In Forfar, they are now 198. 4d. agaInst 8,.5d. 
formerly. In East and Mid Lothian, they are 198. 1d .• and they were 198. in 1880. 
In Berwick they are 188. 6d. against 188. 3d. In the Moray district, they have 
apparently risen from 14,. 10d. to 178. 3d., and in Ayr from 168. 6d. to 198. 3d. 

15,3. As compared with the earnings of 20 years ago, those of the present day are 
conslderaoly higher. An abstract of the evidence coUected by the Commission on the 
Employment of Children, &c. in Agriculture (1867-70), which I have laid before the 
Commissio,n, shows a rise in Aberdeen from 128. 8d. to 178. 3d. In Fife from 148. lId. 
to 19s. 3d: IIi the Lothians from 158. 4d. to 198. 1d. In Berwick from 158. 8d. to 
18s',6d. In Ayrshi.re from ~48. 8d.1? 198. 3d., &~d in Stirling from 15s. 4d. to 223. 
Takmg these as IiYp.1oal oountlea, the lnorease of, earnings would be at the rate of 
30 per cent. , 

, IV.-TaB HOUSING OF THB LABOURER. 

154: The system of' .housing the agrioultural labourers in Scotland differs in some 
essential. features from that which commonly prevails in England. The married 
labourers instead of being for th", most part located in villages occupy farm cottages, 
the supply of a sufficient number of dwellings for the regular staff of the farm being 
considered as muchea part of the proper equipment of a farm as t.he ·supply of stables, 
barns, or byres, 

155. But, in many parts of the country a large proportion of the hired labourel'9 are 
unmarried, and they require no house of their own ; their accommodation is provided 
for in one of two ways, which are distinguished as the" farm kitchen" system and the 
" bothy .. system. Under the" farm kitchen" plan the men servants are boarded and 
lodged in the farmhouse, or upon the farm premises; under the "bothy" system 
lodging is found for them in barracks on the farm, hnt they make their own arrange
ments as to meal's. Formerly, the hired servants were inmates of the house and members 
0,£ the household, but very frequently where the practice of boarding the men is still 
kept, up, the men sleep in barracks on the farm, while they take their meals in the 
farmhouse. 

In the Lothians, Berwick, and Roxburgh the farm cottage system appears to be the 
rulp. The bothy system is extensively developed in Fife, Clackmannan. Kinross, Perth, 
Forfar, Kincardine, Moray, and Nairn; it is also found inInverne~s, Ross, Sutherland, 
Caithness, and Orkney. The farm kitchen system prevails in Aberdeen and Banff, and 

,in all the Midland and South·western COUIities. 

156. With regard to cottages. it appears from the reports of the .Assistant Commis
sioners that there are few counties where at present there is any great complaint as to 
the number of cottages available for labourers under the existing circumstances, but 
the continued survival of the bothy system in certain districts must be regarded as an 
indication of an insufficient number of houses in those districts, and in those counties 
where it prevails extensively, a deficiency of cottages is reported. 

157. Gene'rally it is stated that great improvements have been made in recent years) 
both by building new cottages and improving existing ones. But the impression which' 
is conveyed by the reports and the evidence which they contain is that very much' 
remains to be accomplished to render the existing cottages fit habitations. With the, 
decrease of population the worst class of houses is being abandoned, while, on the othooi 
hand, new cottages of a better class are being continually added. The county councils; 
who are the sanit..ry authorities and their medical officers of health, have in many 
counties been very active, and under their orders extensive repairs and improvements 
have been effected. . 

158. In respect of accommodation the average cottage in Scotland is far inferior to 
that of England; but the building is generally more substantially constrncted than ili 
the latter country. The great defect noticed in almost every locality is the dampness 
of the cottages owing to the low level of the floors, the situation in contact with a bank 
of earth, and the absence of drainage. The number of rooms in rural cottages is very 
generally two, with, perhaps, the addition of a closet. The older houses have only one 
room divided by means of the furniture into two compartments. The Census R:eturnH 
as to the number of families and inhabitants in different classes of accommodatIon for 
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1891, though they exhibit a considerable advance since 1881, show that mare than C~IISUS 
one-half of the families and nearly one-half of the popUlation of the rural districts of : ::::~~ 
Scotland live in tenements with nat more than twa rooms, and fully 10 per cent. of accommO
them in tenements of one room, whereas in England little more than 6 per cent. of the dation. 
population in similar districts have to put up with such limited accon;tmodation as two 
roams. Many of the modern houses are single storeyed, and where bedrooms upon an 
npper floor have been supplied they are not liked by the inhabitants, who prefer to 
make the kitchen the sleeping place. Upon same estates cottages equal to the better 
English type have been built, but. the average of cottages in Scotland must be con-
sidered inferior, and the people seem'po have even less appreciation of the necessity for 
separate sleeping apartments for persons of different sexes than those of the same class 
in England. 

159. In the matter of sanitary conveniences Scotland is also far'behind England. In San~tarycon
some districts privies are said to be "conspicuous by their absence," or, if present, by .. ewenee •• 
their non-use for the purpose for which they are intended. In one report from a 
medical officer of health, 73 out of 95 cottages are said to have no accommodation of Pringl., B.I., 
the kind, while 11 only have a satisfactory provision. App. o. 

160. The bothies in which the unmarried men are quartered are described by llothies. 
Mr. Hunter Pringle in his report on Fife and the adjoining counties. and also by' 
Dr. N asmyth, Medical Officer of Health for Fife and Clackmannan, in most unfavourable 
terms, as "the most inferior of all houses," conspicuous in discomfort, filthy and dis
gusting in character, and demoralising to the young men who occupy such quarters; 
and Mr. Gillespie speaks in very similar terms of those which came under his 
observation. 

Under this system from two to four men occupy a building of one or two rooms. 
The men cook for themselves. The rooms may be occasionally visited by a woman for 
clpansing purposes, but these visits are irregular and uncertain. The men and young 
lads are under no restraint, and they become accustomed and inured to discomfort and 
dirt. 

161. Although the farm kitchen system is still common in many counties of Scotland F.srm 
it is for the most part in a modified form, the men sleeping in barracks which resemble kitchen 
bothies in character, except that DO cooking has to .be done there. The nature of the system. 
accommodation providpd for these farm servants is described by Mr. Rutherfurd as Rutherfurd, 
being frequently above or alongside a stable, and the medical officer of health for A. 73. 
Dumfries-shire states that they are" occasionally even over swine." The furniture i~ 
said to be generally scanty. Some of these places are spoken of as deplorably uncom-
fortable, others as fairly convenient and roomy. ' 

162. The county councils have not confined their attention to cottages alone ; they Action of 
have caused in some counties at least an inspection of bothies and sleeping-places to be count.!' 
made, condemning those that were found to be unsatisfactory. councils. 

In Aberdeenshire they have appointed a committee to consider the best illan fo1' Gillespie, 
a model sleeping· place In order that they may let proprietors know what the council ll. XII. 32. 
are prepared to recommend and insist upon. 

163. Throughout the whole of Scotland, farm cottages, which comprise a very Ownership 
large proportion of those occupied by farm labourers, are let with the farms and are nnd tenure 
held hy the occupants rent free. Mr. Hunter Pringlp., in estimating the addition to of cottages. 
wages represented by the provision of a house and garden rent free, puts the value of 
these at from 21. to 61. per annum, according'to the age and condition of the house, 
but he says the largest proportion occupy houses of the class which he considers worth 
4Z. per annum. 

The tenure of the farm cottages is for one year, the period for which the men are 
hired, and the condition upon which they are held is that of the servant working for 
the farmer who has hired his servic!)s. , 

V.-GARDENS, ALLOTMBNTS, &c. 

164. Cottages are universally provided with gardens which are, however, in most Gardens. 
districts small, 200 square yards (6-7 perches) being a usual size; they do not appear 
to be generally, well cultivated, or to be much desired. The common custom of 
allowing a hired labourer a certain. quantity of potatoes, which is enough for the 
()onsu!llptio~ of his fa~ily. ~ak.es hi;m indifferent to the possessio~ of a large garden, 
!illd hIS habIt o~ chang~g hIS sltuatlOIl 80 frequently prevents his takjng any interest 
In the surroundings of hIS home. 

Ff4 
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AlIotmeLI& 165. The same remarks apply to allotments which are, as far as the agricultural 
labourers are concerned, unknown and undesired. Potato grounds are provided in 
some districts, but as a rule a definite quantity of potatoes is provided as part of the 
wages agreed upon. . 

VA.-COWS AND COW-RUNS, &0. 

Cows kept 166. It appears that cows are much less kept by labourers than was the· case 
by labourel'l. formerly. In the pastoral districts the keep of one or two cows with their" followers .. 

is ~ very usual form of payment. In the more agricultural districts the hinds Rnd 
ordmary. labourers seldom possess cows of their own, except in the counties of 
Berwick, Roxburgh, and the Lothians. Where they are found the farmer keE'ps the 
cow~ sUJ?m~r and winter, for an agreed s~m of. 28. or 3s. a week, or 8l. a year. '1'he 
dlmmutlOn m the number of cows kept In thiS way is regretted by many employers 
and others. By the labourt:r8, it is said to be caused by their inability to proville tho 
money for the purchase of the cow, but it is clear that this difficulty was overcome in 
past days when wages were lower than they are now. While some farm('l's object to 
keeping cows for .their l~~ourerl!, others are so convinced of their being an advantage 
to them and theI~ famIlIes that they have advanced the money required for the 
purchase of the aUlmal. In several counties where wages al'e not paid entirely in cash 
~ da.ily allowance of new milk (two to three imperial pints) forms a part of the payment 
lD kind. 
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Pigs are not largely kept by farm labourers, many employers having a feeling 
th6t labourers, being in close proximity to the farmyard, might be tempted to 
dishonesty if they were allowed to keep them. 

VI.-RENEFIT SOCIETIES. 

167. The regular and continuous employment at fixed wages with the security that 
those wages will be paid during sickness makes the labourers in Scotland VAry generally 
indifferent to benefit societies such as those in England, which are mainly patronised 
by those who desire to provide against a total loss of income by sickness or disable
ment. In a few localities, however, membership of a benefit socipty is common, and 
in others men insure against accident or to provide for their funeral expenses, and 
in the extreme north a certain number are said to insure with the object of receivillg 
a fund at the end of a fixed term of years. . . 

VII.-TRADE UNIONS, STRIKES, &0. 

168. There is not in t.he Reports of the Agricultural Commission any record of a 
strike among agricultural labourers, except an unsuccessful attempt by women in 
Slirlingshire. The Scottish Ploughmen's Federal Union has a considerable number 
of members (said to be 6,000) widely distributed, and a few local organisations, like 
that of the Farm Servants' Union of Aberdeenshire, are spoken of in the Reports. The 
objects of the Federal Union are to obtain weekly payments and money wages, weekly 
half-holidays, and a suitable number of whole free days, a week's work of 56 hours, 
'With 6d. an hour for overtime, the abolition of feeing (01' hiring) markets; better 
housing and .bothy accommodation. The union has also for its objects to provide 
8 sick benefit and funeral society, and a superannuation fund for aged members. 

VIII.-RELATIONS m;TWEEN EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED. 

169. While the general effect of the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners is that 
the relations between the two classes, the employers and employed, are fairly good, 
there is evidence that, in some parts of the country, there is a want of good feeliug 
and sympathy. The masters complain of the restless spirit which leads men to change 
their situations frequently, of the breach of agreements, and desertion of service. 0" 
the other hand, the men complain of long hours; they desire to have holidays and half
holidays secured to them; they would many of them prefer short. and indefinite engage· 
ments to a yearly hiring. It does not appear that there was much complaint as to the 
amount of earnings (except with regard to women's wages), or the form of payment, 
the demand for money instead of kind payments, meeting with little sllpport from 
the men themselves, and being apparently entirely pressed by outsiders; the fariners 
are said to be leRs averse to the change in this system than the men themselves. Mr. 
Pringle says the relations are most strained where the land is inferior, and the farmers, 
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are" small men," and that wherever bad bothies, bad cottages, and proximity to mining 
villages and manufacturing towns occurred, the relations were anything but cordial. 

170. Mr. Hunter Pringle proposes a board of conciliation which should authoritatively ProPosefd 
decide questions submitted to it by persons, employers or employed, having a grievance =:lioo. 
in any matter not directly connected with the value of labour. Pringle, 

The subjects upon which the proposed board might adjudicate are not particularised. A. '12. 
It would ue difficult, perhaps, to find any in which the value of labour is not more or 
less involved. e.g., hours of labour, half-holidays, &c. It may be that an arbitration 
betwefln individual parties upon some disputed point might lead to more definite agree
ments as to the conditions of service, J)Ut it is not probable that a decision of such a 
board would be accepted as unconditionally binding upon others than the parties 
applying or concerned. If a large proportion of the labourers on one side, and of the 
farmers on the other side, were combined together in different trade associations, which 
could agree to submit matters in dispute to such a board with a binding engagement 
to accept its decision, it might be worth wl1ile to establish such a body, but a decision 
between two individuals would scarcely be accepted generally as a precedent to govern 
all similar cases. 

IX.-GBIIBBA.L CONDITION 01' TIlE AGRICULTURAL LABOUBEB. 

171. The una,nimous expression of opinion by all the Assistant Com~issioners, an Imp~o~ed 
opinion which iJI confirmed by the evidence of a large majority of witnesses, is that the condilion. 
material condition of the labourers has immensely improved of late years. Wages 
have increased, the hours of work are shorter, the work is easier; the average con-
dition of cottages has improved. Mr. Hunter P·ringle states that in all his travels he Pringle, 
never heard of any person willing to work who had failed to get it; and he adds" the A. 75 • 
.. surroundings of the labourer's home are cheerful; that all traces of care and want 
.. are gone, and the thoughts of the labourer are now directed to the improvement of 
.. his position in other respects." 

Mr. Rutherfurd is equally of opinion that in means and comfort the position of the Rotherford, 
agricultural labourer has greatly improved, and that his condition is good .. even when A, 93 • 
.. compared with that of working men with higher wages." 

172. Mr. Wilkinson, whose districts. of inquiry in England lay chiefly where the England and 
earnings of the labourers are decidedly above the average of that country, compares Sco~ 
the condition of the labourers thers with that of those in the border counties of camp • 
Berwick and Roxburgh, and the adjoinin~ pastoral counties, Peebles and Selkirk, and 
he concludes that .. the farm servant is at present better off in Scotland than in 
.. England. Whether paid all in cRSh or partly in kind, or by way of allowances, his ~ilkin.oD, 
.. wages are, as a rule, somewhat higher, and. heing sure of them whether well or ill, . I. 10. 
U he is released from any great anxiety as to the future as well as from the necessity 
.. of maki!lg prOvision for tha.t future by subscribing to clubs to the diminution of his 
U income." 

173. It is said that Ik! the labourer's material condition has improved there has been Moral COD

a corresponding progress in his moral condition, that he is more temperate, and that ?ition 

illegitimacy, though still a great stain upon the morality of the rural classes, has ImproVlld. 
steadily and largely decreased, and, further, that very few of the paupers of Scotland Rutherfurd, 
are drawn from the ranks of the agricultural labourers. BA· III

B
·, 

pp. • 

174. On the other hand there is some reRSon to believe that the present race of Laboorera 
labourers is less thrifty and less inclined to save than its predecessors-that the les. thrifty. 
opportunity of accumulating money which the unmarried farm ilervanta undoubtedly 
enjoy is too much neglected, and that domestic economy is milch less practised than 
formerly. At the same timE) the reports record many instances where considerable 
saving~ have been made by lahourers, and notices of men who commencing as farm 
labourers have risen to be capitalist farmers or professional men. . 

175. The absence of a strong inducement to save is put forward as one of the Wan' of 
reasons w~y men d~ n~t oftener lay by ~oney; and the general decay and disappearance obj~ for 
of crofts lD some districts, and the paucity of small hohlings in others, are subjects of SBVlDg. 

regret, because the encouragement which such holdings might give to thrift is wanting. Gillespie, 
Vari,ous opinions a~ exp!Bssed as to the possibility of crofters and small holders suc- R VU. 24. 
ceedmg, but there IS eVidence to show that where the occupation of small holdings 
Cl\n be combined with other work they are advantageous. not only because they offer 

U 791&0, G g 
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to the farm servant a palpable object for saving, but also becauso they form" a usoful 
.. reservoir and nursery of labour." The children of the crofters are said to bc 
" trained to be the best class of farm servants." 

176. It would appear that, as is the case in England, the cottage accommo,lation iM 
the principal matter in which something may be done to improve the c<llldition of 
the agricultural labourer, and 1. agree with Mr. Pringle and others ill suggesting that 
State loans should be made to landlords upon easy terms with the obj,'ct of promoting 
the supply of better cottages. All iucreased supply of cottages would diminish tho 
number of bothies, and thus effect a great improvement in those counties whe!"e the 
bothy system still exists. The administration of the various Acts relating to public 
health must result in great benefit to the occupants of inferior an,d insanitary dwellings. 
The policy of the Board of Supervision in refusing to sanction schemes by which medical 
officers of health for connties, or chief medical officers of districts, are permitted to 
engage in private practice, and the efforts which the Board, in conjunction with the 
various county councils, have made to establish a more efficient sanitary organisation, 
·supply an example of what might be accomplished, and has already been suggested 88 
desirable, in England. 

177. It seems desirable to make such an amendment of the law of master nnd 
servant as would enable either party to obtain, by a process of Bumm~ry jurisdiction, 
damages sustained in consequence.of a wilful breach of contract. 

SSCTION D.-IRELAND. 

178. The number of wage earners in agriculture in Ireland, included in the Census 
Returns under the occupations of,(U agricultural labourers, cottagers; (2)' shepherus; 
and (3) farm servants, probably falls far below the number of those who work' for 
wages on farms in that country, not only because of the largennmbers of those who 
are enumerated as .. General Labourers," and who work on farms at some time or other, . 
but also on account of the large number of persons included under the designation of 
farmers, and farmers' male relatives without a specified occupation. These farmers and 
farmers' sons, &c. are generally little, if at all, above the position of agricnltural 
labourers, and many of them work for wages on the farms of others whel;l thoy have an 
opportunity of doing so. The total number of the wage earners in agriculture was in 
1891 280,086, while that of the general labourers was 118,980 persons. At the same I 

time, farmers numbered 417,003 and farmers' sons, &c. were 212,731. Th~ gross total 
of those included under the four occupations mentioned was 1,028,800, or nearly 22 per, 
cent. of the whole population of Ireland. ' 

179. The paramount importance of the agricultural industry in Ireland is shown by . 
the fact that nearly one· fifth of the whole popUlation is claijsed among agriculturists, i 
while in England and Wales that class forms less than 4 per cent., and in Scothnd' 
less than 5 per cent., of the whole population. Of the whole nnlllber of adult males in 
Ireland 54 per cent. are agriculturists. Among the agrionltul'ists, as a cll1Bs, the wage 
earners are less important in respect of numbers than' in England and WaieH or ::lcot. 
land. inasmuch as they are only about 30 per cent. of that class in lreland, while 
they are more than 73 per cent. in England· and Wales, and 62t per couto in 
Scotland. 

180. ,It has been already pointed out that agricultural labourers have decreased mol's 
rapidly than the whole population of Ireland. This decrease was much more noticeable 
in the case ,of females than in that of maies, the former having dimini~hed at the rate 
of 38 per cent., and the males, by about 14 per cent. between 1881 and 1891, so that 
whereas the female wage earners were in 1881 10'7 per cent., in 18!)1 they wert 
only 7,9 per cent. of the whole number. . 

181. The number of wage earners under the age of 15 years has sensibly diminished 
since 1881, and it is now less than 5 per cent., while all those whose age docs not 
exceed 20 years form 26 per cent., and those between 20 and 65 years are about (;6 pOJ" 
cent. of the whole number. • 

182. Taking the four provinces of Ireland separately the wage carnel'S are IIlCJSL 

numerous in ratio to population in Munster, while agriculturists form the largest pro· 
portionate' part of t,he whole population in Connaught, but wage' earners in' ratio til 
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agriculturists are most Dumerous in Leinster. The relative importance of the agricul
turists and wage earners in the four provinces in 1891 is. shown by the following 
table:-
----~--

I ~DDaUght·1 Ltin&ter. Munster. Ulster. Ireland. 

Agriculturists in ratio to populntion 26'057 I 15'57 19'36 19'09 19·42 
W age eo.rner~ in ratio to popul:o.tion 5'02 6'27 7'11 0'29 S'95 
Wage earnen in ratio to agriculturists 18'91 I 40'80 36'73 

I 
27';4 30'65 

, 

I 
• 

But within the provinces, taking the counties separately, there is a wide variation, . 
as is shown by a memorandum on the Irish Census Returns, which I have prepared 
for the Commission. 

183. It has already been stated that the inquiry in Ireland was carried out ,in 30 ~ist~.ta of 
different districts. By the courtesy of the Local Government Board (Ireland), a mqulry. 
series of short minutes by the different Local Government inspectors, as to the charac-
teristics of the different poor law nnions in the eountry, was furnished to tbe Commis-
sion, and these proved of great assistance in determining the selection of fitting rlistricts 
for inquiry. In these minutes the pop,ulation of the several unions was broadly classed 
as " agricultural," .. mixed industrial, ' and" migratory." 

The districts which were selected extend into every county in Ireland. Owing 
to the overlapping of union and county boundaries, several counties are represented 
by more than one district of inquiry. Five of the districts are situate wholly or partly 
in Connaught, ten in Leinater, eight in Munster, and nine in mater. According to the 
classification adopted in the min utes of the Local Government Board formerly II1en tioned, 
nineteen of the districts have a population which is mainly" agricultural," ten have a 
" mixed industrial," and one a .. migratory" population. The thirty districts include 
one-fifth of the whole area, and nearly one-eighth of the population and the 
agriculturists of the whole country. 

184. These selected districts exhibit great variety in respect of density of population, Ch.nrncter
distribution of the population upon agricultUral holdings, size and value of holdings, jf.tle~ of 
agriculture, and live stock. In every district. there was between 1881 and 1891 a 'Ismeta. 
deorea~e in the population varying from 171 per cent. in Caatleblayney (Monaghan and 
Armagh) to 7?; per oent. in Naas- (Kildare and Wicklow). The two district~ just 
named as oxhibitmg the maximum and minimum deorease in population, happen also 
to be those w hioh have respectivl:'ly the greatest and the least proportionate part of 
their population engaged in ngriculture. In Castleblayney 76 per c;:ent., and in Naas 
only 38 per cent., of the whole population are agriculturists. But it would not be 
safe to infer from these two examples that the decrease in population has generally been 
greatest where the agriculturists are most numerous. 

185. The cbaracter of Irish agriculture differs in some important re~pects from that ~h .• r.etel'
of England and Scotland. The holdings are generally much smaller in extent and in 'Istlels of. I 

1 d h h· h' 1 b h 11' r1S' agrlcu -va ue, an t e crops w 1C reqmre most a onr occupy a muc sma er portIOn of the ture. 
total area and also of the cultivated area.' Thus more than two-thirds of the aO'ri-
cnltural holdings do not exceed 151. in annual value, and nearly one-third of the t~tal 
area is in holdings of less than that value. The area of crops of all kinds including 
Lay is less than one-fourth, whereas in England it is about 45 per cent., of the whole 
aren. In Ireland only about 18 per cent. of the cultivated area is in Corn or Green 
crops or J<'lax, while in England more than 35 per cent. of that area is under those crops. 
These faots bave a very important bearing upon the employment of the agricultural 
labourer. Small farmers can rarely find continuous employment for hired labourers. 
If they require more labour than their family can supply it is only during a busy 
season such as hay or harvest. and at other periods of the year they frequently become 
competitors with the labourers for employment. 

180. In some of the distriots of inquiry the statistics as to holdings of different classes Size.oC 
show a remarkable prevalence of small holdings. Thus, in ,"Vestport and Castlerea holdl~!!S as 
more than 90 per cent. in number of the agricultural holdings do not exceed 151. i~ :ffec1tlng t 
annual value, and in nine districts of inquiry three-fourths of the whole number of mp oymen. 
holdings are in the same category. In Kenmare nearly 70 per cent. of the total area 
is in holdings of the same class. and in six other districts, more than one-half of the 
land is in holdings of this desoription. Again, in respect of cultivation, in Westport 
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less than one-tenth of the cultivated area is in com or roots; in Castlerea these crope 
are onlf 15 per cent., and in Kenmare they are little more than 6 per cent. of that 
area. t is true that these are extreme instances; but there are not a few districts 
where the circumstances are somewhat !limilar, and even in 80me of those districts 
which repre~ent the other extreme of comparatively large holdings, the pro8pects of 
the continuous employment of labourers are not encouraging, 'l'hus, in Kilmallock 
(Cork), where little more than one-third of the holdings and only 7 per cent. of thll 
area are in the class not exceeding 151. annual value, while nearly 40 per cent. in 
number and about the same proportion of the area are in holdin~s of lOUt. value and 
upwardll, the corn and green crops are only 6~ per cent. of the cultivated area. 

187. The. dependence of so large a part of the population upon agriculture, the nature 
of the holdmgs and the character of the farming largely influence the condition of 
the labourer. Very generally throughout the country the circumstances are not such 
as to require the continuous or constant employment of labourers. 

188. Except in the north-eastern counties and a few districts in other parts of the 
country where large farms are to be found, the agricultural labourers have not, 
as a rule, definite occupation, Cartel"l! and Stockmen are not' distinguiShed from 
others, and .. the care of the horses and animals falls to the lot of the ordinary 
labourers." The labourers may be divided into (i) ordinary labourers, (ii) indoor 
farm servants, and (iii) herds or shepherds; and in the Census Returns they are 
enumerated undllr those heads, about 56 per cent. of the wage earners being classed as 
"Agricultural labourers or cottagers," about 42 per cent. as "Farm servants," and 
2 per cent. as" Shepherds." Nearly 11 per cent. of the indoor farm seI:Vants and nearly 

,6 per cent. of the agricultural labourers (of the Census Returns) are females. 

I.-SUPPLY OF LABOUR. 

Present 189. It appears that in 15 out of 30 of the districts of inquiry there is. at some period! 
supply. of the year, more or less prolonged. an insufficient supply of labourers, but that in most 

of these districts there are, at times, too many labourers for the work to be done. " 
In only one district. Downpatrick. is there an alleged general and decided scarcity.' 
In two districts, Bailieboro' and Westport, the supply of labourers is said to be in ' 

O'Brien, excess of the demand. In nine districts, supply and demand appear to be balanced, 
B. I. 33, 38. but in some cases the balance is obtained by there being almost no labourers and 

almost no employers, as for instance in Kenmare, where the laboul'ers are said to be few 
in number, and in places almost extinct, employment is casual ,and intermittent, the 
farms are too small, and the farmers too poor to employ hired labour. In other' 
districts, as in Balrothery, the supply and demand are about upon a par, and employ-·: 

Richards, ment is regular and continuous. As an instance of an excess of labourers. relatively 
11. III. 8, 12. to the work to be done, the district of Bailieboro' may be noticed; there the demand 

is said to be of a fitful and precarious character, a few weeks potato planting and' 
a few more weeks during harvest give employment, but those who' are not hired far[d 

R" b d servants cannot rely upon more than four months' work on the farm in the course of the 
B~~V~\;; 13. year, not,withstanding the fact that the decrease in the population of. this union has 

been at the rate of 15! per cent. since 1881, and of 24 per cent. SlIlce 1871. In 
Downpatrick. where a balance between supply and demand has boen established, the 
decrease ha~ been not much less than in Bailieboro', as it was 12 per cent. betweeD 

Decreased 
demand. 

Tmmigration. 

Migration. 

1881 and 1891, and 21 per cent. between 1871 and 1891. ' 

190. Concurrently with a' general decrease of population throughout the country 
there has been a decreased demand for labourers. " 

i 
191. In eight districts there is some immigration of wOl'kers at busy seasons of the' 

year, the most notable instance being Kilmallock (Cork) to which district Ii number of 
young men and women go regularly from the adjoining county of Kerry. Thesn 
immigrants, 300 and probably more. are hired by the dairy farmers as indoor Rervanoo 
for about nine months in the year (March to December), after the Ilxpiration of whicl. 
period they return to their homes. Into Letterkenny and Limavady there is a .constant 
stream of male and female farm servants from West Donegal, and a few other lIlstanCtllJ 
of an influx of workers from the'mountainous and uncultivated districts into cultivated 
parts in harvest time and at other busy periods are mentioned in the Reports of th~ 
Assistant Commissioners. 

192. From nine districtll migration to England and Scotland for a portion of the yea~ 
regularly takes place. The most conspicuous example of this migratory populatioQ 
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among the districts of inquiry is Westport, from which it is. said tha~ 32'.1 per 1,000 
of the population migrate regularly in search of work. Thill proportion IS, however, 
far exceeded in another union in the same county (Swineford) where 80'6 per 1,000 of the 
population are regular migrants. 

193. Emigration of the younger and more active people has been very considerable 
in the past from a large majority of the districts an~ still cO?,tinues ~o~ at least one
half of them, and it does not appear to be less noticeable m t,he districts where the 
conditions affeoting the labourer's life are more favourable than in those where they 
are worst. 

Emigration. 

194. There is a very general complaint of the inefficiency of the labourers and of ~;:~~DCY 
their inferiority as compared with those of past days. and they are said to be less hard of labourers. 
working. The alleged inferiority is attributed to the emigration of the more able and 
intelligent of the class-the decrease of tillage gives less opportunity for IIkilled workers, 
and the increase of education creates an indisposition and dislike to farm work-while Fox, A. 31. 
a deterioration in physical power is by some persons ascribed to modern diet, white 
bread alid tea having very generally replaced oatmeal stirabout, and milk. 

II.-CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT. 

195. It has been already stated that about 42 per cent. of the wage earners are farm For f&rlll 
servants, and a little more than 2 per cent. shepherds. For both these classes work js •• rv';,"!J8nd 
regular and continuous:' With regard to the agricultural labourers it seems that in 10 ::~nuo:. 
districts work is fairly constant. In eight other districts the employment is described for others ' 
as in part regular and continuous and in part casual and intermittent. In 12 districts C&SD8I. 
work IS said to be intermittent and in some cases' of a most casual character. Labourers 
assert in some districts that they are idle from one quarter to one half of the year. Of 
the 12 districts where employment is least regular, five are on the seaboard of the 
Atlantic, one is in Ulster, and three are in Leinster. 

From any general statements as to irregularity of employment labourers on home or O'Brien. 
demesne farms must be omitted. It is sta1(ed distinotly that on large farms, and in those B. Xl. 24. 
dist.ricts where the greatest -amount of tillage is .to be found, the employment is most 
regular. On tlle other hand, the small farmers. who depend to a considerable extent 
upon wages earned on .the land of others, are less likely to be regularly engaged than 
ordinary labourers. 

196. Farm servants, herds, and shepherds are hired by the quarter, half year, or year. Hiring 
For ordinary labourers the engagement is generally by the week or day-subject to periods. 
Rome exceptions in respect of large farms and home farms, and also of a few districts 
in Ulster where cottagers are engaged for the year or half year. In the case of 
immigrants who go nnnually from Kerry to Kilmallock, and, perhaps, other distriots in 
Cork, they are usually hired into the farmhouses for nine months of the year, and they 
return to their homes as winter quarters. 

197. The normal hours of attendance by labourers in Ireland are from 6 a.m, to 6 p.m. Hours of 
in summer and fr')m 8 n.m. to dark in winter, though instanoes are reported where men work. 
begin work at 6 a.m and leave off at 7 p.m., having had an interval of only one hour 
for meals. From the usual hours of attendance a deduction of It to 2 hours may be 
made for meals, leaving the average working time from 10 to lOt hours in the summer 
and about 8 hours in winter. In about one.third of the whole number of districts the 
working hours are reported as averaging 10 hours, in another third aslOl hours, and in 
the remainder as lot hours, with one exception, Bailieboro' where the hours are said to 
be from 11 to Ill. Horsemen and cattlemen, where these are distinot classes, have 
longer working hours. particularly in winter. Farm servants, herds, or shepherds have 
no fixed houl's of labour. The irregul&rity of employment and the general absenoe of Fox A. a8. . 
organisation seem in some distriots to lead to unpunotuality, meD who are supposed to ' 
begin the working day at 6 a.m. arriving at 7 or even as late lIS 8 0' clook. 

198. Me~ in charge of horses and cattle have Sunday work, feeding and watering the Sunday 
stock. ThiS duty generally falls to the hired indoor servants. In a few districts the work. 
proportionate number of men having Sunday work is said to he oonsiderable. The 
work. is heaviest in dairy distriots, and next where roots are largely grown and 
consumed by cattle; where the animals are fed on hay in winter there is the least to b& 
done. In Balrothery the proportionate number of Sunday workerll is said to range from 
one.half of the labourers on some farms to one-tenth on others. 
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199. Women very generally are indisposeil to work in the fields exctlpt on their own 
holdings. A limited number take part in hay and harvest. and in the flax-growing 
districts they are in demand. In some dairy districts females form a large proportion 
of the indoor servants. In Kilmallock, according to the Census Ret.urns for 1891, 
females are more than 27 per cent. of the farm servants, 5h per cent. of the agrioultural 
labourers. and 13 per cent. of the wage earners. . 

In Castleblayney, which is a flax-growing district, females are 1.'5~ per oent. of the 
outdoor labourers, nearly 12 per cent. of the indoor servants, and 13'7 per cent. of all 
wage earnerR in agriculture; tbe average proportions for Ireland being 7'87 per cent. 
of the wage earners, 5'88 per cent. of labourers, lind 10'83 per cent. of indoor 
servants. 

m.-WAGES AND EARNINGS. 

200. It is very difficult to' fix upon any definite sum as the .current rate of weekly 
wages in II large number of the districts of inquiry in Ireland. Many of the labourers 
are very irregularly employed; they are engaged by the day in many districts, Rnd paid 
partly by food wbich varies from one meal a dlly to complete board; partly by per
quisites, including the grazing of cows and sheep; and there is in some cases a very 
wide difference between winter and summer wages. Variations of a similar character 
occur in different districts of England and Scotland, but in thoae countries the number 
of labourers 'receiving a weekly wage is usually sufficient to afford a definite basis of 
estimation; and in those parts of the country where allowances are made they are 
of a more uniform character, and are, therefore, more capable of appraisement than 
is the case in Ireland. It seems necessary, under the circuffiRtances thus stated, to 
give some examples of different rates and forms of payment prevailing in certain 
distriots. Mr. O'Brien reports generally as follows of the eleven districts which he. 
visited, and' which all lie in the south of Ireland, .five of them being in Leinster, and 
six in Munster, that-

" The usual rates, where diet is not supplied by the employers . . range from i 
" 88. to 128. a week, but 98. and lOs. constitute by far the most common Bcale in'. 
" the case of the ordinary labourer . . . Where the labourer is dieted, . . . the' 
" usuai praotice amongst the smaller class of farmers;t'llB 8eale is from 48. to 7s. aj 
" week, with either two or three meals, but 58. and 68., with two meals. appears to' 
" be the arrangement most commonly followed." 

It .appears from .Mr. O'Brien's district reports that a weekly raie of 123. is occasionally. 
reached in Carlow, Ennistimon, Kanturk, Kenmare, Kilmallock. lind Lismore. .' 

Mr. McCrea, who pursued inquiries in eleven districts, one of which is in LeiTlstol'~ 
eight are in mster, one in .connaught, and one partly in Connaught and partly i~ 
Leinster, gives rates of wages, without food or perquisites, ranging from a minimunl 
of 68. to 88. in Dromore West (Connaught) to a maximum of lOs. to 128. ill 
Downpatriok (Ulster). Where a cottage and garden are provided, the rates range fro~ 
a minimum 78. or 88. in Ardee, to a maximum of 9s. or 108. in Ballymena an4 
Limavady; where board is given the rates of money wages range from 58. to 88. a weekl 

Mr. Wilson Fox, reporting on four districts, two of which are in Conn aught. onE 
in Leinster, and one in Munster, gives rates ranging from 7s. to 8s. in winter. and 
98. to lOs. in summer, in Delvin (Leinster),to 98. or lOs. all the year round i~ 
Castlerea (Connaught). ' 

Mr. Ricliarde, whose four districts extended into as many provinces, one bein~ 
'wholly in Leinster, another in Connaught. a third in Ulster, and one partly it, 
Leinster 'and partly in Munster, gives Is. 3d. to lsi. 6d. a day (equal to 78. 6d. OJ 
'98. a week) ih Loughrea (Connaught), and lOs. to 12s. in Balrothery as the tWl' 
extremes. Where food is provided, 58. to 88. a week are given. ' 

'l'he rates of waget! given above do not include those paid in harve~t or exceptionally 
busy periods. In some cases, at such periods from 28. 6d. to 48. a day, with food in 
addition, is given. In Ardee as much as 30s. a week is sometimes given in harvest 
time. . 

In some of the districts where a· comparatively high rate of wages is reporte<1 
as ocoasionally reached, the number of agricultural labourers as distinguished fronl 
indoor servants is so small that the average wages cannot be appreciably affected b.y 
a high rate. Thus in Kenmare labourers in some cases ge~ 12s . . a week-b\lt tb~ 
whole number of them is equal to only 7i per cent. of the agrlCultul'Iste and to 41 P"l 
cent. of the wage earners. On the other hand, however, in Dromore, which is th~ 
district of lowest wages, only 6 per cent. of the agriculturists, and less than 40 p"~ 
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cent. of the wage earners are agricultural labourers, the indoor farm servants being 
in excess of the outdoor labourers. Where the agricultural labourers. are ~ost 
numerous, either in proportion to the agriculurists, Or to the wage earners ill agrICul
ture, the rates of wages are as a rule somewhat higher than t~ey are w:here .the 
labourers are fewest in number. Taking all these circumstances Into consideratIOn, 
it may be estimated that the wages of ordinary agricultural labourers who have 
continuous work do not, on the average throughout the country, exceed 98. 9d. a 
week, while the mean rates of such weekly wages in distl'icts range from 78. to 118. 

20l. Very few opportunities are offered to the ordinary labourers for increasing ~~dinary 
their earnings by piece-work, as not much work iH done by contract, except in ha;r and h'ov:ur::: 
harvest, and in those calies it is cbie'll.y done by casual men. II) a few distrIcts. a opportunities 
cash bonus of 208. or a08. is given to the regular labourfJrs for. their extra work lD of adding to 
harvest. w.ges. 

202. Indoor farm servants who form more than 40 per cent. of the wage earners Farm ser
in agriculture in Ireland and more than 50 per cent. of that class in Connaught, are vanls. 
probably somewhat better paid than the. ordinary day labourers. 'fhe.v have board arid 
lodging, and wageR ranging from 8l. to 24l.a year, the two extremes being exceptional, 
the lower rate probably including some. of those who are not fully competent men, 
and the higher rate being paid to specially skilled ploughmen. The higher rates of 
wages are paid in mster and the COllDty of Louth (Ballymena, Ardee, . Downpatrick, 
Cookstown, Letterkennny, Clones), the range in these unions being from 12Z. to 
20l., with a mean of about In. The lowest rate given is in MountInellick, where it is 
said to be from 7l. to lOZ. Other districts of low ratlls are Westport, .\Callturk, and 
Kenmare, where the range is from BZ. to 12Z. 

203. Ploughmen and stockmen, where they are a distinct class of outdoor labourers, 
get continuous eJIlployment, and from I •. to 28. a week more wages than other men 
where they have no perquisites, but very generally. they have some' allowanoes ; 
frequently. however, they are indoor servants, and it is men of this charaoter who 
receive the comparatively high rate of wages previously spoken of as prevailing in 

. the north-east part of Ireland. 

Ploughmen 
and stock-
men. 

204. One or more of the following perquisites and allowances are often enjoyed by Perquisites 
ordinary labourers as well as ploughmen. v~z. :~turf, \l,oal, mjlk, .food, potato ground, and ..uow
tillage and meadow land, and the grazings of cows and sheep at a cheap rate. These auce •• 
allowances are more liberal on demesnes or large farms. Fox, A. 47. 

205. Shepherds and Herds are in some counties a distinct class of labourers, and their Shepherd; 
psyment in the pastoral districts is often entirely made in the form of free grazings, the and herds. 
herd being a stock owner, and frequently a cattle dealer, who undertakes the entire 
superviSion and care of the stock, and provides, either by the employment of members 
of his own family, or by hiring, such additional labour as may be neoessary. 

The class is mentioned in the reports upon 16 of the districts, bnt in ouly 7 of these 
Hi do the wages seem to differ from those of stookmen. 

In Ballyshannon Mr. MoCrea reports that they get a free house, one Irish acre McCrea, 
(=1' 62 Imperial acre) potato ground, and the grazing of tlVO (}I' three cows and their B.ll. 20. 
cl11 ves and pigs. 

In three of the districts visited by Mr. Wilson Fo~, and one. of those visited by 
Mr. Richards, the system previously alluded to prevails, and the herds are generally a 
distinct clas~, and they have been able, by combination. to secure to themselves the high 
scale of remuner~tion demanded in 1881 by the Leagne of A.sBociated Herds in Ros
common, and ultImately conceded by the masters. Under this scale herds in charge 
of less than 100 acres receive a house, 2 acres of land, and the keep of 3 cows; those 
in charge of 100 to 150 acres reoeive 3 acres of land and 3 cows, and those who have Fox, B.ll. 
the care of more than 159 acres receive 4 aores of land aud 4 cows. 55. 

A somew ~at similar though. more elaborate system is reported' to be in operation in Richards, 
Loughrea (Galway). where the herd is allowed so many aores of potato grollDd and SO B. I. 20. 
mnny .. collops .. or .. freedoms" of grazing in respeot of a certain area of ground which 
he has the care of-a" collop" is a stinted quantity of stock,. the grazing of which is of 
approximately equal value, as for instance a cow and calf; or a mare aud foal (up to 
N ovolUhll.r); or three yoarling stirks; or four ewes and their lambs for each collop. A 
hcrd h3vlII~ charge of 400 acres of grazing now gets seven acres of nrable land and eight 
coll.llps, so that a man in 8uch a position may possess a large head of stock of con6idoraIJle 
V3l'lety. 
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Mr. Wilson Fox gives several examples of different combinations of .. cash" and 
.. kind" payments which came under his notice. The diffioulty of estimating the value 
of the herd's various emoluments is almost insurmountable, although the gross recllipts 
may be arrived at. These receipts are partly farmers' profits Dnd interest upon capitul, 
and they are subject to deductions for hired labour, or ·the value of the assistanco 
rendered by the members of the herd's family; but there seems reason to believe that 
this class is a prosperous one occupying a position of much greater comfort and 
independence than that enjoyed by any other labourers. 

206. The total annual earnings of the different classes of labourers are estim.ated by 
the Assistant Commissioners at various sums ranging in the case of the ordinary 
labourers from 171.,10s. to 4OZ. a year. 

Mr. O'Brien estimates the earnings of those constantly employed at from 231. 88. to 
261., but for those whose employment, though continuous, is subject to deduction for 
broken weather, church holidays, &c., the working days are estimated to be reduced to. 
265 days in the year, and the annual earnings calculated on this basis would be from 
19l. 17s. 6d. to 221. lB. 8d. 

Mr. McCrea estimates the earnings of first class men in Downpatrick and Limavady 
at from 301. to 351., and at the other extreme he puts Ballyshannon and Dromore. where 
the earnings of the ordinary labourer would be 201. or less. The districts from which 
the lowest minimum rates are reported are Dromore, 171. lOs. ; Ballyshannon. 18/. 108. ; 
and Loughrea, 18/. 108., and in no others is a minimum of less than 201. given as an 
estimate. The districts ·in which the highest maximum rates of earnings are given 
are Balrothery and Roscrea with 401. as an outside limit, and N aas comes next with 39t 
Taking in each district the mean between the maximum and minimum the highest rate. 
are found in Balrothery and Roscrea where they amount to 33t., and next in the list it 
Downpatrick where it is 321. lOs. .The three districts having the lowest mean rate are 
those mentioned previously as having lowest minimum rates, Dromore with a mean rate 
of 201. 8s., Ballyshannon with 201. lOs., and Loughrea with 201. 19,. The average of 
the mean rates of estimated annual earnings of ordinary labourers is a fraction a.bovl' 
261., or at the ra.te of 108. a week. 

Where the Ia.bourerll are boarded and even where they receive only one or two mealll 
a day their position is probably better than where they receive payment entirely in ca~b. 
The usual deduction from wages made where food is provided i8 38. a week, but in SOnul 
ca.ses there is a difference of only Is. 6d. or 28. between wa.ges with. lind wagos without, 
food. 

207. Servants who are boarded, and they form a large per-centage of the total numbel1 
employed, a.re still better off than the ordinary labourers who get more or less food. a.~ 
their board aild lodging cannot be estimated a.t less tha.n 68. a week or 15l. 128. a yea! 
which, with an average money wage of about 13l. (or a total of 281. 12s. a yea.r) with. 
certainty of continued support, compares favourably with 261., when it is borne in mini 
tha.t in the· class are reckoned many who a.re not fully competent men. . 

Fox,B.I.59. The diet provided by the farmer varies with the position of the employer. in som 
B. II. 57. cases mea.t (either bee!, mutton, or bacon), or fish, is given every day for dinner; i 
B. m. App. others it is seldom seen. and bread, butter, potatoes. and milk are the principal artic)I' 
~: tv. 76. of consumption, but whatever the food may be it is the same as that of the farmer' 
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208. Wpere women do enga.ge in field work there is less disparity between their ra.l, 
of pa.yand that of men than is generally the case in Engla.nd and Scotland. 11 
Wexford they are paid 8d. to Is. a da.y, in Westport 9d., a.nd in Cookstown lOd. i 
given as the usual wage, but these are the only districts where the rate appears tA 

be less than Is. a day, and the ra.te is increased to I,. 6d., 2,., a.nd 28. 6d. at harves 
time or at flax pulling. 

209. A compa.rison of the present wages and ea.rnings of the various cla.sses c 
labourers at the present time with those of former perJods is extremely difficult, sine 
such records as are a.ccessible deal with all classes of labourers on the same footing .. ' 

210. I have laid before the Commission a memorandum upon a series of repor 
ma.de by inspectors under the Poor La.w Commission (Irela.nd) as to the wages of a.gl' 
cultural labourers in 1870. These reports, however, deal in most casus with large arlll' 
they affect all cla.sses of agricultural labourers, and they present avera.ge result~; they Iii 
not therefore easily comparable with the results of a survey of particul~r ~H8tr~ct 
Two of the inspectors who reported in 1870 tabulated the results of theu mqulrl 
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under the names of the several unions forming their districts, and a third gave the 
names of unions in his district having the maximum and minimum rate~ of. wages. 
These reports give a basis for comparison of the wages of 1870 and 1892 m nme P?or 
law unions, which have been selected as districts of inquiry by this Commission. Five 
of these districts are in Ulster, and four of them in Leinster. 'fhe weekly wages in 
these nine districts averaged 8s. Sd. in 1870, and in 1892 the average of the mean 
rates was 98. 6d. In the earlier period they included, apparently, aU classes 
of agricultural labourers. In 1892 the wages given refer exclusively to ordinary 
labourers. In the C9.se of indoor 'servants, the rise since 1870, as shown in four 
districts which can be compared, has been such that a minimum wage of 14l. has 
taken the place of one of 8/., and a "maximum of 211. in 1892 has to be compared with 
one of 161. in 1870. The mean of 1892 in those four districts is 171. lOs., while in 
1870 it was only 121. It must be admitted that results of this comparison are not very 
conclusive, since it leaves entirely out of account the conditions as to regularity or 
continuity of employment. Richmond 

211. 1'he evidence collected by the Richmond and Bes~borough Commissions between ~:~o:;-
1879 and 1882 contains some scattered notices of wages in different parts of Ireland, C:ommis
but no sufficient information to support a comparison of wages at that date and those BlOns, 1879-
of the present time. Professor Baldwin, an A.ssistant Commissioner under the Richmond !:82. 
Commission, stated that the average wages of an agricultural labourer would not at du,:,~~aMr. 
that time be more than 7 B. a week, while the total earnings in thousands of cases would Little on 
not be more than 10l. a year. proceeding. 

• . of Richmond 
212. ~n 1886 Dr. Grimshaw, Registrar General (Ireland), prepared for the Cowper Commi.sion. 

Commission statistics of the rates of pay then current in certain unions. These statistics Cowper 
give a not very widlil range of wages without any definite information as to tp.e class of Commission, 
labourers to whom they were paid. It ought to be stated that Dr. Grimshaw did not 1886. 
in his evidence attach any great value to the statistics which he had collected. 
Estimates of the daily rate of pay are given in the table referred to as to 12 unions 
which have been the subject of inquiry under this Commission. These districts are 
widely distributed, five being in Leinster, two in Munster, three in Ulster, and two in 
Connaught. The average of the mean rates of daily pay in those 12 unions in 1886 
was 18. 6d. a day, or 98. "8 week, if six days' work were obtained. The average 
of the mean rates of weekly wages for 1892 in the same unions was 98. 6id. 

213. The evidence to be derived from the statistics of former periods, though not Rise of 
conclusive as to the amount of increase, does corroborate the statement that wages wage •. 
have risen; the amount by which earnings have increased must depend upon the com
parative frequency or constancy of employment at different periods. There is a great 
probability that statements as to rat~s of daily wages Inay exaggerate the aVE'rage weekly 
pay, and in Rupport of this conclusion it may be stated that the annual" Agricultural 
Statistics II for Ireland contain a table showing the daily rates of wages in a large 
number of unions in that eountry. In this table the rates given are a maximum 
and minimum rate for winter and summer respectively. The table includes 24 out 
of the 30 unions of inquiry. If the average of the mean rate of summer minima 
and winter mcwima be taJ!:en for those 24 unions it will exceed the average of the mean 
rates deduced from the reports of the Assistant 'Commissioners in 1892. The average 
of the mean rat~s in these 24 districts deduced from the reports is 98. 5d. The 
minimnm summer rates of the table referred to average 108. 9ld.; the average of the 
maximum winter rates is 108.; and the mean of these two rates is 108. '!td. per 
week. 

It Dlay be assumed that any estimate of the earnings of Irish labourers, which is 
based upon the current rate of a day's pay, will considerably exaggerat.e his average 
weekly earnings. 

214. 'fhe industries whioh compete with agriculture for labonr are not numerous in Compelin" 
Ireland. Coal mines in Kilkenny and Cal'low, aud linen factories in the north· east of and .uppl~
the i.land are the chief among them. But there are very generally supplementary !"cntarr 
industries which .find e~ployment for some of the !~bour"rs during part of the year. mdu.tn ..... 
Iu all the dlstl'1<:ts which a~'e on the Hea-board fi!Jhmg is pursued, alld in many cases 
by those who durmg part of the year work as farmers or labourera. In these districts 
the collection of seaweed for sale as manure or for kelp manufacture also employs a 
numbllr of men. Turf cutting either for sale or for their own utle by the labourers is 
vC!ry gene~al. Flax scutching aud weedi~g in the north-east, quarrying, stona-cutting, 
luno-burmng are also spoken of as finding employment in &everal districts for those 

U 79160. H h 
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1",,,,,,,,,,.. who are qualified to participate in the advantage of the Labourers Acta under 
(hdand). the definition of an agricultural labourer adopted in the amended Act of 1886 and in-
:.;~ ~~;iCl. cluding hand-loom weavers and fishermen doing agricultural work for hi~ at Rny 
c 59. season of the year. 

Wnnlof 
employment 
and conse· 
quent migra
lion. 
Fox, A. 14. 

Earnings of 
migratory 
labourers. 

211>. For the want of sufficient employment at home a very larO"e numher of laholll"f'l'd 
both male and female annually migrate from the western oo;nties to. England and 
Scotland. Mr. Wilson Fox gives figures compiled from parliamentary returns showing 
that "about six-sevenths of the wholl:' number .. of migratory labourers go from 
". Connaught, and of these almost two-thirds from the oounty of Mayo." Among the 
districts of inquiry are Caatlereagh from whioh about 40 per thousand, and Westport, 
from which 32 per thouslUld annu/J.lly migrate, About one-third of the migrants are 
landholders, some of them occupying as IQuch as 25 acres; they begin to go in Maroh 
and many of them do not returnblJfore ~ovemb~r or Rslate as Christmas. Only about 
2~ per cent. find work in other, parts .of Ireland, the remainder gQ to England or 
Scotland. Those from Castlereagh go chiefly to Cheshire, Warwickshire, Md 
Lancashire, while those from Westport lind tbeir way to the same counties and also 
to Yorkshire, Northumberland, and Scotland. 

Women go in considerable numbers from Westp9rt to Glasgow, and thence to those. 
districts of Scotland where potatoes .sreJargelYJrown. Many of these women are 
collected and exported by contractors, or .. gallers as they are called, who engage With 
merchants in Scotland to provide hands.' The majority of these young women go in 
May and June and return in the autumn. 

The number of migratory labourers is greatly decreasing, and is now cO{lfined to 
a restrioted area instead of being spread over the whole oountry as it once was, beca.use 
there is now less demand for their services in Great Britain. 

216. Mr. Wilson Fox was able to trace some of these migrant labourers to the scene 
of their work and to obtain particulars as to their actual earnings. The men are said 
to clear from 91. to 151. during a five or six: months' visit, or as much as 201. if they 
stay nine months; and thegiTls in some instanoes save as much as 91. or 10l. in five 
months. The migratory labourers of the west of Ireland are the subject of a most 
interesting section of Mr. Fox's final Report. 

Another casual source of income to the small farmer labourers of the west is that 
of remittances from children and other relatives abroad. These are in the aggregate 

Fox, A. 18.· . very large in amount. Mr. Fox gives an instance of a fisherman farmer who had 
received from two of his girls aged 13 and 11 years as much as 7l., and other instances· 
where the only cash transactions between a small farmer and the general storekeoper 
are the result of remittances from a broad. . . 

General 
low level. 
O'Brien, 
A.21. 

Great im
provement. 

M"!ly bad 
"ottages still 
p.xisting. 

O'Brien, 
D. llI. 41. 

IV.-COTTAGE ACCOMMODATION. 

217. Mr. O'Brien commences the section of his final Report which deals with cottage 
accommodation, With the following sentence :-

.. It will probably, I think,. be .8?Mpted as II: fairly w~lI-established position that in 
Of few, if any, of the countne.s WIth the affaIrs o~ which we are conversant, has .the 
" condition of the class of agncultura1 labourers, lU regard to house accommodatIOn, 
" ever been' known to sink to a lower level of general wretchedness than that very 
" largely reached in Ireland in this respect, in even comparatively modern times. 

" On the other hand, and as some counterpoise to this, perhaps it may be now added 
.. with not lliBs justice, that nowhere has the same progress been recently made in the 
" effort to grapple practically with an~ reduc~ the d~mensions ?f thfl evil that hns been. 
" experienced, in at least the two provlUces With whICh alone It haa been my duty to 
" deal, under the healthy impulse of the remedial legislation of the last 10 yearij on; 
" the subject." 

218. NotWithstaniling the progress which is thus recognised, there is abundant 
evidence of the present existence of a large number of dwellings which are unfit for 
human habitation. 

In his district Reports, Mr. O'Brien desCl~be~ Borne of the dwell.ing~ which came 
under his notice. In the union of ~ aas the rehevmg officer of one dIstrIct deposes as 
follows:-

" The houses in Kilmeague, north and south, and Rathernan electoral divisions are 
.. the worst I ever saw. . . . Often I had to creep on hands and knees into them to 
" give outdoor relief when their wives would be sick; they are built of bog soJ alld 
" thatched; in some cases sodded 011 top instead of thatched." 
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Mr. O'Brien adds:- . 
" The houses thus described appear to have been built by tho occupierS themselves, 

II who are bog labourers." 
He then gives typical illustrations of these houses. No. l' has one apartment, 

10' X 8', with three adult persons and one child as inmates. No.2 has one room, 
12' X 10'. in which reside father. mother, and six children. No.3 has two rooms, 
10' X 8', with father, mother, and "jive children. 

In the town of Kilcullen, In the same union, Mr. O'Brien visited some cottages 
which he describes: In one of these, containing only one room, bad and smoky, arid 
14' X 9', lived II man, his wife, and eight children. '. Mcer.", 

219. Mr. McCrea reports that in the distriots which he visited, cottages are" sufficient ~~:t!erD 
.. in number, and II good mllny are unoccupied, but a large proportion of them are districts, 
" deficient in spaoe, in the number of apartmentsl and in sanitary arrangements." He Dum!J.er 
states that improvement has taken plaoe in· some districts lind on some estates. .~:;;n:~d . 

. 220. Mr. MoUrea calls attention to the very little use which has been made in the ~n.ctioD of 
districts of inquiry visited by him pf the powers conferred upon rural sanitary rural8&ni. 
authorities by ·the Labourers' Act, with reference to ~he building of cottages for ~y sutho· 
agricultural lll(bourers. The' inaction of tbe 'authorities' is not attributable to the ntios. 
satisfaotory condition of the cottages, for they are described as' bad. 'In Baily-mahon, 
where 124 cottages have been already built, Mr. McCrea says, .. the accommodation of McCrea, 
.. the majority is still poor, and that of, many simply vile:' . He describes Ii row of .A:.13. 
huts built by squatters in that union. most of which contain only one apartment .. some 
hav~ no window, and several have about 100 square feet or less of floor space . 

. 221. Mr. Wilson Fox desoribes the houses of the smail holders in W e~tport. In that Houses of 
di8trict "there are no labourers' cottages in the ordinary sense of the wOI'd, as' the ~m~ h~cIe~ • 
.. agricultural labourers are either small holders or their sons." He says that the con. 10 .. or. 
dition is" frequently dAplorable," an4 he sees" little chance for improvement. so long Fox, A. 73. 
.. as the present system of the tenants building their own houses continues." 

Mr. Fox gives a detailed description of the typical cottage of that district, which has Typical 
one principal room, generally about 15' X 12', and a bedroom sometimesof .the same cottage.! 
size but generally smaller. The roof is open to the beams and the floors are sometimes 
stones or conorete, but as often as not bare ground. In the living room a niche contains Fox, 
a bed near the fire, and at the opposite end of t,he room the live stock of the farm are B. I. 49-
accommodated-two oows and as many calves, with the a.drlition occasionally of a horse; 
a pig or two, and some hens share the living room of the family. .. Such a thing as a 
.. closet is unknown, and there is no drainage whatever." In front of the door the 
manure heap is frequently plaoed .. 

222. Mr. Fox: found, however, that. .. ill"constructed, badly repaired, and comfortless Bousos in 
.. as we're lUany of the cottal{es in the W 6stport Union, they cannot be compared in small towns . 
.. wretchedness ... with some of the miserable hovels inhabited by labourers FOlC, A. 74. 
" in the comparatively small country towns of Castlereagh and Skibbereen." And he 
doscribes some of these cottages and their overcrowded state. 

223. Mr. Richards, comparing agricultural labourers' cottages' in Ireland with those E~glish amI 
in England, says : .. Monmouth was by far the worst of the English unions visited, and InBh cot· 
.. in describing what I had seen there, I felt it my duty to draw attention to the ;..;,~.com
" lamentable condition of the cotteges and the absolutely joyless condition of 'tile 
.. agricultural labourers. Were it possible to translate the Loughrea labourers :into Richards, 
" the Monmouth cottage~, bad as they are, they ought to be happy. I have, of course, A.16 . 
.. regarded these cottages from our English standpoint 'and made comparisons in ·tny B. 1.23. 
" own mind with English models." 

'fha cottages are described as built of mud or stone, splashed with mud or mortar, 
with a roof of thatch, the living room varying in size from 10'XlO' to 20' x 15', the 
sleeping room a uarrow strip 6 or 7 feet wide, and divided by partitions into little 
boxes. Tho floors, oft.en below the level of the outer I{round, are of mud or native 
concrete w~rD into holes in which water accumulates. 'l'he thatched roof is frequently 
?u~ of repair, the w~lIs a~ ~fton cracked, and the building structurally unsafe. When 
It I~ added that drnmage IS 10 most cases altoget.hel' neglected, and that sanitary con. 
vcnlOnces are generally unknown. the picture of misery &lid squalor is complete. 

224. The sovt3ral distriots of inquiry are not all of them 011 the same level of Distl'lct.s Dot 

wretchedness in respect of bous~ accommodation. Some of them contain examples of all ,\Jl the 
excellent cottages bUilt on Enghsh models, but the Report.s of the Assistant Comlllis. !l8me l.vel of 

wretchecI· 
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sioner leave little room for- doubt as to there being in every part of the COUlltry a 
considerable proportion of dwellings which are thoroughly unfit for habitation. 

225. The Census Returns for Ireland contain tables classifying the houses in respect. 
of their extent, quality, and constl'Uction in four classes, tile lowest of which oomprises 
houses containing only one room with one window, built of mud, or other perishable 
material. 

Without going into detail it may be stated that in Ireland 2·4 per cent. of the whole 
number of houses are in the lowest or 4th class, while in the couney of Kerry 10 per 
cent. of the whole number of dwellings are of this wretched character. 

226. It is not practicable to follow the inquiry into separate unions. The Cens\ls 
Returns give particulars as to the number of houses of each class upon agrioultural 
holdings, and this may be some criterion of the conditions under whICh the agricul. 
tural population live in different districts. The Returns, however, do not supply any 
information as to 1he proportionate numbers of inferior houses in the small towns 
which both Mr. Wilson Fox and Mr. Richards charaoterise as far worse than the cottages 
in the open country. Taking the whole of Ireland the per-centage of the whole number. 
of houses on ·agricultural holdingll which are of the lowest class is 2·94. In Kerry the 
per-centage is 8·4, and .in Limerick 6·3. Among the districts of inquiry Kanturk 
(county Cork) has the largest proportion (9·68) of houses of the 4th claMs: Kilmallock 
comes next with 6·55 per cent., and then Kenmare with 6·43 per cent. 

~eDerai 227. It should be stated that in the last 30 years there has been an enormous im~ 
~mprovemeDt provement in respect of house accommodation in Ireland. In 1861 there were 89.37~ 
~':.::,o::":t houses of the 4th class inhabited by 93.978 f/lmilies. In 1881 these numbers had 
30 years. decreased to 40,665 ?ouses with 41,?~5 f~milie.s .resident in them~ and in 1891 to ~0,61 '14 

4th class houses Wlth 20,729 families mhabltIng them, shOWIng a decrease m th~ 
number of these mud cabins of 77 per cent. since 1861, and of nearly 50 per cent. in the 
last Census decade. Dnring the same period houses of all classes decreased by onlj'j 
12t per cent. while the popula.tion decreased by 19 per cent. i 

Number of 
cottages not 
n subject of 
complaint 

There were thus at the date of the last Census not only fewer inhabitants per hou8~ 
• than in 1861, but those houses were on the average of a higher class. ; 

228. As a rule there is very little complaint as to the number of cottages or as tJ 
their situation. though Bome instances are given of men who walk long distanclls to 
their work, and in nine of the districts of inquiry there is said to be a demand for 
more cottages. This demand is, however, generally for houses of a better class, in fact, 
for" Union cottages," as the houses built by the rural sanitary authorities under the 
Labourers (Ireland) Acts are called. Although there has been throughout Ireland ~ 
large and long continued decrease in the number of houses, that decrease has been les~ 
than that of the population, and the average extent of accommodation per house haa 
constantly risen, thus there is a. larger space on the average for each individual and fot 
each family than there was 10 years ago, or probably at any former period ill recent 
times. Again, ·in every part of the country there are a considerable number of un~ 
inhabited houses-ab~}Ut one in every ~4 taking the ~hole coun1:J"y through, a~d on? iii 
18 among those whICh, are upon agncultural holdlDgs. POSSibly these unInhabIted 
dwelling!! are not habitable. and this may account for the overcrowding which exists. 
But it is difficult to imagine thnt the CensuR enumerators could have described as .. a 
house" any building which was inferior to some of the huts described by Assistant 
Commissioners. ; 

Examples ot 229. In Ballymahon Mr. McCrea visited- .• 
bad cottages. "a mud cabin of two apartments, about 14' X 13' and 14' X .9', with 13 props to tht 
McCres, " walls outside, six props holding up the kitchen roof, and three or four more in tht 
n. XI. 25. "bedroom; " 

McCrea. 
B. X. 21. 

Wcbard •• 
B. 1.,22. 

and in the same place-
" a cabin, 11' X 9', with no chimney, window, or furniture, occupied by a man and 
" his wife, who had taken in as lodgers a woman and her five children." 

Again, in Dromore, Mr. McCrea, found-
" a cabin of one apartment, 15' X 12', Into which were crowded a man and his wife. 
.. six boys, and three girls, or eleven persons in all." 

Mr. Richards, speaking of the town of Loughrea, says-
.. With the exception of the four new cottages built under the provis.i~ns of the 
.. various Agricultural Labourers' Acts, there is not one of the cottages VISited at thl! 
" present moment in a sanitary condition and fit for habitation." 
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.. Eliminating those cottages which could be .made sanitary, and t~e Dew ones 
.. built by the guardians, and some comparatively modern ones, bUIlt by Lord. 
.. Clanricarde, the rest are beyond redemption i they are utterly unfit for human 
" habitation, and cannot by any amon~t of patchIng be ma~e .fit." .. 

Mr. Wilson Fox visited a house In SJribbereen, contaInIng a liVIng room, two Fol., 
bedrooms, and two lofts, in which 19 inhabitants of three generations dwelt. In one B. III. 40. 
loft slept three sisters, aged 18, 13, 9, and three brothers, aged 22, 16, and 12. 

Again, in Castlereagh, he reports a cottage with two rooms on the ground floor about 
14' X 14'. In the living room sleep two sons, aged 21 and 16. In the bedroom, Fo;,; IT. 42. 

sleep in the same bed, a man, his wife. two girls, of 11 and 8, and a baby. On the 
bare clay floor of the same room sleeps a female lodger, with a boy of 8, and a baby .. 

It must be remembered that these are not solitary instances, they are examples of 
what, it is to be feared, is too common to excite much surprise or disgust. " 

230. Reference must be made to the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners for Defects of 
full particulars of the defects of the cottages inhabited by labourers and farmer~; cottages. 
defects in construction, in the state 01 repair, in the size and number of rooms, and 10 

the sanitary conditions. It is sufficient to say, ill this place, that tb:ose Reports contain 
the most painful evidence of the miserable condition of a large number of dwellings in 
different parts of the country. 

231. As a proof that the standard applied in classifying houses as good or bad McCrea, 
is not absolute, but relative, it may be pointed out that in one place, cottages which are B. X. 21. 
de~cribed asjairl¥ good contain only two apartments, one of which is 14'x14' and the ~!::~:~~eOI 
other 14' X 9'. relative. 

232. It may be asked, naturally. under these circumstances, whether the sanitary Powers of 
authorities have statutory powers which would enable them to provide a remedy for the sa~i~r, 
the overcrowded and insanitary condition of the cottages? It appears that the local authorltles. 
authorities have similar powers to those which are entrusted to sanitary anthorities 
in England, while the medical officers of health are not removable by the boards of 
guardians. 

233. Mr. Riohards says with reference to the aotion of the sanitary authorities :- Alleged 
.. In Ireland' the indifference and incompetence are much greater than are fonnd in indi~erence 

" England; the medical officers are not so entirely at the meroy of property owners; ~~!~~':::f' 
.. and by the Labourers Acts the guardians have not only ample powers to replace officials • 
.. property which i~ not habitable, but on certain representations being duly made Richards 
" the obliglltion is laid upon them to build cottages at the cost of the union." A. 19. ' 

.. In England zealous and independent officers and conscientions guardians are often Richards, 
" deterred from a rigid enforcement of sanitary obligations by the fear of driving the A.21 • 
.. occupier from his house and village, as might be the result. In Ireland, indifference 
.. to the labourers' condition, or the fear of improving it at the expense of the rates, 
.. often leads the guardians not merely to acquiesce in sanitary conditions absolutely 
" intolerable, but also to place every possible obstacle in the way of those labourers 
" who, having at length learned the method of procedure under the Labourers 'Acts, 
.. have put their representations in due order and brought thel!l before the board of 
guardians. " 

234. Mr. O'Brien devotes a considerable section of his Reports to the legislative 
measures relating to labourers' dwellings. which were passed dnring the period 1883 
to 1891. After describing the conditions which prevailed generally before the passing 
of the Labourers (Ireland) Act, 1883, and noticing the action of some local authorities 
and the inaction 01 othel'cl in the exercise of the powers conferred UpOG them by this 
Act and various amending Acts; affirming the necessity for a wide expansion of 
operations, and testifying to an intense and earnest desire on the part of the lab(;mrers 
to acquire possession of cottages under the provi&ions of theee Acts, he proceeds to 
notice some objections which havc been made to some of the' administrative details of 
these measures and to report suggestions of amendment which kave been offered 
by gentlemen who are practically conversant with the subject. 

Legislative 
measures 
relating to 
labourers' 
dwellings, . 
1883-1891 

235. I have iaid befOl'e the Commission a memorandum upon these Acts appendinO' Memor':. 
to it communications which have been made by the courtesy of the Local Government dum on 
Board (Ireland) from officials who have heen engaged in the department which is ;Labourers 
charged with the administration of the Act. Mr. M. O. Sullivan has contributed Acts. 
a memorandum upon the objects of the Acts and the extent of the work which has 
been done, and Mr. R. O'Brien Smyt.h, Engineering Inspector to the department, has 

Hh3 
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.' p~nted a memorandum npon the ~e.s and reg~tidI19 laid d~wn b,t '~'~~I. ; .. 
Government Board, and the work whlch has been undertaken b.v the leoal"alltho~s,; 

, •• 1 
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It appears from Mr. ~. O. Sullivan's Report ;th~t up f{j July 1892, the Looal.~ti~~:· , 
ment Board had sanctloned schemes for bUIldIng 11,7'74 cottages and repa.mns: 97. 
Of this number, 8,899 cottages had been built while 656 were in progress. "Of"the 
whole number which had been built, nearly 99 per cent. were in the province~ of-' 
Leinsterand_Munster, the latter having 62·2 per cent., and the former 36'6 :percent;' 
of the total nuniber. In these' five provinces there are, only' four unions in which'ilp_ 
cottages have been built under these Acts, and of these, three are in theextremij' 
parts of Kerry: The counties of Cork, Limerick, and Tip-perary alone 'have one-li.'\lf tJf ' 
the cottsge~, built" , The cost of theoottsges is,' said, by Mr. O'BrienSmrth 'to 
average from 701" tp 120l. The 10~s8anotion&4 amount on an average' to 105r: per 
house. The present terms upon ~whioh money III advanced by the, ,Treasury to local 
authoril~es for the purposes of the Aots involve an alJ;nual payment of41..98. 2iid;o 
oll. 168. 6d;, per annum for interest and instalments. ofprinoipal IIOOOrdiBgdo the' 
length of the term over whioh the repayment is extended. ., ,'" '.- .0- "",,;, 

236. Acti'on in t~ matter has been taken' by the local authoritieiiiil. t50ut of 
the' 30 districts of inquiry. ' The number of oottages sanotioned by thll Locali Goifer.n'~ 
ment Board in these' districts is 2,635, and of these 2,189hBd beenbul1t" or weta in: 
course of erection at the date of "the Report. _ 'l;he rents, oharged for thOBe ,<C)oiteges, 
inoluding land, .not less in any case than half can acre, and sometimes ,extending ';0, Do 

statute acre, varies from 8d. to lB. 6d., II week, only about 12 pel' ce~ 'being,;J.et·, at 
more than 18. a week. '. _ ,; ;: .I, 

237 : The aotual cost of these cottages, inoluding all expenses is stateddn 'somJ!f,~of ' 
the Reports. It ranges from 1501. in Eunistimon to lOOt. iLl' Wexford and' some 
other places, the average of the instances given being' something less than 1201 •. The 
amount of accommodation oontained in these cottages varies considerably •. , In 
Mountmellick they are exceedingly cramped dwellings, containing only three ro()niit of 

O'Brien, the uniform size 9 ft. X 7 ft. 6 in., without any other outhouse than a privy; th.eBlt 
B. X.48-45. cottages cost 122t. each, and they are let with half an aore of lahdat,lB. ,a week... In 
O'Brien, Oarlow a muoh better class of house is'being bailt. -It contains kitohi!n; :r 4 ft. 6 :Ih. X 
B.XI.41. 11 ft., t~ee bedrooms, storeroorti,pi~gerf;f6-ivI hOii~e';;.llrivy,andofie acre' oc.1a.nd, 

The cost IS about 12OZ., and the rent' IS lB. a week: that 1$ ex&CtJ.y 1;he same Sum --as 
is charged in 'Mountmelliok for -far inferior aoooDllIl0d3tioIi. with half the quantity 
of lal:d. ' 

Liabilities of 238. The liabilities whioh have been imposed upon the ratepayers for the oarryin, gout 
ratepayers, of these improv:ements are very considerable, and they have no doubt deterred boards 

of guardians in some of the poorer distriots from taking aotion. ", 
O'Brien Mr. O'Brien, in his Cashel Report, ststes that 22,0571. have been Bpent in that union. 
B. V. 38.:40. This capital has been borrowed on terms of repayment in 50 years, the annual eharge for 

that period being 9831, 38. 4d., which is equal to 4l. 158. lld. for each cottage per 
annum. They are let for rents of 3s. 4d. and 38. 9d. per month. The rent reoeived,for 
the year ending September.l892 Willi 44Bl. 158. loa., the arrears were 1911. 48. 6d., 
or about 30 per cent. of the whole amount. The expenditure by the guatdians £01:, 
repairs, ta:tes, and cost of' collection was 2391. 38. 8d., so that these net receipts were li~tle 
more than 200Z., the loss to the ratepayers in the ourrent year being 773l. ' 

O'BrieJi, 
, B,lX.37, 

42. 

In Kilmallock, where the largest amount of work under the Acts hasbeen,,<J,(me, 
eaoh cottage represents an annuallos8 to the ratepayers of 5t. lB. 6d. At the",tinie of 
the Report 460 oottages had been built, at an average cost of 130l •• and it was proposed ' 
to build 350 more, If theBe should involve an equal loss to that under the foriner 
scheme the ratepayers will lose more $an 4,OOOl. a year if all the rente Ii'rB regularly 
paid. This would amount to a rate of 7id. in the 11 .. on the asileBl'ment. 

O'Brien, Agein, in Kanturk, the guardians have to pay 1,5371. a year in respect of their 
B. II. 46. loan; their rents. receivable are 6341., of this they only received in 1891 about 4OOl., 

out of wllich they had to pay 28. in the ll. for oost of colleotion, and in addit.ion 
repairs, insurance, rates; -and taxes. Thus, .~ al~ rents were punctuaU.y paid the 
ratepayers would lose at least 1,000&. ';I year, whIoh IS equal to a rate of 3d. ill the lZ. 

Complainte2~~;',~r. O'Brien. records several complaints by the inhabitant~ 0.£ ~iol).,'.()il~~ges 
as to ~on" as:~, ~~) op~tructlQn and arrangeptents,and he expresses the opImon In ODe ,Report 
,trnction and that, ttllt' ruardians had beE)n very badly served by the contractors. The labollrei"!lliave 
....... dD,gement. "a w.idll' ~ ~ly rooted feeling to the effect 'that the selectio~ cit 'siteS' for 'the 
~~i.~s. " 'cot~i;.'cltoolitraotors to build j;h.em, and of labourers to' ocoupy'lihem; hii4'notbeen 
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.. properly conducted, and that the decision arrived at on these points has been, for O'Brion, 

.. the most part, governed by private influences, and other equally objectionable H. IV, 41. 

.. considera tiona," 
240. The principal complaints as to the forms of prooedure prescribed by the Acts Complaints 

, 'h' h rted b M O'B' as to forms In question W IC are l1epo y. r, nen are-- of procedure, 

(1.) The delay involved or entailed in practice in putting the Act into operation, O'Brien, 
it being estimated that an interval of about two years usually elapses between. A. 24. 
the inception of a scheme and the acquisition of sites. 

(2.) The expenses for incidental charges; the outlay most complained of being 
the cost of appeals heard before the Privy Council, Dublin. 

It may be noted in passing that oy the Act of 1885 the appeal against a provisional 48 & 49 Viet. 
order to take land compulsorily was transferred from Parliament to the Privy Council Co 77. 
of Ireland, in accordance with the recommendations of the Select Committee of the 
House of Commons, 1884. 

As regards the action of the guardians it is made a ma.tter of complaint, that in no 
case ha~e they made use of the powers which they possess for the purchase and repair 
of existing ho.uses. 

241. The suggested amendments reported by Mr. O'Brien include a scheme for Suggest.ed 
substituting an official of the Local Government Board for the board of guardians, It amendment •. 
is proposed by one gentleman that Ii sub·commissioner should prepare a complete scheme 
for a union, that after local inquiry and due publication of the scheme the ~ocal 
Government Board ~hould be empowered to make an order to carry out such a scheme, 
and that such order should be subject to appeal to the Court of .Appeal of the Irish 
Land Commission. Another proposal is the purchase of every labourer's house in tho 
countrv, and reletting suoh as are fit for habitation with half an acre of land, on the 
plea that all should "have the, same advantages as those enjoyed by the fortunate few 
who have succeeded in getting cottages under the Labourers Acts. The other sugges-
tions are principally with rtJgard to formalities which have to be observed, and in 
the opinion of some might be dispensed with. 

One witness proposes to make it compulsory on, a fanner to, give up for cottage sites 
a certain proportion of his farm, say, 1 acre in every 60 or 80 in the holding. 

It is also suggested that the recovery of rent from defaulting tenants would be 
facilitated and rendered less expensive if the clerk to the union or tlle rent collector 
were tJmpowered to appear at Petty Sessions on behalf of the guardians, And it is pro
posed that the labourer should have the option of purchasing his house and plot by 
payment of the needful instalment. 

Mr. Richards also reports complaints as to the selection of sites, the formalities 
which occasion delay, and the personal considerations which are said to sometimes 
outweigh public advantages and he records a suggestion which has been made for the 
appointment of independent Commissioners clothed. with full powers to adjudicate upon 
all representations and to determine on sites. 

242. The aotion of some of those boards of guardians which have been most liberal Demand fOI" 

in the applioation of their powers has not fully slltiijfied the demand for better cot.tages un· 
dwellinge with land attached, and it it! scarcely to be expected that those who do not ... t.stied. 
enjoy these advantages, provided to a great extent at the cost of the publio, will be 
content without some similllr provision. Thus, wherever action is taken it will 
probably .have to be followed up by increased demands which it may be diffioult to 
refuse. . 

In thl.'se nnions where the guardians have been deterred by fears as to the burdens 
whioh may be imposed upon the ratepayers, and where they are not satisfied of " the 
~uffioiency oj' their resources," a matter which they are bound by the Statute to 
consider, the labourers will have reasonable grounds for dissatisfaction with their 
position as oompared with that of the labourers in other districts. 

243. I have in the memorandum on the Labourers Act already referred to raised Possible 
the question" whether the natural result of a large provision of cottages under the effect of the 
.. Acts will not be to fix upon the land a much greater number of labourers than can A~ts to re-
.. be profitably employed in the purely agricultural districts of Ireland." . ::o:"!:~e 

Mr. Richards, writing of Loughrea Union, sayR, that" the two conditions, apart there i. not 
.. from the low rate of wages, or perhaps not altogether unconnected with such rate employment . 
.. which most materially affect the, agricultural labourer in Loughrea are--' , 

.. 1st. The laok of oontinuous employment. Richards, 

.. 2nd. The dilapidation of his home. B. I. 35 

Hh4 
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" As matters now are the work is not there, and the Ia.bourer must either leat&:.the . 
"district or remain earning suoh money in the busy time as will keep himdeciently 
" in idleness during the winter or drag on in a condition of pauperism as he does now, 
" or have further work provided for him. It was reoommended .that this could best 
" be done by providing each labourer with about 2 acres of lana." 

244. The Aot of 1892 has extended the size of a garden allotment which may be 
att!tched to a cottage from half an acre to a statute aore; if this quantity should 
in the future be assigned to newly built" union cottages" it is not improbable that the 
occupants of those already existing, aud provided with half an acre only, will feel some 
jealousy of their neighbours. . . 

Union cot· 245. There is every reason to believe that where the Labourers Acte ha,ve been 
tages better made use of, the accommodation provided for the labo~rers and that at the expense 
.11mn small of the farmers and landowners, is of a far better character than that to which the 
fanners' 
bouse... small farmers are accustomed. 

People nol 246. It may be said fairly that the great mass of the population have not yet been 
• IrRine~ to educated to appreciate sufficiently the advantages of ~ood cottages properly provided 
f~~::"~:; with sanitary conveniences. Mr. Richards, after ViSIting a large number of union 
sanifary con- cottages, declares that in no single instance was this kind of outhouse' used for the 
veniEnees, purpose for which it was built. 
Richards, . 
B. IV. 37. 247. As ~gards the number of rooms required for the decent bringing up of a 
or increased family, when a schoolmaster is found occupying a house which contains only two 
accommoda. rooms, each of whioh is only about 10 ft. square, and in which he, his wife, and three 
lion. daughters, aged respectively 23, 20, 11, with a boy of 14 live, a high standard can 

scarcely be expected to prevail among those who are presumably less educated alld 
refined. 

Own.roW" 
of cottages. 

Teuure. 

Richatds, 
B.IV.3~. 

ReDia. 

248. The ownership of (lottages is, as in England, divided between estate proprietors 
and independent owners who let tpem, and squatters who own what they occupy. 
But there are two kinds of tenure of cottages which are certainly rare, if not unknown' 
in England. In Ireland, many houses have been built by small occupiers upon land 
which they rent, and these are· generally of the same miserable character as the 
squatters' houses; and a considerable number are held by middlemen who sublet them'. 
The middle man, often a farI!ler, takes cottages from' an estate owner, not for the" 
purpose of housing labourers to. whom he gives constant employmen~ and regular 
wages, but mainly with the object of making a profit, and partly with that of securing 
labour at busy periods of the year, without, however, subjecting himself to the 
correlative obligati.on on his part of providing regular employment. 

249. In some such lettings the rent is paid by one day's labour in respect of each 
week's occupation, and it is alleged .that this system gives, the opportunity of exacting 
the day's labour just when the tenant could earn the largest wages. In suoh cases 
the labourer may, be subjected to a very oppressive and unfair rent. A rent which is 
·equivalent to an average day's wage throughout. the year might not be excessive; but 
if the 52 days' work were claimed in hay time "and hM'vest, when the labourer could 
easily obtain work at comparatively high wages, a great injustice might be done. 
In Bailieboro', Mr. Richar:ds was told that labourers who left the district for harvest 
work elsewhere were called upon to return for the purpose of working off arrears of. 
rent which had accummulated when no work had been provided for them. 

Many estate cottages. and those on the larger farms are held rent free d~ring 
the engagement of the labourer. Others are held by the week, month, quarter, and 
year. Mr. Richards gives particulars as to 96 cottages in two of his districts of 
inquiry, and of these 51 were held at a weekly rent~l, and probably therefore by a 
weekly tenure. 

. 250. The rent of ilia 96 cottages referred to varies from .58. a ye~r to 48. 6d. a week, 
or HZ. 14s.per annum, the larger sum being paid for a four-roomed house, two of 
which rooms are 8' X 8', and the other two 8' X 5'. Four shinings a week appears to 
be a not uncommon rent in small towns for tenements of one room. In Mr. Richards' 
list of 96 cottages those having three rooms are let at an average rent of lB. 6d. 
Mr. Wilson Fox gives particulars respecting a number of cottages in Skibbereen 
and Delvin districts. In the former union, 18. a week seems to be the full rent of 
a two-roomed cottage. In Delvin some' four room cottages in good repair are let at 
328. 6d. a year. 
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, It is generally said that Is. a wee~ is as much as a labourer can afford to pay f,or 
rent and the union cottages are let WIth. half an acre of land for about that sum, :while 
many men are paying 50 per cent. m,ore rent for miserable cottages without any garde~ 
at 'all. It'is pointed oun by Mr. RIchards that many la~ourers pay .n:ore fornakea 
land than is charged for the same extent of ground, WIth the addItIOn of a good 
cottage.' 

251. In the case of all tenements or holdings With a valuation not exceeding 4l &ares on 
rates are legally due and payable by the lanJIord; when over that amount the rates cottag ... 
are divided between landlord andtenanl. ' Union cottages are, in all cases, let free of 
rates, ,and it does not appear probable that any rates are paid by labourers who are 
n. ot ocoupiers of land. ,. 

V.-GARDENS AND ALLoTMENTS. 

252. Cottages in the country districts have usually land attached to them, except in Gardens. 
.ru, north of the country, where it is said that many have been abolished and 
potato grounds substituted for them. In towns many houses have not even a yard 
much less a garden. Union contages are provided with half an acre of ground, aud 
some of the more recently built ones have an acre. Some estate cottages have not only 
large gardens, but meadow land attached. Mr. Wilson Fox says that "in Westport, Fox, A, 90, 
" Castlereagh, and Skibbereen unions the small holders and cottagers seldom have 
" flower gardens, the space generally occupied by 1;he garden in English cottages 
" being monopolised by the mannre heaps. and als~ used as a run by the pigs and 
" fowls. but then, of oourse, the small holders, 'and 1D many oases the labourers, have 
.. land adjacent. on which they grow potatoes and vegetables for consumption," The 
gardens appear to be almost entirely gi:ven up to ,the growth of potatoes and cabbages, 
with an occasional crop of oats. . 

Only two or three reports notioe the growth of flowers or fruit, or a variety of 
vegetables, Mr. O'Brien deplores the fact, and he quotes the evidence of "a close 
observer of the general situation," who says: .. It is greatly to be regretted that the O'Brien, 
.. labourers have no idea of tho cultivation or use of other vegetables, so as to make A, 29 • 
.. soup and pies of vegetables and potatoes, whioh would thus greatly improve their 
.. diet:' . 

253. Allotments, as understood in England. soarcely exist. Mr. O'Brien points out Allotments. 
that no practical effeot has been given to the provision/! of the Labourers AC1;S, 1885, 
and 1866, enabling local authorities to provide allotments for labourers resident in 
adjacent towns and villages. He says, .. In only one instanoe that came under my O'Brien, 
.. notice, Kilmailook, had anything been aotually done in this way, and there it was A.30 • 
.. only on a very limited scale," -

254. Potato grounds are very generally provided for those who wish to have them, Potato 
but the terms on which they are supplied vary considerably. In some placed these are grounds. 
liberal, a hired labourer getting from one to two roods free ·of rent; the ground being 
sometimes manured and tilled by the.farmer. In other parts the labourer finds manure, McCrea, 
and pays as much as 4l. or 5Z. an Rcre for the use of the land for one year, as much A.14, 
118 12/. an aore' being sometimes charged. This system of hiring land for one year is 
known as the" con-aore" system. 

255. Cow runs or cow pastures in the English sense of the term, as describing Cows. 
pastures in which the oocupants of certain cottages have a right or privilege of 
p!ll!turing their oows, do not exist, but, apart from the small holdings occupied by 
those who are sometimes labourers for hire, it is no~ unusual for estate owners or 
large farmers to allow their labl\urers, who 8.re permanently engaged, the grazing of one 
or more oows, either as an allowance in lieu of wages, or at a fixed sum, which, it may 
be added, is generally a small aum oompared with the cost of the keeping, or the valua 
of the privilege to the owner of the cow. The grazings by which the hords in some of 
the pastoral districts are. entirely or chiefly remunerated are the most prominent 
instanoes. These are most oommon in Castlereagh" Delvin, Dromore, and Loughrea, 
but they are found in.maay other distriots. In some parts of the country, as in Bally~ 
mahon and Letterkenny, ordinary labourers are not uncommonly paid in part by grass 

~. for a cow and oalf. In other places the labourer's cow is tabn in to graze for a 
moderate sum. Thus the Earl of Longford allows any of his men to have the grass of 
a oow for 12 months at 2l. lOs., th"t of a .. two-year-old .. for 2l., of a yearling for 258" Fox, A.. 
and that of a calf tor 5,~., Another landowner will keep a cow,for any of his labourer~ 

U 191'0, - l i 
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.for 41. a year. In another part of the country, as in Naas, a farmer will keep a cow 
from' May to October for 41. or 51., or as in Balrothery for 48. a week. 

256. Pigs are very generally kept by the labourers, and poultry still mox:( oommonly. 
Indeed, in many places, eggs and fowls are an important source of' iII·~.ue to thE 
labourer. It is said that in Bailieboro' the average profit made from this source b, 
the labourers probably amounts to 5/. per annum. 

VI.-BENEFIT SOCIBTIEB. 

257. Societies for insurance against loss of income by reason of sickness, burial 
clubs, clothing clubs and other similar organisations, which are so numerous and se 
important in their effect upon the condition of the agricultural labourers in England, 
are almost unknown in Ireland. There are said to be a few subscriliers to thE 
Prudential Assurance Company in Downpatrick and Balrothery, two of the nios~ pros
perous districts of inquiry. There are also a few estate clubs established by landowners 
for the benefit of workmen employed upon their property, e.g., a clothing club started 
by Sir Thomas Butler at Ballin Temple, Carlow, which has however a very limited 
nnmber of members. This, Mr. O'Brien says, was the only benefit society which hE 
found in existence in his dietricts of inquiry. Mr. Fox reports that upon Lord Long· 
ford's Pakenham Hall estate,Delvin, there are estate clubs for the benefit of thE 
workmen employed. 

Mr. Wilson Fox expresses a doubt as to whether the labourers in the .poorer distrICts 
could afford to subscribe to any institutions of this character. 

VII.-TRADES UNIONS, STRIKES, &0. 

258. There are some organisations of agricultural labourers in different parts of 
Ireland, but they do not appear to be very largely supported or at all active. In the 
past two movements of some importance have occurred. 
. , 

259. Mr. O'Brien says on this subject-
.. Some years ago the Agricultural labourers showed a tendency to establish organisa

" tions for the protection and advocacy of their own special interests, and in one union 
" in particular, Kanturk, where the movement assumed for a while considerable 
" dimensions . . . very substantial concessions were wrung by the labourers from 
.. the farmers in that quarter in the year 1880, entirely through the agency of their 
" local labour leagues. Since that ~ime, however, it may be said that. nearly all sUllh 
" bodies have been gradually on the. wan~ in this count!'y. In th~ unions visited by 
" me recently, where they had a previous more or less active existence, I found them to 
" be at the present time either entirely extinct or possessing in their altered condition 
" little vitality or real force. This result was probably attributable in the first 
" instance to the fact that about the year 1879 these local organisations became 
" gradnally overshadowed by the far more important one of the then established Land 
"League. In more recent times, however, they were often materially weakened; I 
.. think, by the operations so largely undertaken under the Labourers Acts, which had 
.. the effect of redressing, in great'measure, the principal grievance the movement had 
., been directed against, by providing a considerable number of the labourers with 
" improved house accommodation." 

Mr. O'Brien, in support of this couclusion, cites the cases of Kanturk and Wexford, 
where measures under the Labourers Acts had been applied'in a considel'at(! and 
generous spirit, as those where local labour . agitation has subsided; while in Queen's 
County, where the local authority has failed to satisfy the aspirations of the labourers 
in respect of house accommodation, these organisations still retain vitality. A reference 
to Mr. O'Brien's Report on the Kanturk Union will show that up to 1880 the efforts of 
the Labour League were mainly in connexion with the miserable condition of the 
house accommodation, but in that year the agitation was "directed entirely against 
" the farmers and rested on the question of the inadeqnacy of the. scale Of wages then 
" in vogue." A general strike at the commencement of harVest" brought matters ~ a 
" crisis, with the result that the entire question was referred for final settlement to 
" three arbitrators, one represC"lting the landowners, the seeond the farmers, and the 
" third the labourers." The settlement arrived at made an all round addition of 28. a 
week to the wages of the labourers, that i~, from 48. a week to 68. where food wail 
pnvided, and from 7 s. to 98. a week for those hired without food. . 
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260. Another successful combination of a certain class of labourers may be noticed. 
In 1881 the herds of Rosoommon formed a league with the ohject of obtaining a higher 
rate of pay, and the employe1'8 started a defence fund, but after a short strike the demands ~~~i. SS. 
of the men were conceded. 

vnr.-RELATIONS BETWEEN EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED. 

261. The tenor of most of the Report is to the effect that the relations of masters ~erally 
and their labourers are satisfactory, and even friendly. There are, however, some satisfactory. 
exceptions to this general rule, thus Mr. O'Brien says in his Report on Kanturk :- O'Brien, 

.. The relations . . . are, generally speaking, described liS being 'fairly good,' B. II .•• 7 • 
.. but judging from what I have h~atd, and what I have myself observed, I should be 
" disposed to doubt much if this is really the case in and about the town of Kanturk. Some. 

" The embers of thA old feud Rre palpably still there, and might, I apprehend, be exceptions. 
" easily enough fa';lIled again into a state-of acti:v~ and dangerous vitality." 

And again, in K~lmallock\ be e~resses tbe o~l~IOn that, 3Itboug~-
"There is certamly nothmg lIke overt hostIlIty anywhere marufested, . the B. IX. S2. 

.. feeling en~ertained is rather the reverse of a cordial one." 
With these exceptions the dissatisfacti?ll of the labourers with their employers appears 

to be cbiefiyin respect of a want of contInUOUS employment and of low wages, while the 
employers generally complain that the labourers are less industrious and willing than 
formerly. 

IX.-GENERAL CONDITION OJ' THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER. 

262. With regard to the general condition of the class under consideration, there is ~onditioa 
an almost complete uniformity of testimony as to a great improvement having taken Improved. 
place in recent years, but in a majority of the districts of inquiry the Reports1'epresent 
conditions wbich are far from satisfRctory. 

Mr. O'Brien, who states," with some confidence," that" a marked and substantial 
.. improvement bas taken place within tbe last 10 or 15 years," ascribes that result to 
the" combined operation of several distinct causes. Of these, the three principal may O'Brien, 
.. be stated to be (1) the increaHed demand for lllbour occasioned by emigration; (2) A.3S. 
H the sensible deoline tbat has been experienced during the time in the general cost of 
" living; and (3) the benefits conferred upon a considerable number of labourers by the 
" remedial legislation of recent years in regard to their house accommodation and 
.. surroundings." 

263. With regard to their actual condition Mr. O'Brien reports that a wide disparity Wid.'d. 
exists. .. In those districts where the continued pursuit on a more or less substantial parity in 
" scale of tillage farming is combined with other industries, all fairly capable aud condition • 
.. industrious laboure1'8 can, generally speaking, reckon on reasonably constant em- O'Brion, 
" ployment throughout the year, and where, in addition to this, they are in possession A. 3S . 
.. of either the plots of ground attached to tha cottages provided under the Labourers 
.. Acts, or are able in the absence of this to secure the accommodation of a piece of 
... con·acre' potato ground fr~m soms Ilflighbouring farmer, their general condition 
" may be pronounced to be a fll1rly comfortable one, and on the whole quite equal to 
.. that of the s~a~ farmers: In ce~ain districts, however, tillage has been . . . 
.. reduoed to a mInImUm, whIle there 18 • • • an almost entire absence of important 
.. industries '.' . In such cases . . . a large proportion of even the best and 
.. most industnous labourers have to endure a more or less considerable period of 
" enforoed idleness during certain seasons of the year," and he proceeds to point out 
that while what haa been stated applies to even the best of their class the ca!e of the 
aged, infirm, and in different laboure1'8 is still more unfavourable. ' 

264. Mr. McCrea classifies tbe 11 distriots which he visited in respect of the condition 
of the labourer thus :-

Good.-Downpatrick, Limavady, Ballymena, Cookstown. 
Fair.-Ardee. Letterkenny, Castleblayney, Clones. 
Bad.-Ballymllhon, Ballyshannon, Dromore West. 
The four ~istricts which are placed in the first of the above classes are I'8ther less 

agricultural In character than tbe other districts with which they are compared' the" 
. hItve on an avera!1e l~ger boldings and a greater area of corn crops, and these ~re afi 
ciroumstances which mcrease the demand for labour and tend to make their demand 
fairly constant. 
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Mr. MoCrea states that .. the rate of wages of regular labourers does not appear as • 
.. yet to be much affected by agrieultuml depression, but there is an attempt, nearly 
.. everywhere to work with le88 help thau formerly; permanent improvements &l'Il 

.. almost at a standstill, more land i~ being put into pasture, and in,many o&ses fence •• 

.. roads, &c. are not so tastefully kept. These causes bave affected, and during tho 

.. continuance of the present depression must,affect, the employtpent of the casual 

.. labourer particularly in the poorer districts, and as there seems little prospect of 

.. improvement, his only resource will be migration to town or emigration." 

265. Mr. Wilson Fox says;-

Fox, A. lOO. .. 
"Generally spe~ing the labourer:s i~ the four unions visited must have. A great 
struggle for enstence. Indeed, It IS nlarveUous how those who have Irregular 
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.. employment can feed and clothe their families at all, when even on farms where 

.. employment is regular, of which there are many in the Cast1ereagh, SkibberesD, and 

.. Delvin Unions, the problem of making both ends meet must frequently be .. 
" difficult one to solve. 

"It is, however, satisfactory to be able to state that though the wages are low 
" and many of the hOUBes are bad, the condition of the people has on the whole
" improved during the last 20 years, with ~e exception of those in the Westport 
" Union." 

Mr. Fox goes on to point out that there are no tillage farms of any size in Westport. 
and therefore few labourers supported by wages; the agriculturists are small holder8, 
obtaining work elsewhere. It is a fact worthy of notice that the population of West
port has decreased during the 20 yea1'8, 1871~1891, less jihaD, in. any of, the 30 selected 
districts of inquiry; it is also the pre-eminently district of small holdings and holdings 
of the lowest average value. 

266. Mr. Richard~ reports that 8S regards his four districts of inquiry, .. thu 
.. condition of the labQurers is in one essential, .' '.' that of house accommo
" dation, bad. a want of certainty or continuity Qf employment. . . tending 
•• to lower the condition of the labourer . presses most heavily at LOUghrA" 
" on the more populous centres in each district. Many of the labourers living ill 
.. Loughrea (town) cannot obtain employment for more than seven months in the yeai 
.. 'fhei1' earnings during this time are such I'IS will only enable them to provide the molt 
.. ordinary necessaries, and are quite inadequate to cover such necessaries, and also, 
.. provide a fund for maintenance during the winter months. The result is that a. 
.. considerable portion of such men have every year to come on the rates for outdoor 
"relief. The condition of such men and their families is wretched in the extreme." 

267. It appears that in 15 districts out of 30 the present condition is described as 
fairly satisfactory, in 10 it is acknowledged to have improved, but it is not satisfac. 
tory; in five districts it is distinctly bad. The five districts thus char8<fterised are 
Bailieboro', Ballymahon, Ballyshann(!n, ,Dx:omore, and Loughrea.. 

The absence of a continuous demand for labouria everywhere the chief' cause 
of unfavoura,ble conditions, and unless employment can be increased the bnilding 
of cottages will be of ·little service to the labourers Imiess they can be supplied at the 
same time with a sufficient quantity of land to make them' independent of wage!!. 
The condition of the small holders is scarcely 80 prosperous as to give much encourage-
ment to a further expansion of their numbers. , 

268. The sanitary condition of the laboUrer!\' ap.d small holders' cottages is, by 
universal testimony, deplorable. Mr. Richards and Mr. Wilson Fox express opinioDE 
in favour of periodical inspection of dwelling-houses, and an official certification of 
fitness for the accommodation. of 8 specified number of inhabitants. 

269. Mr. Richards draws attention to the too ablJndant facilities for obtaining drid 
as a circumstance unfavourably affecting the condition of the labourer. He statL'l 
that in Loughrea town there are 52 licensed houses out of a total number of 4S~ 
inhabited houses, with a population of 1,800 persons; and in other districts he observecl 
a very considerable and excessive number of these houses and. some insobriety amon.€ 
farmers and labourers. Mr. Fox,· on the other hand, credlts the labourers of hil 
district of inquiry with sobriety, and certainly the number of licensed houses it 
proportion to population is in thOBe districts in great ~on~st to the facts describe~ 
with regard to Loughrea. In that town the proportIon IS one. house to about 8. 
inhabitants; in Skibbereen it is one to 237, a.nd in Castleresgh, It 18· one to 350. 



/ 
nll'TH AND I'INAL UPORT: THE AGRICULTURAL LABOt1Ml1. 

CONCLUSION. 

1 have stated, as I believe, fairly and impartially the results of the very wide investi- OonclnsioD. 
gation which has been made as to the. conditions and circumstances affecting ~he life of 
~he ag~cultural ~abourer. I am qUl~ aware that. I ha!e 'om~tted to notice !Dany 
mterestmg and Important m!ltters w.luch are mentIoned In the.Re~rts of Aeslstant 
Commissioners. 1 trust that m my Fmal Report I shall do fuller Justice to the work of 
my colleagues RIld to the subject of inquiry. . 

In conclusion I would venture to state very briefly what seem to me to be the 
principal conclusions to be deduced. from the evidence w~ch ha:s been received. 

1. The llumoer of those competmg for employment m agnculture has everywhere 
. decreased. -. -
2. The decrease in the number of wage earners in agriculture has been most marked 

in Ireland; but the effect of a decrease has been most felt in Scotland, where 
only there is a general complaint of a scarcity of labourers. 

3. In England a general contraction of employment in agriculture has proceeded 
concurrently with the decrease of wage eariierll RIld to 1I0me extent balanced the 
supply and demand. 

4. The decrease in the number of labourers hali improved the chRIlce of obtaining 
regular work by those who desire it. 

5. The universal withdrawal of women from field work i~ an evidence of an improve· 
ment in the circumstances of the labourers;' .-

6. 'rhe material condition of the labourers has everywhere improved, though there 
are still very wide and striking differences as to the amount of remunera
tion received by them in different localities and parts of the United 
Kingdom. 

7. This improvement, though in some measure due to an increase of earnings, is, 
however, ver'S largely the result of the cheapening of commodities which are the 
necessaries of life. 

o. The least satisfactory circumstance affecting the life of the labourers is the condi
t.ion. of the dwellings which a considerable number of them are compelled to 
lIve Ill. - -

With these remarks I beg to conclude. 
1 have the honour to remain, 

Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signed) - W lJ.IJ.A.M C. LITTLB. 
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Resolution with regard to the Services of the Chairman. 

At the Meeting of the Commission on April 27th, 189~, the following Resolution 

unanimously adopted :-

Prop08ed by Mr. Livesey. Seconded by Mr. Tom Mann. 

That the Members of this Commission desire to place on record their Ii 

appreciation of the great ability, the absolute impartiality, and the unweal 

pa~ience with which the Chairman has conducted the proceedings of 

Commission. 
, 

The Commissioners directed that this Resolution' shouid be entered on their Mini 

and published as part of their proceedings. 
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